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·· PREFACE. 
The present work was undertaken at the instance of the Hon. Clarence 
King, first Director of the United States Geological Survey, in 1879. It 
. was his intention that it should form part of a series of monographs which 
would in time include all the important mining districts of the country, and 
thus furnish an accurate and permanent rec.ord of the manner of occurrence · 
and geological relations of the metallic deposits of the United States, as well 
as of all substantial improvements in the methods of obtaining the metals 
from their ores. 
In preparing such a monograph the general plan adopted was : first, to 
obtain an accurate knowledge of the geological structure of the region and 
of the various rocks of which it is made up; next, to study thoroughly the 
ore deposits in their varied relations to the inclosing rocks; and, finally, to 
investigate any methods of extraction or of reduction of the _ores that pre-
sented new or unusual features, without wasting time upon what was already 
so well known as to require no further comment. Various circumstances 
rendered such modifications of this plan necessary in the present case that 
the various stages of the work could not always be carried on in their log-
ical sequence. rrhe great altitude of the region and consequent inclemency 
of its climate practically prevented surface work being carried on to ad-
vantage during eight months of the year. The organization of the Survey 
was as yet incomplete, and assistants familiar with this class of work could 
not immediately be obtained; moreover, a year elapsed after the inception 
of the work before laboratory facilities could be obtained which rendered 
• 
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tion by Messrs. H. Huber & Co., F. G. Bulkley & Co., and George H. 
Robinson & Co., respectively. 
From June, 1880, to June, 1881, my time was partially taken up in 
fr" supervision and direction of experts employed under the authority of 
th~ Ruperintenclent of the Census in making an investigation into the "Sta-
tistics and 'rechnology of the Precious Metals" in the Rocky Mountains. 
From the close of field work in the summer of 1880 to May, 1881, I 
was mainly occupied with Mr. Jacob in completing the examination of the 
mines and deposits of Leadville. In this work we received, with a single 
exception, the most courteous treatment from .mine owners and superin-
tendents, who not only opened their mines freely to our inspection and per-
mitted the use of the maps of their underground workings, but also aided 
us materially in many cases by the information they furni~hed from their 
own every-day experience. To these gentlemen, individually and collect-
ively, I return my most hearty thanks, as well for the services 3:bove 
mentioned as for the confidence thereby displayed in the disinterestedness 
of our motives and our wish to be of service to the mining public in gen-
eral without favoring unduly any indi~idual or corporatipn. 
During the summer of 1881 the individual members of the corps, aided 
by Messrs. Morris Bien and W. B. v. Richthofen, were occupied in collating 
the results obtained, and in the preparation of the various maps and illus-
trations for the engraver, and by autumn the work was so far completed 
that I was enabled to embody the principal results arrived at in an abstract 
published in the Second Annual Report of the Director of the Survey. 
During the time that has elal)sed since the publication of that a tract 
the development of the Leadville mines has proce d d with rar id tri 
and already t1 e ores are changing from car nat , and ,h] rile t ul-
phides. In other re pect als the e d vel pm nt h, ve , ~ r d m , t 
gratifying c nfirmation f th g neral accurc cy f th <r 1 O'ical utlin . 
yin 1 ti n . v n h, it n ther-
d what 1 ad 1 DO' inc 
r w rk it wa n t i l to attempt 
tl er fi r in the final revi ion of this 
PREFACE. 
· XI 
long-delayed material the changes have been mainly confined to condens-
ing and leaving out what has in a measure lost its value by the lapse of 
time. Where new facts have been obtained, they have been inserted in 
notes. The report as it now ~tands is therefore essentially that which was 
prepared four years ago, and as such it should be criticised by those who have 
occasion to read it. 
S. F. EMMONS. 
WASHINGTON, October 1, 1885. 
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF RESULTS. 
GEOLOGY. 
The Mosquito Range, the study of whose geological structure formed a necessary basis for that of 
the ore deposits of the Leadville region, is the western boundary of the South Park, and has thus been 
considered from a topographical standpoint to form part of the Park Range. Geology shows, however, 
that in Paleozoic times the boundaries of the depressions now known as the Parks were formed by the 
Archean land masses of the Colorado Range on the east and of the Sa watch and its continuation to the 
north, the Park Range on the west, and that the uplift of the Mosquito Range did not occur until the 
close of the Cretaceous. 
Prior to this uplift the various porphyry bodies, which now form a prominent feature among the 
rock formations of the region, were intruded into the sedimentary beds deposited during Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic times, spreading out between the beds and sometimes crossing them, but being most uniformly 
distributed at the top of the Lower Carboniferous or Blue Limestone. It was in this limestone that the 
greater part of the ores were deposited, and the original deposition must have taken place after the 
intrusion of the porphyry and before the uplift of the range. 
In the uplift of the range both eruptive sheets and sedimentary beds, with the included ore 
deposits, were plicated and faulted, and by subsequent erosion an immense thickness of rocks bas been 
carried away, laying bare the very lowest rocks in the conformable series; the outcrops are, however, 
frequent.Iy buried beneath what is locally called "wash," a detrital formation of glacial origin. In the 
Leadville region, owing to the reduplication caused by faulting, a series of outcrops of easterly dipping 
beds of the Blue Limestone are exposed beneath the wash, of which all are metalliferous and a consid-
erable proportion carry pay ore. 
ORE DEPOSITS. 
The principal ore deposits of Leadville occur, as above indicated, in the Blue Limestone and at or 
near its contact with the overlying bodies of porphyry. The ores consist mainly of carbonate of lead, 
chloride of silver, and argentiferous galena, in a gangue of silica and clay, with oxides of iron and 
manganese and some barite. These materials are mainly of secondary origin, and result from the altera-
tion by surface waters of metallic sulphides. · 
The study of these deposits has shown: 1, that they were originally deposited as sulphides, and 
probably as a mixture, in varying proportions, of galena, pyrite, and blende; 2, that they were de-
posited from aqueous solutions; 3, that the process of deposition was a metasomatic interchange be-
tween the materials brought in by the solutions and those forming the· country rocks, consequently 
that they do not fill pre-existing cavities; 4, that the ore currents from which they were deposited 
did not come directly from below, but were more probably descending currents ; and 5, that these 
currents probably derived the material of which the ore deposits are formed mainly from the por-
phyry bodies which occur at horizons above the Blue Limestone. 
PRACTICAL OO:l'{SIDERATIONS. 
Inasmuch as the ore currents did not come directly from below, it is not advisable to search for 
ore below the Blue Limestone horizon. This hori2'.on, however, should be thoroughly prospected, and 
the maps and sections show its probable position in the as yet unexplored areas; the explorations, 
moreover, should not be confined to the upper surface of this limestone, but carried into its mass 
wherever there are indications of ore, and especially along the contact of transverse bodies of Gray 
Porphyry. The probabilities are that very considerable bodies of ore remain as yet undiscovered, and 
the most promising areas for prospecting are indicated. It is also probable that as the distance from 
the surface increases the ores will be found less altered, and that they will t,heref01;e be less easily 
reduced by the smelting processes now employed. 
The pet,rography of the district is treated by Mr. Whitman Cross in Appendix A. The results of 
chemical investigation and the methods of research are given in Appendix B by Mr. W. F.- Hillebrand, 
and in Appendix C Mr. Guyard has given a memoir on Jead smelting as conducted at Leauville, show-
mg the character of the plant, the composition of ores, fluxes, and furnace products, and discussino· the 
reactions ,vhich take place in the blast furnaces. 
0 
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PART I. 
GEOLOGY. 
MON. XII-1 1 

CHAPTER I. 
LEADVITJLE-ITS POSITION, DISCOVERY, AND DEVEL-
OPMENT. 
Topographical description.-rrhe city of Leadville is situated in the county 
of Lake, State of Colorado, on the western flank of the Mosquito Range, 
at the head of the Arkansas Valley. Its exact position is in longitude 
106° 17' west from Greenwich and 39° 15~ nort~ latitude. Its mean 
elevation above ~ea-level is I 0,150 feet, taken at the court-house, in the 
center of the city.1 
The most striking feature in the topographical structure of the Rocky 
Mountains in Colorado is, as is well known to those familiar with western 
geography, the fact that it consists of two approximately parallel ridges,, 
separated by a series of broad mountain valleys or.parks. _ 
The easternmost of these uplifts, the Colorado or Front Range, rises·. 
abruptly from . the Great Plains, which fo~m its base at 5,000 to 6,000 feet: 
above the sea-level, to a crest of 13,000 to 14,000 feet. It is deeply scored_ 
by narrow, tortuous gorges, worn by mountain streams, whose clear waters; 
debouch upon the plains and become absorbed in the sluggish, turbid! 
currents of the Platte arrd Arkansas Rivers. The trend of the i:ange is 
due north and south, its highest portions being mostly included within the 
1 The datum point from which 1.he levels of the map of Leadville were reckoned is the threshold 
of the First National Bank, a stone building at the southeast corner of Harrison avenue and Chestnut 
street. The altitude of this point, as determined by connection by levels with the bench-marks of the 
Denver and Rio Grande Ra,ilroad, is 10,135.55 feet; by levels with the bench-marks of the Colorado 
Central Railroad, 10,113 feet; by depression angles from the top of Mount Lincoln, 10,112 feet. As a, 
mean, the contour passing through it is assumed to be 10,125 feet, greater weight being given to the 
:first :figure, since the leveling by which it was arrived at was prouably more carefully done than in 
the case of the other two. A level-line bad been ruu from Fairplay to the top of Mount Lincoln by the 
members of the Hayden Suryey jn 1872. 
I , 
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boun~aries of the State, beyond which at either end it becomes gradually 
lower, and disappears as a topographical· feature beneath the plains. .To 
the west of this range lie the mountain valleys of the N <?rth, Middle, South, 
and San. Luis Parks, in Colorado, and the Laramie Plains, in Wyoming, 
each of which possesses the same general feature of being nearly completely 
e_ncircled by mountain ridges. On the other hand, each has distinct topo-
graphical features of its own, which need not be entered upon here. 
· Beyond the parks on the west, ·and separating them from the great 
basin ·of the Colorado River, is a second mountain uplift, to which the gen-
eral name of Park Range has been given. It has by no means the regular 
structttre of the Colorado Range, but is made up of a series of short ranges 
en echelon, from ,vhich offshoots connect with the latter, forming the ridges 
_which separate the different park basins. In the latitude of Leadville this 
western uplift consists of two distinct ranges, the Mosq.uito or Park Range-
the latter being the ·name given in the Hayden atlas of 1877, probably 
because it forms the boundary of the South Park--and the Sawatch Range, 
which forms the water-shea' between the Atlantic and Pacific waters. 
1.1he Mosquito Range is a narrmv, straight ridge, abont eighty miles in 
length, trending a little west of north, and is characterized by long, regular 
slopes scored deeply by glacial gorges on the east towa,rd South Park and 
by an abrupt irregular inclination on the west toward ' the Arkan as Valley. 
The Sawatch Range, on the other hand, i ' a br ader, oval-shaped 
mountain mass, divided by the deep gorge of it. draining streams into a 
series of massives and wanting the continu u ridge tructure of the Mos-
quito Range. In thi re pe t, :1 in it o-e logical comp ition, which is the 
determining cau, f th diff r nc of it· t p graphi al£ rm , it resembles 
the Colorad Th 
i nal 
rkansa , a merid-
u t ·ixt en mile in width, mea ured 
It ir ti n i paraU 1 to that of 
in ,,. : lit 1 f uth in it. rn an cour e, though 
1 ht , , r · it· had. rom it outhern end the 
1v r } ft r r 1Y10 the we ter · of the nth Arkan a , bends 
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sharply to the east and cuts through the southern continuation of the Mos.: 
quito and Colorado Ranges in deep canon valleys, the last ·well k~own to 
tourists as the Royal Gorge. About midway in the Upper Arkansas Valley 
the· present bed of the stream is confined within a narrow rocky canon, 
called from the prevailing rock of the surrounding hills Granite Canon. 
Both above and below this canon the foot-hills of the bordering ranges 
recede again, leaving a valley bottom from six to ten miles in width. But 
little of this area is occupied by actual alluvial soil, its surface consisting 
mostly of gen~ly slo_ping, gravel-covered terraces. In the area above the · · 
~ canon, which 1s about twenty miles long, the eye is at once arrested by its 
/. basin form. In the center is a relatively wide stretch of meadow land ~mme-
diately adjoining the river, on either side of which mesa~like benches slope 
gently up to the foot-hills of the mountains, three or four miles distant, 
which rise abruptly from these terraces in broken, irregular outlin~s. The 
suggestion thus offered by its basin shape and terrace-like spurs that this 
portion of the valley was once filled by a mountain lake iE' confirmed, as 
will be seen lateri.. by the geological facts developed during the present 
investigation. 
On the upper edge of one of these terraces, on the east side of the val-
ley, is situated the city of Leadville . . From the n<:>rth bank of Califo,n.ia 
gulch it extends along the foot of Carbonate hill to the valley of the east 
fork of the Arkansas, covering, with its rectangular system of streets and 
contiguous smelting works, an area of nearly 500 acres, while on the hill 
slopes immediately above are situated the mines which constitute its wealth. 
On Plate I I is given the reproduction of a photograph of the city, taken 
from a point in its western outskirts on Capitol Hill ridge, near the junc-
tion of the two branches of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad and \tbout 
west of the Harrison smelter. Although ,the plate leaves much to be de-
sired in point of distinctness and the shape of the m_ountain spurs back of" 
the town are necessarily obscured by foreshortening, it serves to give a 
general idea of the city and its surroundings. The square building with 
cupola, on the ~xtreme left, is the cop.rt-house, back of which the wooded 
ridge in the middle_ distance is Yankee Hill; a similar building to the right 
toward California gnlch is the high school. The chirriney hi the middle is 
.. 
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that of the Harrison Reduction Works, to the right of which is the 'I'abor 
mill. ~"'he slopes immediately back of the town are those of Carbonate hill, 
beyond which is seen the round summit of B~ll Mou:1tain, with Breece hill, 
as a wooded spur, extending north ward from it. Still farther back the ridge 
slopes up in apparent continuity to Dyer Mountain, the highest point on th~ 
sl~y-line. To the left of Dyer Mountain is Mount Evans, 6¼ miles distant in 
a straight line, and on its right is Mount S~1erman, forming the eastern walls 
of Evans and Iowa amphitheatres respectively. On a clear day the outlines .. 
· of rock formations on these walls may be very distinctly seen. 
Routes of appro-ach.-The approach to Leadville, as {nay be seen from the_ 
above brief sketch of its topographical situation, was extremely difficult be-
fore the development of its wealth had led to the building of railroads. 
Three routes of travel were available. The middle one, or that most used 
· by travelers in coming from Denver, crossed the Colorado Range near the 
South Platte Canon, at an elevation of 10,000 feet~ and skirting the northern 
rim of South Park, through the mining ~own of Fairplay, crossed the Mos-
quito Range at Mosquito pass opposite Leadville at an altitude of 13,600 
feet, or, making a detour of ten or twelve miles to the southward, at Weston's 
pass, whose
1
summit is only 12,000 feet above the level of the sea. Thi g·en-
eral route the Denver and South Park Railway follows, winding up the nar-
row and tortuous gorge of the South Platte and pas ing over Keno ha pa s 
at the head of its north fork into South ark; t er the Mo quito Range, 
however, it is obliged to make a lon0 r <l. tour t th outhward and pa' 
dowi; the valley of Trout Ore k, a tri ut ry f the Arkan a , whi h, heading 
on the east side of the 1 nitc u b · int th,, Arkan as Valley 
a,t Buena Vi ta, 40 11il ' · uth c: vill . 
Th fr 
C 1ora ~ pring , and, trav r ing 
rkan a Valley either at 
r c nd >i Grande Railway, 
n °-in ering kill - direct! y 
thr ugh ·canon and g rges 
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The northern route s·tarts from Golden, near Denver, and, following up 
tho canon of Clear Creek, crosses the Colorado Range at an altitude of 
12,000 feet, either by the Argentine or by Lovel~nd's pass. It then crosses -
the southern edge of Middle Park along the valley of Snake River and 
bends southward up the valley of Ten-Mile Creek, having thus gone around 
the northern-end of the Mosquito Range. After crossing the relatively low 
divide of Fremont's pass (11,300 feet), it reaches Leadville by descending 
the east fork of the Arkaosas. At either end of this route railroads are 
already built, namely, up the valley of Clear Creek to Georgetown, and 
from Leadville across Fremont's pass down Ten-Mile Valley to its junction 
with the Blue. But the ad visabil.ity- of completing the connecting link at 
such an altitude, in practical competition with the two already existing lines, 
seems under present conditions of development to be somewhat doubtful. 
Discovery of the precious metals.-The -discovery of the Leadville deposits 
presents so striking a picture of the life of the pioneer miner ii_1 the West, 
and of the large_ element of chance connected 'Yith it, that it seems proper 
to give its history with all the fuTlness of detail which ·the so11iewhat imper-
fect data obtainable will allow. 
The earliest known exploration of the valley of the Upper Arkansas 
was that made by the expedition of Fremont in 1845. In his second· expe-
dition, in 1842, he had aimed at tracing the Arkansas River to its sourc~, · 
but, unwittingly leaving the main stream, had followed up the Fontaine qui 
bouille, now called Fountain Creek, probably passing near the present .site 
of Denver, and struck into the mountains at some point nearly opposite 
that place. In 1845, h_?wever, as indicated by G(;3ner~l Warren, he prob-
abry entered the mounta!ns near where Canon City now stands, and cr~ssed 
the southern end of South Park; reaching the Upper Arkansas Valley 
th1~ough the valley of Trout Creek. Thence, following the .Arkansas to its 
head, he crossed what was then called Utah pass and descended Eagle or 
Piney River to its co11fluence with the Grand or Blue. It seems proba-
ble, therefore, that the name of Fremont's pass, which is given to that of 
Ten-Mil~ .Creek, would have been more appropriately applied to the rren-
nessee pass, which divides the Eagle River from the head of the Arkansas. 
' 
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There is little doubt that this striking valley was afterward visited by 
trappers and individual explorers, but of such visits no record is left so far 
as is known to the writer. This region, like that of the parks,.formed part 
of the debatable ground between the tribes of Arapahoes and Utes, who 
were constantly at war with each other and who made excursions to these 
~ountain valleys simply for the purpose of hunting and without any pP,r-
manent occupancy. 
During the summer of 1859, at the time of the great Pike's Pe~k excite-
ment, a continuous stream of emigrant wagons stretched across the plains, 
following up the Arkansas River to the base of Pike's Peak. As is genP,r-
ally the case in such mining rushes, the · golden dreams of a large portion 
of those attracted_ by the marvelous stories of the wealth that existed in the 
streams issuing from th~ mountains were never realized. Many of the 
wagons that had crossed the plains in the early summer, carrying the tri-
ump~ant device "Pike's Peak or bust," returned later over the same route 
with this device sigpificantly altered to "Busted." The more adventurous 
and hardy of these pioneers, although disappointed in their first anticipa-
tions, pushed resolutely up through the rocky gorges towardR the sources 
of the streams. Some of these found gold in Russell gulch, in the valley 
of Clear Creek, where the first mining developments were made within the 
State and where now stand the flourishing -mining towns of Central City 
and Black Hawk. Others wandered across the Colorado Range into South 
Park, and found gold-bearing gravel deposits on its northern border, in 
Tarryall Creek and on the Platte in the nejghborhood of Fairplay. This 
is, as far as can be learned, the extent of the exploration made in 1859. 
In the early spring of 1860 several mall partie er ed the second 
# range into the Arkansas Valley. Among thP, number were Samuel B. Kel-
log , now ju tice· of the ·peace at Granite, an . A. W. Tabor, later mill· 
nd lieutenant g ver r of the ~ tate f olorado. Mr. Kellogg 
ha alr dy had n xp rien e f ten year in placer mining in California 
when h 1 r d in 1 5 In ruary, 1 6 , he tarted with Tabor 
c n hi f the fir t that ever went as far as the mouth of 
th the v lley an a ut pril 1 settled down at 
th it f th ranite, a out eighte n miles below Lead-
• 
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ville. Here, having discovered gold in Cash Creek, whose placer deposits 
are worked even at the present day, they whipsawed lumbm· to make slnices 
for washing its gravels. A few days . after their arrival news was brought 
to them of the discovery of gold in California gulch. Two p~rties of prospect-
ors had, it seems, already preoeded them, though their route is unknown. · 
Foremost among their names are tho~e of Slat~r, Currier, Ike Rafferty, 
George Stevens, Tom Williams, and Dick Wilson, from the . last, of whom 
many of the following facts were obtained: Th~ first µole dug in California 
gulch was ahout two hundred feet above the site of the present Jordan tun-
nel, the second just below the present town of Oro~ Owing to the ridmess 
of the ground and the number of the persons present, gold was discovered 
at an unusual number of points, and .14 disqovery claims of 100 feet each 
were located. Kellogg and Tabor · met the prospectors at the mouth of 
Iowa gulch, as they returned from locating the discovery claims, and 
agreed . to prospect that gulch. They returned to Cash Creek for provis-
ions, and went finally to California gulch on the 26th of April, 1860, as 
Iowa gulch had yielded little fruit to their labors - the geological reasons 
for which will be explained later. 
In spite of the difficulties of communication in this ·wild region, the news 
of the rich discovery of gold spread with amazing rapidity. The day after 
their arrival 70 persons came into the gulch from the irkansas Valley; by 
July it was estimated that there were 10,000 persons in the camp. It is said 
that $2,000,000 worth of gold was taken out during the first summ~r. Prob- _ 
ably considerable deductions may be made froin this estimate for the exag-
geration that fills men's minds in moments of such excitement. The record 
of claims located, how~ver, shows enormous activity in mining during this 
summer. In California gulch alone, 339 claims, 100 feet in width, were 
located. Single individuals are said to have carried away from $80,000 to 
$100,000 each as the result of their first summer's labor. Tabor and Kel-
logg worked their own claims and made about $75,000 in sixty days. The 
total production of the placer claims is generally stated at from $5,000,000 
to $10,000,000, but a more q,onservative estimate places it at from $2,500,000 
to $3,000,000. The climax was soon reached, and after the first year the 
population of this new district, whose post-office was then kn.own as Oro 
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There is little doubt that this striking valley was afterward visited by 
trappers and individual explorers, but of such visits no record is left so far 
as is known to the writer. This region, like that of the parks,.formed part 
of the debatable ground between the tribes of Arapahoes and Utes, who 
were constantly at war with each oth~r and who made excursions to these 
mountain valleys simply for the purpose of hunting and without any per-
manent occupancy. 
During the summer of 1859, at the time of the great Pike's Pe~k excite-
ment, a continuous stream of emigrant wagons stretched across the plains, 
following up the Arkansas River to the base of Pike's Peak. As is gener-
ally the case in such mining rushes, the · golden dreams of a large portion 
of those attracted_ b)r the marvelous stories of the wealth that existed in the 
streams issuing from the mountains were never realized. Many of the 
wagons that had crossed the plains in the early summer, carrying the tri-
umphant device "Pike's Peak or bust," returned later over the same route 
with this device sigpificantly altered ~o "Busted." The more adventurous 
and hardy of these pioneers, although disappointed in their first anticipa-
tions, pushed resolutely up through the rocky gorges towardR the sources 
of the streams. Some of these found gold in Russell gulch, in the valley 
of Clear Creek, where the first mining developments were made within the 
State and where now stand the flourishing -mining towns of Central City 
and Black Hawk. Others wandered across the Colorado Range into South 
Park, and found gold-bearing gravel deposits on its northern border, in 
Tarryall Creek and on the Platte in the nejghborhood of Fairplay. This 
is, as far as can be learned, the extent of the exploration made in 1859. 
In the early spring of 1860 several mall partie er ed the second 
~ range into the Arkan a Valley. Among the num er were Samuel B. Kel-
log , now ju tice· of the ·peace at Granite, an H. A. W. Tabor, later milla 
i nair and lieutenant g v rn r f the ~ tat f olorado. Mr. Kellogg 
ha lready had n xr riei ce f t n year ir placer mining in California 
when l m t l ra In ruary, 1 6 , he tarted with Tabor 
a hi f mil the fir t that ever went as far as the mouth of 
th the valley and ab ut April 1 settled down at 
th ranite a ut eighteen miles below Lead-
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ville. Here, having discovered gold in Cash Creek, whose placer deposits 
are worked even at the present day, they whipsawed lumber to make slnices 
for washing its gravels. A few days . after the.ir arrival news was brought 
to them of the discovery of gold in California gulch. Two p~rties of prospect-
ors had, it seems, already preceded them, though their route is unknown. 
Foremost among their names are tho~e of Slat~r, Currier, Ike Rafferty, 
George Stevens, Tom Williams, and Dick Wilson, from the last of whom 
many of the following facts were obtained: The first pole dug in California 
gulch was ab'out two hundred feet above the site of the present Jordan tun-
nel, the second just below the present town of Oro. Owing to the richness 
of the ground and the number of the persons present, gold was discovered 
at an unusual number of points, and .14 disqovery claims of 100 feet each 
were located. Kellogg and Tabor met the prospectors at the mouth of 
Iowa gulch,· as they returned from _locating the discovery claims, and 
agreed to prospect that gulch. They returned to Cash Creek for provis-
ions, and went finally to California gulch on the 26th of April, 1860, as 
Iowa gulch had yielded little fruit to their labors - the geological reasons 
for which will be explained 'later. 
In spite of the difficulties of communication in this wild region, the news 
of the rich discovery of gold spread with amazing rapidity. The day after 
their arrival 70 persons came into the gulch from the -4\.rkansas Valley; by 
July it was estimated that there were 10,000 persons in the camp. It is said 
that $2,000,000 worth of gold was taken out during the first summ~r. Prob- _ 
ably considerable deductions may be made from this estimate for the exag-
geration that fills men's minds in moments of such excitement. The record 
of claims located, how~ver, shows enormous activity in mining during this 
summer. In California gulch alone, 339 claims, 100 feet in width, were 
located. Single individuals are said to have carried away from $80,000 to 
$100,000 each as the result of their first summer's labor. 'rabor and Kel-
logg worked their own claims and made ab.out $75,000 in sixty days. The 
total production of the placer claims is generally stated at from $5,000,000 
to $10,000,000, but a more r_onservative estimate places it at from $2,500,000 
to $3,000,000. The climax was soon reached, and after the first year the 
population of this new district, whose post-office was then kn_own as Oro 
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City, rapidly decreased, until within three or four years the thousands had 
dwindled into hundreds. Kellogg, with the restless spirit of the western 
prospector, wandered away· in the early part of the summer into ~he San 
J nan region and did not return. Tabor started the solitary store in the 
place, his wife bei~1g at the time the only person of her sex in the camp. 
When the p~oduct of the p!acers had gradually decreased and the prosperity 
of the camp was at its lowest ebb, he moved across the range to Buckskin 
Joe, which was then enjoying a fitful prosperity from the rich developments 
of the Phillips mine; but returned later, when the discovery of vein_ gold 
in the Printer Boy mine revived for a time the waning prosperity of the 
gulch. 
Development of mines.-In 1861 a ditch was built from Evans gulch across 
the he~d of California gulch, by means of which sluice mining was carried 
on, but owing to the great cost of supplies, which had to be brought in on 
the backs of animals, only the very richest gravels could be 1:vorked with 
profit, and at tha.t time little ~ttention was paid to vein deposits. Among 
the early miners it is probable that few if any suspected the existence of 
.the real mineral wealth that the region contained, although they were much 
annoyed in their working by worn, iron-stained fragments of heavy rock, 
which they had to throw ou~ by hand from their sluices, the water not having 
sufficient force to carry them down. 
Report says that in August, 1861, C. M. Rouse and C. H. Cameron, 
of Madison, Wis., "struck carbonates," of which a small quantity was 
shipped to George 'I'. Clarke, of Denver; and that samples which he sent 
to Chicago yielded by assay 164 ounces of silver to the ton. The Washoe 
Mining Company is said to have be n formed n th ~ trength of these dis-
c verie , but n w rk wa u ne up n the claim , who e 1 cation, if they 
r ally xi. t d, i n w unkn wn. 
I Jun , 1 lle the Print r Boy, was discov-
r u i h, wh wer pro ·p eting for J. 
th Bo t 11 and I hiladelphia 
wa orO'aniz d, and a ,tarr..p 
tr at the r fr 111 thi. ein. A 
11 i: . , i 1 n o tained f om it, 
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though it is difficult to obtain actual data as to its production. Estimates 
place its total yield at $600,000 to $8OQ,OOO. The "fi-20" vein was also 
opened at this time on the opposite side of the gulch, and also an exte~sion 
of the Printer Boy, called the Lower Printer Boy. . The working of these 
mines, which was carried on more or less continuously until 1877, imparted 
at times a fitful prosp~rity to the region. Meanwhile the location of the 
town of Oro had been frequently changed. It was first scattered alori.g 
California gulch, then concentrated at the mouth of the gulch, near the -
present city of Leadville, and later moved up to the vicinity of the stamp 
mill, which still stands among the few cabins to which the name of Oro City 
is y et applied. 
During this time the Homestake mine in the Sa watch Range, near 
Homestake Peak, opposite the head of the Arkansas, had been opened and 
was yielding rich silver ore. In 1875 a smelter was built at Malta, west of 
Oro, to· treat the ore from this mine and from others which it was expected 
would be developed in that region. This smelter, like so many others built 
before any permanent production could be counted on for its supply, has 
never beeri successful. · 
To Mr. A. B. Wood and his associate, Mr. W. H~ Stevens, both experi-
enced · and scientific miners, is due the credit of being the first to recog-
nize the value of the now famous carbonate deposits of Leadville. Mr. 
Wood came to California gulch first in April, 18 7 4, to work the Star placer. 
claim. While examining the gravel in the gulch he was struck by the 
appearance of what the minei·s call "heavy rock," some of which he 
assayed. His specimens were not rich, yielding only 27 per cent. lead 
and 15 ounces silver to the ton; but the matter seemed to him worthy 
of investigation He put prospectors at work ~o find the croppings of the 
ore deposits, and in June·, 187 4, the first "carbonate-in-place" was found 
at the mouth of the present Rock tunnel, on Dorrie hill About the same 
time ore was discovered in a shaft sunk by Mr. Bradshaw near the bed of 
. ' 
the gulch on the present Oro La Plata claim; but it is maintained by some 
that this ore was not in place, but simply "wash," accumulated from the 
abrasion of the adjoining croppings. Prospecting was quietly continued by 
Mr. Wood, but no claims were taken up, as the old placer claims - which, 
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though abandoned, would still be in force for a'?other year - covered all the 
ground adjoining the gulch. Meanwhile he studied the occurrence of the 
mineral and the outcrops of the limestone on either side of California gulch. 
In the spring of 1875 he took Mr. Stevens and Professor H. Beeger, the latter 
then in charge of the Boston and Colorado Smelting works at Alma, to 
Iron and Dome hills, and showed them in the forest that then covered the 
slopes the outcrops, respectively, of the Lime, Rock, and Dome claims. Dur-
ing this and the following summer the principal claims which constitute the 
valuable property of the Iron Silver Mining Company were located by 
Messrs. Wood and Stevens in the interest of Detroit parties. The first ore 
was extracted from the Rock mine, where a large mass of hard carbonate 
formed a cliff outcrop on the side of California gulch. This ore was rich 
in lead, but ran very low in silver. During the summer of 1876 ore was 
first taken from the croppings of Iron and Bull's Eye claims, and some rich 
assays, as high as 600 to 800 ounces to the ton, were obtained from it. 
The first wo~king tests of Leadville ore were made by Mr. A. R. Meyer, 
a graduate of European mining schools, who first came to California gulch 
in 1876 from Alma, acting a~ agent for the St. Louis Smelting and Refining 
· Company. In the fall of that year he shipped 200 t~ 300 tons of ore, princi-
, pally taken from the Rock mine, by wagon to Colorado Springs, and thence 
by rail to St. Louis. T'he freight to Colorado Springs cost $25 per ton 
and the ore averaged only seven ounces in silver to the ton; it contained, 
however, 60 per cent. lead, and in spite of the high cost of freight yielded a 
profit, owing to the high price of lead ( seven cents a pound) then ruling. 
It having thus been proved that Leadville ore could be w rked at a profit, 
pro pecti.ng wa vigorou ly carried on, th next di covery eing that of the 
allagher Br ther on th Camp ird claim, nppo ed at that time to be the 
n rthern c ntinuati n f the Ir n- ime utcr p. Thi di. c very was made 
let i. th fall f 187 , nd th 1· im n w £ rm part f the property of 
th g m urino- thi wi1 ter the Long and Derry 
by tw r 'Pe t f th , e name , who still own the 
10 c n l h, lthy fr m it pr du t. During the spring and 
1m r f . wer mad al ng what wa then known as the 
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second contact, or:i Carbonate hill, the Carbonate and Shamrock mines being 
the first to yield considerable quantities of pay ore. 
In the following years the famous ore bodies on Fryer hill were discov-
ered by a singular accid~nt. At this point there is no outcrop, the · whole 
surface of the hill being covered to an average depth of 100 feet by detri-
tal material. Tradition has it that two prospectors were "grub~staked," · or 
fitted out with a supply of provisions, by Tabor, half of all they _discovered 
to belong to him. Among the provisions was a jug of whisky, which proved 
· so strong a temptation to the prospectors that they stopped to discuss its 
contents before they had gone a mile from town. When the whisky had 
disappeared, though its influence might probably have been still felt, they · 
concluded that the spot on which they had thus prematurely camped was 
as good a one to sink a prospecting hole on as any o~her. At a depth of 25 
01: 30 feet their shaft struck the famous ore body of the Little Pittsburg 
mine, the only point on the whole area of the hill where rock in place comes 
so near the surface. Discoveries rapidly multiplied in this region; immense 
amounts of ore were taken · out, and the claims changed hands at prices 
which advanced with marvelous rapidity into the millions. · A half interest 
in one claim which was sold one morning for $50,000, after being trans-
ferred through several_ hands, is said to have been ~epurchased by one of 
the original ~olders for $225,000 on the following morning. 
The foundation of Mr. Tabor's wealth was laid in the first discovery 
on Fryer hill, but its amount was materially increased in a singular way. 
When th~ fame of the rich discovery of Fryer hill had already become 
known at Denver, the wholesale house from which he was in th~ habit of , 
buying his provisions commissioned him to buy for them a promising 
claim. On his return to Leadville, in accordanc;e with this agreement, he 
purchased on their account, for the sum of $40, UOO, the claim of a some-
what notorious prospector known as Chicken Bill, on ·what is now Chryso-
lite ground. Chicken Bill, in his haste to realize, had not waited till his 
shaft reached rock in place, but had distributed at its bottom ore taken 
from a neighboring mine, or, in the language of the miners, he had "salted" 
his claim. After the bargain with Tabor had been concluded he could not 
resist the temptation of relating to a few of his friends the part _he had 
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played in t,he transaction. rrhe report of what he had done thus reached the 
ears · of Mr. Tabor's Denver correspondents bef~re he himself arrived to 
deliver the property, when they not unnaturally declined to receive it, and 
Mr. Tabor . was obliged to keep it himself. He, with his associates, under 
the title of ~abor, Borden & Co., afterward bought some adjoining claims 
and developed their ground, from which they are said to have taken out 
· in the neig~borhood of $1,500,000, and after~ard to have sold their prop-
erty to _the Ohrysolite Company for a like sun-i. 
In the spring of 1877, under Mr. Meyer's direction, the first smelting 
furnace was erected at Leadville by the St. Louis Smelting and Refining 
Company, now known as the Harrison Reduction Works, and others fol-
lowed in rapid succession. 
Growth of the city.-The nucleus of the present city of Leadville consisted 
of a few log houses scattered along the borders of the California gulch 
below the Har,rison Reduction Works. In the spring of 1877 a ·petition 
for a post-office was drawn up by Messrs. Hende~·son, l\feyer, and Wood, 
w bich necessitated the adoption of a name for the new town. Mr. Meyer 
proposed the names of Cerussite and Agassiz, both of which were rejected 
as being too scientific. Mr. Wood proposed the name _of Lead City; to 
which Henderson objected that it might be confounded with a town of the 
same name in the Black Hills, and the name of Leadville was finally 
adopted as a compromise. The rapidity of the growth' of this city borders 
on the marvelous. In the fall of 1877 the population of Leadville wa e ti-
mated at about two huncired persons. The bu ine . hou e f the town 
were a 10 by 12 grocery and tw aloon . In th pring of 1 7 a corpo-
ration wa formed, wbi h w 
gr wtl ju ifie l it tran f rm ti 
H. Jam ,' 1 in (]' the fir may r 
t, ville 
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pupils; a high school, costing $50,000; five churches, costing from $3,000 
to $40,000; and three hospitals, in one of which 3,000 patients were treated 
during the year. In 1880 $1,400,000 were expended in new buildings apd 
improvements. It had 14 smelters, with an aggregate of 37 snan-furnaces, 
of which 24 were in active operation during the census year, and its produc-
ing mines may be roughly estimated at.3.0. 
Production.-The amount that is annually added to .the metallic wealth of 
the world by the Leadville district, the productive area or whose deposits 
as at present opened may be estimated at about a square mile, is truly ' 
remarkable. Its annual silver product alone is greater than that given by 
official estimates for any of the silver-producing nations of the world out-
side of the United States except Mexico. Its lead product, on the other 
hand, though frequently neglected in estimating the total value of its out-
put, is nearly equal to that o(all England, and, of other natiops outside of 
the United States, it is only exceeded by that of Spain and Germany. 
In the Il).agnitude of its product" Leadville has been only surpassed in 
the United States by the famous Comstock lode in the W ~shoe district of 
Nevada, and the surprising rapidity of its development in the few years of 
its existence has been even more remarkable than that of the latter, which 
· produced forty-eight millions of gold and silver during the five years suc-
ceeding its discovery. The third district of comparable importance in the 
magnitude of its product from a comparatively restricted area is the Eureka 
district of Nevada, which, according to Mr. Curtis, has, in the first fourteen 
years of its existence, produced sixty millions of gold and silver and 225,000 
tons of lead.1 
Owing to the want of any general law compelling producers to fur-
nish an exact and sworn statement of the amount of their annual product, 
it is impossible to obtain anything more than an approximate estimate of 
the metallic production of a mining district like Leadville. Such an esti-
mate varies necessarily in the closeness of its. approximation, with the care 
with which it is made, with the accuracy with which the records of iridi-
vidual mines and smelters have been kept, and with the readines~ shown 
______________________________ J 
1 J. S. Curt-is, Silver-lead Deposits of Eureka. Washington, lt384. 
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under varying circumstances to furnish these records to those who may be 
gathering statistics. 
The most trustworthy estimates of production are those that were 
obtained for the year ending May 31, 1880, by thoM engaged in collecting 
statistics of the production of the precious metals for the Tenth Census. 
This is due to the fact that not only was the force of experts sufficient 
to visit personally all the important mines and smelting works, but the 
law gave them the authority to demand, if necessary, an accurate tran-
script of their records, and the data thus ·gathered were subjected to a crit-
ical analysis during compilation by those technically familiar with the 
various branches of mining industry. Moreover, it was a moi:;t favorable 
epoch in the development of the district for obtaining an accurate record, 
since the larger -mines were being systematically worked, -the record of 
their product was kept with relative accuracy, and as yet but little · ore was 
8hipped out of the district for reduction and thus rendered difficult to 
trace. 
The Census figures of production for this period are as follows: 
Leadville prod1wts during census year, 1879-'80. 
I I Contents. 
Gross weight. -
Gold. Silver. Lead. 
Tons. Kilos. Ounces. Kilos. Ounces. \ Kilos. Otmces. Kiws. 
I. Ore extracted ........ · .. 152,241 138,110,797 1,716 53. 36 10,603,331 329,763.5 (1) ------------
II. Ore smelted ........ .... 140, 62d 127,571,118 3,913.7 121. 81 9,717,819 302,224 I (1) ------------
III. Bullion produced by 28, ?.83 25,657,921 3,830.2 119. 11 8,053,946 250,478 28,226 25,606,212 
Leadville smelters. I I 
- --
In the above table, I gives the amount of ore extracted from the vari-
ous mines during the year and the content of th am in il ver and gold, 
a, determined by assay at the mine . 
II give the am unt of ore m lte 
alu in n l' and g ld, in ludi 
l y the r t 11'11 • fr 
h lli 
th 
n. u. year by the smelt-
' . il ver, and g ld. 
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It thus appears that the Leadville ores contained during the year an 
average of 69½ ounces of silver per ton, and that the bullion produced 
therefrom contained an average of 285 ounces of silver per ton. The 
apparent discrepancy in the amount of gold given under the various heads 
may arise in part from the fact that it is generally present in such minute 
quantities in the ore that the assayers at the mines ~o not al"'.'ays make an 
estimate of it, and in part from small lots of gold-bearing ore either from 
Leadville itself or from adjoining districts that have escaped notice in making 
up the returns from mines, or in segregating outside ore in returns from 
sampling works and smelte1·s. It w:as not possible to obtain an accurate esti-
mate of the average percentage of lead contained in all the ores extracted. 
It appears, however, from data obt~ined from the eight principal smelters 
running at that time that the average yield per ton of ores treate~ by them 
during the year was 398.8 pounds or 19.94 per' cent. of lead ·bullion, con-
taining 65.64 ounce~ or 0.225 per cent. of silver. 
'I'he various newspapers of Leadville have publ_ished monthly state--
ments of the bullion product of the district, upon which the annual official 
stat~ments made by the Director of the Mint and other estimates of the 
product of the district have been based. These figures often bear internal 
evidence of incompleteness qr inaccuracy, and from ~want of any evide1:ce 
of the relative care with which they h~ve _ been made, it is difficult to know, 
in cases of discrepancy between them, which is the most trustworthy. 
Nevertheless, in the_ absence of any other complete data, these must be 
assumed as the nearest approximation available. 
The following table of the product of the district, since the disc_overy 
of silver-lead deposits, has been compiled from these source·s., using mainly 
the figures of the Leadville Herald, which have been the most continuously 
collected and published. In the case of shipments of ore to be reduced 
outside the district, of which onl,y the price received is in many instances 
given, the- weight of_ the metals contained in these shipments has been 
assumed flrbitrarily to average the same as those in ,;hich the relative 
weights are known, which evidently cannot give the exact amount in every 
case, but which would be probably as . nearly correct . as an arbitrar:t 
assumption of probable averages for each year. The value of the total 
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prodnct is calculated according to the mint valuation ($1.2929 per ounce 
of silver), which, as is well known, is in the case of silver considerably 
higher than the fluctuating market value, and increases the value given for 
the total product by about seven million dollars aboYe that which woulJ 
be obtained by using the market value, jf it were possible to obtain it in 
each case. . The price of lead is assumed at 4½ cents a pound as an aver-
age for the whole period involved: 
Prod·uction of Leadville mines from 1877 to 1834, incliisivtJ. 
Gold. Silver. I Lead . Value. . 
Ounces. Kilograms. Oimces. Kilograms. Tons. Kilograms. Dollars. 
Reduced at Leadville .......... 77, 197 2,401 42,089,722 1,308,990 203,831 184, 912, 426 74,358,395 
Shipped out of the district .. . 25, &25 803 9,012,644 280,293 102,867 93,319,399 21,506,343 
------------
~9,283 1 306, 698 1 Total. ..•....... ........ 103,022 3,204 51,102, 3G6 278, 231, 825 95,864,738 
In the time that has elapsed since the census year, although, owing 
partly_ to decline in value.of the metals and partly to a lower average tenor 
of the ore, the total value of the annual product has decreased, the amount 
of ore extracted from the mines of the district has very consider~bly 
increased, this having been in the census year (1879-1880) 152,241 tons, 
and in the year 1884, according to the repott_ of the Director of the Mint, 
232,000 tons. 
CHAPTER II. 
GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE MOSQUITO RANGE. 
ROCKY- MOUNTAINS IN COLOHADO. 
The simplest expression of the geological structure of the Rocky 
Mountains in Colorado is that of two approximately parallel uplifts or series 
of ridges of Archean rocks, upon whose ·flanks rest at varying angles a 
conformable series of sedimentary formations extending in age from the 
earliest Carn brian to the .latest Cretaceous epochs, the latter being locally 
overlaid by unconformable Tertiary beds. 
The eastern uplift is generally known as the Colorado or Front Range-
and the western as the Park Range, the series of depressions or mountain 
valleys between them having received the name of parks. 
The most prominent fact thus far recognized in the geological history 
of this region is that a great physical break ot non-conformity in the strata: 
is found between the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations; in other words, 
that at this period pccurred the great dynamic movement which uplifted 
\ - . 
the Rocky Mountain region essentially into its present position. As the 
beds of the Paleozoic and Ml;:-:;ozoic systems have been thus far found to 
be practically conformable througho~ut the region, it may be assumed that 
no important dynamic movement took place during these eras, and that 
deposition went on continuotlsly, except when coi1tinental elevations of the 
whole region may have caused a temporary recession of the waters of the 
ocean for a limited period, and thus produced a gap or gaps in the geolog-
ical series without causing any variation in angle of deposition in the at 
present successive beds. 
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Eastern uplift.-rrhe Colorado 01' Front Range is the more extensive and 
more important o_f tl~e two Archean uplifts, and along its eastern fla,nks is 
expqsed, by th~ denudation of the overlying Tertiary formations, an almost 
-continuous fringe of _upturn~d Paleozoic and Mesozoic beds. 
The most significant geological fact to be observed in connection with 
these exposures of upturned beds is that the formation which is immediately 
adjacent to the Archean varies from place to place. At one point 'Triassic 
beds, sloping :;tway at varying angles from the flanks of the mountain, rest 
directly upon the Archean beds; at another point the lower beds of the Cre-
taceous; at still another, and this more rarely, the Carboniferous limestones 
are exposed resting against the Archean, while above them, always con-
formable, are found the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous formations as 
one follows the section in an ascending geological sense. At one or two 
points only along the eastern -flanks Silurian beds are exposed beneath 
the Carboniferous. 
It has been customary with many of the early geological explorers 
to c·onsider the uplift of these mountain ranges to be that of a simple anti-
clinal fold in the sedimentary strata, which once arched over the underlying 
nucleus of crystalline rocks-; this was once considered the typical structure 
of a mountain range. In practical field geology, however, it is found that 
the · symmetrical form resulting from this typical structure of mountain 
range is one of the rarest occmrences, at least in the Rocky M.ountain 
region. The one great instance of such a perfect anticlinal range i that of 
the Uinta Mountains, which presents exceptional features di tingui bing it 
from the majority of mountain ridges of the Rocky Mountain sy. t m; this 
ha: a peculiarly normal anticlinal stru ture in th firt pla , _and in the 
·ec nd place it trend i, ea t and , t wherea:-; all th th r great mount-
ain riclg · of the C rdill r, n sy t Jm kt } lir ·ti 11 varyinO' betw en north 
and . 1th an n rtlnve t n l .· nth a ·t. 
rl h fa t. jn,·t n ti im ,ntary l cl .· whi h r st 
mtain ·, it will l • r a<lily Heen, 
ypi ·:: l < nti fo al ·tru tnr a ov m ntioned. 
be,,n £ lded 
m < : l , r ~ 1 ti ·lin, l f ld nrnl tli qn ntl ? plan d 
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off by erosion, so that the core of the fold is exposed, the projection or hori-
zontal section made thus by the planing off of its crest would necessarily 
show a continuous line of outcrops along either side. of the axis of the fold, 
in which the lowest bed of the conformable series would invariably be seen 
at the contact of the underlying rocks which, when these beds were depos-
ited, formed the floor of the then existing ocean. In other words, if the 
Rocky Mountain uplift were a typical anticlinal uplift, the sandstones of 
the Cambrian period, which are the lowes-t beds of the conforma_ble series 
exposed, would be found continuously along the eastern flanks of the Rocky 
Mountains wherever erosion had swept away. the obscuring Tertiaries so 
that the edges of the folded rocks could be seen. 
Since it is evident, then, that the entire series .of these beds could not at 
any time have arched over the present Archean exposures, the alternative 
presents itself that these exposures represent an ancient continent or island 
along whose shores they were deposited, a hypothesis which is borne out 
by the lithological character of the beds themselves, which bear abundant 
fr1ternal evidence, in ripple-marks; in prevailing coarseness of sediment, and 
in the abundance of Archean pebbles in the coarser beds, that they are a 
shore-line deposit. T~ie varying completeness in the series of sedimentary 
beds exposed at different points would in this case be explained by unequal 
local erosion or elevation, · by which the contact, now of a lower, now of a 
higher horizon, with the original Archean cliff would be laid bare. 
Inasmuch as the same evidence of shore:..Jine conditions is found wher-
ever the sedimentary beds adjoining the larger masses of Archean have 
bee!l carefully studied, and as, moreover, in no part of- the higher regions of 
the~e Archean ridges have relics of sedimentary beds been found, not _even 
of the later '1-,er~iary formations, as woul~ be expected had they originally 
arched over these ridges, it is evident that these Archean islands have never 
been entirely submerged since they first appeared above the ocean level. 
The Colorado Range formed the most extensive of these ancient land-
masses, and its outlines probably did not vary essentially from those of the 
present Archean areas. Extending from Pike's Peak northward to the bound-
ary of the State, its dimensions were approximately one hundred and fifty 
miles in length by about thirty-five to forty miles in width. To the eastward 
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it presented a continuous and regular shore line, broken only by a single 
narrow bay, separating the Pike's Peak mass from the mainland, and now 
known as Manitou Park. On the west, toward the parks, its original out-
lines are as yet less cert2.inly known, but though less regular they probably 
had a general parallelism' with the eastern shore line. North and south this 
line of elevation was continued by a seri~s of islands and submerged reefs 
to the Black Hills of Dakota on the one hand and into the present Ter-
ritory of _New M;exico on the other. 
The Parks.-That the present valleys, known respectively as the North, 
Middle, and South Parks, have been more or less submerged in Paleozoic 
and Mesozoic and again fo Tertiary times, and that at one time they formed 
a connected series of bays or arms of the sea, is proved by the sediments of 
those eras that are still found in them. Although the geology of the park 
region has not been studted in sufficient detail to afford complete data in 
regard to its past history, enough is known to furnish its general outlines. 
In some respects the present conditions of these depressions are those 
that prevailed in the earliest Paleozoic ' times_; in others they have expe-
rienced more or less change. Then as now the outlet or opening of the 
North Park was toward the north, of the Middle Parl~ to,,;ard the west, and 
of the South Park toward the south. _On the other hand, up to the close of 
the Cretaceous the North and Middle Parks were connected and formed a 
single depression; the present mountain barrier between the Middle and 
South Parks did not extend as far as their western boundaries, and a water 
connection existed between them, whose outlines cannot now be gi \Ten 
exactly, owing to faulting and subsequent denudation; again, the water of 
the South Park extended westward to the flanks of the land ma n w form-
ing the Sawatch Range. It seems probable that in rli r al zoic times 
nly the North and South Park were ufficiently ubmerg d t receive the 
, diments that were wa he d wn fr m the n igh ring 1 n ma se , but that, 
· a time w nt on, th water am I r r th a b ttom ub ided, RO 
that in reta eou time, ui nt it 1 tinu u ly thr ugh th, 
thr ft r th y had b n rais <l above 
th UJ i th park , an in their ba ins 
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sedimentary heds were deposited, which have since been so extensively 
eroded off that the age or extent of theRe lake~ cannot readily be determined. 
western uplift.-The western boundary of the park area consisted of two 
or more distinct ridges or islands, forming, however, a general line of eleva-
tion nearly parallel with that of the CoJorado Range. These are the Park 
Range proper, on the.west side of the North Park, and the Sa,vatch Range, 
now separated from the South Park by the Mosquito Range. Between these 
was the Archean mass of the Gore Mountains, which fo~·med, with the 
southern extremity of the P~rk Range, the western wall of the Middle Park, 
of whose geological relations but little is definitely known. 
The present topographical boundary of the South Park on the west is 
the Mosquito Range, which has for this reason been also called the Park 
Range. Geologically, how~ver, this name is less appropriate than topo-
graphically, since prior to Cretaceous times no Mosquito Range existed, 
but the rocks which now form its crest still rested at the bottom of the sea.. 
rrhe Sawatch range forms the normal southern continuation of the Park 
Range as an original Archean land-mass; hence it seems advisable to avoid 
the use of the name Park Range in this latitude. 
The Archean land-mass of the Sa watch in Paleozoic times, judging from 
the almost continuous fringe of Cambrian beds encircling it, as shown on 
the Hayden maps, which may be assumed to represent a tolerable approxi-
mation to its original outlines, was an elliptical-shaped area, trending a little 
west of north, with a length of about seventy-five miles and an extreme 
breadth of about twenty miles. Through the eastern portion of this area, 
and parallel with its longer axis, runs the valley of the Upper Arkansas 
River, now an important feature in the topography, but which during 
Paleozoic and Mesozoic times did not exist. 
The relative height of these mountain masses above the adjoining. 
valleys must have been far greater then than now, since the sedimentary 
beds which surround them must have been formed out of the comminuted 
material abraded from their slopes. It is probable, however, that they 
were not the only land masses at that_ time, and future geological studies 
in this region will doubtless decipher many yet unopened pages in its 
past history. The great area of volcanic rocks to the southwest, whose 
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culminating points are the San Juan Mountains, may very likely conceal 
the remains of a former land mass of equal, if not greater, dimenstons than 
this. The present Archean areas to the south, in the Wet Mountain and 
Sangre de Cristo ~anges, may also, in part at least, have been land masses 
at those times. Moreover, the not infrequent occurrence of Cretaceous 
beds lying directly upon the Archean at points far ~way from any well-
defined ancient shore line, suggest elevations and/ subsidences of which the 
geological studies thus far made .in Colorado furnish no record. The areas 
already mentioned were, however, the most important elevations, since they 
· are the only ones of whic~ it may now be said with tolerable certainty that 
they have been permanent land surfaces through the long cycles that have 
elapsed sinc_e the commencement of the Paleozoic era." Their considera-
tion, therefore, is all that is necessary for the purposes of the present study. 
Mountain structure.-It is no longer assume"d, as it ~as in the early days 
of geology, th~t the elevation of lllountains is the result of a vertically 
.acting force ?r a direct upthrust from below.' On the contrary, the gen-
erally received contraction the0ry, which is the one that best acc-ords with 
a1l observed facts of geqlogical structure, supposes that it is horizontally 
acting forces that have uplifted them. According to this theory, during 
the secular cooling of the /earth from a molten mas~, a solid crust was first 
formed on its exterior. As cooling and consequent contraction of the whole 
mass went on, this first-formed crust, in order to adapt itself to the reduced 
volume of its nucleus, also contracted; but, as it was more or less rigid, this 
contraction resulted in the formation of wrinkles or ridges on its surface, 
which there i considerable evidence to show occupied essentially the same 
lines that the present mountain systems of the world do. Whatever the 
det rmining cause that originally fixed the e line~, the arth'. crust along 
th m would have been compre sed, plicat d, and pr ba1 ly fractured, and, 
m , u uent dynamic mov ment. r · sultin · fr m ntinued c ntraction, 
th y con titute l line f , al n ' ~ l no- whi h the effects of 
th w ulcl haY f un m 
1 a 
ward. its centre, 
not y tin entire 
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accord, and whose discussion would not be appropriate in a memoir like 
the present, which has to do with observed facts and with theories only 
so far as they are necessary for a proper comprehension of these facts. It 
is an observed fact that in the great mountain systems are found the most 
intense expression of the compression of the crust; in plications and in great 
faults. It is· also an observed fact that along these lines of elevation and 
of consequent fracturing of the crust, have occurred the most extensive 
extrusions and intrusions of molten or eruptive rock, whatever may have 
been their source-whether from a fluid center or from a fluid envelope 
between a solid center and a solidified crust, or from subterranean lakes 
of molten rock at _different ·and varying points beneath "the crust. It may 
likewise be considered a fact of observation that the tangential or horizontal 
thrust which the contraction theory requires most readily accounts for 
the plication and fat1lting of the sedimentary beds -which geological study 
discloses. This thrust may be be:.st conceived as the expression of two 
- forces of eompression: a _major force acting at right angles to the longi-· 
tudinal a~is of the mountain system, or east and west, and a. minor force 
acting in a direction parallel with that axis, or north and south. 
The geological structure of the Rocky Mountains forms as marked a 
~ontrast to that of the regions adjoining it on either side as do its topo-
graphical features. On the Great Plains, which stretch in an almost unbroken 
slope from their east0rn. base to the Mississippi River, or, it might be said, 
to the western foot of the Appalachians, the strata which form the surface lie 
in broad undulations, whose angles -of dip are so gentle as to be scarcely 
perceptible to the eye, and which are apparently broken by no important 
clisplacements. -
In the Colorado Plateau region, wbicl~ extends from their western edge 
to the b~se of the parallel line of uplift of the Wasatch, the be~s seem as 
horizontal as when they were originally deposited, but along certain lines 
abrupt changes of level are brought about by sharp monoclinal folds, accom-
panied by or passing into faults, and having great longitudinal extent. 
In the intervening mountain region the strata are compressed against 
the original land masses and flexed until the limit of tension is reached, 
when by great displacements, often measured by thousands of feet, their 
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edges are pushed past and over each other, the movement of both folds and 
faults showing that the force which produced them was acting from either 
side toward the center of the original land masses. 
As contrasted with the Basin region west of the ,v asatch uplift, the 
folds of the Rocky Mountains show a greater plasticity in the sedimentary 
strata by their relative sharpness, the anticlines and synclines in the former 
having more gentle and equal slopes, while in the latter they often have . 
the form of an S, with one member almost bent under the other into an 
isocline. 
Compared with the remarkably compressed folds of the Appalachians, on 
the other hand, where the isocline may be considered the type structure, the 
flexures of the Rocky Mountains show that the sedimentary rocks are far from 
possessing the great plasticity and compressibilitythat they have in the former . 
. 'l'he contrast between_ the eastern and western mountain systems, in respect 
to the relative plasticity of their strata, is so marked that_ it would seem that 
. •the reason therefor must be readily apparent. It is not that the beds in the 
former are thinner; on the contrary, the corresponding Paleozoic formations 
are many times thicker in the Appalachians than in the · Rocky Mountains. 
It is to be remarked, however, that in the former eruptive rocks are com· 
paratively rare, especially those of Mesozoic and Tertiary age, while in the 
Rocky Mountains they are most abundant and in the western part of the 
Basin region they form the greater part of the surface; to this fact may 
probably be ascribed, as will be shown later, the less pla~tic condition of 
the earth's crust in the latter regions. . · 
In the character of these eruptive rocks, again, there is a marked con-
trast between the Rocky Mountains and the Basin region of Nevada. In 
ihe latter they almost exclusively belong to the Tertiary volcanic , approach-
ing in character the lavas of modern volcanoes, th Ider and more· crystal-
line varieties, corresponding to the Me"ozoic porphyrie ' of Europe, having 
been rarely ob erved n ' the urface. In the Rocky l\Iountain region, on 
the other hand: whil the Tertiary eruptive ro k are oft n d veloped on a 
v ry large , al " th c rli r and m r ry talline varieties een:1 to have an 
al n ev n gr at r im rtan · . if 1 t in the actual am01mt of urface 
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they occupy, certainly in the influence which they have had upon the con-
centration of mineral formation. 
In that portion of the Rocky Mountain region under consideration there 
is a noticeable connection between the structural lines and those along which 
eruptive action has been most acti Ye. _ The latter correspond with the lines 
of weakness, of greatest folding and faulting. Leaving out of consideration 
the dikes which traverse the Archean rocks, which, thougJ1 numerous, are 
of relatively small mass, the eastern uplift gives m idence of little eruptive 
activity, it being shown only by a few isolated outflows_ of Tertiary lavas. 
Along the line of the parks, on the o:her hand, both earlier and later erup-
tions are so frequent that their outcrops form a~ almost continuous line from 
north to south parallel with the vvestern uplift, while along the west base of 
the latter the Elk Mountains, 
1
the head of White River, and the Elk Head 
Mountains in Wyoming have apparently been the scenes of most violent and 
repeated eruptions during both Mesozoic and Tertiary times. 
M0SQUITO RANGE. 
Topography.-· That portion of the Mosquito Rnnge the study of whose 
geological structure w~s considered necessary for a proper comprehension 
of the ore deposits of Leadville is shown in relief on Atlas Sheet V. It 
comprises a length of I~ miles along the crest of the range, and in width 
includes its foot-hills, bordering the Arkansas Valley on the west and South 
Park on the east, a slope in the one case of seven and one-half miles and 
in the other of about nine miles in a direct line. This is essentially an 
alpine region, scarcely a point within the area of the map being less than . 
10,000 feet above sea level. · 
In this area the range . has a sharp single crest trending almost due 
north and south, the echelon structure being; however, developed on the 
northern and southern limits of the map respectively. To the west this 
crest presents abrupt escarpments, descending precipitously into the. great 
glacial amphitheaters which exist at the head of ~lmost all the larger streams 
flowing from the range. The spurs have extremely irregular, jagged out-
linei,, resulting from the numerous minor hills which rise above the average 
lope. Within a few miles of the valley bottom, however, their form su<l-
"' 
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denl y changes, ancl from sharp serrated ridges they become broad, gently 
sloping mesas or table-lands. On the eastern side, though the descent into 
the glacial amphitheaters is almost as precipitous, the average slope is much 
less steep, and the spurs as a rule descend in long sweeping curves, widen-· 
I 
ing out gradually as they approach the valley. 
The spurs on either side of the rarige are thickly covered with a forest 
·growth of alpine character, reaching from the valleys of the streams up to 
an average_ altitgde of 11,700 feet, the upper limit varying somewhat with 
the more or less favorable conditions of the surface, and extending appar-
ently som~what higher on the western than on the eastern slopes. 
In the northern portion 'of this area, between the heads of the Arkan-
sas and Platte Rivers, the main crest of the ~·ange, which has ~itherto fol-
lowed an almost straight line, takes a bend en echelon, and is continued on a 
line removed about two miles to the eastward, resuming, however, its orig-
inal line just beyond 'the limits of the map. rrhe massive formed by the 
three peaks, Mounts Cameron, Bross, and Lincoln, the· last the highest point 
within the area mapped, lies still to the eastward of this crest and is topo-
graphically an almost independent uplift. She~p Mountain and the ridge 
which extends southeastward from it also form a11 apparently abnormal 
feature in the topography of · the eastern slope. 
The sketch given in Plate III shows the general outlines of the eastern 
slopes of the Mosquito Range and the basin of the South Park, as seen 
from a western spur of Mount Silverheels. The sky-line of the western ha1f 
is the crest of that portion of the range included in the map which lies south 
of Mosquito Peak, the -low gap is that of Weston's pa s, b yond which i 
the Buffalo Peaks group. The various gulche · south of the Mount Lin-
oln massive are indicated by name, and the line of outcrop on their 
wall are omewhat strengthene l to 'how the g 1 gi al tructure, which 
will explained in eletail in 1hapt r V. nffal eak are 25 miles 
di. tant from the oint f i w and th v l anic hill in th xtreme left-
r f tl th.. nth ark plain, is over 40 
lg f th plain, and on a line with 
~ k , hi ·h £ rn · the ntinuation of the 
il1, wl i h lie, ju t eyonJ the extreme 
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southeast corner of the Mosquito map. The base of this hill is 10,000 feet , 
above the level of the sea. 
It were scarcely possible to select an alpine region more admirably. 
adapted to illustrate the interdependence of topographical and geological 
structure than that chosen for this study. The gentle slopes Q;f the eastern 
spurs follow the inclination of the easterly dipping beds _of Paleozoic rocks 
which form their surface, and which remain in broad sheets, like the covering . 
of a roof, to protect the underlying Arch~an schists from . erosion. ,vhere 
they have been cut through, first by the erosive action of glaciers and 
later by the corrasive -action of mountain streams, to the_ir stratified structure 
. is due the formation of the almost perpendicular cliffs which form the canon -
walls of their streams. The generally abrupt slope immediately west of 
the crest is due to a great fault extending al_?ng its foot, in virtue of whose 
movement the western continuation of the sedimentary beds, which slope 
up the ea~tern spurs and cap the crest itself, are found at a very much 
lower elevation on the western spurs·; while the jagged outline of the 
western spurs is due to a series of minor faults and folds, crossing them 
nearly at right angles. The secondary uplift of the Sheep Mountain ridge 
on the eastern slopes is the expression of a second great line of fault and 
flexure, whose direction, like that of the ridge itself, forms an acute angle 
with that of the main crest. The elevation of the Mount Li~1coln massive 
is the result of a combination of the forces which have uplifted the Mosquitc 
Range and of those which have built .up the transverse ridge which sepa· 
rates the South from the Middle Parle 
In the later topography of the range the results of the action of a 
system of enormous glaciers are seen in the immense amphitheaters which 
form the heads of its main streams, and in the characteristic V-shaped 
transverse outlines of the valleys descending from them. Finally, the mesa-
like character of the lower end of the western spurs toward the .Arkansas 
Valley is due to the existence beneath their surface of comparatively undis-
turbed beds deposited at the bottom of 0> lake formed at the head of thcit 
valley by the melting of the ice at the close of the first portion of the. 
Glacial period. 
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The evidence furnished by the deposits of this lake,a.ffords an interest-
ing confintiation of the deduction already made by geologists from the study 
of the glacial drift in Europe and in the Eastern States, and by Messrs. 
King and ' Gilbert from their study of the lake deposits of the Basin regions 
of Utah and.Nevada; namely, that the Glacial period presented two maxima 
of cold, with · an intervening warmer period during which the ice was 
partially melted and vegetation flourished. The general character of the 
stratified deposits of the Arkansas Lake shows . that they must have been 
carried down during a time of great floods and that they are formed largely 
of rearranged moraine material. The thickness of these deposits proves the 
the existence during a long period of a lake which during part of the year 
was not frozen; their position shows that the shores of the lake . extended · 
several miles to the eastward ,of the Arkansas Valley. Finally, the facts 
that these beds are deeply buried beneath surface accumulation of detrital 
material and that the moraines of no,v extinct glaciers extend out beyond . 
the original shor_e-line of the lake and rest above its beds, prove that subse-
quent to the draining of the lake another set of glaciers, formed during a 
later period of cold, covered the slopes of these mountains and carved out 
to a greater depth the present valleys. 
Geological history.-:-Although now so prominent a feature in the topogra-
phy of the Rocky Mountains, the Mosquito Range, .from the sources of the 
Arkansas River to the F,outhern end of the main Arkansas Valley, is geolog-
ically a part of the Sawatch uplift. It was from the abrasion of the land 
surfaces exposed in the Archean island which occupied the pre ent po ition 
of the Sawatch range that the sediments which con titute its tratified bed!3 
were doubtless in a great measure formed. In the s a that urrounded this 
i land during Paleozoic and Me zoic ti .. wa d p itecl a conformable 
and, a· far a present evidence sl w ·, , n almo t ries of coarse 
( nd t ne and ongl merate , lt rr atino- with d 1 mitic lime tones and 
u hal . rl h 1 ry of the Rocky Mountains 
h, . n t y t in etail v r a uffi ·i ntlw xtended area to afford 
f the 1 vati n i: n l ul id n es to which the 
n :nl ~ t cl r f the ·dternate r ce ion.' and 
], ,·e f time. 'I he examination 
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of these beds made during the prese~t investigation furnishes some evidence 
of a shallowing of these seas, and perhaps even of the existence of some 
land surfaces subjected to erosion d uring·part of this time. Still, the absence 
of non-conformity in the successive strata deposited and thejr great uni-
formity throughout the area studied show that no vi"olent dynamic move-
ment took place before the great disturbance at the close of the Cretaceous, 
which extended throughout the whole of the Rocky Mountain system and 
was doubtless the main factor in producing its present elevation. 
During this long period 0f conformable deposition there was an accu-
mulation in this area of 10,000 to 12,000 feet of sedimentary beds. Toward 
the latter part of this period, possibly very near its close, there was an exhi-
bition of intense eruptive activity, during which enormous masses of molten 
rock were intruded through the underlying Archean floor into the overly-
ing sedimentary deposits, crossing the beds to greater or less elevations 
and then spreading out in immense sheets along the planes of division 
between the different strata. It is not possible at present to define all the 
points at which these eruptive masses forced their ' wa.y up, although they 
were doubtless very numerous and widely spread throughout the region; 
but the negative evidence obtained proves that the intrusive force must 
have been almost inconceivably great, since comparatively thin sheets of 
molten rock were forced continuously for distances of many miles between 
the sedimentary beds. ,..rhat the eruptions were intermittent and continued 
<luring a considerable lapse of time is proved by the great variety of erup-
tive rocks now found and by the fact that a given rock in one place pre-
cedes and in another follows a second. It might naturally be thought that 
this eruptive acti_vity must have been coincident with or immediately sub-
sequent to a great dynamic movement; but that .it preceded the movemrnt 
at the close of the Cretaceous, which caused the uplift of the Mosquito 
Range as well as of the other Rocky Mountain Ranges, is proved by the 
fact that these interbedded sheets of eruptive rocks, p-orphyries and porphy-
rites, are found practically conformable ·with their bounding strata, and, like 
them, folded into sharp folds and cut off by faults. The intrusion between 
the strata of such vast masses of rock-which in some cases reached a 
thickness of from l ,000 feet to 2,000 feet, and of which in other cases sue-
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cessive beds varying from 50 feet to 200 feet in thickness are now found 
intercalated bet,~reen alternat~ strata to the number of 15 or 20 in a single 
section-must necessarily have pr_oduced great irregularities in the once 
level surface of the then -existing crust; but these irregularities were largely 
obliterated by the dynamic movements which followed, and the only traces 
still remaining are variatiQns in the strike of the in closing beds, which ~how 
a tendency to cm;ve around any concentration of eruptive masses. 
At some time during the long period which intervened between the 
final deposition of the latest sediments of_ the Oretaseous epoch and the 
succeeding deposition of rrertia~y strata, and during which the waters of 
the ocean gradually receded from the Rocky Mountain region, the pent-up 
energy of the force of contraction of the earth's crust, which had accumu-
lated during ages of comparative geological tranquillity, found expression in 
intense and prolonged dynamic movements of the rocky strata forming the 
immediate crust of the earth in this region. These dynamic movements in 
their simplest form may be conceived as a pushing together from the. east 
and from the west of the more recent stratified rocks against the relatively 
rigid mass of the already existing Archean larid masses, and a consequent 
folding r crumpling of the beds in the vicinity of the shore-lines, where, 
owinO' to the break in the continuity of the strata and th·e more irregular 
harfl t r of the floor upon which they rested, the conditions were more 
favora le to the cr.umpling movement than they would be, for instance, in 
th p n plain , where a great thickness of level and hitherto undisturbed 
cl · off r. no line of weaknes · to favor a commencement of folding. I t is 
h r c qu . i n nly of the movement of the distinctly stratified beds, 
1 ·a 1 · it i in the e alone that the res~llting flexures c.an be accurately 
·tudi an map out; but it i. evident that the crystalline and already 
Yi 1 ntly nt rt l eel · whi h formed the Archean land ma sses must have 
vement · and their axial regions have been 
f whi ·h th pre ·ent hei("J'ht of the culminating 
f rmed c • they are in the majority of ca. e 
11ly a ry rnu ·h modified expression. 
n w · rn vement. ( th expre sion of 
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of contraction in a north and south direction, whose effects can now be seen 
along the eastern foot-hills in gentle lateral folds, their axes ~pproximately 
at right angles to the trend of the range, and whose presence is indicated 
by a sudden bend or curve in the line of sedimentary outcrop, where at one 
point, owing to a local synclinal, the beds have been more or less preserved 
from erosion, and again where, owing to the crossing or coincidence of 
crests of the folds, like those of waves crossing each other, is found an 
otherwise unexplainable steepening in the dip of the strata. 
It must be borne in mind that, while this great dynamic movement is 
defined as occupying a. · certain lapse of geological time and its principal 
effects were brought about within that time, it is not to be regarded as a 
sudden convulsion, like that of an earthquake, though such disturbances 
may have occasionally occurred. On the contrary, it must be conceived 
to have been rather a slow and gradual movement, extending over a period 
of time of which human experience can form . no adequate conception. 
Moreover, as will be shown in the detailed study of the region, it can be 
proved that in a modified d~gree this movement has been continued into so 
recent a period as that following the Glacial epoch, and may very probably 
be going on at the present day, although, owing to the great area involved, 
it has been impossible to obtain any demonstrable proof of its actual exist-
ence. 
Mineral deposition.-It was during the period which intervened between the 
intrusion of the eruptive rocks and the dynamic movements which uplifted 
the Mosquito Range that the original deposition of metallic minerals in the 
Leadville region took place. These original deposits were probably in the 
form of metallic sulphides, though as now found they are largely oxidized 
compounds, and thei·efore the result of a secondary chemical action; although 
during this secondary action they may have been to a slight degree removed 
from their original position, their relation as a whole to the inclosing rocks 
must remain essentially the same. Their manner of occurrence and the 
probability that they were derived, in great part at least, from-the eruptive 
rocks themselves prove that they must be of later formation than the latter, 
while the fact that they have been folded and faulted together with the 
inclosing rocks, both eruptive and sedimentary, shows that they must have 
MON XII-3 . 
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been formed -prior to the dynamic movements, and that they are therefore 
older than the_ Mosquito Range itself. These deposits were formed by the 
action of percolating waters, which, having taken up certain ore materials 
in their passage through neighboring rocks, deposited them in a more con-
centrated form in their present position. This process may have taken place 
while the sedimentary beds we!·e still covered by the waters of the ocean, 
and the waters therefore have been derived from it; whether this was actu-
ally the case or not cannot be known until the age of the eruptive rocks is 
more exactly determined. However, as it is already known by the estua-
rine character of its fauna that the latest Cretaceous formation must have 
been deposited in an already shallowing ocean, it ~eems probable that the 
area occupied by the Mosquito Range may have already emerged from the 
ocean at this time. 
Structural results of the dynamic rnovements.-Before proceeding to a detailed 
geological description of ~he region included in the Mosquito map (Atlas 
Sheets VI and VII), which represents the results of the dynamic movements 
and of subsequent erosion, it may be well to give a brief summary thereof, 
thus rever~ing the natural order, for the benefit of those . readers who may 
not have time or inclination to follow all the details of Chapter IV. 
The average or major strike of the sedimentary beds and of the axes of 
the principal folds is northwest magnetic, or N. 30° W., but in some cases a 
strike due north and south is observed. In these two directions are seen 
the influence of the shore lines of the Sawatch island, against which the 
sedimentary strata were compressed;, for, while this area lies mainly along 
the eastern shore line which has a north and south direction, in the north-
ern part the beds had already commenced to sweep round to the westward 
along the northern hore line of the i land. To the nth f this area the 
r t of the Mo quit Range it elf m rk the a t rn limit of Paleozoic 
t th 
r m ve<l their previou cov--
·umed, theref re, to repre-· 
f th ale z ic ocean. 
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The uplift of the Mosquito Range ·was not the simple pushing up of the 
beds into a monoclimd fold, as might appear at first glance from the seem-
ingly regular dip of the beds from the crest down it:', eastern slopes, but a 
somewhat irregular plication of them into anticlinai and synclinal folds, and 
their fracturing by faults, which have the same general direction as the axes 
of the folds without coinciding exactly with them, and which often pass 
into folds at their extremities. The anticlinal folds have as a rule a very 
steep inclination, sometimes nearly vertical, on the west side of the axis 
and a more gentle slope to the east, thus approaching the form of the 
isocline. It is along this steeper slope that the fracturing has generally 
taken place, and the fault may thus follow the axis of a syncline or of an 
anticline, according as it runs to the one side or the other of this steep slope. 
The north and south direction of the main crest of the range is evi-
dently determined by the great Mosquito fault, which, starting at some as 
yet unknown distance beyond the northern boundary of the map, follows 
the foot of the steep slope west of the crest to the region of the Lead ville 
map, where for a short distance it bends somewhat ~urther to the westward 
and is thence continued southwc1rd in the Weston fault, which passes into a 
synclinal fold south of Weston's pass. 
From the Mosquito fault just north of Mosquito Peak branches off the 
next most important fracture plane, the London fault, which runs in a south-
easterly direction across the eastern spurs of . the range. The line of . this 
fault passes just east of the axis of a most pronounced anticlinal fold across. 
London Mountain and Pennsylvania hill to Sheep Mountain, on the sides 
of which the folding can be most distinctly traced along th~ canon walls. 
To the south of Sheep Mountain it apparently coincides with the axis of 
the anticlina.l fold which forms Sheep ridge, and with it gradually dies out 
and passes under the level plain of the South Park. 
The geological structure of the Mosquito Range is simplest toward the 
south and becomes more complicated as one goes north, reaching the ex-
treme of co~plexity opposite Leadvme. Near Buffalo Peaks, a few miles 
beyond the southern limits of the map, it seems to be a simple monoclinal 
fol<l, the western slopes being entirely of Archean granite, and the crest 
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formed by Cambrian quartzites dipping gently eastward and resting uncon-
forma.bl y on the Archean. 
At the southern edge of the map an anticlinal and synclinal fold comes 
in to the east of the monocline. Here the range has a double crest en eche-
lon, divided by the longitudinal valley of Weston's pass, which runs north-
west magnetic following the direction of the strike. The ridge of South Peak 
to the west of the pass is formed by a monocline of easterly-dipping Cam-
brian and Silurian beds. The valley of the pass itself is formed by a com-
pressed synclinal fold in Carboniferous strata, along the eastern side of 
which runs the Weston fault, bringing up the Archean and Cambrian on 
its east side. The ridge bounding the valley on the east, which is the south-
ern end of the main crest of the Mosquito Range, is an eroded anticlinal 
fold, from whose crest the overlying Paleozoic strata have been almost en-
tirely removed, leaving the core of Archean exposed. On the very sum-
mit of Weston's Peak a small patch of Cambr~an quartzites is left, a remnant 
of the crest of this fold, and at its western base the same beds are found in 
a, vertical position adj~ining the fault, while on the more gentle slopes of 
the eastern spurs are found the regular succession of easterly-dipping Pale-
ozoic beds belonging to the eastern member of the anticline. The ridge 
sinks to the southward, and over its southern end the arch of Paleozoic beds 
is still left entire, but the anticlinal fold also sinks to the southward and 
entirely disappears beyond the limits of the map. 
The same general structure continues northward as far as Empire Hill, 
but a hort distance from the southern edge of the map a second anticlinal 
fold, that of Sheep Ridge, comes in at the extremity of the ea tern lope of 
the range, while from it teep we tern l pe ero i n ha removed all trace 
of the ·ynclin l f ld een n We n' a , 1 · in nly the ea terly-dip-
1 O' el nging t ~~,~~~· ~lin n the we t f the fault, 
t f the range i~ f'. rmed of east-
1i1 lin 
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minor waves in the strata, which are the almost invariable accompanhnents 
of the larger folds. 
In this southern area the older e.ruptive rocks are but little developed, 
their only representative being a thin but persistent sheet of White Por-
phyry above the Blue limestone. This increases in thickness from about 
fifty feet at Weston's pass to over a thousand feet at its supposed source in 
White Ridge, on the north side of Horseshoe gulch. 
In the middle region of the area mapped, through an east and west 
zone which includes the principal mines of Leadville and vicinity, the de-
velopment of bodies of earlier eruptive rocks is so great that the structure 
of the sedimentary beds is obscured and not always easy to trace. On the 
eastern slopes the double anticlinal structure continues as far north as Mos-
quito Peak, at the head of Mosquito gul?h. The great Sheep Mountain fold, 
with the London fault cutting through its steeper western side, gradually 
converges toward the crest of the range. Views of the sections of this 
fault-fold afforded by the canons of Horseshoe and Big Sacramento gulches 
are seen in Plates XV, XVI, and XVIII. East of this fold the strata 
slope gently eastward, with a slight secondary fold traceable along the 
extreme foot-hills. Between the Sheep Mountain fold and the crest of the 
range the strata of the gradually murowing syncline are cut across by 
the two great eruptive bodies of White Porphyry and of Sacramento Por .. 
phyry, in White Ridge and Gemini Peaks, respectively, which are accom~ 
panied by a slight displacement. rrhe nearly horizontal Paleozoic beds 
forming· the crest and eastern member of the main anticline extend some-
what to the west of the topographical summit of the range, but the ·vvestern 
member of the anticline and the succeeding syncline (if it extended so far 
north) are either removed by erosion or buried beneath sheets of porphyry, 
On the western slopes in this zone the sedimentary strata, now greatly 
augmented in thickness by interstratified sheets of pQrphyry and extend-
ing nearly to the valley of the Arkansas, are flexed into a number of minor 
folds and broken by many shorter faults, most of which pass at either end 
into anticlinal or synclinal folds. This is the area which is included in the 
detail map of Leadville and vicinity and which is described at length in 
Chapter V. It i8 traversed by seventeen larger and smaller faults and has 
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many anticlinals and synclinals, in which the prevailing dip of the beds is 
to the eastward and the throw of the faults is mainly an uplift to the east. 
The area west of the Mosquito fault and north of the Leadville region 
is mainly occupied by beds of the iniddle member of the Carboniferous and 
by porphyry sheets, flexed into gentle folds of varying directions, but appar-
ently not broken by faults. This region is already at some distance from 
the ancient shore line, which is marked by the outcrops of Cambrian and 
Silurian beds. .These ben·d to the westward around the head of Tennessee 
Park, and reach well up on the north slopes of the Sawatch in the Eagle 
River region; , but, while the sedimentary beds bend thus in general strike 
to the westward, the Mosquito fault and the crest of the range which has 
been uplifted by its movement continue on unchanged in their trend. 
_ North of Mosquito Peak is a large area in the higher part of the range, 
including the. splendid amphitheaters in which the Platte and Arkansas 
Rivers rise, where the overlying Paleozoic beds have been entirely removed 
and only Archean exposures, traversed by dikes of ~arlier eruptive rocks, 
now remain. 
East of this area the flanks of Loveland hill and the massive of Mounts 
Bross and Lincoln are occupied by easterly dipping Paleozoic beds, which 
evidently are the eastern member of a broad anticlinal fold; but of the 
actual structure of the beds which once arched over the Archean area 
there is nothing left to tell. It is probable that there were folds he1:e simi-
lar and more or less parallel to the Sheep Mountain fold, as has been indi-
cated in a general way ·by the dotted lines in the sections which cross this 
region. A partial proof of thi · is afforded by a deep ynclinal adjoining Mos-
quito fault on the west, omewbat imilar to that on W ton'· pa s, which 
is found at the a e of artlett 1: m tain, at th n rthern edge of the map; 
m re w terly ir ti 1 th n the lane f the fault. In this 
ther i l r t 1 pment f arlier emptive rocks 
with th uth rr h· lf f the r gi n, th ugh they have less 
thr th mi 1 z , whi I include the immediate 
ur · in the amphi-
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theaters along either side of the crest of the range.. These dikes are ~ome-
times observed cutting up through the Archean into the overlying sedi-
mentary beds and then spreading out in sheets between the strata. 
Displacement.-The movement of displacement of the faults throughout 
this area has been, with a few . unimportant exceptions, an upthrow to the 
east. The maximum movement of any one fault is that of the Mosquito 
fault, at the northern edge of the map, which is about five thousand feet. 
In general the movement of the individual faults decreases to the south-
ward until they gradually pass into folds and it becomes nil. The aggre-
gate amount of displacement, however, summed up along east and west 
sections, increases toward the middle of the region, where the development 
of sheets of eruptive rocks is greatest, and decreases as these become less 
important; thus, as a_bove mentioned, the displacement at the northern edge 
of the map is about five thousand feet. In the middle region, where the 
faults are numerous, the aggregate displacement is ·s,ooo to 10,000 feet, 
and across Sheep Mountain and Weston Peak it has decreased to 3,500 feet, 
becoming nothing at all just beyond the southern limits of the map. 
Volcanic rocks.-Thus far only the earlier eruptive rock_s have· been men-
tioned, for the reason that they alone were involved in the folding and 
faulting. Later eruptions of Tertiary volcanic rocks have taken place since 
the folding, and probably after erosion had done the greater part of its work 
in the removal of Paleozoic sediments. These eruptions within the area, 
of the map consisted of rhyolitic lavas, of which the two most prominent 
outpourings w.ere at the extremities of th~s area, the one forming the mass 
of Chalk Mountain north of the east fork of the Arkansas and some smaller 
bodies to the east of Fremont's pass, the other that of Black Hill, on . the 
extreme southeastern edge of the area in South Parle · Besides these there 
are small bodies in the granite and in the Cambrian quartzite at the west foot 
of En:ipire Hill. A few miles south of the southern limit o~ the map is an 
important volcanic eruption of an9esitic lava, cutting across both the Archean 
and the Paleozoic beds, which forms the high mass of Buffalo Peaks. These 
later eruptions, however, so far as can be determined, had no influence upon 
the ore deposits of the region. 
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General erosion.-It is now impossible to determine how much of the ero-
sion that has removed the crests of these folds and denuded such large 
masses of Archean rocks was accomplished earlier than the Glacial period, 
but it is evident that the carving and shaping out of the valleys which score 
the flanks of the range has been mainly accomplished since that time. It 
is, moreover, not absolutely cert~in that this area was entirely covered by 
later beds than the Triassic, since the only proofs that Jurassic and Cre-
tac~ous strata also extended over it conformably are founded on the fact that 
no unconformability between Jura and Trias has yet been observed here. 
On the. other hand, no opportunity ,:vas offered for a detailed study of the 
relations of these two formations. That the beds of the Trias formed part 
of the conformable series and were deposited along the shores of the Sa-
watch island is definitely proved, although they are no longer found within 
the area of the map, by the fact that just beyond its .limits to the north and 
east, in the Ten-Mile and Mount Silverheels districts, respectively, they form 
a continuous and conformable series with the Carboniferous beds, are folded 
and faulted with them, and carry the same intrusive sheets of eruptive rocks. 
Arkansas Valley erosion.-rfhe manner and date of formation of the main 
Arkansas Valley is a matter of interesting speculation. It is evident, as 
· bas already been said, that it did not exist before the dynamic movements 
which uplifted the Mosquito Range, and yet it must have already been a 
deep valley at t~e commencement of the Glacial period, since a large lake 
was formed in it during the first melting of the ice of that period, in whose 
bottqm at least three hundred feet of sediments were deposited. Although 
no beds of undoubted Tertiary age have yet been recognized in it which 
would afford a definite date to reckon from, it is probable from structural 
evidence that a line of depression was formed by the levation of the Mos-
quito Range and the ac ompanying faulting, whi h corre ponded approx-
jmately with the pre ent general direction f the valley. A new ·drain-
a HY tern having thu n f rm , the er ive ao-encie which have 
feet f r k fro the range it elf gradu-
i n, until it has now as urned 
k it a t pogr( phical feature of scarcely 
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inferior importance to the great parks themselves, which date back to pre-
Cambrian time. 
Glacial erosion.-The detrital materials brought down from the adjoining 
mountains and deposited along the Arkansas Valley during the Glacial 
period show that the general form of the latter had already been determined 
before that time. These deposits·, though of similar origin and lithologcal 
character, belong to two distinctly marked epochs. Those of the former 
constitute the so-called Lake beds, formed of detrital and mainly morai~al 
. material, brought down from the mountains by the freshets which occurred 
during the melting of the ice at the close of the first cold epoch of the 
Glacial period, and which formed stratified depmlits at the bottom of the 
great lake at the head of the Arkansas Valley, which will be called the 
Arkansas Lake. These beds, which reacµed a thickness of at least three 
hundred feet, are now found on either side _of the alluvial bottom of the 
present stream, forming the base of the mesa-like terminations of the mount-
ain slopes and in some cases extending to an elevation of 1,000 feet above 
the present valley bottom, a height to which the angle of the deposition of 
the beds could hardly have carried them and which gives evidence that the 
elevation of the range has continued in a modified degree since Glacial: 
times. After the draining of this lake, in some manner not now to be 
traced, a second epoch of glacier formation set in, during which the new 
glaciers occupied the same positions as the older ones and continued the 
work of grinding and valley carving. They extended out over the Lake 
beds deposited during the warmer period, as proved by the present position 
of the lateral moraines of Iowa and Evans gulches. An immense amount 
of detrital material must have been accumulated on the slopes of the range 
by this second system of glaciers, and during the floods and freshets that 
must have accompanied their melting and recession this material was par-
tially rearranged and spread out over the lower part of the Leadviile region, 
both above the already existing Lake beds and in some cases over rock sur-
faces not previously covered by these deposits. This rearranged moraine 
material has received the local name of "Wash." From the present regular 
and even surface of the lower spun;, where the Wash lies conformably over 
the Lake beds, it is evident that the former, like the latter, must have been 
\ 
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deposited in quiet waters, like those of a lake rather than of a mountain 
torrent, for which reason it seems probable that a second Lake Arkansas was 
t 
formed at the very close of the Glacial period, perhaps by the damming up 
of the valley by a terminal moraine, which in its turn finally broke its bar-
riers and was drained of its waters, leaving a basin-shaped valley in whose 
original bottom, as represented by the mesa-like spurs, the lower part of 
,the pres_ent stream beds have been cut out. 
Stream erosion.-The valleys of the minor streams which head in the 
amphitheaters at the summit of the range were shaped out and took their 
general direction during the . Glacial period. It is evident that their upper 
portions, at the heads of these amphitheaters, have been but little changed 
by later erosion, since glacial strioo are still found in some cases on their 
present bottoms. 
The amount of erosion produced. by rain and running water increases 
in direct ratio with the distance from the crest of the range. In the valleys 
of some of the larger streams running down from its summit this erosion 
has cut to a depth of 500 feet below the valley bottom left when the gla-
ciers receded, and many minor valleys, like California gulch, which do not 
head at 'the actual summit, have been entirely carved out by these agencies 
since the close of the Glacial period. 
Valleys.-The valleys of the minor streams, or gulches as they are gen-
erally called, may be divided in the vicinity of Leadville into three classes, 
according to age and manner of formation. They may be distinguished as 
(1) glacial valleys, (2) valleys of erosion, and (3) surface valleys. 
The first and oldest which owe their main outline to the carving of 
' , 
glaciers, have in cro~s section a U-shape and head in glacial amphitheaters, 
from which they pursue a relatively straight course down the mountain 
slope. Their original form is more or less modified by subsequent erosion. 
To this class belong the larger valleys, often forming canons on the east 
side of the range, and the east fork of the Arkansas and Evans, Iowa, and 
Empire gulches on the west side. 
The valleys of the second class, which have been cut out of solid rock 
exclu i ely by the action of running water, have a V-sha.ped outline in 
ti n and a winding course, their direction being dependent on the 
/ 
VALLEY EROSION. 
unequ;l resistance offered by the peculiar position or texture of the rocks out 
of which they ar~ carved. They also want the amphitheater-shaped head 
which characterizes the 'first class. They are more recent than the glacial 
vaUeys and have sometimes been cut out of their bottoms. The most 
striking example of this kind of valley is California gulch. 
The third class, which are of the most recent formation, are likewise 
valleys of erosion; but they have been cut, not out of solid rock, but out of 
recent surface accumulations like the Lake beds, which have not yet be-
come solid rock. They are rel~ti vel y broad and shallow and are often dry 
for a great part of the year. They are like the shallow ravines and river 
valleys of the Great Plains .and of the Nevada v~lleys, and like them proba-
bly mainly carved by sudden freshets. Little Evans, Georgia, and Thomp-
son's gulches are valleys of this class. Dn the map of Lead ville and vicinity 
it will be seen that .the geological outlines cross these valleys without the 
re-entering angle which they have on the lines of the other valleys. 
, Little Evans Valley drains the amphitheater on the south face of Pros 
pect Mountain, being separated from Big Evans Valley only by a moraine 
ridge formed by the glacier of the second epoch. It is thus proved that the 
, amphitheaters were carved out by the earlier set of glaciers, since the glacier 
from the Prospect Mountain amphitheater was or~ginally a branch of the main 
glacier from the Evans amphitheater, and it was the moraine of the second 
Evans glacier which, being placed across the mouth of the Prospect Mount-
ain amphitheater, necessitated its seeking a new outlet for its waters. That 
~tone time ice must have filled the amphitheaters to their brim, and been 
in places over 2,000 feet thick, is proved by their configuration and by the 
position of erratic blocks. 
In the region shown on the accompanying maps, the two main glaeiers 
of the second epoch were the Evans and the Iowa. The latter had three 
heads, but its lower portion, as shown by the lateral moraines which remain 
on the sides of the present gulch, was straight and narrow. The later 
Evans glacier, however, spread out as it descended, having left a prominent 
moraine ridge along the north bank of the present stream at the foot of 
Prospect Mountain, while on the south side a somewhat disconnected moraine 
ridge· follows approximately the course of Stray Horse guleh, the moraine 
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materia1 remaining being 250 feet or more thick in the Rothschild and Den-
ver City shafts. The steep north face of Breece Hill below the present 
grade formed its southern wall, and below this it probably covered more or 
less completely all the region north of Stray Horse gulch, so that to its 
action is probably due the exposure of the valuable ore deposits of Fryer 
Hill, and also the removal of a great portion of them. 
\ ( ,;,,,~· ~-· ,_., .. ·:IJ.S ·, 
CHAPTER III. 
ROCK FORMATIONS. 
SEDI~ENTARY. 
ARCHEAN. 
The Archean rocks as developed in this district belong apparently to 
the very oldest of the crystalline sedimentary rocks, ·and on this ground may 
be considered as corresponding with the eastern Laurentian. As yet no 
systematic study of the Archean formations in the Rocky Mountain region 
has been made in accordance with which the different developments of 
Archean rocks may be classified as regards their age and correspondence 
with the different divisions made by eastern geologists. In the reports of 
the . Survey of the Fortieth Parallel recognition was taken of the fact that at 
least two distinct developments of crystalline sedimentary rocks are found 
in the Rocky Mountain region. 
Of these, the one; consisting · essentially of granites, mica and horn-· 
blende gneisses, and amphibolites, being evidently the old~r, was considered 
to correspond with the Laurentian series; certain accessory occurrences of 
norite and beds of ilmenite and magnetic iron further allied it to this for-
mation. 
The second claiss, which was supposed to correspond to the Huronian, 
was found in rather limited development at Red Creek, near the -Uinta 
Mountains, and along the Wasatch Range, and consisted of mica schists and 
quartzites, the former passing into paragonite schists similar to those of the 
St Gothard, with chloritic and hornblendic rocks, jn general or a less 
perfectly crystalline structure than the former. The Archean rocks of the 
Black Hills, which consist of a great variety of slateR, phyllites, quartzites, 
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and amphibolitic schists of singular composition, are also closely allied by 
their mineralogical chamcter to thi latter group. 
To the former of these clas e belong the mass of the Archean rocks 
so largely developed throughout the whole Colorado Range of the Rocky 
Mountains, of which excellent sections are afforded by all the streams which 
flow out upon the Great Plains. Here in a very general way they seem to · 
consist principally of gneisses re8ting on a central core of red, friable, 
coarse-grained granite. 
Although no opportunity has been had of making a study of the oth~r 
Archean bodies of the Rocky Mountains, it would seem, from what has 
been seen in traveling across them, that the Archean of the Mosquito Range 
is distinguished _ from that of the Colorado Range by a greater prevalence 
of granite over schists, .and in a very general way that the more schistoid 
rocks of the Mosquito Range are resting upon the almost entirely granitic 
mass of the Sawatch, which should therefore be considered the older. 
As shown in the section afforded by the canons of the Mosquito Range, 
and hence in comparative neatness to the overlying sedimentary rocks, 
the Archean formation consists essentially of granite, gneiss, and amphib-
olite. The granites are in many cases undoubtedly metamorphic and form 
bedded masses. In other cases there seems little doubt that they a.re erup-
tive, but probably of Archean age, since they have not been found to intrude, 
into or co~tain fragments of the Paleozoic rocks. In the majority of cases 
the structural evidence was not decisive either way, but the texture of the 
granite was decidedly that which is found characteristic of the metaphor-
phic types. 
GRANITE. 
The granites are prevailingly very coarse-grained, especially those in 
which evidences of bedding are found. If the classification given by Rosen-
busch1 be here adopted the greater part wm belong to his class of granite 
in the narrower sense of the word, or granite proper, consisting, namely, of 
quartz, two feld ·par , biotite, and muscovite. These granites always con-
tain muscovite and variable biotite, bnt rarely if ever hornblende; where 
• 
1 Uk. Phy iog. cler mas . Gesteine. H. R:-isenbusch. Stuttgart, 1877, p. 18. 
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biotite is absent it is due to a later alteration of the rock. In color they 
are gray or very frequently of a reddish tinge. The _red color is sometimes 
very marked, and certain varieties are fully as fine in color as the famous 
Aberdeen granites. As an exceptional color is also found a reddish-yellow, 
due apparently to hydrated oxides of iron. 
Those which it has been thought might be of eruptive origin are gen-
erally fine-grained, of gray color, and contain an abundance of biotite, 
whereas those which are distinctly metamorphic are generally coarse-
grained, often red in color, and have a porphyritic structure owing to the 
prevalence of large twin crystals of orthoclase. Surfaces of the latter type 
often show such parallelism and rectangularity in the disposition of the long 
narrow pri~rns of orthoclase as to present a superficial resemblance to the 
so-called graphic granites. These coarse-grained metamorphic granites, 
especially when found in the immediate vicinity of the overlying sediment-
aries, have sometimes a foliated structure approaching that of gneiss, but 
the direct passage of granite beds into gneisses was not observed. As typ-
ical granites of tl~e former or eruptive class, may be mentioned that found 
in the Platte Valley, north of Mount Lincoln; in Democrat Mountain, at the 
head of Buckskin gulch; and along the western slope of the main crest, 
opposite the head of Mosquito gulch. 
Of the second class typical forms are found a.t Bartlett Mountain and 
along the Arkansas Valley, which are distinguished from the former by the 
dev~lopment of orthoclase in tabular twins, following the Carlsbad law, 
porphyritically distributed throughout the rock. That found at Leadville, 
generally in large erratic bowlders, and which has been considerably used 
as foundation stone, is a remarkably beautiful rock, the orthoclase having 
a delicate flesh-red tinge, while the groundmass, if such it may be termed, 
is a bright, clear-gray mass, rich in dark mica. 
The finer-grained granites of a deep blood-red-color were observed on 
the ridge between Empire and Weston gulches, and also in the valley of 
Eagle River, opposite Tennessee pass. Y ~llow ·granite was found also in 
the last-mentioned locality and on the summit of Weston's pass. 
In addition to the above are masses of secondary origin, which occur 
in the form of huge white veins qf extremely irregular outline, to which, m 
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accordance with the custom now prevalent among German geologists, the 
term pegmatite has been given. These pegmatites consist of large inter-
grown crystals of white orthoclase, microcline, and quartz, with irregular 
masses of muscovite, and are evidently of later formation, probably the 
filling in, by secretion from the surrounding rocks, of fissures and irregular 
openings formed in the mas · by contraction or dynamic movement. 
Microscopic constitution.-Be ides the normal components, which are easily 
detected macroscopically-viz, quartz, orthoclase and plagioclase feldspars, 
potash and magnesia micas-the only constituent of importance revealed 
by the microscope is rnicrocline, which occurs in all rocks examined except 
thoBe of the type from Democrat Mountain This is often quite abundant, 
and seems to have been the last feldspar formed, which may be. the reason 
for its superior freshness and freedom from particles of limonite and hema-
tite, the abundance of which in the other feldspars causes their reddish 
color. The quartz grains are often full of fluid inclusions and hair-like 
needles. A few of the fluid inclusions were observed to be double, the 
inner substance being probably carbonic acid. 
GNBISS. 
rrhe gneisses, which are next in importance to the gra!1ites, are more 
generally micaceous than those of the Archean along the Fortieth Parallel, 
among which the distinctly hornblende gneisses were the more prevalent. 
rrhey are much contorted and seldom exhibit very distinct bedding over 
large areas. In structure they present a great variety of forms, prevailingly 
the typical gneiss structure with fine, even grain and constant composition 
in the different layers, aside from the flat lenses of quartz or feldspar which 
are inserted between them. At other times a banded appearance is pro-
duced by the alternation of layers in which biotite or hornblende prevail 
over quartz and feldspar. A porphyroidal structure is v~ry marked in a, 
variety from the South Platte amphitheater, caused by the development of 
large white orthoclase crystals, usually Carlsbad twins, reaching two to three 
inches in length, in a matrix of ordinary gneiss. The tendency to a granitic 
tructure i locally noticeable, especially in the rrwelve-Mile amphitheater. 
I 1 mp ition the gnei es are prevailingly micaceous, hornblende being 
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seldom present in large quantity, except in those rocks which are classed 
distinctly as amphibolites. Biotite is in some cases the sole mica, but 
frequently muscovite is associated with it in subordinate quantity. A careful 
search with the lens is often necessary to determine the presence of plagio~ 
clase. The feldspars-are generally white, but in the Mosquito, Horseshoe, 
and Twelve-Mile amphitheaters a pink or reddish color predominates. In 
ihese cases the pegmatite which forms _veins in the schists is also pinkish. 
Microscopic constitution.-A microscopical examination reveals the presence 
of microcline in small quantities, while ordinary plagioclase is very abundant, 
as is also muscovite frequently intergrown with the feldspars Apatite and 
ilmenite are the mo~t common accessory minerals, the latter giving rise 
to titanite in the form originally called titanomorphite by von Lasaulx.1 
Isolated rounded grains, which are nearly or quite colorless and but very 
faintly dichroic, are doubtless referable in part to tita.nit~ and in part to 
pyroxene of a variety near sahlite. The dark portion of a banded gneiss 
from the Arkansas amphitheater consists principally of quartz, three feld-
spars~ biotite, and hornblende. The last two minerals are often intergrown 
in a peculiar manner, the biotite leaves being parallel to the orthopinacoid 
of the hornblende. Ilmenite is abundant and passes by alteration into 
"leucoxene,'' which appears dull white by reflected light. This again passes 
into a granular mineral resembling titanite, although not very strongly 
dichroic. Blood-red films of hematite are discovered in the leaves of biotitf.. 
In the porphyritic gneiss of the Platte amphitheater microcline is an 
important element. One large grain of it contains inclusions of quartz and 
mica in considerable quantity. Muscovite, which is not .prominent macro-
scopically, is abundant in delicate plates intergrown with the feldspars, 
either parallel to the common crystal faces- or without regularity. This 
muscovite seems to be original and not a decomposition product. An 
intergrowth of biotite and muscovite, whereby a crystal of the former is 
surrounded by a zone of the latter having the same orientation, was also 
observed. Quartz grains contain biotite crystals, ne·edles of rutile (f ), and 
double fluid inclusions with carbonic acid. 'The pink feldspar in gneiss 
1 A. von Lasaulx, Neues Jahrbnch fiir Min., etc., 1879, p. 568. 
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from the Twelve-Mile amphith t r pr ent a confused intergrowth of 
different feldspars, a part b in und ubtedly microcline. 
Al\1PIII OLITE. 
rrhe amphibolites are th next in importance to the gneisses among 
the crystalline schi t , and ccur interstratified with them in layers of 
varying thickness, and ometime in large lenticular bodies. Under the 
name amphibolite are here under tood rocks of comparatively coarse grain, 
with less marked schistose structure than is common in hornblende schists 
• proper, and also differing from these in that other minerals, particularly 
feldspar and quartz, occupy prominent positions beside the hornblende. 
They are of frequent occurrence throughout the Archean formation of this 
district and have a comparatively uniform structure, although sometimes 
showing a mottled appearance, from the concentration of hornblende in 
patches. Biotite and magnetite are often quite prominent in them. Pyrite 
is frequently visible macroscopically. 
Microscopic constitution.-The microscope shc,ws that orthoclase and pla-
gioclase are present in about equal quantities, but that microcline, which 
was found in many gneisses, does not appear in the associated amphibolites. 
Hornblende occurs in stout, irregular individuals, and often contains inclu-
sions of a clear, colorless mineral in minute rounded particles, which are 
probably quartz, although too small for certain determination. Amphibolite 
from Weston's pass contains hornblende which is so full of black ore-grains 
as to be opaque in certain cases. A fine striation parallel to the plane Poo 1 
was observed on the same hornblende. Apatite in its usual form is common 
to all. 'I1itanite as formed throuo-h the alteration of a titanium mineral, 
' b 
probably nigrine or rutile containing titanic iron, 2 is present in two cases 
in most typical form. The rutile has a dull-reddish hue by reflected light 
and is surrounded by titanite in clear oval grains. . Two occurrences, viz, 
from Buckskin gulch and from Twelve-Mile amphitheater, show the mode 
of formation of titanite with exceptional clearness. 
1 C. W. Cross, Studien iiber bretonische Gesleine; Min. uncl petro. Mitth. von G. Tschermak. 
"Neue Folge, III., p. 3 6. 
2 Ramme]sberg, Mineralchemie, Iler Theil, 2te Auflage, p. 160. 
f 
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These two rocks; gneiss and amphibolite, constitute the main mass of 
the Archean schists, mica schists, phyllite, and other thinly bedded rocks not 
occurring in any well defined bodies. Peculiar schistose forms do appear 
in the gneissic series, but are subordinate in· every respect, with only local 
extension, and of abnormal constitution. In the contorted state of the strata, · 
the tracing out of the relations of these bodies to the gneiss, while extremely 
interesting, would have taken much more time than could have been devoted 
to this subject. A few examples will show the interesting nature of these 
masses. 
On the north face of Mount Lincoln occurs a contorted schist of dark 
color, in which the naked eye can determine biotite and small flakes qf 
glistening muscovite: The microscope shows that the two micas form 
nearly the whole rock, the compact appearance being due to extremely 
minute flakes of biotite, often so small as to require a power of 800 diame-
ters to distinguish them clearly. Between these two elements, in varying 
quantity, is a mass appearing between crossed nicols like the decomposition 
product of orthoclase in many of the older rocks, where muscovite in tiny 
flakes has been the chief mineral formed; this substance is here very uni-
form in composition, giving the brilliant polarization colors of such an 
I , 
aggregate, and, as no feldspathic substances can be detected, it remains 
uncertain whether this muscovite comes from orthoclase or is original, cor-
responding_ to the minute leaflets of biotite. No hornblende is visible. 
Tourmaline in bundles and brushes is the next most abundant element, 
being brown in ordinary light, with a tinge of red or blue; a few small 
grains of quartz, and specks of ilmenite altering into "leucoxene," are the 
only remaining minerals. 
RELATIVE AGE. 
The Archean rocks just described are all without question older than 
any of the Paleozoic series, ~hich rest unconformably upon them; but 
of the relative age of these different components of the ancient crystal-
line series it is in the nature of things difficult fo form any very decided 
judgment. Even had time permitted a careful and detailed study of any 
·of the remarkable exposures in the great glacial amphitheaters which have 
been ca·rved out of them, it i~ doubtful whether their original relations · 
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could have been clearly made out, since they have been subjected not only 
to the dynamic movements which brought about the present elevation of 
the range, but, no doubt, to many previous movements of which no record 
now remains. As a co,nsequence they are found to be contorted, fissured 
and reconsolidated, and :fissured again, and this action seems to have been 
more intense the further one goes from the original surface, or rather from 
that which was the surface· at the commencement of Paleozoic deposition. 
In general, it may be said that the pegmatites are the latest formations in 
the Archean proper, leaving out of consideration, of course, the later erup-
tives (porphyries, porphyrites, and diorites) and that gneiss must certainly 
have formed part of the original undisturbed mass, while of the granites 
proper some were e_arlier· and some later, . but all previous to the pegmatite. 
On the accompanying pl~te (Plate IV) are reproduced a few hasty 
field-sketches of occurrences in which the different varieties of rock are 
found so intimately interlaced as to ~fford some idea of their relations and 
of the difficulty of tracing a sequence in their formation , 
In Fig. 1, it. is seen (1) that across the original gneiss a small feldspar 
vein has been formed, probably the filling of a s:mall fissure or crack result-
ing fro~ dynamic movement; (2) that the fine-grained and probably erup-
tive granite has been intruded in tongue-like mass~s into the gneiss after 
the formation of this first vein; ( 3) that after cons.olidation the mass has . 
again been shattered, a great fissure formed and filled by a coarser-grained 
granite, which surrounded fragments of gneiss and earlier granite alike; this 
fissuring was accompanied by a certain amount of faulting; ( 4) a second 
opening on the wall of this fissure has been made and filled with pegmatite. 
In Fig. 3, again, fragments of gneiss are found in a mass of fine-grained 
granite, in such position as to show that the latter must undoubtedly have 
been a more or less fluid mass, which traversed the gneiss and caught up 
included fragments of it in its passage. 
In Fig. 2, on the other hand, this granite is seen to have been sub-
jected to at least two movements; as a result of the first, narrow feldspar 
veins have been formed. across its mas::;, and again, by the second, these, to-
gether with the inclosing granite, have been successively opened along the 
· am fi ure to admit the formation in fi sures jhus made of pegmatite 
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veins. The curving form of the smaller feldspar veins would also suggest 
an intermediate compression, during which the granite became sufficiently 
viscous to admit of some movement within its mass without producing 
fracture, for it is fair to assume that these veins are the filling of a crack 
along a fracture-plane, and therefore originally more or less straight. 
PALEOZOIC. 
The sedimentary deposits later than the Archean which are found in 
this region belong, with the exception of certain very recent beds, to the 
Paleozoic system. In the multitudinous sections afforded by the expos-
ures along the cliffs of amphitheaters and the walls of canons remarkable 
uniformity in the physical characteristics of these beds is observed. Prac-
tically the same bed, a fine-grained conglomerate, is, with a single excep-
tion, found in contact with the underlying Archean wherever the contact is 
exposed and no non-conformity of stratification or other evidence of a phys-
ical break exists. 
In determining the geological age of the different strata included in 
these series two difficulties are met at the outset: first, the rarity of fossil 
remains in the beds, due probably to their relatively metamorphosed 8nd 
altered condition; second, the absence of any systematic description of the 
Paleozoic horizons of the Rocky Mountain region, to be found in the pub-
lished works of other geologists. The voluminous reports of the Hayden 
Survey contain, it is true, many local sections of sedimentary rocks and 
frequent surmises as to their age, _ but as yet, unfortunately, a systematic 
summary which shall correlate the material thus gathered by many differ-
ent individuals into a harmonious whole, and sift out that which is to be 
considered fact from that which is only surmise, is 'wanting. 
It has long been the opinion of the writer, and one which is confirmed 
by later geological investigations, that it is impracticable to determine by 
similarity of molluscan fauna alone the correspondence of beds and forma-
tions in regions so widely separated as are the Rocky_ Mountains, where as 
yet meager data have been gathered, and the Eastern States, where pale-
ontological horizons are firmly established. In Paleozoic times these regions 
were practically two distinct continents, and the conditions of life must have 
varied considerably. Until, therefore, the sequence of development and of 
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extinction of molluscan life in the former region shall have been thoroughly 
investigated by detailed paleontological determinations, founded upon accu-
rate and systematic stratigraphical studies, the assignment of geological hori-
zons must be somewhat provisory and considerable importance must be given 
to the conditions of deposition which prevailed during the Paleozoic era. 
Geologists have observed, both in the East and in the Rocky Mountain 
region, a certain general sequence in the character of the sediments deposited 
in the oceans of former geological periods. This sequence has received 
from Dr. J. S. Newberry the name of "circles of deposition," and in a mem-
oir on this subject he has endeavored to prove that in the Appalachian 
system each great geological period consisted of two extremes, during which 
the oceanic conditions were such that calcareous sediments were deposited, 
separated by an intermediate period, dn.-ing which silicious sediment _pre-
vailed. The former, in a general way, are supposed to have occurred in deep 
seas and under conditions of comparative quiet, while coarser siljcious sed-
iments were formed either in shallow waters or during periods when this 
coarse material would be carried further out towards the middle of the 
ocean. 
As regards the assumption that limestone may be considered an evidence 
of deep-sea deposition, it seems that this evidence can be considered only as 
relative. The limestone depositions in the region under consideration, for 
instance, were formed in an inclosed arm of the sea, not more than 40 miles 
in width, and which can therefore have had no very great depth. Mr. John 
Murray, geologist of the Challenger expedition, informed the writer that 
the result of their investigations had been to prove that no limestone could 
be formed in the greatest depths of the ocean, and that the area of sedi-
mentation is confined to a comparatively shallow and limited belt along the 
shores of the present continents. While it is probable, therefore, that none 
of the deposits of the Rocky Mountain region were formed in seas a.t all 
comparab1e in depth to what are classed as deep seas by ocean .explorers, 
the alternations of prevailing silicious and calcareous material in, the sedi-
ments doubtless represent significant changes in the oceanic or climatic con-
ditions which prevailed to a greater or less extent over the whole region. 
It i , therefore, instructive to observe the parallelism of these conditions in. 
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the Paleozoic section of the Wasatch Range, as determined by the geolo-
gists of the Fortieth Parallel and which was considered by them as the key-
section of the Rocky Mountain region, and that of the Mosquito Range. 
In the former the Paleozoic series has a thickness of about thirty thou-
sand feet and is ~haracterized by two great silicious series, the Cambrian 
at its base and the vVeber Quartzites in the middl~ of the Carboniferous. 
The former had a thicknes·s of about twelve thousand feet and was followed 
by 1,000 feet of Silurian limestone, which was again succeeded by quartz-
ites and sandstones of equal thickness; this was followed by a great lime-
stone formation of a maximum thickness of 7,000 feet, in the lower portion 
of which were found Devonian and Waverly forms, the main body of the 
limestone being, however, characterized by fossils of Carboniferotts age. 
The coarse sandRtones of the Weber series, which were deposited over this 
limestone, had a thickness in the Wasatch of about six thousand feet, and 
were succeeded ·at the close of the Carboniferous by alternating silicious, 
calcareous, and argillaceous beds. Followed eastward along the forty-first 
parallel, the whole Paleozoic series thins out rapidly, and in the Laramie 
hills, on the meridian of the Colorado or Front Range, seems to be rep-
resented by a thickness of only 1,500 feet of rocks, though the exposures 
are not sufficiently good to render it certain that the entire series is here 
exposed. 
In the Mosquito Range the Paleozoic series has a maximum thickness 
of less than five thousand feet. The C~mbrian is represented by quartzites, 
passing gradually upwards into calcareous shales, with limestone·s of prob-
able Silurian age above, the aggregate thickness of the two being about 
four hundred feet. Above these limestones, and separated from them by a 
thin be~ of quartzite, is the Blue, or ore-bearing, limestone, about two hun-
dred feet in thickness, in which only Carboniferous forms h~ve yet been 
found. This is succeeded by a relatively large development. of silicious 
material, consisting mainly of coarse sandstones and conglomerates, corre-
sponding lithologically to the Weber series, which passes upward into beds 
containing a greater or less development of limestone, with sandstones and 
shales, and which has been provisorily designated the Upper Coal Measures. 
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Of the existence of the Devonian, which is recognized in the Wasatch 
section, and which was also found by Mr.Walcott h1 the Kanab, in the Colo-
- rado Plateau country, no direct evidence was found in the Mosquito region. 
On the one hand there is a gap of two hundred feet or more of beds from 
which no fossils were obtained, between the horizons in which Carboniferous 
and Silurian forms, r~spectively, were recognized. On the other hand, at 
one point evidence of non-conformity by erosion was observed between the 
Blue Limestone or base of the Carboniferous and the Parting Quartzite or 
top of the Silurian. Had tMs evidence of erosion been generally observed 
throughout the region, it would have afforded sufficiently conclusive proof 
that, owing to a perhaps local elevation, no sediments had been deposited 
here during the Devonian period. As it is, the question must remain for the 
present undecided, though the probabilities are in favor of the latter so-
lution. 
As to the existence or non-existence of the- Devonia~ on the eastern 
slopes of the Rocky Mountains in general, the evidence is equally unsatis-
factory. Waverly forms, whicn are associated with it in the Wasatch, 
have been found in the limestones of Lake Valley, in New Mexico. It is 
indicated on the Hayden maps as occurring on the south slopes of the San 
Juan Mountains, and Dr. Endlich's description of the formations in the 
neighborhood of the Animas River would seem to indicate the existence of 
a considerable thickness of beds below the Carboniferous which are not. 
like the Silurian or Cambrian formations of Colorado in general. Unfor-
tunately the fossil (Rhynconella Endlichi1) upon which he mainly founded 
his determination of the existence of Devonian beds in the region, has, upon 
recent, more careful study by Prof. R. P. Whitfield, been decided to be a 
Carboniferous and not a Devonian type. 
1 Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories, 1874, p. 213. 
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In the following tables are given the average Paleozoi_c section in the 
Mosquito Range; in the Kanab from Mr. 0. D. Walcott, 1 and m the 
Wasatch from the Fortieth Parallel Reports: 
Mosquito section; 4,600 feet; possible unconformity by erosion. 
Upper Coal Measures. ) 1,000 
to 
1,500 
Weber Grits......... l I 
~ 2,500 J Carboniferous .. · 
3,700 feet 
to 
Weber Shales .... . ... . j l 
4,200 feet. Blue Limestone . ... .. . 
{ 
Parting Quartzite .... . 
Silurian . . . . . . . . White Limestone .... . 
200 feet. 
Cambrian......... Lower Quartzite ..... . 
200 feet. 
200 
40 
160 
150 
to 
20.Q.. 
lllue and drab limestones and dolomites, with 
red sandstones and shales. Mud shales at 
top. 
Coarse white sandstones, p~issing il1to conglomer-
ates, and silicious and higl.i ly micaceous shales, 
with occasional beds of black argillite and blne 
dolomitic limestone. 
Calcareons and carbonaceous shales, with quartz-
ite. 
Compact, heavy-bedded, dark·blue<lolomiticlime· 
stone . Silicious concretions at top, in form of 
black chert. 
White quartzite. 
Light-gray silicious dolomitic limestone, with 
white chert concretions. 
White qu:utzite, passing into calcareous and ar-
gillaceous shales above. 
Kanab (Colorado River) section; 5,000 feet; unconformities by erosion. 
{ 
Upper Permian ...... . 
Permian ....... . 
855 feet. 
Lower Permian ...... . 
( Upper Aubrey ....... . 
710 
145 
835 
Gypsiferous and arenaceous shales and marls, 
with impure shaly limestone at base. 
Same as above, with more massive limestone. 
Mmisy cherty limestone, with gypsiferous arena· 
ceous bed, passing down into calciferous sand-
rock. 
Lower Aubrey...... .. 1, 455 Friable, reddish sandstone, passing down into 
more massive and compact sandstone below. A 
few fillets of impurfl limestone interc;ilu.tetl . 
Carboniferous .. 
3,260 feet. 
Red Wall Limestone .. 
Devonian. . • . . . . . . Devonian ... . ........ . 
100 feet. 
r Cambrian. . . . . . . . . Tonto Group ........ ~ 
785 _feet. l 
970 
100 
Arenaceous and cherty limestone 235 feet., with 
massive lime,,-tone beneath. Cherty layers co-
incident with bedding near base. 
Sandstone and impure limestone. 
235 Massive mottled limestone, with 50 feet sandstone 
at base. 
550+ Thin-bedded, mottled limestone in massive layers. 
Greon arnnaceons and micaceous shales 100 feet 
at the base. 
NOTE.-Planes of unconformity by erosion denoted by double dividing lines. 
1 American Journal of Science, September, 1880, p. 222. 
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WMatch section; 30,000 feet; conformable. 
Permian . . . . . . . . . . Permian . ........... . . 
650 feet. 
J 
Upper Coal Measure 
limestone. 
I 
Webor Quartzite . .... 
Carboniferous .. 
1 
14,350 feet. 
Wasatch Limestone ! 
Wanrly..... . J 
Devonian . ...... { ............... : ..... . 
2,000 feet. Ogden Quartzite .. ... . 
650 
2,350 
6,000 
7,000 
1, 000 
Clays, marls, and limeHtones, shallow. 
Bluo aml drab limestones, passing into sand-
stones. 
CompacL andatouo and quartzite', often retldish; 
intercalatious of limestone, argillitcs, and con-
glomf:rnte. 
H eavy-bedded blne ail(l gray limestone, with sili-
cious admixture, especially near the top 
Puro qu:ittzit e, with conglomerate. 
Silurian . .. . . . . . . Ute Limestone . ... . .. . 1,000 Compact or sllaly silicious limestone. 
1,000 feet. 
Cambrian .... .. ... Cambrian .......... .. . 12,000 Silicious schh,ts aud quartzite. 
12,000 feet. 
CAMBRIAN. 
Lower Quartzite.-The beds assigned provisoril y to this horizon, which are 
indicated on the map in a dark-purple color (b), are prevailingly of quartz-
ite. To them, therefore, the local name ?f Lower Quartzite has been given. 
Their average thickness is about one hundred and fifty feet to two hundred 
feet, of which the lower one hundred feet are composed of finely and rather 
thinly bedded white saccharoidal quartzites, while the upper fifty feet a.re 
shaly in character and more or less argillaceous and calcareous, passing by 
almost imperceptible transition into the silicious limestone of ' the Silurian 
formation above. · 
At the very base of the series, at the contact with the underlying Archean, 
wherever this could be observed, is found a persistent bed of fine-grained 
conglomerate, from a few inches to a foot in thickness, made up of rounded 
and finely polished grains of bluish translucent quartz, generally not larger 
than a pea in size. Above this is a white quartzite of remarkably uniform 
and persistent character, always very readily distinguishable as a white 
band in the numerous sections offered by the canon walls of the range. Its 
thickness, when measured on the west side of the range, or near the Sa watch 
island, is, as mentioned above, 100 feet of purely silicious beds. On the 
east side of the range the thickness seems somewhat to diminish, and in 
places was found to be only 40 feet. 
In Buckskin canon a thin bed of silicious limestone was found included 
i1 th quartzite. The rock of this bed is remarkabl0 as containing rela-
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tively a smaller proportion of carbonate of magnesia than any other lime-
stone of the range, the specimen analyzed having-
Carbonate of lime ..... . ................. - , ...... 6 •• • •••••••• - • • 25.43 
Carbonate of magnesia .. . . . . . ........ .... .. . - . . ........... - - - - - . 4.03 
The whole series may often be observed to be divided into two equal 
parts, the lower half consisting of ve; 4 y pure white quartzite, while the 
upper half weathers brown and is more or less stained by iron oxide and 
other impurjties. 
·while the lower series .is very persistent in its character, the upper 
portion or transition series, which bas a maximum thickness of 100 feet, is 
extremely variable, and, though readily recognized in all cliff sections, often 
seems to be wanting in those afforded by the numerous drill-holes in the 
neighborhood of Leadville. 
Owing to their similar lithological character and to the general absence 
of fossil evidence, it is difficult to establish a hard and fast line between this 
and the succeeding formation above. In practice the line has been drawn 
at the top of the shaly beds and the commencement of the beds of more 
massive limestone. The transition beds consist essentially of alternating 
bands of calcareous quartzite and shales. The name Sandy Limestones is 
often applied to them for the reason that on weathered surfaces of the cliff 
faces they appear like sandstones, the carbonate of lime having been entirely 
washed out and only the fine quartz grains left on the thin surface crust. 
One especially persistent bed of sandy limestone, generally about a 
foot in thickness, is often very useful in determining the horizon, on account 
of the striking appea1;ance of its weathered surface. It is a silicious dolo-
mite, generally of whhish color on fresh fracture, containing spots of dark 
brick-red resembling casts of fossils; for whic!1 reason the name ·Red-cast 
beds has been given to it. Fig. 1, Plate V, the reproduction of a photo-
graph of a weathered specimen, shows its characteristic appearance. 
Certain of th~ shaly beds are fo~nd to contain a considerable develop-
ment of pyroxene and amphibole, which often give a decided green color 
to the rock. The microscope shows besides an admixture of fine ore parti-
des, and in some cases there is so large a concentration of pyrites as to 
constitute veritable ore bodies. 
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One of the most interesting features of this series is . the local develop-
ment of serpentine, resulting evidently from the metamorphism of pyroxene 
and amphibole. It has been found in small quantities at various points, but 
is developed on a very considerable scale in the Red Amphitheater in Buck-
skin gulch, where it forms a remarkably beautiful verd-antique and a pecul-
• iar massive yellow rock, resembling bees-·wax not only in color but also in 
texture. 
Fossils.-The only fossil remains found in this series occur in a bed of 
greenish chloritic shales on the east flank of Quandary Peak, about a mile 
above the Monte Cristo mine. They belong to the genus Dicelloceph~lus, 
and resemble closely Dicellocephalus Minnesotensis of the Potsdam formation. 
Owing to the thick covering of forest immediately east of the point 
where these fossils were found, it was impossible to fix _ with absolute cer-
tainty the exact horizon of the bed in which they occur. They are imme-
diately above a heavy white quartzite, and beneath a bed of white marbleized 
limestone, which is in turn overlaid by the qua,rtzite which ·carries the Monte 
Cristo ore deposit. From analogy with other sectio~s, however, it seems 
safe to a3sume that it occurs above the main body of quartzite and near the 
base of the transition series. 
SILURIAN. 
The beds assigned to this horiz,on consist of light-colored, more or less 
silicious, dolomitic limestone, capped by beds of quartzite of va-rying thick-
ness which mark the dividing line between it and the overlying formation. 
On the general map of the Mosquito Range the entire series is included in 
one color-block (c). On the more detailed maps two divisions are made, 
to which the local terms vVhite Limestone (c) and Parting Quartzite (d) 
have been given. 
White Limestone.-The beds to which this local name has been given, 
from their prevailing light color as distinguished from the dark blue-gray 
or even black limestone above, consist in the main of light drab dolomites, 
and contain, besides the normal proi)ortions of carbonates of lime and 
magne ·ia, from 10 per cent. upwards of silica. They are generally rather 
thinly bedded, of compact rather than crystalline structure, and frequently 
have a conchoidal fracture, approaching a lithographic stone in texture. 
ON\VERSITV OF OKLAHOMA 
L\BRARY 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. GEOLOGY OF LEADVILLE, PLATE V. 
Re d Cast Beds, (Cambrian .) 
Co n torte d Limes ' one, (Upp e 1· Co a 1 ~J ea s n 1· E:' . , 
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But rarely do the beds have the whiteness of rnarble, and in such cases it 
is evidently due to local metamorphism. 
The characteristic feature of this limestone is the occurrence at certain 
horizons of concretions of white, semi-transparent chalcedony or chert. This 
occurrence is often useful in the mines of Leadville for distinguishing· beds 
of this horizon from locally bleached limestones of the Carboniferous. Chert 
also occurs in the latter beds, but is always of dark, nearly black color, and 
the microscope shows in them a very finely granular structure, while those 
of the Silurian have frequently a radiate structure in the nature of spheru-
lites. In neither was it possible to detect any trace of the minute organisms 
found in similar concretions in many other limestones. 
The average thickness of the White Limestone is from 120 to 160 feet. 
A small percentage of chlorine can be detected in these, as in all the other 
limestones from this region which were chemically examined. 
Parting Quartzite.-Above the White Limestone occurs a bed of remark-
able persistence, but of rather variable thickness, tq which the above local 
name has been given, and which, on somewhat negative evidence, is regarded 
as constituting the upper limit of the Silurian formation in this region. In 
the cliff sections it has an average thickness of 40 feet, in one case attaining 
a maximum of 70 feet. It does not differ lithologica1ly from the numerous 
white quartzites found at other horizons, but it is of geological importance 
as determining the dividing line · between the Silurian and Carboniferous 
groups. In the cliff sections a brecciated structure is often observed in-the 
limestone immediately overlying it, and in one case, on the east fork of the 
Arkansas, evidence of non-conformity by erosion was observed, which ren-
ders it possible that the Upper Silurian and Devonian formations may be 
entii:·ely wanting in this region. 
Fossils.-Paleontological evidence as to the age of the above formation 
is extremely meager. No form was actually f~und in place. Casts of a 
Rhynconella, between R. neglecta and R. Indianensis of the Niagara epoch, 
were found in a prospect shaft in California gulch, not far from the White 
Lime~tone quarry, in such a position that they must have been derived from 
the beds of this horizon at least fifty feet above the base of the formation. 
Besides this, other specimens were brought in, obtained from talus slopes at 
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the foot of the cliffs in Dyer Amphitheater and on West Sheridan, whose 
matrix of light drab-colored limestone renders it reasonably certain that 
they were derived from some of the beds of this horizon. The following 
forms are recognized: Leptena melita and an Orthisina like 0. Pepinen.sw, 
which correspond to forms found in the Calciferous; and the syphon of an 
Endoceras, which belongs to the Trenton epoch. 
Corresponding beds in Colorado Range.- In order to Obtain, for purposes of 
comparison, a section of the Paleozoic beds lying directly on the Archean 
along the Colorado Range uplift, a visit was made by Mr. Whitman Cross 
to the exposures in Williams canon, near Manitou, and in Manitou Park. 
Although only fifty to seventy-five miles distant from the Mosquito Range 
exposures, the beds were found to vary so ·much in lithological composition 
that it was impossible to obtain an exact correspondence of horizons. The 
purely silicious beds at the base are much thinner than in the Mosquit(? 
Range, the greatest thickness found being 50 feet. They are succeeded by 
calcareous sandstones and shales of variegated colors, red prevailing, which 
pass up into white or drab limestones, sometimes containing chert secretions 
and alternating with shaly beds, with an aggregate thickness of about two 
hundred feet. These beds may be considered as the equivalents of the 
Lower Quartzite and White Limestone of the Mosquito Range. Owing to 
extensive denudation it was impossible in the time allotted to trace a con-
tinuous series into well-defined Carboniferous horizons. -
From the east bank of Tront Creek (Bergens Creek on the Hayden 
map), in Manitou Park, two miles below the hotel, Mr. Cross obtained fossils 
which have been identified by Mr. C. D. Walcott as follows: 
From reddish-brown sandstone 45 feet above the Archean. 
Lingulepis, sp. ¥ An elongate form allied to L. pinnmformis of the Potsdam sand-
stone of Wisconsin. 
From re<l calcareous sandstones, alternating with white limestone, one hundred 
an<l five to one hundred and ~wenty-two feet above the Archean. 
Glytocistites (?). Single plates. Oyrtolites. 
Lingula, sp. un<let.; probably new. Orthoceras, sp. undet.; probably new. 
Orthis desmopleura, Meek. Ba,thyurus simillimus, Walcott (1). 
Metoptuma, new p. 
Thi fauna i e sentially the same as that of the upper thir<l of the Pogonip Lime 
tone of eva<la. 
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The paleontological information, therefore, is so far a confirmation of 
the suggestion offered above from lithological composition, viz, ~hat the 
Cambrian beds are here not more than fifty to a hundred feet thick (a 
notable decrease from the estimated 12,000 feet in the W a~atch, or from the 
more definitely-determined thickness given by Mr. _A. Hague for Eureka, 
Nevad~, of 7,700 feet), and that the limestone beds above are Silurian. 
CARBONIFEROUS. 
The beds of this period ar~, as in other parts of the Rocky Mountain 
region, more fully developed and more abundant in fossil remains than 
those of the other Paleozoic horizons. The Carboniferous period here, as · 
in the Wasatch, consisted of two limestone-making epochs, separated by a 
long period of silicious deposits, with the difference that in the shallow seas, 
. in which the Carboniferous of the Mosquito Range was formed, detrital and 
silicious deposits predominated over calcareous deposits. The series, there-
fore, lends itself to a triple ~mbdivision into lower, middle, and upper Car-
boniferous, which are here assigned to it mainly on lithological grounds, since. 
our knowledge of the Carboniferous fauna of the Rocky Mountain region 
is not yet sufficiently complete to enable us to establish satisfactory paleon-
tological subdivisions, and many forms co~sidered characteristic of the Coal 
Measures of the East range from the bottom to the very top of the series. 
Blue or ore-bearing Lirriestone.-The beds included under this local name 
' 
which are designated on the map by a deep-blue color (e), and which, from 
the fact that they form the ore-bearing rocks par excellence of the region, it 
is most important to be able to trace accurately, are fortunately marked by 
persistent and characteristic features. They have an average thickness of 
about 200 feet. In color they are of a deep grayish-blue, often nearly 
black in the upper portion of the series, while some of th~ lower beds are 
lighter in color; approaching a drab, and, where locally bleached, difficult 
to distinguish lithologically from the underlying ·white Limestone. rrhe 
upper bed is well marked by characteristic concretion s of black chert, fre-
quently hollow in the center and often containing within their mass dis-
tinct casts of fossils. Owing · to" their superior resistance to atmospheric 
agencies, they are often weathered out and left iri nodular masses of irreg-
.,, 
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ular shape upon the surface. The forms which they assume are sometimes 
so fantastic as to suggest to the untechnical that they are the foss_il remains 
of some gigantic animal. Their forms, however, are always rounded, and 
are more commonly that of a sphere or some solid of revolution. In many 
cases, that they are the filling in of a pre-existing cavity in the limestone 
is evident from the fact that they are hollow in the center and contain 
crystals of pyrite or other minerals lining the cavity. 
The series is generally heavily bedded, and the rock is almost always 
granular, and in the upper part often coa~sely crystallin(t A character-
istic feature, especially of the upper portion of the formation, is a ribbed 
structure produced by irregular lines and . spots of white crystalline mate- ' 
rial. In some cases the ribbing is so fine and regular as to produce an ap~ 
pearance resembling that of the Eozoon. 
This typical appearance of the rock is shown in Plate VI, on which 
are represented two specimens from the Blue Limestone of Iron hill, taken 
a short distance below the ore body on the Silver Wave claim, which were 
also subjected to microscopical examination. The upper figure in the plate 
is a photograph of a specimen polished on one side to show the fine ribbing 
which is peculiar to this limestone. The lower figure shows a specimen 
roughly shaped by the hammer, in whi_ch the ribbings or veins of white 
crystalline spar are coarser and more irregular. These white crystalline 
veins may be supposed to be produced by the dissoiving out of a portion of 
the limestone and its redeposition in a crystallized form. As bearing on 
the question of the rela~ive solubility in natural wate1·s of carbonates of 
lime and magnesia, a partial analysis of the white spar was made, and it 
was found to have the same proportions of the two salts as the dark granular 
rock. 
Composition.-rrhe Composition of the rock, which is remarkably uniform> 
is that of a normal dolomite, the average of six lime and magnesia deter-
minations from different localities giving-
Carbo11ate of lime... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... _· ...... ·_ .... 5J.695 
Carbonate of magnesia . ........... ____ ......... . .... 43.197 
the I roportion jn normal dolomite being-
arbonate of lime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54.30 
Carbonate of mngnesia ..... . ......................... 45.70 
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'I1he following complete analyses of typical specimens, taken from local-
ities at considerable distances from each other in the vicinity of Leadville, 
are further proofs of the uniformity of composition. I, II, and III are · 
from the upper of the Blue Limestone, IV from near its base, and V from 
the upper part of the White Limestone. 
I. 
Silver Wave 
Locality .•. -. - - --- ... - - - -- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · mine. 
Chemist . ...................... .. ...... . 
Lime .................................. . 
Magnesia ............................ .. 
Carbonic acid .•.••................... - . 
Protoxide of iron ..................•... -
Peroxide of iron_ u .. . ................ . 
Protoxide of manganese ............... . 
Alumina .............................. . 
Silica . .................. . ....... . ...... . 
Chlorine ..........•......•............. 
Potash ..............• -- - .....• - . - - .. 
Soda ............ ····- ·~·--····------
Sulphuric acid , ....................... . 
Phosphoric acid ......... : .........•.... 
Sulphide of iron ...................... .. 
Organic matter ........................ . 
Water ................................ .. 
Total. ........................... . 
(Hillebrand.) I 
30. 79 
21.14 
46.84 
0. 24 
0. 2l 
Trace 
0. 27 
· 0. 21 
0.10 
· 0. 03 
0. 062 
Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
0. 03 
0. 22 
100.142 
II. III. 
Dugan quarry. Glas~h~~dery 
(Guyard.) (Gu yard.) 
30.43- 29. 97 
20. 78 21. 52 
46. 93 47. 39 
0. 38 0.13 
0.11 0. 22 
0. 05 0. 20 
0.17 0. 04 
0. 70 0. 27 
0.143 (), 041 
o. 046 0. 013 
o. 094 0. 016 
. ---.... -.. ----.. 
................ . 
0.12 0. 03 
Trace 
------·-----·-· · 
0. 025 o. 015 
0. 04 0. 07 
100. 018 1 99. 925 
IV. V. 
Montgomery Carbonate hill 
quarry. quarry. 
(Guyard.) (Hillebrand. ) 
27. 26 26. 60 
20. 05 17. 41 
43. 79 40.01 
0. 57 0. 83 
0.10 1. 51 
0. 06 . ............... 
0.11 ]. 66 
7. 76 11. 84 
0. 062 0. 05 
0.017 o. 017 
0.037 0. 029 
Trace 
---··· · ·· ·· ---
0 07 Trace 
Trace 
--------------
0. 07 . ................. 
0. 05 0.48 
100. 0(i6 100. 436 
The coloring matter is in part evidently organic, but in part, as sug-
gested by Mr. Guyard, may be due t~ the presence of salts of iron. He 
says that he finds an appreciable amol:mt of sulphide of this metal which will 
produce a black color. A remarkable feature in this analysis, as well as 
in that of the White Limestone, is the presence of appreciable quantities 
of alkaline chlorides. Microscopical examination under ve_ry high power 
(1,136 diameters) shows that the dusty appearance is due to minute specks 
in the grains composing the rock, which are fluid inclusions, in some of which 
the rapid movement of a bubble is visible. As will be shown later, it seems 
fair to assume that the included liquid consists of alkaline chloride. · The 
microscope also shows that the rock is very finely granular, the size of 
the grains varying from .05 to .10 ·of a millimeter in diameter. No twin 
crystals of calcite are observed, and very little quartz or ore particles could 
be detected. 
MONXII--5 
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The characteristics which may serve in the field to distinguish 1he rock 
of the Blue from that of the White Limestone are as follows: 
1. Color, which is darker. 
2. Composition, the form er being almost free from silica, the latter con-
taining 10 per cent. and upwards. 
3. Texture, the former being generally crystalline, while the latter is 
more compact. 
4. Chert secretions, which in the former are always black and in the 
latter nearly white. 
5. Structure, the Blue Limestone being generally more heavily bedded 
than the White. 
Fossils.-T1he only fossils obtained from this horizon were found in the 
extreme upper part of the formation, either in the limestone itself or in 
chert nodules, which are found scattered over its weathered surface. The 
following forms were obtained from five different localities: 
Euomphalus, closely resembling E . Spergenensis, Hall, from Warsaw limestones 
of Sperg('n hill. . 
Spiriferhia,, which is probably new, though somewhat resembling S. Kentuokensis. 
Athyr-is subtilita. 
Pleurophorus oblongus. 
Productus costatus. 
Spir-~fera (Martinia) lineata. 
Spirifera Rockymontctna. 
Streptorhynchus crassus ( crenistria ). 
Oyathophylloid corals, resembliug Zaphrentis~ or Oyathaxonia cynodon. 
While most of these forms are common to the Coal Measures of the 
East, the first-mentioned is there found in the Lower Carboniferous. For 
this reason and because this form and the Spiriferina do not occur in any 
of the h~gher beds, it seems justifiable to assume that this horizon represents 
the Lower Carboniferous of this district. 
The upper limit of this formation has been :fixed at the top of the 
mas ive Blue Lime' tone, which is generally marked by the frequency of 
chert concretion , and in the mining districts has been followed by prefer-
ence ) the ore-bearing solutions. Locally, however, limestone formation 
seem. t ha e c ntinued omewhat intermittingly for some distanoe above 
t i. h riz n. 
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Weber Shales.-On the general map of the Mosquito Range, owing to its 
small scale, it was considered advisable to make no subdivisions of the 
Weber Grits formation, and the whole is therefore included under one color 
(g). On the more detailed maps, however, a subdivision of the Weber Grits, 
designated the Weber Shales, has been distinguished by a distinct color (/). 
The beds included under this name are extremely variable in lithological 
character and in .thickness. They constitute a transition series between the 
massive limestones below and the characteristic coarse sandstones of the 
Weber Grits above. They consist of argillaceous and calcareous shales 
alternating with quartzitic sandstones. The former are generally carbona-
ceous, and in their extreme type pass into an impure anthracite. The cal-
eareous shales, on the other hand, are locally developed into a considerable 
thickness of impure limestone, which is very rich in fossil remains. 0-wing 
to its variable character and to the fact that the dividing plane between 
this and the preceding is frequently occupied by beds of porphyry, it is 
difficult to assign a definite thickness to the formation. It may, however, 
be assumed as va~ying from 150 to 300 feet. · 
In Leadville itself a thin bed of quartzite is often found immediatelv 
ab?ve the Blue Limestone, and on Iron hill is a greenish argillaceous shale, 
called the 'Lingula shale, from the abundant casts of this fossil which it 
contains. The coal development attains a thickness in one case of seven 
feet, but is extremely impure and gives little promise of any economical 
value. 
Fossils.-The most common form is Lingula mytiloides, Meek, which is 
supposed to corr~spond to L. ovalis, Sowerby. Besides these were obtained ,, 
from several different localities the following: 
Phillipsia, sp. 1 (P. mojor ?) 
Productus cora. 
Productus semiretfo1.tlatits. 
Proditetus pertenuis. 
Productus muricatus. 
Productits N ebra:scensis. 
Spirffera cameratus. 
A viculopecten rectilaterarius. 
Orthis carbonariits. 
Streptorhynchus crassus ( crenistria ). 
Ohonetes {Jranulif era. 
Discina nitidc'1. 
Macrocheilus ventricosus. 
·A rchceoccidaris. 
Eoccidaris Hctlliana. 
Fenestellct perelegans. 
Rh01nbopora lepidodendroides. 
lYiyalina peraltenuata, 
Polyphemopsi8, (like P. chrysalis). 
Pinna, sp. ~ 
Polyporct, sp. undet. 
Palceschara, sp. undet. 
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Weber Grits.-This formation, which, as its name implies, consists mainly 
of coarse sandstones passing into conglomerates, has an estimated aggreg-ate 
thickness of 2,500 feet, although neither its upper nor its lower limits can 
in the nature of things be very sharply defined. 
The typical rock, which often forms massive beds of considerable thick-
ness and constitutes a prominent feature in the sections afforded by canons, 
is a coarse white sandstone passing into a conglomerate, made up of well-
rounded grains and . pebbles, mainly of _white and sometimes of pinkish 
quartz. In the coarser conglomerates feldspar can often be distinguished in 
fragments, a1~d this mineral is often disseminated in fine grains throughout 
the sandstone, but fragments of recognizable Archean schists are not often 
seen. It would seem, therefore, that these beds are mainly formed by the 
abrasion of the coarser granites of the Archean. The sandstones often contain 
a considerable admixture of brilliant white mica, and in some cases, besides 
the mica, so large a quantity of carbonaceous material as to become quite 
black. This carbonaceous ~naterial, which is insoluble in ether,- alcohol, or 
sulphide of carbon, is probably either graphite or anthnicite. 
Next to the sandstones and conglomerates, the most important constitu-
ents of the formation are quartzose shales and mica schists, generally coa~se-
grained and of a greenish hue. '!"heir lamination is very regular and often 
parallel to the bedding-planes, so that they often weather out in slabs or 
flags of considerable size. The mica, which, as in the ·sandstones, is mostly 
potash miGa or muscovite, seems to form but a subordinate part of the rock 
mass, but is generally very prominent in large brilliant flak.es on the surfaces 
of the laminre. Microscopical examination shows that jn the sandstones 
and schists feld~par is always present with the quartz, and in some cases the 
three varieties, orthoclase, plagioclase, and microcline, can be distinguished. 
It also shows that the muscovite i~, in part at least, derived from the decom-
position of the feldspars; at the same time the uniform occurrence of large 
brilliant flak.es along the bedding-planes of the shaly ·material suggests the 
possibility that these may have been directly derived from debris of the 
Archean and have been deposited in this position by the action of water. 
At irregular intervals throughout the formation are found beds of fine 
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black mud-shal(js or carbonaceous argillites, generally very thin and some-
times calcareous, passing into impure limestones. 
About the middle of the fo~~~ation is a tolerably persistent dev·elop-
ment of limestone of the usual blue-gray color and dolomitic in composi-
tion. Its thickness, however, varies very much according to locality. It 
was best observed in Big Sacramento gulch, a short distance a~ove the Lon-
don fault, where are two beds of limestone with associated shales, about 
fifty feet apart and each about ten feet in thickness. 
Fossiis.-From the limestones in Big Sacramen-to gulch were- obtained 
the following forms: 
Spiriferina Kentuckensis. 
Athyris siibtilita. 
Productus costatus. I 
Productits niuricatus. 
Aviculopecten interlinl;atus. 
ltleekella stricecostata. 
From micaceous schists in the upper part of the formation between 
Lamb and Sheep Mountains were obtained abundant casts of Equisetacem. 
Upper Coal Measures (h).-· Less favorable opportunities were offered for 
studying this group than for either of the preceding, since its beds were 
found only at the extreme limits of the map and in regions where continu-
ous outcrops are rare. It consists of alternating calcareous and silicious 
beds, tLe latter not being distinguishable from those of the Weber Grits 
at the base, but passing upward into reddish sandstones, which in their turn 
are sometimes difficult to distinguish from the overlying red sandstones of 
the Trias. Its lower limit is drawn at the base of the first important lime-
stone bed above the Weber Grits. This limestone, locally called 1he Robin-
son Limestone from 'the fact that it forms the ore-bearing horizon of an im-
portant mine of that name in the Ten-Mile district, is 1~emarkable for being 
the first true limestone observed among the calcareous beds of the region. 
All below · this horizon are practically dolomites of · varying · purity. As 
developed in this mine, it is of drab color, -conchoidal fracture, and of pecul-
iarly compact texture, resembling a lithographic stone. Its purity and 
textural characteristics are apparently not persistent outside of the Ten-Mile 
district. In the upper horizons of this district are found mud-shales, resem-
bling in lithological· character the Permo-Carboniferous of the Wasatch. 
Their fossil remains are found, however, to be distinctly Coal Measure forms. 
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The upper sandstones of this group are distinguished from the overlying 
Triassic rocks by a deeper color, apprqaching a Venetian red, whereas in 
the latter the color is rather of a light brick red. 
Plate V (p. 60) shows a remarkably contorted specimen of impure 
limestone of this horizon from the outcrops on Empire hill, where abun-
dant fossils were found. 
Fossils.-Fossil remains were found in various beds of this formation 
in the Ten-Mile district; in a peculiar black limestone of the Hoosier ridge, 
to the northeast of Mount Silverheels; and on Empire hill, on the west 
sid8 of the range, adjoining Weston fault. 
From ten different localities in these regions the following forms were 
obtained: 
Productus costatus. 
Productus Nebrascensis. 
Productus Prattenana. 
Producti1,s cora. 
Spirifera Roclcymontana. 
Spirifera ( Martinia) lineata. 
Spirifera camerata. 
.Athyris subtilita. 
Streptorhynchits crassus. 
Ohonetes Glabra. 
Bellerophon crassus. 
Bellerophon percarinatus. 
Bellerophon (sp. °?). 
Microdon tenuistriatmn (very small). 
Microdon obsoletum. 
Pleurophorus occidentalis. 
Pleurotomaria (like P. Greyvillensis). 
Naticopsis (like N. Altonensis). 
}JtJ.acroclwilus. (primigenius 1). 
Nucula (ventricosa °?). 
Nucula (like N. Beyriche). 
Microdoma (nearly M. conica). 
Ei1,omphalus· (sp. 1) . 
Archceoccidaris (sp. 1). 
Astartella (sp. °?). 
Loxomena (sp. °?). 
Fenestella '(sp. 1). 
JJforchisonia (sp. °?) . 
Synocladia (sp. °?). 
NautUus (sp. °?). 
Entolium (sp. °?). 
Amplexus (sp. °?) 
MESOZOIC. 
As Mesozoic beds do not occur within the area of the map, no attempt 
was made to study them systematically or to obtain a measurement of 
their thickness, which would have taken a great deal of time and probably _ 
been impracticable without a more detailed map than could be had, Their 
aggregate thickness has therefore _been assumed to be not less than 6,000 
feet, a safe e'stimate judging from the thicknesses given by the geologists 
of the Hayden Survey for various parts of Colorado. 
/ 
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The red sandstones of Mount Silverheels, above the beds assumed to 
be Upper Coal· Measures in this report; are noticeable for their coarse grain 
and for the abundant pebbles of 'Archean rocks which they contain. In 
some intercalated shaly beds just east of Fairplay, Professor Lakes found 
plant remains and fossil insects-. The former were determined by Professor 
Lesquereux to be undouq.tedly Permian and the latter by Mr. A. Hyatt. to 
be as certainly of Triassic age. In such conflict of evidence it seems sa~r 
to trust to that of animal life, since it is already well established that in 
America plants came into existence in Cretaceous time which in Europe 
have al:ways been considered to have made their first appearance during 
the Tertiary. 
QUATERNARY. 
The Quaternary formations which have been designated by' special 
colors on the maps and sections are the Glacial or Lake beds, and the 
Post-Glacial or recent detrital formations. As already shown, there is 
evidence of the existence, during the jntermediate flood period of the 
Glacial epoch, of a large fresh-water lake at the head of the Arkansas 
Valley, in whose bed was deposited a considerable thickness of coarse and 
rudely-stratified beds of detrital material from the adjoining mountains. 
Glacial or Lake beds (q).-Owing to the limited opportunities afforded for 
/ 
observing these beds in place, it was impossible to obtain a complete sec-
tion of them or an accurate estimate of their aggregate thickness. The 
maximp.m thickness observed is about 300 feet; their material is generally 
coarse, and, as might be expected, very much coarser along what is known 
to have been the shore line of the lake. The finest of the beds consist of a 
calcareous marl, whose development seems to have been extremely local. 
The prevailing beds are a loose friable sandstone, resembling granite decom-
posed in place, consisting largely of grains of quartz and folds par, and 
often somewhat iron-stained. These beds frequently alternate with those 
of c,oarser material, which form a rud~ conglomerate. The coarser beds 
contain both angular fragments and bowlders of the rocks which make up 
the range, and lithologically can hardly be distinguished from the Wash of 
the succeeding formation; but, where any considerable thickness of the 
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beds is cut through, the stratification lines are easily recognizable and serve 
to distinguish this formation from the latter. · 
Along the immediate shore-line-as, for instance, under the Wash of 
Fryer and Carbonate hills-the upper portion of the Lake beds consists fre-
quently of large angular . fragments, a number of which are derived from 
the actual 1outcrops of ore bodies. • 
· Recent o~ Post-Glacial (r).-Theoretically this rubric includes all the beds 
of the Post-Glacial Quaternary formations, of which there have been recog-
nized in the region under survey several subdivisions, namely: the glacial 
moraines, a sort of bowlder clay or rearranged moraine material which is 
prevalent in the immedia,te vicinity of Leadville, where it received the local 
name of" Wash;" a sort of terrace formation found in the-larger valleys; and 
the actual alluvial stream bottoms. 
The time allotted to the work did not admit of .a sufficiently complete 
study of these different subdivisions to justify their distinction by separate 
colors on the map. In practice, therefore, on the surface maps only the 
alluvia] bottoms and the broader accumulations of the terrace gravel fo the 
· larger valleys and plains, which are sufficient to completely obscure the 
subjacent geology, have been indicated. In the cross-sections of the spe-
cial map of Leadville, however, where the explorations of shafts have given 
unusually complete data, the Wash is also included under this rubric. On 
the surface maps of Leadville and of the various groups of mines both 
these formations have been left out, as they would have hidden an impor-
tant part of the geological outlines of the actual rock surface; they have, 
however, been indicated to scale in the cross~sections. 
DISTRIBUTION OF SEDIMENTARY FORMATIONS. 
The superficial distribution of the various sedimentary formations, or 
the relative area covered by their outcrops, being a function of or depend-
ent upon erosion, is intimately connected with the existing topographical 
tructure of the region. Were erosion the only factor to be considered, the 
Archean rocks would be found exposed continuously on the west side of a 
line approximately representing the old shore-line and in the deeper drain-
age valleys and anticlinal axe of the eastern side. 'rhe displacements of 
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the numerous faults which run through the region have, however, consid-
erably modified this normal distribution. In point of fact, the central por-
tion in the latitude of Leadville is mainly covered by the outcrops of Pa-
leozoic sedimentary beds and of intruded masses of porphyry, the Archean 
exposures being confined to deep glacial amphitheaters near the crest of 
the range,' and to minor masses which represent the eroded crests of anti-
clinal folds. 
In the northern portion o_f the area Archean rocks are exposed along 
the main crest of the range and in the deep canon valleys and glacial am-
phitheaters of the streams which flow into the Platte, Paleozoic beds being 
found only on the eastward sloping flanks of tlie included spurs. On the 
western sid~ of the range, owing to the displacement of the great Mosquito 
fault, the area adjoining the valley of the east fork of the Arkansas is cov-
ered by beds of the Weber Grits formation, while a bordering fringe of 
outcrops of Lower Quartzite and White and Blue Limestone beds is found 
on the northern and eastern rim of Tennessee Park. 
In the southern half of the map the western limit of Paleozoic beds is a 
line running southeasterly from the forks of the Arkansas to the crest of the 
range at Weston's pass, and southward beyond the limits of the map along 
the crest, approximately in a north and south line. West of this line are 
found only the granites and schists of the Archean, and irregular dikes and 
intrusive masses of porphyry. In the area included between this line and 
the crest of the range are triangular zones of easterly dipping sedimentary 
beds, in some cases fC!rming a continuous series from the Cambrian to the 
Upper Coal Measures, cut off abruptly by fault-lines and succeeded 2gain 
on the east by Archean exposures. On the east of the crest the Paleozoic 
beds slope regularly back beneath the floor of !he South Park, the Archean 
rocks being found only in the deeper hollows at the heads of the streams 
Beyond the limits of the map the outcrops of the more resisting- beds of 
Mesozoic age form parallel ridges, running across South Park from north to 
south. The Quaternary Lake beds are found only along the lower ends of 
the spurs extending out into the Arkansas Valley from Leadville south to 
the limits of the map. 
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ERUPTIVE OR IGNEOUS. 
The eruptive rocks of this region, besides the granites, which were 
erupted during Archean time, are of Mesozoic or Secondary and of Tertiary 
age. The most important of these, both in magnitude of development and 
in their relations to the ore deposits of the region, are the Secondary erup-
tives; the time of their eruption cannot, as explained in the preceding 
chapter, be exactly fixed, but was probably toward the close of the Mesozoic. 
The rrertiary eruptives, on the other hand, are of comparatively limited de-
velopment and have had no appreciable influence on the deposition of ore; 
their age is determined as such, not by any direct crossing of Tertiary beds, 
of which no instances were found -in the region, but from their lithological 
character, their analogy to eruptive rocks of known Tertiary age outside 
of this area, and from the fact that they are later than the Secondary erup-
tives. 
SECONDARY ERUPTIVES. 
The earlier eruptive ·rocks occur mainly in the form of intrusive sheets, 
often of great magnitude, which, having been forced up from below through 
some µ1ore or less vertical vent or channel, have spread themselves out be-
tween the strata, generally following a definite horizon, but at times crossing 
the stratification. They also occur in the form of dikes, this form being 
most common in the underlying Archean rocks. There is no evidence that 
any of them were poured out upon the surface like the ·1avas of the present 
day, but they must have cooled and consolidated -qnder a great weight of 
superincumbent strata, to which is doubtless in great measure due their 
unusually crystalline character. 
They are with unimportant exceptions porphyritic in structure; ·that is, 
they contain larger crystalline elements in a groundmass or matrix of finer 
grain, as distinguished on the one hand from the granitic structure, in which 
all the elements are crystalline and of comparatively uniform size, and from 
Tertiary eruptives on the other, in which, while the structure may be por-
phyritic, the larger crystals have a somewhat different development and 
the groundmass is made up in great part of non-crystalline material. 
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These distinctions are those· that were in force before the introduction 
of the use of the microscope in lithological study. The more intimate 
knowledge of rock structure obtained by the microscopical study of rocks 
ha~ brought about many changes in pteconceived ideas, which are increas-
ing every year, so that it seems merely a question of time as to when a new 
system of classification may be required. Already the distinctions noted 
above are true only of the most typical varieties of each, while between 
these are transition members which often must be placed in the one cate-
gory or the other by some other distinguishing characteristic, such as time 
of eruption, internal structure, etc. In the present work · it has been judged 
best to preserve the prevailing usage of designating the Secondary porphy-
ritic rocks in which the prevailing feldspar is orthoclastic as porphyries, and 
those in which plagioclastic feldspars decidedly predominate as porphyrites. 
When the porphyrite is entirely granitic or evenly grarrular it becomes a 
diorite. 
On the general map of the Mosquito Range only two colors are given 
to the porphyries, founded on two general divisions which have a geograph-
ical as well as a structural value. In the first of these is included the White 
Porphyry and its closely allied form, the Mount Zion Porphyry, which are 
the older and more nearly granular rocks, . and which occur, with unimpor-
tant exceptions, only south of the north line of the Leadville map; the sec-
ond includes all other varieties of the Secondary porphyritic rocks of the 
region, which are generally younger and less uniformly crystalline, and 
which do not occur south of the south line of the Leadvi1le map. 
On the detailed map of Leadville and vicinity the principal varieties 
of porphyry are each designated by a special color, the division "Other 
porphyries" including those which could not, with absolute accuracy, be 
brought into either of the other divisions. 
1 In the time that has elapsed since field work was completed and the maps colored, opportunity 
has been had for studying more c.omprehensively the various Secondary eruptives in the course of 
work carried on ju neighboring <listricts1 and it has been found that some of the varieties designated 
on the following pages as porphyry, viz, the Sacramento, Silverheels, and Green porphyries, should 
probably be classed as porphyrites. The reasons for this, as well as the detailed description of all the 
rocks from a microscopical point of view, deduced from their study under the microscope by Mr. Cross 
will be found in Appendix A. · 
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MOUNT ZION PORPHYRY. 
This porphyry, when fresh and unaltered, is a gray rock resembling 
fine-grained granite, and is made up mainly of quartz, feldspar, and mica; 
orthoclase being the predominant feldspar and biotite the original mica; 
plagioclase feldspar is decidedly subordinate, and biotite but sparingly 
developed. It is rarely found in an unaltered condition, . however, and in 
the various stages . of alteration it passes through a rock in which the partly 
decomposed biotite produces a slightly spotted appearance into a white rock 
glistening with fine lustrous· particles of muscovite which can hardly be dis-
tii1guished from the White Porphyry. The muscovite results mainly from 
the decomposition of the feldspar and also from that of the biotite. Larger 
individuals of quartz and feldspar, as porphyritic ingredients, can frequently 
be distinguished by the naked eye. Beside the above minerals the micro-
scope also detect; zfrcon, magn~tite, and apatite as accessory constituents 
of the rock; it shows, too, that the texture of the rock is quite granular 
throughout, with no amorphous material. 
Occurrence.-This rock is of comparatively limited d~velopment, being 
found thus far only on Mount Zion and on Prospect Mountain. It is gen-
erally in a less altered and therefore more typical condition on Mount Zion, 
for which reason it has r~ceived that name; but the most entirely unaltered 
specimens were obtained from some deep shafts on Prospect Mountain. On 
the south slopes of Prospect Mountain it is generally ve~y much decom-
posed and apparently grades off into White Porphyry, so that it is difficult 
to draw a sharp dividing line between the two rocks. No rock that could 
be definitely classed with this variety has been found south of Evans gulch, 
and the body in the bed of the gulch above the mouth of South Evans has 
been assigned to it somewhat doubtfully. 
WHITE PORPHYRY. 
The White or Leadville Porphyry is a generally white or granular, 
compact, ho~ogeneous-looking rock, composed of quartz, feldspar, and 
muscovite. 'rhe quartz and feldspar are so intimately mixed together that 
they can only occasionally be distinguish~d by the naked eye, the former 
in small, double-pointed, hexagonal pyramids, the latter in small, white, rect-
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angular crystals. rrhe muscovite as an original constituent occurs in spar-
ingly distributed, dark, hexagonal plates, which were at first supposed to be 
biotite; their .true character was learned only when a specimen was found 
containing enough of the crystals to be subjected to optical and chemical 
tests. (See Appendix B, Table I, Analysis II.) A characteristic appear-
ance of the rock is the frequent occurrence of pearly-white leaflets of mus-
covite, often in star-like aggregations, resulting from the decomposition of 
the feldspars. Orthoclase is the predominant feldspar. No biotite has ever 
been detected in the White Porphyry; but, as the rock is always in a more 
or less advanced stage of decomposition and as biotite occurs in the Mount 
Zion Porphyry, which seems to pass into it, it may have been an original 
constituent, though it is rather remarkable that no traces of it exist even 
in the small dikes where the rock still retains a distinct porphyritic struct-
ure and has a fresh conchoidal fracture. By means of the microscope are 
found zircon as a common and magnetite and apatite as rarer constituents 
of this rock. No glassy matter is found, either in .groundmass or in inclu- _ 
s10ns. Chemical analysis show$ an appreciable amount of BaO and PbO, 
substances common in the ores, in its composition. 
Among the miners it is known also as "block porphyry," on account of 
its tendency to split up into angular blocks, which are often stained interi-
orly in concentric rings by iron oxide; anJ also as "forest rock," from the · 
frequent deposition of dendritic markings of oxide of manganese on the 
cleavage surfaces. 
Occurrence.-The principal development of the White Porphyry is con-
fined to a zone about the width of the Lead ville map, and running from the. 
western boundary of that map south of east, instead of due east as the map 
itself does. In other words, its lines h!],ve the prevailing northwest and 
southeast trend of othe-r larger features of the region. Within this · zone it 
is developed on an enormous scale, and occurs mainly as an intrusive sheet 
directly overlying the Blue Limestone and in contact with the principal ore 
deposits. ·Jt is not, however, entirely confined to this horizon, but is also 
found at both lower and higher horizons and can sometimes be observed 
crossing a stratum, generally at a low angle, from one horizon to another, 
thus splitting t~ie sedimentary bed into two wedge-shaped portions. This 
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occurrence is most noticeable in the area of the Leadville map along an 
imaginary northwest and southeast line, on one side of which it is found 
both above and below the Blue Limestone, while on the other .it occurs only-
above it. 
The main sheet has an average thickness of several hundred feet and 
varies in its extreme dimensions from 20 feet along the northeast edge of 
the zone to 1,500 feet at White Ridge, on the east side of the range, the 
point of its maximum development and supposed to be the locality of its 
principal vent. 
Although all these masses must have been originally forced up from 
below through the Archean, it is remarkable that no section has yet been 
found which would show the actual passage from the Archean dike to the 
interbedded sheet. The nearest approach to this has been at the head of 
Iowa gulch, on Empire hill, and in a bore-hole in South Evans gulch, 
where White Porphyry has been found in the Archean in probable dike 
form, and on W'hite Ridge an·d Lamb Mountain, in Horse Shoe gulch, where 
it is seen cutting up nearly vertically across Carboniferous strata. 
South of the zone above mentioned, White Porphyry is found as a 
remarkably persistent sheet at the Blue Limestone horizon gradually thin-
ning out and extending to the southward as far ~s Weston's pass. North of 
· the zone it is found only in small sheets at Little Zion, Mosquito Peak, and 
London hill, and in several small dikes in the Mount Lincoln massive, its 
place being occupied by other varieties of porphyry. 
LINCOLN PORPHYRY. 
The other forms of porphyry found ( and which on the Mo~quito map 
have been designated by one general color), though presenting a number of 
varieties in the field, have essentially the same general composition, both 
mineralogical and chemical. 1-..,hey consist mainly .of quartz, two feldspars, 
and biotite, hornblende occurring as an essential ingredient only in one 
variety. The crystalline ingredients are easily distinguishable by the eye, 
and there is therefore no danD'er of confoundino- them in the field with b o 
White Porphyry, except in the conditions of extreme decomposition in 
which they may be found near the ore bodies. rrhis crystalline structure, 
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on the other hand, is often so far developed that they are not readily dis-
tinguished by the untechnical eye from granites; as such, indeed, they are 
frequently classed by the miners. A careful examination, however, readily 
reveals their ~tructural difference, which is that in them the larger crystals 
. are inclosed in a finer-grained groundmass, whereas between the crystals of 
granite there is no such intervening and apparently structureless material. 
The principal subdivision of this group has been called Lincoln 
Porphyry, from the fact that it is typically developed in the mountain mass 
around Mount Lincoln. Its most striking characteristic is the frequent 
occurrence of large crystals of pinkish orthocla.se, from one inch upwards in 
size, with a peculiar luster like that of sanidine. Plagioclase is generally 
in small, white, opaque crystals. Quartz occurs in double-pointed hexagonal 
pyramids, which have a rounded outline on fracture surfaces and often a 
slightly roseate tint. Mica is found in small hexagonal plates, generally 
decomposed and of greenish color. The microscope discloses, in addition 
to the above minerals, allanite, zircon, magnetite, titanite, and apatite. No 
mic~·ofelsitic or glassy matter is found in any rock of this type and no glass 
inclusions occur in the Mount Lincoln rock. Orthoclase feldspar predomi-
nates in the groundmass and in the rock as a whole, while among the 
porphyritic crystals of rocks, in which the characteristic large orthoclase 
are wanting, plagioclase is in relatively larger proportion. Owing to the 
size of the crystals, large masses of the rock have at a little distance a 
decidedly granitic appearance. On weathered surfaces, especially in the 
dry region of the mountain peak:8, it is of light-gray color, somewhat 
bleached, and often slightly stained by hydrous oxide of iron. In mine 
workings, on the other hand, when freshly broken it has a decidedly greenish 
tint, from the change of biotite into chlorite. 
Occurrence.-The main development of the typical Lincoln Porphyry is 
in the neighborhood of Mount Lincoln, where it occupies the same position 
with regard to the ore deposits of that region that the White Porphyry does 
about Leadville. It forms the immediate summit of Mount Lincoln, where 
it is apparently the remains of a laccolitic body or head of a channel of 
eruption. It occurs as an interbedded sheet in the Cambrian and forms 
several large bodies, apparently interbedded sheets, in the Weber Grits 
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which form the wooded ridges on either side of the Platte Valley in that 
region. It also occurs in the form of narrow dikes, cutting through the 
Archean. On the west side of the range it forms many large bodies in the 
Weber Grits, the most important of which is the laccolite body of Buckeye 
Peak. These bodies in the northwestern part of the region pass into the 
closely allied variety called Eagle River Porphyry, with which they doubt-
less connect, and whi_ch will be described in detail in a forthcoming report 
on the Ten-Mile district. 
GRAY PORPHYRY. 
This FO;k, which occurs only in the immediate vici~ity of Leadville; is 
in its typical form apparently a d~composed Lincoln or Eagle River Por-
phyry. It has the same mineral composition and frequently the large ortho-
clase -crystals that the former has, and can be tra9ed as a continuous sheet 
through transition forms into the typical variety of the latter. It is almost 
invariably decomposed, and on or near the surface is generally a greenish-
gray rock, showing numerous crystals in a prominent earthy-looking ground-
mass; in the mines it is usually found bleached and often reduced to a 
white pasty. mass in which the outlines of -former crystalline constituents 
are but faintly traceable. It is of importance in connection with the ore . 
deposits, as where it has crossed the Blue Limestone it has often played the 
same role with regard to them as the White Porphyry. 
As distinguished from the Lincoln Porphyry the microscope detec~s 
traces of former hornblende in the rock and finds glass inclusions in the 
quartz and numerous fluid inclusions in the feldspar. 
0ccurrence.-The main sheet of Gray Porphyry, the only body which is 
distinguished by a distinct color on the Lead ville map, occurs above the 
main sheet of White Porphyry in the northern half of the area shown on -
that map, and extends beyond it to Mount Zion. Other bodies which 
belong without question to this variety, as well as those which are more 
doubtful, have, for reasons to be given below, been included under the color 
of "Other porphyries" on this map. The most important of these is a sheet 
occurring in the_ Blue Limestone, cutting transversely upwards from its base 
to the overlying White Porphyry. Among those which are doubtful are 
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the Printer Boy and Josephine Porphyries, which occur the one on Printer 
Bov, the other on Long and Derry hilL Among roclis so thoroughly 
de~omposed as. are th~se in the immediate vicinity of the ore bodies it is 
often jmpossible to assign an occurrence with absolute certainty to a dis-
tinct type; the miner can, however, in most cases distinguish these porphyries 
from the White Porphyry by the outlines of former crystals which the slight 
stain of iron oxide caused by their decomposition leaves. 
SACRAMENTO PORPHYRY. 
This rock m the hand specimen has the same general appearance as 
the variety of Lincoln Porphyry which has no large crystals. It is a dark-
gray, granular, rather even-grained rock, in which the groundmass is decid~ 
edly subordinate, and contains quartz, two feldspars, biotite, and horn-
blende. It is distinguished from the former rock by carrying a much larger 
proportion of plagioclase feldspar, and hornblende as well as biotite. 'rhe 
microscope discloses the usual accessory minerals, with allanite and pyrite, 
and shows that the ground mass is holocrystalline and contains no glassy 
material. In the large masses of the higher mountain region it is usually a 
fresh-looking rock, but in mine workings and under a covering of soil and 
gravel capable of holding water it is usually much decomposed and bleached 
to a light-green, almost homogeneous-looking rock, with much epidote. The 
processes of decomposition in this rock, which are exceptionally interesting, 
are explained at length in Appendix A. 
Occurrence.-The main laccolitic body of Sacramento Porphyry is found 
under Gemini Peaks, between the heads of Big and Little Sacramento 
gulches. A fine cliff section of the body is also found on the face of Mount 
Evans towards Evans Amphitheater. It reaches , a thickness of over a 
thousand feet in this region. Its main sheet occurs above the White Por-
phyry, or, when this is wanting, with an interposition of vVeber Shales 
between it and the Blue Limestone. East of the London fault it rests 
directly on the Blue Limestone, and in the neighborhood of the Sacramento 
mine it plays the same role with regard to the ore deposits that the White 
and Lincoln porphyries do at other points. It also forms sheets higher up 
in the Weber Grits and less frequently in the · lower Paleozoic strata In 
MON xu-6 
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a broad, general way it may be said that on the eastern slope of the range 
Lincoln Porphyry extends from the northern edge of the map to Mosquito 
gulch, Sacramento Porphyry fron;_ Mosquito gulch to the ridge south of 
Little Sacramento gulch, and White Porphyry from there south to the limitB 
of the map. The only point observed which showed evidence of a feeding 
channel from below was at the head of Little Sacramento gulch. 
PYRITIFEROUS PORPHYRY. 
This rock, though an extreme! y important element in the geology of 
the immediate vicinity of Leadville, does not occur outside that region and, 
like most of the eruptive rocks in the vicinity of the great ore concentra-
- tions, is in such a universally decomposed condition that its original constitu-· 
ents cannot be definitely determined. It is generally of a white color, with 
grayish-green or pinkish tints, comparatively fine grained, and with no 
traces of large crystals. In it can be distinguished small grains of white 
feldspar, quartz, biotite which is generally altered to a chloritic substance, / 
and pyrite. The last ingredient, from which it derives its name, is found 
abundantly scattered through the rock in crystals, often so fine as to be 
undistinguishable by the naked eye. They occur at times within the crystals 
of quartz and biotite, and are hence supposed to be an_ original constituent 
of the rock. They are frequently concentra~ed alon-g cleavage planes, 
sometimes associated with finely disseminated crystals of galena. Pyritif-
erous Porphyry is readily distinguished from the White Porphyry by its 
crystalline constituents. It differs from the Sacramento and Gray Porphy-· 
ries by a relatively small amount of plagioclase feldspar and from thE1 
former by the absence of hornblende. Its most strikingly distinctive feat·· 
ure is the amount of pyrites which it contains, which is estimated to con-
stitute, on the average, 4 per cent. of its mass. The only further constitu-
ents disclosed by the microscope are minute crystals of zircon. Fluid but 
no gla inclusions are found. 
Occurrence.-The Pyritiferous Porphyry, as stated above, is confined to 
the ar a of the Leadville map, and is at present principally developed on 
Bree ·e hill and the lopes of Ball Mountain. Its original extent previous 
to er i n wa pr bably much greater than at present. It is a stratigraph-
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ical replacer of the Gray Porphyry on the north and of the Sacramento 
Porphyry on the east, occurring mainly above the Blue Limestone, but with 
either White Porphyry or Weber 8hales interposed between it and that hori · 
z<;m. In California gulch it is also found at lower horizons, but apparently 
cutting across them upwards. 
MOSQUITO POHPIIYRY. 
This porphyry, a light-gray, fine-grained rock occurring exclusively 
in the form of dikes, is formed of quartz, two feldspats, and biotite. The 
quartz is very prominent, in clear, irregular grains; orthoclase feldspar 
is predominant over plagioclase;· biotite occurs in small leaves and is not -
abundant. The occurrence of macroscopical apatite · in glistening hexag-
onal prisms is a noticeable feature of the rock. The microscope discloses 
a remarkable association of small ore grains (ilmenite, pyrite, sf>ecular hem-
atite, and magnetite), together with zircon. 
Occurrence.-T~e type rock was only observed in dikes in the Ar~hean, 
viz, in the North Mosquito Amphitheater, on the north face of ·Mount Lin-
_coln, and in Cameron Amphitheater where it extends from the Archean up 
into the Paleozoic. 
GREEN PORPHYRY. 
This is a fine-grained, almost compact rock, of light-green color, result-
ing from the chloritic decomposition of its original constituents, which renders 
their identification difficult. Quartz, two feldspars, biotite, and hornblende 
have been identified; but the relative proportions of orthoclase and plagio-
clase are not readily apparent. Muscovite and calcit,e are decomposition 
products of the feldspars. The groundmass is often so subordinate that 
the rock seems macrocrystalline. 
Occurrence.-It is found as interstratified sheets on lower Loveland hill 
near the Fanny Barrett claim and in Cambrian quartzite on the north side 
of Mosq nito gulch; also, as a dike running north across the Paleozoic beds 
from the lower edge of Bross Amphitheater. 
SILVERHEELS PORPHYRY. 
This rock forms important intrusive sheets on the mountain mass of 
Silverheels outside of the limits of the Mosquito map; it has not been so 
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carefully studied as the other varieties. It is an extremely fine-grained, 
greenish-gray rock, which in the hand specimen is characterized by fine 
needles of what is apparently decomposed hornblende. It carries quartz in 
small amount, two feldspars whose relative proportions are not readily 
apparent, with hornblende and biotite. These constituents are so very 
small as not to be readily distinguished. The microscope discloses the usual 
accessory minerals, including allanite and pyrite. The groundmass is 
holocrystalline and contains no glass. A porphyritic rock found on a south-
ern spur of Mount Silverheels, at the forks of Crooked Creek, although of 
much coarser grain and more distinctly porphyritic habi_t, has essentially 
the same elements as the Silverheels Porphyry. 
DIORITE . 
• 
Only three occurrences of granular plagioclastic · rocks were· found in 
the region, each of which was in the form of a dike cutting through the 
Archean in. Bl1ckskin gulch. The rock of each of these occurrences repre-
sents a . distinct v~riety of the type. 
Hornblende di~rite.-The normal diorite, which forms a broad dike cross-
ing the head of the gulch, is a fine-grained, gray rock, in which the prom-
inent constituents are plagioclase feldspar and hornblende, while a little 
quartz, brown biotite, yellow titanite, and dark ore grains can be detected 
by the naked eye. rrhe microscope discloses also zircon and apatite, with 
chlorite and epidote as alteration products of the hornblende and biotite, 
and muscovite formed from orthoclase. A similar rock ls found in French 
gulch, on the west side of the range. 
Quartz-mica diorite.-This rock occurs on the south side of Buckskin gulch, 
opposite the Red Amphitheater. It is a dark, even-grained rock, in which 
quart~ and feldspar are more prominent than the small irregular leaves of 
biotite; hornblende is wanting. ;The microscope shows zircon, magnetite, 
apatite, biotite, plagioclase, orthoclase, and. quartz ~s original constituents. · 
Aug~tic diorite.-This rock, which is darker and finer grained than either 
of the preceding·, occurs in the Red .Amphitheater, cutting up through the 
Archean into the base of the Cam.brian. In the hand specimen only horn-
blende, hiotite, plagiocla e, and a little quartz can be distinguished, but the 
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microscope detects also augite, orthoclase, zircon, titanite, magnetite, hema-
tite, and apatite. 
PORPHYRITE. 
As compared with the quartz-porphyries, the type rocks of this class 
are distinguished at first glance by a great predominance of basic silicates 
(hornblende or biotite), by a comparative rareness of quartz, and by their 
rather younger field habit, as shown by the marked conchoidal fracture 
and generally fresher appearance. For the latter reason it was at first 
thought in the field that they might possibly be of Tertiary age, but the 
fact that they are folded and faulted with the iµclosing Paleozoic rocks, as 
well as their internal structure, proves them to be, like the quartz porphy-
ries, of Secondary age. In their manner of occurrence they are also distinct 
from the latter rocks, in that they do not form large bodies, neither dikes 
nor intrusive sheets being as a rule over twenty feet in thickness. The 
former often occur in the form of interrupted dikes; the latter, on the 
other hand, while occasionally crossing from bed to bed, have a most 
remarkable extent in one general horizon as compared with the thickness 
of the sheet. Although subordinate in amount to the quartz porphyries, 
these rocks occur with so many variations of internal structure and compo-
sition that they afford a complete series, including almost all the possible 
varieties of the type, and a complete description and classification made by 
Mr. Cross from a lithological point of view will be found in Appendix_ A. 
Only the general features of the rocks will therefore be given here. 
The typical rock, both in composition and manner of occurrence,_ may 
be taken as that which occurs interbeclded in the Paleozoic beds along the 
cliff sections on either side of Mosquito gulch. A photograph of a hand 
specimen of this rock is reproduced in Plate VII, Fig. 2, which gives some 
idea of its general appearance; it is a rather dark greenish-gray rock, with 
dark weathered surface and plean conchoidal fracture. . The most promi-
nent macroscopical constituents are well defined 1jrisms of dark hornblende 
and small, white, opaque crystals of plagioclase. The microscope detects 
some biotite both among the porphyritic constituents and in the ground-
mass, and both orthoc1ase and quartz in the groundmass. No glass and but 
few fluid inclusions are found. 
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Occurrence.-The manner of occurrence of this rock in the region above 
mentioned is quite remarkable. It has been traced in practical continuity 
over an area of some four square miles, and probably has a much wider 
extent. It is regularly interbedded and rarely over twenty feet in thick-
ness. It is easily traceable from a distance on the cliff walls, as a dark 
band between the lighter-colored sedimentary strata, and, while it appar-
ently follows rigorously the same horizon, it is found, on close examina-
tion, to cross from bed to bed at different points, so that its range in this 
area is actually from the upper part of the Cambrian to the top· of the Silu-
rian. · The manner in which it crosses the beds is shown in Plates XIII 
and XIV. It also occurs at various other points in narrow dikes in the 
Archean. 
This rock forms Type V of Division B of Mr. Cross's classification, this 
division being that in which the hornblende and biotite are found both in 
the groundmass and as porphyritic constituents. His Division A includes 
rocks in which these basic minerals are m1tirely wanting in the groundmass, 
and which, in consequence, are of much lighter color than either of the 
other divisions. The rocks of his Division 0, on the other hand; in which 
the hornblende and biotite are found only in the ground.mass, are generally 
of darker color, and the arrangement of these minerals around the larger 
porphyritic crystals often shows a fluidal structure. 
Included fragments of pebbles of Archean rocks are more frequent in 
these than in any other eruptive rocks of the region, and in Plate VII, Fig. J, 
is shown a specimen of a rock of Division A, from a remarkable· dike in the 
Arkansas Amphitheater, in which the included fragments are large rounded 
crystals of orthoclase, whose presence in such form it has not yet been pos-
sible to account for. 
TERTIARY ERUPTIVES. 
The Tertiary eruptives found in this region consist of rhyolites and one 
occurrence of quartziferous trachyte within the limits of the Mosquito map, 
and of an interesting occurrence of andesite just south of those limits. The 
quartziferous trachyte being a small body, and of no great importance as 
bearing on the subject-matter of this report, has not been designated by a 
special color~ but is included on the map under the rhyolite color. The 
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eruption of these rocks had apparently no influence on the ore deposition 
of the region, since that, as well as can be determined, was pre-Tertiary, 
and no ore bodies have been found in connection with these rocks. Their 
interest is therefore chiefly lithological. 
RHYOLITE. 
The most important body, both in mass and in lithological interest, is that 
of Chalk Mountain, on the northern edge of the map, which, as th8 name 
of the mountaiii indicates, is prominent on acco~nt of its dazzling white color. 
It is a very crystalline rock, in which the groul)dmass is so subordinate as 
to appear in the hand specimen entirely wanting; it corresponds, therefore, 
to the generally accepted definition of N evadite. Its prominent constitu-
ents are sanidine; generally in large crystals and having a peculiar satiny 
luster, and smoky quartz. The microscope also detects some plagioclase, a 
little biotite, with magnetite, apatite, and zircon in relatively small propor-
tion as compared with the quartz porphyries. The quartzes contain fluid 
inclusions. A careful study of this rock by Mr. Cross has developed the 
fact · that the peculiar luster of these feldspars is due to an actual parting, 
analogous to cleavage, which has already been determined as that which 
gives the blue color observed in the feldspar of many rocks, notably labra-
dorite and some rhyolites. He also found crystals of topaz in some of the 
druses of this rock, the first instance, so far as known, in which thjs mineral 
has been found in Tertiary rocks. On Plate VIII is the reproduction of a 
photograph of a hand specimen of this rock, in which the smoky quartz 
grains appear black; above this are two microsections which show the sim-
ilar ,granular structure of this rock and of White Porphyry.1 
The next important body of rhyolite is that at the west base of Bart-
lett Mountain, at the head of McNnlty gulch, a tributary of the Ten-Mile 
Creek; it here cuts across porphyrite and quartz porphyry. This rock, 
though generally light colored, is not as white as the Chalk Mountain rock, 
nor is it so decidedly of the N evadite type, the groundmass being often quite 
prominent. It contains glassy feldspars, quartz, and biotite. In darker 
1 In some of the plates, by an error in proof-reading, the title White Porphyry, which belongs to 
the left-hand section, has been placed below the right-band section and vice versa. The reader will 
bear in mind that the section containing the large cr_ystal is Nevadite. 
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portions of the rock biotite is quite abundant and some hornblende appears. 
The microscope shows glass, but no fluid, inclusions in both quartz and 
feldspar. The groundmass is cryptocrystalline. In general habit it is 
more like the recent volcan_ics than the Chalk Mountain rock, and yet, in 
some parts, it is with difficulty distinguished from a quartz porphyry. 
A third important body of rhyolite is that which forms Black hill, at the 
sou~heast extremity of the map. This is a light, often rather pinkish colored 
rock, of fresh habit and conchoidal fracture. It carries macroscopically 
two feldspars, smoky quartz, and some biotite. The microscope shows the 
groundmass . to . be granular, and that fluid inclusions occur in both quartz 
and feldspar ·and glass inclusions in the quartz. From the hand specimen 
alone the rock would be difficult to distinguish from an earlier quartz por-:-
phyry, but the manner of its occurrence and its relations to the surround.-
ing rocks leave little doubt that it inust be of Tertiary age. 
On the west slope of Empire hill a fine-grained3 nearly white rock oc-
curs below the White Limestone, which is distinctly orthoclastic and con-
tains quartz and biotite. The fact that the quartz contains glass an~ no 
fluid inclusions points to a Tertiary age, but the occurrence has not been 
very carefully studied. A similar rock ·with larger crystals was found in a· 
brecciated material from the Eureka shaft, in Stray-Horse gulch, which it 
has not yet been possible to account for. 
Trachyte.-At the head of Union gulch are small irregular bodies, in 
granite and White Limestone, of fine-grained, dark-gray rock, full of brown 
biotite, with small glassy feldspars and some rounded yellowish quartz grains. 
rrhe microscope shows hornblende and about equal portions of orthoclase 
and plagioclase. · rrhe groundmass is microfelsitic and has a fluidal structure. 
The quartz grains seem rounded and worn, and are confined to macroscopic 
individuals, for which reason they ·are -regarded as accidental rather than 
normal constituents, and as the rock contains only 61.22 per cent. silica it 
is considered a trachyte rather than· a rhyolite. 
ANDESITE. 
The Buffalo Peaks form a double-pointed mountain mass, rising about 
a thon and feet above the main crest. of the Mosquito Range, some ten miles 
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south of Weston's Pass. They consist of a normal hornblende-andesite, 
which is the cap rock, with a black vitreous rock which was at first consid-
ered an augite-andesite, and a great development of tufaceous and breccia 
beds. A careful study of the darker rocks led Mr. Cros8 to the conclusion 
that their characteristic mineral was hypersthene, and to the establishment 
of hyp.ersthene-andesite as a normal pyroxenic variety of this class. These 
rocks are described briefly in Appendix A, and more fully in No. 1 of the 
Bulletins of the United States Geological Survey. 
/ 
CHAPTER IV. 
DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF TH·E MOSQUITO RANGE. 
Introductory.-The following pages present a detailed description of the 
area included in the Mosquito map, su.mmarized from field notes made 
during the summer of 1880. They contain the facts upon which have been 
founded the general conclusions drawn elsewhere with regard to the geol-
ogy of this region, and therefore include many details that may not inter-
est the general reader, but which will be of use to those who wish to use 
the maps on the ground or who desire to investigate critically the correct-
ness of the generalizations. In preparing them it has been the aim 'of the 
writer to condense the description as far as could be done without omitting 
any essential observations. Circumstances made the time of field work 
extremely limited, and the detail in which it was possible to examine differ-
ent parts of the region was nec~ssarily unequal. The prime object of the 
work was to gather all information which might have bearing upon the 
origin and manner of formation of the ore deposits of the Lead ville region. 
In the prosecution of this object much information of interest in other direc-
tions has been collected, and many lines of investigation have suggested 
themselves which it would have been a pleasure to pursue further had time 
permitted. That_ such material be found incomplete is to be attributed, 
therefore, to a want of opportunity rather than of scientific zeal. 
In the following description the region has been treated in the general 
topographical order in which it was examined; that is, following the east-
ern lopes of the range from the northern edge of the map southward to 
We ton's pass, and then along the west side in the in verse direction. Both 
ge 1 gi(;al and topographical structures lend themselves to this method of 
!)O 
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treatment, and permit fou·r general di visions of the area: 1. The northeast-
ern, including the Mount Lincoln massive, which, as shown in Plate IX, 
stands out quite by itself. 2. The middle-eastern region, or from Buckskin 
to Horseshoe gulch, inclusive. 3. The southern, including both sides of 
the range south of the line of Horseshoe and Empire gulches. 4. The 
northwestern division, including the area on the west side of the range north 
of the line of the Leadville map ; the middle area, which comes within the 
limits of this map, being described in a separate chapter. Each of these 
four di visions presents a general type of geological structure peculiar to 
itself. 
The numbers after rock descriptions are the catalogue numbers of the 
specimens in the Leadville col1ection of the United States Geological Sur-
vey. 
Surface features.- The ·whole region treated of in this report may be divided 
as regards its gei;_ieral superficial characteristics mto three belts or zones: 
(1) The bare summits and high ridges above timber-line; (2) ·the belt of 
forest growth covering the mountain slopes below timber-line; (3) the open · 
grass-grown and treeless valleys. 
The elevation of timber-line can only be given in a most general way 
as the average height at which tree-growth stops on the spurs where sur-
face conditions are favorable. The bare glacial amphitheaters in the in-
terior of the rang~e and the almost perpendicular walls of the canons present 
conditions unfavorable. to tree-growth even at points below the timber-liue, 
in spite of which the line is often well marked. Below an average elevation 
of 11,700 feet the flanks of the mountains are covered with coniferous trees 
of the more hardy Alpine varieties, such a~ the Douglas fir and Engelman 
spruce, which in favorable situations often form a dense forest by no means 
easy to traverse, owing to the abundance of dead and fallen trunks, relics 
of former forest fires. The lower limit of tree growth is even more sharply 
defined; not, however, by its elevation above sea-level, but by the change 
of surface slope to the low angle which characterizes the valleys. Whether 
it be the bottom of a little mountain stream, a hundred feet wide, or the 
broad expanse of the South Park, almost as many miles in extent, the do,vn-
vrnrd spread of forest growth is arrested with equal suddenness, provided 
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only there be a sufficient thickness of loose detrital material, whether gravel 
or alluvial soil, accumulated over tl~e hard rock surface. Along the alluvial 
bottoms of the streams, it is true, there is often a fringe of willow, alder, or 
cottonwood; but the sturdy pine, although delighting to face the mountain 
blasts on bare inaccessible precipices, seems afraid t:1 trust himself where 
he cannot thrust his roots down to a base of firm rock, or around bowlders 
large enough to act as a counterpoise to the shaft he exposes to the force of 
the wind. 
The high mountain region, the forest region, and the valley region 
represent fairly three degrees of comparative difficulty in reading the 
geological story. In the former, except where covered by talus slopes at 
the foot of great cliffs, the rock surfaces are all laid bare and the geological 
structure is an open book, only needing an understanding and careful 
observer to be read correctly. In the forest region there is more or less 
accumulation of soil and decaying vegetable matter, and rock outcrops are 
often rare and widely spaced. The record has many gaps which time and 
care are not always sufficient to fill without resorting to hypothesis or 
analogy. In the larger valleys, however, whose surfaces are covered to 
unknown depths by gravel and soil, no outcrops are visible, and induction 
or analogy are the geologist's only resources for determining the structure 
of the underlying rock formations. 
Glacial formations.-In the Arkansas Valley as alreadv noted there is dis-
.,' .; ' . 
tinct evidence of the existence of a glacial lake, and the Arkansas Lake 
beds, composed of stratified sands, marls, and conglomerates, have been 
actually exposed in a thickness of several hundred feet. In the South Park, 
on the other hand, no such stratified deposits have been observed, nor is the 
topography such as to suggest the possibility of a local lake of any great 
extent having been formed there during the Glacial period. While the 
existence of such a lake in the South Park is therefore considered i~prob-
able, the fact that the exigencies of this work admitted the examination of 
only a mall portion of its smface, immediately adjoining the Mosquito 
Range, does not justify a positive statement to this effect. 
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Post-Glacial formations.-The Post-Glacial deposits of unstratified gravels 
are equally prominent, however, on both sides of the range. They result 
in great part from the redistribution of glacial moraines by the floods which 
accompanied the melting of the ice at the c_lose of the Glacial period. In 
the Arkansas Valley they were spread out over the· already existing Lake 
beds, and reach a relatively high level on the mountain spurs. In the 
western portion of the South Park they form the flood-plain of the larger 
valleys, which they filled up to a very considerable depth, as has · been 
shown by excavations made at Alma and Fairplay in washing them for 
gold. Depths of 60 to 100 feet have here been proved of coarse gravel con-
glomerate, entir.ely without stratification. These points are comparatively 
high up and near the source of supply, and it may be assumed that finer 
material of the same origin extends to equal if not to · greater depths well 
out on .the bottom lands of the park. Wi"thin these flood-plains the streams 
run in alluvial bottoms which widen":-:~s one descends and often open out 
into broad meadows, partially drained lake basins, where some natural ob-
stacle has caused a partial damming up of the e&irlier streams. Of actual 
moraines no inconsiderable remnants still remain. They can be most clearly 
seen along the steep sides of the canon gorges through which the mountain 
streams debouch into the more open valleys, where they often form gravel 
ridges several hundred feet in height; and on the lower spurs beyond these 
canons their existence under the forest growth may often be surmised by 
their characteristic topography of irregular ridges inclosing rounded hollows 
without exterior drainage, as well as proved by shafts and tunnels made by 
the misapplied energies of prospectors. 
Archean exposures.-To the lithologist no more favorable opportunity could 
be had for an exhaustive study of the older crystalline rocks which form 
the backbone of the Rocky Mountain system than that afforded by the 
exposures in the deep gorges and glacial amphitheaters of the interior of 
this range. The scope of this work did not admit, however, of any such 
exhaustive study, which would have required much more time than could 
have been devoted to the "vhole region. The utmost that could be done 
was to grasp the more salient characteristic~ of the series and to outline on 
the map such of the more important eruptive masses which in.tersect them 
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as fell under observation, without pretending to present them in any deter-
mined degree of completeness. The special study of the Archean rocks 
in the field was assigned to Assistant Whitman Cross, to whom also was al- • 
lotted the duty of examining them microscopically, and the greater part of 
the observations here recorded are derived from his notes. Granites and 
gneisses with accessory occurrences of amphibolite constitute, as already 
stated in Chapter III, the main components of the Archean in Mosquito 
Range. As seen from one of the commanding peaks · of the range the 
most striking features of the rocks are the great irregular vein-like masse8 
of white pegmatite, which form an infinitely intricate network on a 
background of darker gneiss. When examined more closely, however, 
the definite outline of these pegmatite bodies is no longer so apparent, and 
they are found to be intergrown in the surrounding rocks in a most intri-
cate manner. It is only in the smaller veins, such as are shown in Plate 
IV, that their outlines can be definitely traced. Structure lines, as defined 
by relics of former stratification, are so seldom to be distinctly traced that 
no attempt has been made to co-ordinate the few_ facts observed into any 
general structural system. 
Of eruptive rocks in the form of dikes and intrusive masses of irregular 
shape an almost infinite variety, both in form and composition, is found. 
The dikes are generally narrow, being rarely over 50 feet in width, and of 
limited continuous length. Those shown on' the map are only the more 
prominent of those actually observed, and. it must be borne in mind that a 
great portion probably did not come under observation at all. 
NORTHEASTERN DIVISION. 
Platte amphitheater.-Like the Arkansas River, whose amphitheater adjoins 
this on the west, separated only by a single narrow, knife-like ridge, the 
Platte at" its source flows first north and then bends round upon itself to 
take its main cuurse in a diametrically opposite direction. A reason for 
this by no means uncommon occurrence in the glaciated regions of the 
Rocky Mountains may be found in the fact that on the northern sides of 
the higher peaks are the greatest and most permanent accumulations of 
neve ice, to whose erosive action, not yet thoroughly studied, are doubtless 
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due the semicircular form and remarkable ·verticality of the upper walls of 
glacial amphitheaters or cirques. 
· The main area of the Platte amphitheater lies directly west of Mount 
Lincoln, but a smaller northwest branch extends back of North Peak, hold-
ing on its basin-shaped floor, which is about six hundred feet higher than 
the other, several pretty glacial lakes with characteristically emerald-tinted 
waters. The glacier formed by the confluence of the two immense neve 
masses that once filled these amphitheaters, which must have been about two 
thousand feet thick, flowed directly east, carving out . a straight H-shaped 
valley in the crystalline rocks, whose general form remains essentially 
unchanged to the present day. 
On the upturned sedimentary beds which rest upon the Archean, how-
ever, later erosion has acted more rapidly and irregularly, and at the little 
town of Montgomery the valley suddenly widens out into a broad, g_rassy 
bottom-land, with forest-covered hills sloping away more gen_tly on either 
side. Immediately above Montgomery, as shown .in Plate IX, 1 the present 
stream bends a little southward around a boss of Archean, composed chiefly 
of gneiss and amphibolite, penetrated by a fine-grained white granite, in 
which reticulated veins of white pegmatite stand out prominently. In the 
bottom of the valley, above this boss for a mile or more, extend- glacier-
worn hillocks · (roches moutonnees) of typical form, evenly rounded and 
scored by very distinctly-marked grooves and strire on the upper side, but 
breaking off unevenly on the lower side toward the stream. On either 
side of the gorge, above the talus sl~pes of broken rock masses at their foot, 
steep walls of Archean rocks rise about two thousand feet, with a thin 
capping of nearly horizontal Paleqzoic strata at the very summit. The 
structure planes of the Archean, which are unusually distinct in the Platte 
gorge, stand nearly vertical, with a strike south-soutbeast. 
The eastern portion of the Archean mass seems mainly composed of 
gneiss and crystalline schists, granite occurring only in subordinate masses. 
The granite near Montgomery is of the gra.y, fine-grained type, suggestive 
1 In this and the succeeding diagrammatic sketches, which are intended. mainly to illnstrate tho 
geology of the various exposures shown, the letters on the outcrops are the s:1me that are used on the 
geological maps to designate the different rock formations, i. e., a= Archean, b = Cambrian, c = Silu-
r·.ia.n, e~c. 
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rather of an eruptive origin, and contains relatively more mica and quartz 
than that found in Buckskin gulch. The gneiss· is of the normal gray type, 
generally rich in quartz and biotite. Its feldspar occurs often in large 
Carls bad twin~. The microscope detects plagioclase, microcline, and mus-
covite; also, abundant fluid inclusions in the quartz, sometimes double and 
with salt cubes and moving bubbles. A schist found locally on the northern 
face of Mount Lincoln is of dark-green color and contains only biotite, 
muscovite, and tourmaline, with a little feldspar, which is scarcely visible, 
even under the microscope, and then appears in a stage of alteration into 
muscovite. The white pegmatite masses are specially 'prominent; as al-
ready mentioned, on the faces of the spurs on either side of the gorge at 
Montgomery. Their color is due to the large proportion of white ortho-
clase feldspar, which in the mass gives its tone to the quartz also, while the 
mica, generally muscovite, occurs in bunches of subordinate importance, 
growing between the crystals of the other constituents. 
The more prominel)t eruptive masses observed and which are indicated 
on the map are : 
1. Half a mile above Montgomery a dike of porphyry crosses the 
valley at right angles and can be traced for a considerable distance up ·either 
wall. It is a light-colored, felsitic-looking rock, i,n which only very small 
quartz grains and biotite leaves can be detected by the naked eye. It most 
nearly approaches the Mount Zion, or .fresh variety of White Porphyry, 
and has a holocrystalline structure as seen under the microscope . 
• 2. A mile above Montgomery is a wider dike of light-gray quar~z-
porphyry, .whose distinguishing peculiarity lies in brilliant-green grains 
of epidote, which are scattered uniformly through the rock and which are, 
in part certainly, the result of the decomposition of biotite. · Its ground-
mass is also microcrystalline. 
3. A third dike is particularly noticeable for its peculiar form, changing 
half way up the cliff from a vertical to a horizontal sheet. This change of 
form is not unusual in dikes which extend up into the Paleozoic or regularly 
bedded rocks; b_ut this is the only instance in which it has been observed in 
the Archean. The rock belongs to the Mosquito Porphyry type, and is 
identical with that found (type No. 2) on the south face of Mount Lin- -
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coln and at the head of the Cameron amphitheater. It is a light-gray, fine-
grained rock, consisting of qua~tz, feldspar, and biotite crystals in a very 
scanty groundmass. The groundmass is a fine-grain.ed mosaic of quartz, 
with some feldspar and muscovite, the latter resulting from decomposition 
of feldspar and probably in part also from fine biotite leaves, s~nce this al-
teration is visible in the larger individuals. 
4. Just west of this is a very irregular body of quartz-porphyry, not 
shown on the map. It occurs at the base of the cliffs and is very variable 
in form and· thickness, branching out irregularly and continually changing 
its direction. It is a dull-green rock and belongs to the Green P_?rphyry 
type. It is rich in feldspar, with a few grains of quartz, and what is prob-
ably a decomposition product of hornblende which gives the color to the 
rock. On the cleavage-planes are coatings of epidote. 
·5. Still further up the valley, directly under the summit of Mount Lin-
coln, is a dike of White Porphyry extending high up on the fac·e of the 
cliff. It resembles closely the typical White or Leadville Porphyry, but is 
less decomposed. A few small crystals of quartz and feldspar are visible, 
also frequent light-green specks of partly decomposed biotite. It is almost 
identical with the similarly situated dike ( dike No. 1) in Cameron amphi-
theater, on the south face of Mount Lincoln, and with fragments found at 
the head of Buckskin amphitheater, for which this description will also 
apply. Its outer weathered surface is very white and homogeneous-looking; 
immediately under this is a dark zone, less than an inch in thickness, which 
apparently owes its color to the oxidation· of some heavy metal originally 
contained in ore particles or in the biotite. · It was impossible to · obtain 
sufficient biotite for a chemical test to prove this assumption, which is 
founded on indications observed by the microscope. In the Cameron rock 
small crystals of pyrite could be detected, and in that from Buckskin a 
little galena also, whose decomposition would more directly account for the 
dirty-brown color alluded to. 
On the raised floor of the northwestern arm of the Platte amphitheater 
granite predominates among the Archean rocks. It is of the same variety 
as that found directly west in Bartlett Mountain and Clinton amphitheater, 
and has large and prominent crystals of feldspar disposed in regular order 
MON XII-7 
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throughout the mass. The associated gneiss also contains large orit~10clase 
crystals, often two inches in length and usually Carlsbad ~wins. On the 
surface of this floor was observeq an interrupted dike of hornblende-por-
phyrite, which is figured on the map; also, small outcrops of other eruptive 
rocks, notably one of White Porphyry, whose outlines were not determined 
with sufficient accuracy to be there indicated. On the west wall of this 
amphitheater appears a dark line, which may- probably be part of the same 
dike of porphyrite as is shown on the map to extend almost continuously 
along the west wall of the Arkansas amphitheater. Owing to their darker 
color and peculiar fracture in large masses, which is like that of a basalt or 
andesite, the porphyrite bodies can readily be distinguished at a consider,. 
able distance. 
The North Peak ridge, which forms the northern wall of the Platte 
gorge, being lower than the corresponding spurs to the north and south, 
respectively, is composed almost entirely of Archean rocks, a proportion-
ately sma1ler capping of Paleozoic strata being left on its crest. The actual 
outline of the remnant of Cambrian quartzite remaining on the ridge could 
only be determined with exactness by the expenditure of more time than it 
was possible tJ devote to this point, and the line given on the map is that 
determined by observation of the apparent stratification lines from Mount 
Lincoln. 
Quandary Peak.-On the Quandary Peak ridge, which lies just north of 
the limits of the map, it is easily seen from a distance that a remnant of 
Lower Quartzite is left at the ve~y summit of the peak, as shown in the 
sketch given in Plate X, which is taken from the summit of Monot Lincoln. 
-The angle of inclination of these beds, which is 15 °, is less than that of a por-
tion of the ridge, in consequence of which they have been eroded off the saddle 
immediately east of the peak, and are found again lower down on the spur. 
At the timber-line, which reaches only the eastern end of this spur, the dip 
steepen to 25 °. This line of steepened dip can be traced on all the prin-
cipal eastern spurs of the range and corresponds very nearly with the mouth 
of the canon gorges which have been cut in the Archean: It -is often accorn-
pani d by ome apparent dislocation of the strata, the amount of which, 
owing t di cordant dip angles, it was not easy to determine. For pros:-
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pectors this line seems to have had especial attraction, and not without 
reason, since along it are the best exposures of the lower Paleozoic rocks, 
in which on this side of the range there has been a considerable concentra-
tion of ore. 
rrhe sketch given in Plate Xis a view of the reg.ion adjoining the upper 
Blue River Valley, as seen from Mount Lincoln. To the left or we.St of 
this valley the hills are almost entirely Archean, with a few later sediment-
ary beds resting against their eastern spurs. On Quandary Peak alone do 
they still extend up to the verr summit. On the east of the valley are the 
hills surrounding the town of Breckinridge, made up of Mesozoic beds and 
numerous porphyry sheets, in which valuable ore deposits have been dis-
covered and from the debris of which rich gold placers have been accumu-
lated in the valleys. 
The Quandary Peak ridge is here described, although it does not come 
within the limits of the map, since it was the o~ly point at which the search 
for fossils in the Cambrian quartzite was successful. On its eastern end, a 
short distance above timber-line and perhaps half a mile above the Monte 
Cristo mine, about fifteen feet of greenish argillaceous slates, belonging to 
the upper part of this formation, are exposed by a prospector's tunnel which 
was run in on the north face of the spur. Fro~ these shales, after a dili-
gent search, good impressions of the Potsdam species Dicellocephalus were 
obtained. Unfortunately the ground is too much covered by soil and forest 
to afford a continuous section; but, unless a fault intervenes, this shale bed 
should be below the quartzite and limestone in which the Monte Cristo 
deposit occurs, and not many feet from it. · Lithologically it resembles the 
greenish shale beds observed in very many points. throughout the region 
below the calcareous shales and sandy limestones of the upper portion of the 
Lower Qua~tzite series, but nowhere were any further traces of these fossils 
found. 
rrhe exposures of the Cambrian or Lower Quartzite formation are never-
theless those of the Paleozoic series which can be most clearly and con-
tinuously traced, as they slope up in ·a U-shaped curve on either side of the 
valleys below the canon gorges of this portion of the range. In general 
the outcrops in the valley bottoms and along the lo':er slopes are concealed 
./ 
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by surface accumulations, either talus slopes or' alluvial soil. In the rela-
tively wider valley of the Platte, however, about half a mile below.the town 
of Montgomery, a moraine ridge which crosses the valley once dammed up 
a shallow lak~ basin, now a bit of meadow-land; the present stream, which 
drains this basin, exposes as it cuts through this ridge the quartzites and 
shales of the Lower Quartzite formation and a considerable portion of the 
overlying White Limestone, striking N. 15 ° E. and dipping 20° to the east. 
Hoosier pass ridge.-On the slopes of the Hoosier pass ridge, just above 
Montgomery, about one hundred feet of the Lower Quartzite are again ex-
posed in section, with two parallel intrusive sheets of porphyrite, the one 10, 
the other 40 feet thick; the whole dipping 25° to 30° east, with a strike to 
the west of north. This rock is the mica variety, having foi· its chief con-
stituents a white plagioclase feldspar, with a much altered biotite and a few 
scattering quartz grains, in a dull-green groundmass. 
The general line of contact of the Cambrian is traceable along the 
slope towards the crest of the North Peak ridge, but distinct outcrops are 
first found again at the saddle between Montgomery and the Blu"e River, 
over which a horse-trail leads. This saddle marks the outcrops of the Blue 
Limestone, which consist of a dark iron-stained dolomite, weathering black 
and carrying thin seams of barite. On the east of the saddle its limits are 
somewhat loosely defined by outcrops of blue shales, carrying casts of 
Zaphrentis and corals, which form a little knoll on the ridge, and may be 
assumed to belong to the shale member of the Weber series. On the west 
of t~rn saddle, outcrops of the Blue and White Limestones extend to the 
steeper slopes of the North Peak ridge, where their limits are defined by a 
bed of green, fine-grail).ed, silicious shale, impregnated with cubes of pyrite 
which at times forms beds a foot in thickness. Only the Lower Quartzite 
beds extend west of this on to the higher portion of the ridge. The work-
ings of the now abandoned North Star mine on the first sh~ulder of the 
ridge have, as shown by the dump, passed through this quartzite into the 
·chists of the Archean. 
On the northeast face of the ridge, overlooking the valley of the . west 
fork of Blue River, is a small amphitheater with a little lake in its basin, 
which the topography of the map shews but imperfectly. It is entirely in 
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the Archean, with the exception of a thin rim of Cambrian quartzite around 
its upper walls, and was probably carved out by a tributary of the main 
Blue River glacier, which descended the gorge from the back of Quandary 
Peak. 
A section was made from this saddle eastward across Hom,ier pass 
to Hoosier Ridge, which connects the Silverheels massive with the group 
of hills to the north that constitute the-eastern boundary of the Blue River 
Valley. This ridge also forms the divide between the waters of the Blue 
and Upper Platte Rivers and those of Tarryall Creek. 
No satisfactory measurements could be obtained of the thickness of 
the members of the Carboniferous group above the Blue Limestone, as was 
hoped: .first, because the line followed did not cross the strata at right 
angles, but at times almost followed the strike ; secondly, because of the 
great number of beds of porphyry included in the section, whose thick-
ness could not be determined; and, thirdly; because of the evidence of a 
syncline on Hoosier pass itself. Never.theless, the data obtained -are given 
here somewhat in detail, as it was one of the few opportunities offered during 
the investigation to follow continuously the ascending series of beds from 
the Blue Limestone up to the assumed top of the Carboniferous formation. 
From the saddle eastward to the grass-covered summit of the pass the 
outcrops may be assumed to indicate a thickness of about two thousand 
feet of beds. In this are included those of two prominent sheets of porphyry, 
which are apparently interbedded. On the first hill east of the saddle is an 
outcrop of shales, containing indistinct casts of fossils, apparently Zaphrentis 
and corals, which probably form part of the Weber Shales. The ot4er 
outcrops are of the characteristic gritty rocks of this series ( either micaceous, 
quartzose schists or coarse white sandstone, rich in muscovite and often 
passing into conglomerate) and one bed of black argillaceous shale, which all 
show a conformable dip to the east and north. The grass-grown glades 
w_hich form the summit of the pass leave a gap about half a mile without. 
outcrops. Towards the eastern side, and overlooking the head o( Blue 
River, a prospect shaft on the Ready-Pay claim has cut a body of light-
gray limestone1 which is probably one of the thin beds of limestone found 
m the middle of the Weber Grits series. This limestone, as well as an 
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outcrop of coarse white sandstone a little east of the shaft, has a dip of 30~ 
to the westward, with a strike of about N. 25° W. On the slope of the 
pass towards the Platte Valley the D·ead-Broke tunnel discloses what is 
probably the s[l,'me bed of limestone, with sandstones dipping in the same 
direction. A body of light-colored mica-porphyrite is also (jut in the end 
of the tunnel. 
· The existence of a synclinal fold, as proved by these western dips, is in 
complete accord with the eviden.ce, obtained farther south along the flanks 
of the ridge, of a secondary roll or minor fold in the strata parallel to the 
gl'eat fold of the center of the range, and explains the great thickness of 
oxposures of Weber Grits beds. That the fold may have been accompanied 
by faulting is possible, but, as · already stated, no direct evidence of a fault 
was found. Perhaps, had time permitted, a careful exploration of the ravine 
at the head of the Blue River and on the west face of Hoosier ridge might have 
afforded. more definite proof. As it is, the geological outlines given on the 
map are generalized from o bservati_ons made on the spur connecting it with 
Hoosier pass. r:rhe results of these observations are graphically shown in 
section A A, Atlas Sheet VIII, for the eastern end of which, beyond the 
Platte Valley, they furnished the data. The largest body of porphrry 
there shown, which forms the shoulder of the spur above Hoosier pass to 
the east, consists of typical Lincoln Porphyry (54). It contains the usual 
large pinkish crystals of feldspar, which in this rock, however, seem excep-
tionally susceptible to alteration and, instead of being fresh and rather 
glassy in appearance, are opaque and often quite kaolinized. The micro-
sqope shows rather more plagioclase than in the type rock, which may be 
accidental. The quartz occurs in small, doubl~-pointed, hexagonal pyramids 
showing also the development of the prism; and on the crest of the spur, 
where, owing to the gentle slope and accumulation of soil, decomposition 
seems to have gone on most freely, the rock surface is covered with a coarse 
sand made · up almost entirely of such quartz crystals, often with weJl 
defined angles and facets. · 
The steep north slope of the spur, fac.ing the basin-shaped head of 
an ea tern tributary of the Platte, shows a cliff wall of this rock with 
ch ra teri tic cross-jointing and vertical cleavage, almost amounting to a 
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columnar structure. The thickness of the body can be hardly less than 
five hundred feet, as roughly determined from the widt~1 of the outcrop on 
the sp~1r. That it forms so regular a sheet as shown in the section is an 
assumption based only on analogy from other sheets of po"i~phyry observed 
in the Silverheels massive. It apparently has its greatest thickness at this 
point, and thins out to the south and east, and in this respect has something 
of the laccolite form; but there is no evidence of any sudden steepening in 
the dip of the adjoining strata. On the contrary, the sandstone beds imme-
diately overlying it, as shown in the outcrops on the crest of the ridge, have 
a regular dip eastward o_f about 10°. Only a few hundred feet of sand-
stones and sandy shales separate this from the next succeeding sheet of por-
phyry, which forms the cap of the first prominent shoulder about twelve 
hundred feet above the pass. This is a blue-gray rock, weathering yellow, 
of quite distinct habit, having a conchoidal fracture and a tendency to 
weather into sherdy fragments. It approaches the normal Silverheels Por-
phyry, although coarser grained, showing few ··distinct crystalline ingre-
dients when freshly fractured. On its weathered surface, however, fine 
needles of hornblende are easily distinguishable. 
Beyond another body of sandstone and shales, and a similar though 
not identjcal body of porphyry which caps a second shoulder, a body of 
argillaceous shales of green, red, and purple colors marks what is assumed 
as the base of the upper division of the Carboniferous group. From these 
to the main crest of Hoosier ridge are several outcrops of porphyry sheets 
and intervening gaps of shaly rocks; among which a bed of dark-blue 
lirnestone, about a hundred feet in thickness, stands out promine~tly on ac-
count of its black weathered surface, opposite the head of the north fork 
of Beaver Creek From this were obtained the following Coal Measure 
fossils: 
· A thyris subtilita. 
Prorluctus cora. 
Pleurotomaria, (P. Va.lvatifor1nis ?). 
Loxomena, (sp. 1). 
Bellerophon, (sp. !). 
Fenestella, (sp. 1). 
And spines of an Arclueoccidaris. 
On t~e crest of Hoosier ridge are the reddish sandstones which form 
the passage from the Upper Carboniferous formation into the overlying 
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Trias, dipping 15 ° to 20° east and north. Two other beds of limestone at 
least are found in this formation, on the same line of strike southward along 
the western face of Silverheels and in the valley of Beaver Creek, and they 
may occur here in some of the numerous covered gaps in the section. 
Silverheels Massive.-In order to complete the somewhat meager data 
obtained upon the upper member of the Carboniferous group on this 
side of the range, the observations made in the region west of the Platte 
Valley will _ be next recorded, comprising in this the eastern portion of 
Mount Silverheels and Beaver Ridge, with the included valley of Beaver 
Creek. 
In a general way the eastern half of Mount Silverheels may be said 
to be Mesozoic, in great part probably Triassic, while its western face be-
longs to the Upper Coal Measures, and Beaver ridge to the ·Weber Grits. 
The included porphyry sheets in the former rocks have a more recent and 
trachytic appearance, like that found at the forks of Crooked Creek; those-
in the second group being rather of the Silverheels type, and those in the~ 
vVeber Grits either identical with or similar to the Lincoln Porphyry. The 
. number of these porphyry sheets is probably very much greater than 
is shown on the map, which represents a generalized outli}Je of the more 
important bodies, deduced from observation made along three transverse 
lines only in the area represented east of the Platte; while in that portion 
of the mountain which lies east of the boundary of the map the porphyry 
bodies are, if anything, still more numerous. The swelling out of the strata,. 
produced by the intrusic_m of such considerable masses of eruptive rock, is. 
readily shown by the ~ariations in the strike and dip. ·The steep north wall 
of Silverheels, as seen from the summit of Hoosfor pass for instan·ce, shows 
a fan-like arrangement of the easterly-dipping strata, which open out as it 
were to the west. In other words, the section shows strata on the west foot 
of the mountain, towards Beaver Creek Valley, dipping only 10° east; at 
the summit of the peak the dip has increased to 17°, while at the eastern 
extremity it is 22°, 25°, and even 35°. The divergence in strike produced 
by the bowing-out of the strata is less evident on the map, owing to the 
fact that at the point of greatest divergence the great elevation of Silver-
heels above the surrounding valleys brings the outcrops, as projected on a. 
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map, so much farther west. A rough calculation of the difference in thick-
ness of given east and west sections, taking the one on a line passing 
through Fairplay, the other through the summit of Silverheels, would give 
an increase in thickness in the latter cast:3 of 3,000 feet, which may be 
assumed as the aggregate mass of the intruded porphyry bodies at the latter 
point, since on the line through Fairplay they have very largely disappeared 
by thinning out. 
On a line eastward frorri Platte Valley to the summit of Silverheels the 
succession of rocks is as follows: Beaver Ridge, immediately adjoining the 
Platte Valley, whose steep slopes are covered with a thick forest growth 
which impedes observation, consists of the coarse grits of the Weber for-
mation, with two principal arid probably some minor bodies of Lincoln 
Porphyry. The va)ley of Beaver Cre-ek, a straight depression in the line 
of strike, is apparently cut out of the softer shaly members at the top of 
this formation . . From its bottom up the steep face of Silverheels are many 
porphyry bodies, whose debris often so obscures the outcrops that no con-
tinuous section can be obtained. In this extent five sheets of porphyry and 
one bed of gray limestone ·were observed; these alternate with shales and 
micaceous sandstones, whic)1 pass at the summit of the peak into conglom-
erates. A considerable number of these conglomerates outcrop on the 
ridge running eastward from the summit, alternating with purple and 
green shales and with sheets of porphyry, of which no less than eight were 
counted. The conglomerates contain an unusual number of rounded and 
sub-angular fragments of the more resisting Archean rocks, together with 
the rounded pebbles of pinkish milky quartz which are common in all the 
sandstones of a coarser nature. Beyond them the brick-red sandstones of 
the Trias become the prevailing rock, their dip steepening on the east slope 
to 25° and 35°. Along the west. face of Silverheels the porphyry beds, 
''.Vhich resist better the action of abrasion, can be traced in curving contour~ 
along the slopes, capping the more prominent shoulders of the spurs and 
disappearing from sight in the forests which clothe the lower spurs to the 
south. · 
The type of the Silverheels porphyry (89), which is found at the sum-
mit, is a fine-grained rock of slightly greenish-gray color, having a con-
• 
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choidal £racture, a sherdy habit, and a clear ring under the hammer. It is 
composed of feldspar, hornblende, and biotite, with a little quartz, and con-
tains from ·60 to 63 per cent. of silica. To the naked eye no gr?undmass 
is visible, although the crystaUine ingredients are so minute (being gener-
ally less than 1 mm in size) that they cannot readily be recognized. A com-
mon variety (90) among the lower beds on the west and north is of coarser 
grain and more decidedly green _ color, due do~1btless to the presence of 
chlorite. 
The most souther11. of the three transverse lines above mentioned runs 
eastward from a little south of Alma, crosses several low forest-covered 
ridges separated by small valleys, and shows only detached outcrops sep-
arated by frequent covered gaps. In this section only one body of por-
phyry and three distinct horizons of dolomitic limestone were found. The 
beds, moreover, have a strike somewhat east of north and a dip of 25° or 
more to the eastward, instead of a strike to t4e west of nort~ and dips of 10° 
to 15 °, which prevail opposite the summit of Sil verheels. The low ridge 
bordering the Platte Valley is covered on the west side nearly to its sum-
mit by the lateral moraine of the Platte glacier, which must therefore at 
one time have filled the valley to a level about 400 feet above its present 
bottom. Lincoln Porphyry, a continuation of one of -the bodies seen in 
Beaver Ridge to the north, is disclosed by prospect holes. Various deep-
red sandstones are crossed, alternating with limestone and shales, but the 
characteristic brick red of the Trias is first found at Crooked Creek, to the 
east of Fairplay, in the forks of which is another important sheet of por-
phyry, _ probably the porphyritic trachyte of the Hayden map. This is in-
teresting as being different in appearance from any of the other porphyries 
observed in the region and resembling that found in a railroad cut through 
a Cretaceous ridge near Como. Nevertheless it does not possess the char-
acteristics of a Tertiary rock, unless a slightly rough feel may be . consid-
ered such. It is of light-gray color and contains abundant porphyritically 
di seminated crystals, mostly of white opaque feldspar, in a subordinated 
groundma s. Two feld pars, hornblende, altered biotite, and quartz in large 
ut infr quent grains form it macroscopical con tituents. Microscopically 
th groun ma i · ·een to b ernnl r granular and the rock to be simply a 
• 
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porphyritic or coarser-grained modification of the. Silverheels type, with no 
glass inclusions or other charadedstics of Tertiary volcanics 
Lincoln Massive.-The Mount Lincoln massive, as is shown on the map and 
as may be seen in the sketch given in Plate IX (page 95 ), is divided by a deep 
glacial gorge, heading at the base of Mount Cameron, into two mountain 
masses: that of Mount Lincoln on the north and that of Mount Bross on 
the south. On the east face of either of these mountains are_ two smaller 
glacial amphitheaters, to which the names of their respective peaks have 
been given. The beds of each of these three gorges stand at a much higher 
level than the adjoining beds of the Platte and Buckskin gulches; and, if 
the glaciers which once filled them were ever directly connected with the 
main Platte glacier, later erosion has removed evidences of this fact. At 
all events, it is apparent that after the Glacial ep~ch, when the ice was 
gradually re.ceding, these were separate glaciers or neve fields. rrhis fact 
is more particularly manifest in the Lincoln -amphitheater, in the middle 
of ·which stands a moraine ridge, outlined in the sketch above mentioned, 
which ends abruptly at the lower end of the amphitheater, about 700 feet 
above the level of Platte Valley. These amphitheaters have more signifi-
cance gQologically than their topographical impoi'tance would indicate, 
inasmuch as erosion, having once cut through the overlying and more 
resisting mantle of sedimentary beds, has carved deeply into the underly-
ing Archean, leaving characteristic semicircular walls at their heads which 
afford most useful sections for studying the interior structure of the mount-
am mass. 
Mount Lincoln itself has three spurs stretching out to the eastward: a 
northeastern, an eastern, and a southeastern. Lincoln amphitheater is 
included between the two first. The surface of the_se spurs is covered by 
beds of the Paleozoic system, dipping eastward at an angle of 10° to 15°. 
This is the average inclination of the beds over the main portion of the 
mountain mass; but, as already mentioned in the case of Quandary Peak, 
the dip becomes steeper on the extreme eastern flanks. In general, how-
ever, the slope of the spurs themselves steepens for a short distance · more 
rapidly than the dip, in consequence of which there is ~ belt of lower beds 
exposed along the foot of the steeper slopes. 
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The eastern spur of Lincoln, a narrow straight r1dge, being relatively 
much lower than the northeastern or southeastern spurs, is covered only by 
beds of the Cambrian formation, the White and Blue Limestones which 
still cap the other spurs having been removed by erosion. Section BB, 
Atlas Sheet VIII, 1 passes through this spur and shows its profile and geo-
logical structure as well as can be expressed on so small a scale. In addi-
tion to the normal eastern dip, the beds have also a decided inclination to 
the south, so that the spur presents a perpendicular wall on the north 
towards Lincoln amphitheater, with a shallow ravine on the south sepa-
rating it from the southeastern spur, the slope of the spur in that direction 
corresponding nearly with the dip of the beds. This southern dip is the 
relic of a lateral fold or slight corrugation produced by the forces of con-
traction acting in a northerly and southerly direction at right angles to the 
major force. The Lincoln amphitheater is thus shown to have been cut 
out of the axis of an anticlinal fold, and in the sedimentary beds still re-
maining on the northeast spur a slight inclination to the northward can still 
be detected, sho·wing that they formed the northern member of this subor-
dinate fold. 
1 
The Cambrian quartzites which form the mass of the spur are of the 
characteristic white saccharoidal variety, thinly and evenly bedded, and 
contain a slight development of white limestone, which has been occasion-
ally observed elsewhere in this formation. At the eastern end of the spur 
i8 a cliff of quartzite, just above timber-line, below which the beds assume a 
steeper dip, so that the lower slopes are occupied by outcrops of succes-
sively higher horizons. At the foot of this cliff are several prospect holes, 
following deposits of copper and iron pyrite near or in contact with a body 
of decomposed quartz-porphyry. A sheet of Lincoln Porphyry, w~ich may 
be part of the same body, caps the spnr above the cliff and is cut through 
by what seems to be a dike of porphyrite. The porphyrite contains both 
biotite and hornblende (the latter beina- however largely IJredominant) and 
o, ' u 
i · more decomposed than porphyrite rocks generally, both these minerals 
1 By an error in proof-reading, the line of this sectiou, as given on the map in blue (Atlas Sheet 
VI), is partially wrong. It shoul<l pass from the summit of Mount Cameron to that of Mount 
Lincoln, and from there down tho eastern spur, whereas on the map it passes directly from Mouut 
'ameron to th, pur. 
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befr1g mostly altered to chlorite. Its groundmass is crystalline and con-
tains a considerable development of calcite. Magnetite is also plentiful 
and has been frequently changed into hydrated oxide of iron. Muscovite 
is frequently present as an alteration product of plagioclase. 1,he rock as 
usual contains many fragments of Archean, in this case of muscovite-gneiss. 
The Linqoln Porphyry is like the normal type, . but contains few large 
feldspar crystals. Besides these is a more compact rock, apparently a 
contact product, which in general differs from either rock; however, some 
specimens show its probable connection with the Lincoln Porphyry. - Its 
biotite and hornblende -are completely changed into chlorite and _epidote. 
The groundmass is very fine and not resolvable into its elements. 
In ascending the· regular slope of the ridge westward, as th~ dip of 
the formation is slightly steeper than this slope, successively lower beds of 
quartzite are crossed, and towards its upper end several interbedded sheets 
of porphyrite. These can be traced along the steep cliff wall overlooking 
Lincoln amphitheater, and are seen to follow the stratification lines for a 
considerable distance to the eastward and suddenly bend down into the 
underlying Archean, thus affording one of the few opportuuities of observ-
ing the change from a vertical dike into an interbedded mass. Owing to the 
contrast of the d~rk color of the porphyrite _ with the white including 
quartzite, 1hese bodies can be distinguished from a great distance, and are 
distinctly visible from the oppo~ite side of the Platte Valley, on the road 
which leads from Montgomery to the Hoosier pass. 
At its upper or western end, opposite the _head of Lincoln amphithea-
ter, this eastern spur merges into a basin-shaped ~alley with debris-covered 
slopes. On the east face of the northeastern spur, at the head of Lincoln 
amphitheater, a bare cliff wall affords a section of the lovver sedimentary 
beds and included intrusive sheets, the whole mass much shattered and 
dislocated. Although time did not admit of the study of these cliff-sections 
in detail, as was done in the case of otheri, which will be noticed later, the 
dark color of the intrusive masses and fragments obtained from the debris 
show that they are largely of porphyrite, and tl;erefore are probably parts 
of the sheet already noticed on the east spur. 
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rrhe upper surface of the northeastern and southeastern spurs of Lin-
coln, respectively, is mainly formed of beds of Blue Limestone, which have 
been opened by innumerable prospect-holes and sfweral considerable mines 
on either spur. On the steep cliff faces towards the Platte canon and the 
Cameron amphitheater, respectively, the limits of this formation and those 
which underlie it can be distinctly traced. On the more rounded interior 
slopes debris of Lincoln Porphyry obscure very largely the actual rock 
surface. For this reason and also owing to the small scale of the map, the 
outlines of the formations there indicated are somewhat generalized. 
The sharp summit of Lincoln itself is made up of a mass of typical Lin-
coln Porphyry, projecting boldly above the sedimentary beds and noticeable 
for its vertical cleavage plan~s, producing a columnar structure which is best 
. seen on its steep south face. Lincoln Porphyry is also found for a consid-
erable distance down the east spur, and with it are associated shales and 
grits belonging to the ,v eber Shale formation. The short, sharp ridge 
directly west of the summit of Lincoln, and between it and the saddle that 
separates Mount Lincoln from Mount Cameron, is also composed of a series 
of beds which evidently belong to this horizon. They dip somewhat 
sharply to the east and consist of greenish, yellowish, and reddish shales and 
of micaceous qua.rtzites, with a bed of black shale near ~he top, comprising 
in all a thickness of about two hundred and forty feet. Below this is a .bed 
of Lincoln Porphyry, evidently interstratified, while on the saddle itself are 
outcroppings of Blue Limestone. A deserted mine on this saddle,Jrnown 
as the Present Help, the highest mine-probably in the United States, is ap-
parently at or near the contact of the Blue Limestone with the overlying 
p0rphyry; its workings had been abandoned and were inaccAssible. rrhe 
intense metamorphism shown in all the sediment~ry beds near the summit 
of Lincoln and the columnar structure of its porphyry render it probable 
that the mass which forms the . peak is directly above the channel throngh 
which this rock was erupted. There is evidence also that from this channel 
a sheet of the same rock was spread out over the surface of the Blue Lime-
stone, which was probably the determining cause of the great concentration 
of mineral at this horizon. 
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,-I'he typical Lincoln Porphyry, as found on the summit of Mount Lin-
coln itself, is characterized by large orthoclase crystals, which sometimes 
reach two inches in length, of pinkish color, generally Carlsbad twins, and 
often so fresh and glassy in appearance as to remind one of the sanidine 
crystals of more recent rocks. lhere are five or six large crystals as a 
rule in an ordinary hand specimen. The smaller feldspars are white, and 
a large number show distinct strire. Qu~tz is very abundant and rela-
tively large, in round grain~, often of pinkish hue, and showing more or 
less plainly the faces of dihexahedral crystals. Biotite in darker or lighter 
green leaves, according to its condit1on of decomposition, is quite conspic-
uous in the rock. A few specks of specular iron are sparingly scattered 
through the rock. The groundmass is light green or pinkish and is quan-
titatively quite subordinate to the crystalline element. Under the micro-
scope it is seen to be fully crystalline. 
Such is the typical Lincoln Porphyry, which projects in lofty columns 
from the summit of the mountain in a sharp apex which overtops all the 
surrounding peaks. Owing to its e~posed situation it attracts the storm 
clouds from all the regions around, and even in midsummer scarcely a day 
passes without a slight fall of snow or hail on the summit. The very 
topmost rocks sh0w traces of discharges of the electric fluid in the forma-
tion of fulgurite, which encircles the little holes it has bored into the rocks. 
Around the base of this summit mass of porphyry its contact with the sed-
imentary rocks is obscured by debris, the few outcrops that are seen being 
c0mposed of rocks so much altered that t.heir original character cannot be 
determined. 
Cameron amphitheater. -On the steep south face of Lincoln, a sketch of 
which is shown in Plate XI, a careful study was made of the various erup-
tive masses. The Lincoln Porphyry of the eastern edge of the summit is 
of a much darker color than the normal rock and contains few or none of 
the larger feldspar crystals. It is so much decomposed that only in the 
center of large blocks is the original grayish color preserved; but the round 
quartz grains are distinct throughout. The Blue Limestone, which here 
seems to have a brecciated structure, can be traced as a horizontal line 
across the face of the cliff, from the Present Help mine on the west to the 
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Russia mine 011 the east, immediately below a bed of Lincoln Porphyry. 
Along the edge of the steep ravine which descends directly from the summit 
of Lincoln an irregular dike of porphyry crops out here and there, colored 
brilliant red and yellow on its surface, but so much decomposed that its 
original structure can no longer be determined. As shown in the sketch, it 
is only the Silurian (c) and Cambrian (b) strata which form continuous out-
crops across the cliff face, and. these are somewhat broken by transverse 
dikes of eruptive rock. Within the Cambrian quartzite is an intrusive sheet 
of Lincoln Porphyry, whose darker color contr~sts strongly with the bleached 
weathered surfaces of the summit rock. The base line of the Cambrian, 
where it rests 011 the Archean, appears more irregular in the sketch than it 
is in nature, but it is evident that the Cambrian sea bottom was not so 
smooth here as it is shown to be in other cliff sections. 
In the ravine next east from that alreadv mentioned is a dike of White 
,J 
Porphyry, which can be traced, as shown in the sketch, from the gneiss of 
the Archean across the Cambrian quartzites into the White Limestone. This 
is dike No. 1, whose rock has already been described under that which 
occurs on the north face of Lincoln. Its outline is extremely irregular, and 
its contact surfaces with sedimentary rocks, which are distinctly . visible, 
show none of the contact phe11omena..supposed to result from the heat of a 
fused mass. In its upper portion it is roun<lecl, and curves over one of the 
heavier beds of White Limestone in 'an oval mass. On its east side, near its 
summit, the thinner beds of limestone are bent upwards, as if displaced at 
the time of its intrusion, and the lower shale beds of the White Limestone 
belt are more or less serpentinized. It also sends out offshoots a few inches 
wide through the natural joints of the sedimentary beds. About fifteen to 
twenty feet above the base of the Lower Quartzite it crosses an interbedded 
mass of porphyry of a dark-green color, which is here some thirty feet in 
thickness.. rrhis interbedded porphyry is thoroughly decomposed, the only 
crystals visible being rounded quartz grains, which resemble those of the 
Lincoln Porphyry. All its cleavage planes are covered by a dark-green 
coating of chloritic nature, and it is crossed by thin perpendicular fissures, 
from one to two inches in thickness, containing pyrites and having a bright- . 
yellow weathered ·urface. A comparatively fresh specimen was obtained 
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with some difficulty, which shows the characteristic large, pink, orthoclase 
feldspars of the Lincoln Porphyry. In this the green color is seen to be 
due to the alteration of biotite into a chloritic substance, which has been 
deposited on the surface of the smaller feldspars, so that they are scarcel:z 
distinguishable by the naked eye. Biotite is also no longer visible except 
under the microscope. Pyrite can be distinguished throughout the rock by 
the naked eye. 
The Archean rocks (a) at the base of this section consist almost en-
tirely of dark-gray gneiss. In this the White Porphyry dike can be traced 
but a short distance, as it is soon lost under the steep talus slopes at the 
foot of the cliff. 
A few hundred feet east of this dike (to the right in the sketch) a second 
dike (~o. 2) can be traced, though less distinctly, from the gneiss entirely 
across the Cambrian and Silurian formations, apparently terminating at the 
base of the Blue Limestone. It is much narrower and straighter than dike 
No. 1, and like that seems to have a northeast and southwest direction. Its 
rock is a light-colored, fine-grained, highly-crystalline porphyry, belonging 
to the type designated as Mosquito Porphyry, which has already been de-
. scribed. There is an outcrop of the same rock in the Archean, on the west 
wall of the Car~eron amphitheater directly under Mount Cameron, which 
may possibly be part of the same body, although the intermediate region 
is too much obscured by debris to trace any direct connection. 
Eastward of this cliff face the northern wall of the Cameron amphi-
theater is much covered by debris for the distance of nearly a mile, in which 
extent, althot,igh the general dip of the sedimentary beds can be trac~d, no 
opportunity was presented for an examination .of the intrusive bodies. 
Near the eastern end of the wall, however, is a second cliff section, which 
shows in a very instructive manner the position of the intrusive masses and 
dikes. It is graphically represented in Plate XII, which, like the preceding 
plate, is copied from sketches made on the spot by Prof. A. Lakes. The 
section was studied by Mr. Cross, from whose notes the following descrip-
tion is largely taken. 
Here, as in the section just described; is an intrusive interbedded mase 
of porphyry in the Lower Quartzite (b ), only a few feet above its base, _ 
MONXII_:.-8 
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which is also crossed by a nearly vertical dike. This vertical dike, as may 
be seen on the ieft half of the sketch, can be traced from the Archean up 
to the base of the Blue Limestone. It is from fifteen to twenty feet wide at 
the bottom and branches at the top into five small arms, but does not spread 
out between the strata. Its rock is a White Porphyry, which differs from any 
of those observed elsewhere in carrying large orthoclase feldspars, sometimes 
an inch in length. They a.re Carlsbad twins, and have a pinkish tinge like 
those in the Lincoln Porphyry. Small rounded grains of quartz are also abun-
dant, but no trace of hornblende or biotite could be seen, either by the naked 
eye or with the microscope. . Under the microscope the feldspar is seen to be 
partly plagioclase, and in the quartz are many small fluid inclusions. The in-
ter bedded porphyry mass, like that on the south face of Lincoln, is prominent 
by its dark color; but on examination it is seen to consist of two di~tinct 
rocks, one of which seems to have pushed its way through the other after 
it had been already spread out between the beds. The later rock is a Lin-
coln Porphyry, whose outlines can be distinguished from a little distance 
by its peculiarity of weathering, its fragments showing larger surfaces than 
that of the earlier rock. The earlier rock is of a light-green color, and 
shows, to the naked eye, scarcely any distinguishable crystal~, feldspars 
being decomposed to a substance very like groundmass. . Altered horn-
blende, a few biotite leave8, and an occasional quartz grain can be distin-
guished by the lens, ; also, a few small specks of some metallic combination. 
Under the microscope the groundmass resolves itself into a fully crys~al-
line admixture of quartz, mica, and feldspar. Calcite is present in filmy 
particles and occasionally in grains. The larger quartz crystals contain 
fluid inclusions. The contact specimens of these two porphyries show a 
blending of the characters of the two in the tendency to the formation of 
large quartz and pink feldspar crystals in a base more like the older por-
phyry . As shown in the sketch, the Lincoln Porphyry throughout the 
greater extent of the section is entirely includ.ed within the older mass~ 
Towards the eastern end, however, it forms a distinct bed above the other,. 
and each sends off a branch upward in a northeast direction across the strata,. 
forming nearly parallel dikes which meet at the surface of the ridge. These 
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dikes are about fifteen feet in thickness each, while the combined beds have 
a thickness of from fifty to sixty feet. 
This intrusive s~eet of Lincoln Porphyry . at the Cambrian horizon, 
which seems continuous along the north wall of the Cameron amphitheater,. 
was traced out to the end of the southeast spur of Lincoln; and what ·is 
apparently the same bed was also observed lower down the slopes~ in the 
more steeply-dippjng members of the same formation. Outcrops of simi-
larly situated bodies, as shown on the map, are also found on the south wall _ 
of the Cameron ·am phi theater and on either wall of the Bross amphitheater. 
Time did not permit of tracing any connection between these different out-
crops; and it seems doubtful whether any exists, inasmuch .as for some un-
known reaso_n there seems to have been much less tendency to spread out 
in extensive sheets at this horizon than at that above the Blue- Limestone. 
Although thIS latter porphyry bed is only found to a limited extent above 
the Blue Limestone on l\fount Lincoln, there is no doubt that it once covered 
that bed, forming a sheet comparable in extent to that of the White Por-
phyry in the Leadville district. 
Cameron and Bross.-The summit slopes of Mounts Cameron and Bross; 
except those on the cliff faces which are too steep to permit the lodgment 
of debris, are mainly covered by fragments of Lincoln Porphyry. Eruptive 
rocks under the action of atmospheric degradation split up into fragm~nts 
whose _shape and relativP-ly small weight, as compared with their superficial 
area, render them more susceptible to being moved by melting snow, so 
that on mountain sides they generally cover a surface disproportionately 
large as compared with ·their actual outcrops. This is eminently the case 
on Mount Bross, where angular fragments of _ porphyry often cover the 
surface to a depth of ten feet or more and the character of the underlying 
rock can often only be determined by actual excavation. 
The porphyry of the summit of Mount Cameron is remarkable for the 
unusual development of large orthoclase crystals, often more than two 
inches in length, which weather out from its ~urface. Associated with the 
much-weathered fragments of porphyry are various brown q uartzitic sand-
. stones, which may represent a bed of the Weber Grits formation not yet 
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eroded off the summit. No sufficient evidence was found, however, to 
justify its indication on the map. 
On Mount Bross the Lincoln Porphyry shows ~ still lighter color than 
that on l\fount Lincoln, which seems due to the fact that the decomposed 
mica, instead of remaining as chlorite, has been entirely removed Frag-
ments of shales and quartzitic sandstones of the Weber Grits formation are 
mingled with the porphyry debris of the upper slopes of Bross, and out-
·crops of these rocks are found on the ridge connecting it with Cameron, as 
well as to the south of its Emmmit on the ridge overlooking· Buckskin gulch· 
In the latter instance they stand at a much steeper angle than the lower 
series of Paleozoic beds, and give evidence of some local movement. In 
Section L, Atlas Sheet X, is shown the probable form of the Lincoln 
porphyry body on the summit of Mount Bross, as deduced from observed 
outcrops. It is very possible that, like that of Mount Lincoln, it stands over 
a channel of eruption, . but the evidence of this was not-considered strong 
enough to justify its being indicated on the plane of the section. 
On the north face of Mount Bross, towards Cameron amphithea_ter, 
the base line of the Paleozoic formations can be traced with tolerable dis-
tinctness. Of dikes crossing the formation, like those on the face of Mount 
Lincoln opposi~e, there are doubtless many, bu_t only one was actually 
traced, which is cut by the western workings of the Moose Mine. In the 
Archean below this mine is a prominent mass of · light-gray granite. The 
workings are in the Blue Limestone, which is exposed on the east spur of the 
mountain between the Cameron and Bross amphitheaters, forming the sur-
face of the spur, until cut off by its steeper slope·, whose angle is greater 
than that of the dip of the beds. This bed is completely honeycombed by 
abandoned mine workings, but the underlying White Limestone here, as in 
the Leadville district, seems to have yielded little or no ore. At the foot 
of the spur~ erosion has exposed the quartzite beds of the Cambrian, in 
which js a prominent dike of porphyry running from the edge of Bross 
amphitheater a little north of east, in the direction of the summit of Mount 
Sil verheel . It wa traced as far as the secondary ridge bordering the 
Platte Valley into th White Limestone, where it was lost in the forest. 
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The rock (88) of which it is composed differs from any yet described. Its 
weathered surface is so white that at first glance it might be taken for the 
W~ite or Lead ville Porphyry. On a fresh fracture it has a light-green 
color and shows few macroscopical crystals. . It has certain resemblances 
to porphyrite and also to the Silverheels Porphyry, but the microscope 
shows it to be identical with the quartz porphyry found on Loveland Hill 
and on the north wall of Mosquito Gulch, which has been described under 
the name of Green Porphyry. 
Bross amphitheater, like those of the other two peaks, lies ne~rly due 
east of the summit, but, owing to the steeper inclination of the Paleozoic 
beds which cap Hs walls, it has not been carved to so great a depth into 
the underlying Archean schists, whose outcrops are therefore of much less 
superficial extent. As in the others, the highest beds exposed in t~e cliff 
sections on its wa!)s are those _of the Blue Limestone. Shales, probably 
belonging to the Weber Shale formation, are disclosed in prospect holes 
along the road which curves round its head, and very possibly a consider- · 
able portion of the area which has been given the color of porphyry on the 
map may prove by actual excav~tion to be underlaid by beds of this for-
mation. The road which leads by the Dolly Varden and Moose mines, 
along the north face of Mount Bross an·d the west face of Mount Cameron, 
to the Present Help mine, on the south face of Mouut Lincoln, is indicated 
on the sketch in Plate IX by a _light double line, the location of the respect-
ive mines being shown by the house outlines. The Dolly Varden mi!le, on 
the spur south of the amphitheater, finds its ore in the Blue Limesto.ne adjoin-
ing a dike of White Porphyry 40 feet in thickness, which crosses it at an 
angle of 60° with the horizon. Below the Dolly Varden mine the spur 
slopes more steeply than the beds, and at its base the Parting Quartzite of 
the Silurian is exposed. In the basin-shaped valley called Mineral Park, 
south of this spur, erosion must have expo~ed still lower beds than on the 
spur, and it is possible that the quartzite beds said to be exposed there may 
belong to the Cambrian. 
The ridge running south from Mount Bross, between Mineral Park and 
Buckskin gulch, is mainly covered by easterly-dipping beds of the Blue 
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Limestone horizon. There are several bodies of Lincoln Porphyry, besides 
the main sheet near the summit, which are not shown on the map, as time 
did not admit a sufficiently detailed study to .determine their- outlines or 
whether they were remnants of this sheet or distinct bodies. The upper 
part of the Blue Limestone on this spur 8eems to have been particularly 
rich in black chert concretions, which now lie scattered over the surface '>f 
the ground, and from which Prof. Lakes obtained the following fossils: 
Spirijerina (sp. like S. Spergenensis). 
Spirifera Rockymontana. 
Productus costatus. 
Euomphalus (sp. 1 ). 
.A. thyris subtilita. 
Streptorynchus crassus. 
Pleurophorus oblongus. 
These were mainly collected in a slight depression of the ridge, where 
the overlying porphyry had . been eroded off, and therefore must have 
come from the upper part of the horizon. 
The lower Paleozoic beds are exposed in section at various points 
along the steep western wall of this spur, which faces Buckskin gulch. 
They were examined at two points. At the extreme southern end of the 
spur, just above the town of Buckski; Joe, where the steeper eastern dip 
of the formation comes in, several ore bodies have been discovered, and the 
now abandoned _?lines ( the Excelsior, in White -LimeE1tone, and the Cri-
terion, in Lower Qua_rtzite) were once worked. At the Criterion mine a 
thickness of 150 feet of quartzites was measrtred between the Archean and 
the first bed of White Limestone. The ore bodies are accumulated here 
along vertical planes, · running northeast and southwest, which seems to be 
the direction of a dike of · dark-green decomposed porphyrite, whose out-
crops are found in the ravine _below the mine, near the contact with the 
Archean. There is evidence also of a slight displacement along a plane 
running northeast and southwest, whose upthrow is to the · west. . At the 
Excelsior mine, which is about a quarter of a mile farther west, near the 
point of the cliff in the angle of the gulch, the ore bodies follow similar 
and nearly parallel planes. A section measured on the cliff near the mine 
gave the following thicknesses, in descending series: 
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Feet. 
Blue Limestone, covering surface of 8pur ... ~ . . . . . . . . . . ' 
Silurian. _____ . _. { Par~ing ~uartzite (exposed in prospec~h~les) . : .-. . . . . . . , 
White Limestone, partly covered by debns, est1ma,ted .. 200 
Shales and sandy limestones ............ ____ - . . . . . . . . . 35· 
Gray q~artzite, impregnated with metallic miueral . . . . . . 20 
Massive white quartzite . _...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Cambrian ... - .. . . · Greenish quartzite, with calcareous layers . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
White saccharoi<lal quartzite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Greenish-wbite, compact, thiu-bedded limestone... . .... 3 
White saccbaroidal quartzite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 
- . 137 
Archean _ ........ . ....... . . ...... ............................ - . - ... - . - Y 
The limestone bed in this section is of- interest as being the only one 
€xamined from this region which was not a dolomite. · It contained 25.~8 
per cent. carbonate oflime, 4.03 carbonate of magnesia, with traces of chlo-
rine, the residue being mainly silica. It has already been noted that the 
Cambrian beds in their upper part are often more or less calcareous, but 
generally resemble a sandstone on the surface, whereas this bed has the 
.;ompact, even texture and clean fracture of a limestone. The strata at this 
point dip 15 ° to the east, with a strike a little east of north. 
Red amphitheater.-N early under the summit of Mount Bross and high 
up on the east wall of Buckskin gulch is the Red amphitheater, a semi-
circular recess· in the cliff-wall nearly a thousand feet above the bed of the 
valley. The scale of the map does not permit an adequate expression of 
the form of this remarkable basin, which is rendered still mor~ prominent 
by the brilliant red and yellow coloring of its walls. This color comes 
from a thin coating of ocherous clay, which covers the rock fragments of 
-debris piles, and which contains, besides oxide of iron, traces of arsenic, 
antimony, and sulphur. The rock fragments thus coated are so much 
d ecomposed that it is seldom possible to determine their original character, 
and it would have taken much more time than was available to thoroughly 
decipher the geological history of this remarkable locality, which has evi-
dently been the scene of long-continued. metamorphic action, probably a 
sequence of the eruption of the igneous rocks now forming dikes and intru-
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sive sheets in th~ Archean and overlying Paleozoic beds. The results of the 
metamorphic action are shown, not only in the decomposition and coloring 
of the rocks above mentioned, but in the marbleizing of the limestones and 
the large development of serpentine within these limestones. 
The eruptive bodies developed here consist, besides the large body of 
Lincoln Porphyry near the summit of Mount Bross, first, of a considerable 
body of augite-bearing diorite (96), which cuts through the Archean from 
the valley below up into the bed of the amphitheater, and either spreads 
out along the base of, or extends into, the Cambrian beds under the talus 
slopes of debris; secondly, of a dike of White Porphyry, crossing Silurian 
and Carboniferous limestones in a vertical direction; thirdly, of several thin 
intrusive beds of green and much-altered quartz-porphyry, parallel with 
the stratification. It is only on the south side of the amphitheater that a 
continuous cliff-section of the Paleozoic beds is exposed, and here the top 
of the Blue Limestone and the base of the Cambrian are each covered by 
surface accuniulations. One principal and several smaller faults , can be 
distinguished on the cliffs, in each of which the upthrow is to the west, but. 
the amount of displacement is only slight. The Colorado Springs mine is 
opened on this cliff, near the base of the Blue Limestone, from which rich 
ore in small quantities ha.s been obtained. The following section was madet 
by means of a pocket level, on the cliff just south of the mine and near the 
dike of White Porphyry above mentioned: 
Feet. 
J 
Black cherty limestone......................... 50 
Blue-gray limes! one . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Lower Uarboniferous. Ligllt-blue limestone ... · ................... - . - I 
I "'bite marbleized limestone .................. ( 60 
. L Li glJ t -drab limestone with serpentine .......... ' 
- 160 
White and greenish quartzite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
White limestone.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
LiglJ t-bluish limestone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Silurian . . . . . . . . . . . . . Green porphyry, 20 feet. 
White limestone.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Blue-gray crystalline limestone... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Ligbt-co1ored limestone with serpentine......... 30 
- 170 
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\ Dark-green serpentine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 10 
I 
White limpid quartz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Yellowish-green se.i·pentine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~ 
1 ~:~t: t::r~!:~·-~ '.~~:-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
1Cambrian ..... _ .... _. ~ Gre~n porphy_ry, 20 feet. 
White quartzite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Green porphyry, 5 feet. 
White quartzite ............ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
I -86½ Intrusive mass, disturbing strata and disappearing l under debris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (f) 
Neither the top of the Blue Limestone nor the base of the Cambrian is 
reached in this section, and tQ the aggregate thickness given an · unknown 
amonnt, probably in the neighborhood of 200 feet, should be added. At 
the head of the amphitheater above the Blue Limestone is a very thick body 
of Lincoln Porphyry, above which, on the summit of the ridge and sepa-
rated by a low saddle from the main summit of Mount Bross, are intensely 
altered shales, frequently chloritic, belonging to the Weber Shale formation. 
The development of serpentine, which elsewhere seems confined to the 
'' sandy limestones" of the upper part of the Cambrian, here extends, though 
on a minor scale of development, a short distance into the silicious beds 
below and up as far as the base of the Blue Limestone. The serpentines 
obtained from here are remarkably beautiful rocks, grading in color from a 
homogeneous yellow to a dark green, mixed with gray and having the 
general effect of a veined verd-antique, although more critical examination 
shows that the green and gray or yellow are a simple shading off and inter-
growth. In some cases thin, vein-like sheets seem to cross the strata, though 
in general the development of serpentinous material is parallel to the strat-
ification. Under the microscope they are seen to contain a very consider-
able a.mount of calcite, an appearance which is confirmed by chemical 
analysis. The development of serpentine is apparent, in looking at the 
cliffs from a li~tle distance, as a lenticular-shaped body, giving at first the 
imp~ession that it causes an actual thickening of the beds; but the measure-
ments. given by the above section show that this is not the case, and the 
chemical examination, which is discussed in Chapter VI, shows that this 
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mineral is the result of a change within the rocks themselves, and, proba-
bly in great part, of the alteration of pyrox@me and amphibole in the lime-. 
stones. 
Eastern foot-hills.-The higher part of the Lincoln massive thus far 
described may be considered structurally to form part of the crest of an 
original great anticlinal fold, inasmuch as the average inclination of the 
beds is comparatively small. The wooded ridges between the foot of the 
steeper slope and the Platte Valley, which form a low shoulder to the Lin-
coln massive, and where steeper dips prevail, would form the actual eastern 
member of the fold. On the ridge between Quartzville and Montgemery, 
for instance, the beds dip as steeply as 45°. South of this a wider region 
is included between the outcrops of Blue Limestone and the Platte Valley, 
and, were the steep dips continued without interruption, an immense thick-
ness of beds would be represented. Tirnre are reversed dips found, however, 
notably in the ravine below Quartz ville and in Buckskin gorge above Alma, 
which give evidence of the existence of a secondary flexure parallel to the 
main fold, a sort of minor ripple following at the heels of the great breaker 
or wave which caused the main uplift of the range, such as is almost inva-
riably fo'und along lines of great plication. An_other noticeable feature in 
the structure is a decided change of strike, which1 commences opposite the 
east spur of Mount Bross, or between the Bross and Cameron amphithea-
ters. North of this line the average strike of the beds is north or a little 
east of north; south of it the strike bends more and more to the east of 
north; and on the southeast slopes of Bross the strata have a dip with the 
slope to the southeast. 
rrhe outer wooded ridge above mentioned is composed of coarse sand-
stones of the Weber Grits formation and of various intrusive bodies of por-
phyry. Porphyry bodies similarly situated were observed on four distinct 
section lines followed across this ridge, but the assumption that they form 
part of a continuous body, as indicated on the map, is here, as in the case 
of those on the east side of the Platte Valley, not founded o~ the tracing of 
a continuous line of outc~·ops, as in the canon sections. They generally 
belong to the Lincoln Porphyry class. That found in the ravine above 
udl yin con iderable thickness has the round pink quart.z grajns, but wants 
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the striking large orthoclase crystals of the Lincoln Porphyry. The actual 
line of contact of Blue Limestone and Weber Grits, occurring generally in 
the covered gap of the depression between the ridge and the steeper mount-
ain slope, was seldom observed. It was therefore impossible to determine 
whether the sheet of Lincoln Porphyry, which occurs above it on the higher 
part of the mountain mass, extended eastward as far as the foot-hills or not. 
Some outcrops of porphyry were observed which might have belonged to a 
continuation of this sheet, but no facts _ of sufficiently definite significance 
were obtained to justify its indication on the map. 
A good section of these outlying ridges is obtained irr the narrow wind-
ing gorge of lower Buckskin Creek for about a mile above Alma. The 
beds of the Weber Grits formation exposed -along the walls of the valley, 
which lie within the forest-covered belt, show much more decomposition and 
disintegration than is found in the same beds above timber line. rrhey con-
sist of coarse micaceous sandstones, with a considerable development of 
argillaceous shales, also micaceous, and one or two thin beds of gray lime-
stone. Among the shales is conspicq__ous a black carb!maceous bed, and the 
limestone is supposed to be that which occurs at about tLe middle of the 
formation and which -outcrops again in the wooded hills east of the 'Platte 
Valley. The sandstone which immediately underlies the town of Alma 
itself, and which is made up of grains of quartz about the size of duck-
shot, with considerable _muscovite, might be mistaken at a little distance 
for a decomposed granite. It shows but few bedding planes, and, though 
in excavations for buildings it stands as a straight wall, when broken down 
it crumbles at once into coarse sand. 
Buckskin amphitheater.-This immense basin at the head of Buckskin gulch 
bears the same relation to Mount l?ross that the Platte amphitheater does 
to Mount Lincoln, the two separating the Lincoln massive from the main 
crest of the range, with which it is connected by the dividing ridge running 
from Mount Cameron to Democrat Mountain. 
An excellent exposure of the Archean formation is afforded in its steep 
walls, which rise 1,500 to 2,000 feet from ·the bottom of the basin and are 
capped on the eastern side by a thin covering of Paleozoic beds. The 
rocks are mainly gneisses and amphibolites, with local developments of 
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granite, through which run irregular vein-like masses of white pegmatite. 
rrhe latter are particularly prominent on the northeastern-walls of Buck-
skin canon, a short distance above the town of Buckskin Joe. In the bottom 
of the upper part of the basin is a small lake, above which a dike of horn-
blende diorite forty to fifty feet wide runs across the basin in an easterly 
direction from the base of Demociat Mountain and .. disappears under the 
debris slopes on the other side. 
At the south base of Democrat Mountain are three small lakes or tarns, 
on a raised shoulder or knoll of granite, back of which is a small raised basin 
extending to the base of the mountain. This granite is of the fine, even-
grained type without large porphyritic crystals, almost white in color, 
and contains both biotite and muscovite. It is traversed by_ many small 
veins of pegmatite, consisting of orthoclase and quartz and often having 
a regular banded structure, like that shown in Fig. 2, Plate IV, which is from 
a sketch of a bow Ider standing near the lake. 
In this raised basin many eruptive dikes, mainly of porphyrite, were 
observed, only a few of which it has been possible to delineate on the map. 
These porphyrites belong to the types carrying either mica or hornblende 
and mica. They occur frequently in the form of interrupted dikes. That 
found near the uppermost of the lakes co~tains1 both hornblende and mica, 
with considerable quartz, and is remarkable for the numerous fragments of 
Archean rocks included in it. One of these fragments was several feet 
square and penetrated in all directions by veins of porphyrite, in which a 
distinctly fluidal structure of the elements of the porphyrite about it could 
be observed. 
Near the middle lake is a dike of White Porphyry, a fresh and compact 
variety of the Leadville rock; fragments of tp.e same rock are abundant in 
the debris pile at the head of the gulch. 
One of the porphyrite dikes, which dips 30° to 40° north, can be traced 
to the south shoulder of Democrat Mountain, which forms the divide 
between this and the Platte amphitheater, and apparently connects with the 
long dike, which can be traced as a thin black line Mgh up along the east-
ern wall of the latter. A double dike of similar appearance occurs further 
uth n the ame divide, near the north base of Mount Buckskin. 
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On the south wall of this raised basin under Mount Buckskin the white 
granite disappears and is replaced by gneiss and hornblende schists, which 
show a remarkably contorted structure. Running nearly parallel to this 
wall, and forming its face in certain parts, is a dike, thirty to forty feet 
wide, of mica-diorite. It projects out into the valley in the direction of 
the Red amphitheater, but could not be traced on the east side. 
North Mosquito amphitheater.-The Archean €Xposures at the head of the 
north branch of Mosquito gulch may properly be mentioned here. They 
consist of the same general character of rocks~ gneiss, schist, and granite. 
On its north wall the irregular shading of the dark mass produced by the 
white pegmatite veins is particularly prominent. The coarse-grained red 
porphyritic granites are more common lower down the canon, while towards 
the crest of the range the fine-grained, eruptive-looking granite is found, 
and apparently extends through to the west side at the head of Bird's Eye 
gulch. 
In the neighbothood of the little lake in this basin many dikes, often 
of the interrupted form, were observed, the more important of which have 
been indicated on the map. East of t~e lake, in the center of the amphi-
theater, is a dike of Mosquito porphyry, similar to the dike No. 2 on the south 
face of Mount Lincoln, though of somewhat lighter color, owing to a differ-
ence in the mica, and containing more ore in small specks. rrhe oxidation 
o~ this ore gives a brown color to the weathered feldspars, which whe·n fresh 
have a faint pink color. Under the microscope the groundmass is seen to be 
folly microcrystalline. The apatites are dusty. The only mica seems to 
. be muscovite, which, judging from the associated yellowish grains and rarer 
needles, has come from biotite. Part of the ore seems to be magnetite, and 
t)art is entirely decomposed. The quartz grains contain fluid inclusions. 
'I1his porphyry is eut in one place by a mica-porphyrite, which is a light-
colored rock, containing numerous feldspars in a dark-gray groundmass, 
with some hexagonal plates of dark-brown biotite. Quartz, in quite large 
grains, can be distinguis.hed by close examination. Single grains of pyrite 
ate scattered through the rock. Striations are distinctly visible on many 
feldspars. Under !he microscope plagioclase is seen to largely predominate 
and the biotite to be quite fresh. The groundmass, which is fully crys-
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talliue, is composed of very uniform minute grains of quartz and feldspar, 
with mica in opaque dots, and intrudes in bays into the quartz grains, which 
are quite free from inclusions. · 
To the northeast of the lake a considerable body of quartz-mica por-
phyrite was observed; but its exact form, whether a large dike or an iso-
lated mass, could not be determined. It closely resembles the rock already 
described from the knoll south of Democrat Mountain. It is extremely 
-fine-grained, but of very dark color, owing to the large -amount of biotite, 
and contains no hornblende. Many other eruptive dikes were observed on 
the face of the cliffs, which time did not admit of studying carefully. Prom-
inent among these is a dike or sheet of dark porphyrite, cutting the ridge 
which divides the upper part of the amphitheater into halves. 
MIDDLE-EA.STERN DIVISION. 
This division indudes the eastern slopes up to the cr~st of the range, 
from the line of lower Buckskin Valley south to that of Horseshoe or Four-
Mile Creek. · The region is crossed diagonally by the line of the London 
fault, which divides it into two parts in such a manner that there is a repe-
tition of the same series of sedimentary beds exposed in the cafion sections 
on given transverse lines. 
Glacial erosion.-Evidences of glacial erosion are abundant in the valleys 
of aII ·the streams flowing from the crest of the range, but the data afforded 
by Buckskin and Mosquito gulches is so definite as to seem worthy of 
special mention. .As the map shows, the two valleys are nearly paraIIel 
and similar in general form, in that their main course -in the Archean rocks 
is southeast, the glaciers which originally filled them having been fed by a 
very broad neve-field, fiIIing two or more less distinct basins at their head, 
and that in their lowercourse, where they reach the upturned edges of the 
Paleozoic strata at the line o"r their steepening dip, they bend sharply to 
the east and cross these strata approximately at right angles to their strike. 
Just above the bend a raised bench or sh.oulcler is found on the south side 
of ither canon, everal hundred feet above its present bottom, which is evi-
dently a portion of a former vaIIey bottom, and marks approximately the 
level to whi h the valley was cut out by the glacier which once filled it 
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In Buckskin Canon this bench, which has been cut across by several 
minor ravines, is not sufficiently regular to be defined· by the contours of 
the map, although it is readily apparent to the eye. That in Mosquito 
gulch, however, which forms a practically continuous terrace nearly a mile 
and a half in length on the north face of Pennsylvania Hill, is shown by the 
topography of the map, and is about seven hundred feet above the bed of 
the present stream. It has about the same slope in an easterly direction 
as the present valley, and this slope carried upward correspon4s with the 
present bottom of the South Mosquito amphitheater above the London fault, 
which is formed by gently-dipping qu.artzites and schists of' the Weber 
Grits formation whose angle over a considerable area is about the same as 
that of the bottom of the basin. On the rock surfaces of the flat portion of 
this basin glacial grooves and striffi are still distinctly to be seen, showing 
that but little erosion has taken place since the Glacial epoch. On the other 
hand, in the neighborhood of the fault and in the Archean rocks below it, 
the present stream-bed deepens very rapidly and the valley becomes a nar-
row, winding, V-shaped gorge. In the north Mo~quito amphitheater, which 
is entirely in Archean rocks, the upper part of the basin ( which, owing to 
its great elevation and the consequent low temperature that prevails in it, 
suffers but little abrasion by running water) remains at essentially the same 
level as the South Mosquito amphitheater, but the V-shaped cutting by 
present streams extends back much farther than in the latter. The conclu-
sion to be drawn from these facts is that the eroding force of glacier ice is 
a power so great as to be comparatively independent of the materials oh 
which it acts, wnile that of running water varies very greatly with the dif-
ferent forms and characters of these materials. Thus the original glacial 
cutting of lower Mosquito gulch formed a comparatively straight and regular 
valley, but the present stream-bed near the mouth of the canon makes a 
,,,,. 
bend to the south, around a boss of more resisting granite on the north side 
of the valley, and then is deflected to the nort~ by the upturned . edges of 
the Paleozoic strata which-cross its course diagonally. · 
The Mosquito glacier, as might be expected from its course, left its 
moraine material mainly on the south side of the valley, where it forms 
several wooded ridges opposite Park City. It was of greater extent than 
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the Buckskin glacier, and probably once reached down to the Platte, the 
actual bottom of the present canon being from one hundred to two hundred 
feei lower than corresponding portions of Buckskin gulch. Both·Mosquito 
and Buckskin gulches open out into alluvial bottoms below the canon 
mouth, but the stream in the latter soon runs into a narrow, winding gorge, 
which extends for a mile above Alma. The connection of the Buckskin 
glacier with the Platte glacier, if it ever existed, must~ therefore, ·have been 
above the low ridge through which this gorge is cut. 
Buckskin_ section. -'l_1he most complete and instructive sections of the lower 
Paleozoic beds and their included sheets of eruptive rock are obtained on 
the walls of the canons near their mouths, just before the beds dip down 
more steeply to the east and disappear beneath the softer slopes of the 
lower rounded hills or are covered by the alluvial depo~its of the streams. 
That on the south side of Buckskin gulch, just about the deserted town of 
Buckskin Joe, is represented by the diagrammatic sketch given in Plate XIII. 
The total height of the cliff above the valley bottom is here about one thou-
sand feet. 
The Archean exposures (a), occupying the lower portion, are largely 
concealed by huge talus slopes of debris, which . in some places extend up 
so high as to cover the base of the Cambrian, while the Blue Limestone at 
the top of the cliff is covered by soil. The portion represented in the 
sketch shows, therefore, only the Cambrian and Silurian beds and the 
manner of distribution of the intrusive sheets of porphyry and porphyrite. 
These are here very irregular as compared with sections elsewhere, which 
is doubtless due to the fact that they are near the northern limit of the bodies, 
an<l hence that the intrusive power which forced them between the beds was 
already diminishing in energy. The upper bed is aboi1t :fifteen to twenty 
feet in thickness and consists of dark-green hornblende-porphyrite, of the 
typical variety already described from Mosquito gulch. As shown in the 
plate, it varies in thickness and often wedges out, its continuation occurring-
farther on at a slightly higher or lower horizon. At its contact with the 
bounding sedimentary rocks it becomes more compact, but the sedimentary 
cd how no caustic phenomena, though they are sometimes slightly con-
t rt About thirty feet below this is a second intrusive sheet, also 
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very variable in thickness, of gray quartz-porphyry, like the Lincoln, but 
without its large feldspars and with its basic silicates generally much altered. 
Between this and the Archean a.re forty to fifty feet of white saccharoidal 
quartzite, with a thin bed of fine-grained conglom~ra.te at the base,. wherever 
the base can be distinguished. . The Archean here consists of a dark mica-
gneiss, approaching a mica-schist in structure. 
· The dark, more or less perpendicular lines on the sketch represent 
shallow ravines on the face of the cliff, which are generally fracture planes 
across the beds, accompanied Ly a cei~tain amount of dislocation. The 
principal ravine is that to which the double line over the debris pile ( which 
represents a raised tramway for carrying iown ore) leads, and in which are 
the now deserted workings of the Northern Light mine. This fanlt had a 
movement of about fifteen or twenty feet, and the ore seems to have been 
found in the crevice of the fault. These small faults were probably pro-
duced by the general dynamic movement in which the rocks were folded, 
and it will be noticed in the sketch that the intrusive sheets are faulted in 
the same degree as the inclosing sedimentary beds. About half a mile west 
of the point represented on the sketch is a prominent fault on the cliff, with 
an upthrow to the west of about one hundred feet. The direction of this 
fault, as of the minor fracture planes in the sketch, is between north and 
northeast, which corresponds with those observed near the Criterion mine~ 
on the opposite wall of the gulch. 
East o_f the Northern Light mine the beds slope rapidly down in a 
graceful curve to the bed of the gulch, in which only the outcrops of the 
harder and more silicious beds project above the gravel. The former min-
ing town of Buckskin Joe, the oldest settlement in this region ( now, like its 
companions, Quartzville and Montgomery:, consisting mainly of deserted 
cabins and niill foundations), is situated on the outcrops of the base of the 
White Limestone. On the south side of the creek, a little above the town, 
is the once famous Phillips mine, an open trench, some twenty feet wide and 
in places as many deep, cut in an immense concentration of iron pyrites along 
a bedding plane of the Cambrian quartzite. In one place a decomposed 
quartz-porphyry is found on the hanging wall, which apparently cuts across 
the formation, as it is also found in the creek bed near the bridge at a some-
MON XII-9 
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what higher horizon than the ore body. This porphyry resembles the rock 
of the lower intrusive sheet shown in the sketch, and may form part of it, 
though it was not possible to traqe the connection between the two. 
Loveland Hm.-Loveland Hill affords an excellent illustration of the often-
observed fact that the deeper transverse valleys often follow the line of a. 
minor or lateral anticlinal fold, while the intermediate hills or more ele-
vated region, which has been relatively less eroded, is the locus of a minor 
synclinal fold. 
On the broad, flat back of this hill or spur, whose slope corresponds 
very nearly with the easterly dip of the sedimentary beds, is a shallow 
ravine draining into Mosquito gulch, towards which there is a very per-
ceptible dip of the .beds from either side; in other words, the strata dip 
eastward, and at the same time dip north and south towards the bottom of 
this valley. The larger part of the surface of the hill is covered by beds 
of ~Blue Limestone. The White Limestone comes to the surface at its upper 
end, and on the sharp ridge which separates the n_orth Mosquito amphi-
theater from Buckskin gulch are the remains of the low~st quartzite beds 
of the Cambrian. The Blue Limestone has been extensively prospected for 
ore, and a number of irregular deposits have been discovered, generally 
occupying gash veins, or cross joints and fault planes in the limestone. 
~ umerous irregul~r bodies of porphyry are also found. Time did not . 
admit, however, of a complete study of these beds nor of the ore deposits. 
The principal facts ascertained will be found in the description of mines in 
Part II, Chapter V. 
The synclinal ravine already mentioned divi_des the hill somewhat un-
equally into a northern and a southern portion. The former forms a con· 
tinuous ridge, which extends down to the junction of Mosquito Creek with 
the Platte River below Alma. East of the mouths of the canons this ridge 
is comparatively low and covered with forests and soil. It is made up of 
beds of the Weber Grits formation, in which there is evidence of a sec-
ondary roll, as shown in Section 0, Atlas Sheet VIII. Along the steeper 
lopes of the spur between Buckskin Joe and Park City are outcrops of a 
body of quartz-porphyry of the Lincoln type, which apparently forms a 
sheet above the Blue Limestone. These outcrops are not very continuous, 
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but it seems probable that they are the remains of a-sheet that once cov-
ered Loveland Hill in an analogous manner to the porphyry sheets on 
Mounts Bross and Lincoln. 
By the erosion of the synclinal ravine above Park pHy ihe White Lime-
stone is exposed in its bed with some irregular bodies of porphyry, and the 
southern half of Loveland Hill, south of this ravine, ends to the eastward in 
a cliff, at the base of which are exposed quartzites, apparently of the Cam-
brian formation, in which several ore bodies have been found. From the 
base of this cliff the formations sweep in a curve across Mosquito gulch 
and tip the north face of Pennsylvania Hill. The Cambrian and Silurian 
outcrops can be traced in the bed of the gulch, dipping eastward at anglfis 
of 20° to 25 °, but the Blue Limestone outcrops are concealed by gravel 
and alluvial deposits in the widening valley below. 
North Mosquito section.-The cliffs on the south face of Loveland Hill afford 
a section of the lower Paleozoic, with their included intrusive sheets, simi-
lar to but even more perfect than that on its northern face toward Buckskin 
gulch. Thin sheets of interbedded porphyry and porphyrite can be traced 
along them for nearly two miles in practical continuity. The fault which 
was observed on either side of Buckskin gulch is not found on this cliff 
wall, but near the mouth of the canon i~ a more remarkable fault, whose 
direction is at right angles to the one above mentioned. Seen from the other 
side of the canon, the strata seem to slope rapidly eastward until they abut 
against the western side of a little knoll of granite, which projects out into the 
v~lley at this p~int and deflects the stream to the southward. When one 
actually climbs the cliff, however, it is found that there is a reduplication of 
the lower part of the beds; that a faulting has sheared or split off a portion 
of the strata on a southeast line, nearly parallel with the face of the cliff; 
and that the piece thus separated has apparently -fallen down at its eastern 
end to the base of the cliffs, while at its western end it still maintains its 
connection with the regular line of outcrops. In Plate XIV is given a dia-
grammatic sketch of a. portion of this cli~ toward the eastern end, where the 
steeper dips come in. In the foreground may be seen the faulted-down beds 
. referred to above, which for.m a low ridge or shoulder, standing out a little 
distance from the face of the cliff. Above and back of this rida-e the main 
0 
cliff rises nearly perpendicularly, showing the regular series of Cambrian 
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and Silurian beds above the Archean, the softer covered slopes on the top 
of the ridge being underlaid by the Blue Limestone. The section from the 
commencement of actual cliff slope downwards is as follows: 
:Feet. 
Silurian _____ . ____ . __ J Whi~e Limestone, not measured. 
l Porphyrite, 25 feet.. 
r 
Quartzite and shales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
~~~~:i:!'. ~~ -~e~-t~ .... ·_. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Cambrian ____________ ~ Quartz_p~rpb;yry, 10 feet. 
I ~~t::~:t:~~r~tz~~~~~h~-r~-, .i5 f~~~-- .............. -.. 25 l Quartzite with fine conglomerate at base ......... -~ 
140 
Archean ............... Gneiss .............................. : .... ... .. . 
rrhe upper intrusive bed is the normal hornblende-porphyrite, found 
also on the opposite side of Mosquito gulch, and already described in the 
Buqkskin section. This bed, as will be observed in the sketch, is at the 
base of the White Lime_stone on the right, and above this horizon in the 
White Limestone on the left. It does not, however, break the continuity 
of the sedimentary beds in the plane of this section as it passes from one 
horizon to ano~her, but it wedges out at one horizon and comes in again 
a little further on, also in a wedge-shaped body, at a slightly higher horizon· 
The rock of the second intrusive bed has also the external characters of 
a porphyrite, and has been indicated as such in the sketch; but micro-
scopical examinati?n shows it to belong to the Green Porphyry type. The 
third bed is a true quartz-porphyry, resembling the Lincoln Porphyry, but 
without its large feldspars, and corresponds to the sheet in the Cambrian . 
on the Buckskin section. The lowest sheet is also a quartz-porphyry, but 
so much altered that not much can be said as to its probable type. 
On the faulted-down ridge at the foot of the cliff the Green Por· 
J hyry form the top rock, and the main bed of quartz-porphyry below 
can be readily traced; but the lower one is less distinct. 
The himney-like ravines which furrow the face of the cliff probably 
f 11 w, a on the Bu k kin ection, fracture or fault planes. In the one 
whi h wa examine , the left hand of the three from which the .debris piles 
d . n in the ket h th re i a di crepancy of about ix feet in the beds . 
n ith r ide. 
0 
t-rj 
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It is to be remarked that, as the scale of the map and sections was too 
small to show all the intrusive sheets mentioned above, they have there 
been generaljzed into two bodies, one of porphyry and one of porphyrite. 
South Mosquito section.-On the south wall of Mosquito gulch, Qpposite the 
cliff described above, a similar ·and equally instructive cliff section is found, 
in which however there is no great fault; ·_ only the slight dislocations marked 
by shallow ravines, common to all the cliff sections. The beds on this cliff 
were exarriined in some detail and careful measurements were taken, as it 
was com:;idered to be a type section. The series from the top of the cliff 
downwards is: 
Feet. 
Blue lighter-colored limestone. seams . . . . . . . . 60 l Coars~ granular gray _limestone} with black chert Lower Carboniferous - Light-?luish limestone, weat~eriug yellow . . . . . . . . 30 Blue limestone, generally thm-bedded...... . . . . . . 40 
, --
White Parting Quartzite, heavy-bedded, coarse at 
top. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Porphyrite, 2 feet, thickening to 20 feet farther west. 
Silurian . . . . . . . . . . . . . Limestones, light blue at top, gray semi-crystalline 
below; more silicious and shaly towards base . . . 100 
Very thin blue clay-shales, with shaly quartzite;.. 10 
WhitP- quartzite, more or less calcareous._ .... _... 30 
Shales, argillaceons and silicious, containing red-
cast beds ...... _. _ .. ____ . _ .. ___ . _ .. ____ . ___ .. 12 
Thin-bedded quartzite, with shale beds few inches 
thick _____ . _ ...... _ . _ . __ . _. _____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 14 
White saecharoidal quartzite ... _ ... _ ... _ .. ___ . = _. 18 
Porpbyrite, 6 feet (thickens to the eastward). 
1
1 W!i~ :e::c~~~~~~~l- :_u_~~t~~~~'-i~. ~-e~_s_ ~1~o-~ -~ ~~~~~~ 30 
Cambrian . . . . . . . . . . . . Quartz porphyry, 30 feet. 
White saccharoidal quartzite, massive above thin-
bedded toward base; oftei~ discolored red and 
brown on surface _____________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 35 
Quartz-porpbyr;y, altered, 7 feet. 
Quartzite, iron-stained ________________________ . _ 1 
Quartz-porphyr,v, altered, 8 feet. 
White quartzite, conglomerate at base . __ .________ 40 
130 
180 
150 
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In the above section the top of the Blue Limestone was possibly not 
reached, as it forms the surface of the hill, and may have been partially 
removed by erosion. The thickness given of 130 feet is much less than is 
found in the vicinity of Leadville. It is readily seen from the varying 
character of the beds at the base of the Silurian and at the top of the Cam-
brian that, in the absence of paleontological evidence, it is difficult to draw 
a definite line between the formations. These beds were deposited at a 
time when the general character of the sediments was __ changing from sili-
cious to calcareous, and the rapidity with which the change progressed natu-
rally varied much within comparatively short distances. The Red-cast bed, 
of which a specimen from this section is figured in Plate :V, is the only t;me 
whose character is found to be persistent over the whole area, and this has, 
therefore, been adopted provisorily as the top of the Cambrian. The aver-
age strike of the beds is north and south, and the dip varies from a very. 
low angle to 25 ° east. 
The roqk of each of the porphyrite beds is of the-typical hornblende 
variety figured on Plate VII, Fig. 2. As in other sections, while the 
porphyrite is continuous on a large scale throughout certain horizons, in 
detail it is found to be very variable in form, now ending on one bedding 
plane in a tongue, around which broken masses of the sedimentary beds are 
distributed like material pushed before the end of a lava flow, and then 
continued a few feet farther on another bedding plane. Again it appears 
in small transverse dikes, probably offshoots from the interbedded sheets: 
Of these the most prominent is at the_ horizon of the Red-cast beds, standing 
vertically, with an east and west strike, and 10 feet thick. 'rhere are two 
main sheets of porphyrite: The upper one is only two feet thick in the line 
of section, and occurs between the Parting Quartzite and White Limestone. 
As it rises with the slope of the beds to the westward it gradually thickens, 
becoming 17. to 20 feet thick at the point where it reaches the top of the 
cliff, and here occurring between the Blue Limestone and Parting_ Quartzite. 
The second sheet occurs in the upper part of the Cambrian, being only six 
feet on the line of section, but thickening to the eastward. 
The rock of the porphyry sheets is so much decomposed that it cannot 
be defii itcly decided whether it is more closely allied to the Lincoln or to 
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the Sacramento type, occurring as it does in geographically debatable 
ground, or about at the limits of the extent of either variety. They occur 
~n the lower part of the Cambrian, the upper sheet being 30 feet thick on the 
line of the section, above which is a long dike. about three feet thick, proba-
bly an offshoot from it. The lower sheet, which on this line has a thin bed 
of quartzite included in its mass, is 15 feet thick, and is found a little farther 
vrnst without any included quartzite. This lower porphyry sheet extends 
westward ·along the north face of Pennsylvania Hill as far as the London 
fault. 
Pennsylvania Hill.-This name has been given to the broad, flat-backed 
, spur included between Mosquito and Big Sacramento gulches. Like its 
neighbor, Loveland Hill, it is the locus of a slight synclinal fold, which 
forms a shallow ravine on its back drained by Pennsylvania Creek. Except-
ing along the cliff walls of the adjoining canons, it affords but few good rock 
exposures, since its surface and that of the spurs which run down from it 
to the valley of the Platte are der~sely covered with forest growth and soil. 
The varying direction of dips observed in the sandstones of the Weber 
Grits which form the lower spurs gives evidence of one or more secondary 
rolls or folds in the outlying strata, as indicated in somewhat generalized 
form on Sections D and E, ~tlas Sheets VIII and IX. The most definite 
evidence is found on the hill south of Park City, known to the miners as 
Bald head. The northeast slopes of the hill and many of the lower hills 
extending eastward from it are made up of moraine material from the ancient 
Mosquito glacier. The various porphyry bodies found in this wooded re-
gion, of which only the more prominent are indicated on the map, are gen-
erally very much d~composed. When their character could be still recog-
nized they were found to belong to the Sacramento type. They have gen-
erally a greenish color, due to the peculiar alteration of the basic constitu-
ents of the rock. Above timber-line the slope of the hill corresponds so closely 
with that of the stratification planes that good outcrops are only to be found, 
as a rule, on the cliff faces to the north, west, and south. The shallmv ravine 
on its back divides it into two portions, on the northern of which the beds 
have the prevailing strike already observed, viz, about north and south. J On 
the southern portion, on the other hand, the strike· is about 20° vvest of north, 
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and to this change of strike the synclinal structure observed may be in part 
due. 
Along the northern wall, west of the Mosquito section just described, 
the Cambrian and Silurian strata form a thin capping to the Archean cliffs~ 
At the western point of the hill decomposed porphyry is still traceable in 
the Cambrian., but at the very highest point, near the line of the London 
fault, only White Limestone is found at the surface. This ·can be seen to-
bend over in an anticlinal fold before it is cut off by the fault, and a promi-
nent quartzite crag, which will be described lat~r, is assumed to be a portion 
of the Parting Quartzite which has escaped erosion, standing in a vertical 
position on the :west side of this anticline and adjoining the fault plane. 
On the south face of the cliff overlooking Big Sacramento gulch an 
eminence of the ridge-just east of the fault line is capped by a body of 
Sacramento Porphyry a.bout one hundred feet in thickness. Over this, on 
the eastern flank of the ridge, whose slope is but little steeper than that of 
the strata, are further beds of white quartzite, succeeded lower down by 
the overlying White Limestone. This white quartzite therefore represents. 
the Cambrian formation, and the Sacramento Porphyry an interbedded sheet, 
here locally developed in unusual thickness. At the foot of the steeper 
eastern slope of the ridge is found t~e Blue Limestone, over which is a bed 
of decomposed Sacramento Porphyry, almost identical with that which is-
characteristically developed in the Sacramento mine on the s_ame horizon. 
Zones of decomposition are characteristically marked on this rock by con--
centric lines, stained red by oxide of iron, the very kernel of the larger 
blocks sometimes, though rarely, showing the original bluish color of the-
unaltered porphyry. 
L ondon fault - The region thus far described has been one comparatively 
free from faults, the movements of displacement being, as it were, within the 
beds, and generally not more than one hundred feet in amount; move-
ment which have exerted no perceptible influ ence on the character of the 
topography and have made comparatively little change in the geological 
utline .. 
outh of Mo. uit gul h the eastern slopes of the range are divided 
by on gr at fault line running diagonally aero s them, and finally dying out 
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at the southeastern corner of the map. This is the London fault, so called 
from the hill dividing the two heads of the Mosquito gulch, through which 
it passes. Its effects can be readily traced by the traveler who approaches 
Leadville over the l\fosquit? pass. The Mosquito pass road, fo_llowing up 
the valley bottom of the north fork of Mosquito gulch, winds up the steep west 
wall of the gulch and, passing through the narrow notch between London 
Hill and the main crest of the range, ascends gradually in a southwest direc-
tion to the Mosquito pass. Up to the point where it reaches the northwe·st 
wall of London Hill the rocks around are of gneiss and granite; from tliere 
to the summit of the pass is a confused mass of huge loose blocks of coarse 
quartzitic sandstone and fine-grained porphyry, in which it requires a trained 
eye to distinguish any definite structure lines, although the change in the 
character of the rocks is evident to all. Looking south from the road across 
the broad basin of the South Mosquito amphitheater, the eye is at onc8 
attracted by the peculiar appearance of the ridge which forms its south wall. 
This is the summit of Pennsylvania Hill. As seen from this distance, paral-
lel with the regular and comparatively gentle slope of its surface eastward· 
there can be distinguished along its upper wall a few horizontal lines mark-
ing the bedding planes of the Paleozoic strata, below which the steep face 
of the hill shows no definite structure lines on its rocky surface, save those 
which mark the talus slopes of broken rock accumulated towards its base. 
The smooth, regular slope is broken at its crest by a dark knob, around 
which the rocks are greatly discolored, and the debris from which presents 
brilliant hues of yellow and red. West of the knob the outline of the hill 
presents terrace-like escarpments, descending n~arly to the level of the 
amphitheater. The face o( this portion of the hill shows regular stratifica-
tion lines, dipping eastward at an ai~gle of 20°, which can be seen with 
great distinctness to its very base, where they are concealed by the talus 
slopes. All end abruptly to the east before reaching the discolored lrno'L. 
This break in the continuity of the stratification lines, or of the beds which 
they outline, is evident at the first glance, as marking the line of a great 
fault plane. The evidence of the existence of this fault can be seen with 
equal distinctness on the walls of the canon gulches to the south of Mos-
quito gulch, although in either case the conditions vary, both in the hori-
• 
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zon of the juxtaposed beds on either side of the fault and in other struct-
ural outlines. Although its existence is so evident, yet its actual position 
cannot be determined with absolµte accuracy, the possible error of location 
varying under different conditions from ten to one hundred or even two 
hundred feet. The reason for this uncertainty is found in the fact that the 
surface rocks in the immediate neighborhood of the fault are generally so 
much altered and decomposed that their structure planes cannot be traced, 
and that the faillt plane has not been cut by any underground explora-
tions. The direction of the fault, as determined from points where it crosses 
ridges or gulches, varies from N. 15° W. to N. 45° ·w., its average direction 
being N. 30° W. or NW. magnetic. The great S~shaped anticlinal fold 
which is everywhere found in close proximity to the fault has the same 
general direction; nevertheless the two directions do not seem to be coinci-
dent for any long distance, but diverge a little from each other, so that the 
fault cuts the fold, now in one part, now in another, but generally west of 
the anticlinal axis. Thus from Pennsylvania Hill to Sheep Mountain it 
corresponds closely with the axis of the syncline to the west of the great 
anticline; south of Sheep Mountain it gradually approaches the anticline, 
until at the extremity of the ridge both fault and fold die out. North of 
Pennsylvania Hill the line of the fault has a inore easterly direction than 
that of the fold, and on London Hill it cuts the fold east of the synclinal 
axis, and a little beyond it may very nearly coincide with the anticlinal axi~; 
but, as the sedimentary beds have been entirely eroded away from above the 
Archean, it is no longer possible to determine the position of this axis. The 
amount of displacement _occasioned by this fault can only be determined 
approximately, since the fact of its near coin.cidence with the anticlinal 
fold introduces an unknown factor, viz, the amount of apparent displace-
ment that may be dne to actual plication. The reason of this can best be 
understood by reference to Sections 0, D, E, F, G, and H, on Atlas Sheets 
VIII and IX, which are drawn to scale and have been constructed with 
great care from observed outcrops, dips, and thicknesses of formations. 
The movement of di placement, as shown in these sections, which is prob-
, bly a minimum, average a little over two thousand feet. 
MOSQUITO PEAK TO MOUNT EVANS. 
The description of the geological character of the region west of the 
fault will now be resumed in topographical order as it has been carried on 
hitherto, taking up alternately the cafion sections and intermediate ridges in 
regular succession as one go~s south. 
Main crest from Mosquito Peak to Mount Evans.- On the main crest of the range, . 
at the head of the south half of the North Mosquito Amphitheater, the fault 
line is well marked by a sudden change from limestone to a coarse red 
· granite, in the saddle or notch between Mosquito Peak and the peak next 
north of it. The upper tunnel of the Little Corinne mine, on the north face 
of Mosquito Peak, is run near the top of the Blue Limestone; above this are 
U feet of White Porphyry, while the lower tunnel of the. same mine is in 
White Limestone. The shales and quartzites of the Weber Grits formation 
form the summit of the peak, included in which is a thin bed of Sacra'-
mento Porphyry. 
From Mosquito Peak southward to Mount Evans the main crest of 
the range is a nearly straight ridge, steeply escarped on the west. At 
the base of this escarpment runs the Mosquito fault, by whose displace-
ment the Archean schists have been thrust up into. juxtaposition with the 
beds of Weber Grits formation on the west. The beds of the lower Paleo-
. zoic series can be traced along the summit of this wall, descending gradually 
to the southward, until under Mount Evans, in the Evans amphitheater, they 
are found at the base of the slope. In this extent there is a slight break 
in their continuity, occasioned by a transverse fault in a little ravine just 
south of the zigzags of the Mosquito grade. The thin sheet of VVhite Por- · 
phyry lying above the Blue Limestone, which is observed at Mosquito 
Peak, disappears before reaching Mosquito pass; but the sheet of Sacra-
mento Porphyry· 10 feet thick, which occurs in the lower portion of the , 
Weber Grits, apparently at the summit of the shale division of this formation, 
gradually thickens to the southward, and on the eastern wall of the Evans 
amphitheater it suddenly widens out into a body five hundred to seven hun-
dred feet in thickness. Owing to the sharp contrast of the angular and 
almost Gothic forms, into which this mass weathers, with the horizontal 
lines of the bounding sedimentary beds, its outlines can be readily distin-
guished even from so great a distance as Lead ville itself, and would be seen 
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in the heliotype view on page 6 had the photographic picture been equally 
distinct with that which is formed on the eye of the observer. - At the point 
where the Mosquito grade descends this steep western wall _the Lower Quartz- -
ite comes in contact with Weber Grits on the west of the fault, but to the 
north and south of this point Archean exposures intervene between the base 
of the Paleozoic and the line of the Mosquito fault 
On the crest of the ridge are ~wo irregular-shaped bodies of Sac1:amento 
Porphyry at a higher horizon than the sheet already mentioned, which are 
supposed to be the relics of a second intrusive sheet. The first of these 
forms the summit of the peak next south of the Mosquito Peak, and can be 
traced down its eastern slope across the Mosquito grade·. The secon4 forms 
the crest of the ridge. for some little distance south of Mosquito pass. In 
· the saddle west of London Hill the road crosses another exposure of por-
phyry, which is supposed to be the outcrop of the lower sheet of Sacra-
mento Porphyry exposed along the western face of the crest; while in the 
sharp, prow-like point of London Hill is another interbedded sheet of Sacra-
mento Porphyry, which, as indicated in Section C, is presumed to ·be a con-
tinuation of the upper body, which is found on the crest of the range. 
South Mosquito ;mphitheater.--The bed of this basin is formed by coarse 
sandstones and grits of the Weber formation, dipping 20° to the east with 
its slope. On the exposed faces of these beds glacial grooves and strire 
are often very distinct. In the sandstones ar~ various beds of porphyry, 
and among the debris piles of huge rock fragments split off by ice and 
frost, which form the steep slopes of the eastern and southern walls, por-
phyry forms an important element. rrime did not admit of -tracing out 
the outlines and relations of all these porphyry bodies, and the structure 
given 011 the map and sections, which assumes that the lower sheet which out-
crops along the west side of the crest of the range once extended over the 
whole ba in, may be only partially correct. 
Sacramento amphitheater.- ~ig Sacramento gulch, like those to the north of 
it, wa ' once occupied b3 a glacier, and the amphitheater at its head, like 
that of the South Mo. quito, has been probably but little deepened since 
Gla ial tim The deep r cutting of the present stream extends some li ttle 
di ·tan al ve the fault: bel w the fau lt line the bottom opens out into 
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springy meadows and then closes together, as it bends to the southward, 
between gravelly ridges which are evidently the remains of former 
moraines and which extend below the junction with Little Sacramento. 
Owing to the dense growth of forest on these ridges, however, the actual 
lower limits of the glacier are not easily determined. About a mile above · 
the line of the fault the narrow bottom of the present stream ends in shelf-
like terraces of white sandstone, above which the valley opens out into the 
broad basin of the _Sacramento amphitheater. On the face of this terraced 
wall, and about opposite the western point of Pennsylvania Hill, are two 
dolomitic limestone strata: the lower one, a dark-gray semicrystalline rock, 
with clayey seams, is about ten feet in thickness; the· second, sixty feet 
· above this, is only six to eight feet in thickness; of similar color and also 
associated with clay shales, the intervening beds being of coarse Weber 
sandstones. Among the fossils found here were identified 
Productus costatus and Athyris -subtilita. 
Ascending the stream farther, successive beds of white sandstone are 
crossed until the great body of Sacramento Porphyry is reached, which in 
a probable thickness of twelve hundred feet forms either wall of the amphi-
theater. The upper extremity of the amphitheater was not explored, but 
from information and specimens furnished by Mr. ·J. T. Long sufficient 
evidence was obtained to justify the indication of an outcrop of Blue Lime-
stone below the Sacramento Porphyry ~t its deepest part. The fossils 
obtained by him from here, besides the uncharacteristic A.thyris subtilita, 
included the new Spirifera, like Spfrifera Kentuckensis, which has not yet 
been found at a higher horizon than the Blue Limestone. Among minerals 
small yellow crystals of pyromorphite were found with the specimens of 
ore obtained from· this horizon. 
London Hill.-Tlie line of the London fault crosses London Hill diago-
nally about seven hundred feet west of the summit, in such a manner that 
the greater part of the steep northern slopes is occupied by Archean rocks, 
with only the extreme eastern end made up of easterly dipping quartzites of 
the Weber Grits formation, whereas on the son th side the latter extend over 
two-thirds of the lower slop0s. From the saddle north of Mosquito Peak 
the London fault runs southeast to a point in the raised basin north of the 
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London mine, then bends more to the southward across London Hill. Under 
Mosquito Peak the beds lie in a shallow synclinal, with the Blue Limestone 
rising up gently to the eastward against the line of the fault. On the south-
east slope of this peak the limestbne forms a cliff wall, rising abruptly above 
the granite on the other side of the fault, thus affording another illustration 
of the fact that flat beds resist erosion more from the fact of their horizon-
tality than from any greater resisting power of the materials which com-
pose them. Half way between Mosquito Peak and L_ondon Hill, near the 
New York mine, a thin bed of White Porphyry is found at the base of the 
cliff under the limestone; the outcrops of the formations cannot be traced 
continuously to London Hill, as its lower slopes are covered by a great 
thickness of debris. 
The London mine at the time of visit was opened by two tunnels, one 
above the other, a short distance west of the line of the fault. The lower 
tunnel, at the base of ti1e hill, after passing through a great thickness of 
debris, consisting of large rock fragments frozen into so solid a mass as to 
require blasting, follows the stratification planes of nearly vertical beds of 
1ight-colored limestone, whose strike is a little more to the west of north 
than the direction of the fault plane. The dip of the strata is a little west 
of the vertical. Between the beds of limestone is a compact White Por-
phyry, which can in the mine hardly be distinguished from the limestone, 
especially as it effervesces with acid; it contains, however, occasional dark 
flakes of mica, and chemical tests placed its character beyond a doubt, 
though it contains a percentage of soluble matter, mainly carbonate· of lime 
with a little magnesia (10 per cent. in the specimen tested), which is too 
high to have come from the decomposition of feldspar alone, and must, 
therefore, be supposed to be an infiltration from the inclosing limestone~. 
The limestones adjoining the porphyry to the east are very light colored ~nd 
contain over 10 per cent. of silica, which is about the normal percentage of 
the upper part of the White Limestone. As the ore deposits follow the 
stratification plane , not much exploration has been done across the strata, 
and owing to the metamorphosed condition of the rocks exact determina-
ti n of horizon were not practicable. It may be assumed, however, that 
the r depo. it f the London mine occur in the upper part, if not at the 
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very top, of the White Limestone. On the hill above, it can be seen that the 
fault line crosses the ends of the upturned strata at a very acute angle. 
The point where the easterly-dipping Weber Grits beds change their 
inclination to a sharp western d!p, as they must to allow of the coming up of 
the underlying Blue and White Limestones, as shown in Sect~on 0, is not 
very sharply defined. Some beds of Blue Limestone can be distinguished 
between them and the fault line, but, while there was not time for exact 
measurements, and these could hardly have been made without a map, which 
· was entirely wanting at the time of field work, it seems most probable that 
these upturned .beds have been actually compressed against the fault plane 
to a smaller thickness than they have in a more horizontal position. 
The southwest slopes of London Hiil contained no mine openings, and 
were too much covered by soil and debris to show clearly defined structure 
lines, though the sandstone beds of the Weber Grits formation were seen 
to change their dip from 20° to 50°. At the point where the old wagon road 
descends into the deeper valley ·of the south fork of the Mosquito gulch the 
actual fault line can be distinguished, a tunnel having been run in the decom-
posed and highly 1:rntamorphosed slates and quartzites, which here directly 
adjoin the granite beyond the fault. This point of contact bears only 10° 
W. of N. from the dark crag on Pennsylvania Hill, which is nearly on the 
line of the fault. It is evident,_ therefore, that there is a sharp bend in the 
direction of the fault at this point, even more marked, perhaps, than that 
which is indicated on the map, though, as the position of the tunnel has not 
been determined instrumentally, nor the old road located on the ~iap, it is 
not possible to fix absolutely the position of this bend. Here for some 
distance to the west of the fault line the strata stand not only vertically, 
but have an inclination of 50° to the west; the strike,however, is approxi-
mately the same as elsewhere, viz, about N. 20° W. Thicknesses of about 
two hundred feet of vertical strata are exposed, so much altered that their 
lithological character can with difficulty be distinguished. They include 
shales and some silicious beds, with one bed of limestone. A short distance 
to the west of the fault the characteristic sandstones of the "\V eber Grits 
are met, with the regular · dip of 20° to the northeast. It seems evident 
that the structure here is the same as that just described at the London · 
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mine, viz, that these much metamorphosed and vertical beds are the lowe1· 
Faleozoic strata c·oming up from under a sharp syncline, compressed and 
altered beyond recognition by the dynamic movement at the time of and 
subsequently to the faulting. This would seem _at first glance to be an 
explanation inconsistent with that which is offered for the conditions which 
obtain on Pennsylvania Hill, on the opposite side of the gulch; but the fact 
that the fault line comes in the one case east of the synclinal axis' and in 
the other nearly coincides with it, and the supposition that compression sub-
sequent to the faulting has not only produced sufficient heat to alter the · 
original character of the beds, but has steepened the dips. of the already 
inclined beds and actually made them thinner; sufficiently explain the appar-
ent incongruity. 
Pennsylvania Hill west of London fault.-The western end of Pennsylvania Hill, 
through which the London fault mns, is deserving of detailed description. 
Its structure is shown in section D, with the ideal position of the beds 
in depth. The observed facts are these: Ascending the wedge-shaped 
western point of the ridge from the saddle which divides South Mosquito 
from Sacramento amphitheater, one crosses a regular series of sedimentary 
I . 
beds, dipping 20° to the eastward, with two interbedded sheets of porphyry 
apparently conformable with the sedimentary beds. _ The ridge has almost 
perpendicular walls both to the north and south, ~n which the structure 
lines can be distinctly seen. The horizon of the beds which cap the divid-
ing saddle at the base of the ridge is estimated to be 150 or 200 feet higher 
than the limestone beds which occur about the middle of the Weber Grits 
formation. About half way up the steep western slope, which is mainly 
composed of coarse sandstone with some few intercalated beds of shale, is a 
body of interbedded Sacramento Porphyry, of a thickness of 15 to 20 feet. 
Near the top of this steeper slope is a bed of black sandstone, compos~d of 
white quartz sand and fine grains of carbonaceou·8 material in the nature of 
anthracite or graphite, which is very characteristic of this formation. The 
v ry , ummit of the ·teeper ridge is formed by a second body of porphyry, a 
fine-grained gray rock with conchoidal fracture, resembling the Silverheels 
I orphyry, who e thickness i" 25 to 30 feet. Above the steeper slope 
of th ri<lge th urface is nearly flat and widens out so that the succeeding 
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beds can only be observed along the cliff faces. Above the porphyry is a 
body of purple silicious shales, succeeded by white sandstone, with an occa-
sional bf!.nd of black sandstone similar to that already described. Prom-
inent among these sandstones is a very coarse conglomerate, with large 
pebbles of quartz and fragments of Archean schists and granite. As one 
proceeds east the dip of the beds steepens slightly, perhaps to about 25°, 
till, on approaching within two hundred yards of the fault, it changes-
apparently with great suddenness--to a practically vertical angle. At the 
·same time the beds are found to be greatly decomposed and stained a red-
dish-yellow color. These beds being much more readily disintegrated, the 
structure lines, when seen dose to, become indistinct, being masked by 
debris. They consist, as well as can be determined, of shales and sand-
stones, with one belt of blue limestone, immediately adjoining the dark 
knob on the west, which has a thickness of about eight feet, adjoining which 
is a bed of White Porphyry. The dark knob, which forms so prominent a 
feature on the nortl1 wall of the hill, is white quartzite, 50 feet or more 
in thickness, which on its eastern side is singularly altered. ft has here 
become a light frothy mass of cavernous quartz. Careful examination show:-; 
that this quartzite, though the main mass_ stands vertical, probably arched 
over to the eastward, and therefore forms a part of the anticlinal fold which 
adjoins the fault on this side. The flat summit of the hill east of this point 
is made up of beds of White Limestone, included in which is a reddisli 
decomposed porphyry. The actual curving of the w·hite Limestone can 
scarcely be distinguished, inasmuch as decomposition has proceeded so far 
in the crest of the fold that a shallow ravine scores off the face of the hill 
adjoining the quartzite knob, in which all struetural lines are obliterated by 
the sand resulting from that disintegration. Steep . as are the north slopes 
here, it is useless to search for the actual fault line or the structure lines on 
• 
either side of it. East of the fault there is no difficulty, and the Cambrian 
and Silurian beds overlying the Archean can be traced continuously along 
the wall of Mosquito gulch. Aside from the fact that the ct1rve in the beds 
of this mass of white quartzite can be distinguished, its position adjoining 
the White Limestone would be sufficient to determine it as the Parting 
Quartzite, which forms the summit of the Silurian formation; but in the 
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several hundred feet of vertical beds which adjoin this on the west it .would 
have been difficult, had no other opportunity for studying these faults 
offered, to determine satisfactorily whether they belong to the series on 
the eastern or those on the western side of the fault. Blue limestone 
and ,vhite Porphyry are here-the former, it is true, represented only by 
a comparatively thin bed; and the other metamorphosed rocks might as 
well belong lithologically to the bottom as to the top of the ·weber Grits 
form ation 
The actual succession of vertical beds adjoining the quartzite crag on 
the west is, as well as could be determined, the following : 
Feet. 
Gap showing some black shale, about ....... . .. ·. . . . . . . . . 40 
White Porphyry . .............. . ....... , . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . 20 
Blue limestone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . ~ . ..... _ . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Quartzitic sandstones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
Blue limestone .................................... , . , 8 
Quartzitic sandstones and decomposed greenisll argilla-
ceous beds, also silicious . . . . . . . . . . . ..... '. ........ _. 200 
In the description given of faults it is generally stated that the flexing, 
occasioned by the movement of the faults, is reversed in the beds on either 
side. For instance, if the strata on the side of the fauJt · that is lifted 
up are curved down by the dragging or friction of the movement, for the 
same reason !hose on the other side, which moves relatively downwards, 
would be curved upwards; or if, on the other hand, on ~he upthrow side 
of the fault the strata are curved upwards-as might be accounted for on 
the supposition of a force pushing from behind against the fault plane-
then the beds on the downthrow side of the fault are curved downwards. 
This is the generally accepted theoretical explanation of curving of beds 
adjoining a fault. In this case, however, we have the alternative of assum-
ing that the beds curve downwards on both sides, or, what under the cir-
cumstances is even more improbable, that a bed of limestone, which every-
where el. e in the region examined ha~ a thickness of 150 to 200 feet, has 
in this inglc locality been reduced to eight feet. It was assumed therefore, 
a ·h wn on ection D, that the e vertical beds, as far as the quartzite crag, 
b long t the erie. we t of the fault and geologically succeed the Weber 
Grit in regular rder · that i , belong to the Upper Coal Measure horiz.9n. 
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The correctness of this assumption, so far as the horizon of the beds goes, 
has been proved by analogy in other localities, as will be described later, 
notably in the case of Weston fault on Empire Hill, where similar structural 
conditions exist, but with less intense alteration of the beds adjoining tbe 
fault, and where, moreover, the strata of the Upper Coal Measure formation 
were recognized definitely not only by their lithological characteristics but 
by abundant fossil remains found in them. The dividing line between the 
great silicious series of Weber Grits and the Upper Coal Measure formation 
having been arbitre.rily assumed at the first development of calcareous 
beds, this line has been drawn on the map at the base of the lower bed of 
limestone mentioned in the above section. A thickness of something over 
one hundred and fifty feet of Upper Coal Measure beds is thus assumed to 
have escaped erosion on the western side of the fault. 
On the south wall of Pennsylvania Hill, facing Big Sacramento gulch, 
the beds which outcrop are practically identical with those on the north 
wall. They preserve the _same strike of N. 20° W., with a dip of 20° to the 
east. The steepening of the dip as they approach the fault line is, however,. 
not so apparent on the north wall of the hill, the surface being to a still 
greater extent obscured by debris. Near the line of the fault the wall, as. 
on the north side, is scored by a shallow ravine, on whose steep slopes :&:-ag-
ments of White Porphyry are mingled with those of almost equally white 
quartzite. The former belongs evidently to the same body mentioned 
already as occurring on the north wall to the west of the assumed line of 
fault. Owing to the uncertainty which exists with- regard to the structural 
relations of this body of White Porphyry, it has not been indicated either 
on the map or section. 
Sacramento arch.-The south wall of Sacramento gulch, a sketch of which 
is given on Plate XV, presents an even more interesting study of the great 
London fault-fold than that of Pennsylvania Hill. The cliff section, as the 
sketch shows, presents · a broad and rather flat arch, which has but little 
resemblance to the sharp S-fold already indicated on London Hill or to that 
which can be distinguished in the background of the sketch on the north face 
of Sheep Mountain. At first glance the curve on either side of the arch seems 
.to be nearly equal in degree; but a more searching examination discloses on 
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the right or west a few steep lines, indicating the nearly vertical dip of the 
beds adjoining the fault whi0h is · found at other points. A comparison of 
the direction of the valley with that of the axis of the fold affords a ready 
explanation of this deceptive appearance. rrhe plane of the cliff section 
stands at an angle of 60° instead of at 90°, or · at right angles with the 
axis of the fold. So that nature has afforded a graphic illustration of the 
simple problem in descriptive geometry, the diagonal intersection of a 
cylindrical body by a plane. 
The interior of the arch is made up of Archean rocks, mostly gneiss 
with white vein-like bodies of pegmatite running through it. Over these 
stretch the entire lower Paleozoic series, with some interbedded porphyries, 
the principal of which is the Sacramento Porphyry in the Lower Quartzite, 
corresponding apparently in horizon with that on the north side of the 
gulch. Blue Limestone, more or less eroded, forms the crest of the hill. 
On the east side the beds slope away with the angle of the hill at about 
20°. On the west of the crest, towards the fault, the dip rapidly steepens 
' and becomes vertical before reaching the fault plane. The structure can 
naturally be best seen on the cliff face. Here as elsewhere' the stratified 
series seems much thinner in a vertical than when in a 4orizontal posi-
tion. On the north face the Blue Limestone comes into contact with the 
fault instead of the Parting Quartzite, as on Pennsylvania Hill. The rock 
is much shattered and there is considerable development of black chert. 
Apparently some slight ore deposition has also taken place; but there is no 
evidence that this is the result of the faulting action. On the crest of the 
ridge, still east of the fault, are some shales and beds of impure anthracite, 
characteristic of the lower part of the Weber Grits formation. . 
vV est of the Sacramento arch the ridge is level for a short di'stance, and 
then rises in a regular slope to the Gemini Peaks, two little projections 
crowning the ridge opposite the head of Sacramento amphitheater, on the 
north, and of Iowa amphitheater, on the west. The regularity of the struct-
me lines on the eastern flank or back of this ridge is extremely remark-
able and is partia1l / ·l10wn in the sketch. rrhe dip of the beds, which to 
the we t of th\J fanlt are e11t.irdy of the ·weber Grits formation, is here 
st ep r than in th adj inino- amphitheater, averaging from 25° to 35°,. 
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and the lines of outcrop can be traced with the greatest distinctness. In 
th1J distant view of the whole range from Mount Silverheels, as shown in 
Plate III, these structure lines, as well as the curves of Sacramento arch 
and of Sheep Mountain fold, can be readily recognized. Immediately west 
of the fault the beds are perpendicular, and even bend over so that they 
have a slight inclination to the westward. The change from this steep dip 
to the average inclination of the whole hill seems to be less sudden than on 
Pennsylvania Hill; but, as there, it is somewhat ob~cured. 
On the south side of the ridge facing Little Sacramento Valley is a 
slight synclinal fold, no evidence of which is found on the north face of the 
ridge. An explanation of this occurrence may be found in the fact that 
the line of fault from the Sacramento arch southward apparently diverges 
to the eastward, as compared :with the strike of the beds, so that more space 
is left between the fault plane on the east and the unyielding masses of 
porphyry which form the crest of the ridge to the west. , 
Gemini Peaks.-In the long series of outcrops on the eastern slopes of 
the Gemini Peaks, which comprise almost the entire thickness of the Weber 
Grits formation, are some minor sheets of porphyry which have not b~en 
indicated on the map. The two peaks themselves form the crest of an 
immense body of Sacramento Porphyry which is exposed under the Weber 
Grits, both on the north and south walls, in apparent conformity with the 
overlying sandstones. rrhe thickness showi:i, as derived from the angle of 
the slope, must be about 1,200 feet. The north branch of Little Sacra-
mento Creek has cut to a great depth into this immense body of porphyry, 
leaving on either side walls nearly 1,000 feet in height, in which the same 
columnar structure in large masses or prevalence of vertical cleavage planes 
is found that has been already noticed in the porphyry mass on the summit 
of Mount Lincoln. It evidently represents what was originally a huge lac-
colite, and it is probable that it stands above the original vent from which 
the main flows of Sacramento Porphyry spread out into the adjoining rocks. 
Immediately to the south and west of this is the main body of White Por-
phyry, which forms the mass of ·white Ridge and of Monnt Sherman. The 
junction of these two great bodies is extremely interesting, and was ex-
pected to afford definite evidence of the rela:tive age of the two rocks. The 
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actual contact is, however, obscured by broken masses which almost invari-
. ably cover the surface in these high regions. On the east side of the east-
ern of the Gemini Peaks, however, were fo :1nd a few beds of vV eber Grits, 
wjthin w·hich was a small body of ,vhite Porphyry, while at either side of 
the Weber Grits was found Sacramento Porphyry. It seems, therefore, that 
this fragment of \Veber Grits, with the included ,vhite Porphyry, was caught 
np within the later outflow of Sacramento Porphyry. Such caught-up 
masses of sedimentary rocks entirely included in porphyry masses are by 
no means uncommon. 
On the southwest face of the western of the Gemini Peaks are beds of 
vVeber Shales, about fifty feet in thickness, consisting of gray limestone, 
quartzite, and green micaceous shales. About half a mile south of this, and 
in a shallow depression between the summit o_f Mount Sherman and the out-
lying shoulder to the east, is a similar succession of beds, dipping however 
to the west, which are entirely included in the surrounding mass of White 
Porphyry. On the east of this shoulder again, at the contact of Sacramento 
Porphyry ar.d \Vhite Porphyry, ~re found thin beds of white quartzite, 
belonging undoubtedly to the same general horizon. 
The mo~t characteristic exposures of this great mass of Sacramento 
Porphyry can be seen at the heads of Little and Big Sacramento gulches 
and on the main ridge between Sacramento and Evans amphitheaters. On 
the eastern wall of the latter it covers the greater part of its steep surface, 
widening and rising to the southward, and sweeping up to the summit of Dyer 
Mountain, where a thickness of some four hundred feet still remains. Below 
this, and separating it from the Blue Limestone, is a remnant of the lower 
beds of the Weber Grits formation , a relic of which forms the summit of 
vVest Dyer Mountain. From the saddle between Dyer Mountain and Gemini 
Peaks both Weber Grits and Sacramento Porphyry have been removed, 
leaving the ere t of the ridge composed of White Porphyry. The limits of 
the two bodies of White Porphyry and Sacramento Porphyry are well 
c1 fined by a line running nea1Jy northwest and sontb_ea t between Gemini 
P < k. :: n l -er M untain. T the northea t of thi line the White Por-
u and di a p ar . TLe occurrence of thi ~ rock, hith-
rt 1 t 1 in th r ·i I farther north, were g nerally in the form of like 
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of inconsiderable maO'nitude, or of quite small intrusive masses which doubt-o -
less are the upper portion of similar dikes whose base is concealed. It is 
probable that- these minor eruptions of porphyry are of later date than the 
main intrusive masses which prevail to the southwest of this imaginary line. 
Although the Sacramento Porphyry is not found upon the surface to the 
west of the main erest of the range, it is probable that it did not originally 
end abruptly there, · but gradually thinned out in some such form as is indi-
cated in Section D, west of the Mosquito fault, or as is shown more in detail 
in the sections accompanying the Leadville map. Lithologicall:y- it forms a 
definite type, whose general character has already been given in the chap-
ter on Rock formations. Its distinguishing characteristics, as compared with 
the other porphyries, are its relatively large proportion of plagioclase feld-
-spar and its ca.rrying hornblende. 'rhese ally it in Rome degree to the por-
phyrites. 
Little Sacramento gulch.-The observations made in Little Sacramento 
. 
gulch, which time did not admit of repeating, were unfortunately not suffi-
ciently detailed to afford data for an accurate outlining of all the bodies of 
porphyry found there. The principal uncertainties resulting herefrom are: 
first-, as to the eastern limit in the gulch of the main body of the Sacra-
mento Porphyry: whether it confines itself to the horizon which it follows 
with apparent regularity farther north or whether it cuts across the over-
lying beds; and, secondly, whether a body of the same porphyry observed 
on the north face of the ridge separating Little Sacramento from Spring 
Valley is connected with the main body as a transverse body, or whether 
it is a porti~n of an interbedded sheet, like those on the western face of Lon-
don Hil1, with which it might be possibly connected by the bodieH observed, 
but not outlined, on the eastern flanks of the Gemini Peaks ridge. 
East of the fault, it is evident that in the region included between 
Horseshoe and Big Sacramento gulches there is a lateral syncline similar 
to that observed on Pennsylvania and Loveland Hills, but broader and deeper. 
The surface of the region is too much covered to a~lmit of this fact being 
determined by the observe·d dip of the beds, but it is evident by the fact 
that the erosion of Little Sacramento gulch, where it traverses tl~e arch of 
the Sheep Mountain fold, has cut down either to a very little depth or not 
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at all into the Archean keystone of the arch; whereas the erosion of the 
adjoining canons, Big Sacramento on the north and Horseshoe on the south, 
has cut into this~body to the depth in one case of about five hundred and 
in the other of nearly one thousand feet. The sandstone of the Weber Grits 
formation overlying the Blue Limestone sweeps up on the ridges between 
Little and Big Sacramento gulches for a considerable distance above their 
junction, as is shown by nµmerous prospect holes. The continuity of the 
intervening belt of Sacramento Porphyry cannot be definitely proved, 
owing to considerable spaces where the outcrops are masked by surface 
accumulations, but ~s reasonably probable._ 
Spring Valley.-The region between Little Sacramento and Horseshoe 
gulches is split by a little longitudinal valley, called Spring Valley, into two 
low ridges, either of which is capped by Blue Limestone. Their general 
form can be seen in outline on the Sacramento arch sketch, Plate XV. 
On the eastern slope of the northern of these two ridges is the Sacra-
mento mine, which has obtained rich silver ores from the Blue Limestone. 
At the mine itself the overlying porphyry has been eroded off; but exten-
sive outcrops, covering a very considerable superficial area, are found to the 
east, and are well shown in the steep rocky ravine which carries the drain-
age of Spring Valley into the main Sacramento gulch. The same body of 
porphyry is found on the southern ridge, where it rapidly thins out, over-
lapping a similar tongue of ·white Porphyry; a portion of the Weber 
Grits formation is included between the two. It is evident that this body 
of porphyry was once a continuation of the main body of Sacramento 
Porphyry, although it occupies a lower horizon and necessitates the supposi-
tion that in separating out at a certain horizon a portion of the main lacoo-
lite body has cut down to a lower horizon. Improbable as this may seem, 
it can be practically proved to have occurred on the south of the Twelve-
Mile amphitheater, as shown in Section H, Atlas Sheet IX. Moreove1\ 
the thicke t portion of this body is opposite the thickest portion of the main 
body. 
Horseshoe gulch. -Perhap the most complete and instructive series of 
cti n and ertainly tho e ·which have the mo t direct bearing on the 
ge loo-y f th· immediate vicinity of Leadville, nre affor d by the erosion 
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of Four-Mile or Horseshoe Creek. In regard to its nomenclatµre, local 
usage is somewhat perplexing. The stream itself, when it debouches on the 
South Park, is called Four-Mile Creek. Its main canon is ·generally known 
as Horseshoe gulch. At its head it divides into two branches ; to the north-
ern of these has been given the name of Four-Mile a~phitheater; the south-
ern branch heads in two adjoining cirques or amphitheaters, t?e northern 
of which has received, from its strikingly regular and complete curve, the 
name of the Horseshoe. ( See Plate XVII.) 
· This gulch, like those to the north, is glacier carved; but the walls are 
_less steep, as the upturned edges of the stratified rocks have been more sus-
ceptible to subsequent abrasion, so that the talus slopes, covered with shrubs 
and trees, reach a considerable height. The wide gulch above the fault 
still has traces of lateral moraines along its sides. Where below the fault 
it is carved out of the Archean rocks, however, .them have been carried 
away by later errn~ion, the gulch ~eing here considerably narrower. ·when 
the valley opens out again near East Leadville and bends to the southward, 
although there is moraine material on the lower slopes, the form of the 
ridges is not sufficiently distinct to show whether they a.re the original 
moraines or consist of rearranged material. _ On account of the importance 
of the district, the sections exposed will be described at considerable length. 
The appearance of the surface is shown in the accompanying- sketches. 
That given on Plate XVI shows the more prominent outcrops on the ridge 
forming the north wall of Horseshoe gulch, frorri White Ridge, on the west, 
to the crest of the anticlinal fold, east of the London fault. 
White Ridge.-The southwest face of ·white Ridge, as shown in the sec-
tion, is a mass of White Porphyry. On its back and north and east slopes 
lie strata of Weber Grits formation, whose lines of outcrop can be traced 
as distinctly and regularly as those on the back of the Gemini Peaks Ridge. 
Their dip, however, is proportionately steeper, since the distance between 
the porphyry body and the line of fault is shorter. This dip, as shown 
in the sketch, varies from 30° to 45°, the latter being the angle immediately 
above the White Porphyry, which to the eastward decreases gradua1ly to 
30°, and then, in close proximity to the fault line, rapidly steepens to the 
perpendicular. East of the fault the curves formed by the beds of the , 
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anticlin.al fold over the Archean are very distinct, the partially eroded Blue_ 
Limestone forming the present crest of the ridge. 
On the south end of White Ridge, in the angle at the junction of Four-
Mile amphitheater with the main gulch, is a prominent outcrup of dark-blue 
limestone, standing at an angle of 45 °, directly above the porphyry. A 
short distance to the west of this outcrop, at the foot of the steep slope 
and at int~rvals along the southwest side of ··white Ridge, on a line rising 
gradually as it approaches the head of Four-Mile amphitheater, prospectors 
with their keen natural instinct have traced the same bed under the heavy 
talus slopes of debris which cover it. 
In the very bottom of the Four-Mile amphitheater, as shown on the 
map, the Blue Limestone again outcrops in the bed of the gulch, and has 
been developed in the important Badger Boy mine and by numerous pros-
pect holes. On the ridges around, White Porphyry forms the surface, which 
is in its normal position above the Blue_ Limestone. The line of the Blue 
Limestone, traced along the face of White Ridge, is however at a consid-
erable distance above the actual level of the Badger Boy limestone, and at · 
a stiH greater distance geologically, inas19uch as the normal dip is to the 
east. It is therefore evident that the limestone under White Ridge has 
been lifted up by a fault, as shown in Section F, Atlas Sheet IX. The 
White Porphyry forming the mass of White Ridge is there in its normal 
position above the Blue Limestone, except at the south end just mentioned, 
where occur the prominent outcrops of dark limestone shown in the fore-
ground of the sketch. The thickness of stratified beds exposed ~,t this point 
is between 150 and 200 feet, the upper members of which have the character-
istics of Blue Limestone, while toward the base are light-colored silicious 
beds, largely of white quartzite. Although the lithological character of the 
beds does not correspond in every respect with similar sections elsewhere, 
there is no doubt that it represents the main body of the Blue Limestone, and 
very probably the Parting Quartzite with a portion of the White Limestone 
beneath it. This heavy belt of dark limestone does not extend very far up 
the ridge, but gradually thins out and disappears, the sedimentary beds 
a j ining the porphyry at the summit of White Ridge being quartzites and 
rnicac· ou hale, f the \Veber Grit eries. It js evident, therefore, that 
iho \V hit P rph -r - ma·· here ut diagonally up acros the bed , and that 
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the dark outcrop is simply a portion of the Blue Limestone left abo~e it at 
this point, the · main mass being represented by the line of Blue Limestone 
along the southwest base of the ridge. The thickness of the porphyry 
body, as represented by the distance between these outcrops, may be 
roughly estimated at about six hundred feet at the south end and 1,000 to 
1,500 under the summit of the ridge. It seems evident, therefore, that we 
have here in actual outcrop a portion of the main laccolitic mass as it ascended 
from below across the lower Paleozoic beds and spread out above the hori-
zon of the Blue Limestone, as is shown theoretically in Section F. 
In the shales and quartzites on the northern a.nd eastern slopes of White 
Ridge are numerous bodies of White Porphyry, which in the neighborhood 
of the summit sometimes seem to ramify and intersect the beds, but in 
general show a tendency to spread out between them. As it was impossi-
ble to delineate all the varying outlines of these bodies, the prevailing form 
alone has been shown on the map, viz, that of intrusive sheets spreading 
out from the main laccolitic body along the stratification pl3:nes and grad-
ually thinning as they depart from it. 
North wall of Horseshoe gulch.-The section taken along the south face of the 
ridge eastward from the outcrop of Blue Limestone is approximately as fol-
lows: A covered gap of about three hundred feet, containing, as is shown 
higher up, a bed of 50 feet of ·white Porphyry directly above the Blue 
Limestone; then about one hundred feet of shales, both calcareous and 
silicious, but mainly quartzite and sandstone; then a second bed of White 
Porphyry 50 feet in thickness, 5 feet of quartzite, and 5 feet more of ,vhite 
Porphyry; then varying quartzites, micaceous sandstones; and shales, above 
which are fine black shales, carrying pyrites and some fossils, from which 
were obtained the following for.ms: 
Productus semircticulatus. Spirifcr cameratus. 
Productusmuricatus=P. longispinus l\feek. Spirifer, sp. f 
Productus cora. A.viculopecten carboniferus. 
Productus costat-us. Fenestella, sp. undet. 
Productus pertenuis. Rhombopora, sp. f 
Griffithides, sp. undet. Fragments of crinoids and bryozoans. 
The above succession of beds, which is taken from notes by Professor 
Lakes, represents approximately what has been assumed as the Weber Shale 
• 
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division of the '\Veber Grits formation, viz, the fossiliferous and more calca-
reous and argillaceous beds at its base. The thickness represented is some-
what greater than that observed in other sections; but th.e upper limits of 
the division are in themselves somewhat ill-defined, and the measurements 
obtained here are uncertain, owing _to the fact that they were not observed 
in a continuous series of outcrops and certain beds may have been redupli-
cated. 
From here eastward to the fault the outcrops are those of the ordinary 
Weber Grits, coarse white sandstone predominating, with development of 
micaceous sandstones passing into shales, occasional thin seams ~f carbo-
naceous shales, and a limited development of limestone beds. Variation in 
the strike is noticed from N. 28° W., about midway in the series, to N. h 0 
W., near the fault. The latter direction corresponds more nearly with the 
average strike of the beds near the fault, and the former may be considered _ 
to be a bowing out of the strata, caused by the intrusion of the large masses 
of porphyry at White Ridge and Gemini Peaks. 
The actual fault plane is apparently exposed by a prospect hole on the 
low saddle overlooking the gulch, where the contact of a dense quartzite, 
in vertical position, with White Porphyry on the east, shows very marked 
slickensides surfaces and a clay seam. A little to the west of this point j s 
a second contact of qua,rtzite and White Porphyry, dipping 50° east. This 
White Porphyry may very likely be an intrusion in the beds of the Upper 
Coal ·Measure formation, as has already been assumed to be the case with a, 
corresponding body on Pennsylvania Hill. This assumption and the fact 
that the thiclme s deduced from the angle of the dip and the transverse dis-· 
t::1nre between thi point and the base of the serie necessitates the existence 
of a portion of the Upper Coal Measure beds, have been the ·reasons for their 
indic~tion on the map an :l ection , ince time did not admit of a suffi-
cient1. r detailed examinati n to etermine their existence on lithological and 
pa1eont logical gr und . White P rphyry is found on the opposite side 
f the o-ul h n ar the top f the We er Grit. formation, a will be hown 
le ter. 
ir tl ea f the fan] t whi ho upi < • c ddle in the ridge, is a con-
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siderable outcrop of White Porphyry, whose thickness may be estimated 
at 200 feet. Within the White Porphyry is a dark porphyry, very much 
altered, but similar in appearance to the Sacramento Porphyry, and which 
may once have been connected with the body of this rock already desc~·ibed 
above the Sacramento mine. 1.'hese are succeeded by the Blue Limestone, 
whose beds, as shown in the section and sketch, curYe up and cover, some- . 
what irregularly, the double-pointed ridge over the arch of the fold. From 
this limestone well-preserved specimens of Spirifera Rockymontana were 
obtained. In the Blue Limestone on the crest of the arch are, according to 
Professor Lakes, numerous vertical cracks, which may be cross fractures 
resulting from folding. The lithological character of the Blue Limestone 
varies greatly in different portions. Black chert concretions, which are as 
elsewhere most frequent at its summit, are also found well down in the for-
mation. · Many of the beds, especially near the "base, are cornparativel y 
light-colored. No satisfactory continuous section was obtained of the lower 
Paleozoic beds, though the estimate of their aggregate thickness does not 
vary from that obtained elsewhere. At various points an included bed oi 
White Porphyry, near the top of the Lower Quartzite, and averaging about 
thirty feet in thickness, was observed. The Archean is composed of gneist, 
and of red porphyritic granite with large orthoclase crystals. 
On the eastern slope of the anticline, outcrops of beds a~ove the Blur 
Limestone are exposed in the forest-covered region near the road leading 
from East Leadville to Spring Valley, where they are much obscured by 
surface accumulations, and, on the steeper slopes, by the relics of a lateral 
morain.e. Above the Blue Limestone the White Porphyry can first be distin-
guished ; next is an interval of coarse sandstone; then a body of Sacra-
mento Porphyry, which apparently _ thins out rapidly to the southward. 
The White Porphyry, on the other hand, rapidly thickens in that direction, 
as shown by its section on the eastern slope of Sheep Mountain. 
An attempt was made by Professor Lakes to obtain a continuous section 
from here eastward, through Fairplay, across the upper members of the 
Carboniferous and the overlying Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous beds. 
rhe result was not very satisfactory, inasmuch as a great portion of the 
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line of section is occupied by covered gaps, which could not be accurately 
filled by offsets. The thickness of the sedimentary series from ·the Cam-
brian up to the top of the Cretaceous along this line has therefore been 
assumed, in the ideal reconstruction o(the surface, as that given by the sec-
tion of the Hayden Atlas, viz, 10,000 feet. 'rhe data obtained by Pro-
fessor Lakes afford no sufficient reasons for differing from this general con-
clusion. 
Four-Mile amphitheater.-The deirnription now turns to the exposures at 
the head of the gulch and along the main crest of the range from Mount 
Sherman to the head of Twelve-Mile Creek. · The ·most striking of these 
are shown in the sketch on Plate XVII, which represents the Horseshoe 
and a portion of the Four-Mile amphitheater as seen from the junction of 
the two branches of the creek. The shapes of these two amphitheaters dif-
fer charp.,cteristically, in accordance with the diffedng characters of the rock 
out of which they have been carved. The erosion of the Four-Mile am-
phitheater, which has been practically parallel with the strike of the beds, 
has acted almost exclusively on the great mass of White Porphyry. Its 
slopes are generally more rounded and largely composed of talus slopes of 
angular fragments of this geologically brittle rock. In the bed of the stream 
erosion has denuded a narrow strip of the Blue Limestone, dipping 16° to 
the N. E. and striking N. 15 ° to 20° vV. East of this outcrop a bed of Blue 
Limestone, as already mentioned, has been developed by a line of prospoct 
holes along the face of White Ridge, whose elevation to its present relatively 
higher position must necessarily have been the result of faulting. Data are 
wanting, however, to locate definitely the line of this fault. That gi .. ven on 
the map as the Sherman fault is determined principally from the theoretical 
con id rati n furnished by Section F, acc<?rding to which it is assumed that 
a ertain arbitrary thickne of ,Vhite Porphyry exists under the Blue Lime-
. t n . 'I he fault line would ther fore have White Porphyry on either side 
of it , hi h n ce aril Tr nder jt po ition <liffi ult to recognize. That uch 
a d e under the Blue Lim tone i rendered almo t certain by 
t tl at it i f'. rn at thi h riz n farther " tward, along the western 
h riJ, n an hr 1 h u the Lea , il1e reo-ion to the north-
ll'Th] ~,. n, n fr m I unt • h ri < n t Fry r Hill. 
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Besides these two out~rops of limestone the only sedimentary beds ob-
served are a lenticular body of Weber Grits at the head of the amphithe-
ater on the south face of Mount Sherman. This body, which is several 
hundred feet in length and thirty or forty feet in thickness, consists of shales 
and sandstones, the former apparently somewhat baked and the latter 
changed to quartzite. It extends to within a few feet of the top of the divid-
ing ridge between Four-Mile and Iowa amphitheaters, but does not outcrop 
on the wall of the latter. 
The weste_rn slope of Mount Sherman, which forms the eastern wall of 
the Iowa amphitheater and is shown in the background of the frontispiece 
of this volume, consists, from. the crest two-thirds way down, of a mass of 
Whit~ Porphyry from 1,200 to 1,500 feet thick. Separating this from the 
Archean in the bottom of the gulch are the lower Paleozoic series, whose 
beds rise to the southward as one follows the wall and curve roun~ the 
west face of Mount Sheridan across the low saddle which separates it from 
West Sheridan. The sh~rp crest of Mount Sheridan and its eastern slope 
are covered with White Porphyry, as is also the little eminence south of it 
on the main ridge, called Peerless Mountain. On the saddle between the 
two the White Porphyry has been er_oded off for a considerable distance 
down the east slope, and certain rather silicious beds 1 esembling quartzite, 
which here form the upper portion of the Blue Limestone, have been ex-
posed. South of Peerless Mount~.in the Blue Limestone is again exposed · 
on the surface of the crest, as far as the top of Horseshoe Mountain, and 
also in a strip bordering the Horse~hoe on the northeast. In this vicinity, 
especially along the . western face of Peerless Mountain, the upper portion 
of the Blue Lime_stone shows evidence of considerable metamorphic action. 
Its outcrops are quite· dark, and its upper part, as already mentioned, is very 
silicious and resembles quartzite. It has. also a slightly brecciated struct-
ure, and in certain places is very much stained with oxides of iron and man-
ganese. It is probable that this alteration is due to mineral waters, and is a 
commencement of decomposition such as has gone on in Leadville itself, 
though the amount of lead· and silver_ ore as yet developed is comparatively 
inconsiderable. The darker color is due doubtless to oxide of manganese, 
and the silicification of the beds to percolating waters depositing granular 
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silica, a form of vein material which, as will be seen later, is common in 
the Leadville mines and easily to be mistaken for genuine quartzite. 'I'he 
brecciation is doubtless due to the action of the porphyry at the time of its 
intrusion. · 
The Horseshoe.-Horseshoe Mountain, as is shown both on the map and 
on the sketch, is covered by a thin shell of easterly-dipping beds of the 
lower Paleozoic series, whose angle on the crest is about 10° and steepens 
to an average of 20° on the eastern slopes. The frregularity of the out-
crops of the succe~sive formations shown on the map represents the results 
of erosion on this thin shell. 
The character of the outcrops in the Horseshoe itself is sufficiently 
shown in the sketch. Its peculiar form is a result .of glacial erosion, ~hich 
alone could have carved vertically across the inclined surfaces of hard sedi-
mentary strata. The main body of the encircling cliffs is co~1posed of the 
White Limestone and of the upper beds of the Lower Quartzite, which, ow-
ing to their peculiar weathering, received in the field the convenient name 
of "sandy limestones." On thei.r weathered surface they resemble in all 
respects a sandstone, but a fracture of the mass shows the interior to have 
the compact semi-crystalline structure of limestone. The beds of Blue 
Limestone above these are more or less eroded off, while the pure quartz-
i tes at the base of the series are. in places concealed under the talus 
slope of debris. In the very bottom of _the amphitheater are two or three 
little shallow lakes or ponds of glacial . origin, carved out of granite or tln 
Lower Quartzite. Passing down the st.ream from the glacial amphitheater, 
one crosses successively an ascending series of outcrops which sweep round 
in graceful curves up the bounding ridge to join the beds on the crest of 
the range. · 
Intersecting these outcrops in a northeasterly direction, and in part 
following the line of contact between the Blue and White - Limestones, is 
a ... mall b dy of porphyrite; this and a similar outcrop in the Four-Mile 
1 phitheater n titute the only in tance obRervecl of the occurrence of 
thi · ro ·k within the White P rphyry region. Th rock i a grayi h-brown , 
h m ene u -1 king fine-o-rained ma , showing mall gli tening black 
bi tit '~ n l mir ut whit £ Id par r ~ tal with round quartz grain . Under 
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-the microscope there seems to be no fresh feldspar substance left in the 
rock, although outlines of former crystals can often be plainly distinguished, 
!he interior being replaced by a mixture of calcite and a cryptocrystalline 
substance, colorless in ordinary light, showing the alternations of light and 
dark points characteristic of a homogeneous aggregation of minute particles, 
probably quartz. The biotite leaves, both large and small, seem perfectly 
fresh and in remarkable contrast to the condition of the feldspar. From the 
great quantity of calcite present and the absence· of muscovite or kaolin, it 
seems evident' that the feldspar was a plagioclase rich in lime, and the rock 
a quartz-biotite-porphyrite, although in external appearance it is quite unlike 
~my porphyrite observed elsewhere in the region. 
The larger amphitheater at the h~ad of the south fork of Horseshoe 
Creek has a less striking and regular form than the Horseshoe itself, but 
presents the same geological structure. From the crest of the range at its 
head, however, the Blue Limestone has been eroded off, and Silurian beds 
form the surface. These are succeeded, as one goes south ~long the crest 
to the head of Twelve-Mile amphitheater, by the Cambrian and Archean 
successively. 
South wall of Horseshoe gulch. - On the ridge running from the crest of the 
range to Sheep Mountain, along the south side of Horseshoe gulch, an excel-
lent continuous series of beds from the Archean up to near the top of the 
Weber Grits are shown. The north side of this ridge is most admirably 
delineated by a line sketch from the skillful hand of Mr. V\T. H. Holmes in 
the Hayden report for 1873. 1 
The same series of beds are here represented as were shown on the 
ridg~ north of the gulch, but they occupy nearly double the space in lineal 
.extent along the side of the gulch; their angle of dip. is consequently 
shallower, and midway in the series is a small synclinal fold which enables 
the same beds to cover ~ greater surface. · The direct connection between 
tlie two sides is obscured by the detrital material in the gulch. It is evident, 
however, that the existence of a cross-fault is necessary to explain this dis-
crepancy, since there is no evidence that the beds of the south ridge curve 
round to the east to join those on the north, their strike being the normal 
1 Page 230, Geological ancl Geographical Survey of the Territories. Washington, 1874. 
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strike of the formations, N. 10° to 20° W. This fault has been assumed, 
therefore, to follow the bed of the gulch, and probably connects the Sher-
man with the London fault; i_ts line is not given on the map, as it would be 
concealed by the Quaternary beds indicated in the bed of the gulch. The 
course of the gulch in this extent, which is unusually straight, has probably 
been determined by this fault. 
The structure of this Sheep Mountain ridge, as deduced from careful 
observations made along its surface, is shown in Section G, Atlas Sheet 
IX. Of the White Limestone and Lower Qt1artzite, which are only exposed 
in the amphitheater south of the Horseshoe, measurements were not made, 
since those obtained from tI10 exposures in the Horseshoe itself correspond 
with the thickness obtained elsewhere. The body of White Porphyry, which 
sweeps up at an angle of 20° opposite the opening of the amphitheater, has 
here a thickness of nearly two hundred feet, and shows a certain tendency to 
columnar structure at right angles to the be\dding. The beds immediately 
above the White Porphyry contain a large proportion,of shales, which, being 
easily disintegrated, show but few outcrops, the space occupied by them 
forming a saddle in the ridge. 'I'he thickness from the White Porphyry 
up to the more persistent sandstones arid grits of the "\Veber series, which 
would correspond to the Weber Shale division, is here estimated at from 
two hundred to three hundred feet. 'I1he beds observed are as follows: 
Directly above the "\Vhite Porphyry is a bed of black carbonaceous shales; 
from one hundred to one hund~ed and fifty feet ' above it is an outcrop of 
dark, impure limestone, from which were obtained a large number of fossils,. 
among which the following were recognized: 
Ohonetes g ran1t l{fera.. 
Productus cora. 
Productus nodosus (rnriet.y of Pro-
ductus cora). 
Product us semireticulatus. 
1J1yalina perattenuata. 
Fragment of Pinna, sp. 
Fragment of Aviculopecten. 
Phillipsia, sp. 
Phillipsia nutjor. 
Fragment of IAngula, sp. 
A ut fifty feet abo, e thi there i a bed of black shales, from which 
wer l tained jmpre ion of Lingula mytiloicle , the same form which is 
abnn ant lire tly , b v e the Blue Lime t ne near Leadville. For 
a ut three-£ urth. of a mile ea tward along the ere ' t of the ri ge the-
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beds dip regularly eastward at an angle of 20°. They consist nvtinly 
of coarse white or gray sandstones, passing into conglomerates composed 
largely of pebbles of white milky quartz, having a slightly pinkish tinge, and 
\ , 
which, when weathered out, cover the surface for a great distance. Alter-
nating with these are · thinner beds 0f micaceous quartiite, passing into a 
mica-schist, the mica being always of the muscovite or potash type. Less 
frequent are thin seams of black carbonaceous shales. Near the iipper part 
of this portion of the section is a single _ bed two feet thick of dark iron-
stained limestone, seamed with carbonaceous shales. Between this and a 
little knob rising above the general level of the ridge is a synclinal fold in 
the beds, which rise on its vrnstern side at angles of from 50° to 70°. 
The beds included in the synclinal trough above the iron-stained bed are,_ 
first, a white quartzite conglomerate, then a brownish sandstone, then a 
white massive sandstone, then a second brownish sandstone with thin seams 
of clay and shale, and finally a green clay slate at the axis of the syncline. 
East of this axis the same succession of beds is passed over, which .appear 
thinner, however, owing to their standing at a steeper angle. On the east 
side of the knob the iron-stained limestone reappears dipping 70° to the west, 
and a short distance farther can be traced somewhat indistinctly, dipping 
· at the same angle to the eastward. Following the ridge eaRtward the beds, 
assume the normal dip of 20° and have the same general character as that 
already described. For half a mile or more dark thin beds of quartzite and 
shaly beds are more frequent, but gradually pass up into massive, heavily-
bedded, coarse white sandstones, whose dip shallows to about 10° or 15°. 
'rhis little anticlinal and synclinal fold has the normal character of th~ folds 
in this region, viz, a steep west side to the anticline or east side to the syn-
cline. It may also, as is often the case, be accompanied by a slight move-
ment of displacement, but this could not be definitely proved. The synclinal 
structure can be traced on the broad ridge directly south of this point in the 
somewhat indistinct lines on its grassy surface which mark the outcrops of 
the beds. The fold here becomes broader and shallower, and probably soon 
dies out to the south. 
Lamb Mountain. - Near the west end of the little prominence on the ridge 
called Lamb Mountain, an eruptive rock comes in · above the sandstone, 
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which weathers in large shaly blocks, with a remarkably beautiful con-
choidal fracture and the peculiar sherdy habit which is common among 
volcanic rocks. The rock is white, slightly tinged with reddish yellow, due 
to minutely disseminated particles of hydrated oxide of iron. In the fresh 
fracture it shows a white granular homogeneous mass, with occasional grains 
of feldspa~. It was first thought to be a later eruptive rock, probably a 
rhvolite, but careful microscopical study shows it to be a true White Por-
phyry, differing in no essential from the normal type. On Lamb Mountain, 
as shown in the sketch, Plate XVIII, this body has a maximum thickness 
of about four hundred feet at the summit of the hill, its lower limit corre-
sponding in general with the bedding plane of the underlying sandstone. 
This correspondence, however, on close examination, is not absolute, inas-
much as it occupies a slightly lower horizon to the eastward, and 011 the 
north face of the ridge just west of the ravine between Lamb and Sheep 
Mountains it can be seen to cross the beds ii.early at right angles, in the 
form of a dike. On the steep east side of Lamb Mountain toward the 
saddle are beds of slate and micaceous sandstone, curving up at an angle of 
50° against the eruptive mass. In these slates were found abundant im-
pressions of Equisetce, or Horsetails, a plant characteristic of the Coal Meas-
ures. Sandstone outcrops can be traced on this saddle and across it tq the 
base of the steep western slope of Sheep Mountain, where they soon dis-
appear beneath the plentiful debris of White Porphyry. 'rlie White Por-
phyry from which they come is, as will be shown later, the body which 
belongs above the Blue Limestone; therefore the fault line must run very 
nearly at the foot of this steep westei:n ~lope. That the Lamb Mountain 
body i itself a small laccolite, with a separate vent or channel, is evident 
from the fact that it ends abruptly on the east and that, while the. steeply-
dipping beds rest against it on the saddle east of the peak, lower down the 
lope f the hill the dike-like channel, which extends downward from the 
main ma . of porphyry, i found to cro s the shallow-dipping sandstone strata 
"ith u 1 erceptibl changing their angle. The steepness of the beds on the 
ad 1 might be explained by the expansion of the intrusive body of por-
1 h ~ry, which w uld I u h them up, but this explanation i rendered unnec-
, l: ry in e a w have lready een, the bed immediately adjoining the 
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fault on the west are always found to stand at a nearly ve-rtical angle. The 
Lamb Mountain laccolite, it must be borne in mind, is at a higher horizon 
than the main sheet of White Porphyry. It may be an irregular offshoot 
from the White Ridge laccolite, or, as shown in Section G, simply an extru-
sion from the main sheet. 
Sheep Mountain.- Sheep Mountain itself is an important peak, having an 
elevation of over two thousand feet above the bed of the gulch and form-
ing the northern culmination of a ridge running in a nearly northwest and 
southeast direction, whose form is closely connected with its geological 
structure, since the line of fault south of Sheep Mountain follows approx~-
rnately its crest. The internal structure of the peak is best exposed on the 
north face, a view of which is shown in Plate XVIII. The eastern slope 
of Sheep Mountain is a little less steep than the dip of the beds, for which 
reason the White Porphyry which crowns its summit is denuded over a con-
siderable portion of the slope, and comes in again at the foot, where the 
slope becomes more gentle. The western side of the fold, as shown in the 
sketch, is very nearly vertical In point of fact, however, the angle is a 
little over the vertical, or, in other words, the beds dip slightly east, as 
shown in section G. This is not apparent, however, on the cliff, from the 
fact that its plane is not exactly at right angles with the axis of the fold. 
Here, again, as in the Sacramento arch, the series of beds when vertical 
appear thinner than when standing near! y horizontal ; in other words, they 
seem to be compressed between th~ arch of the fold and the plane of the 
fault, which is not at all impossible or even improbable. Unfortunately, it 
could not be determined by actual measurement, as there was no continu-
ous outomp of the vertical beds. 
A section was carefully made across the beds from the crest of the fold 
to the summit of the peak by Mr. Oross1 from whose-- notes most of the fol-
lowing data are taken. The Archean exposures are mainly of gneiss and 
their bedding is comparatively distinct. As well as could be ascertained, the 
beds stand nearly vertical and have an east and west strike, or at right 
angles to the axis of the fold. · Adjoining the vertical Cambrian beds was 
notjced a little irregular dike of White Porphyry about four feet in thick-
ness, which comes out of the gneiss nearly parallel to the strike of the 
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quartzite and then cuts obliquely into the latter for a short distance; it then 
follows the bedding-plane for a few yards, and, again cutting across the 
strata, disappears under the debris. The measurements were made with a 
pocket level, checked by observations with an aneroid barometer, taken at 
the base and again at the summit of the-cliff; the discrepan_cy between the 
two measurements amounting to only a few feet. 
Section from top of Sheep Mountain downward: 
Feet. 
,vhite Porphyry, 300 to 400 feet. 
\ Blue Limestone, brecciated at top, with abundant 
Lower Carboniferous .. ~ secretions of black chert; ........... _ . . . . . . . . . . . 180 
. I Lighter-colored limestone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
· l - 200 
\ Partiug Quartzite, fine grained, white............. 70 
Silurian ............. ~ White Limestone, silicious at base, with white chert 
J secretions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160 
t.... -- 230 
I Red-cast beds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 Shales, interbedded with '' sandy limestones"...... 30 Reddi_s~, fine-grained sandstones, with indistinct im-Cam brian _______ . ____ <{ press10ns .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
White Porphyry, 12 feet. . 
White contact q nartzite .... . .. .. , . . ... , .. ,, • . . . . . . 65 I 
Gap.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 10 
Quartzite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
--175 
£05 
Archean . . . ... .. .... .. Gneiss ... . ............ _ ................. . ..... . 
The total thickness here obtained of the lower Paleozoic series, which is 
605 feet, is a little greater than that obtained at other points, which may possi-
bly be due to the swelling of the be<ls that would naturally succeed a com-
pression, if such exists, on the side of the fold next the fault. The contact 
of the ·white Porphyry and underlying Blue Limestone, which was here 
visible over a considerable distance, was carefully studied, especially on the 
side of the fold next the fault. The upper part of the Blue Limestone is 
particularly dark and full of black chert. The actual line of contact is 
m rked by a breccia, whose character varies much. Now it is composed 
rnainl ~ f ·white Porphyry fragment , then of chert, and again of a mixt-
ure f l th with black shale r limestone. Sometimes arms of the White 
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Porphyry penetrate the mass of limestone. On the steep southwestern 
3}ope of Sheep Mountain, overlooking Sheep Park, the brecciated surface 
of the Blue Limestone projects through the ·white Porphyry. A curious 
feature of this breccia is the character of its cement, which is crystallized 
gypsum a~d quite abundant here, though not noticed elsewhere. The exist-
ence of so much breccia at this point would strike the observer on first 
view as probably due to the action of folding and the friction occasioned 
by . that and the displacement of the fault. Inasmuch as the same phenom-
ena are observed, although on a lesser scale, at the contact in Leadville, 
where the folding action has been comparatively slight, it is probable that 
it was induce_d by a fracture of the more brittle portion of the surface of 
the limestone in contact with the molten intrusive mass at the time of its 
eruption. The fragments of porphyry in the breccia do not necessarily 
militate against the supposition, since the shell in immediate conta9t with 
the bounding beds might cool and harden and then be broken up by a 
fresh body of molten porphyry pushing over .it. The gypsum cement is 
an evidence of the passage of sulphurous waters, which would form sul-
phate of lime by their contact with the underlying limestone, depositing it 
again in the crevices of the fragments on the surface. That it still remains 
here seems to be an evidence that the dissolving action of later waters has 
not been continued so long as in Leadville, where almost every trace of 
gypsum ha~ been carried away. 
On the southeast slope· of Sheep Mountain, near the timber..:line, are 
seYeral rounded foot-hills, between which the White Porphyry and the Blue 
Limestone are exposed jn the ravines, while the Weber sandstones form the 
surfaces of the intervening ridges. A number of prospect tunnels have 
been run in these sandstones, disclosing irregular shale fornrn.tions in the 
beds and a local development of White Porphyry above the regular body. 
In one of the tunnels the end of this intrusive bocly is well seen, showing 
the beds curvi.ng around it, as in the intrusive mass of porphyrite on South 
Mosquito sectiQn_. The average strike of the beds here is from N. to N. 10° 
vV., and the dip from 27° to 30° eastward. 
As this locality presents the most typical development of White Por-
phyry outside of the irnmeqiate vicinity of Leadville it may be well to 
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describe somewhat in detail the rock as found here. That from the west 
face of Lamb Mountain ( 46), which is cr1mparatively fresh, is a compact 
rock, of a light pinkish-brown color, whose only visible crystals are a few 
small and well-defined orthoclase individuals. No quartz ~s to -be seen. 
Minute cavities lined with yellow ocher indicate a former constituent, but 
the forms of the cavity are not sufficiently well . preserved to indicate its. 
character. It may have been pyrite. Under the microscope the rock 
appears granular, with easily determinable quartz, orthoclase, plagfoclaser 
and muscovite. There is no trace of a microscopic groundmass between 
the grains. Both orthoclase and plagioclase are abundant, but muscovite-
is less developed than is usually the case in White Porphyry; contrary 
to the usual rule, it is as often found forming in plagioclase as in ortho-
clase. With a low power, the feldspars seem full of fine dust or specks, 
which in many cases are evidently arranged on the cleavage plane. These· 
specks are also seen, though less frequently, in the quartz. By the use of 
a higher power it is seen that -some of these specks are fluid inclusionsr 
with rapidly moving bubbles, and it is therefore probable that a sufficiently 
high power would prove that all are similar inclusions. No glass inclu-
sions were found. The main rock on the northwest slope of Sheep-
Mountain ( 4 7) is of porphyritic appearance, owing to the large devel--
opment of muscovite; otherwise it does not differ microscopically from the-
Lamb Mountain rock. A contact specimen of this body is so fine grained . 
that its exact composition cannot be made out, yet it does not seem to differ 
essentially from the average rock. Portions of the body are perfectly white-
a.nd homogeneous, and when breathed on have a strong earthy smell. The· 
specimens examined contained little, if any, plagioclase and almost no mus-
covite. The body in cl uded in the w· e ber Grits formation ( 49) is exactly 
the ame as the ordinary rock. That from the saddle between Sheep and. 
Lamb Mountains contains even more plagioclase than the Lamb Mount-
ain type. That from White Ridge ( 44), in the Four-Mile amphitheater, is. 
extremely white and very compact, so that the constituents are mostly 
in j tingui hable. 'I he proce of alteration from feldspar to muscovite-
an r a ily be di in ni hed by the naked eye. 
SHEEP RIDGE. 1G9 
SOUTHERN DIVISION. 
The remaining portion of the eastern slopes of the range i ncl~1ded in 
the map, south of Horseshoe gulch, presents but few good exposures ·as com-
pared with the· region already described. Its altitude is generally lower 
and the surface is cover~d with forest growth and very considerable accu-
mulations of Quaternary gravels; still, the general outline of its structure 
is not difficult to seize. 
Sheep Ridge.-From Sheep Mountain to Round Hill the crest of this 
ridge becomes gradually lower, and beyond the latter it disappears under 
the plain. Irnmedia,tely south of the summit of Sheep Mountain is a slight 
depression, from which the White Porphyry has been eroded off, exposing 
the underlying Blue Limestone. Again, at the first prominent saddle in the 
ridge, Blue Limestone forms the crest' and the eastern slopes, and beyond 
this to Warm Spring pass White Limestone outcrops along the crest, show-
ing that the topographical slope descends more rapidly than the geological. 
At Warm Spring pass fragments of R~d-cast beds on the crest indicate that 
the whole thickness of the Silurian probably comes to the surface here, 
although no actual outcrops of Cambrian beq.s could be detected. The 
steep western slopes -of the ridge toward Sheep Creek, in this extent, are 
formed of easterly-dipping "\Veber Grits, and are therefore on the western 
side of the London fault. On the eastern slope the White Porphyry sheet 
appears to be continuous above the Blue Limestone, and at the Warm 
Spring pass has thinned out to 20 feet. The so-called Warm Spring fur-
nishes a considerable flow of w~ter, of a temperature of about 60°, from the 
upturned strata near the base of the Blue Limestone. South of "\V arm 
Spring pass, judging from the meager data afforded by outcrops, the geo-
logical slope becomes greater than the topographical. The Blue Limestone 
forms a cliff half way up the slope on the south side of the pass, and beyond 
this the only rocks found on the surface are those belonging to the Weber 
Grits; these .on Round Hill have an anticlinal structure, dipping to _ the 
east, south, and west, although along its extreme western face an eastern 
dip is again found, which is the commencement of the slope of the beds 
upwards toward the crest of the main range. The explanation of the 
structure of this portion of the hill is that the fault movement has died out 
and only the fold remains. 
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T'he surface of the South Park, east. of Sheep Ridge, is uniformly 
covered to a considerable depth by Quaternary gravels, th~ only outcrop 
of underlying beds within the limits o~ the map being north of the bend ' 
of Four-Mile Creek, vvhere an anticline in the vVeber Grits can be seen, a 
continuation of the secondary roll already notic.ed to the north. East of 
the limits of the map the approximateJocation of the Triassic beds is indi-
cated by the red color of the soil, and the mqre resisting beds of this and 
the higher formations form low north and south ridges, which rib the surface 
of the park. With these are associate_d sheets of eruptive rock, probably 
analogous to the intrusive sheets already described. On one of these ridges 
·was found the rhyolite tufa which is described in Appendix A. 
Black HilL-Out of the South Park plain, at the extreme southeast corner 
of the map, rises to a height of about GOO feet an isolated, forest-covered 
hill, nearly circular in shape, known 3,s Black Hill, only the northe·rn edge 
of ·which comes within the limits of the map. It is entirely composed of 
rhyolite (140). The occurrence is interesting on account of the rarity of 
rrertiary eruptive -rocks in the region under comiideration. It is noticeable 
that it is on a direct line with the continuation of the London fault, and 
that the prolongation of the same fault to the northwest would nearly pass 
through the other occurrences of ri1yolite in Chalk Mountain, on ·the north- . ' 
ern edge of the map. The whole mass of the hill is composed of rhyolite, 
as far as can be distinguished. The outflow has apparently taken place 
through the upturned sedimentary beds and spread out over their edges, 
without, however, exercising any very mar.ked influence on their structure 
lines, as is the case with the secondary intrusive masses. The outcrops of 
these sedimentary beds are somewhat obscure, being mostly covered by sur-
face accumulations, but, from their lithological character and from the succes-
sion observed along the valley of the Little Platte, south of the limits of the 
map, they are assumed to belong to the horizon of the Upper Coal Measure 
formation. On the northem base of the hill is a considerable accumulation 
of impure gyp um in mud shales. Directly south of the hill, along the basin 
of the Little Platte, quite a ncces ion of thin-bedded clay shales, with some 
Ii t ne bed , i found, sta ding nearly vertical and striking due north 
nth. In a pr l e ·t b l the· halts are ,·een to be remarkably con-
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torted, which is probably due to the original compression of the beds, and not 
dependent on the outflow of rhyolite. rrhe lines of strike, so far as observed, 
run continuously through the hill, and do not curve round it. Almost 
the whole surface of the hill is covered with loose fragments, detached 
through frost and atmospheric action, but its south and southeast faces pre-
sent steep cliffs. On the lovver northeastern slopes of the hill are two or 
three large bowlders of coarse reddish granite, half buried in the soil, in 
company with quartzites and sandstones, ,vhich are evidently erratics and 
show that at one time the glacier from Twelve-Mile Creek reached down as 
for as this. 
The rhyolite of Black Hill is remarkably uniform in general character. 
It has a delicate pinkish-gray color, a conchoidal fracture, and shows in the 
unaltered specimen white glassy feldspars, fresh black mica, and some horn-
bl,ende, with prominent and rather smoky quartz in a distinctly marked 
groundmass. The existence of this groundmass makes a marked distinction 
from the rhyolite of Chalk Mountain, which is seenmacroscopi~allyto be made 
up entirely of crystalline elements~ To the naked eye it is apparent that 
the quartz contains many bays of the grou_ndmass. Under the microscope 
the groundmass is seen to be entirely microcrystalline, being composed 
/ mainly of quartz, with some rather cloudy feldspars. The large feldspars are 
plagioclase iri part and contain a few gas pores and some fluid inclusions, 
which often carry cubes of a mineral like salt. Undoubted glass inclusions 
are not visible, but there are some dihexagonal in form, ,vhich are either 
devitrified inclusions or represent the character of the gronndmass at a time 
prior to its complete crystallization. in decomposition the feld~pa .. rs seem 
to tend more to a kaolin substance than to muscovite. 
Twelve-Mile Creek.-In the region between Sheep.Ridge and the main crest 
of the range are the valleys of Twelve-Mile and Sheep Creeks. The sur-
face is covered with outcrops of Weber Grits formation, or, in its lower por-
tion, with surface gravels, either actual moraines or rearranged drift mate-
rial. At the head of Sheep Creek, near the south base of Lamb and Sheep 
Mou11tains, is a little valley or park, bounded on the north and east by steep 
talus slopes of debris from these peaks, and by forest-covered spurs· of 
Weber Grits on the south and west. On the broad ridge between Horse-
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shoe and Twelve-Mile Creeks the shaJlow syncline iri the -Weber Grits, 
already mentioned, can be traced as far as the Twelve-Mile gulch. It 
is only in the deeper cuts near the crest of the ridge that the details of 
strncture are distinctly visible. Twelve-Mile Creek heads in four sepa-
rate basins or amphitheaters, to the distinctness an.d grandeur of whose 
forms the scale of the map can do but scant justice. The exposures of 
Archean rocks in these amphitheaters present a great variety of gneiss and 
granite, the most noticeable of which have already been described in Chap-
ter III. The deeper of these amphitheaters is that to the north, whose north-
ern wall is capped by beds of the lower Paleozoic series, the Lower Quartzite 
forming, as shown on the map, the crest of the range at its head. The sheet 
of White Porphyry above the Blue Limestone has a broad outcrop, prom-
inent by its white color, extending across from Horseshoe Ridge and sweep-
ing dmvn the wall across the mouth of the amphitheater. On the ridge 
between this north amphitheater and the one adjoining it, a shell of Lower 
Quartzite still remains at its eastern end. . South of this, Paleozoic out-
crops are confined to the meadows at the lower extremity of the amphi-
theater, where a number of springs come from them. On the south wall of 
the southern amphitheater the lower Paleozoic beds again sweep up for a 
considerable distance on the spur, the white quartzite of the Cambrian and 
the interbedded White Porphyry being prominent by their color. The 
eastern end of this ridge is formed by the continuation of the 111ain White 
Porphyry body; while along its wall can be traced an offshoot from this 
body, c-~1tting across the Blue Limes:one and occupying the horizon between 
the Blue and the White Limestone. The white quartzite extends nearly up 
to the prominent shoulder of this spur, and is found again on the very summit 
of Weston' Peak, at the head of the spur. Here it lies nearly horizontal, 
bending over lightly on its western edge. This mass of quartzit~ is evi-
dently, a shown in Section H, a remnant of the crest of the anticlinal fold, 
"ho e axi re1atively to the present slope of the ground is descendini to the 
outlnYc r . The outcrop of the edimentary beds on the east of the axis, 
ther £ r , gradually ri aloug the ea tern lope of the ridge; their outlines 
a .. h wn n the map pr nt a serie f regular curve , due to the erosion 
f th ravine whi h , r the urface, which are clistingui. hable in the 
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field from a considerable distance through- the whiteness of the quartzite 
and of the interbedded White Porphyry. The anticlinal fold of the main 
crest, like that of Sheep Ridge, gradually dies out to the south of the map, 
and at Buffalo Peaks has entirely disappeared, being merged into a single 
monoclinal continuation of that to be described on South Peak. 
Weston's pass. -On the steep western face of the crest, towards the 
valley of the Little Platte below Weston's pass, the Lower Quartzite and 
White Limestone beds lie at an angle of 45 ° to 50°, resting against the 
steep slope of the hill like tiles on a roof. The valley of the Little Platte 
presents a somewhat singular structure. At first glance it is a simple syn-
clinal fold. On the east side are the beds of the Lower Quartzite and 
'White Limestone dipping steeply westward, while on the west they rise 
with the slope of the next ridge, which from South Peak southward forms 
the main crest of the range. More careful examination, however, shows that 
the series of beds on either side of the syncline do not exactly correspond, 
and that the change from eastern to western dip is abrupt and not gradual, 
a8 it should be in a normal syncline. The bottom of tho valley, where 
outcrops are visible, shows the Blue Limestone dipping eastward, and abovE. 
it a thin bed of White Porphyry, succeeded higher up by sandstones and 
black shales of the Weber Grits formation. Thro!1gh the latter, near the head 
o~ the Little Platte, and just at the boundary of the map, a branch from -the 
northeast has cut a deep, picturesque gorge. Climbing the eastern slopes 
of the gorge to the main ridge, across easterly dipping Weber Shales, one 
comes suddenly, at the foot of the steeper slope, upon beds of White Lime-
stone dipping steeply to the westward. It is evident, therefore, that the 
movement of the Weston fault has been continued somewhat beyond _the . 
boundary of the map, though it dies out before the Little Platte takes its -
bend to the eastward, just south of this boundary. 
On the summit of Weston's pass the structure can be more clearly seen, 
though it is complicated here by a sudden curve in the beds which form 
the western member of the fold, giving them for a short distance a strike 
nearly east and west, instead of northwest and southeast. rrhis pass, which 
has an elevation of only 11,930 feet, was formerly the main apprnach to 
Leadville from the east. Its summit is a low saddle, on the east of which 
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the steep granite wall of Weston's Peak rises over 1,500 feet in a distance 
of about half a mile. At the very summit of the pass is a thin bed of 
·white Porphyry, overlying considerable outcrops of Blue Limestone, 'Very 
mueh metamorphosed and iron-stained, and dipping from 35° to 45° to the 
north and east. West of this the underlying White Limestone and Lower 
Quartzite sweep up, at a gradually shallowing angle, almost to the very 
summit of South Peak. On the eastern side of the pass black shales and 
quartzitic sandstones of the W ..eber Grits can be traced fo:· several hundred 
feet up the face of the slope. These are suddenly cut off by a bed of 
white quartzite, standing at an angle of 70° to the westward, and suc-
ceeded on the east by granite and gneiss. Between the two is the line of 
the vV eston fault. Following this line southward around the angle of the 
upper spur to the basin at the fo9t of Weston's Peak, the quartzite becomes 
steeper and finally bends over with an angle of 50° to the westward. The 
actual fault line cannot be traced, inasmuch as it is covered by the talus 
slope. The thin bed of fine-grained brown conglomerate which forms the 
base of the Lower Quartzite, in contact with the Archean, is, however, not 
to be mistaken. In the Archean itself there seems to be a tendency to a 
bedded structure parallel with this lower bed of the Cambrian, and, more-
over, a sort of actual passage from sedimentary into crystalline rocks, as 
shown by an increasing development of well-defined crystalline feldspars. 
These transition beds pass into a peculiar granite of yellowish-red color. 
It belongs to the coarsely crystalline type, and apparently owes its color to 
the hydration of the oxide of iron, which gives the flesh-colored tint to the 
orth cla. e of the normal granite of the region. 
South Peak ridge.-From ~Veston's pass southward the South Peak ridge, 
which f, llow ' approximately the direction of the major strike of the forma-
ti n ·dz, i. 2 ° to 30° E., con titntes the main crest of the range. The 
ummit f thi ridge and its ea. tern slope are covered with a thin ~hell of 
L wer Quartzit be L, who e dip, qnite gentle on top of the ridge, steepens 
t 4,., 0 n the ea tern I ur . Archean expo ure cover the whole western 
1 p f the rano-e f We t 11 pa an 1 are di lo eel in the deeper 
_ c fi n ut on tb e~ t i by r i n of th overlying quartzit . 
/ 
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From Weston's pass to the north base of Buffalo Peaks, a dista1ice of 
about 10 miles, the upper valleys of the Little Platte and of Rough-and-
Tumbling c ·reek form a continuous line of depression parallel to this ridge. 
These two streams bend to the eastward and flovv together at the south-
ern end of the Weston's Peak ridge, where the anticlinal fold dies out as 
the ridge disappears under the plain. It is here that the geological struct-
ure of the range changes from a double anticlinal to a single monoclinal 
ridge, a change which is shown in the varying strikes and dips of the low 
hills at the junction of these streams. Along upper Rdugh-and-Tnmbling 
Creek the Paleozoic beds all dip eastward in apparent conformity, though 
with some variation of angle, and continue their regular southeast strike, 
• not only close up to the base of the Buffalo Peaks mass, but apparently be-
. yond it, without any sensible change of direction. It would appear, there-
fore, that the flows of andesitic lava, of which these peaks consist, have 
been poured out through the upturned strata ·and spread out across their 
edges, covering thus a geological horizon extending from the Archean up 
to the Upper Carboniferous, or possibly t.he Trias, in marked contrast to 
the manner in which the intrusive sheets of. the earlier eruptives have been 
formed. 1 
Western slopes.-From \V eston's gulch southward beyond the limits of the 
area mapped, the western slopes of the range are composed of Archean rocks, 
among which granite is very prominent. There are doubtless many eruptive 
dikes cutting through them in this area besides those of White Porphyry 
at the mouth of Granite Creek, represented on the map, but time did not 
admit of a sufficiently detailed examination to determine their outlines and 
location. 
Weston's gulch, below the junction of its two heads or forks, which run 
with the strike of the formations northeast and southwest, is a straight nar-
row gorge cut out of Archean granite and gneiss. Its form suggests partial 
glacier carving, but later erosion has removed all traces of moraine mate-
rial except a few erratics. Below this narrow gorge it passes into an open 
country, occupied by partially eroded terraces of the Qua.ternary Lake 
1 A more detailed description of the Buffalo Peak region will be found in Bulletin No. 1, Unite<l 
States Geological Survey, Washington, 1883. 
... 
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beds, which will be described later~ The Archean area, with its covering 
of Lake beds on the lower spurs, extends north as far as Empire gulch, 
but beyond that line it no longer outcrops, except where brought to the 
surface by faulting and erosion in the deep amphitheaters near the crest of . 
the range. 
Weston fault.-From Weston's pass northwestward the Weston fault 
follows the foot of the steep western slope of the main crest of the range, 
approximately parallel to and a little east of the valley bottoms of the two 
forks of Weston's Creek. East of it are Archean exposures, capped, either 
on the crest of the range or on its easte-rn slopes, by easterly dipping Pale-
' ozoic beds. To the west is a fringe of successive outcrops of the same 
• beds, also dipping regularly eastward, whose varying outlirres, as shown on 
the map, are entirely due to the relative depth of erosion of the various 
gnlches Were the structur~l conditions studied on a single transverse line 
in thi~ area they would be naturally supposed to be those of a simple 
monoclinal fault; but the unmistakable evidence of the synclinal fold, as 
already described on Weston's pass, and the conditions found on Empire 
Hill, which will be described below, show that before erosion had removed 
it there must have been a fold somewhat as indicated by the dotted lines in 
Section G, Atlas Sheet IX. From · the pass down . the south branch of 
Weston's Creek nearly to the forks, the Lower Quartzite extends up the west 
slopes of the valley, while the Blue Limestone forms a decided shoulder on 
the eastern slopes; the White Porphyry body, which is only abo~t twenty 
feet thick at the pass, thickens to the northward and by its white color 
forms a prominent feature in the landscape. 
Just above the forks the" north branch of Weston's Creek runs iu a 
narrow ravine, in which the dip of the beds is somewhat steeper than in the 
outh branch, which may be explained by its proximity to the fault line. 
On the northwe t side of this ravine the Paleozoic beds sweep up on a 
broad flat boulder, which form the southern continuation of Empire Hill, 
radually a urning a hallower dip a" they extend farther ·westward. 
Empire Hi 1.-Thi name i given to the upper part of the spur between 
·w t n and Em ire gulch and the broad shoulder or econdary ridge 
1 in tw en the ran h f th e gul he and the head of Union gulch. 
,, 
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Along the steeper western face of , this shoulder the Cambrian and Silurian 
outcrops rest on the Archean, and the top of the shoulder is_at the contact 
of · the Blue Limestone and overlying White Porphyry, which has been 
quite extensively prospected, without, however, disclosing any considerable 
ore bodies. 
At the head of the north branch of Weston's gulch the ridge which sep-
arates it from Empire gulch presents a steep slope to the southward, which 
affords a good section of a series of limestones, shales, and sandstones in a 
thickness of from 300 to 600 feet, belonging to the Upper Coal Measures, 
from which the following fossils were obtained: 
Archceoccidaris, ·sp. nude~. 
Polypora, sp. undet. 
Fenestella perelegans. 
Synocladia, sp. undet. 
Rhombopora lepidodendroides. 
Palceschara, sp. undet. 
Streptorynchiis crassus. 
Ohonetes granulifera. 
Productus costatus. 
Macrocheilus ventricosus. 
Phillipsia, sp. undet. 
Productiis Nebrciscensis. 
Ohonetes glabra. 
Spirif era Rockymontana. 
Athyris subtilita. 
Productiis Prattenanus. 
Nucula,, sp. undet. 
Astartella, sp. undet. 
Section F, Atlas Sheet IX, which passes through the ridge, shows the 
structural conditions which prevail here. Where these beds join the fault 
they stand quite vertical and give evidence of having been subjected to great 
pressure, as shown in the specimen represented in Fig. 2, Plate V (page 60); 
but at a little distance from the fault it can be seen that near the top of the ridge 
they gradually bend over to \ he westward, until a few hundred yards west 
they assume the normal dip of :20° to the eastward. Below these, both on 
the ridge and in geological succession, are the sandstones of the Weber Grits, 
which form the mass of a low ro~nded hill. Along the western face of this 
hill, and immediately above the White Porphyry, is a considerable thick-
ness of compact b~ack argillaceous shale, impregnated with pyrites. This 
black shale has been opened in several places by prospect holes, and from 
it were obtained numerous casts of fossils, in which the calcareous matter 
of the original shell has been entirely replaced by very minute crystals 
of iron pyrites, so minute · that the form of the shell is still distinctly · 
visible in those which are newly opened, though they rapidly decompose on 
MON XII--12 
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exposure to the air. The contrast of the glitteringJellow of the . pyrite· 
with its dull-hlack background of shale is extremely beautiful. This bed 
of black shale represents the base of the Weber Shale formation. From 
it were obtained the following forms .: 
Discina Meeki. 
Orthis carbonaria. 
Ohonetes granulifera. 
Streptorhynchus crassus. 
Aviculopecten rectilaterarii:s, 
Below the black shales is the main sheet of White Porphyry in consid- -
erable thickness, succeeded by the Blue Limestone which forms t~10 eastern 
edge of the spur or shoulder, while the White Limestone ·and 11nderlying 
quartzite can be traced along the steep slopes below. The series is here, 
therefore, complete from the Lower Quartzite up to the Upper ·Coal Meas-
ure ; and, even had the fossils obtained in the latter not been found, the ex-
istence of such considerable thicknesses of limestone above the Weber 
Grits would have been enough to determine their horizon. rrhe gradual 
passage observed from the shallow dip of 20° to the vertical dip adjoining 
the fault is proved by actual observation and furnishes an analogy for the 
vertical dips already observed at the London fault. The fault line itself is 
exposed in a tunnel and is exceptionally distinct on the· ridge, its direction 
being here · N. 25° to 30° W.; the adjoining roqk on the east is a coarse-
grained granite and on the west shales and grits. ·where opened, the fault 
shows slickensid6s and a considerable development of clay selvage, with a 
fine breccia of very dark color, the result of friction. In the granite ad-
joining the fault there is visible decomposition for some ten or fifteen feet, 
con isting in a partial kaolinization of the feldspars and a hydration of what-
ever oxides of iron it contains, which is evidently due to the action of 
waters which have followed the plane of the fault. 
In tbe ha in at the head of the north fork of Weston's gulch, only 
a few feet east of the line of the fault and apparently parallel with it, is a 
vein f quartz in granite, ome six or eight feet in thickness, which can be 
tra d 111 the ·wall of the ridge. In the first sa~dle of the ridge above Empire 
I ill i ' a dike of White Porphyry about twenty feet thick, in the vicinity of 
which the granite i decornpo ed in a manner Eimilar to that near the Weston 
fault. This addle i n a· line with the fault which runs betw.een Sheridan 
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and ,vest Sheridan, and although at this point, owing to the fact that gran-
ite is on either side and the surface is largely disintegrated, the fault could 
not be visibly distinguished, it is supposed that the Sheridan fault crosses 
this saddle to connect with the Weston fault. The White Porphyry dike 
would thus at first glance seem to be due to an eruption which had taken 
place along the plane of an already existing fault; but the evidence obtained 
elsewhere all goes to show that the time of eruption of the White Porphyry 
was entirely antecedent to the action of faulting; and it is therefore more 
probable that the White Porphyry dike had followed a line of weakness or 
possible fracture, which in the subsequent dynamic movements would have 
been more susceptible to faulting than other portions of the formation. 
Between the head of Union gulch and Empire gulch, below the steeper 
. slope of Empire Hill, is a triangular area in which are relics of the lower 
Paleozoic series, with included porphyries, which have been folded and 
faulted in an extremely intriGate manner. A simple expressi<;m · of their 
structure is shown in Section E, in which it is seen that at the foot of the 
steep slope of Empire Hill a second fault has cut off a portion of a synclinal 
basin. The upper member in the trough of the syncline is the White Por-
phyry, imnrndiately overlying the Blue Limestone. A shaft has penetrated 
this porphyry into the Blue Limestone below. On the east of the syncline 
the beds dip 25° to the westward, while on the west side ~hey dip at an 
average of 10° to the eastward. The southern extremity of the fault is seen 
near the forks at the bead of the north branch of Union gulch, where a little 
patch of Lower Quartzite rests against the fault, wit.h granite on either side. 
Here occurs a singular eruption, apparently in the form -of an inter-
rupted dike, of a rock whose lithological characters ally it to the Tertiary 
eruptives. It has been colored on the map as a rbyolite, though it might 
more strictly be classed as a quartziferous tracbyte. It is a rathei· fine-
grained grayish rock, of thoroughly trachytic texture, whose most prominent 
elements are small glistening hexagonal lea~·es of biotite ; a few rounded 
grains of quartz are. also visible, and the rest of the rock is made up of small, 
rather glassy grains of feldspar. Between the crystalline elements is an ill-
defined groundmass of gray color. The rock has included fragments of 
quartzite. Parts of the groundrr1ass are truly microfelsitic, and in some 
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placei,; undoubted glass substance is present. The rock also contains frag-
ments of another eruptive rock, in some respects resembling the Gtay Por-
phyry, and in whose cryptocrystalline groundmass are numerous aggre-
gates of tridymite. 
From the head of Union gulch northward, on the west of the syncline, 
the outcrops of Lower Quartzite and White Limestone grow wider, owing 
to shallowing dip, till they are cut off by the valley of Empire gulch, 
and are succeeded on the west by the underlying' granite. On either side 
of the syncline the Blue Limestone forms prominent outcrops or ridges. 
On the north end of the syncline, toward the ravine which runs down to 
a little lake adjoining the meadow of Empire gulch, is a small body of 
Gray Porphyry, apparently occurring between the Blue and the White 
Limestone. Following the line of the fault north ward from the head of 
Union gulch, the Lower Quartzite, White Limestone, and Blue Limestone 
are found successively in contact with the granite; and finally the ·white 
Porphyry almost touches it. Farther north the series is .reversed, until in 
the bed of the ravine at the foot of the north end of Empire -nm granite 
is exposed on either side of the fault. ·There is here an anticlinal fold 
whose axis corresponds with th~ major strike and from whose crest the sed-
imentary series have been removed down · to the Lower Quartzite. Con-
tinued north, the line of the axis of this anticline nearly corresponds with 
the Mike fault, which is first seen on the north wall of Empire gulch and 
which will be described in detail in the chapter devoted to the vicinity of 
Leadville.1 
Union fault , which thus far has followed the foot of the steep slope of 
Empire Hill, now cuts across the north west spur of this hill, and beyond 
Empire gulch, after crossing Long and Derry Hill, joins vV eston fault. The 
di 1 lacement of this fault, like that of most of the faults of the region, is an. 
upthrow to the east. Consequently in ascending the steep northwest· spur 
of Empire Hill from the meadows in Empire gulch or from the anticline 
a ove m nti n d, one cro . e a double series of east.erly-clipping lower 
1 By an rror of th ngraver, 0\7 erlooked iu proof-reading, the line of .Mike fault ha been carrierl 
acr Empi1 gulch to a connection with uion fault, following what was iutende<l to be simply the 
<lividin,r lin b twe nth Cam rian and dlurian formations. 
• 
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Paleozoic beds. At the foot of the steep slope, betwee·n the Lower Quartz-
ite and the White Limestone, fs a small body of eruptive rock whose out-
crops are so obscure that its structural relations could not be accurately 
determined. It is a fine-grained, nearly white rock, with minute specks of 
biotite and small white feldspars . macroscopically visible as porphyritic 
constituents. Microscopical and chemical examinations show it to be an 
orthoclastic rock, containing 68 per cent. of silica. Glass inclusions occur 
in both quartz and feldspar, but no fluid inclusiops. It has been classed as -
a rhyolite and is chiefly interesting on account of its isolated occurrence 
and want of resemblance to any other rocks found in the region. 
Empire gulch. - Empire gulch is one of th(; glacier-carved valleys of the 
western slope of the range. At its head is a grand amphitheater cut out of 
granite and gneiss, with a rim of sedimentary strata and intrusive porphyry 
sheets crowning its wall. Two fiv1lts theoretically cross its upper portion -
the Sheridan fault and the Mosquito fault-which, however, are not visi-
ble in its Archean bed, as there is no distinction in the character of the 
rock on either side to mark their position. At the Weston fault, however, 
the Lower Quartzite occurs in the bed of the gulch, with an eastern dip, 
and its outcrops sweep up ~he wall on either side; these outcrops are par-
tially masked by two very well defined lateral moraines which border the 
immediate bottom of the valley. 
On the south side of the gulch, in the basin inclosed by the north arm of 
Empire Hill, is a shallow glacier lake, dammed up by one of these moraines. 
In this basin prospect holes prove the existence of black shales and overlying 
Weber Grits above the lake, while below it is the Blue Limestone, succeeded 
by the White Limestone and Lower Quartzite, the line of the Union fault 
being marked by the sudden appearance of White Porphyry, which adjoins 
e~ther of these two formations. Above the White Porphyry, on the steep 
slope at the north point of Empire Hill, immediately west of the fault, is a 
little remnant of Weber Shale. 
The moraine ridges terminate about a mile below this north point of 
Empire Hill. Here the valley of Empire gulch opens out into a broad al-
luvial meadow, below which it is cut mainly out of Quaternary Lake beds, 
• 
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and consequently loses the distinctive form due to glacial erosion. 'I1he 
succession of beds crossed in descending the ridge from the north point of 
Empire Hill to this meadow is sufficiently indicated on the map. 
On the north side of the gulch the structure is even more complicated 
than on the south, and the rock surface_ is more obscured by morainal and 
other detrital material. Were it not for the numerous prospect holes this 
structure could hardly have been unraveled. It is shown in much more 
detail on the large map of Leadville and vicinity, and its .description is re- . 
served for the chapter which treats of . that region. / 
Leaving aside then, for _the moment, the region included within the 
limits of this map, the crest of the range and that portion of its western 
slope not included therein will next be described. 
Main crest north o_f Ptarmigan Peak-At Ptarmigan Peak and for some dis-
tance north the entire ridge is composed of Archean, in which granite and 
coarse porphyritic gneiss are .the main components; thence north to Horse-
shoe Mountain successive shells of Lower Quartzite, White Limestone, 
Parting Quartzite, and Blue Limestone form the crest. Round the head of 
Empire gulch their outcrops form a semicircular rim, sweeping round the 
western point of Mount Sheridan, while the crest of the ridge is covered by 
the main body of White Porphyry. Under Peerless Mountain a second 
body of White Porphyry comes in between the Blue and ,Vhite Limestones, 
and extends as far north as the base of Dyer Mountain, where it seems to 
pas down to successively lower horizons, until in Dyer amphitheater it is 
found quite at the base of the lower Paleozoic series. Remnants of this 
second body of White Porphyry form the cap-rock on the western spur of 
Mount Sher=dan, known as West Sheridan, whose mass, by the slight move-
ment of displacement of Sheridan fault which runs through the saddle sep-
arating these two peaks, has been let down relatively to the mass of Mount 
Sheridan it elf; in other words, its upthrow is to the eastward. This rather 
ingular fault passe partly across the head of Iowa Amphitheater, where 
it i joined by a fault at right angles to it, or running nearly east and west; 
a the re ·ult of their moY ment a little segment of beds of the Lower 
Quartzit , White Lime t ne, and o, erlying White Porphyry is left in the 
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bed of the gulch at the entrance to the north branch of this amphitheater, 
their northern and eastern continuations being found near the top of the 
adjoining cliffs. 
Lake beds. -From a little south of the mouth of Weston's ·gulch north to 
the valley of the East Arkansas, the gently-sloping, flat-topped, lower spurs 
of the range are formed of the Lake bed deposits already described. Actual 
outcrops of these are only found in the southern portion of this region, as 
in the neighborhood of Leadville they are covered by rearranged moraine 
material, which has received the local name of ''Wash." The best oppor-
tunities for observing these within the area of the map are on a narrow 
ridge south of Little Union gulch and along the south wall of Lower Empire 
gulch. At the former locality is exposed a thickness of 300 feet of outcrop-
ping beds sloping regula_rly 3° to the westward, which is also the sl?pe of 
the adjoinlng mesa-like ridges. They consist of gravel and coarse sand, al-
ternating with beds containing large sub~ngular or partially rounded frag-
ments of the various rocks which make up the higher portions of the range. 
On the top of the ridge facing lower Empire gulch t~ey have been opened 
by prospect holes, and show a conglomerate with lime cement overlying a 
bed of granite sand, with one iron-stained streak between. Here the dip is 
still 3 ° to the westward, but in the bed of Empire gulch, where the stream is 
deflected from- its course by a knob of Archean granite projecting about 150 
feet above the valley, they are found to have a dip of 15° to the northeast, 
showing that there has been some local movement since they were deposited. 
There are several outlying patches of these beds left high up on the spurs 
in the region shown on the Lead ville map. Since the presence of the 
beds within this area could only be proved by underground workings, the 
nutlines there given are necessarily somewhat hypothetical, and may be 
'$Ubject to change when they shall have been pierced by shafts at other 
localities. The highest points at which their existence has been proved 
in this area are on the western slopes of Long and Derry and Printer Boy 
Hills, respectively, where they extend up to the 11;000-foot curve. This 
is just 1,00U feet above the outcrops between Little Union and Empire 
gulches, and higher than the dip of 3°, already a very considerable in-
clination for an average angle of deposition over a large area, would carry 
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th~m; this, taken in connection with the observed angle of 15°, leads to 
the inference that the mountain mass has been el~vated to _some degree-
above the Arkansas Valley since the beds were deposited .. 
NORTHWESTERN DIVISION. 
The northwestern division comprises the area west of the Mosquito 
fault and north of the area of the Leadville map. It is a region which is 
comparatively unbroken by faults, and from its lower elevation one.in which 
the structure lines are more difficult to read, owing to want of continuity in 
~he outcrops. Between this and the area last described lies the complicated 
region represented on the Leadville map, which will be treated in the fol-
lowing chapter. Its broad general features, so far as are necessary for the 
comprehension of what follows, may be given in. a few words. The sedi-
mentary beds, within which was an enormous development of eruptive 
rocks, largely in the form of intrvsive sheets, have by the force of contrac-
tion been com ressed into a series of anticlinal and synclinal folds, and 
broken by transverse fractures or faults, only two of which extend out to· 
any considerable distance beyond this area, viz, the ·weston fault on the 
south and the Mosquito fault on the north, which ~re praetically part of one 
great displacement. As shown on the western ends of Sections D and E, 
by these faults the area is broken into blocks, which have been successively 
lifted one above the other toward the crest of the range. These faults have 
in general some definite relation to the axis of the folds, and as-they pass 
northward merge into them. Thus out of the six faults represented on Sec-
tion E two have already disappeare<l before reaching the line of Section D, 
and on the line of Section 0, which passes through Prospect Mountain 
along the northern edge of the Leadville map, the structure has simplified 
itself into two broad anticlines, with an included syncline, and there is no· 
visible fault we t of the Mosquito fault. 
Prospect Mountain.-The urface of the massive of Prospect Mountainr 
which lies between Big Evans and Bird's Eye gulches and extends from the 
Mo quito fault to the a t fork of the Arkansa , is covered to a considera-
ble der th by broken ma e of porphyry and of and tones and schists of 
the W er forma1i n, o that ut few outcrop are found. Fortunately 
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there are many prospect holes, showing the character of the rock beneath 
the covering of debris, by means of which the general outlines of its struct-
ure can be determined. These. are shown in Section C, Atlas Sheet VIII, 
and in Section K, Atlas Sheet X, the former of which follows the crest of 
the ridge in an east and west direction, while the latter crosses it in a north-
west direction. From_ these it is seen that from the summit of Prospect 
Mountain eastward to the Mosquito fault the surface is occupied by beds 
of the Weber formation, with a general easterly dip. They are crossed by 
a few dike-like masses of eruptive rocks, the most prominent of which are 
two dikes on the crest of the ridge: the one a coarse-grained quartz-por-
phyry, with large crystals of orthoclase, which resembles a Gray Porphyry; 
the other a fine-grained micaceous rock resembling a diorite, but yet con-
taining a large proportion of orthoclastic feldspar. The latter rock also 
occurs on the north slope of the massive near the head of Indiana gulch, 
a_nd in an important. body at the mouth of Bird's Eye gulch where it de-
bouches into the East Arkansas Valley. West of the summit of Prospect 
Mountain, however, the slopes toward the adjoining valleys are very steep 
and cut through the Weber beds, disclosing a somewhat complicated anti-
cline, or rather the intersection of two systems or'~nticlines, and the devel-
opment of a large body of porphyry found only in this mountain and on 
Mount Zion, which is separated from it by the deep cut of the East Ar-
kansas Valley. This porphyry, which has already been described as a rnoro 
crystalline variety of the White Porphyry and which is designated by the 
color of that rock on the map, is called, from the locality of its principal 
development, Mount Zion Porph:yry. · 
Mount Zion Porphyry.-This porphyry is exposed in great thickness under 
the Weber Grits on Mount Zion and on the northeast slope of Prospect 
Mountain; it is also denuded at the head of the north fork of Little Evans 
by the deep erosion of the gulch. It apparently replaces in part the main 
sheet of Gray Porphyry, which directly underlies the Weber Grits to the 
north and south of it and thins out as the former grows thicker. For 
this reason it has been indicated on the sections as a rapidly thickening 
sheet, though it is not at all improbable that it may be a laccolitic body, 
like those of White Ridge and Gemini Peaks, and have its vent, or channel 
• 
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through which it came up, somewhere under Prospect Mountain. It varies 
much in external appearance : in its most unaltered for~, as obtained at a 
depth of 200 feet in the Hattie bore-hole, it resembles a fine-grained granite 
or granite-porphyry, while in the extreme of alteration, as found_ in some of 
the shafts on the southwest slope of ProEpect Mountain, it is hardly to be 
distinguished from decomposed White Porphyry. It differs microscopically 
from the fine-grained granites by the absence _of ·microcline and by the 
presence of prismatic microlites of plagioclase wip1 rounded ends, which 
are particularly abundant in the quartz and orthoclase. 
The structure of the southern slopes of Prospect Mountain, which is 
somewhat co~plicated, is described in detail in Chapter V, and the relations 
of the White and Mount Zion Porphyries are shown on the map of Leadville 
and vicinity, where they have distinct colors. The outcrops of the thin 
sheet of the former and of the underlying Blue Limestone, which occur 
along the East Arkansas VaIIey at the foot of Prospect Mountain, are only 
proved by prospect holes, the actual rock surface being buried under debris 
slopes. 
Mount Zion.-The mountain mass of Mount Zion and its southwestern 
shoulder, known as Little Zion, presents a somewhat similar structure to 
Prospect Mountain, of which ·it originally formed a part, and shows better 
outcrops by wh_ich to trace its geological structure. rrowards the valley of 
the East Arkansas," on the southeast face of Little Zion, are fine cliff sec-
tions showing an arch of Archean, over which the Paleozoic beds and 
included sheets of porphyry are folded, with a steep dip to the northeast 
and a more gentle one to the southwest. Along the south face of Little Zion 
the Blue Limestone outcrops can be distinctly traced, gradually descending 
the hill with a southeast dip until, opposite the brewery in the Arkansas 
Valley, they come down to the level of the flood plain and furnish raw 
material t several lime-kiln . At the western extremity of the Little Zion 
i O'e, beyond the limit of the map and opposite the junction of the East 
fi rk with the Tenne ee fork of the Arkansas, i a little hill of granite, 
whi h j , remarkable a being the only place where direct evidence is 
aff: rded of any c n iderable inequalitie in the Paleozoic ocean bottom. 
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In every other case where the junction of the Paleozoic outcrops with 
the Archean has been observed, practically the same bed of quartzite has 
been found at the contact. In this case, however, on the saddle east of 
this little hill, the White Limestone is found to abut against the granite, 
while the Lower Quartzite sweeps around its northwest and southwest 
slopes, showing that this point projected as a submerged island above the 
level of the Cambrian beds at the time of th~ir deposition. In the bed of 
the stream opposite this saddle the Lower Qnartzjte beds are exposed in a 
little canon gorge, with a strike of N. 30° E., and dipping 20° to the 
southeast _under the Lake beds which cover the spurs up to the steeper 
slope of the hills near Lead ville. 
The valley above has alluvial meadows, with flood-plain benches on 
either side. In these benches on the northwest side is the Dugan quarry, 
whence limestone w~s formerly taken as a flux for the Leadville smelters. 
Higher up the valley, whe1~e the heds bend up over the arch of Archean, a 
careful measurement was made of the cliff-exposures at two points, which, 
in descending order, are as follows : 
1. Cliffs back of toll-gate-: 
F eet. 
White Porphyry . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... _..... . . . . . f f Quartzite and shale .......... . ............. . .... . 25 
Lower Carboniferous . ) Blu~ Limest~ne, with chert at top and bottom and 
L with breccia at the base. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 
-- 150 j sa;::i1~o;
8
e, erode~'.-~~t~-~i-~es~~~ _br~ccia_ '.n _e,:o~e~ 15 
I Space covered ......................... ., . . . . . . . 15 
I Bluish limestone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : .. . ........ • , . 8 
Silurian ... • ..... . .. · 1 White ~imestone, blui~h at base.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
Sandy limestone .... . . ... . ..................... ~ . 28 
White calcareous quartzite ........... · ......... _.. 22 
· Reddish sandy limestoues........................ 27 
Limestone, gray at top, white at bottom...... . . . . . 4.0 
- 221 
Debris slopes to valley bottom. 
• 
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2. Section across arch of Archean. 
Saccharoidal quartzite, white and thin-bedded. . . . . GO l Debris slopes above cliff. Cambrian.... . . . . . . . Sac?haroidal quartzite, like above, but stained and / discolored . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 Coarse quartzite, with fragments of feldspar . . . . . . 1 
Archean ............... Red granite; upper beds very much decomposed; 
red feldspars turned yellow by hydration of iron 
oxide; 250 feet to base of cliffs. 
- 121 -.. 
The White Limestone seems relatively thicker and the Blue Limestone 
thinner than usual. The evidence of erosion on the sandstone underlying 
the latter, which consists in hollows and ridges two or three feet in depth 
or height filled by a limestone breccia, is important as indicating a land 
surface at the close of the Silurian. Unfortunately this was the only point 
at which it was detected, so that it cannot be said with certainty that the 
land elevation at that tir;ne was very widespread, although the apparent 
absence of Devonian be4s is indirect evidence that it was, as is also the 
great variation observed in the thickness of the upper member of the Silu-
rian, the Parting Quartzite. 
The White Porphyry above the Blue Limestone has a maximum thick-
ness of about fifty feet on the west point of Little Zion and rapidly wedges 
out to the north and east It has the usual appearance of the normal rock, 
but the fresh-looking hexagonal crystals of dark mica are rather more 
abundant than usual, for which reason they were separated and analyzed, 
and found to be muscovite instead of biotite, with which determination their 
optical properties agree. (See Appendix B, Table I> Anal. II.) Above 
this i the Gray Porphyry, which readily disintegrates and crumbles into 
coar e and, and therefore can be traced along the west slope of Mount 
Zion 1 y the gentle slope which it forms at the foot of the steeper slope of 
Mount Zion Porphyry above it. It has here a thickness of about 100 to 
150 £ t which in rease to the northward; it evidently connects with the 
immen e beet i)f Eagle River Porphyry at the northern limits of the map. 
The f nt Zion Porphyry ha' a thi ·kne of about 800 feet on the crest 
of the ridg , but rapidly wedg ou t the north. In it upper part, near 
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the summit of Mount Zion, is an included sheet, about one hundred feet 
thick, of sandstones and shales of the Weber formation, which can be traced 
down the south slopes to the East Arkansas Valley. 
Tennessee Park.- From Little Zion northward the Lower Quartzite beds 
form a flat should~r along the lower slopes of Mount Zion facing Tennessee 
Park for a distance of several miles. Below. this shoulder the steeper slopes, 
scored by shallow ravines, are in the granite of the Archean, while above 
are successively White Limestone, Blue Limestone, and Gray Porphyry, 
with Weber Grits capping the whole and covering all the hills to the east 
and north. Between ~ o Name and Tennessee gulches there is a discrep-
ancy in the outcrops of the lower beds, which can only be explained by 
a fault, appr~ximately as shown on the map, by which their northern con-
tinuation is thrown more to the westward. All these western slopes are 
thickl,y covered with timber, and it is not always possible to determine 
accurately the outlines of the formations. · Tennessee gulch heads on the 
western slopes of Buckeye Peak and, flowing first· westward past Coop-
er's Hill, takes a bend ·to the southward, afterwards bending again west-
ward into the open valley of Tennessee Park, beyond the limits of the 
map, where it joins the main branch of the Arkansas, which descends from 
the slopes of Homestake Peak. Between the south bend of Tennessee gulch 
and the main Tennessee Valley, just west of the _map, is a low ridge of 
granite, graduc:!illy covered, as one goes north, by nearly horizontal beds of 
Lower Quartzite. These beds can be traced across Tennessee pass west-
ward to the northern flanks of the Sawatch Range, where they cover the 
spurs extending northwards to the valley of Eagle River. 
Along the western borders of the map north wards from Tennessee 
gulch a fringe of outcrops of lower Paleozoic beds follow the foot of Cooper's 
Hill and cross the upper valley of Piney Creek, which flows into Eagle 
River through Tennessee pass. 'The body of Gray or Eagle River Por-
phyry overlying the Blue Limestone becomes very much thicker in this 
region, and on the slopes of Buckeye Hill rises in horizon, le~ving a portion 
of the Weber Grits formation, consistiNg of shaly beds, beneath it On El 
Capitan Creek there is also a portion of tho Weber Grits included in the 
body of porphyry. On Taylor Hill, north of the head of Piney Creek and 
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just beyond the extreme northwestern corner of the map, is the El Capitan 
mine, which is of interest as being -the only considerable ore deposit thus 
far developed in this region at the Blue Limestone contact In the Weber 
Grits, which form the surface rocks from Piney Creek eastward across Chi-
cago Ridge to Chalk Mountain, as shown in Section A, a~e numerous bodies 
of porphyry, which doubtless o;riginate in an immense laccolitic body which 
occurs jm,t north of the limits of the map, near the head of Eagle River, and 
on a line with Chicago Ridge. 
East Arkansas Valley. -The flood-plain deposit, which forms benches on 
either side of the alluvial- bottom of the east fork of the Arkansas, extends 
up a little distance beyond Howland post office, above the lower bend. 
Under this no rock outcrops are visible. The south wall of the valley, 
formed by the slopes of Prospect Mountain, is mostly covered by debris, 
but the north wall on the Mount Zion side has cliff-faces and abund&nt out-
crops. Above the arqh of Archean, already described, the successive beds 
of the lower Paleozoic series, the Gray and Mount Zion Porphyries, and 
the thin Led of ,v eber Grits included in the latter· descend into the valley 
at a steep angle. The dip of the beds rapidly flattens ont, however, as one 
ascends the valley, and near the mouth of Buckeye gulch the Weber Grits 
have become nearly horizontal. 
·Between Buckeye gulch and the bend of the valley below Howland an 
important body of Lincoln Porphyry, with characteristic large orthoclase 
feldspars, comes in, which can be traced up the valley wall for a dista-nce 
of two miles, apparently conformable with the bounding beds of Weber 
Grits. A similar body exists on the east side of the valley, extending from 
the month of Bird's Eye gulch up to a terminal moraine ridge half way 
between Howland and Chalk ranch. It vvould seem that these two out-
crops are parts of the samP- great sheet of porphyry, though their connection 
aero s the valley i not very di tinct. The prevailing dip of the inclosing 
and tone i ' generally to the outheast. On the ridge between Arkansas 
Vall y and Buckeye gulch thi dip i quite pronounced and in places as 
te 4 ° T war 1 it n rth end the ea tern body forms a prominent 
hill, 11 the m , ith a te p face toward the valley, which ~hows a 
t n n t ltmrn r tructure. The p rphyry body is here I!luch thickei-
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than at any other point, and it is not improbable that this 1s the lacc-olite 
from which the rest of the body has spread out. The rock of this porphyry 
mass (72) is a fresh-looking, light-gray rock, containing large pinkish 
crystals of orthoclase, abundant quartz (showing generalJy a crystalline 
_form), and small hexagonal leaves of biotite. The groundmass is gray and 
subordinate to the crystalline constituents in quantity. Under the micro-
scope it is seen that nearly half of the smaller feldspars are triclinic and 
much altered, while the larger ones are comparatively fresh. This por-
phyry is as nearly the equivalent of the Lincoln as of the Eagle River 
type, and is one link in the chain of evidence showing that all these allied 
types constitute one large group. (SeA Appendix A.) 
At the base of the Dome is an outcrop of quart.zite dipping to the -
southeast, wliich rises as one follows the cliff southward. In the little 
ravine next south is a second body of porphyry, separated from the main 
sheet by quartzites an~ shales through which it penetrates somewhat irreg-
ularly; it may be an offshoot from the main body, though it differs some-
what lithologically and is moreo1er impregnated with secondary pyrite; as 
it is very much decomposed, its character cannot be definitely determined. 
At the mouth of Bird's Eye gulch the porphyry body has risen to a con-
siderable height on the ridge; while below it, between the mouth of Bird's 
Eye gulch and Indiana gulch, is a body of the finer-grained dioritic-looking 
porphyry already mentioned, which crosses over into the bed of Indiana 
gulch higher up, in the direction of the dike of the same rock on Prospect 
Mountain Ridge. 
The slopes ?f Mosquito Range between Bird's Eye and English gulches, 
east of the porphyry body, are mostly made up of sandstones and occasional 
beds of black shale of the Weber Grits formation, whose prevailing dip is 
10° to 15° a little to the south of east. On the summit of the ridge between 
the head of Bird's Eye gulch and the Arkansas Valley, however, the beds 
have a shallow dip to the west, giving evidence of a slight synclinal roll, as 
has been indicated in Section B. 
On the west face of the ridge separating the head -of Bird'R Eye gulch 
from that of English gulch is an outcrop of limestone, which is probably 
one of the beds that occur in the middle of the Weber Grits series. Asso-
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ciated with this is a porphyry different from those hitherto described, and 
characterized by small feldspar crystals of a deep purplish-red color. This 
and a decomposed green mineral, which are its only porphyritic compo-
nents, lie in a light-green groundmass. Under the microscope the green 
mineral is seen to be altered to chlorite, so that its original condition cannot 
be determined, though it was probably biotite. The coloring matter of the 
feldspar is a reddish substance in small flakes, possibly oxide of iron. 
From the limestone outcrop eastward to the Mosquito fault the ridge is 
made up of coarse white sandstones, having a gentle easterly dip. Beyond 
the fault line the steeper slopes of the range are made up of fine-grained 
granite, which resembles an eruptive granite. In this about half way up 
the slope is an irregular dike of porphyrite. 
At the mouth of English gulch, just north of the Dome, are several 
bodies of porphyry, and the structure of the sedimentary beds is extremely 
irregular, the dip being rather to the northeast or away from the porphyry 
mass, while on the ridge between English and French gulches the beds dip 
to the west and southwest, giving further evidence of the synclinal fold 
shown in Section B. 
In the lower portion of French gulch the south and west dips still 
continue, and several small bodies of limestone are found between beds of 
quartzite or altered sandstone. About a mile up the gulch, at the Mount-
ain Lion claim, is a body of diorite of blue-gray color and largely impreg-
nated with pyrites. It has a thoroughly granitic texture and shows macro-
s :.: opic crystals of feldspar, hornblende, biotite, and quartz. At the head of 
the gulch easterly dips again come in; but these change again to the west 
before the fault line at the foot of Mount Arkansas is reached, showing a 
second syncline, which may be a continuation of the syncline adjoining 
the fault that is so well developed at the north edge of the map, though 
the general trike of that fold would carry it to the west of this. On the 
divide etw en the head of French gulch anJ the Arkansas was observed 
a od f Lincoln Porphyry, opened by a prospect hole to a depth of twenty 
£ et r mor , which is o thoroughly disintegrated that when cut down by 
a pick it rumble in the hand. 
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Buckeye Peak.-On · the west of East Arkansas Valley, between it and 
Eagle River, is a broad-topped mountain mass, whose highest point is Buck-
eye Peak, at the head of the gulch of the same name. To this peak, on the 
Hayden map, no name is give.n, but a minor point of the ridge to the north 
is called Mount Arkansas -a name which has been given by the miners, 
with more propriety, to the prominent peak west of the Arkansas amphi-
theat~r; this transfer of the latter name has therefore been adopted on the 
present map. On the south face of Buckeye Peak, forming the wall of its 
amphitheater in a height of nearly 1,000 feet, is exposed a great mass of 
Eagle River Porphyry, whose prominent vertical cleavage planes and joints 
give the appearance of columnar strncture observed on the summit of M,ount 
Lincoln. On the debris-covered slopes and grassy ridges its outlines could 
not be traced with perfect accuracy, but it seems probable that it is a lacco-
lite body, from which the other irregular ·bodies of the same rock in the 
vicinity may be offshoots. It is somewhat lighter colored than the porphyry 
observed in the Arkansas Valley, and under the microscope shows no glass 
inclusions, but otherwise is identical with that rock. A dike-like offshoot 
from the body extends to the west along the ridge at the head of Tennessee 
gulch. To the south the beds of the Weber Grits formation seem to dip 
away from it for a short distance and then resume their southeasterly dip. 
Above it, on the .summit of the peak, these beds lie nearly horizontal. On the 
eastern base of the peak, at the head of the spur which runs down between 
Buckeye gulch and the Arkansas, is a small outcrop of decomposed por-
phyry, so white that it might be taken for N evadite or White Porphyry. 
Microscopical examination, however, shows that it is probably a portion of 
the Eagle River Porphyry body. Across the northern ridge of Buckeye 
Peak runs a dike-like mass of porphyry about 200 feet in thickness, which 
can be traced almost continuously down the bed of Delmonico gu!ch in a 
· steep wall, through which the P!esent stream has cut a steep~ narrow bed. 
Its outcrops are obscured by moraine material. This gulch, a~ well as the 
other main gulches which radiate out from Buckeye Peak, bears evidence 
of having been once filled by a minor glacier, both in the fact that relics of 
moraines can be found along its sides and in that its slope is not such a 
MON xn-13 
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coqtinuous one as would result from the erosion of running water, but is 
comparatively gentle for a considerable distance from the head and then 
descends abruptly into the valley of the Arkansas. 
Along the western slopes of Buckeye Peak, as already mentioned, are 
two principal bodies of quartz-porphyry, apparently interstratified in the 
Weber Grits, which extend northward beyond the limits of the map. East 
of these are several irregular bodies of the same rock, whose outlines are 
given on the map.with tolerable accuracy. They are probably connected 
in origin with the large laccolitic mass of E agle River Porphyry which lies 
just beyond the border of the map to the north. They are in part inter-
stratified, but little satisfactory evidence was obtained bearing upon their 
underground extension. In the basin between Chalk Mountain and Chicago 
Ridge, whose waters drain into Eagle River, a synclinal fold can be dis-
tinctly traced, which basins up to the southward. Its outlines are well 
marked by an interbedded sheet of Eagle River Porphyry. The inclination 
of the fold is comparatively shallow on the west, though .in some places dips 
of as high as 25° are observed; while on the east the angle is still steeper, 
as shown in Section A, Atlas Sheet VIII. In its trough above the por-
phyry is a small bed of limestone. 
Chalk Mountain.-From the head of the straight north and south portion of 
Arkansas Valley projects a singular ridge, like a huge railway em ban km en t, 
prominent by its brilliant white color in the somber surrounding of pine 
trees. From the material of which it is composed and which, in the fact 
that it i soft and white, has a certain resemblance to chalk, the person who 
first settled at its base gave to his home the name of Chalk Ranch. At 
this point the Arkansas Valley bends sharply to the eastward and its level 
rise abruptly 100 feet or mor~; while the direct northern continuation of 
the valley below is formed by a still more elevated valley, the bed of a 
little tream known as Chalk Creek, which a short distance above Chalk 
Ranch falls in a picturesque ca cade from the upper valley level into a 
deep narrow ba in and flow in a narrow gorge to join the Arkansas just 
b,.J w the ran h. The Denver and Rio Grande narrow-gauge railway, in 
or r t in grade en ugh to ere me thi sudd n elevation of the valley 
lev l, lim br dually al n0 the we tern wall f the Arkansas Valley, 
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reaching the gorge a few feet below the falls, and then curves sharply to 
the east, spanning the chasm with a picturesque bridge, and, emerging 
through a 66-foot cut in the ridge beyond, reaches the south slopes of 
Chalk Mountain completely above the Chalk Ridge. 
Between the valley of Chalk Creek on the west, the Arkansas Valley 
on the south, and the head of Ten-Mile Creek on the east, is a table-topped 
mountain of rudely triangular shape, presenting steep escarpments to the 
south and east. This low mountain mass, which forn:1.s- part of the con-
tinental d_ivide, is also formed of a very light-colored eruptive rock, and has 
from this fact received the name Chalk Mountain. Both the rock of Chalk 
Mountain and that of the white ridge below are rhyolite, but of somewhat 
different types. The former is coarse in texture, and, though seen to be 
distinctly porphyritic when closely examined, it seems in some cases almost 
granitic in structure. It is of the variety known as "Nevadite." Upon the 
southern and northwestern edges of the plateau of Chalk Mountaii1 the 
surface is strewn with huge blocks of N evadite, in which the large sanidir:. e 
crystals,- with their brilliant satiny luster, and · the dark smoky quartz 
crystals are especial1y noticeable. Over the remainder of the surface tlie 
rock is somewhat finer grained, the quartz crystals being the most prominent 
constituent. 
The rock of Chalk Mountain is different from that of all the neighbor-
ing bodies, not only in the character of its constituents, but in the time and 
manner of its eruption. It has disturbed the adjacent strata to an extent 
not noticed in connection with any other eruptive of the region, and by 
cutting off bodies of Eagle River and other porphyries its later age is 
proven. The . masses of debris upon the steep southern slopes cover its 
contact with the sedimentaries, but upon the east, north, and west numer-
ous outcrops appear, which illustrate the disturbing ~nfluence of the N evadite 
mass. The map shows an arm of the Weber Grits projecting up the eastern 
slope to · the level of the plateau, and in these elevated beds is a dike of 
older quartz-porphyry, cut off to the west by N evadite. Fig. 1 of Plate 
XIX 8hows this relation in detail. The strike of the beds is indicated by 
the lining on the sketch, and the easterly dip measures about 70° at the 
extremity of this arm, declining to ·30° at the edge of the cliff. South of 
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this arm is another small area of q uartzites, which seem to be entirely 
in closed by the N evadite. Farther north, upon the eastern side of the 
body, the strata are much disturbed and show varying strikes and dips, 
and upon the northern . slopes, within the Ten-Mile district, the strike of 
the Weber beds is found to be east to west, with a northerly dip of 80° 
near the N evadite, which lessens to 25 ° at a distance of half a mile. At 
the northwest corner of the mass, just beyond the line of the map, the 
eastern extension of the Eagle River Porphyry sheet shown in _the synclinal 
fold is found to be cut through by the N evadite. Along. the western con-
tact steep westerly dips are found in the sedimentary beds, and several thin 
sheets of Eagle River Porphyry seem to be cut by it, but tre relations are 
not clear. A branch of Chalk Creek cuts deeply into the Nevadite and 
testifies to the thickness of the body upon this side. 
Three of the smaller outlying bodies of rhyolite are apparent offshoots 
from the Chalk Mountain mass, but the rock of Chalk Ridge is of another 
type, allied closely to the body shown in the synclinal fold on the north 
line of the map east of Ten-Mile Creek. This rock is fine grained, showing 
only a few quartz grains and minute feldspars, and disintegrates readily 
into a gravel-like mixture. The outcrop of Chalk Ridge is only a few hun-
dred yards in length, forming a sharp point between the mouth of Chalk Creek 
and the Arkansas. Above it are sedimentary beds, dipping at a shallow angle 
to the north and east and inclosing thin beds of Eagle River Porphyry. 
Opposite Chalk Ridge, on the west bank of the creek, a white rock is 
di closed in a little tunnel, which at first glance might be mistaken for rhy-
olite, but which on close examination proves to be simply altered ·Weber 
sand tone, composed of limpid grains of quartz, white muscovite, and lrno-
liniz feld par. In the gorge of Chalk Creek the first outcrops above the 
Chalk Ridge are thinly-:-bedded limestones and shales. Higher up, where 
th hasm i · spann d by the railway bridge, are sandstones and quartz-
it ·, with intru i-ve bodi s of porphyry, generally interbedded, but also 
cro sing the trata. In the railroad cut on the eastern side of this gorge a 
ection i expo e 1 . h wing ne of these intrusive masses crossing trans-
v r. ly he e c nd prea ing ut ab.ove. E jgs. 2 and 3, Plate XIX, 
r Ir .., 1 t ·k t h taken n th ·p t at th . tim when the ut wa fre. hl · 
Juiiu~tlien& r.u.li ,h 
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made. The porphyries exposed here are quartz-porphyries, not closely 
allied to any particular type; but on the slope of the hill about one hundred 
yards above the cut is an outcrop of lavender-colored rock, which in its {resh 
fracture shows characteristic features of the Eagle River Porphyry. In the 
railway-cut on the western side of the gorge both ·sandstones and porphyries 
are thoroughly decomposed, but it can be seen that the latter both spread 
out between and cut across the beds. On the spur which extends from 
Chalk Ranch up to the Buckeye Peak ridge the sedimentary beds dip con- . 
formably to the northeast at an angle of 20° to 25°. This dip con!inues 
across the creek and up to the N evadite at the southwest extremity of Chalk 
Mountain, the disturbance produced by it being slight at this point. A blue-
gray limestone 6 feet thick is seen in the third railway-cut east of Chalk 
Ranch, where it has an apparent northwesterly dip. On the eastern side 
of the Arkansas Valley, just below and also a little above Chalk Ranch, 
the beds dip 45 ° to the west and southwest. The evidences thus afforded 
in regard to the structure of the sedimentary formations in this region are 
not very satisfactory, showing simply that the beds are much broken up_ 
and indicating that the influence of the intrusive N evadite mass has not 
been felt beyond narrow limits. 
Upper Ten-Mile Valley.·-The remaining area of s~dimentary rocks is em-
braced between Chalk Mountain on the west, the Arkansas Valley on the 
south, and the Mosquito fault on the east. Through it passes the conti-
nental divide, separating the waters of the Ten-Mile from those of the 
Arkansas. The low, wooded Fremont's Pass has an elevation above sea-
level of 11,350 feet, and over it passes the Blu~ River branch of the Denver 
and Rio G:i;ande Railroad, the steep rise of 500 feet from the Arkansas 
Valley being overcome by means of a long loop, as shown by the map. 
Ten-Mile Creek has its head in a small rugged amphitheater in the Archean, 
just east of the Mosquito fault, whence it flows directly west to the base of 
Chalk Mountain, then turns abruptly northwest, and soon afte~~ passing the 
limits of the map bends to the north and then to the northeast. The gentle 
slopes near the creek are wooded, and outcrops are rare until the neighbor-
hood of the great Mosquito fault is reached. 
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The geological structure of this_ small area is the expression of the 
ending of the great synclinal fold which is the predominant feature in the 
structure of the Ten-Mile distric~ on the north. The beds taking part in 
this fold basin up to the southward, as they pass within the limits of the 
Mosquito map. In the central part of the fold occur strata of the Upper 
Coal Measures, the highest horizon represented west of the Mosquito fault 
within the limits of this map. Forming the dividing line between the Weber 
Grits and the Upper Coal Measures is the Robinson Limestone, the tracing 
out of which gave the key to the structure represented. Above the Rob-
inson Limestone is an intrusive sheet of quartz-porphyry, which has also 
been folded, and thus assists in bringing out the basin-like form of this 
fold. The observed dips upon the western and southern sides of the basin 
vary from 25° to 60°, the Rtrike curving as shown upon the map. Upon 
the east the proximity of the great fault has somewhat complicated matters 
and the strata dip very steeply westward. Section A A, Atlas Sheet VIII, 
represents the relations at this point. The i~trusive quartz-porphyry men-
tioned does not resemble the Chalk Mountain N evadite, and yet it is a 
coarsely porphyritic rock, whose prominent constituents are large -sanidine-
like feldspars and well-formed quartzes, a~d whose general habit is that of a 
comparatively recent rock. The facts that on the one hand this body ap-
pears as an intrusive sheet which has been folded and that on the other it 
is cut by a rhyolite of the type occurring in Chalk Ridge have led to Hs 
classification as a quartz-porphyry. In the center o~ this fold are several 
minor bodies of rhyolite, of quartz-porphyry, and of a hornblendic porphy-
rite. · The e rock , as well as the fold in which they occ~r, are much more 
important feature. in the geology of the Ten-Mile district, and the further 
discu sion of their relations will be reserved for the report upon that region. 
Mosquito fault.-rrhe line of the Mosquito fault is well defined along the 
base of th teep slope of Bartlett Mountain by the abrupt transition from 
sedirn ntary to cry talline rock ; but farther south, where it crosses the open-
m0 f the Ten- file m1 hith at r and the valley of the Arkan as, owing to 
th · v red nature of th urf ce, it exa t lo ation i djfficult to determine. 
the £ h t er w tern I pe f Bartlett fountain, and on the 
v r · ll< rth m f th mar, a , · 11 Jiff-fa ,e f r ck jut out from the 
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debris slopes· east of the fault line. Its material is a silicious rock, more 
or less iron-stained and of somewhat cherty nature, in some places honey-
combed and porous like the quartzite knob adjoining the London fault on 
Pennsylvania Hill. Its structure lines, though somewhat indistinct, appear 
to indicate a vertical dip in the stratification, and among the fragments at 
the upper part of the cliff are some of limestone, resembling the base of the 
White Limestone. All this material is too much ·metamorphosed to permit 
of an absolute identification of its original character, but it evidently belongs 
neither to the Archean on the east side of the fault, nor to the Upper Coal 
Measure beds on the west. It is fair to assume, therefore, that it represents 
a portion of the Cambrian and, possibly, of the Silurian beds belonging to 
the steep western side of the fold, which once arched over th~ top of Bartlett 
Mountain (as indicated by the dotted line in Se9tion A), and which, by the 
friction and pressure that accompanied the displacement of the Mosquito 
fault, have been compressed and metamorphosed until they are no longer 
recognizable. Further evidence in favor of this view is found on Little 
Bartlett Mountain, a continuation of the Bartlett l\Iountain ridge just beyond 
the limits of the map, upon which a fragment of Cambrian beds, consisting 
of characteristic saccharoidal quartzite, is found capping the summit and 
extending part way down the western slope, with a dip of 45 ° to the north-
wei,t. They end in a little cliff a few hundred feet above the fault line, on 
which the contact with the underlying granite is well exposed; a bedding 
parallel to that of the quartzite can be traced for some distance into the 
granite, with an apparent arrangement of the feldspars in layers parallel to 
this bedding. The actual contact consists of the usual fine-grained con-
glomerate, with small rounded pebbles of limpid quartz. The quartzite at 
the summit of Little Bartlett Mountain alternates with Lincoln Porphyry in 
such manner as to make it probable that the latter is a relic of an inter-
bedded intrusive sheet. 
Arkansas amphitheater.-In the Arkansas amphitheater, re~arkable for its 
semicircular form and magnificently steep eastern walls, which rise 1,500 to 
2,500 feet above the stream bed, the debris in its bottom gives evidence of 
a very large development of eruptive dikes, among which hornblende-por-
phyrites and biotite-porphyrites play an important part. Nearly all the 
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larger masses of this rock contain numerous rounded fragments of Archean 
schists, gneiss, and granite. One of the m9st prominent features is a body 
of porphyrite, near the summit of the eastern wall of the amphitheater, which 
can be traced continuously from below as a dark horizontal line. Near the 
head it sends down a branch across the cliffs to the bottom; and what is 
probably a continuation of the upper branch was observed, as already 
mentioned, in Buckskin amphitheater, on the southeast side of Democrat 
Mountain. In the bottom of the amphitheater, near its head, is a remarkable 
dike of porphyrite, from 20 to 50 feet wide, which has a straight northeast 
and southwest course and cuts through the narrow wall separating this 
from the amphitheater at the head of English gulch. The main body of 
the dike is a fine-grained, dark-colored rock, more or less impregnated with 
pyrites. Irregularly conta~ned within its mass is a second body of darker 
· shade, characterized by inclusions of rounded orthoclase pebbles and large 
crystals or rounded grains of quartz. A specimen of this singular rock is 
shown in Plate VII (p. 86). It is evidently a later eruption within the mass 
of the previously existing dike. Both rocks and their relations are described 
in Appendix A. 
In the Arch8an rocks here exposed are found all the types previously 
described, and from a .face of rock at the head of the amphitheater was made 
the sketch, which is shown in Fig. 1, Plate IV (p. 52), to illustrate the relative 
ages of the different varieties, normal mica-gneiss being the oldest, which is 
penetrated by the even-grained eruptive granite, and this again in its turn 
crossed by veins of white pegmatite. There are evidences of extensive min-
eralization, but no ore bodies have been sufficiently opened to afford an op-
portunity for systematic study. Parallel with the dike in the bed of the 
creek, at the head of the amphitheater, was observed a deposit of galena, 
following the wall of one of the larger pegmatite veins. 
In the ma s of Mount Arkansas are many eruptive bodies which could 
not be traced out, although their existence was shown by the numerous 
fragment in the debris. On a northern spur of the mountain two dikes 
w re een, one fa ua1iz-porphyry, allied to the Lincoln type, the other a 
horn lende-biotite-porphyrite. 
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Ten-Mile and Clinton amphitheaters. -The Archean types represented in the 
-area embracing these basins are as varied as those wl)ich have- already been-
described from the adjacent region to the east and south. In Clinton am-. 
phitheater there is an unusually_ large amount of the rudely porphyritic 
granite referred to earlier in this chapter, and in both are numerous dikes 
of eruptive rocks, among which the Lincoln Porphyry and a dark horn-
blendic porphyrite are the most frequent. These bodies cannot be indicated 
upon the map with satisfactory accuracy, and are for the most part omitted. 
A rhyolitic rock of coarse grain in Ten-Mile amphitheater seems more closely 
related to the Chalk l\fountain N evadite than to any other. 
Bartlett Mountain, which separates the two amphitheaters, has a dike 
of dark-green porphyrite running thro\1gh its summit and down into the 
Ten-Mile basin. Upon the western slopes of this mountain are large masses 
of white quartz which might at first glance be considered as derived from 
a remnant of the Cambrian strata left on the east side of the Mosquito 
fault, but they are quite homogeneous and have no trace of the granular or 
sandy structure which is found even in the most glassy quartzites; they 
were probably derived from some of the vein-like masses of quartz which 
.are found developed on a large scale in the Archean of other parts of the 
Rocky Mountains, and which have been :i;-emoved by erosion. Abundant 
evidences of glaciation exist in these as in other amphitheaters which have 
been described. 
CHAPTER V. 
DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF LEADVILLE AND VICINITY. 
GENE ltAL STRUCTURE. 
rl'he central region of the general map is, as has already been seen, 
the region of the greatest dynamic as well as eruptive action. A section 
across the range at Leadville shows, as the result of dynamic action, five 
anticlinal folds and six principal faults. On the east side of the range, as 
already seen, the structure is relatively simple. The beds sloping back to 
the eastward are brokeri by one main anticlinal fold and its accqmpanying 
fault, the London fault. On the west of the crest, however, instead of one 
main fault, as in the regions north and south, the continuity of the beds is 
broken up by six principal and several minor faults. 
The map of Leadville and vicinity (Atlas Sheets XIII and XIV) shows 
the most imp9rtant features of the geology of that region. Its eastern 
border extends to within two or three miles of the main crest, which con-
sists of Archean rocks capped by easterly dipping Paleozoic beds and in-
tru .. ive porphyries. For a better comprehension of the description which 
follows, the reader is requested to refer constantly to this map and its ac-
companying sections. He will there see that its area is divided into a series 
of irregular zones or blocks by the lines of six principal faults having a 
general north and south direction. For purposes of description these have 
received the following name , commencing on the east: 1, Mosquito fault; 
2, Ball fountain fault; 3, Weston fault; 4, Mike fault, with a branch called 
Pilot fault; 5, Iron f~ult; 6, Carbonate fault, with a branch called Pendery 
fc ult. Be ide the e there are the following minor and cross faults: 1, on the 
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southern edge o_f the map, , the Iowa gulch cross-~ault, which connects the 
Weston and Ball Mountain faults; 2, the Union cross-fault, which extends 
from the head of Union gulch across upper Long and Derry Hill and joins 
Weston fault in the bed of Iowa gulch; 3, the Colorado Prince fault, north 
of Breece Hill, a diagonal cross-fault approximately parallel to South Evans 
gulch, · which connects Ball Mountain and Weston faults ; 4, on the west 
slope of Breece Hill another cross-fault, the Breece fault, running nearly east 
and west, joining the northern end of Mike fault with ·vv eston fault; 5, a little 
farther west the Adelaide cross-fault, which connects Iron and Mike faults; 
6, at California gulch the southern continuation of Iron fault is formed by 
three different faults: Dome fault, connected with Iron fault by the Califor-
nia cross-fault, following the line of the gulch, and Emmett fault, which 
connects California fault with Iron fault. Pilot fault, already mentioned, is 
' a short north and south fault, crossing California gulch above Mike fault, 
running across the west end of Printer Boy Hill, and joining Mike fault in 
Iowa gulch. The Pendery fault, already mentioned, and the South Dyer 
fault, a c~oss-fault running eastward from the Mosquito fault along the south 
slopes of Dyer Mountain, raise to seventeen the total number of faults rep-
resented on the map. 
In ground broken by such a complicated network of fractures and 
subjected since to the enormous erosion which is shown to have taken place 
in this region, it is extremely difficult even for a trained geologist to recon-
struct ideally the original folds into which the sedimentary beds and their 
included sheets of porphyry were once compressed. As, however, the ac-
tion of faulting was so intimately connected with that of folding and the 
displacements in many cases pass into simple folds, it is essential, in order 
to obtain a clear idea of the relative position of the different beds below 
the surface and the depths at which they· may be found, that one should be 
able to reconstruct in his mind the original fqlds, and then figure to himself 
the faulting action which has brought the beds into the discordant juxta-
position _in which they are now found 011 the surface, as shown on the map. 
For this purpose the general structure along cei;tain east and west lines 
. will be first described, and after that the present condition of the surface 
and the undergroui1d structure, as revealed by shafts m each zone or 
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block of ground included between tbe principal fault-lines, ~jll be described 
in detail. The three cross-sections of the general map which cross the area 
of the Leadville map will serve perhE~ps best to show the generai outlines 
.. 
of structure. 
In Section E, Atlas Sheet IX, which is drawn approximately through 
the middle of the map, and which may, therefore, be considered as a type-
section, the effect of displacement is more prominent than that of folding. 
Its line runs through the southern edge of-ihe town of Leadville itself, 
across Carbonate, Iron, and Breece Hills, passing just north of the crests of 
Ball Mountain and of East Ball Mountain to the summit of West Dyer 
Mountain. Along this line, going from west · eastward, the following are the 
main features of folding: In the regfon under Lead ville, or from the western 
edge of the map to the Carbonate fault, a shallow syncline; under Carbon-
. , 
ate Hill, or from Carbonate to the Iron fault, a second shallow syncline; 
and from Iron Hill eastward, a third; in all of which the prevailing dip is 
eastward, only a small portion of the easterly edge of the basin having a 
westerly dip. In the region between Iron Hill and Ball Mountain, or, in 
other words, on the western slope of Ball Mountain, the surface 
0
is so uni-
formly covered with Pyritiferous Porphyry that there is no direct evidence 
of any folding, although a slight anticlinal fold might be expected near the 
line of the Pilot fault, from the fact that one exists on its strike both north 
and south. At Ball Mountain is a sharp anticlinal fold, and east of that the 
beds slope back in a monocline to the eastward. The effect of displace-
ment produced by the faults has been to lift each successive block of ground 
up to the ea t of the fault, except in the case of a wedge-shaped portion 
in lnded between the Mike and Pilot faults, in which there has b-een a slight 
downward movement. 
n an ea t and we t line outh of this (Section I I, Atlas Sheets XIX 
), the c1 of Blue Lime tone would be first met about due south 
f the 1mmit f Carb nate Hill, loping east in a shallow synclinal basin 
n 1 ri in a in in an anti line who e axi corre pond to the southern 
tinn.: ti n f th m f ult. 'rhe re t f this fi ld havinO' been planed 
t w ul l wantinO' fi r. mething ver half a mile, 
1 f h · n ul h lippin to the a tward, but 
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nsmg gently as it approached the continuation of the Mike fault. The 
· ground east of this fault having been lifted up, the Blue Limestone has 
been in part removed by erosion .and would next be found at the Long and 
Derry mine, sloping again eastward as far as Union fa1:1lt. Beyond this 
fault it has again been removed by erosion, a little remnant only being 
found above the White I_:>orphyry in the uplifted portion adjoining the 
Weston fault. Between this and the Mosquito fault is the arch of an anti-
clinal fold on which only Lower Quartzite is left. Beyond the Mosquito 
fault erosion has cut down to the Archean rocks, the Blue L1mestone being 
next found on the western face of Mount Sheridan, along either of whose 
sides it may be traced, sloping back to the crest of the main ridge. 
On the line of the section north of the first described (Section D, 
Atlas Sheet VIII), which passes through Fryer and Yankee Hills, the 
faulting action is less prominent, owing to the fact that many of the faults 
have in their northern continuation merged into folds. On the north of 
Leadvnle, extending from the western limit of the map to the eastern edge 
of the town, is the same broad syncline noticed in the first section. From 
here to the western edge of Fryer Hill is a short anticline, from whose crest 
the Blue Limestone has been planed off. It is succeeded by a shallow syn-
clinal fold under the western half of Fryer Hill, followed by a short anti-
cline at its crest, while in the gulch back or east of the hill is found the 
rim of a deep synclinal basin which passes under Little Stray Horse Park. 
At the west foot of Yankee Hill the ore-bearing horizon rises to the shrface 
and descends to the eastward again just beyond the summit of this hill, the 
crest of the intervening anticlinal fold, into which the northern continua-
tion of the Iron fault merges, having been eroded off. ·From this point the 
strata descend to the easbvard, rising in a gentle wave near the Great Hope 
mine, but not reaching the surface, and then sloping again eastward until 
they rise on the South Evans anticline or are cut off by Weston fault. 
East of Weston fault, in the region around the mouth of South Evans 
gulch, is another anticline or quaquaversal fold, whose summit has been worn 
away, leaving the outcrops of succeeding beds in a series of concentric 
rrngs. On the east of this fold the beds slope continuously to the eastward 
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at angles of from 15° to 20°, a conformable series, extending high up 
into the Weber Grits, being still left uneroded on the summit of Little Ellen· 
Hill. 
In Section C, Atlas Sheet VIII, which follows nearly the northern 
boundary of the · map) the faults have apparently all been eliminated, and 
the outlines of formations shown on the map_ owe their form entirely to 
folding and erosion. One broad anticline under the west slope of Pros-
pect Mountain and a shallow syncline in the Arkansas Valley express the 
broader general features of folding. Near this line, at the mouth of the 
east fork of the Arkansas, are found the westernmost actual exposures of 
Paleozoic rocks within the area surveyed. These consist of beds belong-
ing to the Lower Quartzite formation, exposed in the bed of the stream and 
in the cliffs south of it, dipping to the southeast. They constitute the most 
definite evidence of the synclinal basin supposed to underlie the town of 
Leadville. 
DISTRIBUTION 01!, PORPHYRY BODIES. 
Before proceeding to .the detailed description of -this region it will be 
well to give a brief outline of _the distribution of the various porphyry 
bodies, which form so important an element in its structure and have had so 
great an influence upon its ore deposition. It is first to be observed that 
the features of this distribution have a certain uniformity along northwest. 
and s?uthea.st lines in approximate parallelism with the line of major strike 
of the sedimentary beds. As by far the greater portion of these bodies are 
in the form of beets either actually or approximately conformable with the 
bedding of the inclosing sedimentary rocks, in cases where explorations 
were insufficient to determine whether they were sheets or transverse dikes 
the former has een a sumed to be the case in drawing the ideal portion of the 
Yariou sec.ti n , and dikes hav been indicated only when actual explora-
ti n have prov d that they w re coming up directly from below. It may 
r aclil ~ happen, ther fore, in the case of- imperfectly explored bodi s, that 
future x 1 r< ti n may how the l tt r form to be more common than ha 
t in th , 
White Porphyry.-Th m t imp ri nt f th e bodie the White P r-
·phyry ·d1i h i en rall f, un 1 a h t imm iat ly · rl ·ing tl e Blne 
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Limestone. As it forms the surface rock over a great part of the area, and 
has hence been subjected to considerable erosion, it is impossible to deter-
mine its maximum thickness. Its original extent to the southwest is also 
completely unknown, since it, together with the inclosing sedimentary beds, 
has been entirely eroded off from this portion of the area. Along a certain 
zone moreover it occurs below as well as above the Blue Limestone. This 
' ' lower body is connected with the upper or main sheet along a line running 
diagonally through the south edge of Fryer Hill, in a southeast direction, 
toward upper Long and Derry Hill and West Sheridan, to the northeast of 
which there are two sheets of porph)?'Y, and to the southwest only one. 
On this ·line, which is rather a zone than a line and can, in the nature of 
things, be only approximately determined, it is found that there is a cross-
cutting sheet of porphyry connecting the two sheets to the northeast with 
the one sheet to the southwest, and the Blue Limestone is in consequence 
found to be split into wedge-shaped and partially-overlapping bodies. 'The 
greatest development of White Porphyry appears to be a little southwest of 
this zone of cross-cutting, on a line passing through Carboraate, Iron, Printer 
Boy, and Long and Derry Hills, where it attains in places a possible thick-
ness of 1,000 feet. To the northeast of this· zone both sheets thin out rap-
idly, the lower one before reaching a line running through the forks of 
Little Evans and along the general course of South Evans gulch, and the 
upper one at a little distance beyond this line. Along a line running N. 
50° W. from the saddle east of Ball Mountain to the East Arkansas Valley, 
at the foot of Canterbury Hill, this upper sheet is entirely wanting for short. 
distances, coming in again, however, n0-rtheast of that line. 
Besides these two main sheets there is,a very considerable development 
of White Porphyry along a southeast zone, passing just eas't of the crest of 
Ball Mountain, where it occurs in the White Limestone and extends down 
to the contact of the Archean. It is a significant fact that in this zone it 
has been proved in two instances to be cutting up through the Archean, in 
the one case in South Evans gulch, near its mouth, and a.gain on the north 
side of Iowa amphitheater. 
Gray Porphyry.-Next to the White Porphyry the most important body is 
the main sheet of Gray Porphyry, which, northeast of the Fryer Hill-Sher- _ 
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idan line, is found directly over the upper sheet of White Porphyry in very 
considerable thickness. How great this thickness may have been there is no 
direct means of determining, since, except on Prospect Mountain (where no 
shafts have been sunk to any great depth), no sedimentary rock remains 
above it to give its upper limits. Its greatest observed thickness is 420 feet 
in the Independent shaft. What was the original extent to the southward 
of this Gray Porphyry sheet before any portion of it had been removed 
by erosion, there is also no means of determining. At present it extends 
but little beyond the median line of the map. Its source must probably be 
looked for to the northward, beyond the limits of the 'map, since in that 
direction it passes into Lincoln or Eagle River Porphyry, of which it seems 
to be merely a decomposed variety. 
Pyritiferous Porphyry.-N ext in importance in point of superficial extent, 
and possibly of greater importance in its bearing on the ore deposits of the 
region, is the Pyritiferous Porphyry. rrhe main sheet of this porphyry, 
which covers the lower slopes of Breece Hill, seems to be a stratigraphical 
replacer of the Gray Porphyry, which however, along the line of the Breece 
fault, it overlaps. It may therefore be supposed to have been in point of 
time a later intrusion. As is shown in Section G, one of the vents, and 
possibly the sole vent, probably existed beneath California gulch Its ex-
tent to the north and east could not have been much greater than at present. 
To the south and west, however, it may have covered a considerably larger 
area immediately above the White Porphyry. Of the upper sheets in the 
.. Weber Grits no opinion can be formed, so completely has all trace of this 
formation beAn removed by erosion. It is perhaps fair to assume that it ex-
tended to the south as far as the present crest of Long ap.d Derry Ridge, 
and t the westward over Iron Hill, and, possibly, as far as Carbonate Hill. 
Other porphyries.-Of the other bodies of porphyry, the most important in 
their earing upon the ore deposition of the region are those which are 
e ntic lly f the ame rock a the main sheet of Gray Porphyry, though 
pparent conn ction with it. The most exten ive sheet of tbi 
r ck i £ und under Ir n and C r onate Hill , near the ba ·e of the Blue 
Li 1 t uttin u1 a r thi.., horiz n t the we twar · vari u irr g-
lar lik -lik di . £ un 1 in the jfl'. rent mine are d u btle ff: hoot 
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from this sheet. A small sheet is found above the Blue Limestone on Iron 
and Dome Hills. A large body, probably coming up from below, occur..s on 
the southeast face of Yankee Hill, extending across Adelaide Park. Several 
small sheets are found in the White Limestone on the north end of Iron Hill 
and in California gulch, and three well-developed dikes· cross Printer Boy 
and Long and Derry Hills .. 
On the northwest slope of Printer Boy Hill the Printer Yoy Porphyry 
forms an important mass; in Iowa' gulch is tl~e Green Porphyry, under the 
White Limestone; and on Long and Derry Ridge, the Josephine Porphyry, 
above the Blue Limestone. Mount Zion Porphyry, which is closely allied 
to the White Porphyry, fori:ns a body of great thickness in the Weber Grits 
on Prospect Mountain, and is found also in Evans gulch, but seems to be 
simply a local occurrence which reaches its greatest development beyond 
the limits of the map, and has apparently had little or no influence upon 
the ore deposits of the district. 
In what follows will be given in detail the various facts upon which 
the geological d8ductions represented on the map a·nd sections have been 
founded, which will probably prove of interest only to those who wish to 
verify these deductions on the ground or examine into their soundness. 
For convenience of description the region will be divided into the areas 
naturally blocked out by the lines of the principal faults, and these will be 
treated in topographical order, proceeding from the east westward, and in 
each block from the south northward. 
AREA EAST OF MOSQUITO FAULT. 
Between Mosquito fault and the crest of the range is a considerable 
area, occupied principally by Archean exposures, whose description prop-
erly belongs to that of the Leadville region, although only a small por-
tion of it is actually shown in the extreme southeast corner of that map. 
In it, immediately below the main crest, are the two great glacial amphi·· 
theaters in which headed the glaciers that carved out Evans and Iowa 
gulches, and which offer the best opportunities in the immediate vicinity of 
Leadville for the study of the relations of the ancient crystalHne rocks and 
of the eruptive bodies that have been intruded through them into the over-
MON XII-14 
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lying Paleozoic formations. Their scenery is moreover of, an imposing and 
Alpine character that would hardly be expected from the somewhat tame 
appearance of the immediate vicinity of the city itself. For this reason a 
view of the more picturesque and instructive of the two, that of Iowa am-
phitheater, has been chosen for the frontispiece of this volume. 
Frontispiece. - Iowa amphitheater, as· will b~ seen on the Mosquito map, 
is a bowl-sha1)ed depression some 2,500 feet deep, with three main branches 
or subsidiary amphitheaters extending up to the north, northeast, and south 
between the bounding peaks, Dyer Mountain, Mount Sherman, and Mount 
Sheridan. The view given in the frontispiece is the reproduction of a not 
altogether satisfactory photograph taken from ·a point on the north side of 
Iowa gulch, at the foot of the steeper southern slope of East Ball Mountain. 
The spur in the foreground, on the right, is a portion of the north slope of 
vV est Sheridan, formed of Archean rocks capped by Lower Quartzite; that 
on the left is the south spur of East Ball mountain, along which runs the 
Mosquito fault;_ while the background is formed by the west face of Mount 
Sherman, an almost vertical wall 2,400 feet in height. On this wall the 
up per 1,400 feet are occupied by the main sheet of White Porphyry, over-
lying the lower Paleozoic beds, in which are also several minor sheets of 
the same rock, too small to be indicated except in a general way on the 
Mosquito map; and-the base of the cliff is formed by frchean rocks. In 
the view the horizontal lines of the stratified beds can be readily distin-
guished from the somewhat gothic forms of weathering of the great mass 
of porphyry above, but the lower p0rtions of the cliff are almost entirely 
hidden beneath talus slopes of debris, through which only here and there 
projects a portion of the Archean granite. 
In the granite exposures on the south bank of Iowa Creek, a little 
above the point from which the frontispiece view is taken, are the best 
exam1 le of glacier action on rock surfaces in this I·egion. The granite 
bo . e here have a gentle lope to the east and are steep on the west, the 
whc le pper urface of the rock being beautifully polished, grooved, and 
triat , an the lines being parallel with the direction of the gulch. These 
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striation lines are particularly fine on the surface of the large feldspar crys-
tals, where, when closely examined, they are seen to resemble the parallel 
lines of a steel engraving. 
Mosquito fault.-The average course of Mosquito fault, which forms the 
western boundary of this area, is magnetic north or north 15° east. From 
the point where it branches off from the Weston fault, in the bed of Empire 
gulch, it runs across Upper Long and Derry Ridge at the foot of the steep 
face of West Sheridan, through Iowa gulch, along the west face of East 
Ball Mountain, and through the narrow saddle on the ridge between West 
Dyer Mountain and Little Ellen_ H;ill into Evans amphitheater, which it 
crosses diagonally, near if not actually through the shaft of the Best Friend 
mine, to the foot of the zigzag road descending from Mosquito pass. Ow-
ing to the absence of shafts in the region, its location can only be determined 
by actual rock outcrops, and where these are obscured by debris it may 
vary a little one way or the other from that given on the map. Its throw,. 
which varies somewhat at different points, may be taken at an average of 
4,000 feet. 
Minor faul~s.-Of the minor or cross faults in this area only one, tl1e 
South Dyer fault, appears on the Leadville map. By its movement, which 
was an upthrow to the north, a fragment of the Lower Quartzite beds, with 
an included sheet of White Porphyry, has been left on the southwest spur 
of East Ball Mountain, where it forms a shoulder half-way down the slope 
and is entirely surrounded by Archean outcrops. Beyond the line of the 
map it crosses the south foot of Dyer Mountain, where a dike of White _ 
Porphyry cuts through the Archean on its probable continuation ~nd joins 
the Sheridan fault in the bed of Iowa gulch. The Sheridan fault runs at 
right angles to the former in a southwest direction across the saddle between 
Mount Sheridan and West Sheridan, and is supposed to join West.on fault 
in the north head of · Weston gulch. Its movement is a slio-ht upthrow to 
• 0 
the east, and the combined displacement of these two fau1ts explains the 
existence of a singular triangular-shaped mass of vVhite Limestone and 
Lower Quartzite at the entrance to the north branch of Iowa amphitheater, 
in the very bed of the gulch. As the normal continuation of these beds is 
found high up on the face of the surrounding mountains, it might seem at 
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first to have been dropped down here by a sudden sinking of the ground. 
Nearly parallel with the South Dyer fault is the Dyer Mountain fault, whose 
presence is indicated by a slight discrepancy in the stratified beds at the head 
of Dyer and North Iowa amphitheaters. Its extent as well as its movement 
is apparently small, as it could not be traced b.eyond these valleys in either 
direction, and in the Dyer amphitheater is shown only on the east wall, 
. there being apparently no break in the lines of stratification 011 the West 
Dyer Mountain side. The ~mount of displacement caused by these two 
faults is shown in Section M, Atlas Sheet X. 
West Sheridan.-W est Sheridan M~mntain, which is in point of fact 
simply a Y-shaped spur extending out west-ward from the main Mount Sher-
idan, has, as it were, three summits, two of which are capped by the remains 
of the White Porphyry sheet, which here separates the Blue Limestone from 
the White. The remainder of the crest of the ridge is formed by beds of 
White Lic.-1estone, under which is a fringing outcrop of Lower Quartzite. 
In those on . the north and west slopes are several small bodies of White 
Porphyry. An estimate of the thickness of White Limestone and Lower 
Quartzite on the western. face of the south and north spurs of vVest Sheri-
dan, respectively, gave 250 and 275 feet, the difference being accounted for 
by included sheets of White Porphyry. 
Dyer Mountain. - Dyer Mountain, as shown in Section M, whose-line runs 
from the summit of the mountain southward through the spur represented 
in the photograph, is composed of the following beds in descending series: 
Sacramento Porphyry. 
Weber Grits. 
White Porphyry (main sheet). 
Blue Limestone. 
White Limestone. 
Lower Quartzite. 
White Porphyry. 
Archean. 
The main sheet of White Porphyry is the dap-rock of that portion of 
pur . hown in the fronti piece. The lines of stratification on the face of 
the pnr t ward the ob erver, dipping gently to the north tow~rd the head 
of y r am1 hitheater, belong to the Lower Quartzite and to the underlying 
bed f White Por1 hyry, which is here two hu11dred to three hundred feet in 
thi k1 e · . 11 the outh fa e of this pur, toward Io·wa gulch, in the Archean 
c I I c r tl n ar r th line of the outl Dy r fault, is an irregular ut-
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crop of White Porphyry, somewhat in the form of a dike, parallel to the fault, 
but with ramifying branches extending in various directions. This body 
is interesting as being one of the few cases where the White Porphyry 
could be seen to have been directly erupted through the Archean, and is 
very probably the source from which the lower sheets of this rock have 
spread out between the lower Paleozoic beds below the horizon of the 
Blue Limestone; it seems hardly of sufficient size, however, to account for 
the immense thickness of the main sheet of White Porphyry above that 
horizon, and whose source, as already shown, is supposed to exist in the 
White Ridge near the head ·of Four-Mile Creek. 
On the east wall of Dyer amphitheater, in the upper part of the White 
Limestone near the Parting Quartzite, are the deposits of the Dyer mine, 
from which the mountain has derived its name. This mine is one of the 
earliest discoveries of the district, antedating by many years that of the 
carbonate mines, but owing to its great altitude and difficulty of access it 
has been but intermittently worked. A section measured along a ste~p 
hillside, with a slope of 32°, just south of the Dyer mine, gave the follow-
ing thicknesses: 
. . Feet. 
· j Blue Limestone: 
Lower Carboniferous - Dark blue, weathering black, with black chert. . . . . . 150 
- 150 
Parting Quartzite: 
Sandstone and silicious limestone· . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
White Limestone : 
Thin-bedded, bluish limestone.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
Silurian . __ . ___ . . . . . . Light-blue limestone, conchoidal fracture, passing 
into pinkish, clayey material ... _ ... . . . .... _ . . . . . 15 
Gray, semi-crystalline limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Sandy lime tone, with some sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
I White, silicious limestone... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
t . -. uo 
l Re~~=:t ~:~:t~~t_e_: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Cambrian ............ ~-Reddish-brown quartzites ....................... _ 50 
I White, saccharoidal quartzite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
l -- 160 
White Porphyry, 200 feet. 
Archean ............... Granite .................. ..................... _. 
.,, 
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Just below the Dyer mine a bed of limestone of a light steel-blue color 
is singularly changed into a light-pink, clayey material, so different in ap-
pearance from the unaltered rock that a partial analysis of the. two was 
made in order to determine the chemical change that had produced this 
appearance. The following figures were obtained: 
Unaltered limestone. 
Lime . _ ...............•................ · 20.31 
Magnesia _ ................ ~ .. ; . . . . . . . . . 10.35 
Alumina and, iron ...... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.23 
Insoluble .... ................... _., .... 31.27 
Altered limestone. 
19.21 
· 9.58 
_ 5.23 
_ 34.56 
From which it is seen that the alteration consists mainly in the removal 
of a portion of the soluble bases and a consequent relative increase in the 
propoi·tion of silica. It also shows that a very essential change in the 
physical character of a rock may be made by the action of percolating 
waters, with very little actual chemi_cal change. 
The break in the beds north of the Dyer mine, caused by the move-
ment of South Dyer fault, is very evident in the Blue Limestone, but cannot 
be traced much below that horizon. On th~ west wall of the Dyer amphi-
theater the beds sl~pe up the face of West Dyer Mountain in an unbroken 
line, showing no trace of the fault; the main sheet of White Porphyry 
which forms the saddle between Dyer and Evans amphitheaters thins out very 
rapidly to the northwest, and on the face of West Dyer Mountain shows an 
outcrop of only about ten feet, the summit of the peak being formed by a 
few remaining beds of Weber Grits . 
Evans amphitheater. - The basin at the head of South Evans gulch, as 
we11 as the main Evans amphitheater, shows mainly outcrops of Archean 
rock , those of the Weber Grits, . which adjoin them west of the fault line, 
being generally covered by debris. The wall of Mount Evans facing the 
amphitheater present similar conditions to the wall at the head of Iowa 
gulch, namely, an eruptive mass underlaid by horizontal stratified beds, 
and the ame trong contra t in their weathered forms, the difference being 
tha in thi a e it i the · acramento in tead of the w ·hite Porphyry that 
In a hallow ravine on this wa.11 just outh f 
a li ht reak in the ontinuity of edimentary 
-fault with a Ii ht upthrow on th north. 
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East Ball Mountain. - The crest of what is known as East Ball Mountain, 
which is in reality only a spur of West Dyer Mountain, is capped by Lower 
Quartzite, with a sheet of White Porphyry between it and the underlying 
Archean. This sheet is evidently the same which has already been noticed 
on the south spur of Dyer Mountain; · in the recess of Dyer amphitheater, 
however, it must cut partly across the Lower Quartzite, · since on the west 
wall of the amphitheater there is a considerable thickness of Lower Quartz-
ite below the White Porphyry. 
AREA BETWEEN MOSQUITO AND BALL MOUNTAIN PAULTS. 
Ball Mountain fault. -The direction of the Ball Mountain fault is some-
what to the west of north, nearly parallel with that of the Weston fault, 
and therefore convergent with the Mosquito fault, which it joins on the crest 
of the Upper Long and Derry Ridge at the foot of the steep slope of Vv est 
Sheridan. From here it runs in a direct line acro:::s Iowa gulch, through 
the top of Ball Mountain, and bends sharply to the west on its northern 
slope, passing through the End Squeeze. or Cleopatra shaft (F-l 2).1 Its 
movement is defined here by the Fat Purse (F-1 7), which is in Weber Grits 
on the west of the fault, and the John Mitchell (E-11), which is in Lower 
Quartzite on the east; it then runs northward across South Evans gulch, 
through the Nevada tunnel, which has been driven nearly three hundred 
feet on its line, and just west of the Seneca shaft, which is in the White 
Limestone. Farther north its existence is shown only by the widening of 
the outcrop of Weber Shales and by a slight discrepancy in the outlines 
of the body of Mount Zion Porphyry in Evans gulch. Its mov~ment of 
displacement is an upthrow on the east, which has a maximum at the south-
ern end, or in Iowa gulch, of 2,250 feet, and gradually decreases to the 
northward, being only a few feet in Evans gulch and disappearing entirely 
in Prospect Mountain. 
Prospect Mountain Ridge. - On the spur from Pro_specf Mountain west of 
the Prospect amphitheater, which is on the line of the fault, there is a slight 
variation in the regular easterly dip of the Weber Grits, which suggests 
1 The letters and numbers following the names of shafts indicate, respectively, the square and 
tho number within that square, by means of which the shaft may be found on the Leadville map. 
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that the influence of the fault has produced a slight anticlinal fold. Pros-
pect Mountain, from its summit eastward to the foot of Mosquito pass, is 
made up of coarse sandstones and micaceous shales of the Weber Grits 
formation, which dip a little north of east. 
Little Ellen Hilt-The same beds are found to extend through the main 
portion of Little Ellen Hill and across the upper part of South Evans gulch, 
and outcrops where visible have a prevailing dip of 20° to the eastwai'd. 
rrhe lines of structure in a series of beds-of such uniform composition are 
difficult to trace in a country where the surface is so much obscured as here. 
It is possible, therefore, that the eastern ends of Sections A, B, C, and D, 
which pass through this region and have been constructed somewhat theo-
retically, give too great a thickness for this formation; in other words, place 
the ore horizon at too great a depth below the surface, since the structure_ 
lines obtained from other portions of the region, where definite data are 
more frequent, show no such extent of regular slope, but much more fre-
quent waves or folds. Such, however, have not been indicated here, as in 
the absence of definite data they would be purely imaginary. 
Eruptive dikes.-In this area are several outcrops of eruptive bodies, 
which apparently belong rathei· to the dike type than to. that of intrusive • 
sheets. Two of these occur on Prospect Mountain ridge, the easternmost of 
which is a coarse-grained quartz-porphyry, with large orthoclase feldsparsr 
resembling the Lincoln Porph)lry; its feldspars are partly reddish and 
partly light green, the coloring being due to iron oxide on the one handr 
or to light-green mica as an alteration product on the other. 'I'he western 
of these dikes is a fine-grained, dioritic-looking rock, similar to that found 
in the Arkansas Valle)! between Indiana and Bird's Eye gulches and at the 
head · of these gulches. On the north slope of Little Ellen Hill is an out-
crop f the i:mme coarse-grained porphyry that is found in the eastern 
dike. In the bed of Evans gulch, above the Virginius mine and extend-
ing up ome distance on the north ide of the gulch, is an eruptive mass of 
rather irreo-ular form, whose outlines are . omewhat ob cured by surface 
accm ulati n . It b long , a well as could be a certained from the par-
tially c1 ... c mpo ed pecimen. obtained, to the Mount Zion type of porphyry. 
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Coal in Weber Shales.-The carbonaceous beds of the Weber Shales series 
are unusually well developed in this region and often contain considerable 
impure anthracite. Th~ greatest developments of this coal are found in the 
Ellesmere (B-2) and Little Providence ( 0-8) shafts, in the former of which 
it is said to have a thickness of eighteen inches and in the latter of seven feet. 
The coal; however, has thus far proved too impure to be of economic 
value. Similar beds of coal have been observed by the writer at what is 
very propably nearly the same horizon in the Pancake Mountains west of 
White Pine, a short distance from Argenta on the Central Pacific Railroad, 
and some 30 miles north of Elko on Coal Creek, in Nevada. Explora-
tions at all these localiti_es have, however, failed to develop any workable 
beds of good coal. In a region like Colorado, therefore, where the Creta-
ceous formations which are known to contain abundant beds of excellent 
coal are so widely developed, it seems scarcely advisable to spend much 
labor in searching for coal at this lower horizon. The name '' Carbon-
iferous," which was given to this formation in the early days of geology, 
when it was supposed to be the only coal-bearing horizon, is a practical 
misnomer in the Rocky Mountain region, and apt to mislead the untechnical. 
Blue Limestone.-The outcrop of Blue Limestone from the point where 
the Ball Mountain fault crosses South Evans gulch, just below the Senec~ 
shaft, follows up the north bank of the gulch and then bends to the south up 
Alps gulch to the saddle between Ball Mountain and East Ball Mountain. 
Its existence is proved by explorations of the Little Rische (G-6), Little 
Ellen (G-5), Lulu(G-4), Izzard (G-3), Gnome (G-2), Wall Street (G-1), 
Dauntless (0-13), and Alps shafts, which have cut through the overlying 
White Porphyry to the contact. In the Little Ellen alone has any con-
siderable body_ of ore been discovered at the contact. Iron vein material 
of considerable thickness has been found on the contact in the workings of 
the Alps group of mines, but as far as known little rich ore has been devel-
oped. The White Porphyry is here very thin, and at the head of Alps gulch 
-disappears entirely, comin.g in again on the south side of the ridge. From 
this saddle the outcrop of the Blue Limestone sweeps round to the eastward 
to the Black Hawk shaft. This shaft passed through 80 feet of White Por-
phyry and a little black shale before reaching the Blue Limestone. Beyond 
/ 
# 
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this the Blue ~imestone is cut off by the Mosquito faul~ at _the sharp spur run-
ning out southwest from East Ball Mountain toward Dyer gulch. Actual 
outcrops of Blue Limestone and Parting Quartzi~e, dipping steeply to the 
east, are found on the saddle east of Ball ~fountain. The summit of ~all 
Mountain, from the saddle westward to th~ fault, is formed of White Por-
phyry, of which a thick body here separates the Parting Quartzite from the 
White Limestone. 
The structure of t_he area between the crest of Ball Mountain and the 
south slope of Ellen . Hill below the outcrop of Blue Limestone is some-
what obscure; but the explanation presented on the map, viz, that of a 
quaquaversal or anticlinal fold in part cut off by the Ball Mountain fault, 
is one which best fits the following observed facts. 
On the north slope of Ball Mountain, immediately under its crest, can be 
traced outcrops of White Limestone and of a portion of the Lower Quartz-
ite beneath it. The prominent ridge which extends out on the steep slope 
towards the valley of South Eva~s consists entirely of fragments of quartzite 
derived from the above-mentioned outcrop. Shaft F-6, however, which 
has penetrated this covering of debris, shows that the underlying rock is 
,vhite Porphyry. The J olm Mitchell shaft, west of this, has gone through 
another body of Lower Quartzite and a second underlying White Porphyry 
to granite. North of the John Mitchell, at the base of the hill, is a small 
outcrop of granite, with a little white quartzite resting on it. Still north of 
this are the Ocean and Seneca shafts, the former in Lower Quartzite, the 
latter in White Limestone, dipping to the northward. It seems, therefore, 
that the White Porphyry is here splitting the Lower Quartzite into several 
distinct bodie , and it may naturally be inferred that somewhere in this re-
gi n it ha been intruded into the Lower Quartzite from t.he underlying 
Arche n. 
The Nevada tunnel di clo es a b dy of White Limestone, resting on 
quartzit , ea t of the fault, which dip at 45° to the north. This dip i some-
whc t normal t th ua uaver al tru tur deduced from observation in 
th r ·h ft f thi regi but it Ir ximity to the fault may account for 
th irr o-ulc ri . 
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South slope of Ball Mountain.-On the south slope of the Ball MountainR_idge, 
towards Iowa gulch, the White Limestone is also split into three distinct 
sheets by intrusive masses of White Porphyry. They might perhaps be 
considered to be simply caught up and included in the porphyry body. 
One or more of these sheets can be traced on the upper slope of Long 
and Derry Ridge, in the angle between Ball Mountain and Mosquito faults. 
South of the crest of Ball Mountain the Emma tunnel (0-lff) is run on 
the contact of White Porphyry and vVhite Limestone, following some iron-
stained vein material. West of this and adjoining the fault, the Lower 
Quartzite outcrops under the ·white Limestone, dipping at a~ angle of 50° 
to the east. Another portion of the. Lower Quartzite is found adjoining the 
fault on the shoulder south of Ball Mountain,- and in the bed of Iowa gulch 
erosion has exposed the full thiclmf1ss of the Lower Quartzite, with a small 
area of Archean rocks next to the fault on the east, the quartzite dipping 
east at an angle of 18°. 
The distribution of the White Porphyry bodies in this area is rather 
exceptional, as they are principally developed in the lower horizons, form-
ing several sheets within the Lower Quartzite and White Limestone, while 
the bed above the Blue Limestone is comparatively thin, and at one point 
entirely wanting. It might be inferred from this that near here is one or 
more of its vents or points where it has been intruded through the Archean 
into the overlying Paleozoic beds. 
AREA BETWEEN BALL MOUNTAIN AND WE8TON FAULTS. 
This area presents a still more complicated structure than the one just 
described, owing, first, to the existence of a well-defined anticlinal or qua-
quaversal fold, the South Evans anticline; second, to the disturbance pro-
duced by the Iowa gulch and Colorado Prince cross-faults, which run trans-
versely across the area; third, to the peculiar movement of displacement of 
the ·w eston fault, which has the normal upthrow to the east at its northern 
and southern extremities, but in the intermediate region has partly a reversed 
throw or to the westward, and in one portion no displacement at all; and, 
fourth, to the branching of the Weston fault at its southern end, by which 
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part of its movement of displacement is distributed to the Union fault. The 
prevailing dip of the formations is to the east, except in the vicinity of the 
South Evans anticline. 
Weston fault.-This fault is approximately parallel with Ban· Mountain 
fault, and follows the same general direction that it had in the area already 
described outside the limits of the Leadville map. From its intersection 
with Mosquito fault in Empire gulch, it crosses the Long and Derry Ridge, 
near the foot of the steeper slope of the Upper Long and . Derry Hill, and 
descend8 into Iowa gulch just east of the Ella ·Beeler tunnel (E-7), where 
it is joined by the Union fault; it runs thence diagonally up the southwest 
slope of Green Mountain, a little east. of the North Star (E-23) and Alta 
(E-22), and crosses the head of California gulch between the Tiger shaft 
(E-24) and the Ella tunnel (F-39). From here up the slope of Breece Hill 
its position cannot be exactly defined, owing to the fact that Pyritiferous 
Porphyry forms the rock surface on either side. In the ground of the 
Highland Chief No. 2, however, it passes between two shans of that claim 
(F-40 and· F-41 ), the former of which is in the Weber Grits and the 
latter in Pyritiferous Porphyry, and just east of its main shaft (F-59); it 
then follows the crest of the ridge to its north point and down its steep north 
slope between the Chemung tunnel on the east and the Fenian Queen on the 
west, along the line of the west fork of Lincoln gulch to Big Evans gulch, 
which it crosses just above the mouth of Lincoln gulch. _On the south 
slope of Prospect Mountain its movement of displacement becomes ·rnry 
·light, and is proved only by the discrepancy in the position of the divid-
ing line between Weber Shales and Gray Porphyry, as shown in the Still-
well (K-11 ), La Harpe (K-12), and other shafts in Little Evans gulch 
on the one side and in the Mary Able (K-35) on the other. 
The movement f di placement of this fault is quite r~markable, being 
an ur thr w to the we t of about ix hundred feet in Iowa gulch and about 
the ame am unt f i lacement r ver ed, the upthrow being on the ea t 
i l , n ar the m uth f Linc In gulch, ppo ite the South Evans anticline. 
hi · vement ecome null be w n the e two points omewhere in the 
n i O h 1 ·h f the haft ( - tj) n Breece Hill. 
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Iowa fault.-The Iowa cross-fault runs east and west along the foot of 
the cliff, on the north face of Upper Long and Derry Hill, and connects Wes-
ton and Ball Mountain faults. The shafts and tunnels between it and the 
bed of the gulch are either in Weber Grits or Pyritiferous Porphyry, while 
Archean granite forms the cliff above it on the south. The estimated dis-
placement of this fault is an upthrow of 2,700 feet to the south. It might 
perhaps be better ~onsidered a downthrow to the north, since that portion 
of the area which immediately adjoins it on that side i~ in the abnormal po-
sition of being relatively lower than the corresponding block of ground on 
the west of Weston fault. 
rrhe uplifted block of ground inclosed by Iowa and Weston faults 
consists of Archean rocks, principally coarse red granite, with a narrow 
strip of Lower Quartzite resting on them along the crest of upper Long 
and Derry Hill. This quartzite is apparently the crest of a shallow .north 
and south anticlinal fold, now almost entirely eroded away. The curve 
of the strata can be readily seen on the cliff from Iowa gulch; at the 
western end, toward the fault, the dip steepens to 30°. At the eastern end, 
on either side of the ridge, is an outcrop of a much decomposed, coarse-
grained quartz-porphyry, which apparently forms a sheet between the 
quartzite and underlying granite. 
Southwest slope of Ball Mountain. -From Iowa fault northward, across Iowa 
gulch and up the southwest slope of Ball Mountain, the surface is mainly 
covered by Pyritiferous Porphyry, with occasional outcrops of the sand-
stones and shales of the ·Weber Grits. The sedimentary beds all have a 
gentle dip to the northeastward and are separated by intervening porphyry 
sheets into three distinct series, the lowest of which is classed as Weber 
Shales, altho-ugh black shales are found to a greater or less extent through 
all the beds. 
This lowest series, which crosses Iowa gulch opposite the Ella Beeler 
tunnel ·and extends part way up the slope of Green Mountain, comes in 
juxtaposition with the ·white Porphyry beyo1;d the fault to the west, and 
is overlaid by a thin body of Pyritiferous Porphyry, which is cut in a 
tunnel (E-21) on the slope of Green Mountain. 
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The base of the Weber Grits, consisting of quartzite, conglomerate, 
and shale, is shown on the south side of Iowa gulch in the Little Hercu~es 
tunnel (E- 6), and on the north side in the Black Cloud shaft, which cuts 
through it into the underlying porphyry. · On Green Mountain the Hoo-
sier (E-19) and adjoining (E-20) shaft are sunk in it, and the Equator 
(E-17) tunnel runs on the contact breccia material between it and a sec-
ond sheet of Pyritiferous Porphyry above. The outcrops of this body, 
consisting of iron-sta:ined decomposed porphyry, can be easily traced along 
the slope of Iowa gulch, but the underlying Weber Grits are obscured by 
debris. South of the gulch it is shown in the Mount Carbon tunnel and on 
Green Mountain in the Tiger shaft and in the Ontario and Bloomington 
(E-9) tunnels. The former passes at 200 feet from its mouth into mica-
ceous sandstones and shales of the second_ sheet of Weber Grits, while the 
shaft .(E-18) shows breccia material between the sandstones and the under-
lying porphyry. 
'I1he outcrops of the second body of Weber Grits sweep round the 
upper part of Green Mountain, where the Green Mountain and Lawrence 
(E -10) 1 shafts have reached it after crossing the lower part of the upper 
body of Pyritiferous Porphyry; it widens out in the vicinity of the Little 
Frank (D - 2) shaft and the Alleghany and Pine Forest tunnels, and again 
thins to thirty or forty feet as it crosses Iowa gulch to the Iowa fault below 
shaft D-4. Above this body of Weber Grits the main sheet of Pyritifer-
ous Porphyry extends up to the crest of Ball Mountain and east to the 
fault, broken only by isolated outcrops of Weber Grits, apparently repre·-
senting fragments of this formation caught up in the mass of the porphyry 
at the time of its intrusion. Such a fragment, consisting mainly of black 
hales, is cut in the Silver Queen tunnel on the hill slope above the Pine 
Fore t. 
The weathered "urface of the Pyritiferous Porphyry in general shows 
n I yrite , but only he ca itie from which its crystals have been dis-
Ive ut. he ld }lariner tunnel above the Silver Queen, has been run 
12 feet fr th urf, in I q h ry tl u ecompo ed, and at the mouth 
of th it f nee le f pm em nte :l together , nd part]_ , 
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replaced by limonite resulting from the leachil}g out of the pyrites. The 
Weber sandstones at the contact with the porphyry are often brecciated 
and so impregnated with pyrites as to be scarcely distinguishable from the 
porphyry. To understand the distribution of the various bodies of this 
porphyry and their supposed continuation below the limits of ~xploration 
it will be necessary to refer to Section G, Atlas Sheet XX. According te> 
this it will be seen that there are three distinct sheets of porphyry above 
the Weber Shales, while a fourth occurs beyond Weston fault, between the 
Weber Shales rnd White Porphyry, which connects with a fifth body 
found in California gulch, where it crosses the White Limestone and White 
Porphyry along the cross-cutting zone already mentioned. It is supposed,. 
as shown in the section, that it is in this vicinity that the porphyry came 
up through the Archean. 
Northwest slope of Ball Mountain.-The bodies of Pyritiferous Porphyry thin 
out towards the north, and on the upper part of Breece Hill, or the north-
west slope of Ball Mountain, all except the upper one disappear before 
reaching the Colorado Prince and-Ball Mountain faults. No trace of Pyri-
tiferous Porphyry has yet been found east of the latter fault. To the north 
the lower sheet is stratigraphically replaced by the main sheet of Gray 
Porphyry, since farther west they are each underlaid by the main body 
of White Porphyry. In the few cases where underground explorations have 
disclosed the relations of the Pyritiferous and Gray Porphyries the former 
is found to overap the latter. 
In this region the beds whcih have been assigned to the Weber Shales 
horizon are found to have a much larger proportion of sandstone than the 
corresponding beds on Little Ellen Hill, but in either case the data are 
somewhat meager, as no shafts are so situated as to afford a complete or 
continuous section. The Antelope shaft found 100 feet of white quartzite 
immediately above the Gray Porphyry. The Quandary shaft found mi-
caceous sandstone; the Garbutt, sandstone and shale; and the shafts of 
the Ont~rio (F-!50 and F-51), a coarse sandstone. The Capitol (F-57) 
and the Highland 'Queen (F-56) shafts passed in depth into a body of 
quartz-p?rphyry of different character from the Pyritiferous Porphyry. 
It were too long to enumerate all the otlrnr shafts on this slope, the infor-
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mation obtained from which is sufficiently indicated on the map and 
sections. The Gray Porphyry sheet under the Pyritiferous also thins out 
to the eastward and cannot be traced beyond the Colorado Prince fault. 
Colorado Prince fault. -The movement of displacement of the Colorado 
Prince fault is an upthrow to the southwest, which is about two hundred 
feet in the middle and reaches a maximum at its junction · with the Ball 
Mountain fault and a minimum at that with the Weston fault. By this 
movement the southern portion of the South Evans anticline has been cut 
off and leaves, along the cliff at whose foot the fault runs, a succession of 
beds dipping generally to the southward; to the faulting and consequent 
exposure of the edges of these beds the steepness of the cliff is doubtless due. 
The White Porphyry sh~et immediately over the Blue Limestone is 
here ve.ry thin and in places entirely _wanting. The Chemun~ tunn.el at 
the western edge of this area, near the Weston fault, runs in a southeast 
direction on the contact between the Gray and White Porphyries, and, 
· cutting across the latter; passes into the Blue Limestone. rrhe Highland 
Chief and adjoining shafts, a little east of this, pass through the Gray Por-
phyry directly into silicious vein material, which is the replacement here 
of the Blue Limestone. North of this the Eliza No. 2 (K-3) strikes Blue 
Limestone, the Little Alice (K-2) Parting Quartzite, and the Eliza No. 1 
(G-58) White Porphyry after passing about twenty feet of vVash, the last 
reaching White Limestone at a depth of 180 feet. $haft
0
N o. 2 (G-51) of the 
Miner Boy finds a small body of black shales directly above the limestone, 
between jt and the overlying Gray Porphyry. The Uncle Sam shafts (F-32 
and F-33), at the east end of Idaho park, find vein material between Gray 
Porphyry and Blue Limestone. The Rattling Jack and Little Johnny, still 
farther ea t, find a sheet of White Porphyry between the Gray Porphyry 
and Blue Limestone, with vein material at its contact with the latter. The 
body of White Porphyry cut in. the Little Alice and Eliza No. 1 shafts is 
evidently of limited extent, as it has not been seen in any other working . 
The White Limest ne and L0wer Quartzite are cut by the various 
haft and tunn 1. f th Black Prine , Min r Boy, and Colorado Prince 
l h , th tunn f th la ·t ru ning uth through a body of \\ hite 
I l'} h ·r ~ 1 tw n th ranit n l L w r uartzit and in cl e proximi~y 
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to the Colorado Prince fault. A more detailed description of the structure 
in the immediate vicinity of these mines will be found in Part II, Chapter V. 
In the east fork of Lincoln gulch, according to Mr. Jacob, the Boulder 
incline is sunk on the line of the Colorado fault at an angle of 45 ° to the 
north, with granite in the roof and White Porphyry in the foot-wall; while -
the Cumberland shaft, a short distance east, is sunk 150 feet in White. Por-
phyry. The evidence of the former would prove, therefore, that the Colo-
rado Prince fault at tµis point is a reversed fault, viz, that the upthrow is 
on the hanging-wall side, instead of, as is usually the case, on the foot-wall; 
and the fact that the latter was sunk to so gr~at a depth in White Por-
phyry without reaching granite would be explained by the nearly vertical 
position of the sheet. . This explanation, which considers the White Por-
phyry as an interbedded sheet, is supported by the apparent continuity of 
White Porphyry north of the Colorado Prince fault, around the outcrop of 
Archean. It seems possible, however, that these shafts may be sunk in the 
actual channel through which the porphyry came up across the Archean. 
The Fitchburg incline, on the south side of Lincoln gulch, opposite the 
Boulder, was run down on the contact of Lower Quartzite and White 
Limestone, which here dip 20° to the southwest. 
South Evans anticline. -The granite body which -forms the crest of South 
Evans anticline, extending from the north fork of Lincoln gulch to the 
mouth of South Evans, is shown wherever prospecting has stripped the 
rock of the overlying soil; also, by the Caledonia (G-59) and Slim Jim 
(G-46) shafts and by the Silver Tooth bore-hole (G-45) This bore-hole 
· was sunk 314 feet, cutting in its passage downwards 49 feet of White Por-
phyry, probably a small dike within the granite. The granite in the Cale-
d~nia is red and coarse grained ; that from the bore-hole, compact and fine 
grained. The White Cloud shaft (K-15) on the west side of the fold in 
Lincoln gulch was sunk in the Lower Quartzite, which also outcrops near 
the road, showing a western dip. A shaft (K-14) on the north side of 
Evans gulch has found quartz-porphyry directly under the Wash. The 
Hoo::;ier Girl (G-44), on the east, is in Lower Quartzite, which must be 
a portion separated from the main body by the lower .sheet of White Por-
phyry. This lower sheet of White. Porphyry forms the western point of 
MON XII-15 
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Little Ellen Hill, between South Evans and Evans gulches; it is coars'er 
grained than the normal rock and contains numerous quartz crystals. The 
successively higher horizons ·of Lower Quartzite, Whit"e Limestohe, Blue 
Limestone, White Porphyry, and Weber Shales are c'rdssed as o'he ascends 
the hill to the eastward, their existence being p'roved by the numerous 
shafts which dot this point of the hill. A small body of quartz-porphyry 
is f~und on the slope of the hill toward South Evans gulch, between the 
Parting Quartzite and White Limestone, which may correspond to that 
found on the other side of the anticline in K-14. rrhe contact of the Blue 
Limestone with W711ite Porphyry has been proved in 't-:he Virginius, Tender-
foot, and Cleveland shafts, where it is more or less 'replaced by vein mate-
rial, and in the first is said to have contained large bodies of low grade and 
some rich ore. Southward across South Evans gulch this contact is p~acti-
. cally unprospected. 
The north slope of the anticline is proved on the north side of Evans 
gulch, in the United States Mint shaft (G-38), which is sunk in the shaly 
beds at the top of the Lower Quartzite. The northern rim of the anticline 
is buried below 400 feet o_f gravel of the Evans mo~aine, and it is only on 
the steeper slopes of Prospect Mountain, adjoining Little '.Evans 'gulch, 'that 
rock in place is found. Here the workings of La Harpe, Stillwell, Little 
Louise, Golden Eagle, and other claims have proved the contact of the main 
Gray Porphyry sheet and the overlying Weber Shales. The main Gray 
Porphyry sheet is not found east of the South Evans anticline, and there-
fore must thin out rapidly beyond these claims. 'I1he body of Mount Zion 
Porphyry, which crosses Evans gulch above the Ball l\fountain fault, as 
already described (if, as supposed, an interbedded sheet), comes between the 
Weber Shales and the Weber Grits, commencing opposite where the Gray 
Porphyry sheet dies out. 
.AREA BETWEEN WESTON AND MIKE FAULTS. 
M;ke fauJt.-The Mike fault runs more nearly parallel with the Weston 
fault than the Ball Mountain fault. On the south it extends a hort distance 
f the map, a h wn in di repancy of outer p on the 
f L no- and err Hill, but it annot be traced be Tond the 
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alluvial deposits of Empire gulch, and . apparently passes into an anticlinal 
fold on the west slope of Empire Hill.1 On Long and Derry Ridge it is 
defined at the Kenosha tunnel, where a body of greenish quartz-porphyry 
on the east comes into juxtaposition with White Porphyry on the west; 
the form er body belongs below the horizon of the White Limestone, 1the 
. ., 
latter above that of the Blue. It descends into Iowa gulch near the point 
".Vhere the Long and Derry grade reaches the crest of the bill, crossing the 
gulch just west of the Now-or-Never (M-49) shaft; passes the western 
foot of the Printer Boy Hill to California gulch between its junctions with 
Eureka and White's gulches, and along the western slope of Breece Hill, 
through the workings of the Mike and Star mine, from which it receives its 
na1pe. 
In the latter region the surface indications do not prove its existence, 
since White Porphyry is found on both sides; but its movement is proved 
by the relative depths of the Blue Limestone horizon under the White Por-
phyry in the two shafts of the Park mine (0-1 and 0-4). Its movement 
cannot be traced north of Adelaide park, and it is supposed to end at its 
junction with the Breece Iron fault. 
Its movement of displacement at the south end is an upthrow to the 
ea·st, which is about one thousand feet on Long and Derry Ridge and 
decreases to the northward. North of its junction with Pilot fault, in Iowa. 
gulch, as above stated, the only data are derived from the Park mine, from 
which it is inferred that the movement is reversed and is an upthro'w on the, 
west, gradually increasing from that point to a maximum of about three) 
hundred feet. 
Pilot fault.- ~ilot fault might in one sense be considered the normal con-
tinuation of the main Mike fault, from the fact that its u pthrow is the same 
and that the amount of its displacement decreases continuously to the north 
un~il its movement is entirely lost in the body of Pyritiferous Porphyry on 
Breece Hill. I ts direction diverges at first very sensibly from that of the 
Mike fault, being a northeasterly direction across the western slope of 
1 On the Mosquito map (Atlas Sheet VII), by an error of the engraver, which had ooen over-
looked , it bas been continued south of Empire gulch to a junction with Union fault on a line which is 
simply the 1)0undary between White Limestone (c) and Lower Quartzite (b). · 
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Printer Boy Hill and bending to the north beyond the Pilot tunnel, from 
which it receives its name. It crosses California gulch a little above the 
Lower Printer Boy mine, and White's Hill just east of the -shaft L-34. 
Beyond that point its position can no longer be defined, but it seems prob-
able that it passes through a slight anticlinal fold under the Breece Hill 
body of Pyritiferous Porphyry, the continuation of a fold fa1:ther north 
which is proved by the explorations of the shafts in the neighborhood_of the 
Great Hope mine, above· EvanBville. 
Union fault.-The Union fault, which is · principally developed south of 
the limits of the map, has a direction nearly parallel with the Mosquito 
fault. As described in the preceding chapter, it crosses the wester}) slope of 
Empire Hill and disappears to the southward in the granite area adjoin~ng 
lower Weston gulch. Its displacement is · an upthrow to the east, which 
from a null point at its south end increases towards the north, reaching -a 
maximum of about one thousand feet at its junction with the \Veston fault, 
in Iowa gulch below the Ella Beeler tunnel, where the Archean comes in 
contact with the upper portion of the White Porphyry above the Blue Lime-
stone. 
In the bed of Empire gulch Archean is exposed east of this fault, and 
the overlying Cambrian and Silurian beds can be traced, sweeping up the 
slopes on either side of the gulch, where not covered by the Empire 
moraines. A few shafts and tunnels have penetrated the moraine material 
to the underlying quartzite and silicious limestone. Such is the Little 
Annie tunnel, just east of the fault, on the south slope of Long and Derry 
Hill, which ran through moraine material into White Porphyry, and at 
whose end a winze was sunk into the underlying limestone. Farther east 
the Coffee, Louis Tell, California Rose, and Caledonian · tunnels are run 
upon the contact of White Porphyry and Silurian limestone, which beyond 
them a ut again ·t the granite on the other ·ide of Weston fanlt. 
Long and Derry Ridge.-The stru ture of this ridge is best explained by 
ti n I tla' he t X T . The actual line of the Union fault on the crest 
f the rid i und finabl , in e White Porph -ry is found on either side. 
mall r, f und near the ere t f th hill, adj ining the We t n 
f he lue im ·t ne a ve the low r bed 
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of White Porphyry that have escaped erosion. Of these the more north-
erly one is entirely replaced by iron-stained chert, which forms a rocky 
outcrop near the crest of the ridge. 
On the north slope of the ridge, in the sharp angle formed by the two 
faults, the Ella Beeler tunnel ran in on granite and struck a coarse quartzite 
dipping southwest, which forms the base of the Lower Quartzite. 
From Union fault down to the I;ong and Derry mines .the ridge is 
covered by the upper main. body of White Porphyry, in which are included 
two compa1~atively thin beds of sandstone and shale belonging to the Weber 
Shale formation, associated· with which are two small bodies of later quartz-
porphyry. The dip of these beds is at a low angle to the eastward, the 
upper bei!}g shown by actual outcrops; the lower, which consists of shales 
with some sandstone, is shown in the Pride of the West (E-15), Camp- , 
bell (E-25 and E-26), Gildersleeve (E-27), and Hoosier shafts on the 
south slope, and by the Herculaneum (E-14) tun_nel on the north slope 
of the hill. 
The Blue Limestone is proved on the south slope of the hill by the 
workings of the Aerial Queen (E-34), Homestake (E-36), and other 
shafts, which have reached it through the overlying vVhite Porphyry, and 
by the Himalaya (E-35) tunnel; and on the north slope of tbe hill by the 
wotkings of the Long and Derry group of mines. 
On the steep face of the ridge facing Iowa gulch, above Long and Derry 
grade, is found one of the few distinct outcrops of the two bodies of lime-
stone, the Blue and the White. Here they dip regularly to the eastward 
at an angle of 10° to 15°, and are underlaid by a body of Green Por-
phyry. The Belcher 1 tunnel (M-5) runs in on an ore body in the lower 
part of the Blue Limestone. Above this and a little to the eastward js a 
prominent black rock-mass resembling at a little distance the outcrop of a 
body of iron ore. This is the upper portion of the Blue Limestone body, 
which is here largely replaced by chert and oxides of iron and manganese. 
Immediately above this and directly under the porphyry is a body of con-
glomerate, from ~5 to 30 feet thick, which is assumed to be a portion of the 
Weber Shales cut off from the main body by the porphyry sheet. 
1 Wrongly given in the Index of Shafts, etc., as Beecher. 
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Long and Derry mines. - The Long and Derry workings consist of a number 
of shafts and tunnels, the former of which-the Dana (M-3) and Por-
phyry (E-37)-reach the c9ntact through the overlying White Porphyry. 
Two tunnels on the Faint .Hope claim (M-2 and _M-4) start in the lime-
stone, the latter reaching the contact between porphyry and _limestone at 
183 feet, while the Long and Derry tunnel (E-32) is run in through the 
porphyry for a distance of 400 feet. Mineral action has here extended 
down into the limestone body, and ore is found .not only at the contact, but 
in irregular chambers, at considerable depths below it. 
Dikes.-Immediately in front of Faint Hope tunnel (M-4) is an out-
crop of Gray Porphyry almost identical lithologically with the main sheet 
of Gray Porphyry. This is part of a vertical dike fifty to sixty feet wide, 
which can be traced past the Belcher Mine, across Iowa gulch, to the Minor 
tunnel on Printer Boy Hill. There are three of these vertical dikes, which 
oon be most distinctly seen on the steep slopes of Printer Boy Hill, where 
in some cases they stand as projecting outcrops, the adjoining rock having 
been eroded away. They vary from thirty to fifty feet in thickness, and, 
as well as could be traced on the surface, are nearly parallel and all of the 
same character of rock. 
For some distance from the Long and Derry min; westward no actual 
rock outcrops are found on the surface of the ridge. Along its southern · 
slope the presence of the White Limestone and of an included body of 
coarse-grained quartz-porphyry, somewhat resembling the Josephine Por-
phyry, was detected by means of several small prospect holes, too unim-
portant to have been indicated on the map. The fine-grained Green Por-
phyry is much decomposed and of lighter color than in Iowa gulch. The 
secondary ridge or shoulder of the main ridge, at the very edge of the map, 
overlooking Empire gulch, is formed by the Empire north moraine, through 
whi h few, if any, pro pector have ucceeded in reaching the underlying 
rock. n the north slope of the ridge, as already mentioned, the White 
Lime t n form c ntinuou out r p , ros ing which can be detected the 
v r i al lik · which ut the trata Gt ri ht angle . 
Iowa gulch.- In th d of I wa gul h a hown jn utcrop along the 
f h L ("J" and and in th :Minnehaha ( 1- 5 
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and M-16) and o·ther shafas, is a considerable body of compact Green 
Porphyry, apparently part of an interbedded sheet underlying the White 
Limestone. This extends some distance above the bridge, but opposite the 
Belcher tunnel the outcrops of gray limestone belonging to the Silurian 
formation are found resting on it, dipping 12° to the northeast. In this 
limestone can b~ seen the outcrop of a body of coarse-grained quartz-por-
phyry similar to the rock of the dikes. For several feet from its contact 
the limestone seems to be hardened and silicified, with small veins of por-
phyry running · into it. It is probably either an offshoot from one of the 
dikes already mentioned or a separate dike. 
From the steep cliff of ·white Porphyry above the Long and Derry 
tunnel an immense talus cone of tabular and sherdy fragments of White 
Porphyry spreads out into the valley, so as almost to block it up and to 
completely cover the outcrops of the Blue Limestone. At first glance it 
would seem that this immense accumulation of debris must be due to some 
unusual cause. As none such could be found, the great h~ight and steep 
slope of the ridge which is occupied by the body of White Porphyry and 
the peculiar weathering of this particular rock, which, under the influence 
of atmospheric agents, disintegrates very rapidly into tabular sherdy frag-
ments, must be. considered an adequate explanation. These fragments, 
· which are very light in proportion to their superficial area, slip down rap-
idly under the influence of rain, snow, and frost, and soon accumulate in 
very considerable talus cones at the foot of any steep slope whose surface is 
largely composed of White Porphyry. Owing to the depth to which the 
rock surface is buried under this debris, the contact has not been prospected 
between the Long and Derry mines and the First National. 
Printer Boy Hm.-On the north side of Iowa gulch, along the south slope 
of Printer Boy Hill, the contact of the Blue Limestone and White Porphyry 
is well marked by a series of tunnels and shafts. The First National shaft 
find s ore at the contact after sinking through 7 5 feet of White Porphyry. 
The Seek-no-further (E-38), Mam:o:ioth (E-39), and some other shafts 
have also reached the contact through the porphyry. The Minor tunnel 
and the upper tunnel of the Florence are at the highest part of the con-
tact, while the J. D. Ward shaft, on the summit of the hill, sinks 300 feet 
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through porphyry to reach it. From the Florence westward the contact 
slopes down again towards Iowa _gulch through the Sangamon (¾-24) tun-
nel, Brian Boru, vVjlson (M-38), Blacktail (M-40), G. M. Favorite (M-44), 
and other claims and crosses the gulch. 
On the north bank of the creek southeast of the G. M. Favorite are 
found outcrops of Parting Quartzite, consisting here of sandy beds with some 
purplish shale, and of the top of the White Limestone, dippi~g 20° to the 
. westward. These facts and the outline of the Blue Limestone on the north 
side of Printer Boy Hill and along California gulch show that under this hill is. 
an anticlinal fold whose axis runs north and south through the west end of the 
hill, and which, like the other folds, has a steeper slope to the west. On Long 
and Derry Ridge its western half has been cut off by the Mike fault. The-
,Vhite Porphyry above the Biue Limestone, on the western side of this fold: 
is cut in the Now-or-Never (M-49) and other shafts in Iowa gulch; and 
the Nestor (M-28) shaft, on the crest of the ridge, has reached limestone-
after passing t~rough 170 feet of White Porphyry. 
On the north side of Printer Boy Hill, along the upper portion of Cal-
ifornia gulch, the presence of the Blue Limestone is proved in the Lovejoy 
shaft (M-29) and in the workings of the Eclipse mine (M-7 and M-9). 
The Lovejoy passes through the limestone into an underlying bed of 
quartz-porphyry, which is also found in the Stars and Stripes- tunnel and · 
which very closely resembles the Green Porphyry body found in Iowa, 
gulch under the White Limestone. The Eclipse tunnel (M-7) runs in 
170 feet through limestone and then strikes the contact of the overlying 
White Porphyry, which it follows. The porphyry is here unconformable-
to the lime tone, cutting across its stratification. The dip of this limestone 
is 15° to the south. The lowei~ tunnel (M-9), about thirty feet below this, 
is ru n on the contact of Blue Limestone and Parting Quartzite; both con-
tact how vein material. The small thickness of limestone · included be-
tw en Parting Quartzite and overlying White Porphyry is an additional 
eviden e that the latter is here cutting across the Blue Limestone. 
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Head of California gulch.-At the head of California g~1lch, on the north, 
the Ohio Bonanza tunnel (not on map) runs in at the surface of a fragment 
of Blue Limestone which has been left above the White Porphyry; still 
highe1~ up, the Snowbird shows a sandstone completely impregnated with 
pyrite and surrounded by Pyritiferous Porphyry, which is supposed to be 
a detached fragment of Weber Shales. On the south side the Tinker 
(E-43) shaft has penetrated the White Porphyry to the underlying lime-
stone. The Belle Vernon shaft was sunk through 80 _feet of Wash and 150 
feet of White Porphyry without reaching it. 
The occurrence of Wash here in California gulch is significant, as 
showing that the Iowa gulch glacier must at one time have filled the 
valley to the height of the saddle east of Printer Boy Hill and a part of its 
moraine material must have been pushed over into the head of California 
gulch, or else that a portion of the glacier actually extended over the ridge. 
In the lower part of the gulch there is no evidence of glacial action. 
Pyritiferous Porphyry. -On the south side of Green Mountain, overlooking 
Iowa gulch, is the Alta tunnel, which runs 30 feet through ,v ash, 63 feet 
through White Porphyry, and 192 feet into the overlying body of Pyri-
. tiferous Porphyry, here dipping northeastward, while the North Star shaft 
(E-23), just above it, is sunk in Pyritiferous Porphyry. The r~ck here, 
though characteristic, does not contain much pyrite, except at the end of 
the Alta tunnel, where it is associated with stains of galena. Little SchuyL 
kill shaft, in the south head of California gulch, has been sunk through 
Pyritiferous Porphyry into the underlying White Porphyry, while the 
Ella and adjoining (F-38) tunnels are run in Pyritiferous Porphyry. All 
these shafts are just below the Weston fault, and the Pyritiferous Porphyry 
belongs to the ma.in sheet which covers the greater part of the slopes of 
Breece Hill, and which corresponds with the lowest sheet east of the fault, 
viz, that found just above Idaho Park. 
In California gulch, -as already stated, there is a still lower body of 
Pyritiferous Porphyry, whose rock, though not absolutely identical with 
the other, resembles it closely enough to form a part of the same body, 
and which comes at different points in contact now with the· Blue Limestone 
and now with the White Limestone. It is therefore supposed to be cutting 
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up across these beds. It is proved on the soutii side of the gulch in the 
Ben Franklin tunnel and shaft and in the Kid, Burt (M-13), Soda Card 
(M-20), and other shafts. The Wynan shaft (M-12) bas sunk into it 
through the Parting Quartzite, while the Eclipse No. 2 shaft TM-8) is still 
in ,Vhite Limestone. 
N orth .side of California gulch. -On the north side of .Upper California gulch 
the Parting Quartzite outcrops at Pigtail gulch and can be traced in a 
number of prospect holes and in the slide. In the Iron Duke it shows iron 
ore which deflects the needle. The Frank shaft (L-26) has gone through 
the -White Porphyry into underlying White Limestone. The Charlie P. 
(L-28) tunnel in Pigtail gulch and the P. I. R. (L-29) and Comstock 
tunnels run also in White Porphyry, which · gradually thins out to the 
westward between the two bodies of Pyritiferous Porphyry. The Comstock 
runs in on the contact of this White Porphyry and a thin layer of dark, 
impure limestone, which dips 15 ° to the northeast and is considerably min-
eralized. From it has been obtained serpentine similar to that found in the 
Red amphitheater of Buckskin gulch. The lithological char~cter of this 
limestone gives no definite indication of its horizon. The presence of the 
serpentine allies it to the White Limestone, but general stratigraphical con-
siderations favor its reference to the horizon of the Blue Limestone.1 In 
either case it is evident that the White . Porphyry, as well as the lower body 
of Pyritiferous Porphyry, is here cutting up across the strata. 
Printer Boy Porphyry. -Lower down the gulch the portion of Printer Boy 
Hill included between the Pilot and Mike faults, a wedge-shaped block of 
ground which seems to have been let down between them, shows at the 
surface only a body of quartz-porphyry, which is noticeable as being that 
in which the principal developments of gold ore have thus far been found, 
those of the Printer Boy and "5- 20 " mines. This porphyry is generally 
de omposed and does not correspond exactly to any other found in the re-
gi n, though somewhat re embling·the Gray P orphyry. It has a greeni h-
grc y matrix, owing its col r d u tle . to the de om position of bisilicate , with 
laro- white opaque fel par often two to three inche long. I ts ea tern 
Ii it le ne tl e 1 e Lin ln (i\f- 6) Nio·hti gal (l\1- 33) a d 
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Pilot tunnels, the latter of which is directly on the fault line. The workings 
of the various shafts of the Printer Boy mine fopow a crack or fissure in 
the body of this porphyry and cut an apparently included body of Pyri-
tif~rous Porphyry. The Gray Eagle tunnel in Eureka gulch is on the 
western limits of the body, in contact with an underlying mass of Pyritif-
erous Porphyry. The .Fitz-James(~) shaft (M-54), at the head of Eureka 
gulch and just west of the .Mike fault, after penetrating the Wash, was sunk 
through a large mass of decomposed porphyry, apparently of two kinds, 
one supposed to be Pyritiferous Porphyry, and reached the ,Vhite Porphyry, 
still below that. This body of Pyritiferous Porphyry is apparently part of 1 
tl.rn main sheet that covers Breece Hill, and seems to thin out to the south 
and west. It forms the bed of California gulch from Oro City np to the 
Pilot fault, while the underlying White Porphyry outcrops below Oro City. 
The shaft L-44, still on the east si~e of the Mike fault, is sunk in this same 
underlying White Porphyry. 
Mike mine.-The Mike mine, just east of the head of Nugget gulch, is 
also sunk in the White Porphyry, a little west of the line of the fault. The 
porphyry here shows a very peculiar semi-columnar structure, which is evi-
dently due to the pressure and movement caused by the fault. It separates 
out in long, flattened prisms, and the porphyritic structure of the material, 
which is reduced practically to a clay, is almost lost. The flat surfaces of the 
prisms are parallel to the fault plane, and not at right angles to it, as would 
be the case if it were the columnar structure of a dike.1 
Br~ece Hill.-The whole surface of Breece Hill north of California gulch 
and east of the Mike fault shows nothing but Pyritiferous Porphyry. In 
the weathered rock, as has already been stated, pyrites are not generally 
found, having been dissolved out by surface waters; but wherever it is ex-
posed b3 shafts or tunnels it is found to contain, at a distance from the sur-
face, a m_ost remarkable quantity of fine crystals, varying from almost mi-
croscopic size to one-eighth of an inch or more in diameter. These are fre-
quently concentrated along natural joints in the rock, and in such cases 
1 Developments made in this mine since the completion of field-work have confirmed the asser-
tions made in reg.arcl to tho structure at this point, and shown on Atlas Sheet XVIII, Section PF. The 
contact was struck in the shaft at a depth of 426 feet, and the fault proved by a drift run east. The 
formation dip8 20° to the southwest, showing that the amount of basining-up was under rather than 
over valued. The ore founll is principally snlphurcts and said to be exceptionally rich. 
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sometimes accompanied by a slight deposit of galena, as, for instance, in the 
Printer Girl, Lalla Rookh, and Lillie tunnel. Thus far no valuable deposits 
of ore have been found in this body, nor, except on its northern edge, ha.s 
its thiekness been determined. On its southern and western borders it is 
found to be underlaid by White Porphyry, and on the northeastern edge 
the main sheet of Gray Porphyry intervenes between the two. As already 
explained, it is evidently cutting up across the formations in California 
gulch, and on White's Hill it rests directly on the lower sheet of White Por-
phyry, probably cutting up across Blue Limestone and upper White Por-
phyry to the north, as shown in the north and south sections, K and L, 
Atlas Sheet XXI. The numerous prospect shafts which have been sunk 
in this body were mostly deserted at the time of this visit, so that definite 
data as to their depth c·ould not always be obtained. The Comstock (L-17) 
and Tribune (L-11) shafts had reach~d a depth of 300 feet and were 
still in it. The Cumberland shaft, at a depth of 450 feet, had struck the 
underlying Gray Porphyry, into which it had penetrated 25 feet. The 
Lady Jane shaft, a little to the west, had also reached the Gray Porphyry, 
but its depth was not ascertained. At the northwestern corner of the body, 
the Ishpeming shaft (L-42) and the Kent shaft (L -43) had also pene-
trated the Pyritiferous Porphyry, the former to a depth of 90, the latter of 
100 feet, and reached the underlying White Porphyry, showing that the 
Pyritiferous Porphyry rapidly thins out in this direction. 
Breece fa ult.-The northern limits of the body are sharply defined by 
the Breece cro s-fault. This fault, which has porphyry on either side and 
at its western end identically the same rock, c·annot be traced on the sur-
face. It has a nearly east and west direction, extending across Adelaide 
Park, through the Silver Cloud (K- 59) and Eureka shafts, north of the 
Kent, I.J nth of the Breece Iron, north again of the Glasgow and Comstock 
. haft whi h are jn the Pyritiferons Porphyry, and south of the Pennsyl-
haft (K-1 ) which i in the Gray Porphyry. The porphyry h1 the 
1 u he ft h w the ame evidence f pre . ure as that already de-
i1 the 1ike, whil the Eureka haft how a hreccia material made 
1p f ·1 11 fr, O'ffi nt f wh t w 1ld ap1 ear, under the micro 'cope, to be 
v l ·a11 i r 1 f the rh liti t I e. ati factory xr Janati n f thi 
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peculiar occurrence has been found, nor can it be hoped for until work on 
the now abandoned shafts shall be resumed. 
·The upthrow of the Breece fault is to the north, and apparently reaches 
a maximum at its ,eastern end, where it is estimated at about 500 feet. 
Breece Iron -mine.-The Breece Iron mine, which is situated on the western 
slope of Breece Hill, overlooking Adelaide Park, has a remarkable deposit 
of red hematite, mixed with magnetite, which occurs at the contact of the 
main sheets of White and Gray Porphyries. - Its ore is found at the surface 
in two bodies, having a maximum thickness of nearly thirty feet each, the 
lower of which is underlaid by White Porphyry, while, between it and the 
upper body, which is apparently an offshoot from the main body, is a sheet 
o( decomposed porphyry which has certain resemblances both to the Pyri~ 
tiferous and to the Gray Porphyry. rl'his deposit is apparently due to the 
oxidation of a mass of iron pyrites, which were brought to their present po-
sitio~ in solution in a similar manner to the other ore deposits of the region. 
Indications of iron are found along the contact line between the White and 
Gray Porphyries, to the eastward, but as yet no considerable bodies of iron 
have been developed. 
West of the Breece mine, the Superior and Mountain Boy, on the ridge 
connecting Breece and Yankee Hills, have also struck a considerable body 
of iron between the Gray and White Porphyries, dipping north. This may 
. be a continuation of the Breece Iron body, the intermediate portion· having 
been removed by the erosion of _the head of Stray Horse gulch, which has 
brought to the surface the White Porphyry underlying the Gray. On the 
other hand, while the Breece iron is an anhydrous red hematite, the mate-
rial developed in these shafts consists of brown hematite and bluish-gray 
chert,_ the usual replacement material of Blue Limestone, for which reason 
the outcrop is indicated on the map by the color of that formation. The 
• Theresa (K-57)shaft, to the northeast, finds shales impregnated with pyrites 
at the contact of the two porphyries, at a depth of 325 feet. 
AREA NORTH OF BREECE FAULT. 
The line of Mike fault, if continued northward, would pass through an 
anticlinal fold, whose crest reaches from the north slope of Yankee Hill to 
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the southwest foot of Canterbury Hill, inst below the forks of Little Evans 
gulch. To this line converges also the northern end of the Iron fault, ~hose 
throw becomes null at the crest of the fold. The simplest expressiqn of the 
structure of the region between Fryer Bill and Weston fault north of 
Stray Horse gulch is that of a synclinal basin in Little Stray Horse Park, 
the eroded crest of an anticline at Yankee Hill, and a syncline farther 
eastward, whose rim is partially cut off by the Weston fault. The intrusive 
masses of porphyry here associated with the tegular sedimentary series are 
a lower sheet of ,vhite Porphyrybetween the White Limestone and Part-
ing Quartzite, an upper sheet of White Porphyry above the Blue Limestone, 
and the main sheet of Gray Porphyry above it. This comparatively simple 
structure, resulti1:g from folding alone, which obtains along the line of Big 
Evans gulch, on the north slope of Yankee Hill, is complicated on the south, 
first, by the displacement of the Iron fault, which ' cuts diagonally into the 
crest of the fold after crossing Stray Horse gt1lch west of the Argentine 
tunnel and passing between the Double-Decker and Highland Mary shafts, 
the east and west shafts of the Hard Cash mine, and through the eastern end 
of the Chieftain tunnel; secondly, by the movement of the Adelaide cross-
fault, whi?h extends from the Iron fault opposite the mouth of the Argentine 
tunnel, just west of the Laura Lynn shaft, to the saddle between Adelaide 
Park and the head of Nugget gulch; and, thirdly, by the intrnsion of sev-
eral irregular masses of Gray Porphyry. 
Syncline east of Yankee Hill. -The greater part of the surface between 
Yankee Hill on the west, the mouth of Lincoln gulch on the east, and the 
steep slopes of Prospect Mountain on the north is covered by the main 
sheet of Gray Porphyry, which directly overlies the upper sheet of White 
Porphyry . The White Porphyry only comes to the surface along th~ flanks 
of the Yankee Hill anticline and in the valley of Upper Stray Horse gulch 
and Adelaide Park. The contour of the map in the latter region would 
. eem at fi r t glance to negative the idea that the exposure of porphyry was 
imply due to a deeper ero ion, since they show in the White Porphyry 
area not nly a v lley u t al th . ummit f a ridge. It must be borne 
in mind h w v r that the nt ur r ·Ir ent the actual ·urface of the 
r und an 1 n t tb r l urfa · "her a th ge l gi al utlines re£ r n1y 
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to the latter ; and the records of the depth of Wash in various shafts here 
show that this ridge was formed by the south moraine of the Evans glacier. 
The Keystone (K-58), Uranus (K-53), Tiger bore-hole (K-47), 
White Check (K-48), Tootie Gaylord (K-46), Big Six, and the lower 
shaft of the Breece Iron have found White Porphyry immediately under 
the Wash, the latter shaft being sunk into it for a depth of 350 feet, while 
the Tiger bore-hole, at~ depth of 500 fest, was, as well as could be ascer-
tained, still in it. 
On the upper northwest slope of Breece Hill are a number of shafts 
in the Gray Porphyry, most of which have not gone through it. rrhe 
Fenian Queen, adjoining the road, passed through 150 feet, respectively, of 
Gray and White Porphyry into the underlying Weber Shale. rrhe Nora, 
near the foot of the slope below it, reached the contact under the Gray Por-
phyry without finding any intervening ·white Porphyry. 
A group of shafts in the neighborhood of the Great Hope and Across-
the-Ocean find the Blue Limestone at a comparatively small depth, in general 
not more than seventy to eighty feet, and the White Porphyry betw~en it 
and the Gray Porphyry is either very thin (fifteen to twenty feet in the 
shafts above mentioned) or entirely wanting, as in the Bosco (K-28). 
The Great Hope, after passing through these sheets of White and Gray 
Porphyry, found 60 feet of vein material, and reached the Parting Quartzite, 
here carrying gold, at a depth of 130 feet. ~n the other hand, directly weE"t 
of these shafts, the Independent has been sunk 420 feet in the Gray Por-
phyry and the H. M. L. 160 feet without reaching the bottom, while the 
Onota, which is 150 feet lower than the Independent, found vein material 
.at a depth of 400 feet, after passing through 300 feet of Gray Porphyry and 
100 feet of ·white Porphyry. There is, therefore, evidently a synclinal basin 
between the Great Hope and the crest of Yankee Hill, and also some indi-
cation that the contact sinks to the eastward before rising up under the 
influence of South Evans anticline against Weston fault; in other words, 
that there is a slight ridge or secondary fold in the strata o~ the line through 
these shafts, as shown in Section D, Atlas Sheet XVIII. 
The Little Prince, on this same line, bnt higher up on the slope of Breece 
Hill, reached the Blue Limestone horizon, which is here represented by a 
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mass of silicious vein material containing pockets of carbonate1 at a depth 
of 230 feet. Inasmuch as this shaft starts at an elevation-- of about two hun-
dred and fifty feet above the Great Hope, the absolute level of the contact 
is here even _higher than at the Great Hope, as shown in Section L, -Atlas 
Sheet XXI. 
A number of shafts near this - the Galesburg (K-33), the ·white 
Prince (K-36), and Nettie Morgan (K-38)-have also reached the 
contact after passfog through Gray and White Porphyry. The Big Six, 
at a depth of 300 feet, and the Tiger bore-hole, at 500 feet, as already men-
tioned, were still in White Porphyry, showing that in a southwest direction 
it thickens very rapidly. Between Evans gulch and ~ittle Evans the moraine 
ridge buries the rock surface to such a depth that except at its western end 
it has not been reached. 
On the slope of Prospect Mountain, as will be shown later, the Gray 
Porphyry is overlaid by the Weber Shales. · The underlying White Por-
phyry is thinning out to the northeast, while still farther north the Mount 
Zion Porphyry comes in between the Gray Porphyry and the Weber Shales. 
Yankee Hill anticline.-Across the west slope of Yankee Hill, just below 
its crest, runs the axis of an anticlinal fold, which in Evans gulch prob-
ably bends to the southwest to connect wit11 the anticline shown at the 
forks of Little Evans, at the south base of Canterbury Hill. The rock 
surface in the crest of the fold on Yankee Hill is formed of White Por-
phyry, belonging to the sheet which comes between the ·white and Blue 
Limestones, this region being northeast of the imaginary line already men-
tioned as running southeast from Fryer Hill, along which the main sheet 
of White Porphyry splits in two, one portion remaining above the Blue. 
Limestone and the other being found below it. 
North slope of Yankee HilI.-The regular succession of beds on either side 
of the axi f thi anticlinal fold is best hown in the shafts on the north 
ide f the hill. In John on gulch the Andy Johnson (P-1) shaft reaches 
the c ntact after I a in through both the main beet of Gray Porphyry 
h und rl ing ,vhite Porphyry, the latter being here 84 feet thick. 
. · ( -.- , BeYi ' v ry ( - ), a.nd the Boulder Ne t 
h~ Y .·tart l in ,Vliitc P r1 hyry , nd reached the ontact 
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at depths below rock surface of 170 feet, 45 feet, and 50 feet, respect-
ively, the latter having also 70 feet of Wash. The Hidden Treasure tun-
nel (P-7) is run in on the contact line. The William and Mary tunnel 
(P-12) runs on the contact of the Parting Quartzite and White Limestone, 
and ·the Sappho shaft develops the contact of White Limestone, dipping 10° 
east, with underlying White Porphyry. · This White Porphyry is the lower 
sheet which occurs normally between the Blue and White Limestones, and 
the White Limestone developed in the two shafts is evidently a portion . 
split off from the main formation by this porphyry sheet and left above it. 
The White Rabbit (P-17) and Little Stella are sunk in the lower sheet 
of White Porphyry, the latter having reached the main body of White 
Limestone below it. The Bismark (P-20) and Holden (P-24) are . sunk 
in the lower portion of the White Limestone, near the crest of the fold, the 
latter having reached the Lower Quartzite beneath it. 
On the _west of the fold the J. B. Grant and the Dania (P-30) are 
sunk through the lower sheet of White Porphyry into the underlying Lime-
stone, while the First Chance (P-37), Bobtail (P-40), and the Cordelia 
Edmonston find Blue Limestone, or the vein material which replaces it, 
immediately below the Wash. These outcrops form part of the eastern 
member of the Little Stray Horse syncline. 
South slope of Yankee Hill.-On the south side of Yankee Hill, towards Stray 
Horse gulch, the simple anticlinal structure shown above is considerably 
complicated. The first disturbing element is the Iron fault, which may be -
regarded as the result of an anticlinal fold, since the beds dip away from it 
on either side. Hence, an eastern dip is found here in a position on the 
slope corresponding to the western dip shown in the last-mentioned shafts, 
·and, by the movement of the fault, Lower Quartzite and Archean outcrops 
are exposed directly east of it. Besides this, there extends from ~he crest 
of the hiJl southward across Adelaide Park a large mass of porphyry resem-
bling Gray Porphyry, which splits the Blue Limestone, and which, from 
the meager data obtainable, seems to be cutting rip across the formation 
from below. For convenience of description this mass of porphyry will 
be called the Adelaide body. Near the crest of Yankee Hill a considerable 
body of iron-vein material has been developed, which passes into Blue 
MON xu-16 
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Limestone to the south and belongs to _the eastern member of the 'yankee 
Hill anticline, being a continuation of that found in the Andy Johnson 
and other mines. 
The Little Champion (P-11) and Greenwood shafts were still in. this 
body of vein material, the former at a depth of 200 feet, after having passed 
through 30 feet of Wash and 15 feet of White Porphyry. The Clara Dell 
shaft, close by, found Wash, 126 feet; vein material, 5 feet; White .Porphyry, 
. 95 feet; Adelaide Porphyry, 20 feet; and White Porphyry again, 121 feet. 
The Rothschild (P-9) was sunk 65 feet in Adelaide Porphyry, while the 
Leavenworth (P-4), a short distance east, reached the Blue Limestone after 
passing through 220 feet of White Porphyry without finding the Adelaide 
body, which must therefore go down very steeply on this line: The Louis-
ville (0-13) on the north and the Laura Lynn (0-15) on the sonth side 
of Adelaide park are both in Adelaide Porphyry, while the D3'.y bore-hole 
(0-14) in the middle furnishes the following important sectiQn, as derived 
from an examination of drill-cores: Adelaide Porphyry, 100 feet; White 
Limestone, 87 feet; Adelaide Porphyry, 39 feet; \Vhite Limestone, 37 feet; 
Lower Quartzite, 116 feet; Archean, 2 feet. It thus appears that the Ade-
laide Porphyry is here in part immediately above the White Limestone, 
whereas in the Clara Dell it was in the lower body of White Porphyry, which 
is wanting at this point. From the extremely short distance between the 
Rothschild and Leavenworth and from the great depth of the Blue Lime-
stone in the latter, it is assumed that a probable angle of dip of the Blue 
Limestone would bring it to the surface near the former, were it not that it is 
here cut off by the Adelaide Porphyry, which must cross it nearly vertically. 
South and east of the Day bore-hole again, the Park (0-4) shaft, the shaft 
0-6, and the Lily (0-5) shaft find Blue Limestone beneath the Wash,· 
the la t having reached White Porphyry beneath it. In the two latter 
haft and in the eastern Park (0-1) shaft the limestone has a cream-
c 1 r d tint, re embling de ompo ed White Porphyry, while in the we t-
rn ark haft it ha the haracteri ti blue-gray color. The underlying 
\ hit P r hyry i ut in the adj inin .·haft (0-10), (0 -12), and Keno 
( - 1) while ( J-7) i n ar the pr , I line of the d laide 
f: i1 . h r ·h . h ft ju · 1 h f h . at the head of ~ n get 
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gulch, passed through over . four .hundred and eighty feet of the upper 
sheet of White Porphyry before reaching Blue Limestone. 
Adelaide faulL-The Adelaide cross-fault follows nearly the bed of Stray 
Horse gulch from the Iron fault up as far as the Adelaide smelter, from 
which point it bends southward, passing to the south of the Laura Lynn 
shaft. In this portion, how.ever, it is impossible to determine its location 
with any approach to accuracy, as but few shafts are sunk and at its east-
ern end White Porphyry occurs on either side of it. Its displacement is 
slight, its upthrow being on the northeast, and probably reaching a maxi-
mum at· its eastern end. It might be considered as a branch of the Mike 
fault, that fault having split into two at its northern extremity. 
It must be admitted that the triangular piece of ground in Adelaide 
Park between the Mike fault and the Adelaide cross-fault, in which the few 
deep shafts that have been sunk are mainly in different varieties of porphyry 
which the mi;ers do not distinguish apart, shows a complication of struct-
ure of which the explanation afforded by the map and ·sections may not 
prove entirely accurate when more extended explorations are made. There 
seems little doubt, however, that the irregular body of Adelaide or Gray 
Porphyry has been forced up directly from below somewhere in this re-
gion; that it crosses the strata, and by thus interrupting the currents has 
been influential in determining the deposition of metallic minerals in this 
neighborhood, which are not only very abundant, but very irregularly dis-
tributed. 
Southwest slope.-. On the southwest slope of Yankee Hill the succession 
of outcrops indicated by the shafts is as follows: The Shenango (P-16) 
and Logan No. 2 shafts are in White Porphyry, below the Wash, while the 
Woodruff and Red-Headed Mary (P-22) have · penetrated this boJy and 
reached the White Limestone beneath it. The shaft P-25 finds White 
Limestone b~low the vVash; the Hard Cash (P-31) and the Moonstone 
(P-32) shafts are in Lower Quartzite, and the Hard Cash (P-35), Logan 
No. 1 (P-27), and Silver Basin shafts have penetrated the Lower Quartz-
ite to the underlying Archean. The Double-Decker shafts (P-4 7 and 
P-48) have been working on a body of gold ore in the Lower Quartzit<?, 
near the junction of the Adelaide and Iron faults. 
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Moraines.-'rhe depth of Wash, where it could be obtained, affords data 
for locating the limits of the south branch of the Evans glacier. These 
nearly coincide with the bed of Stray Horse gulch, which has been eroded 
along the contact of its moraine with the rock surface to the south. South 
of this line there is practically no Wash, while the line of shafts just north 
of it show the following depths of moraine material: Leavenworth (P-4), 
207 feet;. Rothschild (P-9), 260 feet; Clara Dell, 126 feet; Woodruff, 148 
feet; Logan, 100 feet; Silver Basin (P-33 ), 231 feet; Indiana (P-53), 180 
feet; Raven, 200. feet; Right Angle (P-69), 200 feet; Hunkidori (in the 
gulch), 35 feet; Denver City shafts, 180 feet. 
AREA BETWEEN MIKE AND IRON-DOME FAULTS. 
· The area west of the Mike fault is divided into three faulted blocks by 
the displacement of the Iron-Dome and Carbonate faults. North of the 
line of Stray Horse gulch these faults merge into folds, and the structure is 
that of a series of anticlines and synclines, of which the Y arikee Hill anti-
cline and syncline have just been described. In what follows, the areas 
included between the two faults will be first taken up; then the Little Stray 
Horse Park syncline and Fryer Hill double anticline; after that the Pros-
pect Mountain region north of Evans gulch, in which the folds are merged 
into one broad anticlinal and synclinal fold, and finally the as yet ·unknown 
mesa region under Lead ville itself. 
Iron-Domefault.-The Iron fault has been actually cut by underground 
workings and its plane explored to a greater extent than any other in the 
region, so that the line of its intersection with the rock surface is the most 
accurately determined, _and perhaps for this very reason the most irregular. 
This irregularity has no doubt been exaggerated by the effect of erosion, 
and if the inter ection of the fault plane with the rock surface were in a 
horizontal plane it would show le s abrupt curves, but still present a marked 
contra t t the lin s usually employed to repre ent fault outcrops. 
tit north nd n th -v e t I pe f Yankee Hill, as already hown, 
it merge· int an nti linal £ 1 . It plane i fir t cut at the end of the 
hieftai ( -4 ) tu n 1, whi h run. 6 feet in n average directi n f • 
r; 
0 
. thr u h ] lu in . t n :: n l \ in materic.1 much compre e 1 and 
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broken, and passes suddenly into granite; the plane of the fault is here 
nearly vertical. South of this point it passes ~etween the (P-46) shaft 
of the Hard Cash mine in vein material on the west and the two (P-31 
and P-35) which are in Lower Quartzite on the east. It crosses Stray 
Horse gulch between the Argentine tunnel and the Devlin shaft, then is lost 
sight of in an area of White Porphyry, in which it bends to the west, and 
is next seen in the Codfish Balls (0-37). Its course beyond this through 
the mines of Iron Hill will be described· in detail in Part II, Chapter II. 
Beyond California gulch it is again lost sight of in porphyry, but its 
line would carry it into the axis of a synclinal fold between California and 
Iowa gulches. The actually proved continuation of- its movement is along 
the California fault up California gulch to the Dome fa11lt, which runs south 
across Dome Hill and in Iowa gulch passes into a probable anticlinal fold. 
The displacement of this fault is an upthrow on the east, . its maximum of 
about one thousand feet being reached opposite the Iron mine, and decreas-
ing both to the north and south. 
The area between Mike and Iron-Dome faults from the southern bound-
ary of the map to the Ade]aide cross-fault is practically a block of easterly-
dipping beds, the surface being principally formed by the main sheet of 
White Porphyry, with a fringing outcrop on the west of the Blue Lime-
stone, and, where erosion has cut deep enough before the Iron-Dome fault is 
reached, by those of the lower formations. These are actually exposed 
only on the south slope of Iron Hill, facing California gulch. 
Long and Derry Ridge.-On Long and Derry Ridge, west of the Mike faultr 
the underlying rocks are buried beneath the moraines of Empire and Iowa 
gulches, and, as shown on the general map, by Lake beds, so that the indi-
cations afforded by shafts of the position of the outcrops of Blue Limestone 
are comparatively rare. As far as known, the Echo and Hoodoo, at the head 
of Thompson gulch, are the o_nly ones that have proved it, the -one · at a 
depth of 160 feet, the other at a depth of about one hundred and ten feet. 
Josephine Porphyry.-The Josephine, Pine Tree, Aurora, and other shafts 
have developed a body of porphyry which has been called after the first-
named shaft, in which it has been best developed. It apparently forms a 
sheet between the White Porphyry and underlying Blue Limestone, the 
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Pine Tree having reached it after crossing 145 feet of White Porphyry. It 
is a coarse-grained, gray rock, containing white and rather glassy feldspars, 
quartz in smoky, rounded grains, and ~iotite in distinct crystals. Cavities 
filled with white opaque calcite are frequently found. 'The gray color of 
the groundmass is due to numerous black specks, many of which are ore 
grains and others minute biotites. The feldspars under the microscope are 
seen to be partly triclinic, although monoclinic feldspar predominates. · Both 
quartz and feldspars contain inclusions of . the groundmass and glass inclu-
sions. In the quartz; in one case, fluid 'inclusions with a moving bubble . 
are also observed. Calcite is present in considerable quantity, both in the 
groundmass and in the feldspars. In general, from the microscopical exam-
ination alone, Mr. Cross would have been inclined to class this rock among 
the Tertiary eruptive rocks. If it be so, it is probably not an intrusive sheet, 
as has been assumed, but an irregular dike. These indications do not, 
however, seem sufficiently decisive to outweigh those of its field habit and 
mode of occurrence, which ally it to the later intrusions of porphyry of pre-
Tertiary age. 
Lake beds.-Lake beds were found in a prospect hole near the shaft 
M-41, were passed through by the Pine Tree shaf.t, and penetrated to a 
depth of 175 feet in the Continental shaft (M-50), which was sunk in the 
Iowa south moraine. Several shafts and tunnels have been run in this mo-
raine and have very probably penetrated the underlying Lake beds, but, as 
far as known, have not reached rock in place on the south of Iowa gulch. 
Iowa gulch.-On the north bank a number of shafts and tunnels have 
proved the existence of outcrops of Blue Limestone in the vicinity of the Nisi 
Prius workings, one of whose tunnels has followed the contact for a distance 
of 700 feet, disclosing a considerable body of contact vein material. The 
Little Birdie (N-18) tunnel was driven 200 feet in the moraine without 
rea bing r ck in place. 
Dome Ridge.-On Dorne Ridge the principal developments have be n 
made near h utcrop of the Blue Lime tone, _the few shafts in porphyry 
at · n id ra 1 i t t of this not having been sunk to any great 
tl . d fiI i ar th r £ re bt inable as to the aggre<rate thi ·k-
q hyry h t. The I rincipal w rking c r ho e f the 
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Dome, Rock, and La Plata mines, the former of which is an incline fol-
lowing down the contact to the east, and the two latter tunnels running in 
at or near the contact, in a southerly direction. On the steep hillside, at the 
mouth of the Rock tunnel, stood once a huge outcrop of hard carbonate, 
from which was obtajned the first ore of this character found in the region. 
A short distance above the contact, on Dome Hill, is an intrusive sheet 
of Gray Porphyry, which, on the western pojnt of the outcrop, cuts up into 
the White Porphyry, but in California gulch comes actually in contact with 
the limestone, and at the La Plata mine cuts into it so that a small de-
tached portion of the limestone is left above this intrusive sheet. It also 
extends up the south slope of Iron Hill, parallel to the contact, and only 
separated from it in. places by a thin sheet of green Lingula shales, which 
belong to the w· eber Shale formation. At the foot of the steep slope of 
Iron Hill, opposite the Rock mine~ the Blue Limestone is laid bare in the 
quarry of the Montgomery claim. 
Soutl; slope of Iron Hill.-The steep north slope of California gulch, from 
here down to the Iron fault, which crosses the gulch at the Garden City 
mine, presents actual outcrops of the lower Paleozoic formations, the Blue 
Limestone, Parting Quartzite, White Limestone, and Lower Quartzite, 
together with an intrusive sheet of Gray or ' Mottled Porphyry near the 
bottom of the Blue Limestone. In point of fact, these outcrops are covered 
by from six to ten feet of slide material, but are readily seen in the numer-
ous prospect holes which dot the side of the hill. The dip of the limestone, 
as shown by the various inclines on Iron Hill, varies from 12° to 25°, while 
its strike is more nearly north and south than the average strike of the sedi-
mentary beds throughout the region. In the Iron mine itself the dip shal-
lows as it is followed into the hill, and becomes, beyond the Tucson shaft, 
nearly horizontal; while in the Horseshoe shaft, at the head of Nugget 
guleh, which has reached the contact at a depth of 482 feet, the limestone 
is said to have dipped 8° to 10° to the southwest, showing a tendency to a 
synclinal ~tructure in this block of ground, which is still more marked in 
the block next west. The Colonel Sellers shaft and drill-hole, south of this, 
near the mouth of Nugget gulch, had not yet reached the contact. 
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North Iron Hill.-From the Codfish Balls shaft northward to Stray Horse 
gulch the line of the Iron fault is somewhat indefinite, the miners who 
sunk the few shafts not having found any valuable ore bodies at the con-
tact and having confounded the limestone, which is here bleached quite 
white, with the overlying porphyry. In the angle between the Iron fault 
and the Adelaide cross-fault, as shown by the workings of the Argentine 
and Adelaide mines, the formation dips to the southeast, so that successive 
outcrops of White Limestone and Lower Quartzite are brought to the surface. 
The structure at this point, which will be explained in detail in Part II, 
Chapter II, is still further complicated by the intrusion of minor sheets of 
Gray and White Porphyry, which have split up the Silurian formation, and 
by the crossing of the main sheet of White Porphyry down to the horizon 
of the Parting Quartzite across the basset edges of the Blue Limestone. 
The principal mineralization has here taken place at the contact of this 
White Porphyry with the Parting Quartzit~, instead of, as in other cases, 
on the surface of or in the Blue Limestone. 
AREA BETWEEN IRON-DOME AND CARBONATE J<,AULTS. 
Carbonate fault.-Oarbonate fault has a general direction a little more to 
the east of north than Iron fault. Its upthrow is likewise to the eastward, 
and the displacement has a probable maximum in the bed of California 
gulch, where Silurian beds are proved hy shaft developments to come 
in contact with White Porphyry. On the southern slope of Carbonate 
Hill its plane is actually proved in the shafts of the lEtna and Yankee 
Doodle mines. Here its movement is only about two hundred feet; but a 
second fault is found crossing the Glass-Pendery claim, the amount of 
who e movement, which is also an upthrow to the east, is not known, since 
the contact has not been reached on its west side. This fault apparently 
join the Carbonate fault before reaching California gulch. Northward the 
movement of the Carbonate fault gradually decreases and is partially dis-
tribute amon ome maller fault and folds. In thi portion. its actual 
plane ha n t been pr ved · and it i very po ible that it doe not extend 
a a ontinu u fa It a. far R indicated on the map. Indeed, in the 
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Waterloo claim its continuation shows ·a slight upthrow to the west, so that 
at some point south of that its movement must be null. 
South of California gulch.-Of the actual rock surface of the southern portion 
of this area, which is deeply buried beneath thick deposits of Lake beds and 
the superincumbent moraines of the Iowa glacier, nothing is as yet definitely 
known. The outlines as given on the _map must therefore be regarded as 
theoretical deductions from the structure of the adjoining regions developed 
by actual explorations. That a synclinal fold _exists here is well proved, 
and the probable slope of the rock surface beneath the Lake beds would cut 
off the successive sedimentary formations approximately along the lines 
represented on the map. 
In Iowa gulch the few prospect shafts were still in surface material. 
The Black Cat shaft, on the ridge north of the gulch, had been sunk 530 
feet through moraine material and underlying Lake beds. 
In Georgia gulch the developments of the Coon Valley shaft, where a 
drill was supposed to have reached contact ~t 575 feet, show a thickness of 
200 feet of Wash, 3 7 5 feet of Lake beds, and 7 5 feet of White Porphyry, 
with the contact not yet reached at 650 feet. The Resumption shaft, near 
this, found the same thicknesses of Wash and Lake beds, but had not reached 
. the porphyry. In the Zulu King (N-24) and Commercial Drummer 
(U-1 ), northwest of this, near the top of the ridge overlooking California 
gulch, White Porphyry was found at comparatively shallow depth im-
mediately under the Wash, showing that beneath Georgia gulch a bay once 
existed in the original Arkansas lake. 
Proof of synclinal fold.-The intrusive body of Gray_ Porphyry between 
White Porphyry and -Blue Limestone comes to the surface on the banks of 
Iowa and California gulches, adjoining Dorne fault on the west, thus proving 
a westward dip in the underlying formations; in other words, that they 
basin up to the eastward and that the Dome fault runs along or near the 
axis of a shallow anticlinal fold. It has been reached after passing through 
White Porphyry on the California gulch side by the Bank of France shaft, 
in the angle of the Dome and California faults ; by the City Bank and Oro 
City shafts, higher up the slope; and by the Vining (N-19), near the fault 
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on the crest of the ridge, which reached it after passing through the over-
lying White Porphyry. 1 
Emmet fault. -The Robert Emmet tunnel (0-45) starts in near the 
contact of Gray Porphyry and overlying White Porphyry. A winze was 
sunk in the tunnel, from which a drift to the west has cut the Emmet fault, 
· a short cross-fault, by whose movement a little triangular block of ground 
is lifted up on the westward. Parallel with this fault is a slight anticlinal 
fold, along the axis of which the Columbia tunnel runs in on the contact 
and finds the formation dipping away to the right and left, but more steeply 
to the westward. The Blue Limestone is found in actual rock outcrop on 
the bank of the gulch below this. The Crescentia shaft, a little west of the 
Columbia, had reached the Gray Porphyry under the White Porphyry at~ 
depth of 335 feet. It is probable that this body of Gray Porphyry thins 
out to the west of this. 
As to the ..,exact line of the continuation of the Iron fault on the south 
side of the gulch, if it extends so far, no data have yet been obtained, nor 
can it be definitely stated whether Crescentia shaft is to the east or to the 
west of this line. The dip of the formation west of the Columbia tunnel , 
is steep enough to account for the contact not yet having been reached in 
this shaft at a depth of 335 feet. 2 
Graham Park. -On the steep west slope of Iron Hill toward Graham gulch 
the White Porphyry is probably at its thickest in this area. The Blind 
Tom shaft has been sunk in it to a very considerable depth, though the 
exact depth could not be ascertained. The City of Paris shaft and bore-
hole are said to have passed through 200 feet of Lake beds and GOO feet of 
White Porphyry below them. Other shafts on the Carbonate Hill side have 
reache depth of 500 feet and are still in the porphyry. 'I'he Devlin shaft, 
however, on the northwest slope of Iron Hill, reached the contact at 200 feet 
and the Highland Uary (P- 52) found it at 175 feet. These facts furni h 
a direct evidence f what might have been as urned by analogy, that the 
been reached by a drift 
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synclinal structure of Little Stray Horse Park, which is on the direct north-
ern continuation of this block, continues in ~nodified form to the southward. 
It is very probable, therefore, that the contact rises to the eastward before 
reaching the Iron fault along its entire extent, though it is impossible to say 
at what angle. In the Agassiz, Greenback (0-53), and adjoining shafts a 
sheet of vein material of relatively small thickness is found dipping to the 
northeast, with ·white Porphyry on either side. This represents a portion 
of the Blue Limestone which has been split off fr.om the main body by the 
cutting down of the White Porphyry; that is, the lower sheet of White Por-
phyry here crosses the Blue Limestone formation at a low angle, leaving 
wedge-shaped portions of the latter above and below it overlapping each 
other. The folding of the Little Stray Horse syncline and subsequent 
erosion have produced a curved line o(outcrop, approximately as given 
on the map. The thin streak of blue on the south side of Stray Horse 
gulch represents a thin sheet split off from the main body of Blue Lime-
stone, which to the northward thickens so as to include the whole of this 
' body on Fryer and Yankee Hills; while here the bulk of the Blue Lime-
stone is separated from this thin sheet by a great . thickness of White Por-
phyry, probably not less than 600 ,to 800 feet. 
rrhe Greenback shaft, after passing through ,v ash and Lake beds and 
10 feet of w·hite Porphyry, found vein material and limestone in a thick-
ness of f>5 feet. The Mahala (T-~) passed through l 45 feet of overly-
ing ·white Porphyry, 10 feet of vein material, and 10n feet of underlying 
White Porphyry. The Agassi~ passed through 40 feet of overlying ,Vhite 
\ 
Porphyry, 5 feet of shales, and 30 feet of vein material. rrhe Gone-
Abroad (T-4) also found vein material, after passing through White Por-
phyry, at a depth of about seventy-five feet. The Robert Emmet shaft 
(S-3), after passing through 2] 0 feet of vVash and White Porphyry, cut 
50 feet of vein material and passed again into White Porphyry, showing a 
considerable thickening in the body of vein material to the north ward. An 
actual outcrop of this body of iron is found on the south side of Stray 
Horse gulch, near the Robert Emmet tunnel (S-13). rrhe Wolfe 'Tone shaft 
(T-5), which is about five hundred feet west of the Agassiz, has bee11 
, 
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. sunk to a depth of over five hu~1dred feet in the White Porphyry, which is 
here underlying the Agassiz deposit, · but without reaching the lower Blue 
Limestone.1 
California gulch. -On the west side of-the area under consideration rock in 
place has not been found south of California gulch, except in the Swamp 
Angel and Jordan (T-14) tunnels on its south bank, which have been run 
for some 400 feet southward on the contact. The Deadbroke CI'-16) and 
Rosebud (T-18) have also developed the contact on the north side of the 
gulch, and the J. Harlan shaft has been sunk through Blue Limestone into 
an underlying sheet of Gray or Mottled Porphyry. Higher up the gulch 
the Last Rose of Summer and some adjoining shafts struck slates and sand-
stones belonging to the Weber Shale formation, which belong to a portion 
of the formation included in the White Porphyry. The Prospect incline, 
starting in at an angle of 23° in the White Porphyry, reached the contact, 
whose angle is somewhat shallower ( averaging from 12° to 20°), and followed 
it in for a distance of over five hundred feet. At 375 feet from the mouth 
was a sharp fold, possibly accompanied by some displacement, in which the 
contact went ·down almost perpendicularly for about one hundred and 
twenty-five feet, and was found again in its normal position at a distance of 
14 feet beyond in the regular course of the incline. 
The White Limestone is opened in a quarry adjoining the road on the 
north side of California gulch, directly belo·w the Prospect incline. 'I1his is 
the only point where the White Limestone is found actually visible on the 
surface in the immediate vicinitv of Leadville. The O'Donovan Rossa shaft 
of 
is also in White Limestone, while the Irish Giant, above it, is sunk through 
the same sheet of Mottled Porphyry shown in the J. Harlan, into the under-
lying half of the Blue Limestone. The shaft (T-46) is also in White 
Lime tone, while the adjoining Blind Tom shaft is in White Porphyry on 
the we t side of the fault. A second intrusive body of Gray or Mottled 
Porphyry in the White Limestone itself is proved by some small shafts in 
Cali£ rnia gul h not in licated on the map, which also show the cropping of 
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the upper portion of the Lower Quartzite adjoining the fault. A shaft still 
lower down, opposite the sampling works on the edge of the creek bed, is 
sunk several hundred feet in White Porphyry. 
Carbonate Hilt-The area east of Carbonate fault, include1 in the Car-
bonate Hill map, will be treated in detail in Part II, Chapter III, and only the 
general features need here be mentioned. The strike of the Blue Lime-
stone is nearly north and south, bending somewhat to the eastward toward 
the northern end of the hill. Its dip may be taken at an average of 21 °, 
but is found locally to vary very considerably on account of a series of 
longitudinal waves or folds in the formation. The sheet of Gray or Mottled 
Porphyry within the Blue Limestone is very persistent, and is evidently a 
later intrusion. From data obtained from the few points at which it has 
been proved by underground workings, it is evident that it is not confined 
to any particular horizon, but locally cuts across the beds, sometimes at a 
considerable angle. It is best shown in the Evening Star mine, where it 
seems to be at the base of the Blue Limestone. What is apparently an 
offshoot from it is found at the contact in the Morning Star mine and extend-
. ing up into the overlying "White Porphyry, while west of the line of the 
fault in the Forsaken and Henriett mines the main sheet is found cutting 
across the Blue Limestone, and the principal mine.ralization has taken place 
between it and the portion of the Blu~ Limestone which underlies it. 
Of the country underlying Stray Horse gulch, Stray Horse Ridge, and 
Little Stray Horse gulch the structural data obtained from explorations are 
somewhat unsatisfactory; but on Fryer Hill the continuation of Carbonate 
fault is found to be a gentle anticlinal fol<l whose axis runs in a northeast-
erly direction through the Dunkin ground. 
Little Stray Horse syncline.-Between Yankee Hill and the crest of Fryer 
Hill, through which also runs a general anticlinal fold, is included a basin 
or synclinal fold in the formation, whose deepest portion underlies Little 
Stray Hor~e Park. The surface rock in the center of this basi"u is the main 
sheet of Gray Porphyry, which is separated from the underlying Blue Lime-
stone by a comparatively thin sheet of White Porphy1y The angle of dip 
of the beds follows the general rule which prevails in the folds in this region 
and is steeper on the east side of this syncline than on the west. 
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Eastern rim. -The Blue Limestone, which is largely replaced by vein 
material, comes to the surface on the eastern rim of the basin along the 
foot of the steeper slope of Yankee Hill. It is found directly under the 
Wash in the. Cordelia Edmonston and adjoining shafts. The Birdie Tribble 
(P-42), at the very edge of the basin, found five feet of porphyry above 
the vein material and limestone. In the shafts of the Kennebet~ (P-55) 
both Gray and White Porphyry are passed through before reaching the 
limestone, and a sheet of porphyry six feet thick was also cut in the body 
of the limestone. The Chieftain tunnel and incline -run in a southeasterly 
direction 360 feet through vein material and limestone, finding the Iron 
fault with granite on its farther side at the end. Th~ limestone here shows 
the effects of a movement against the fault plane, being compressed into short 
sharp folds and much metamorphosed. '"I'here is a general tendency, how-
ever, to dip to the northwest; and it is probable that the extremity of the 
incline is in the White Limestone, although lit~10logical indications are here 
extremely deceptive, owing to the alteration to which the rocks have been 
subjected. '11he Scooper shaft (P-44), a little to the south of the Chieftain, 
passed through 20 feet of Gray Porphyry and 5 feet of White Porphyry 
before reaching the Blue Limestone. The contact here stands so nearly 
vertical that it was supposed by the superintendent to be a fault. This 
supposition was rendered more probable by the fact tJiat the line of this 
contact runs in a southeasterly direction. It is probably, however, only an 
exceptionally steep dip on this side of the basin. South of this the Del 
Monte (P-45) shaft is in Gray Porphyry. The Hard Cash (P-46) shaft 
is in vein material. The Fairplay (P-34) is still in White Porphyry, below 
the Blue Limestone. The upper White Porphyry, so thin in the Scooper, 
disappears entirely a little farther south, being altogether wanting in the 
Rarus shaft (P-61); or, as it might be considered, it is found entirely 
b low the upper sheet of Blue Limestone. 
'I'h f ,t that the Blue Lime tone i split into two sheets by the White 
r rpbyry i ' hown in the hafts ea8t of the Rams- in Stray Horse gulch. 
T h haf ( -, ) £nd the lime tone directly under the "'\Va ·b. 
a ·t f thi · th u ( -, , ) find White P rphyry under the 
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Wash; and the Highland Mary (P-52) and Snowstorm (P-50), after pass-
ing through White Porphyry, reach the lower sheet of Blue Limestone be-
neath it. 
Center of basin.-,-I'owards the center of the basin a number of shafts have 
been sunk to a considerable depth in the overlying Gray Porphyry, and 
generally find sandstones or black carbonaceous shales at its contact with 
the overlying White Porphyry, but none have as yet reachet the Blue 
Limestone. The greatest depths obtained have been in the Little Miami 
(P-58), which went through 269 feet of Gray Porphyry and 30 feet of 
White Porphyry, having a total depth of 396 feet; the Indiana (P-64) 
shaft, 230 feet of Gray Porphyry in a total depth of 330 feet; the El Paso, 
325 feet of Gray Porphyry, having a total depth of 470 feet, and the 
Lickscumdidrix bore-hole (P-68), which went through 400 feet of Gray 
Porphyry without reaching the White Porphyry. The deepest portion of 
the basin is probably somewhere near the latter. 
Western rim.-On the western rim of the basin contact has been reached 
in the shafts of the Denver City, Tip-top, and Little Sliver mines, in which 
a varying thickness of black shale and sandstone, belonging to the Weber 
Shale group, has b~en found at the contact of Gray and White Porphyry. 
The Bangkok (P-77) has penetrated the Gray Porphyry to the underlying 
White Porphyry, while the Forepaugh (P-76), Cora Bell (P-78), and 
Union Emi:na (P-79) are still in Gray Porphyry. The Hunkidori shaft, 
in Little Stray Horse gulch, at the southern end of the basin, has already 
reached White Porphyry under the Gray. The Denver City (P-82), 
Wright (P-74), and Shamus O'Brien (P-73) shafts found Gray Porphyry 
under 180, 157, and 165 feet of Wash, and reached the ~lue Limestone 
horizon at 234, 320, and 362 feet, respectively, each disclosing about ten 
feet of sandstone and shale, which carried as high as 22 ounces of silver, 
between Gray and White Porphyries . 
.FRYER HILL. 
As the structure of Fryer Hill will be given in detail in a later chapter, 
it is on] j necessary here to give a brief outline of its structure as bearing 
on that of the surrounding regions. 
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In this area the formations have a general dip to the northeast, whifo 
along an east and west line they partake of the anticlinal and synclinal 
structure, which is already under discussion. On such a line, . as shown 
in sections C and D, it is seen that the formations developed on Fryer Hill 
· constitute the ~estern rim of the Little Stray Horse basin, being at the 
same time compressed into a shallow anticlinal and synclinal fold. The axis 
of the .anticline runs through the crest of the hill in the ground of the 
Dunkin mine, on a line with the continuation of the Carbonate fault. West 
of this is a broad, shallow synclinal fold, which takes in the ground of the 
Little Chief, Little Pittsburgh, and Ohrysolite mines, giving to the outcrop 
of the Blue Limestone, as shown on the map, the form of an S. In the 
w~stern portion of the Ghrysolite mine ground, successively lower sheets 
of 'the lower White Porphyry) White . Li~estone, ancl Lower Quartzite 
come to the surface along the crest of an anticlinal fold, on whose western 
side, so far as the meager data obtained show, these beds dip steeply under 
. the Wash and Lake beds which form the mesa-like surface of North 
Leadville. The difficulty of reading the geological structure of this area, 
which in the above brief statement seems simple enough, is enhanced by 
a variety of causes. In the first place, here, as in Little Stray Horse 
Park, there are no outcrops of rock in place, the rock ~urface being buried 
beneath about 50 to 100 feet of Wash/ The data have therefore to be 
\ . 
entirely obtained from shafts, ·and cann9t be intelligently considered until 
they hav€ been thoroughly ,mapped. ~econdly, the replacement action has 
proceeded ,eo far that practically no lirr,estone is left, its whole mass having 
been repla6ed by vein material. 'Dhirdly, this mass has b~en split up 
locallyinto two or more distinct shoots 'by the intrusion of White Porphyry. 
Fourthly, the lower sheet of White Porphyry is cutting across the forma-
tion; and, southw·e t of a line· drawn diagonally through the corners of the 
Fryer Hill map, a wedge- haped portion of the Blue Limestone is left b<:Jow 
thi heet. Fifthly, there are later intrusions of Gray PorphyTy extremely 
i:ffi ult t trace, a in th ir decomposed state they are scarcely distiI.Jgui a-
c 1 le fr m th .. White Porphyry. n interrupted dike of this rock run 
tl r u h th middle f the area in an ea t and west direction; · and ·an intru-
·l et ut iag nally aero the Whit Lime tone up into the lower 
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sheet of White Porphyry, and on the north slope of Carbonate Hill into the 
Blue Limestone. This Gray Porphyry is exposed in the Vulture No. 2 
workings of the Chrysolite mine, in the No. 5 shaft and drifts connecting it ~ 
with No. 1 of the New Discovery mine, and on Carbonate Hill in the lower 
workings of the Waterloo and Henriett claims. The porphyry dike is seen 
in the workings of the Chrysolite, Little Chief, Little Pittsburgh, Amie, Big 
Pittsburgh, Hibernia, and Lee mines. rrhe White Limestone has been 
reached in the Amie No. 2 shaft, New Discovery No. 6, and found at the 
surface under the Wash in the shafts of the Fairview, All Right, and Kit 
Carson, and in the Chrysolite No. 6 (S-51), while the Lida shaft (8-52), 
near Cumming & Finn's smelter, and the Little E·va (S-53) reach the 
Lower Quartzite below the Wash, ·the former finding a small body of White 
Porphyry included in it. 
PROSPECT MOUNTAIN. 
North of Evans gulch the geological structure, although probably more 
simple, is more difficult to read, owing to the thickness of loose detrital mate-
rial above the rock surface and the relatively small amount of underground 
exploration. - The North Evans moraine covers an area, widening towards 
its lower end, which but few miners have been enterprising enough to pen-
etrate to the rock surface beneath, while on Prospect Mountain itself the 
Weber formations and the various porphyry bodies, of which it is mainly com-
posed, present but few definitely distinctive characters by which to guide 
"the geologist. In this region faulting action has apparently entirely ceased, 
and the structure is that of a somewhat irregular system of anticlinal and 
synclinal folds, whose axes run in such varying directions that it is difficult 
to deduce from them a satisfactory system. Sections A and B, Atlas Sheets 
XV and XVI, which run east and west, and Sections M and N, Atlas Sheet 
XXII, which run north and south, give a graphic delineation of the system 
of folds at right angles to either. 
Crest of the ridge.-To the north and east the White Porphyry gradually 
thins out and the Gray Porphyry comes in contact with the Blue Lime-
stone, while above this a sheet of Mount Zion Porphyry rapidly thickens 
and reaches its maximum on the north side of the Prospect Mountain, facing 
lVION XII-17 
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the East Arkansas Valley. West of the summit of Prospect" Mountain the 
structure is that of a broad anticlinal and synclinal fold. . On this line, by 
a deeper erosion at the head of the north fork of Little Evans, the body of 
Mount Zio1i Porphyry has been exposed, to be covered again farther west 
by portions of the Weber Shales and Weber Grits which have escaped 
erosion on the top of Canterbury Hill, while at the foot of the steep slopes 
in the valley of the east fork of the Arkansas the Blue Limestone comes to 
the surface beneath the overlying Gray and White Porphyries. The Weber 
Shales, which are brought to the surface by erosion, on the east side of 
the Mount Zion Porphyry, are shown in the Esmeralda, Spotted Tail 
(I-2), Little Maud (I-3), and Peru (I-5). The Thin Space (I-6) shaft 
penetrated them to the underlying Mount Zion Porphyry, and the Texas 
Ranger and Texas Boy's Chance, together with the intervening shafts, are 
in the outcrop of Mount Zion Porphyry, which is traced as far west as 
the Liberator. 
Southern slope.-Along the foot of the steep southern slope of the mountain 
runs an anticlinal fold with an east-and-west axis, whose culminating point, 
as shown in Sectio~ N, is at the forks of Litt~e Evans gulch. . Between this 
and the top of the ridge is a shallow syncline, along whose axis a portion 
of the Weber Grits is left above the Weber Shales. The Gray Porphyry 
underlying the Weber Shales on the west side of this syncline is developed 
by the Brick Top, Bosco, Moose, and neighboring shafts. Towards the 
north fork of Little Evans the Hecla and Mountain Lion shafts and the. 
Boettcher (Q-20) and adjoining (Q-19) tunnels are in the Weber Shales; 
the Geneva Lake (Q-3), Mary Ella (Q-4), Katie Sullivan (Q-11), and 
Buncombe (Q-13) in the underlying Gray Porphyry. 
On Canterbury Hill the Garland (Q-33), Little Willie (Q-49), and 
adjoining shafts are also in the Weber Shales, on the south side of the syn-
cline· likewi e the Maryland, which develops the commencement of the 
body of Mount Zion Porphyry, here only five feet in thickness. The 
e umpti n (Q -6 ) haft i in the We er Grits, in the middle of the yn-
li The ardinal ( - ) ·baft find a thin detached body of Weber 
1 w en ray ru <l bite rphyrie 
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The Great Prince and Minneapolis, on the north side of the syncline, 
develop the Mount Zion Porphyry under the ,v eber Shales, of which in the 
latter shaft a bed 30 feet thick seems to be included within the body of 
Mount Zion Porphyry Between the Princeton (Q_-52) and Little Blonde 
tu11nels and the St. Louis shaft the dat~ furnished by intervening shafts show 
the existence of a second minor syncline. The St. Louis reaches the lime-
stone after passing through 45 feet of Gray Porphyry and 30 feet of White 
Porphyry. The Mary Ann shafts (Q-51 and Q-56) find White Porphyry 
at thA surface on the crest of a minor anticline. The shafts Q-45 and 
Q-46 are in Gray Porphyry at the surface, while the Little Blonde and 
Princeton tunnels develop a considerable body of iron-stained chert, re-
placing the Blue Limestone and dipping to the north under the White 
Porphyry. 
Little Evans anticline.-Immediately below these two tunnels is the apex 
of the Little Evans anticline, whose main axis runs east and west. It is 
also connected with the Yankee Hill anticline by a fold running south-
easterly and with the Big Evans anticline by one running southwesterly, 
between which is included the· northern extension of the Little Stray Hon,e 
syncline. The lowest formation exposed on the crest of the Little Evans anti-
cline is the Lower Quartzite, which is found below the Wash in the Luck-
now shaft (Q-54). The Norcom (Q-55) shaft, a little north, finds the 
White Limestone dipping north:vard, and the Little Clara (Q-63), south of 
this, penetrates the White Limestone to the underlying quartzite. A little 
northwest of this the Lac-la-Belle finds Blue Limestone beneath the Wash. 
The axis of the east and west fold, ,vhich sinks to the eastward, can 
be traced in a line of shafts from the Lucknow to the Uncle Sam. · The 
Catawba tunnel (Q-41) runs in on the Blue Limestone just above the Part-
ing Quartzite. _ The Carbonate No. 2 (Q-37) shaft is sunk through a body 
of Gray Porphyry, which is included in the Blue Limestone, into the Blue 
Limestone below, at a depth of 140 feet. The Swing tunnel (Q-42) and 
the Copenhagen (Q-43) an<l. Carbonate King (Q-36) shafts are in the Blue 
Limestone on the south side of the fold In the Hancock (Q-31) and Prov-
idence (Q-32) shafts, ·on the crest of the fold, Blue Li_mestone dips with it 
eastward. The Pacific shaft (Q-35) shows a southward dip in the Gray 
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Porphyry overlying the Blue Limestone. The Columbia shaft, between 
the forks of Little Evans, penetrates 30 feet of Gray Porphyry and 100 feet 
of Blue Limestone to the Parting Quartzite b,eneath. rrhe Humboldt and 
other shafts between the last mentioned and the Uncle Sam are all in Gray 
Porphyry. At the Uncle Sam shaft the White Porphyry comes to the 
surface in the crest of the ant.iclinal fold, whose axis here rises- so that for a 
short distance the porphyry has been eroded off it. The Uncle Sam shaft 
has been sunk for a depth of 420 feet, passing through 100 feet of White 
Porphyry, the underlying Blue · Limestone, Parting Quartzite, and White 
Limestone, and extends 40 feet into the Lower Quartzite, while the Uncle 
Sam tunnel has been run 250 feet into the overlying Gray Porphyry, and 
the Powhattan (Q-7) shaft adjoining was sunk through White Porphyry 
into the Blue Limestone. The Powhattan (Q-9), Rome (Q-6), Eaton 
(Q-10), and others on the hill above are in Gray Porphyry. 
Yankee Hill anticline.-Of the anticlinal ridge connecting the Little Evans 
with the Yankee Hill anticline, few data have been obtained. The Little 
Hoosier, Abe Lin~oln, and shafts P-29 and P-38 have penetrated the 
vVash to the underlying Gray Porphyry, in which the first named has been 
sunk 170 feet, the moraine material at this point being 120 feet deep. The 
shaft P-39 has reached the Blue Limestone beneath the Wash, and the 
Chicago Boy (P-67) passes through the Parting Quartzite into the lower 
sheet of White Porphyry. This lower sheet of White Porphyry has not 
been found north of this point, and is supposed to wedge out. 
Little Stray Horse syncline.-In the northern continuation of the Little Stray 
Horse syncline the Buffalo shaft and drill-hole, on the Evans moraine ridge, 
is said to have reached a depth of 450 feet and is still in Gray Porphyry; 
and the shaft S-10 i · also in Gray Porphyry. No other data could be 
obtained as to the depth of this basin, so that it can only be said that in its 
center the contact i probably 500 feet deep at least. 
Big Evans anticline.-Of the Big E an anticline, which is a continuati n 
t th n rthward f that shown n the west edge of Fryer Hill, data are 
till mor 1 he ·g ( -5) haft find White Porphyry be eath 
tl "\ c h n 1 he underl ing Blue Limestone. Adjoinina- thi 
n th c ti the D ugla (R-4a) haft n on the north the -4 ,·haft, 
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each in White Porphyry on either side of what is supposed to be the ridge 
of Blue Limestone connecting this anticline with South Evans anticline. 
The Third Term (S-44) bore-hole, just across Evans gulch from the Cum-
ming & Finn smelter, passed through 170 feet of Wash into the Lower 
Quartzite, in which ·it found a small body of White Porphyry, supposed to 
be the same as that already mentioned as found in the Lida (S-52) shaft, 
on the other side of the anticline. The out~rop of Archean indicated on 
the map has not been proved by any shaft, but is simply a theoretical de-
duction from the dip of the beds, the rock surface being buried beneath one 
to two hundred feet of Wash. On the southwest slope of this anticline the 
Mystic and Silver Pilot (R-8) have been sunk a short distance in the over-
lying Gray Porphyry. The Oolite (S-57) shaft passed through 100 feet 
of Gray Porphyry and 15 feet of White Porphyry, reaching a considerable 
body of- vein material and chert, in which were found fossils characteristic 
of the Blue Limestone horizon. The Sequa shaft (S-58), about eleven 
hundred feet west of this, reached a depth of 280 feet, still in Gray Porphyry, 
showing that the actual contact must be at a still greater depth, and thus 
proving the southwestern dip on this side of the anticline and a synclinal 
fold to the west. 
AREA WEST OF CARBONATE AND FRYER HILLS. 
General structure.-From the foot of Carbonate and Fryer Hills extends a 
broad, flat, mesa-like ridge, sloping at a regular angle of about two and a 
half degrees to the Arkansas Valley. This even surface is doubtless con-
formable with the surface of the stratified Lake beds which underlie it, over 
which rearranged moraine material or VVash has been Rpread out with com-
parative uniformity by the action of water. 'rhe relics of the moraines 
which were left by the Big Evans glacier are found in the ridge which ex-
tends from the west end of Fryer Hill to Capitol Hill; also, in James Ridge, 
adjoining the, mouth of Big Evans gulch, and in a smaller ridge between 
the two, below North Leadville. No shaft has yet reached the rock sur-
face beneath these recent accumulations of detrital material. The outcrops 
indicated on the map, and the basin character of the area, as sliown in cross-
sections, ·are therefore, in one sense, purely theoretical. . As they have been 
determined, however, after a careful consideration of all the known facts 
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and probabilities, it is well to state somewhat in detail the grounds on which 
the existence of a synclinal basin is rendered probable. The first argument 
in its favor is that of analogy, drawn from the existence of a synclinal basin 
adjoining it on the east, in Little Stray Horse Park, which evidently con-
. . 
tinues southward through the block of ground between the Carbonate and 
Iron-Dome faults. The facts to support this argument, viz, the proof of an 
actual dip towards the center of the basin from either side, are as follows: 
Eastern rim of basin.-First, a western dip in the overlying beds on the 
west side of the Big Evans anticline is shown by the developments of the 
Oolite and Sequa shafts. Secondly, the Bob Ingersoll shaft and drill-hole, 
on the moraine ridge west of Fryer Hill, in East Ninth street, after passi_ng 
through moraine material and Lake beds, are said to have penetrated nearly 
three hundred feet of White Porphyry. This shaft is southwest of the line 
. where the White Porphyry cuts down below the horizon of the Blue Lime-
stone. It is probable, therefore, that the porphyry cut in this shaft belongs 
to the upper sheet above the Blue Limestone, and the fact that so great a 
depth as 300 feet has been reached without finding contact indicates a very 
steep dip to the westward. rrhe owners of the American Eagle shaft, at 
the west base of Fairview Hill, state that the limestone in their workings, 
which the dump shows to be White Limestone, dips both eastward and 
_westward, which would show that there is an anticlinal fold here. 1 Third, 
along the west base of Carbonate Hill, the Pocahontas (T-40), Weldon 
(T-41 ), Rough and Ready, and other shafts have been sunk to a consider-
able depth in the White Porphyry beneath the Wash, and the California 
tunnel is also in White Porphyry until it reaches the Blue Limestone 
beyond the fault. This White )?orphyry can be no other than that which 
overlies the Blue Limestone, since in this region no considerable body of 
White Porphyry is known to exist below this horizon; moreover, in the 
Niles-Augusta, Wild Cat, Washburne, and other mines, as will be explained 
in the detailed chapter on Carbonate Hill, there are indications of a prevailing 
we tern dip to the formations we t of Carbonate fault. This summarizes 
the e\ i ence f we terly dipping beds on the east side of the synclinal basin. 
1
, 'inc tho clo of fi Id-work, Mr. R. N. Clark, uperintendcnt of the Chry olite mine, states 
tha tb x r mo west w.orking f tho mine how he Lower Quartzite and White Limestone to be 
<lipping to th we twar<l. 
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Western rim.-On the western side, in the little canon at the mouth of the 
east fork of the Arkansas, adjoining the west end of James Ridge, the Lower 
Quartzite is exposed in considerable thickness at the surface, dipping at an 
angle of 8° to 10° to the southeast, and some workings to the east of this, 
along the northern edge of James Ridge, are said to have disclosed the over-
1 ying White Limestone. The Peoria shaft, on James Ridge ( not indicated on 
the map), may be expected to afford further data as to the actual line of out-
crops of the formations and what portion of them have escaped erosion, 
when it reaches the rock surface. At the time of writing this shaft had a 
depth of 3 7 5 feet and was still in the marl of the Lake beds. 
·From these meager data and fr?m the probable thickness of Lake beds 
and the angle cf dip of the underlying formations the line of outcrops of 
the western rim of this basin have been constructed. While, therefore, the 
fact that a synclinal basin exists beneath this area seems fairly well estab-
lished by the evidence just given, there is only a possibility that the line of 
outcrops given on the map will be found by future exploration to be 
strictly correct. They are dependent on two as yet unknown quantities: 
first, the angle of dip of the formations on either side of the basin, and, 
secondly, the amount of erosion which had taken place before the Lake beds 
had been deposited, or, what amounts practically to the same thin_g, the 
thickness of the Lake bed deposits which now underlie Leadville. 
EXPLANATION OF TRANSVERSE SECTIONS. 
The de!ailed description given above of the geology of the Leadville 
area can perhaps best be summarized in a consideration of the various sec-
tions which accompany the map, and in which this structure is graphically 
delineated. For its better _comprehension the reader is requested to place 
these sections one above the other in the order indicated by their letters, 
commencing at the top. . The first nine sections ( A to I) are on east and 
west lines; approximately parallel with each other. These sections, being 
in general across the strike and more or less at right angles to the fault 
planes, show not only the amount of displacement occasioned by · these 
faults, but the longitudinflil folds into which strata have been compressed, 
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and which are more or less intimately connected with the faults. The 
other seven sections-( J to P) run north and south and give the effects of 
lateral pressure. As these are more or less parallel to the fault planes, 
they intersect the latter generally at an acute angle, and the angle of inter-
section is often much lower than the actual slop~ of the fault plane. 
In representing the slope of the fault planes, in all cases where there 
were no data from actual developments it has been given as inclining toward 
the hanging--wall side at an average angle of 7 5 °, and when cut diagonally 
by the plane of the section the angle of intersection was calculated from 
these premises. As all these sections are carefully constructed to scale and 
have a common base · line, which is fa,ken at 9,000 feet above sea-level, they 
represent with a high degree of accuracy the surface of the country and the 
relative thickness of the different sedimentary bodies, and in less degree that 
of the porphyry bodies, as far as can be deduced from their surface outcrops. 
In order to show as far as possible the data from which th~se sections 
have been constructed, the various shafts on or in close proximity to the 
plane of each have been indicated on the sections by lines running below 
the surface to show the depth to which their explorations have reached, 
full lines indicating those on the section plane, dotted lines those near it. 
The relative frequency of these shafts is therefore an indication of the com-
parative accuracy of the different portions of the section. It must, how-
ever, be borne in mind that the underground structure has been arrived at 
not solely by consideration of the shafts on the actual line of the section, 
but also by the consideration of the data obtained from the exploration of 
shafts over a comparatively large area, which afford grounds from which the 
theoretical structure may be deduced. 
Section A.- Section A runs along Prospect Mountain ridge a little 
south of its crest and crosses diagonally the valley of the east fork of the 
Arkansas near its mouth. Its line Ees entirely north of the extreme limits 
t whi h the movements of the faults have been traced. Its structure lines 
contra t trongly with those of the other sections on account of the broad 
and regular curves. Thi contrast is probably greater than that existing 
in nature from the fact that actual data from benea_th the surface along thi 
line are almo t entirely wanting, and the underground outlines are imply 
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theoretical ·prolongations of observed dips. The depth of the Blue Lime- , 
stone horizon at the east end of the section is probably a maximum. 
Analogy renders it probable that the eastward dip shallows, and it is pos-
sible even that the beds rise somewhat towards the Mosquito fault. This 
remark applies equally to t!ie corresponding points in the next four sections. 
The sheet of Sacramento Porphyry is represented here between the Weber 
Shales and Weber Grits, the horizon at which it occurs on the crest of the · 
range east of _the Mosquito fattlt, since it is fair to suppose that the sheet 
extended as far west as indicated on the sections. The thickness of the 
Mount Zion Porphyry on the west slope of Prospect Mountain can only 
be a matter of conjecture; it is fair to infer that jt reaches at least 700 feet 
in its maximum development. The extension of Lake beds as far north as 
the line of this section in the Arkansas Valley is proved by excavations on 
the north bank of the stream. At the western end of the section the shore 
line against the Archean is shown in the abrupt termination of the Lower 
Quartzite. This would have been more striking had the section line been 
placed a little farther north, when the White Limestone would have been 
found to come in actual contact with the Archean. 
Section B.-Section B follow~ in its western course the bed of Evans 
gulch; then, cutting across the southern spur of Prospect Mountain below 
the Prospect amphitheater, follows approximately the line of Little Evans 
gulch, and, crossing the two gulches diagonally just above their junction,1 
runs out on to the mesa at the intersection of the railroad line with Evans 
gulch. It thus shows portions of the Evans north moraine and, at its 
crossing of Evans gulch, the supposed shore-ljne of Arkansas lake. The 
eastern half of the section shows practically the same structure as Sec-. 
tion A, except that the Weston fault comes in in the axis of the broad 
anticline. In its western half it cuts across the northern extension of the 
Yankee Hill and the Big Evans anticlines, and of the included Little Stray 
Horse syncline; and west of this shows the probable slope of the beds in 
the syncline beneath the mesa, as proved by the explorations of the Oolite 
and Sequa shafts; also, the White Porphyry, cutting across the Blue Lime-
1 On the section its intersection with Little Evans gulch is wrongly marked "ditch." 
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stone where the northwest and southeast zone through Fryer Hill would 
intersect the section-plane. 
Section C--Section C runs through the crest of Little Ellen Hill in a 
direction a litde north of west, crossing the South Evans anticline opposite 
the western point of the hill; thence following the south bank of Big Evans 
gulch across the north slope of Fryer Hill, it passes through the mesa 
just north of the railroad station in North Leadville. It thus shows at its 
east end the movement of the Mosquito fault; and, between this and the 
mouth of South Evans gulch, the same regular easterly dipping beds 
seen on the previous sections, slightly displaced by the movement of Ball 
Mountain fault. On either side of its intersection with South Evans 
gulch the considerable accumulation of recent material (r) represents the 
moraine left by the Evans glacier. The White Porphyry above the Blue 
Limestone, which in the preceding sections had thinned out near the crest 
of the fold, is now supposed to extend back to the Mosquito fault, but in a 
comparatively thin sheet; while in the crest of the South Evans anticline 
the dike cut by the Silver Tooth bore-hole is represented as the source of 
the ,Vhite Porphyry sheet immediately overlying the granite. The plane 
of the section intersects that of the Weston fault at its junction with the 
Colorado Prince fault, and, on the theory of an i:r;tverted dip to the latter 
( assumed from the fact that granite overlies White Porphyry in the Boulder 
incline), would also intei;sect the plane of the latter at the angle given in 
the section. Beyond Weston fault the upward roll in the beds at the 
Great Hope mine is graphically shown, and the syncline included between 
this ridge and the crest of Yankee Hill. The section line passes north 
of the summit of this hill, and beyond this point shows the increasing 
thickne s of the Wash or moraine material left by the Evans glacier. Its 
intersection with the Iron fault is at the northern extremity of that fault, 
who e movement is deduced from data furnished by the Little Stella and 
J. B. rant haft , on either side. Beyond this it passes through the Little 
trn r Hor e } ncline the anticline in the Dunkin ground, and the syn-
clin n th north ide of Fryer Hill. The relative thinning out of the 
lu Lime tone on Fryer Hil1, where it i entirely replaced by vein ma-
t rial i t r marke . Thi replacement, which i shown by a cross-
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marking, is not indicated in · the- Blue Limestone in the basin of Little 
Stray Horse Park, not b~cause there is any reason to ~suppose that it does 
not exist there, but simply because explorations have not proved its exist-
ence and in drawing sections the practice has been established of only in-
dicating replacement where it has been. actually proved. The steep slope 
given to the beds west of Fryer Hill, as they pass under the western syn-
cline, is deduced from data obtained on the line of the next foJlowing 
section. It will be observed that the intersection of the line along which 
the White Porphyry cuts across the Blue Limestone is here farther east 
than in the preceding section, and that the eastern extent of° the lower 
White Porphyry body is considerably greater is proved by actual develop~ 
ment. 
Section D.- Section D starts from the same point on the eastern edge of 
the map as the preceding, but follows a line slightly divergent from it, run-
ning due west. The planes of the two sections are so close together that ' 
it will be only necessary to mention the points in which the structure of 
the latter differs. In the South Evans anticline it shows the irregular 
intrusive sheet of porphyry at the base of the Blue Limestone, developed 
in the Last Chance shaft, and the lower sheet of White Porphyry, cutting 
up into the Lower Quartzite and splitting off a portion of it, as shown in 
the Hoosier Girl (G-44). The intersection with the Colorado Prince fault 
at an acute angle renders the representation of the western slope of the 
South Evans anticline somewhat less simple. Its line passes through the 
crest of Yankee Hill, showing the replacement of the Blue Limestone in the 
Greenwood and Little Champion shafts, and, on the eastern rim of the Little 
Stray Horse syncline, the steep dip of the contact which is developed in 
the Scooper shaft. At Fryer Hill it passes along the bed of Little Stray 
Horse gulch, showing that the Blue Limestone horizon has there been eroded 
off. It likewise passes through the Bob Ingersoll shaft, and shows the steep 
dip theoretically required on the western slope of the anticline by the 
development of this shaft. 
Section E . - Section E runs due east and west along the parallel of lati-
tude 39° 15', which forms the middle of the map, and is but a compara- ' 
tively short distance south of the line of the two previous sections. On the 
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eastern end it shows the Mosquito fault and a patch of Lower Quartzite 
left to the . east of it, op the slope of West Dyer Mountain. In the block 
between Mosquito and Ball Mountain faults the easterly dip prevails; but 
in the neighborhood of the latter fault the influence of the anticline at the 
north foot of Ball Mountain is seen in a slight curvature of the beds. Be-
tween Ball Mountain and Weston faults the Colorado Prince fault cuts 
through the southern extension of the South Evans anticline-; and the sec-
tion shows a minor anticlinal and synclinal structure between this and the 
Weston fault, which is shown by the developments of the Highland Chief 
and Low land Chief shafts and the Chemung tunnel. Replacement in the 
Highland Chief mine is supposed to have extended through the entire 
thickness of the Blue Limestone horizon and to have been influenced by 
the dike of Gray Porphyry which is shown in that mine. The recent for-
mation (r) east of the Highland Chief mine is a portion of the moraine 
left by the South Evans glacier on the shoulder now called Idaho Park. 
In the block west of Weston fault the shallow anticlinal and svnclinal 
,I 
structure developed in the two previous sections is supposed to extend into 
the plane of this section, the undergro~md data confirming this idea as 
far as they go. The plane of the section is very nearly coincident with 
the line of the Breece cross-fault, which, however, in its curves crosses it 
at an extremely acute angle. The projection of the intersection of these 
two planes, as shown on the section, is a line cutting the surface between 
the Breece Iron and Louisville shafts, which has a certain parallelism with 
the formation lines, with which it might be confounded. The plane of the 
section passes just north of the extremity of the Mike fault, whose move-
ment is therefore not shown. The body of Adelaide Porphyry is repre-
ented as coming up across the Lower Quartzite and White Limestone, and 
then spreading out, sending an offshoot between the beds of the latter. At 
thi point the plane of the section crosses the moraine ridge, north of 
Adelaide Park, forming a portion of the Evans south moraine. In the 
l k between Iron and Carbonate faults the line of section illustrates 
lainly the yn linal tructure and the splitting of the Blue Limestone into 
tw h t a pr , d in the Cyclop , Gone-Abroad, and adjoining haft . 
n tl l f ai· onate Hill the ection passes through the 
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upper Henriett workings and the lower workings of the Waterloo claim, 
and shows the anticlinal axis, which very nearly corresponds_ with the Car-
bonate fault, in the latter. "This axis, as already stated, is found to coincide 
with the line of the fault farther north; and it is possible that on the line 
of the section the fault movement may have already died out, since its actual 
plane has not been proved.1 Of the synclinal basin under Leadville in the 
line of this section the ·aepth and angle of the formations on its eastern rim 
are deduced from actual data, which are not, it is true, as complete as could 
be wished. The location of the western rim, however, is more theoretical. 
Section F.- Section F, on a sl-ightly broken line, passes t4rough the crest / 
of East Ball and Ball Mountains, from the latter across the slope of Breece 
Hill to the head . of Nugget gulch, through the middle of Iron Hill, and 
along the bed of California gulch, into the mesa country. East of the Mos-
quito fault it shows a patch of Lower Quartzite left on the crest of East 
Ball Mountain. Between Mosquito fault and Ball Mountain fault it shows tlie 
development of White Porphyry in the lower horizons and its comparative 
absence above the Blue Limestone; betweer:i the, converging Ball Mount-
ain and Weston faults, the great development of Pyritiferous Porphyry and 
the probable continuation of the numerous sheets of White Porphyry in 
the lower horizons. The anticlinal structure shown in the eastern portion 
of this block represents the supposed influence of the anticline observed 
at the north base of Ball Mou:ntain, which, owing to the curvature of the 
line of Ball Mountain fault, is the proper continuation of this portion of 
the area. The distribution and thickness of the nu~erous bodies of por-
phyry in the latter block are deduced mainly from the data obtained in the 
adjoining regions, since along the actual plane of the section, as will be evi-
dent from its examination, there are few data obtained from underground 
workings. In the next block, between ,v eston and Pilot faults, a body of 
Pyritiferous Porphyry is shown in section, whose thickness is largely a mat-
ter of conjecture, the only direct evidence being that of the Cumberland 
shaft, near its northern edge, where it is 450 feet. As the plane of the sec-
tion probably cuts through the thickest portion of the body, t-he thickness of 
- · 
1 Later developments render it probable that the sheet of Gray Porphyry is in the Blue Limestone, 
above t he line of Carbonate fault, instead of at its base, as shown in the section. 
/ 
/ 
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600 feet _given must be considered a _conservative estimate. The underly-
ing White Porphyry is shown as disappearing in the midd_le of this body, 
since the latter is supposed to connect with the lower body in California, as 
shown in Section L. A slight anticlinal structure is shown in the sedi-
mentary beds beneath the porphyry, as a probable connection between the 
Great Hope anticline on the north and that under Printer Boy Hill on the 
south. The block between Pilot and Mike faults, it is seen, is practically a 
wedge-shaped mass which has slipped down between the two faults. In 
this area is the intersection of the 1ine of cross-cutting White Porphyry, 
which is therefore indicated here as spreading out under the Blue Lime-
stone. On Iron Hill the line of section passes through the workings of 
the Iron mine; and the data down to the horizon of the l?lue Limestone are 
derived from actual exploration. The transverse body of Gray Porphyry 
developed in these workings is supposed to be an offshoot from the intrusiYe 
sheet at the base of the Blue Limestone; it should not have been represented 
as actually projecting into the White Porphyry. 
West of the Iron fault t~e section crosses what is probably the greatest 
thickness of White Porphyry left above the Blue Limestone, but the~depth 
of the latter immediately adjoining the fault is, as already stated, purely 
theoretical and given as a probable maximum. 
Section G.-Section G follows also a slightly broken line along the south 
slope of Ball Mountain, through Green Mountain and the head of Califor-
nia gulch, and then along the northern edge of Dome Ridge. At its eastern 
end it crosses diagonally the South Dyer fault. Between Mosquito and 
Ball Mountain faults the development of White Porphyry in the lower 
horizon is even more striking than in the preceding section. Between Ball 
Mountain and Weston fault the distribution of the porphyry bodies is 
imilar to that in the preceding section, but the Pyritiferous Porphyry is 
uppo ed to 1 e thinning out to the southward. 
Between We ton and Pilot faults the ection hows a probable vent of 
th 1 w r ody f Pyritiferous orphyry, which i known to cut aero 
the a I m thr u h the Archean in thi vi inity. I1 
il Mike fault a be t f riti£ r-
u r h r 1. · u l t w n the Whi an Blue Lim -
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stones, as a continuation of the lower sheet of Pyritif erous Porphyry which 
forms the bed of California gulch above the Pilot fault. West of Mike 
fault the contact has been carried baGk at the angle shown in the develop-
ments of the Oro La Plata mine, and the intrusive body of Gray Porphyryt 
which cuts acro-ss it at the mouth of the Oro La Plata_ tunnel, is repre-
sented as probably thinning out to the eastward. It is possible, however, 
that the contact basins up toward the Mike fault, as it does on Iron Hill 
and the Gray Porphyry sheet may have an underground connection with 
the Printer Boy Porphyry, which it somewhat resembles, and both come 
up through the same channel or vent. West of the Dome fault the west-
ward slope of the beds in the lifted-up block of ground between the Robert 
Emmet and Iron faults is shown. Be31 ond the Iron fault the only data 
obtained from shafts are the relative positions of the Wash, Lake beds, and 
underlying porphyry. 
Section H.-Section II is taken along a straight line running from the 
bed of Iowa gulch, on the eastern border of the map, through Printer Boy 
Hill and down the bed of Georgia gulch. The three eastern blocks do not 
differ sensibly from those of the preceding section, except that, as proved 
by actual developments on Printer Boy Hill, the ,Vhite Porphyry above 
the Blue Limestone is exceedingly thick, for which reason its thickness in 
the adjoining block to . the eastward is proportionally increased over that of 
Section G. The cross-cutting of the White Porphyry comes just west of 
the Weston fault, and, though entirely belo~r the surface, is not wholly theo-
retical here, but proved by developments of adjoining mines. The anticli-
nal structure of Printer Boy Hill, the intrusive sheets of porphyry, and the 
three vertical dikes are also proved by actual observation. The conver-
gence of the planes of the Mike ai'id Pilot faults is a theoretical deduction 
founded on the thE?ory of fault planes by observers in other parts of the 
world. The existence of' Lake beds at this height is proved by the data 
afforded by the explorations of the Printe1· Boy mine. The depth show!l 
for the Blue Limestone here may possibly be too great, since it is obtained 
by carrying back the angle of dip at the surface near the Dome fault, and 
it is very possible that the beds turn upwards towards the Mike and Pilot 
faults, under the influence of the Print~r Boy anticline. The thickness of 
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Lake beds below Dome fault and the depth of the contact are derived 
from actual data as far west as the Coon Valley; beyond that they are the-
oretical deductions. 
Section I.-- Section I is a broken line following, as near as may be, the 
crest of Long and Derry Ridge from West Sheridan Mountain westward. 
It shows the beds left on the crest of West Sheridan; the anticlinal struct-
ure developed on Long and Derry Hill, between Mosquito and ,v eston 
faults; the uplifted block of ground between Weston and Union faults; 
the outcrop of Blue Limestone and general character of its replacement in 
the Long and Derry mines and the great thickness of the ·white Porphyry 
above it (the cross-cutting of the lower sheet of White Porphyry must 
have occurred in the part eroded off); the transverse dikes of Gray Por-
phyry, and the intrusive sheets of Green Porphyry between the White 
Limestone and Lower Qµartzite; and, west of Mike fault, the· outci·ops of the 
Blue Limestone shown in the Hoodoo and Echo shafts, ·and the supposed 
form of the body of Josephine Porphyry, between it and the overlying 
White Porphyry. 'rhe depth assigned the contact adjoining the Mike fault 
may be too great, as in the previous section, since it is possible that the beds 
rise toward an anticlinal fold. In the actual plane of the section the Lake 
beds are not shown to reach as high up as they do on Section H; but their 
extent on a 'line immediately north and south of this plane would be equal 
to that of the former. West of the Hoodoo outcrop is indicated the anti-
cline which forms the southern continuation of the Dome fault, beyond 
which a syncline must exist, as an extension of the synclinal basin proved, 
to the north; but 'Y'hat portion of the synclinal beds involved in these folds 
has escaped erosion is a matter of pure speculation. 
Perhaps the most suggestive teaching afforded by the north-and-south 
sections i the graphic representation they give of the relative character and 
amount of Glacial and Po t-Glacial erosion. They afford successive cross-
,·ections f the varion pur rr.presented on the map from the summit down 
t the m bel w. Where Lake bed till exi t, the rock surface below 
the r ult of ero. i n iu the earlier portion of th Glacial period. 
k . mfa e n ath them raine material (r), whether in it original 
r r atT, 1 d i pr abl) Ira ti lly the ame a it wa at the clo 
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of the Glacial epoch, while the sky-line of each section represents the final 
form which water has given to the surface left at the close of the Glacial 
epoch, whether it be rock or detritus. 
Section J. -In Section J, which crosses P1,:ospect Mountain ridge, the 
lower portion of Little Ellen Hi!l, Ball Mountain, and upper Long and 
Derry Ridge, are seen the main depressions made by the Evans, South 
Evans, and Iowa glaciers, the outlines of their · beds somewhat rounded off 
by Post-Glacial erosion. The formations · are seen to have three broad 
undulations rather than folds, the two southern of which are broken by 
faults. 
Section K. -In -Section K, which passes through Prospect Mountain, 
Breece Hill, the head of California gulch, and Long and Derry Hill, the 
two Evans glaciers had come together in one broad sheet of ice a mile in 
width and not less than six hundred feet in thickness. Of the moraine 
material still remaining here, a portion evidently belongs to the lateral 
moraines, and in the middle is left a relic of the medial moraine formed by 
the junction of the two glaciers. In Iowa gulch at this point, as evidenced 
by the moraine material remaining on Printer Boy Hill, · the Iowa glacier 
was also about six hundred feet thick and possibly sent a small branch 
some distance into the head of California 'gulch. The folds have the same 
character as in the previous section, but their crests are farther north. 
Section L. -In Section L, which passes through the lower portion of 
Breece Hill and the west slope of Printer Boy Hill, the bed of the Evans 
glacier retains about the same size as in the preceding section, although its 
outlines are somewhat more regular. The Iowa glacier, confined on the 
. north by Printer Boy Hill, had spread out somewhat to the south, leaving 
its moraine material well on the crest of Long and Derry Ridge. Califor-
nia gulch has been cut in the crest of one of the folds mentioned above, and 
in it the lower sheet of Pyritiferous Porphyry is seen to be -cutting across 
the formations. 
Section M. -Section M, passing through the crest of Yankee Hill and 
just east of Iron Hill, shows the Evans glacier split again into two streams, 
having a total width of over eight thousand feet, but whose thickness is 
MON xn-18 
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probably somewhat diminished. The Iowa glacier, on the other hand, seems 
to be contracting as it descends, and in the plane of this section the dis-
tance between the crests of its bounding moraine ridges is only a little over 
one thousand feet. Here the outline of the Lake beds shows a bay in the 
ancient lake Arkansas and that the older Iowa glacier occupied a wider bed 
than the later one. Except at the foot of the Prospect Mountain, the beds 
lie in an almost horizontal position. 
section N. -In Section N the teaching of the Lake beds is still more 
suggestive. The moraine material of the Evans glacier, which was probably 
again united into one sheet, is spread out over a still wider surface; while the 
reconstructed outline of the Arkansas lake shows that from Graham Park 
across to Georgia gulch a ridge then extended, through which the present 
bed of California gulch has been carved out since the Glacial epoch. 
Section o. - In Section 0, which runs through Fryer and Carbonate 
Hills, only the top of the latter and a portion of what is now California 
gulch probably remained above water during the Glacial epoch. 
Section P. -In Section P, which runs across the mesa country, Lake 
beds and Wash cover the whole surface as far as the ridge north of the mouth 
of the Arkansas. The underlying beds are represented as lying in a single 
broad syncline, since, while there may probably be minor undulations, as 
in the sections above, there naturally can ·be no data for determining their 
position. 
As regards underg-round 5tructure the transverse sections are mainly 
useful as showing probable depths at which the ore-bearing horizon may be 
found. They are too nearly parallel to the direction of major strike, which 
is that of the majority of the folds, to give a correct idea of these folds; and 
their intersection with fault planes, being also at an acute angle, presents a 
somewhat distorted angle of dip. Still it may be observed that on these 
north and outh lines the beds have a tendency to form anticHnal and syn-
linal £ Id . Bearing in mind that the prevailing direction of str~ke is in 
a nortbwe t direction, the ontinuation of the folds will be found a little 
farther t the north in ea h ucce ive ection; for instance, in Section J 
the £ ]d under Ball Mountain find its normal continuation in Section K at 
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the mouth of South Evans gulch, and in Section L joins the slight fold at 
the south face of Prospect Mountain. The form of the east-and-west folds, as 
shown in Sections L, M, and N, along the base of Prospect Mountain, sug-
gests that the mass of Prospect Mountain afforded more resistance to com-
pression than the adjoining country to the south, so that the folds are com-
pressed sharply up against it. The reason of this may be found perhaps in 
the unusual thickness of the porphyry bodies on Prospect Mountain, which 
are probably much less plastic than the sedimentary beds. 
CHAPI'ER VI. 
DISCUSSION OF GEOLOGICAL PHENOMENA. 
In the last two chapters the observations gathered have been pre-
sented in the form which it was supposed would be most useful to the 
geologist or miner who wished to study the region itself: For those who 
have no occasion to examine the· actual ground, it may be well to present 
concisely and in a generalized form some of the more suggestive facts ob-
served, in a geological rather than topographical order, which will be the 
object of the following pages. 
SEDIMENTARY HOCKS. 
Archean.-That Archean land masses must have existed during the dep-
osition of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic beds found in this region is abun-
dantly proved, aside from all structural evidences, by the occurrence at vari-
ous horizons, in beds evidently of littoral formation, of rolled grains and 
pebbles of Archean rocks. Among these grains and pebbles that which 
would best resist abrasion, quartz, forms naturally the larger proportion, but 
granite and even gneiss are found, and, among the finer materials, feldspar 
and mica often form a large proportion of the sandstones. It is further 
noteworthy that these pebbles do not differ in character from the present 
Ar bean rocks; in ofoer words, afford no evidence that the latter have been 
changed by metamorphi m since the Cambrian epoch . The fact that only 
at n p int, and thi clos to a uppo ·ed shore line, is any but the harac-
t ri ti ally l w , t d of the Cam rian found in contact with the Archean, 
h ,, that th upp r ·m{ace of th latter, or the bed of the Cambrian ocean, 
27 
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must have been comparatively smooth and have presented no abrupt cliffs 
or slopes which were too steep for a uniform deposition of sediment over 
them. 
Bedding planes were frequently observed in the Archean in proximity 
to its upper surface, perfectly parallel with and corresponding to the bed-
ding planes of the Cambrian quartzite immediately above it. As this dis-
tinctness of bedding planes occurs in granite as well as in gneiss and as in 
general the bedding planes of the Archean, as seen on a large scale, are 
almost invariably discordant with those of the overlying beds, it seems that 
they must have been produced by the pressure of the superincumbent mass 
of beds. 
The eruptive granite of this region is, in all cases, pre-Cambrian in age, 
no instance having been observed of its intrusion into the rocks of any for-
mation later than the Archean. 
As regards the relative age of the rocks which form the Archean, the 
little study that could be devoted to this subject goes to show that the am-
phibolites, gneisses, granite-gneisses~ and, probably, part of the granites 
proper constituted the older or original formation; that these were suc-
ceeded by the distinctly eruptive granites, which cut through and include 
fragments of the above; and that the vein-like masses of pegmatite are the 
most recent formations of all the Archean rock masses. 
While the structure lines which give evidence of original bedding or 
stratification in these rocks are less distinctly marked than in other parts of 
the Archean of the Rocky Mountains and were often so obscure that no 
attempts were made to trace out any structural system in the Archean as a. 
whole, they are nevertheless sufficiently well marked to suggest an original 
horizontality in the different layers, and that they have been subjected to, 
an infinitely greater compression and folding than the later formations,. 
while the parallelism of certain upper planes with the lower ones of the 
Cambrian, which has been remarked above, and the varying angle at which 
both are found, show that the Archean has partaken of the folding to which 
the Cambrian and later beds have been subjected. 
Paleozoic.-The lower 600 feet of the Paleozoic system in this region, 
comprising the Cambrian, Silurian, and Lower Carboniferous formations,., 
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which are remarkably persistent as a whole, though varying from point to 
point in the relative proportions of calcareous and silicious material enter-
ing into their composition, give evidei~ce, in their even and thin beds and 
in their fineness of grain, of a slow _and uniform deposition in quiet and 
rather deep waters. Even in the conglomerate, which is invariably found at 
the base of the series, only very small pebbles of the very hardest and most 
tenacious forms of quartz are found. Neither fragments of Archean rocks 
nor even feldspar fragments occur in them. The lower calc~reous beds also, 
in spite of their dolomitic character, are usually compact and fine grained. 
In the middle member of the Carboniferous, however, a decided change 
in the character of the sediments takes place : they become, as a rule, very 
coarse-grained, carry feldspar and mica and rolled pebbles of granite and 
schist; they often contain carbonaceous matter, which is sometimes concen-
trated into actual beds of coal along the borders of the original land mass, 
and remains of plants peculiar to the Carboni£ erous period are found in them 
at a considerable distance from the supposed shore line. It is evident, there-
fore, that in the middle Carboniferous epoch the seas became shallower, that 
the abrasion of the land masses was more rapid than theretofore, and. that on 
the land vegetation flourished luxuriantly in this mountain region, as it did 
at the same period in other parts of the world. 
During the succeeding Upper Carboni£ erous epoch and also in the 
Mesozoic era the same coarser character of sediments prevails, although 
carbonaceous deposits are wanting until towards the close of the Creta-
ceous. Both in the Weber Grits and the Upper Coal Measure formations 
the calcareous deposits are not only very subordinate in quantity but very 
variable; at one point in a given thickness of rocks only a single thin bed 
of dolomitic limestone will be found, whereas within the same horizon, at 
another point not very far removed, several may occur. 
Dolomitic sediments. -One of the most noteworthy facts developed by the 
stud3 of the sediments of this region is the prevalence of dolomites among 
the calcareou depo it . All the calcareous beds below the Robinson lime-
t e, wbi h wa taken a the ba e of the Upper Coal Measure , are, with the 
unim1 ortant xcepti n of a locally developed ilicious lime tone in the Cam-
rim tru 1 1 it of , ar) ing purity. In the hand pecirnen they have 
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generally the granular structure characteristic of dolomites, and under the 
microscope it is seen that there is little or none of the twin structure pecul-
. iar to calcite, and that they are tb.erefore composed, not of a mixture 0£ 
, calcite and carbonate of magnesia, but of true dolomite or double carbon-
ate of lime and magnesia. The upper bed of the Robinson limestone, on 
the other hand, and also the few limestones of. the Upper Coal Measure 
formation that were examined are true limestones and have a characteris-
tically different appearance from the dolomites in the hand specimen. They 
are fine grained and compact, instead of granular, generally of light color, 
and often have the conchoidal fracture and fine texture of a lithographic 
stone. The lime· and magnesia contents of twenty different specimens 
of limestones from different horizons and localities are given in r_['able VI, 
Appendix B. 
It is also noteworthy that all of th~se limestones, as far as tested, were 
found to contain chlorine in appreciable amount. Microscopical examination 
of the Blu~ Limestone collected at Leadville, whose contents in chlorine 
amounted to one-tenth of one per cent., showed that it probably occurs in 
the form of a solution of chloride of sodium, in extremely ,minute fluid 
inclusions within the grains. 
These investigations were ma~e in the hope that . they might throw: 
some light upon the cause and manner of formation of dolomites in gen-
eral. It can only be said that it seems evident that the magnesia is an 
original constituent of the rocks, and not introduced later by metamorphic 
action. It were difficult to conceive of such an action, for instance, in the -
case of the Robinson Limestone, the upper fifteen to twenty feet of which 
are almost chemically pure carbonate of lime, while. the lower ten feet con-
tain less than 88 per cent. of carbonate uf lime, the rest being carbonate of 
magnesia and insoluble material ; or how such metamorphic action should 
be so widespread and uniform over this great area and yet stop at a given 
bed or horizon. 
T. Sterry Hunt, 1 who, with others, has advocated the theory that dolo-
mites are formed by the actual precipitation of the carbonate of magnesia, 
maintains that its separation requires the absence of chloride of calcium 
r Chemical and Geological Essays, Boston, 1875, p. 92. 
, 
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from the waters in which it is deposited and that isolated or evaporating 
basins are indispensable conditions of the formation of dolomite. In this 
particular region these . conditions m~ght have been fulfilled, since the 
Ar~hean land masses certainly inclosed the sea on two sides. His theory 
requires, however, that all the lime contained in the sea waters should have 
first been precipitated by the carbonate of soda, which would then act on 
the chloride of magnesium and throw it down as carbonate. It would 
seem, however, from the character of the rocks, which are formed of crys-
talline grains of the double carbonate, that the two salts were probably 
precipitated at the same time and that a cei:tain amount of chloride in solu-
tion was inclosed in the grains as they cr:ystallized. 
As regards the question whether carbonate -of lime jg more readily dis-
sol vecl out of a dolomite than carbonate of magnesia, the evidence goes to 
show that percolating waters act upon the double salt, and not upon its 
more soluble member alone, since the veins and cavities, su.ch as are shown 
in the lower specimen on Plate VI (p. 64), which have been refilled by white 
I 
crystalline material deposited by these waters, are found to have the same 
composition as the original dolomite. Moreover, where the entire rock has 
been apparently changed by the action of waters, as in the so-called '' lime 
sand" found in the mines, which is Blue Limestone from which the cement-
ing material of the grains has been removed, or in the case of a given 
bed in the White Limestone of Dyer Mountain, which in one part has, by 
this action, from a compact light-blue rock, become clayey in structure and 
pink in color, analysis shows that the proportions of carbonate of lime 
and magnesia remain essentially unchanged, whatever variation there may 
have been in the other constituents.1 
In both the above cases the metamorphism, or change in the character 
of the limestone, must have taken place about the time of the deposition of 
the re bodie in these regions, and would therefore not have been pro-
n ed by urface water. . The action of surface water , using this- term in 
i t , r inary, re tricted en e of water which come from the surface under 
e1 ti, lly the am c nditi n that exi t at the present day, js apparently 
iffi r nt fr m the al from the £ llowing ob ervation. 
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The conglomerates which form the Lake-bed deposits are often found 
to have a calcareous cement, that can be readily separated from the pebbles 
which it incloses. This conglomerate is of so recent date that at the time 
of its formation the structural conditions of the range must have been essen-
tially those which prevail at the present day, and the waters from which the 
cementing material was derived were surface waters, which may be sup-
posed to have drawn their calcareous constituents from the outcrops of the 
various dolomitic beds of the lower Paleozoic series. Chemical tests show 
that the cement is made up almost entirely of carbonate of lime, with little 
or no carbonate of magnesia. It would seerp, therefore, that when exposed 
to the action of surface waters the dolomites of this region have yielded up 
their carbonat~ of lime more readily than their carbonate of magnesia. This 
may be due to a previous flisintegration under the action of atmospheric 
agents which rendered them more attackable or to a superior solvent power 
of surface waters over underground w~ters in their action upon the carbonate 
of lime. 
Serpentine.-The development of serpentiv.e in the Silurian beds of this 
region is, it is believed, the first 0bserved instance of its occurrence in the 
Rocky Mountain region, and therefore deserves some detailed mention. Its 
principal point of development is in the Red amphitheater in Buckskin gulch, 
on the south face of Mount Bross, where it is found mainly in the · transition 
beds at the base of the Silurian formation, though extending to a limited 
extent up as far as the base of the Carboniferous. It was also observed in 
limited development on the cliffs at the south base of Mount Lincoln, and 
specimens were obtained in the Leadville district from the Comstock tunnel 
in California gulch, where its exact horizon could not be definitely deter-
mined. No actual serpentine was found at any other point, but a greenish-
colored bed was observed frequently at about the same horizon, which 
by a microscopical examination of certain specimens was proved to contain 
.amphibole or pyroxene. 
As developed in the Red amphitheater, it occurs generally in limestone, 
forming a greenish, veined, and clouded rock, like verd-antique, the veins 
or streaks of serpentine generally running parallel with the stratification, 
but sometimes crossing it at right angles. It also occurs in a yellov;r, homo-
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geneous-looking_ rock, resembling yellow beeswax, which proves by analysis 
to be an intimate mixture of calcite and serpentine. A complete analysis 
of the soft .green material from a specimen of the darker-colored rock is given 
in Analysis I, Table VII, Appendix B, which proves it to be an almost normal 
serpentine, the oxygen ratio being 3: 3.95: 2.11, instead of 3 :4: 2, which is 
the theoretical proportion. Analysis II, in the same table, is that of the whole 
mass of yellow rock, which is found to contain 57.57 per cent. of carbonate 
of lime. Ir this be deducted, the composition of the residue is essentially 
the same as that of I. The microscope confirms the conclusion that the 
rock is a simple mixture of serpentine and calcite, as no other mineral can 
be distinguished by it. It also shows that the major part of the rock is 
in grains which show the cleavage distinctly, whereas the small grains of 
calcite which are sometimes found in the dolomites show no such cleavage 
lines; hence it is evident that the calcite has been recrystallized. 
Origin of the serpentine.-It is evident, from the manner of its occurrence 
in and intimate admixture with the sedimentary rocks, that the serpentine 
is not of eruptive origin. It seems equally improbable, from its extremely 
local development, that it could have been formed at the time of the pre-
cipitation and deposition of the original sediments. It is noteworthy, 
further, that the localities where it was found have been near centers of 
eruptive action and of consequent intense metamorphism. The dolomites 
of this horizon, which are all more or less silicious, contain all the constit-
uent elements of serpentine, except water. If by the addition of this ele-
ment a reaction between it and the silica and magnesia could be brought 
about, serpentine might have been formed directly from the dolomites. As, 
however, it is difficult to conceive of such a direct reaction, it seems better 
to seek some intermediate step. Among the specimens of serpentinous rock 
from the Red amphitheater, one has gray portions, comparatively free from 
erpentine, in which fibrous silky crystals can be observed. The microscope 
h wed that these are amphibole crystals, and, further, that pyroxene was 
Ir ent. Analy i III, Table VII, show the composition of these ilky 
r t 1. , ft r th y he een e1 arated from the re t of the mass, which is 
all r tha f a ti lite. The I art up1 , ed to be pyroxene w hi h is 
1 lu trou We no anal3 zed. ow, the for-
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mation of serpen-tine as an alteration product of amphibole and pyroxene has 
been not unfrequently observed and actual pseudomorphs· have been found.1 
It thus appears evident that a part at least of the serpentine in these 
rocks is an alteration product of amphibole and pyroxene, and in further 
confirmation of this hypothesis the microscope shows, in specimens of a 
_ green silicious rock from the lower part of the Red amphitheater and of a 
similar rock from the south base of Mount Lincoln, among fresh and un-
mistakable amphibole crystals, some in process of decomposition, whose end 
product is serpentine, the remaining components of the rock being quartz 
grains and calcite in alternate layers. 
J. D. Dana, 2 in treating of similar . occurrences of serpentine in the dolo-
mitic limestones of Southern New York, supposes that the process of change 
was that by a first metamorphism the uncrystallized dolomite became pene-
trated with tremolite, actinolite, and other magnesian silicates, and that 
"these beds underwent a later transformation, converting the tremolite and 
other magnesian silicates and part of the remaining dolomite into hydrous 
magnesian silicates and mostly into serpentine." At first glance the Mosquito 
Range phenomena seem to present a further analogy with those of Southern 
New York in that there are presented two periods of possible metamorphism 
( or activity of metamorphic action), viz, that following the intrusion of -the 
porphyries and diorites and that following the folding and faulting which 
accompanied the uplift of the range. _ There is, however, no evidence that 
the dynamic movement was either accompanied or directly followed by any 
widespread metamorphic action. The decomposition of metallic minerals, 
which was a metamorphic action, preceded this movemettt and followed the 
eruption of porphyries. 
As to whether the serpentine has been derived entirely from amphibole 
and pyroxene, or whether a part may have been derived directly from 
dolomite, as suggested by Dana in regard to the New York occurrence, 
no definitely conclusive evidence has been obtained. No opportunity was-
offered for tracing the yellow rock, which would seem probably to have 
1 J. Roth: Allgem. u._ chem. Geologie, pp. 123, 127, 131. Berlin, 1879. A. Lagorio: Mic. Anal. 
Ostbaltischer Gebirgsarten, p. 43. R. B. Hare: "Die Serpentin-Masse von Reichenstein" (Neues Jahr• 
bucb, II. Bel., p. 346. 1880.) 
2American Journal of Science, Vol. XX, p. 32. July, 1880. 
, 
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been derived from a limestone bed relatively free from quartz, to a less com-
pletely altered condition, where it might have been seen whether there had 
been a previous formation of amphibole. In the dark-green rock, however, 
there seems little doubt that the serpentines are derived from silicates. 
With regard to the formation of amphibole and pyroxene, their distri-
bution seems wider and more even, and the question presents itself whether 
they have been formed in situ by a slow process . of metamorphism pre-
ceding the appearance of the eruptive rocks, or after this period and imme-
diately preceding that of the serpentine, or, again, whether they are simply 
derived from the Archean rocks mechanically. In favor of the last sup-
position is the fact, observed by Mr. Cross in one specimen, that the amphi-
bole penetrates the quartz grains and· is sometimes entirely encircled in 
them, and that these latter contain fluid inclusions with moving bubble. 
STRUCTURAL FEATURES. 
The most striking features in the geological structure of this region 
are the forms of the folds and the . close relation between them and the 
great faults which traverse it from north to south. 
Folds and faults.-The typical form of the former is what has been called 
the S-fold, in which the anticline has a steep and almost vertical face to 
the west, or towards the original land mass of the Sawatch, and a gentle 
slope to the east, while in the adjoining syncline the conditions are re-
versed, and the gently rising slope is to the west. This is the most natural 
form of fold which would result from the supposed cause of uplift of the 
range, namely, a horizontal thrust of the beds against the Archean mass of 
the Sawatch. In a fold produced in this way the line of greatest tension, 
and where the tendency to fracturing and displacement would be greatest, 
i , a hown by Daubree's well-known experiments, 1 along this steep side 
of the fold, and in point of fact it was found that along this line occur the 
great trike-faults of the range. 
By reference to the heet of sections (Atlas Sheets VIII and IX) it will 
be een that the great l\l qnito fault, which extends for an unknown di -
tanc y n the n rthern limit f the map, and its two southern branche , 
the ___ We t n £ ult , fulfill in the main the e theoretical condition . 
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It is rarely possible to trace upon the surface the actual line of a fault 
or the structure lines of the immediately adjoining beds, for the reason that 
the rocks are generally metamorphosed and disintegrated to such an extent 
as to render them obscure. · The theoretical studies of fault structure have, 
moreover, been mainly made in underground workings, especially in coal 
mines, where it is often the case that the movement of displacement is so 
slight and the thickness of beds involved so small that it is qhestionable 
whether they should not more properly be considered as joints, rather than 
as fulfilling the same conditions as these great faults many miles in length 
and with displacements involving thicknesses of beds of as many thousand 
feet. Even in this region, where the opportunities for observation are excep-
tionally favorable, the actual fault planes and the s'tructure lines of the ad-
joining beds can but rarely be distinguished. Either only Archean rocks, 
in which no structure lines are visible, are to be found on one side of the 
fault, or the surface conditions are such that the structure iines are entirely 
obscured in its vicinity. In drawing the sections, moreover, the endeavor 
was to represent the facts as far as observed, without reference to any struct-
ural theory, and they were already engraved before any theoretical study 
of the structure as a whole was undertaken. If, then, i:n any case they 
misrepresent facts, the error is as likely to be against the above theory as 
in its favor. 
At the northern edge of the map a syncline is plainly traceable in c1ose 
contact with the fault line on the west of the Mosquito fault, and the remains 
of the corresponding anticline on its east side are ·found · in the fragment of 
Cambrian quartzite resting on the Archean just beyond the limits of the map. 
From here southward to Empire gulch either the Archean alone adjoins the 
fault line or the stratification lines of the sedimentary beds in its immediate 
vicinity are entirely obscured; those given in the sections are only the the-
oretical prolongation of dips observed at such a distance that there is room 
for a very ·marked flexing to have occurred before they reached the fault 
plane. On Empire Hill is what might be classed as a monocline to the west 
of the fault, were it not that its continuation farther south at Weston's pass 
shows that it is part of a deep syncline, cut off by the fault, and a portion of 
• 
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the crest of the corresponding anticline on the east side still caps Weston's 
Peak. It is in the London fault, however, that the relations of the fold and 
the fault are most clearly seen, because the sedimentary beds still remain on 
either side to show the structure lines and erosion has cut down into the 
rock mass so deeply as to afford to the observer actual sections of the earth's 
crust several miles in length and one to two thousand feet in thickness. 
These have been described in detail on pages 143-165 and illustrated by 
sketches iu Plates XV, XVI, and XVII, so that it will be hardly worth 
while to redescribe all the conditions here. 
It is probable that the steepness of the angle of dip of the beds on 
either side of the fault plane in these cases may be due to a continu-
ation of the movement of contraction, or the lateral thrust, since the original 
faulting and folding, for it is now generally conceded by geologists that the 
elevation of mountains is continued in a somewhat modified form long after 
the original dynamic movement, and may very probably be going on at the 
present day. In the case of the fold at Weston's pass a lateral movement 
along the fault plane seems also necessary to explain the observed condi-
tions. 
This dipping downward of the beds on either side of the fault would 
seem at first sight to be an exception to what is given in text-books as 
the rule for the plication of b_eds adjoining a fault plane, namely, that they 
bend in opposite directions. down toward the fault -on one side and up 
toward it on the other. It is not really so, however, as mature reflection 
will show. In the case presented by the text-books of strata dipping in 
opposite directions on either side of the fault, if the beds were brought back 
to the position they occupied before the displacement, they would be 
found to have a simple monoclinal fold, such as is described as common in 
the Colorado Plateau region by the geologists who have written upon it, 
and which, according to them, is often associated with a fault. These folds 
and fc ult differ from those in the greater intensity of the plicatiorr and in the 
different po iti n of the fault plane in regard to the flexure. If one of tbe 
S-£ I e cri e here could be drawn back to it incipient tate of flexure 
tr ta adj ining it rought to an ap1 roximately horizontal po ition, 
i w ul i ra u lly ec e the monoclinal fl xure de cribed b _ them; r 
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one might imagine the monoclinal flexure under conditions of greater press-
ure, and with a general uptilting of the whole sedimentary series i~volved, 
developing into one of these S-folds. As regards the position of the fault 
plane, in the supposed case of the monocline it actually cuts the steep side; 
but here it cuts generally thr0ugh the syncline on one side of it. It can 
readily be seen by reference to the section that a comparat_ively slight lat-
eral displacement of the fault planes to one side or the other would produce 
the above-quoted conditions of an opposite dip on either side of the fault, 
or, to be more accurate, opposite as regards the fault plane, since the actual 
dip is the same on both sides of the fault in the case of the monoclinal fault 
and reversed in the case described here. 
In connection with the shorter and less important faults which trav-
erse the region of the Le·adville map, the folds are much more gentle and 
less strongly . marked than in the case of these larger faults; but in almost 
every case where it is possible to obtain data it is found that the same inter-
dependence of folding and faulting exists. 
Hade of faults. -In the few instances where it was possible to obtain act-
ual measurements of the hade of the fault planes, or their inclination from 
the vertical, it was found to be towards the downthrow side, or that the 
plane of the fault slopes away from the side which has risen; this is the 
condition which generally prevails, and it is explained on the theory that the 
uplifted side has thus a broader base than the downthrow side. In only a 
~ew isolated cases was evidence found, and only indirect evidence at that, 
of the opposite conditions, or of a reversed fault. The angle of bade 
in the observed cases was almost equal to the angle of dip of the strata; 
in other words, the fracture was directly across the beds. In drawing the 
faults where the angle could not be observed, as was the case in the major-
ity of instances, they were constructed to accord with this condition. The 
objection has been made to the assumption that the normal hade of faults 
should be _in the direction of downthrow, that it is oppoi;;ed to the theory 
that faulting, like folding, is the result of contraction, inasmuch as hading in 
this direction tends to lengthen the linear space occupied by " a series of beds 
on a given cross-section, rather than to contract it. rrhis may be graphically 
seen in the sections on Atlas Sheet VIII. In Section A, for instance, where 
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only one fault crosses the section, the linear contraction of a given bed, as 
there drawn, is about three thousand feet in the length of the section, or 
3½ per cent. On Section D the apparent amount of contraction is the same, 
although the beds are much more sharply flexed; but it is found that, by 
reason of the angle of. hade given to the faults, there has been 1,fiOO feet 
of apparent expansion of the beds; or, if the fault planes had been made 
vertical, the same amount of flexing would have given 1,500 feet more 
length to the beds and the contraction would have been 4,500 feet, or 5¼ 
per cent. The sections present probably an exaggerated statement of what 
actually exists, for it is possible and even probable that the planes of the 
great faults stand more nearly in a vertical position; still, observation ren-
ders it probable that the average hade in the faults of this range is with 
the downthrow, and for this reason the displacement of the faults has not 
tended to contract the linear ~istance occupied by a given series of forma-
tions on a transverse line, but rather to expand it slightly. It seems proba-
ble that the plication of the beds has been a gradual and uniform move-
ment, though relatively accelerated at the period assigned to the dynamic 
movements; bnt that the actual fracturing of the beds along the present 
fault planes was primarily produced by some violent shock, similar to the 
earthquake shocks of the present day; that the direction of a fracture 
plane across the beds, as thus primarily determined, would not necessarily 
be dependent on the force of contraction, although its position would 
naturally be on lines of greatest tension 01' weakness. 
It may also be conceived in a region like the one under consideration 
that, while the folding is evidently a result of tangential contraction, the 
faulting may be, in part at least, the result of radial contraction. It is 
probable that tangential pressure acts only on a comparatively thin shell of 
the upper cru t of the earth, for very sharp folds~ where observation in 
depth i po ible, are found to become gradually more rounded and gentle 
a the di tan e from the urface increases; also, that the force which has 
been x rt d in .. an inten ely plicated region i. the expression of the accu-
mnl te ner0 3 of ntra tion Yer a wile area. Thus, in the ca e of the 
:iit r·u1b tangentic 1 I re ure ma , be conceiYed to have pu hed up a 
r 11 f the arth ru t int a ridge, whi h , oul l ha e been much higher 
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than the rest~ration of the eroded beds in their present position would give, 
if it had not been for the counteracting effect of faulting; and faulting 
might, in this sense, be considered a result of subsidence or of radial con-
traction. It is easily seen, for instance, by studying any one of the given 
cross-sections of the Mosquito range, that were the movements of the faults 
reversed, so as to bring the beds on either side of each back into their orig-· 
inal position, and thus leave them as they would have been if influenced 
by plication alone, the range would have been about four thousand feet 
higher than at present, supposing erosion to have acted. under those condi-
tions with the same energy that it has under the present. This vie,v. of the 
elevation of the range involves, it is true, a subsidence of the region ad-
joining the Sawatch shore line and probably of the whole Sawatch mass. 
Subsid~nce and elevation in cases like this, which refer to a far distant 
period of the earth's history and where limited areas are involved, are more 
or less interchangeable terms, since the only fixed point to which they can 
be related is the center of the earth, whose distance cannot be determined 
with a possible error less than the amount of movement involved, and we 
have to content ourselves with the assumption that there must be a tend-
ency in all movements of the earth's crust to preserve a certain equilibrium, 
and that, where one portion of the crust has been elevated in relation to an 
adjoining one, the apparent movement is probably the sum of an actuai 
elevatory movement on the one side and of a subsiding movement on the 
other, each of which is necessarily less in amount than the apparent move-· 
ment. 
The same may be said of areas large enough to assume an almost con-
tinental importance. Thus the Plateau region of the Colorado River has 
evidently subsided relatively to the adjoining 1?ountain areas of the Wa-
satch and of the Rocky Mountains, as shown by the great average differ-
ence of level of corresponding formations in these areas; but the Plateau 
region must always have been relatively lower than these, since it was 
from the abrasion of their land masses that its sediments were in large 
measure derived. It may, however, be considered in general to represent 
an area of subsidence, and the others to be areas of elevation; and the type 
structure which prevails there, namely, that of broad level blocks descend-
MON XII--19 
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ing abruptly along given lines by monoclinal flexures and faults to lower 
levels, to be more frequently the result of subsidence, while the movements 
in the adjoining mountain masses were probably more often true move-
ments of elevation. 
The one-sided or S-shaped fold.-ln the above remarks considerable stress has 
been laid upon the one-sided or S-fold and its frequently associated faulting, 
because it seems to be the extreme development of the most common form 
of plication throughout the Rocky Mountains and the region of the Great 
Basin. In the latter region it often happens that only one side of the fold · 
protrudes above the Quaternary deposits, which cover the greater portion of 
its surface, so that the narrow mountain ridges present only a monoclinal 
slope. For this reason the structure of what is called the Basin province 
has been characterized as a region of faulted blocks uptilted in d_ifferent 
directions and practically without plication. 
I dissent from this reading of the geological structure, first, because 
my own observations in the region mentioned have shown many unmistak-
able instances of the above-mentione~ structure, in which it is true the 
flexing is often gentle, but nevertheless a true plication, and which have led 
me to believe by analogy that in other cases, could the structure beneath 
the valleys be seen, the missing faulted-down members of the fold would 
be found; secondly, because the diversely tilted blocks which are given in 
the sections involve what seems to me to be a geological impossibility, or at 
least one which is not yet found possible by observation, namely, the actual 
annihilation of considerable wedge-shaped segments of stratified beds by 
the simple action of faulting. Even in the Uinta Range, which differs from 
the Rocky Mountain ranges in that it is the truncation of a complete arch 
of edimentary strata, with no evident pre-existing elevation beneath it, the 
anticlinal fold has the one-sided structure. The axis of this range is along 
the northern edge of the uplift; to the south of the axis the beds descend 
in gentle lopes; to the north they dip steeply at angles of 40° or 50°, and 
are partly faulted along thi steep ide. On a line with this steep side, at 
the ec tern end f the rang , i a u merged ridge of Archean, whose re i t-
ance a alrea ly u e t 1,1 pr a ly the harper and more 
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complete plication of the formations at that. end of the range. This ridge 
may extend westward at a greater depth along the whole length of the 
range, and be the unyielding mass whose resistance caused the sharper flex-
ure along its northern edge. 
I also differ from the views advanced by some geologists with regard 
to the structure of the Rocky Mountain region, or the Park province, as 
they designate it. One considers the type structure of this region, as repre-
. sented by the Colorado and Park Ranges, to be the same as that of the Uinta, 
viz, that the sedimentary strata formerly arched over them, and that the 
uplift was that of a broad platform ·raised by vertical movement, having a 
fault or monoclinal fold along either edge. Another, in speaking of the 
whole Cordilleran system east of the Sierra Nevada, says it has no plication 
properly speaking, as expressed by the folds of the Appalachian, although 
he admits that some regions show a certain amount of :flexure, including in 
them probably the Basin and Park provinces. In regard to these provinces 
he says that these flexures are not, so far as can be discerned, associated with 
the building of the existing mountains in such a- r.faimer as to justify the 
inference that the flexing and the rearing of the ranges are correlatively 
associated; that the flexures were in the main older than the mountains, and 
that the mountains were blocked out by faults from · a platform which had 
been plicated long before, and after the irtegularities due to · such pre-ex-
isting flexures had been nearly obliterated by erosion. He says further that 
the amount of bending caused by the uplifting of the ranges is just enough 
to give the .range its general profile and seldom anything ~ore. 
I have already .shown, in Chapter II, my reasons for considering that 
the main Archean masses of the Rocky Mountains, as represented by the 
Colorado and Park Ranges, were never submerged, and that therefore the 
sedimentary strata could not have arched over them as they did over the 
Uinta Range; also, that the Mosquito Range, which might be considered 
at first sight an exception, is not geologically part of the Park Range, but an 
uplift of later ~ormation, contemporaneous with and of analogous formation to 
the so:called "Hog-back" ridges on the east flanks of the Rocky Mountains, 
though of more complicated structure, owing partly to its eruptive masses and 
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partly to a more intense movement of compression. On the eastern flanks of 
the mountains the anticline, east of the first monoclinal slope which rests 
directly on the Archean, is rarely seen, being concealed beneath later 
deposits. Its slopes. are probably relatively gentle, as it is not compressed 
between two Archean masses like those of the Mosquito Range, but has a 
broad mountainless area at its back. Could this fold be seen it would 
probably be found to have the S character; that is, a steeper slope to the 
west. The fact that the monoclinal slopes on the eastern flanks are some-
times very steep I judge to be due to a later movement of contraction since 
the dynamic movement, by which the upper beds have been pushed against 
the Archean and the beds which rest directly on it, a:nd thus brought into 
a vertical or even an inverted position. 
As regards the correlation of folding and faulting, the geological evi-
dence, as I read it, is entirely opposed to the idea that the uplift of the 
ranges was independent of and later than the flexing, and produced mainly 
by faulting. The evidence of the Mosquito Range, which may be fairly 
taken as a type, though perhaps an extreme one, of Rocky Mountain struct-
ure, certainly shows a close interdependence between folding and faulting. 
That the rocks forming the Archean land masses were plicated and eroded 
long before is quite evident, but that they were blocked out by faults and 
lifted into a platform is purely ·hypothetical and incapable of proo£ Again, 
while the closely appressed folds of the Appalachians are rarely found in the 
Rocky Mountains, I consider the folding that does exist there none the less 
a true plication. The peculiarly regular, narrow folds of the Jura Mount-
ains and of the Appalachian system are simply the extreme type of closely 
folded strata, due to peculiarly favorable conditions which it is not now 
worth while to discuss at length, and differ from those of the Rocky Mount-
ains in amount rather than in kind. 
ERUPTIVE ROCKS. 
The eruptive rock of this region fall naturally into two groups or 
eri whether con idered from the point of view of their age, of thei1: man-
n r f ernpti n or of their intern 1 tructnre and composition. 
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Here, as in all attempts at establishing geological classification, there 
are found to be occurrences which form intermediate or transition 
members between tl~e two groups, but yet do not invalidate the legitimacy 
or advisability of establishing such a division or classification. Geologists 
have hitherto been divided in opinion as to the nature of the relation be-
twe8n the age of an eruptive rock and its internal structure and compo-
sition, the extremists on one side maintaining that this relation is an abso-
lute and fixed one, and that where, as is so often the case, its geological 
and external structural relations furnish no evidence as to the age of a rock, 
a careful study of its internal structure is sufficient to determine within ' 
certain limits its period of eruption; those of the opposite school maintain 
that no such relation exists, that the correspondences observed are merely 
accidental coincidences not dependent on age, and that the many sub-
divisions established by the former school are not legitimate, and, inat:mmch 
as there are an infinity of intermediate members, could with advantage be 
reduced to a few general divisions. The manner of erupt.ion, whether as 
an intrusion or as a surface flow, has not in general been considered an 
essential function of classification. In this region it would seem that the 
characteristic differences of internal structure of the above two classes de-
pend rather upon the conditions under which they have consolidated than 
upon the absolute geological age of either class, although their relative ages, 
which are distinctly marked, correspond, as it happens, with the ctiffering 
conditions of consolidation. 
Age. -As regards their period of eruptio,n, the rocks of this region may 
be divided into an older and a younger series, the former of whjch were 
erupted before the dynamic movement which caused the uplift. of the range 
and were involved with the inclosing sedimentary strata in tlrn consequent 
folding and faulting, while the latter are of later date than that dynamic 
movement. 
An exact definition of the age of either group is unfortunately not yet 
possible. In the first place, the time of the dynamic movement is assn med as 
at the close of the Cretaceous period, this assumption having been adopted 
by the consensus of the geologists who ha.ve studied the Rocky Mountain 
region, for the reason that the Tertiary beds, where found in contact, are 
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seen to have been deposited unconformably upon the Cretaceous. But in 
the district included in this examination no 'rertiary beqs are found. More-
over, it is not impossible that later and more detailed studies may lead to a 
modification of this view. Secondly, although the older eruptives are only 
found in Paleozoic formations within the limits of the map, rocks almost 
identical were observed in Triassic and even in Cretaceous strata, not far be-
yond thos~ limits. Moreover, the same class of rock, as will be shown below, 
is found in other parts of Colorado to cut through the latest Cretaceous beds. 
It seems probable, therefore, that though the eruption of this type of 
rock may have commenced much earlier, it lasted in this region till near the 
close of the Cretaceous. As regards the age of the younger series, the en-
tire absence of Tertiary beds in the region renders it impossible to assign their 
eruption to any particular division of this era. The time that elap~ed between 
the eruption of the last of the older series and the first of the younger must, 
however, have been much longer than the above statement would seem at 
first glance to warrant, since in it not only were the inclosing beds elevated 
above the ocean, and by plication and faulting brought practicaIIy into their 
present position, but erosion must have removed their upper portions down 
to a general level, which could not have been much higher than that of the 
average peaks and ri<lges of the present day. 
But little direct evidence was obtained as to the relative age of the 
varieties composing either group, but what was found, as weII as the indi-
rect evidence and a certain indefinable habitus of the rocks, goes to con-
firm Clarence King's theory1 that in each series of rocks composing a local 
eruption, and which may be considered in general to have a common source, 
the acidic rocks were the earlier, and the more basic followed in the order of 
their relative basicity. Thus, among the older series of rocks the more basic 
porphyrite is younger than the acid quartz-porphyries. Direct evidence of 
this i confined to the single instance observed of actual contact of the two 
v rieties of rock on the extremity of the east spur of Mount Lincoln; and 
here, owing to the character of the exposure, the apparent cutting of Lin-
ln r h 1') by p r hyrite cannot e considered entirely unquestionable. 
The xternal l it an internal tructure of the rock , ho" eyer, b tL on-
1 
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firm the above conclusions. In the hand specimen some of the porphyrites 
might readily be taken for Tertiary eruptives. Among quartz-porphyries 
. the White Porphyry, which is the most acid of the group; not only has the 
characteristics of an older rock in its internal structure, but is actually cut 
by transverse bodies or dikes of the Gray or Lincoln Porphyry, and a small 
sheet of it, together with inclosing sandstones, is included in the great mass 
of Sacramento Porphyry. An apparent exception to this evidence of the 
earlier age of its principal mass is found in the existence of two dikes of 
White Porphyry cutting Lincoln Porphyry, on the north wall of Cameron 
amphitheater, but their mass is relatively very small and the occurrence 
altogether an exceptional one. 
Among the Tertiary eruptives N evadite seems to be older than the 
andesites, judged by its internal structure and its geological surroundings, 
but the rocks are so widely separated that no direct evidence was obtain-
able. 
Manner of occurrence.-The twp groups are further distinguished by the 
fact that the older rocks are entirely intrusive, and the younger extrusive; 
in other words, that the former never reached the surfa_ce, but were consoli-
dated within the sedimentary strata and under the pressure of a considerable 
mass of overlying rocks, while the latter were, as far as can be determined 
at the present day, actually extruded upon the surface before final consoli-
dation. This is an important distinction in its bearings upon the internal 
and petrographical structure of the rocks,_ and one upon which it seems geolo-
gists have hitherto not laid sufficient stress. 
Intrusive sheets. -The greater mass of the older rocks occurs as sheets 
between the strata of sedimentary rocks, generally following a given hori-
zon over great distances. That they were not poured out upon the surface 
and the overlying sedimentary beds deposited . upon them-that is, that they 
are not interbedded sheets-is abundantly proved by the facts that they fre-
quently cross the strata from one bedding plane to another and that they 
also occ~lr as dikes cutting across the strata transversely, whose actual con-
nection with the intrusive sheet it was sometimes possible to observe; large 
fragments of the overlying beds are, moreover, 0ften found entirely included 
in them. The great number and extent of these intrusive sheets are very 
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remarkable. rrhey vary in thickness from a foot or two up to oyer a thou-
sand feet. In Mosquito gulch sheets of po_rphyrite averaging 20 feet in 
thickness can be · traced continuously on the canon walls for several miles 
without showing any vent, and the sheet of White Porphyry which covers 
the Blue Limestone is shown by its outcrops to have been practically con-
tinuous over the area of the southern half of the Mosquito map. The only 
direct evidence of a channel or vent leading to this sheet of porphyry from 
below is at White Ridge, the point where it occurs in maximum thickness, 
whence it might be assumed to have spread out from this point as a center 
of eruption. In this case it would have spread ten miles from its center, 
gradually thinning out from 1,500 feet over the vent and 500 feet within a 
mile or two of it to 20 feet at the farthest point observed. The recon-
structed form of this body, as shown in Section F, corresponds to that of 
the dome-shaped bodies in the Henry Mountains, described by G. K. Gil-
bert 1 under the name of laccolites. Indeed, it is evident that the manner 
of eruption of all the older igneous rocks_ of this region was analogous to 
that of the Henry Mountain rocks, although the amount of plication, dis-
location, and subsequent erosion to which these have been subjected ren-· 
ders it more difficult to reconstruct accurately their original form, and it is 
probable that if they were restored they would be found to want the regu-
lar, symmetrical shapes he describes. The large dome-shaped bodies are 
rare, but relatively thick sheets, one above another, are often very numer-
ous; for instance, in the Ten-Mile district, just beyond the northern limits 
of the map, the outcrops of seventeen were observed in a single transverse 
section across an estimated thickness of less than 15,000 feet of sediment-
ary strata. 
Dikes.-Normal dikes in the sedimentary strata were rarely observed, 
and wherever the sheets cross the strata transversely it is usually at a very 
l w angle. In the Archean formations, on the other hand, the older rocks 
w re almost invariably found in the fotm of narrow and rather irregular 
ike a rule n t ver fifty feet in thicknes , the principal eruption being 
tw large bodie of diorit , who e outline were not very accurately deter-
m d. 
Wa. hington, 1 77. 
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The Archean exposures studied in this region were once covered by 
portions of the same sedimentary series in which these intrusive sheets 
are now found. It may, therefore, be assumed that the form of the chan-
nels through which the fused masses were felrced up into the overlying 
beds is fairly represented by the average outline .of these dikes. According 
to this reasoning it is evident that the channels in the Archean were ex-
tremely small as compared with the extent of the sheets themselves, and were 
rather in the form of the narrow fissure, which has been supposed to be the 
source of so-called massive eruptions, than of the rounded ''necks," which 
have sometimes been observed as the actual vents of_ volcanic eruptions. 
Relation of form to composition. - In comparing the relative form of the in-
trusive bodies with the composition and structure of the rocks which com-
pose them, it is found that the more basic the rock the thinner is the sheet 
and the greater its relative extent in a horizontal direction. It is true 
the range of relative acidity in this region is not the very widest, the White 
Porphyry, whose beds are relatively the thickest, havin'g about 70 per cent. 
of silica, while the hornblende-porphyrite, which occurs in the thinnest sheets 
and at the same time with relatively great horizontal extension, has a little 
over 56 per cent. of silica. Basalts range from 45 to 50 per cent: of silica. 
The great sheet of White Porphyry has an estimated thickness of 1,500 feet at 
the point of its supposed intrusion from below, and the least thickness ob-
served is 20 feet. The Sacramento Porphyry, which is slightly less acid 
(having 65 per cent. of silica) and whose greatest thickness is found im-
mediately adjoining the White Porphyry laccolite, is evidently somewhat 
thinner, being probably less than 1,000 feet at its maximum, while the horn-
blende-porphyrite sheet of Mosquito and Buckskin gulches is found in a 
maximum thickness of 25 feet, and frequently thins to 6 feet, or even less; 
yet its practical continuity over considerable areas is even more readily 
evident than in the case of the larger masses of quartz-porphyry. A more 
remarkable instance of the great relative area of a basic intrusive sheet is 
that of _the 'Whin Sill, in Northumberland, England, which, according to 
Messrs. Topley and Lebour,1 is a basaltic intrusive sheet, that has been traced 
with unimportant breaks for a distance of 7 5 to 80 miles in a thickness of 
1 Qnarterly Jonrna.I of thf} Geological Society, XXXIII, pp. 406-421, 1877. 
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about seventy feet. It occurs in the Carboniferous formation, and, like the 
porphyrite of Mosquito gulch, while apparently following a given bedding 
plane, actually changes froni one horizon to another within a vertical range 
of about seventeen hundred feet. 
It is apparent from the above facts that in underground flows of igneous 
rocks, as in lavas flowing on the surface, the coefficient of extent in relation 
to thickness of flow is a function of the relative basicity and consequent 
fluidity of the fused mass. 
Amount of intrusive force.-fo studying these intrusive sheets one is forci-
bly impressed with the magnitude of the force exerted during the intrusion 
of the lava, which here seems almost capable of actual measurement. 
Assuming as a type of these sheets the great body of White Porphyry 
above the Blue Limestone, it is seen -that at its thickest point under 
White Ridge it has pried open the strata a distance of about fifteen 
hundred feet vertically, since that estimated thickness of White Porphyry 
is now found between the Blue Limestone and the overlying Weber Grits. 
The fused rock-mass at the time of its eruption must have been nearly fluid 
enough to obey the laws of hydrostatic pressure, in accordance with which 
the force applied to it at any point would he equally distributed throughout 
its mass and equally transmitted in every direction against its boundary 
walls. As long, therefore, as it retained the fluid condition, this-force would 
be expended, not only in raising the beds immediately over the vent, but 
in spreading open the strata at as great a distance from this vent as the fluid 
mass could penetrate. The fluid condition was not, however, retained indefi-
nitely, but the mass cooled gradually, and, in cooling, became solid and no 
longer capable of transmitting the hydrostatic pressure; therefore, the force 
available for prying open the strata became gradually less as the distance 
from the vent increased, and the distance by which the strata were forced 
apart at the ent may e assumed as the measurement of the maximum force 
exerted. It ha been een that the thickness of beds above this horizon to 
the t I f the Cretaceou , which i the erie a sumed to have accumulated 
r ck were injected or intruded, is estimated at 10 0 0 
tha a th tim f intru ion the e bed wer till u der 
, ' ter in whi 1 th w i ht f th water h uld c I o adde . But 
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this is too uncertain a matter to enter into even so crude a calculation as 
the present, and may therefore be neglected. The average specific gravity 
of these beds may be assumed at 2.50, as the upper beds were probably 
somewhat lighter than the average of those observed in this region. A 
cubic foot would therefore weigh 155.8875 pounds, and 10,000 cubic feet 
1,558,875 pounds, which is the theoretical pressure exerted by gravity on 
each square foot of surfac/e, and to raise this 1,500 feet would require a 
force of 2,338,312,500 foot-pounds exerted on each square foot of surface. 
The above figures are to be considered rather as an ~ndication of the 
magnitude of the subterranean forces involved than an actual value of any 
particular force, since the assumptions on which they are founded cannot be 
mathematically proved. For instance, on the contraction theory of the 
folding of the beds, the tangential strain to which they were already sub-
jected may have been suffici~nt to produce a tendency in the beds them-
selves to split apart, and thus in part have counteracted the theoretical 
pressure exerted by gravity. 
Mathematical demonstrations, as applied to geological phenomena, are 
at best of very doubtful value, owing to the impossibility of obtaining data 
or measurements of an exactness that may be considered of mathematical 
accuracy, and it often occurs that such demonstrations, which undoubtedly 
display a high order of mathematical ability on the part of their author, are 
comparatively worthless, or even misleading, owing to his assumption of a 
premise which cannot be proved to be true. 
Source of intrusive force.-What may have been the impelling force which 
brought the fused material to its present position is evidently a purely specu-
lative question, and.therefore hardly appropriate to be discussed here. What-
ever it may have been, it was undoubtedly of the same nature as that which 
has caused flows upon the surface. Much ingenuity has been displaJed by 
theoretical geologists in discussing the source of volcanic energy, but in 
the present stage of experimental or synthetic geology it is impossible to 
find direct proofs for or against their views. The theory advanced by 
Clarence King ( op. cit.) is among the latest, and is deserving of consider~-
tion because of his long and varied field experience. It ma'y be stated in a 
crude, brief way as follows: Starting with the assumption of a solid interior, 
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he shows that the increment of heat and th~ increment of pressure from 
the surface toward the interior of the earth are not the same, but may be 
expressed by two curves which would cross each other at a given depth. 
Under normal conditionR, by the time the temperature in depth has increased 
to the ordinary fusion point of rock masses, the pressure has also increased 
to such a degree as to raise the fusion point of these rock masses, so that it 
is no longer possible for them to fuse. This he considers the permanent 
condition of the earth below the point of junction of the curves of temper-
ature and pressure. Now, if for any reason the pressure is suddenly 
decreased, as it would be by the removal of a considerable weight of rock 
from the surface over a given area, and if this removal is more rapid than 
the change of temperature, which owing to the low conductivity of rocks 
must be very slow, fusion would set in and a subterranean lake of molten 
rock be formed. He conceives that for mountain areas the remq_val of 
large amounts of rock material by erosion would be relatively rapid enough 
for this purpose. Upon the thus melted mass there woul<l be exerted the 
pressure of the rocks above it, and probably also an additional pressure due 
to expansion of its own mass by fusion, which would force the Jjquid magma 
toward the surface. 
Why intrusive and not surfac·e flows ?-rI'he next question that suggests itself 
is, why did the fused masses which formed the older rocks stop in their up-
war~ course at a given horizon and spread out there, instead of continuing 
on upwards to the surface, as did the more recent flows~ Was it owing to 
a difference in the chemical composition of the magmas from which either 
series were formed or to a difference in the quality and amount of th'e im-
pelling force, or, again, to a difference in the resistance offered by the r.ock 
masses through which they passed f The first of the three alternatives 
may, -it would seem, be at once answered in the negative, since the same 
range in ultimate hemical composition is found in intrusive rocks as in 
recent lava . The di tinction that petrograpbers have claj.ned to find be-
tween the older or intru ive rocks, as a cla 'S, and the recent lava , depends 
on internal tru ture and the arrangement of the mineral c nstituent ', while 
the kn wl dge th t the chemical mpo ition of the two cla es may he 
r ti lly i i I. In thi regi n Whit Porphyry and N evadite among 
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the acid types of the two classes, and hornblende-porphyrite and hyper-
sthene-andesite among the more basic, are almost identical in chemical com-
position.1 The loci of eruption in either case are not more than ten miles 
apart, and yet in one instance the molten material congealed at a depth of 
· over ten thousand feet and in the other at the very surface; and the result-
ing rocks are distinct varieties, differing more in the case of the basic ones, 
where composition is ·more closely alike, than in the acid. 
In a discussion of the origin of a certain group of laccolites, an argu-
ment haR been made in favor of the theory that their laccolitic or intrusive 
character is dependent on the density of the eruptive magma ( which is neces-
sarily a function of its chemical composition); that the molten mass would 
stop in its upward progress through the sedimentary strata, when it had 
reached a point at which the average density of the rocks below it was 
greater than, and that of the rocks above it less than, its_ own average 
density. This argument is, however, materially weakened by the instability 
of some of the premises. · First, it is assumed that the density of laccolitic or 
intrusive rocks is less than that of erupted lavas. Even should this prove 
to be true of that group, it would not be ~ sufficiently wide basis on which 
to found a generalization for laccolitic-or intrusive bodies as a whole. Sec-
ondly, the data used in support of a necessary condition of this argument, 
namely, that "the acidic rock of the laccolites must have been heavier in 
its molten condition than the more basic rock of the neighboring volcanos," 
are, as the author acknowledges, insufficient, even if trustworthy. Aside 
from the value of this argument as such, however, the facts obseiTed in this 
region, as mentioned above, afford a direct proof of observation against it. 
Moreover, as no chemical analyses of the rocks of this irroup of laccolites 
were made, it is by no means impossible that they are, as a class, much 
less acid than the author supposed. 
Whether or not there was a difference in the impelling force in the case 
of intrusive sheets and of surface flows is a purely speculative ques-
tion, for which no direct evidence can be obtained. It might perhaps be 
argued that, if the magma from which each of these series was formed 
originated at essentially the same position within the eaith's crust, it would 
1 See analyses 1 and 9 and 5 aud 10, Table I, Appen,lix B. 
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have required about the same amount of force to bring the earlier intrusions 
to their place of consolidation, 1 0, 000 feet below the surface, that it did to 
bring the later flows to the surface after the 10,000 feet of superincumbent 
strata had been removed by erosion. 
In regard to the · third alternative, it seems that a part at least of the 
reason for the stoppage of the intrusive magma ~t its present position may 
be found in the resistance to its passage offered by the sedimentary strata. 
If it were a question only of the porphyry sheets above the Blue Limestone, 
it might be assumed that the Weber Grits offered some special conditions 
of impenetrability; but, in point of fact, although intrusive sheets are almost 
always found at this horizon in . the Mosquito _region, they also occur at 
many other horizons, both above and below. While it cannot be main-
tained, therefore, that any particular bed offered special resistance to the 
passage of the fused mass, it is not only evident a priori, but supported by 
observations of many of the transverse sheets and dike-like bodies, that a 
continuous and unbroken horizontal rock stratum would offer more resiRt-
ance than one that was inclined, broken, or fissured. The molten rock-mass 
would naturally seek joints or fault planes, or, in default of these, follow 
the lines of least resistance along bedding planes. That the intrusive bodies 
are not found following the planes of the great faults of this region would 
in it elf be a sufficient proof, were none oth~r available, that these faults 
are subsequent to the intru ion of the older igneous rocks. Taken as a 
wh le, it eerns evident that the upward passage of a molten stream would 
mu h m re impeded in a series of horizontal and comparatively unbro-
k n trata, u h a are upposed to have exi ted here at the time of the 
intru i f he l er r ck , than it would be after they were uptilted, flexed, 
< 
1 1 i 1 hey were at t-he time of the eruption of the younger 
· rie · f h f th three larger ma se of true eruptive rocks 
f 11 r o-i n, viz, th e f h lk 1 untain, of Black Hill, and of Buffalo 
< 
1 
· wh r v r h re vi ible in close connection with 
th h e tan in at a very teep angle and 
l ver th ir ba et edge . 
the di vi i n of the igne u 
Internal 
tl 
l1 h it i in the nature f 
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things more difficult to draw a sharp and definite line of separation than 
in the case of the two characteristics already discussed. It is also to be 
remarked that, whereas these structural distinctions have hitherto been 
considered to be essentially a function of the age of thR rocks, the studies 
conducted during the present investigation tend rather to the conclusion that 
these distinctions are primarily dependent on the illanner o£ occurrence of the 
bodies, or, in other words, the conditions under which they consolidated, 
and only secondarily on their age; hence that the age of a rock can only be 
· relatively and not absolutely determined by its internal structure and petro-
graphical constitution. The details of the microscopical structure of the 
various rock species are so fully described and discussed by Mr. Cross in 
Appendix A that only a few of the more prominent characteristics of the 
two types, such as will serve to correlate them with those of other regions, 
need to be given here. The older ·series are either entirely granular, or, 
where porphyritic, are characterized by the . holocrystalline structure of 
the groundmass and an absence of isotropic or amorphous material, when 
examined under the microscope. Many of the orthoclastic varieties have 
extremely large crystals of that fel~spar, which give a striking and easily 
recognizable appearance to the rock masses ; although very prominent 
in Colorado, this peculiarity can hardly be regarde<l as an essential charac-
teristic of the type. They ar~ not vesicular or scoriaceous; in other words, 
they present the external characteristics of a rock cooled under pressure. 
The younger type, however, while in exceptional instances almost holo-
crystalline, generally c_ontains isotropic material or actual glass substance. 
Its orthoclastic feldspars are essentially sanidine, it may be vesicular and 
scoriaceous, and in general carries abundant glass inclusions and bears evi~ 
dence, either in its structure or in the constitution of its mineral constituents, 
of having cooled at or near the surface, and consequently more rapidly than 
the older type. In the Mosquito region there is apparently a definite rela-
tion between age and relatively granular character of the different varieties 
of either type_; thus White Porphyry is the most thoroughly granular rock 
among the older series, and N evadite among the younger. Although the 
relation of pressure and conditions of cooling to internal structure are so 
marked and important in the two great series, or, so to speak, generically, 
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the difference of internal · structure in a given species, due to difference 
of pressure, is, if it exists at all, so slight as to escape observation. Thus, 
between the lowest body of White Porphyry, which occurs in the Archean, 
and the highest, which is near the top of the Weber Grits (a vertical range 
of about three thousand feet), no essential difference in internal structure was 
detected. It would appear, therefore, that, while very wide differences in 
the conditions of cooling may produce a generic · difference between two 
series of rock varieties, the internal structure of a given variety is not 
dependent on those conditions alone, but th~t the species possesses certain 
essential characteristics of its own which are dependent on other factors. 
While the petrographical studies made in the course of this investiga-
tion, forming only an accessory and not an essential part of it and being 
confined to a limited area, are not sufficiently complete to form the basis of 
an essential change in the classifications hitherto adopted, they point decid-
edly to the fast approaching necessity of some essential modification in 
them. Thus, . the White and Lincoln Porphyries would · a few years ago 
have been unhesitatingly classed by petrographers, from a study of their 
specimens and aside from any field observations on their geological relations, 
as granite-porphyry or mica-granite, and probably of Paleozoic or early 
Mesozoic age, from their resemblance to well-known rocks of that age in 
other parts of the world. The hornblende-porphyrites, on the other hand, 
might from the same standpoint have been classed as Ter!iary andesites. 
Orthoclastic and plagioclastic rocks. - rrhe now universally adopted chemiCO· 
mineralogical classification (based on Tschermak's classical studies) of ortho-
clastic and plagioclastic rocks is one which presents ever-increasing difficul-
ties of application with the progress of microscopical and chemical investi-
gation. In the present instance the older rock series contain rel~tive pro-
portions of orthoclase and plagioclase feldspar, often so evenly balanced 
that the light variations in their proportions, which may be found in differ-
ent part of what i' apparently the same mass, would be sufficient to justify 
the I la ing f the ame ro know in the orth cla tic division now in the plagio-
la ·ti . in th e p rphyrie in which th orthoc1astic feld par have 
vel fri ual , i i eYid nt that much orthoclastic mate-
rial he: een , l tra t l fr m the 0 Toun rua. that were the latter tak n 
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as the type of the rock, it would be classed as plagioclastic, while in t~e 
rock -a.s a whole, or in those varieties in which the large orthoclases have 
not been developed, orthoclase predominates. It is apparent, moreover, 
that, owing to the increased facilities which the micros.cope now affords for 
the detection of plagioclase among the microscopical constituents of a rock, 
an ever-increasing number of rocks hitherto supposed to be orthoclastic 
will be found to have a predominance of plagioclase feldspars, and that, if 
this distinction remains without modification as ·a basis of classification, the 
extent of rock species of the orthoclastic type will become more and more 
restricted and eventually rather rare.1 
Distribution of intrusive rocks in the Rocky Mountains.-The older and intrusive 
series of rocks, represented in this region by the porphyries, porphyrites, 
and diorites, form undoubtedly a very larg8 proportion of the igneous 
rocks of Colorado and adjoining regions which have hitherto been classed 
as Tertiary eruptives or as eruptive granites. To how great an extent they 
should be substituted for the latter on the existing geological maps it is not 
yet possible to determine with accuracy, owing to the incompleteness or 
absence of characteristic specimens. An opportunity was, however, offered 
in the case of the Henry Mountains, so ably described by Mr. Gqbert, who 
kindly loaned a considerable number of the actual rock specimens and 
sections, upon which the determinations for his work were founded. These 
were submitted to Mr. Cross for microscopical examination, several new thin 
sections being made by him for this purpose. The results of his in vestiga-
tion, although ( owing to the incompleteness of the series and the altered 
condition of many of the specimens) not adequate to afford a complete 
characterization of all the rock masses found there, show conclusively that 
they belong to the same structural type as the older intrusive rocks of this 
region. Out of 19 varieties represented by specimens or thin sections, 14 
were found to correspond very closely ·in composition and structure to the 
1 A remarkable instance of this tendency is found in the recent review of rock determinations of the 
fortieth parallel by Messrs. Hague and Iddings (American Journal of Science, xxvii, 453, 1884), which 
shows that in the vast area covered by that survey only a single true trachyte, and that not of the 
most characteristic type, was observed, although in the original determinations, made iu the light of 
the Lest petrographical science as it existed twelve years ago, these rocks were supposed to form a, 
large and important class there. 
MON XII--20 
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hornblende-porphyrites of the Mosquito Range and 3 differed from the 
Mosquito rocks in containing a peculiar development of augite in the place 
of hornblende.1 
Mr. Gilbert enumerates various isolated groups of mountains in the 
platemi region-the Sierra La Sal, Sierra Abajo, Sierra El Late, and Sierra 
Carriso-which, from the description of geologists who have visited them, 
he infers to be true laccolites. He also infers that their rocks are analogous 
to those of the Henry Mountains, which is very likely to prove true in so 
far that ·what he describes as porphyritic trachyte may correspond to the 
porphyries with large crystals a hove described. His further generalization 
that the two types of mountain structure, the laccolitic and the volcanic, 
necessarily involve two chemical types of rock, the one acidic, the other 
basic, is, as shown above·, not authorized by the observed facts. It might 
fairly . be reasoned that the more acidic lavas, when intrusive, owing to their 
greater viscosity, would tend to form thick, dome-shaped masses like his 
laccolites, rather than basic lavas; but even this tendency is not without its 
exceptions. 
It is the intrusive quality, not the relative acidity or basicity of the 
magma, to which the characteristic structure of this rock type is due. 
Dr. Peale2 has further extended the probable development of intrusive 
bodies, more or less analogous to the laccolites in form, but furnishes no 
decisive determination of their petrographical structure or composition 
From specimens seen or actually collected by the writer, it may be stated, 
however, as a fact about which there can be little question, that the type 
of intrusive rock represented by the older series is extensively developed 
b tween the North and Middle Parks, in the Middle Park, and between 
the Middle and South Parks, that it forms the mass of Spanish Peaks, and 
c ur in enormous developments in the Gunnison region, where the vnri-
tie haracterized by large feldspars cut across Cretaceous strata. Similar 
I o exi t beneath the more recent lavas of the San Juan regjon, 
·whi h lend I ro ability to the supposed similarity of the rocks forming the 
let l m u tain f the Sierra El Late Sierra Carriso and others. 
' ' 
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Contact metamorphism. -There is a notable absence of caustic phenomena 
in this region, either on the inclosing or the included sedimentary rocks at 
their contact with the intrusive masses, such as are generally supposed to 
accompany the eruption of igneous rocks. · 
In the case of such numerous and large bodies they might naturally 
be expected to be exceptionally frequent and well marked, since the eruptive 
masses must have retained great heat for an unusually long time on account 
of the depth at which they were consolidated. Perhaps the absence of any 
evidence of fusion in these rocks might be explained on this very ground, 
that at that depth the pressure was so great that the fusion point was con-
siderably raised, and hence a temperature sufficient to hold in a molten 
condition the mixed material already fused would be insufficient to melt 
homogeneous and by themselves comparatively refractory rocks, like sand-
stones and dolomites. However this may be, nowhere was any evidence 
of fusion observed in tlie sedimentary rocks, even in the case of very small 
fragments entirely included in the eruptive rock. Even in the dikes of por-
phyrite rutting through the Archean, in which inclosed fragments of coun-
try rock, generally of small size, are particularly abundant, neither quartz,. 
granite, nor gneiss, of which these fragments generally consist, shows any-
alteration at the contact, though the porphyrite material often fills small'_ 
cracks in them, showing that it was in a thoroughly fluid condition at the 
time they were caught up. Such alteration as was found could more-
readily be ascribed to the combined action of heat and water than to heat 
alone. 
On the other hand, the reflex action of the colder sedimentary rocks on 
the eruptive mass is generally noticeable, and is such as is ordinarily found, 
showing itself in a fine-grained or even compact structure for a few inches 
or more from the contact, and in a somewhat different arrangement of the 
mineral constituents of the rock. It is much more prominent in the narrow 
dikes than in the large intrusive sheets, but occurs at both upper and lower 
contacts of the latter, and may also be detected around the,, included frag-
ments. Even in these cases, however, there was no appearance of vitrifi-
cation 
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Instances of regional metamorphism are not wanting. Sandstones are 
changed to quartzites, dolomites frequently into marbles and less often more 
or less serpentinized; but these changes cannot be assigned to the direct 
action of heat, since they are in· no sense contact phenomena. Their devel-
opment is local and irregular, extending over consider~ble areas, where 
there is no actual contact of the altered beds with intrusive rocks, and, on 
the other hand, being more generally absent from the actual contact with 
these rocks. 
Non-absorption of sedimentary rocks by eruptive masses.-Another important obser-
vation in regard to these intrusive bodies, and in one sense a corollary of the 
above statements, is the fact that, although they have split apart and pried 
open the sedimentary strata and caught up or entirely surrounded both 
large and small fragments of sedimentary rocks, there is no evidence of 
their having absorbed or assimilated within themselves by actual fusion 
any portion of these sedimentary rocks; certainly not- any considerable 
masses thereof. Not only are there no relics of fusion at the present con-
tact, as there necessarily would have been if a portion had already been 
fused, but in reconstructing the sections on actually measured profiles there 
is no portion of the sedimentary strata missing, which cannot be accounted 
for by erosion. Along the contact _ surface the fused mass has cracked off 
fragments, often quite small, which have consolidated again into a sort of 
breccia; again, the thinner sheets have sometimes bent back and contorted 
a stratum of limestone or quartzite at the end of the flow or as it crossed 
from one bed to another; but of fusion, as already stated, there is no sign. 
I have insisted on this point because the question of the capability of 
an igneous mass to absorb, or eat up as it were, the sedimentary or rven 
already consolidated igneous rock through which it passes, is one which 
has always interested me, and for which, in a field experience of over fifteen 
year , largely among eruptive rocks, I have vainly sought for demonstrable 
proof. It is cu tomary among geologist to draw their ideal underground 
ection of igneous masses as if this capability were unlimited, and geo-
1 g-ical text-books eem to tacitly assume that it is so, without offering an 
ex l nation of bow it i po sible or the grounds on which the assumption 
1 m e. 
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So far as I know, the English geologists a.re the only ones who have 
met the question distinctly and have brought forward instances in nature to 
prove that igneous eruptions ·have eaten ··up practically unlimited amounts 
of sedimentary rocks. These instances are the so-called granite bosses in 
Ireland (Mourne Mountains), Scotland, and England (Devon and Cornwall), 
cutting through upturned Cambrian and Silurian rocks, which are compar-
atively undisturbed by the eruption and maintain their normal strike up to 
these granite masses on either side. 1 
Professor Geikie goes so far ( op. cit., p. 550) as to ascribe the vari-
ability in composition and structure of intrusive masses to involved and 
melted-down portions of sedimentary rocks. It would be presumptuous to 
doubt the correctness of the field observations on which these generaliza-
tions are founded, and yet it is not only possible, but has sometimes come 
under my observation that a granite boss has been found protruding throt1gh 
a given rock or series of rocks, and therefore been judged by the geologist 
who examined it to be younger than the latter, whereas, in fact, the reverse 
was the case, and the latter rock had been deposited, or had flowed, around 
an already-existing granite protrusion. In many cases it is difficult to obtain 
direct proof whether the protruding or the inclosing rock is the older, and 
in such a case the probability one way or the other may be dependent on 
this very question of the capability of igneous rocks to assimilate large 
masses of sedimentary rocks. 
A case in point is the granite body of Little Cottonwood canon, in the 
w· asatch Mountains, of which a section some seven miles long has been 
exposed by the erosion of the canon. The present outcrops of the body 
occupy an area whose dimensions may be roughly stated as 7 by 15 miles; 
and a thickness of some 5 miles of sedimentary rocks abuts against its 
northern side, the upper members sweeping round and in pa:rt covering its 
eastern portion, and continuing southward in an almost horizontal posit.ion. 
There is no special disturbance of these beds in contact with the granite; 
so far as observed, they follow the normal dip and strike induce1 by the 
dynamic movement of the region. Neither are there any masses or fragments 
of sedimentary rocks included in the granite. Regional metamorphism exists 
1A. Geikie: Text Book of Geology, pp. 541 et seq. Loudon, li38~ . 
• 
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in the changing of sandstone to quartzite and of limestones to marble, but 
these are by no means contact phenomena, a!Jd occur as often, if not oft-
ener, at considerable distances fro·m the granite as in direct contact with it. 
Porphyry dikes also cross the sedimentary strata in the vicinity, but these 
have no more necessary connection with the granite than have the neigh-
boririo- bodies of volcanic rocks. Thev are not direct offshoots from it, and, 0 ,/ 
so far as their manner of occurrence and structure go, may bear the same 
relation to it that the porphyries of the :Mosquito Range do to the Archean 
eruptive granite. When I examined this region on the Exploration of the 
Fortieth Parallel, my first impulse, guided by my teachings as a student of 
geology, was to consider the granite an intrusive mass cutting Carboniferous 
strata; it was, however, difficult to conceive that it should have eaten up 
over five hundred cubic miles of sedimentary rocks without leaving some 
more definite evidence of this action than it has. This, together with other 
considerations, led me, after a careful weighing of the evidence, to the view 
that the granite must have been erupted in Archean time, and that in the 
ocean of the Cambrian and subsequent periods it formed a submerged reef 
around which the sedimentary beds were deposited. Professor A. Geikie, the 
English geologist, whose eminent ability none can recognize more fully and 
heartily than I do, after a visit to the region, occupying only a few days, 
decided promptly that my view was wrong, and, evidently basing his opinion 
on the granite bosses of his own country, has published it in his text-book 1 
as an instance of Post-Carboniferous granite. While, owing to the necessa-
rily hasty character of reconnaiss~nce work like that of the fortieth parallel, 
it is very possible that a more detailed study might lead us to modify our own 
view ·, especially in regard to so complicated a district as that in question, 
I h uld till be unwilling to admit, even at the instance of so experienced 
a ge logi t as· Professor Geikie, that the Cottonwood granite can be Post-· 
Carboniferous, even if my only reason were that I do not admit the possi-
bility that the granite had eaten up or assimilated this enormous mass of 
ediment'3,ry rocks without leaving any trace of fusion on the adjoining 
r k , any incompletely a imilated portions within its own mass, or with-
out h wi gin it own structure and composition any marked variation from 
that f the n rmal r ck. 
-------------------,- -------- ----
•Op. ci t ., p. 646. 
• 
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It seems to me that there is a marked distinction between the meta-
morphism that is found in regions where igneous rocks abound ( and whio~ 
is generally admitted to be the result of the combined action of heat, press-
ure, and water) and that which involves the entire absorption and assimila-
tion of foreign rock masses into the substance of the-igneous mass itself. 
The former in its extreme phase supposes a simple rearrangement of the 
materials of a rock, a change in their form without any essential change in 
their chemical composition, and involves at most the bringing of them to a 
viscous state, not to that of fusion. The latter must be a dry process and 
involves a fusion of the foreign materials as complete as that of the original 
magma in the deep-seated source from which it came. For fusing the 500 
cubic miles of sedimentary beds supposed to have been assimilated by the 
Cottonwood granite body an enormous amount of heat must have been 
abstracted from that body. Now, to have this amount of heat to yield up, 
and yet to be able to maintain itself in a state of fusion long enough to 
crystallize in the same way that it would without this addition of foreign 
material, supposes an amount of original heat stored up within its mass 
that ought to have vitrified some of the rocks through · which it passed. 
It is not difficult to conceive of such heat in the deep-seated source from 
which the igneous rocks came, but that it should still exist jn these rocks 
when they have reached the point where they are ready to solidify, and 
which may be assumed to be near the limit that this heat would carry them, 
seems highly improbable. The only cases of actual vitrification of inclosed 
fragments in igneous rocks that I have read of have been in recent volcanic 
rocks, where the fragments were extremely small. 
As snggested above, the pressure under which the intrusive rocks of 
the Mosquito Range were consolidated would necessitate a higher tempera-
ture to produce fusion. In the c~se of the Cottonwood granite ~he pressure 
under which consolidation took place and the consequent temperature of 
the fusion point must have been greater still. But the Mosquito porp~yries 
retained a very fluid condition, and therefore a temperatu'~e higher, as com-
pared with the fusion point, than the .Cottonwood granite, for a very long 
time, since they were spread out in thin sheets and ramifying bodies in 
every direction at considerable distance from the central mass, while the 
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Cottonwood granite, as far as can be seen, formed only a single massive 
body without ramifications. The porphyries must therefore have had more 
superfluous heat than the granite to devote to the work of melting up the 
included masses of sedimentary rocks, and one can see here, as one cannot 
in the granite, that such masses were actually caught up and included in 
the fused rock. It would be fair to assume, therefore, that in this case rela-
tively larger amountR of sedimentary rocks would have been _fused and that 
the evidence of such fusion would be more apparent. 
In the present condition of microscopical investigation we may trace the 
development of one mineral from another and detect its most minute altera-
tion, either by fusion or by chemical interchange; and, had any of these sedi-
mentary rocks been assimilated into the igneous mass, it would seem hardly 
possible that every trace of the process should have escaped our observa-
tion in the thousands of rock sections that have been examined. In point 
of fact, however, although in the case of the porphyrite dikes the eruptive 
material is found to fill minute cracks in the inclosed fragments of Archean 
rocks, there could be detected no evidence of fusion on either adjoining or 
inclosed sedimentary rocks. In the eruptive rocks themselves, moreover, the 
alterations of mineral constituents are ail the result of secondary processes 
after the mass had fully cooled and crystallized. 
The testimony of the chemical composition of these rocks is, so far as 
it goes, equally opposed to the supposition that foreign matter has been 
assimilated by any of these intrusive bodies. Of White Porphyry too few 
specimens were a.nalyzed to afford a decisive test; but it is to be remarked 
that the two specimens (see Table II, Appendix B) .which show an abnor-
mally high percentage of silica are from the London and New York mines 
and are extremely decomposed and altered, a secondary action which has 
decrea ed the proportion of more soluble ~asic constituents and correspond-
ingly increa ed the percentage of silica. Of the Lincoln or Gray Porphyry 
six pecimen from different bodies show an average of 68.08 per cent. of 
ilica, with an extreme variation from this average of 2.63. For the com-
bin d alkalie , three pecimen how an average of 6.14 and an extreme 
variati n of 0.86; and for lime and magnesia combined, three specimens 
h w n averao-e f 4. 3, with an extreme variation of 0.19. 
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The Cottonwood granite, which, on ·the supposition advanced by Pro-
fessor Geikie, must have taken up an enormous amount of silica, lime, and 
magnesia, shows, howevei~, no abnormal amount of these constituents in its 
composition, which is that of a normal granite rather rich in plagioclase. 1 
1 The composition of this granite, as given in Explomti0n of the Fortieth Parallel, Vol. II, p. 
357, is as follows: 
SiO2---· ........ 71. 78 
Al2O3 ........... 14. 75 
FeO .. .... ... ... 1. 94 
MnO ........... 0.09 
Cao ...•........ 2.36 
MgO ........... 0. 71 
N~O....... .... 3.12 
K2O .. . ••• . . .... 4. 89 
Ignition. . . . . . 0. 52 
100.16 
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PETROGRAPHY. 
BY WHITMAN CROSS. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The eruptive rocks of the district embraceu by this report are naturally divisible 
into two groups, according to age. Although the age of neither group can be exactly 
defined in geological time, the larger and more important one is unquestionably 
older than the period of disturbance which produced the great faults and folds described · 
in other parts of this volume, while the other group is younger. In this district, rocks 
of the former group penetrate the Upper Coal Measure strata; in adjoining regions 
they occur in similar manner in the Trias; and masses of nearly identical character 
are found in the Cretaceous of districts not far removed from the Mosquito Range. 
The conclusion that the rocks of the older group are of late Mesozoic age seems war-
ranted by all that is known concerning their occurrence. In regard to the period of 
dynamic disturbance, it has already been stated in Chapter II that the known evidence 
places it at the beginning of Tertiary time. · 
It is plain, then, that the rock groups mentioned might be considered the direct 
equivalents of the Tertiary and Pre-Tertiary divisions of many writers, but it is thought 
best to refer to them simply as tlle older and the younger groups, and by this division 
it is intended to express merely the actual relationship as to age which is shown 
by the observed occurrences. The question concerning the possiqle influence of age 
upon the structure of these groups cannot be ·fully discussed at the present time, 
because the rocks of other districts in Colorado, the study of which has been under-
taken, form with those of the Mosquito Range a connected series, requiring a correla-
tion of observations upon ali of them before justifiable conclusions can be drawn. 
AU of the older eruptives and some of the· younger series are fully crystalline, 
although few of them are typical granular rocks, and the structu·ral forms presented 
are such as render advisable some statement as to the sense in which the terms "gran-
ular" and" porphyritic" are used in the descriptions that follow. When these terms are 
applied with the old and natural meaning, to designate certain universally recognized 
rock structures, it is probable that the groups formed by the application will be prac-
tically the same, whether the attempt is made to accurately define the boundary line or 
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not. All consider granite as a typical granular rock; and that rock which would be 
cited by any one as typical of the porphyritic structure could scarcely be placed else-
where under any existing definition. This latter assertion is at least true now that 
Roseubusch has withdrawn his earlier definition, 1 by which the presence of some 
amorphous matter in the groundmass was made essential to a porphyry. The new 
ground taken by Rosenbusch 2 in regard to the essential difference between the gran-
ular and porphyritic mcdifications of eruptive rocks seems to the writer open to some 
serious objections, although the great value of many of the points so clearly presented 
must be gratefully acknowledged by all. While a full discussion of the question can-
not be entered upon in this place, the chief objections to the new definition may be 
briefly stated. 
If the writer correctly understands the position taken by Rosenbusch in his essay 
upon the essence of the granular and porphyritic rock structures, the latter wishes so to 
redefine the terms "granular" and '_'porphyritic" that they shall henceforth indicate 
genetic and not structural relations. It is claimed that the typical structures hitherto 
designated by these terms have their origin in the history of each individual rock 
mass; the granular rocks having come to complete solidification in the course of what 
may be termed a single phase; the porphyritic types, on the other hand, baving passed 
through two phases, in the second of which the groundmass was formed- the matrix 
for the crystals of the earlier phase. The genetic groups thus outlined are to replace 
the structural ones, while the terminology is to remain the same. · 
The first objection to be raised is that a new division of eruptive rocks accord-
ing to a genetic principle does not in any way destroy the p_urely structural groups 
already existing, even if the divisions produced by the two principles are exactly 
coincident in extent. It will still be desirable and necessary to refer to rock struct-
ures independently of genetic connections, an<l the terminology of the science is not 
simplified but rather complicated by the application of a given term in two distinct 
senseR. Granular cannot be logically used with a genetic meaning while, at the same 
time, iL is desirable to apply it in accordance with existing usage as a purely struct-
ura,l term. In tbe second place, it seems a matter for debate as to whether the groups 
formed on the new principle are coincident with the structural ones. If not, we surely 
cannot cover them by a single definition, nor use the same terms in their description. 
That the new definitions, when logically applied, do produce divisions widely 
different from the corresponding ~tructural groups is well illustrated in the case 
brought up by Rosenbusch himself, in a passage of which the following is a free trans· 
lation: 
If we follow in thought the proces of granite formation, we reach n,t length a point, after the 
separation of ore-grain , apatite, zircon, biotite, hornblende, or augite, and a part of the feldspars, 
where, betw en the ready-formed mineral particles which are to make up the mass of the rock, a very 
fl.aid, acid r idue remain , out of which some feldspar and quartz are yet to be formecl. If now, through 
any cau e, the oli<lification of the rock be suddenly interrupted at this point, the residue will solidify 
a amurphou ub tanc (it might under certain conditions be spllerulitic or even granophyritic) and 
b in- t bu a granular mixture of th granite minerals (with the exception of quartz) and irregular 
tructur bei Ma senge teineu." Neues 
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patches or parti cles of a very acid glass- a case described by G. vom Rath in a so-ca.lled Lrachyte from 
Monte Amiata, in Tuscany. Such a rock can only be designated as a granular rock which is not entirely 
ho1ocrystalline. On the other hand, if the rock contains quartz among its crystalline particles, then it 
may no longer be regarded as granular, but rather as a porphyritic rock. 1 
According, therefore, to the new rule, strictly applied, we may have a granular 
rock containing glass. In the case cited the glass is described as in isolated particles; 
but the classification could not have lJeen different had it appeared as a base holding 
and cementing together the mineral grains: neither can the amount of this glass be 
restricted under the considerations which gave rise to the definition. A rock of the 
orthoclastic series, containing crystals of ore, biotite, apatite, plagfoclase, and some 
orthoclase, imbedded in glass or microfelsite, which might compose more than half of 
the mass, would. still be a granular rock, w bile, had the crystallization proceeded further 
and some quartz been added to the other minerals, the product would have been a 
porphyry. Again, in referring to the observed difference between diabase and gabbro 
resulting· from the formal development of the feldspars, Rosenlmsch remarks that this 
difference is only an apparent one, if the essence of the diabase structure he considered 
as lying in the relative age of the feldspars and not in their form. 2 Yet this formal dif-
ference still exists and must be described; but, if Rosenbusch's definitions be adopted, 
it cannot be described as structure. 
These instances have been considered somewhat in detail, to show clearly the cor-
rectness of _the statement that Rosenbusch desires to .replace the structural groups by 
purely genetic ones, and also to show that the two divisions are not coincident in 
extent. In regard to the latter point it seems to tlie writer that it may fairly be ques-
tioned whether all granular rocks are the result of one phase and whether all porphy-
ritic rocks have required two phases of consolidation. 
Finally, the great precision aimed at by Professor Rosenlmsch in his new defi-
nitions eeems to be unnatural. Rock groups blend insensibly in all directions; there-
fore sharp boundary lines are arbitrary and undesirable. 
In the following rock descriptions the terms "granular" and "porphyritic" are 
used in tlie purely structural sense. Were the genetic principle applied the grouping 
would be the same. 
1 
"Verfolgen wir in Gedanken den Act der Granitbildung in seinem Verlaufe, so wird nach 
Ausscheidung der Erze, Apatite, Zirkone, Biotite, resp . Amphibole oder Pyroxene, und eines Theils 
der :Feldspathe ein Stadium eint.reten, wo zwischen den ausgeschiedenen, die fertige Hauptmasse des 
Gesteins bildenden Gemengtheilen in unregelmassigen Partien eingeklemmt ein sehr acides Magma 
vorbanden ist, aus welchem sich der letzte Rest d~r Feldspatbe und der Quarz auszuscheiden batten. 
Denken wir uns nun durch irgend welche Ursache an dieser Stelle den Bildungsprocess des Gesteins 
plotzlich unterbrocben, so wird der Rest von Mutterlauge amorph erstarren ( er konnte unter Umstanden 
auch spbarolithiscb, ja granophyrisch erstarren) und wir erhalten so ein korniges Gemenge der Granit-
rnineralien (mit Ausnabme des Quarzes) und unregelmassige Brocken und Partien eines sehr sauren 
Glases-beka!mtlich ein Fall der nach G. vom Rath's Beschreibung bei einem sogenannten Trachyt 
vom Monte Amiata in Toscana vorliegt. Ein solcbes Gestein kann nur als ein korniges Gestein mit 
nicbt ganz bolokrystalliner Ausbildung bezeicbnet werden.-Enthielte dagegen das Gestein unter den 
krystallinen Ausscbeidungen auch den Quarz, so ware es dann nicht mebr als ein korniges, sondern als 
ein porphyriaches zu betracbten.'' Op. cit., p. 15. 
2
"Wenn man das \Vesen der Diabasstructur nicht ,in der Form, sondern in dem relativen Alter 
cler Felclspathe sieht." Op. cit., p. 8. 
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Classification of Mosquito Range eruptives.-The eruptive rocks of the Mosquito Range 
are classrned as belonging to the following groups: 
~ Quartz porphyry. Older . . Diorite. Porpbyrite. 
Y { Rbyolite. ounaer . 
• e Andes1te. 
For the reasons given in the chapter on rock formations, the possible eruptive 
granites of the .Archean areas are not included in this discussion. It is at once noticed 
that basic eruptives, such as diabase or basalt, do not occur in this region, and even the 
andesites above mentioned are only found outside the area mapped. _ 
Nearly all the important rocks of the district are described as quartz-porphyry 
or as porphyrite. Of these two classes there are several marked types, and they are 
so connected by intermediate or transition forms as to build an almost complete iseries, 
uniting the dissimilar extremes. The treatment of these rocks in the present chapter~ 
which has been revised in the light of experience gained in adjoining districts, is some-
what different from that at first au.opted; hence a few minor discrepancies may be noted 
between the classificaUon here given and that indicated by the coloring of the map 
and the text of the main work. The map was engraved and colored before this infor-
mation from utber districts was obtained, and could not, therefore, be changed; the 
general text is, however, consistent with the divisions of the map: The inconsisten-
cies alluded to are really of but little moment, as they relate to certain more or less 
questionable forms near the line between quartz-porphyry and porphyrite, which, taken 
by themselves, might readily be differently classed by different persons. The changes 
are introduced here for the sake of preserving, as far as possible, a uniform system in 
this and in forthcoming reports on adjoining districts. 
OLDER ERUPTIVES. 
QUARTZ-PORPHYRY. 
MOUN'r ZION PORPHYRY. 
This rock occurs in the masses of Mount Zion and Prospect Mountain and is des-
ignated by a special coloring upon the detailed Leadville map, while it is united with 
the White Porphyry on the map of the Mosquito Range. 
In structure it resembles a fine-grained granite at first glance, there being but few 
biotite leaves, with occasional feldspar and quartz crystals, which by reaching a diam-
eter of three or four millimeters become conspicuous in the mass of the rock. When 
the rock is fresh the naked eye easily distinguishes many quite uniformly small quartz. 
grains imbedded in the feldspar, which is the chief constituent. Biotite is uniformly 
but sparingly present in small, irregular leaves. 
Microscopical.-By the aid of the microscope the following constituents are found,-
named in order of their formation:· Zircon,1 magnetite, apatite, biotite, plagioclase, · 
orthoclase, and quartz. 
With a low power of the microscope the chief part of the rock is found to consist 
of an irregular granular mixture of orthoclase and quartz, the latter occurring irn 
roughly rounded grains 0.3mm to 0. 7mm in size, w bich often seem inclosed in the more· 
irregular and frequently larger grains of ortboclase. The presencf', in almost every-
grain of these. two minerals, of plagioclase microlites having a prismatic habit with: 
apparently somewhat rounded terminations, and averaging 0.1 mm in length by 0.01 mm, 
to 0.03mm in width, shows their coincident formation. These microlites, which con--
sist of from two to five laminm, are very numerous and form the most character-· 
istic constituent of the rock. Plagioclase grains occur, corresponding in size to those 
of orthoclase and quartz, but they usually show some crystal outlines, and through 
their freedom from the microlites the correspondence of these grains to the larger, 
stout crystals, which are sometimes 4 millimeters· in diameter, seems ~learly estab-
lished. The total absence of the microlites, the difference in form, and the larger-
angle of extinction, reaching in some observed cases 20° either side of the twinning· 
plane, show plainly that these crystals represent an earlier and doubtless more basic-
variety of plagioclase than the microlites. The larger crystals are not abundant, and 
are seldom prominent in the hand specimen. Biotite is never developed in crystal 
1 In nearly all the rocks of this distrfot a mineral, presumably zircon, has been found. Its identity 
has been proven in a rock from. the Ten-Mile district, cbemieaUy ancl crystallograpbically. 
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form, and is usually much altered. The three accessory minerals are sparingly present, 
apatite especially so. In none of the sect.ions examined is there any finer-grained 
interstitial matter. 
Alteration.-The decomposing agencies acting upon the Mount Zion Porphyry seem 
to llave been particularly favorable to the formation of muscovite, which is the end prod-
uct of the alteration of the biotite, as well as the immediate one of that of orthoclase 
and plagioclase. In the latter two minerals the process takes place in the usual way, 
and in the extreme decomposeu state each grain and microlite not wholly inclosed in 
quartz is replaced by a brilliantly polarizing aggregate of minute, colorless, but 
lustrous leaves. In foe case of the biotite there are visible transition stages. Ore 
particles and yellow needles (rutile ') are first formed, and the biotite passes into a 
yellowish-brown, faintly-polarizing, unknown substance, which soon gives way to a 
mica indistinguishable from the product of the adjoining feldspars. Occasionally 
pure leaves of muscovite are found in quite fresh rock, but, as they always increase in 
quantity in more decomposed specimens, their secondary origin is probable. No other 
secondary product of importance remains, in the advanced stages of decomposition. 
Specimens of Mount Zion Porphyry which are bleached through the disappearance 
of the biotite l>ecome indistiuguishable frum White Porphyry. (Seep. 76.) 
WHITE OR LEADVILLE PORPHYRY, 
On account of its relation to the ore bodies, its peculiar mode of occurrence, the 
large area in which it is found, and its petrographical interest, the White Porphyry 
must be regarded as the most important eruptive of thP-district, and it will be described 
iu con iderable detail. 
Macroscopical.-Iu its most typical form it is a nearly white, compact or finely 
granular rock, which at first glance seems to be homogeneous, but under .close exami-
natiou usually di closes a number of small feldspar crystals, and, scattered irreg-
ularly througll the mass, not unfrequently, double pyramids of quartz. Hexagonal 
cry tal · of dark brilliant muscovite may occasionally be seen, but this is probably 
, econd, ry, a are, very certainly, the clu ters of pearly leaves of the same mineral, 
wl.Jich ar characteri tic of the rock in some places, as in California gulch, on Lamb 
l\1 uut in, an 1 in the intermediate region. The total absence of biotite and bisilicates 
me ke h rock eem dull white, except when stained by secon(lary infiltration prod-
uct , aud d compo ·ition iu the ordinary way only makes the rock seem more homo-
. n u and comr act than b fore. Upon the contact with the wall-rock or in some 
f h m re narrow dike the Whit Porp,rhry i found to contain more numerou 
·r · tal f u rtz and fi ld par, imbedded in a Yer. compact grounclmass [235].1 
Tbr ugh dee mp i ion th rock ume in ome places a granular appearance, 
a if m1 o ed of mall, worn grain ,2 but no corre ponding microscopical structure 
cl in bracket . 
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Microscopical.-The essential constituents of the White Porphyry are plagioclase, 
orthoclase, and quartz, developed in a remarkably uniform-grained mass, in which lie 
occasional crystals of one or more of the same minerals. Orthoclase seems to pre-
dominate, but never very greatly, and the chemical analysis confirms this view. Com-
pared with the Mount Zion Porphyry, it is found thatplagioc1aseoccurs also in microlitic 
forms, hutlessabundantly,andinsomeofthemorecompactmodificationsmaybewanting. 
·Biotite, which was present in the Mount Zion rock, has never been seen in any of the nu. 
merons specimens of White Porphyry collected, nor was it ever noticed in the field, not-
withstanding the fact that much of the rock seems quite fresh, judging from the condi-
tion of the feldspars. As the White Porphyry seems in all other respects to be very 
closely allied to the variety mentioned, it is to be particularly noted that many of the 
muscovite leaves are found to contain yellowish needles (rntile f) or stout crystals (ana-
tase ~) directly comparable to those resulting from the decomposition of biotite in the 
Mount Zion and other porphyries. It is therefore probable, in spite of the singular 
absence of intermediate alteration p~oducts, that a part of the muscovite in the White 
Porphyry came from biotite. Magnetite is found very rarely, and apatite scarcely 
more frequently, while zircon in minute, brilliant crystals is quite abundant.. 
The size of the grains is sometimes but little below the power of vision of the 
naked eye, and they might frequently be distinguished were it not for the decom-
position of the feldspars. In numerous instances, however, usually in dikes or con-
tact specimens, but sometimes in large masses, the texture becomes so fine that it 
is beyond the power of the microscope to identify separate granules as quartz or feld-
spar, and -the mass thus becomes cryptocrystalline. in all such cases the structure 
remains evenly granular, there being no tendency toward~ a development of indistinct 
fibrous matter, nor does any portion appear amorphous, or, more correctly, isotropic. 
A few minute, irregular inclusions are usually visible in the larger quartz grains, some 
of them being undoubtedly :fluid, while the others a.re not recognizable. No glass is 
determinable, and the minute, dark interpositions in the feldspar are probably _second-
ary-forerunners of the coming decomposition. 
Alteration.-Here, as in the Mount Zion rock, the conditions have fav0red the 
i)roduction of muscovite from all changeable constituents. Only in comparatively 
rare cases do calcite and kaolin appear. Many of the specimens collected are very 
much altered and show when examined in polarized light under the microscope a 
nnmller of irregular quartz grains, imbedded in a brilliant, variegated mass of minute 
, muscovite leaves. Little aggregates representing the original microlites of plagioclase 
pern-\trate the quartz grains in e-very direction. It is owing to this decomposition that 
the quartz is ordinarily-invisible in hand specimens, as the muscovite leaves envelope 
each grain so closely that fracture does not separate them. The leaves of muscovite 
are so very small that the characteristic luster is seldom detected without close exam-
ination. 
Chemical composition of Mount Zion and White Porphyries.-Analysis I, below, was 
made by L. G. Eakins, upon a fresh specimen of Mount Zion Porphyry from the 
Little Harry shaft, Prospect Mountain [24a]. Analysis II by W. F. Hillebrand, 
upon a typical specimen of White Porphyry from the quarry in California gulch at 
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the southwest base of Iron Hill [27p]. The specimen is no longer fresh, but it is not 
in an advanced stage of decomposition. It was taken as a representative of the 
main sheet near Lead ville. 
I. II. 
SiO2 . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73. 50 70. 74 
.A.12O3. ... . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . 14. 87 14. 68 
Fe2O3 . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . . 95 . 69 
FeO ..••. .. ..... .. .. .•.•. . 42 . 58 
MnO...................... . 03 .06 
CaO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 14 4. 12 
BaO ... . ... . ............. .. ...... . 03 
SrO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace Trace 
MgO. . . . .... ..•. .... ...... . 29 . 28 
K iO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 56 2. 59 
Na2O . . . . . .... ...... ...... 3. 46 2. 29 
Il2O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 2. 09 
CO2 ...... ••••.......•.... . .....••. 2.14 
Cl ................................ Trace 
P2Oo .. .......•..... . ...... None ....... . 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 100. 12 100. 29 
Specific gravity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 680 / 
The specific gravit.v of 11 was taken at 16° C. By special test in the Wh:i'te 
Porphyry a very small amount of lead was found, = 0.003 per cent. of PbO (Part II, 
Chap. VI). No CO2 was found in I; that in II, taken together with the increased 
percentage of Cao, indicates the presence of calcite, which is probably an infiltration 
product, as there are dolomite bodies in the neighborhood. The close agreement of 
these analyses is such as might have been expected from the preceding descriptions 
and confirms the views expressed as to the close relationship of the two rocks. 
PYRITIFEROUS PORPHYRY. 
This porphyry, so called on account of the remarkable amount of pyrite invari· 
ably found disseminated through its mass, owes its importance principally to its sup· 
po eel connection with the ore deposits of Leadville. 
Its geographical extent is limited to the district shown upon the map of Leadville 
and -vicinity, where it seems to occupy a stratigraphical position, which to the north 
i filled by the Gray and to the east by the Sacramento Porphyry. From the latter it 
i di tinguished in field appearance by its almost universally decomposed condition, 
and in its constituents by a relatively small proportion of plagioclase; from the for-
m r, in addition, by the absence of large crystals of orthoclase, and from both by the 
want of born blende. 
a type, wm be taken the unusually fre b rock occurring in vVhite's gulch 
b ween the Printer Girl and Golden Edge claim, [87]. It has a distinct porphy-
ritic tru tur , IJ.owing numerou white feldspar cry tals, with quartz, biotite, and 
pyrite, other recognizable con tituent . Altered feld par are nearly indi tinguish· 
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able from the white groundmass, and plagioclase is but seldom id.entifiable with the 
naked eye. There are no large feldspar crystals, as in the Gray Porphyry. Quartz 
occurs most frequently in irregular fragments and rarely contains bays of the ground-
mass. Biotite appears in distinct leaves, usually altered to a green chloritic substance. 
Through a nearly parallel arrangement of its leaves a stratified appearance is pro-
duced in some cases. Before disintegration of the rock, the place of the biotite is 
often occupied by ocher derived from the decomposition of pyrite. The latter mineral 
is scattered through the whole rock, but concentrated upon fissure planes by secondary 
processes. Galena appears locally in small quantity, but only on fissure planes. · So.l]le 
specimens contain irregular fragments of other rocks, chiefly quartzites of the Weber 
Grits formation. 
Microscopical.-No additional original constituent is shown by the microscope, with 
the exception of minute crystals of zircon. Apatite, so seldom wanting in rocks o£this 
class, has not been identified in the Pyritiferous Porphyry. Pyrite takes the place of 
magnetite and seems to be an original constituent. Its particles are included in quartz 
and appear in arms of the groundmass, which penetrate,, or sepa,rate quartz grains. 
It is also seen imbedded in biotite and is scattered through the groundmass in the 
manner characteristic of the original ore minerals in similar rocks. Few of the feld-
spars are entirely fresh and most of them are replaced by very fine aggregates of 
muscovite or kaolin. Plagiodase is identifiable in rare cases and was undoubtedly 
much subordinate to orthoclase in the fresh roc.k. In the freshest specimen obtained, 
chemical analysis showed 4.62 per cent .. of potash and 2.91 per cent. of sou.a. Quartz 
appears in angular grains which are sometimes fractured and show parts of but slightly 
different optical orientation, separated by thin arms of the ground mass. · Fluid inclu-
sions are abundant in many grains, usually with but little fluid, while emp-ty pores 
are also numerous; but none of glass was seen. Biotite is altered to chlorite or allied 
products, with a separation of yellow needles and t~bular crystals, presumably rutile 
and anatase, respectively. 
The groundmass never reaches the coarseness of grain common iu other porphy-
ries of the region. It is always very finely and evenly granular, never allowing a dis-
tinction of quartz and feldspar. 
MOSQUITO PORPHYRY. 
This type of quartz-porphyry, found in several distinct bodies and exhibiting in 
all a marked uniformity in structure and composition, has been named from its princi-
pal observed occurrence in the North 1\fosqnito amphitheater [98]. All the bodies are 
dikes in the Archean, and besides the locality mentioned the rock was seen upon the 
north wall of Mount Lincoln [97] and in Cameron amphitheater [96], in the latter case 
penetrating sedimentary beds. 
It is a light gray rock of fine grain, whos.e most prominent constituent is quartz 
in clear, irregular grains, which seldom exceed 0,5cm in diameter. Other recognizable 
elements are biotite in small leaves, not abundant, and minute feldspars, whi.ch can 
scarcely be distinguished from the light gronndmass. 'A bril1iant, black ore in small 
specks is abundant. Glistening hexagonal prisms of what the microscope proves to be 
apatite are often seen, upon close examination. 
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Microscopical.-Zircon, ilmenite, pyrite, specular hematite, and probably magnetite 
are present in small quantity, a diversity in such constituents seldom seen in rocks of 
this region. .Apatite, noticeable even macroscopically, is developed in stout prisms, 
with many minute inclusions, producing the dusty appearance often described. No 
other rock of t he range exhibits a similar development of this mineral. 
Biotite is shown in various stages of decomposition, chlorite being the firi;;t product, 
which sometimes gives way to epidote, or, as is clear in many cases, to a micaceous min-
eral apparen tly identical with the muscovite which is formed from adjacent orthoclase. 
Accompaniments of this change are yellow needles, presumably ruti1e, wh_ile the iron 
of the chlorite either is carried away or separates out in glistening black ore particles, 
thought to be specular hematite. 
Of the feldspars, orthoclase seems to predominate slightly. Plagioclase is pres-
ent both in crystals and in the groundmass, where its sma11 microlites are much more 
prominent than usual. Quartz is regularly but rather sparingly present in large 
grains, seldom showing crystal outline and containing numerous smal-1 fluid inclusions, 
while none of glass was observed. .A microcrystaJline, granular mixture of quartz 
and two feldspars , with but very little primary mica, makes up the groundmass. 
Chemical analysis shows 68.01 per cent. of silica, 4.36 per cent. of potash, and 
4.26 per cen t . of soda. The alkalies are rather more nearly balanced than one would 
suppose t hem to be from the microsc.)pica1 examination. 
LINCOLN PORPHYRY, 
This rock is the most important of the varieties belonging to the second diYision 
of the quartz-porphyries of the district, namely, those in which the porphyritic structure 
is macroscopically very pJain. It has been called the Lincoln Porphyry from the fact 
that it is best developed in and about the mass of Mount Lincoln, forming the extreme 
summit of t hat peak, and in this once important mining district bearing approximately 
the same relation to the ore deposits which near Leadville is assumed by the White 
Porphyry. As will be shown later ~ it is very closely allied to the Leadville Gray Por-
phyry and bas intimate connection with the E agle River Porphyry and other rocks 
of the adjoining district upon · the north. In the followin g descriptfon will be con-
den ed the ob ervatious upon twenty specimens collected a t different places. Devi-
ation from the type rock of Mount Lincoln will be specially noted. 
Macroscopical.-Tbe essential constit uents are quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase, and 
biotite, all occurring in distinct crystals and imbed<led in a compact groundmass of 
varying importance. A part of the orthoclase appears in large, stout crys tals, frc-
quentl · two inches in length, usual1y pinkish in color, and so fresh and glassy as to 
re ernbl marke lly the anidine of younger rocks. They are often Carlsbad t wins 
and contain noticeable inclusion of biotite leaves. For most occurrences of the por-
phyry the e large ortbocJa " cry tal are eminently characteristic, though their devel-
I m nt ha been hindered in ome ca e , particularly in dikes and small mas es. In 
ome of these in tances mall cr;r tal of pinki h color are plainly more numerous 
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than in the type rock, but in others they cannot be well distinguished from the tri-
clin'ic feldspar. P1agioclase is always very abundant in white individuals, seemingly 
less fresh than the orthoclase, although a striation can often be seen on the basal 
cleavage surfaces. Biotite occurs in small hexagonal leaves, which are sparingly but 
uniformly scattered through the whole. They are seldom fresh and usually appear to 
be changed into a green chloritic mineral. The quartz appears as a prominent macro-
scopical constituent, showing, as a rule, a development of pyramidal planes, to which 
the prism is occasionally added.1 The groundmass is dense and homogeneous in appear-
ance, usually grayish in color in fresh rocks, and very distinct. Only occasionally does 
it become subordinate. Ore particles are plainly distinguishablein it. 
Specimens of the rock obtained from exposed surfaces of high mountains are 
usually bleached and light-gray in color, slightly stained by hydrous oxide of iron, 
while in tunnels and mine workings the rock is generally greenish through the chlo-
ritic decomposition products bf the biotite. 
Microscopical.-The microscopical examination reyeals the following as original 
constituents, named in order of formation, viz: Allanite, zircon, magnetite, titanite, 
apatite, biotite, plagioclase, orthoclase, and quartz. All the minerals named occur in 
more or less perfect crystal form and are imbedded in a granular groundmass, consist-
ing of plagioclase, orthoclase, and quartz. 'l'he amount of plagioc]ase in the ground-
mass is doubtless small, for it is so abundant fo the form of imbedded crystals that 
but little substance could have remained for the second generation. The size of the 
grains in the groun<lmass is so small that one cannot well distinguish between quartz 
and orthoc1ase, but the holocrystalline nature is evident. No microfelsitic or glassy 
matter has been found in any rock of this type. 
Of the accessory constituents the most noteworthy is allanite, which appears 
very sparingly but constantly in this and other rocks of the Mosquito Range and 
adjoining regions. It is apparently the :first mineral formed, or is perhaps contempo-
raneous with zircon, these two minerals penetrating even magnetite and apatite. 
During the :first study of these rocks the nature of this mineral was not determined, 
but, through the subsequent <l.etaile<l. investigation of a similar porphyry of the Ten-
Mile mining district, enough was isolated by means of the Thoulet solution to allow of 
chemical analysis. The analysis, made by W. F. Hillebrand, was not completed, owing 
to accident, but it established the presence of Ce and La with the absence of Di, while 
Fe20 3 and Si02 were the remaining constituents of note. · At about the same time Mr. 
Joseph P. Iddings, of the U. S. Geological Survey, determined the same mineral _ 
crystallographically in various rocks of the Great Basin iu Nevada. As a rule 
the allanite is seldom macroscopically visible in the rocks of the Mosquito Range, 
while it is quite noticeable in those of the Ten-Mile region. It appears in small 
pr·isms of/maximum length of about 5,mn, has a brilliant dark resinous luster, and 
when decomposed stains the surrounding zone in reddish-brown shades. The chance 
sections show a transparent, yellowi:sh-brown mineral, with no distinct cleavage. 
The faces developed seem probably referable to oo P, oo PcZ, 0 P, and+ PIX>. It 
is ofien twinned, possibly parallel oo Prb, as by epidote, and in several sections which 
1 On the ridge east of Hoosier pass the outcrop of a porphyry sheet js marked by quartz crystals 
which have weathered out of the underlying rock and 1;1:bich show both pyramid and prjsm. 
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seemed to lie approximately parallel to oo P O'J extinction took place at 35° to 38° from 
the vertical axis. Pleochroism distinct, the color varying from light to dark shades 
of yellowish brown. _ 
Zircon is abundant in minute clear crystals. Fig. 3, Plate XXI, shows two zircon 
crystals of chr~racteristic form included in a quartz gra.in of a Lincoln Porphyry. 
Titanite was seen in but one or two specimens, and then very sparingly. Magnetite . 
and apatite occur as usual in such rocks. Biotite frequently includes apatite and zir-
con and may be penetrated by allanite. It is otherwise interesting from its altera-
tion products, which will be discussed below. 
The plagioclase, which is so prominently developed in crystals, is probably an 
oligoclase, judging from the extinction in the zone perpendicular to the laminm, the 
direction being- al ways within the limits of oligoclase. Orthoclase is seldom met with 
among the crystals of medium size, being present in larger individuals or in the irreg-
ular grains of the groundmass, where it presents nothing noteworthy. The signifi-
cance of this development is pointed out later. 
The large quartz grains and crystals contain a few fluid inclusions of irregular 
shape, and bays of granular groundmass penetrate them without any very marked 
change in texture of thfl, mass. Glass inclusion.s are very rare in any specimens of the 
Lincoln Porphyry and never have been noticed in the type rock of Mount Lincoln. 
Quartz crystals have frequently exerted an influence upon grains of the same mineral 
in the adjoining groundmass, which have within a narrow zone the same optical orien-
tation as the crystal. There is no regular relation of the quartz to the orthoclase within 
this zone. 
Alteration.-Biotite is usually more or less altered and presents different products 
under different circumstances. In a specimen from the head of Clinton gulch, Summit 
County, the chief product is a micaceous mineral, seemingly muscovite, which con-
tains numerous needles of rutile. In other cases chlorite is .first formed, and this is 
also accompanied by yellowish needles, or by irregular paler graips of undeterminable 
nature, which resemble titanite or at times anatase. Epidote seems to replace the 
chlorite, or in other cases to come directly from the biotite without any iutermediate 
stage. The feldspars girn place to an aggregate of muscovite leaves in most cases, but 
calcite is frequently seen as a product from plagioclase and epidote, also, may be often 
found resulting from the alteration of the triclinic feldspar. As in some of the other 
type to be described epidote is very commonly a result of alteration of pure feldspar, 
there appears no good reason for regarding it as induced by the presence of assumed 
iuclu ion in the case of the Lincoln Porphyry. Secondary chlorite is sometimes 
d po ited throughout the groundmass, giving a green color to the rock. 
GRAY PORPHYRY. 
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The Gray Porphyry is ~eldom fresh, as it occurs in the region adjacent to the 
ore deposits, where agencies of alteration have been active, and presents usually a 
greenish-gray rock, showing numerous crystals imbedded in a prominent groundmass. 
The minerals are the same as those of the Lincoln Porphyry, viz, large ortboclase, 
small and numerous plagioclase, and biotite crystals. In the mines the rock is so 
bleached that even with its original large crystals, it is uot easily distinguished from 
the White Porphyry. The quartz contains large bays or penetrating arms of tbe 
ground mass. 
Microscopical.-One never-failing and striking peculiarity of this, in distinction 
to the Lincoln type, is the presence of outlines of a former constituent of the rock, which 
would seem to belong to hornblende, 8:lthough no trace of that mineral in fresh condi -
tion could be found. These outlines are usually marked by dark grains, and inclose 
a :fine-grained, grayish decomposition product, which acts very feebly in polarized 
light. They are not wanting in any slide examined, and are ·always of the same 
appearance, even when other minerals are entirely fresh. 
The feldspars of the Gray Porphyry, unlike those of the Lincoln Porphyry, con-
tain numerous fluid inclusions, which are generally arranged parallel to the chief cleav-
age planes. Besides these, there are many irregular interpositions, either devitrifi.ed 
glass inclusions or portions of the groundmass in a less crystalline state than it now 
presents in the main mass of' the rock. They are light reddish-brown in color, and plen-
tiful in most of the small crystals. Distinct glass inclusions, although not noticed in 
any feldspars, are very characteristic of the quartz grains. They are often sharply 
negative crystalline iu form, and sometimes show devitri:fication; others are spherical, 
and in these it can often be seen that from opposite poles, which probably lie in the 
vertical axis of the quartz grains, cracks penetrate the sphere in three planes, cutting 
each other at about 60°. If the sphere be cut by the section at right angles to the 
axis uniting these poles and near one of them, there results a delicate six-armed figure, 
which appears as if contained in the quartz itself. The groundmass, though holocrys-
talline, is much :finer-grained than that of the Lincoln Porphyry, and shows a tendency 
to an irregular intergrowth of quartz and feldspar. 
Occurrence.-Gray Porphyry is quite limited in distribution, being confined to 
the immediate vicinity of Leadville, and to the region northwest of that point. As 
has been described in detail (p. 80), it occurs chiefly in one large sheet, with numer-
ous offshoots, and the large sheet has been directly traced to a co:unection with an 
immense body at the headwaters of the Eagle River. The hornblende of the Gray 
Porphyry is considered analogous to the crystals of that mineral observed in small 
dikes which are offshoots from the Eagle River mass. 
Chemical composition of the Lincoln and Gray Porphyries. -The following rock analyses _ 
were made by W. F. Hillebrand. 
1 is of' Lincoln Porphyry, summit of Mount Lincoln [75]. It is quite fresh in 
appearance, although showing some muscovite, calcite, and chlorite, when examined 
mieroscopi cally. 
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II is of Gray Porphyry, Onota shaft, Johnson gulch, near Leadville [59a], 
frPsh appearing, but somewhat altered, with the same products as in the former rock. 
I. II. 
Si02 ..................... . 66.45 68.10 
Ti02 ... . ..•........ . ...... o. ~o 0. 07 
Ab03 .................... . 15. 84 14. 97 
Fe203 .................... . 2. 59 2. 78 
FeO ....................• 1. 43 l. 10 
MnO .... . .............. . . 0. 09 0. 00 
CaO ........ ..... .. .•..... 2. 90 3. 04 
SrO ....... . ...... . ...... . o. 07 o. 08 
MgO . ............ . ....... . 1. 21 1. 10 
K20 ..................... . 2. 89 2. !)3 
Na20 . .... .. ... ... . ...... . 3. 92 3. 41l 
LhO ..................... . Trace ,· ....... 
H20 .... . ......... . ...... . o. 84 1. 28 
CO2 ...................•.•. 1. 35 o. 92 
P205 ..................... . 0. 36 0.16 
Cl .... . .................. . 0. 05 0. 03 
Total ........ · ........ 100. 09 100.11 
Specific gr:tvity, 150 C .... =2.670 2.636I 
The relative amounts of soda and potash indicate an abundant soda-lime feldspar. 
The titanic oxide found corresponds to tlrn suggestion that the yellow needles in the 
decomposed biotite are rutile, for the magnetite does not give signs of an intermixture 
of titanic iron through its alteration products. The presence of strontia in determina-
ble quantities i unusual and worthy of note; it doubtless comes from the plagioclarn. 
In tances of its determination in rocks are rare,1 though it would proba.bly be found 
in many cases if sought for. , 
.Although the large pink or white orthoclase crystals are characteristic of most 
of the occurrence r ferred to the Lincoln and Gray Porphyries, still a number of cases 
wer found where the rock seemed identical with these types in every respect, except-
ing that the large cry tal' were wanting. In some bodies of rock, moreover, the large 
cry, tal w r by no ean equally di tribute<l. It seemed therefore desirable to ascer-
tain mor I fiuit 1. th onrc of the alkalies in the rocks analyzed. In each case 
f th large rthocla e cry tal had b en included in the material used for 
anal.·, i to av r, g r ult . 
n th f 1 unt 1iucoln a dike of rnck was found which was con idered 
f the incoln orph r. [7 ], although it wa darker, more com-
nt in 1 n n f th larg J ink rtb I, · r · tal ' . Alkali determination 
r nt. f p ta.-h an 1 .1- p r nt. f od,, v ry n arly the arne ratio a 
r ·I . 'h r w, 'al fi ua 1 .rn p r t. of ilica. The re<ln ed amount 
cl n <1n t b in r a. 1 quanti y of biotite aud of ore in tbi, 
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mass of the rock, carefully avoiding the large pink crystals, with the result of 2.95 
per cent. of potash and 2.61 per cent. of soda. As small flakes were used for this 
purpose, it is probable that the grouridmass was present in abnormal quantity, thus 
cau:sing a relative increase in potash, even while excluding the large orthoclase crys-
tals. Plagioclase was found to be much subordinate in the groundmass, as stated above. 
The large pink orthoclase crystals themselves were then analyzed, with the result: 
Si02 . - - - ........ - ...... - .... - . _ . . . _ .. - .......... . 
AI20·3 - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - •••• - - - - - - - ••• - ••• 
Cao ______ .. ... ....... -····· .................. ---
I{20 ..... -·· - ······ ···•·· · ·-··· ······ ···· ·-· · ···· 
N l½O ••.•.•...............•.••.•... _ .......•••••• 
LhO ...................... ·•••·· -····· ······ ··· · 
Ign . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... _ .... _ ......... . 
Loss .... - -.... - . - -.... -.. -- . - .... ·.:. - - . -...... - - . 
62.22 
20.33 
2.95 
8.31 
3.45 
Trace 
1. 90 
. 84 
100.00 
Careful examination of the material used showed only a few specks of biotite, but 
some soda-lime feldspar must have been present, judging from the large amount of 
lime found. A determination in another clear crystal chosen for its apparent purity 
gave nearly 3 per cent. of lime again. The loss is thought by the analyst, Mr. Hille-
brand, to be chiefly soda. 
DIORITE. 
Of the distinctly plagioclastie rocks of the region but very few are granular in 
structure, the great majority being diorite-porphyries, or porphyrites, as they will here-
after be designated. The three granular diorites found, represent three very distinct 
varieties, one of them being the only pyroxene-bea,ring rock occurring within the area 
of the map. A.11 occu-r, moreover, in the same gulch, and quite near each other. 
QUARTZ· MICA-DIORI1'E. 
This rock occurs on the south side of Buckskin gulch, Park County, as a ·broad 
dike, forming for some distance the southeast wall of one of the elevaited amphitheaters 
on Loveland Hill, and thence projecting as a knoll into the gulch opposite the Rell 
amphitheater. It disappears under loose material before reaching the stream bed, and 
no continuation of the dike on the north side of the gulch was observed. The roek 
has a fine, evenly-grained structure, with feldspar and quartz strongly predominat-
ing over the small, irregular leaves of biotite. 
Microscopical examination shows zircon, magnetite, apatite, biotite, plagioclase, 
orthoclase, and quartz as original constituents. None of the essential minerals is 
well developed in crystal form and none shows noteworthy peculiarities. Flagioclase 
is largely in excess over the orthoclase and quartz is quite abundant. A.11 are quite 
fresh, the biotite alone showing incipient decomposition [117]. · 
HORNBLENDE-DICRI1'E. 
A. broad dike crossing the head of Buckskin gulch from Democrat Mountain in 
a nearly east-and-west direction was found to consist of a very simple, normal diorite 
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[116]. It is fine-grained, yet shows distinctly to the naked eye all its prominent con-
stituents. Feldspar, a large part of which is clearly plagioclase, subordinate quartz, 
hornblende in prisms with occasional t~rminations, a little brown biot.ite, yellow titan-
ite, and dark ore grains are all easily recognized. The microscope shows zircon and 
apatite in addition, while chlorite and epidote are seen to result from the alteration of 
both biotite and hornblende. Muscovite forms in the orthoclase, which here seems 
much more attacked than the plagioclase. There is no groundmass and of the 
essential constituents only hornblende is developed in crystal form. 
A very similar dicrite was obtained from a prospect tunnel in French gulch, Lake 
County [115], in which pyrite replaces magnetite as the ore and :Zircon and titanite are 
very abundantly developed. Biotite and quartz are even less prominent than in the 
preceding rock. 
AUGITE-BEARING DIORITE. 
In the Red amphitheater, on the northeast side of Buckskin gulch, there occurs a 
dike of a darker, finer-grained diorite than either of the preceding types [118]. Horn-
blende, biotite, plagioclase, and a little q ti.artz may be macroscopically detected. The 
microscope shows zircon, titanite, magnetite, hematite, apatite, biotite, augite, horn-
blende, plagioclase, orthoclase, and quartz. Augite appears most ~bundantly in the 
freshest specimen, and certainly undergoes alteration to green hornblende, which, 
though not fibrous, like typical uralite, is still by no means so compact as the common 
dioritic hornblende. It is not possible, from the specimens examined, to say with cer-
tainty that any of the hornblende is original, although the association of the minerals 
in the freshest specimens is such as to indicate a contemporaneous formation of bio-
tite, augite, and hornblende. The latter two occur in irregular grains and the augite 
has none of the pinkish tinge common to it when appearing in diorite. This rock is 
remarkable as the only eruptive of the district in which augite has been found. 
Plagioclase appears abundantly in small grains, while orthoclase and quartz form 
the cementing material. Ohlorite and epidote result from the alteration of hornblende 
and biot.ite; muscovite and calcite, from the feldspars. 
PORPHYRITE. 
Under this heading will be discussed a large number of distinct occurrences, 
which, unlike those of the quartz-porphyries, belong for the most part to small rock 
masses. There are in this group no markedly prevailing types to which the different 
rock can be assigned, and the chief interest here lies in noting the great variations 
po ible, both in structure and composition, in what are practically equivalent masses. 
One di tinction, however, is£ asible, viz, that between a variable subgroup, in which 
a triclinic fold par i evid ntly strongiy predominant, and a few rocks occurring in 
larger ma e , in which ortbocla e i al o prominent and which seem at fir t glance 
mor nearly related to the quartz-porphyrie than to the marked plagiocla e rock of 
th fir t di i i n. 'l'h e latt r type are referred to in the main report a quartz-
p q 11 ri . and are o rer r ntecl upon th map. Th y are called by the local name 
a -rame t orpbyry and il erb I I orphyry. Later in estigation ha howu 
th to la · clc . tic r ck , and a. u h h y will h re be treated. In cl cribiu CT 
th th g n r, 1, nd variabl group will fir econ id reel and then the local type . 
/ 
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PRINCIP .AL GROUP. 
The characteristic primary constituents of these rocks are the minerals zircon, 
allanite, apatite, magnetite, biotite, hornblende, plagioclase, orthoclase, and quartz. 
To these, as occasional accessories~ may be added Hmenite and pyrite. .All the common 
non-essential elements are developed in the ordinary way, and none is so abundant 
or so rare as to deserve comment. Allanite is not always present in the thin sections 
examined, but its observed distribution among different types is such as to warrant 
the belief that it is sporadically present in all the rock· masses of this group. 
Feldspars. -All crystals of the first period of consolidation which have been 
identified are plagioclase, with but one possible exception, referred to later (p. 339). 
Orthoclase may be sparingly developed in this way in a few cases, but the freshness 
of the plagioclase in nearly all specimens collected and the ease with which the stria-
tion can be seen upon the basal cleavage plane make it certain that a monocUnic 
feldspar must be very rare. In the groun<lmass, on the other hand, plagioclase is not 
visibly present at all in many cases, while orthoclase is very abundant. 
The plagioclase crystals are small, white, stout in form, and correspond exactly 
to those described in the quartz-porphyries. They are chemically near oligoclase, 
judging from the optical properties, for the maximum observed extinction in the zone 
perpendicular to the usual twinning plane is but 20°. In a number of crystals twin-
ning according to the Carlsbad law is apparently combined with that of the albite 
law, as, for example, in one section, falling at right angles to the brachJ'pinacoid, there 
are 20 laminrn, of which five pairs extinguish sharply at 8° 45', the other five pairs at 
6° from the twinning plane. In a few cases more than two directions of extinction 
were noticed in sections apparently lying in the macrodiagonal zone. in one crystal 
laminrn were found extinguishing at 1°, 4_0 30', 8°, 13°, and 20°, several pairs showing 
the last two values. .A satisfactory explanation for this action has not been found. 
It may be that laminrn of different feldspars are here ,intergrown, but such a conclusion 
must be supported by further data than are here available. 
A delicate zonal structure is occasionally seen in plagioclase crystals, but the. 
slightly varying angles of extinction do not indicate any pronounced changes in 
basioity of the different zones. 
Biotite.-Biotite appears as a constituent iu three distinct forms: as macroscopic 
hexagonal leaves, in aggregates of small irregular flakes, and as minute leaflets in the 
groundmass. The large leaves are brown when fresh and Qften exhibit ragged edges 
when seen under the microscope, caused by the attachment of many flakes correspond-
ing to those in the groundmass. .Allanite, zircon, magnetite, and apatite penetrate 
the lar·ger leaves. The tiny leaflets whfoh enter at times richly into the composi-
tion of the groundmass are irregular in shape and rarely over 0.03 mm in diameter, 
somet,imes sinking to a minuteness requiring the highest power of the microscope to 
resolve them into separate flake~. They are greenish in color and at first glance it is 
not easy to discover fbeir nature as mica; but their marked pleochroism and strong 
absorption in proper position renders their chara~ter certain. These flakes of green 
mica are often arranged one after another, partially overlapping, making needle-like 
aggregations, easily mistaken for hornblende with a low magnifying power. 
Hornblende,-The hornblende is compact, of a green color in ordinary light, and 
generally presents quite well-defined crystals, the faces ooP, ooP oo, OP, and P being 
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often visible on macroscopic crystals. It occurs either as a macroscopic element of the 
r_ock, in the form of minute needles in the groundmass, or, lastly, in clusters of small 
irregular individuals, and then usually associated with biotite leaves. 
The small needles are sometimes well terminated (see Fig. 3, Plate XX). Still 
it is the rule to find. the ends irregular, while the prism is sharply defined (see Fig. 4, 
Plate XX). The pleochroism is well marked, and the maximal angle of extinction in 
the prismatic zone is nearly 18°, measured from the vertical axis. Twinning parallel-
to oo P 00 is common and is frequently polysynthetic. 
The hornblende occasionally includes crystals of apatite, magnetite, rarely biotite, 
and clear rnicrolites of zircon. It is commonly very fresh, and when decomposition 
has begun the first product is usually chJorite, from which epidote is formed. 
Quartz.-There a.re but few rocks of this kind in which quartz is prominent as a 
macroscopic constituent. In some of these, usually the more acid ones, it forms well-
defined crystals, but it is more common to see it in rounded grains, seemingly quite 
variable in quantity, in occurrences which are otherwise nearly identical. These 
rounded particles undoubtedly represent partially remelted crystals of the first gen-
eration, and their variability is here not remarkable. T_he chief development of the 
quartz is, as perfectly natural, in the ground mass, with ortboclase. Inclusions are not 
abundant in any of the crystals, though all earlier minerals do penetrate jt in observed 
instances. Glass inclusions have never been found and those with fluid contents are 
rare. The groundmass seldom penetrates the large crystals. 
Groundmass. -The groundmass of those porphyrites which contain hornblende 
and biotite mainly as macroscopic elements is very uniform in constitution and struct-
ure. It consists of an evenly granular mixture of quartz and feldspar, with small 
octahedrons of magnetite scattered through it. The feldspar is seldom definitely 
determinable as such, but its presence is inferred from a formation of muscovite, 
where the rock is much altered, and because the quartz grains, through their stronger 
polarization, stand out in contrast to the rest of the colorless groundmass. By far the 
greater part of this feldspar is monoclinic, for plagioclase was observed to enter into 
•the composition of the groundmass in hut few cases, and then in the form of thin 
plates, quite distinct from the irregular grains of orthoclase. The average size of 
the grains of quartz and orthoclase is 0.02mm, so that a complete separation of 
these minerals is never possible,. There is never a trace of microfelsitic or glassy sub-
tance, and only in contact specimens is the greater part of the groundruass crypto-
crystalline. .As ha been mentioned above, biotite and hornblende enter into the con-
stitution of the groundmass in very varying quantities, and only when present in 
gr a abundance do they render the mo aic of quartz and feldspar obscure. The 
quartz ha at ndency to develop in cluster of irregular clear grains in certain ca es. 
The di. tingui 'biog I eculiarity of a certain minor subgroup lie chiefly in the 
charact r of the groundma . Thi con i ·t principally of an intergrowth of quartz 
and ortbo la , ace rding to no di ernible law, now the quartz, now the orthocla e 
i O' th incl ing mineral and th ir relation i only made clear between cro ed 
ni l wh n it i en tha within th limit f certain irr gnlar patche all the quartz 
and all h rtb la ha .,a h it own optical orientat.ion. The outline of the jnclo -
min r 1 ha n r lati t r - tal form, and thi int rgrowtb acts throughout lik 
r nn ma . filling th int r ·ti e , w n the larg cry tal . Tb ma r -
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.scopical effect of this structure is to render the gronndmass much less distinct in con-
trast with the crystals than is the case in the types of the_ main group. Flakes of 
biotite, grains of magnetite, &c., are scattered about in this groundmass with the 
same irregularity as in any other. 
A tendency to a micrographic-granite structure was noticed in two of the porpby-
rites. It seems to have been induced by the presence of the rounded quartz grains 
above described. Each of these is surrounded by a zone ' in which quartz and 
-0rthoclase are more or less regularly intergrown. The appearance, as seen under the 
microscope, is that of alternate fibers of quartz and orthoc1ase, with a more or less 
distinct radiate arrangement about the large quartz. grain, all the quartz substance, 
in ' both granule and groundmass, having the same optical orientation. A similar phe-
nomenon was not observed in connection with large particles of feldspars, and those 
portions of the groundmass showing a regular intergrowth apparently independent 
-0f any crystal may have been formerly related to a quartz grain situated just above 
Qr just below the plane of the present section. 
In such a thoroughly crystalline. rock a fluidal structure can only be expressed 
by the position of the hornblende needles or biotit,e leaves with reference to the la.rge 
crystals. Such a relation is often observed, an<l it is also not rare to find hornblende 
crys~als broken and biotite leaves folded and crumpled, attesting to movements in the 
partially solid rock. 
Structural forms.-Tbe greater number of the rocks observed form a continuous 
series whose extremes are very dissimilar, and the relationship can be most easily 
understood and explained with the help of the subjoined table: 
Primary 
division. Subdivision. Macroscopic development. In ground mass. 
r···· ·  
{ Bi')tite . .... . .. In hexagonal lea,es ....... Entirely wanting. 
A . . ..... 
Hornblende ... Entirely wanting ......... . Entirely wanting. 
II .. ... .. .. { Biotite ........ . In isolat ed leaves ... . .. . .. . Entirely wanting. Hornblende . ... In numerous crystals ...... Entirdy wanting. 
(III .. . . . .. { Biotite . ....... . Sparin;.ly present .•....... Few minute leaflets. 
I Hornblende . ... Abundant . ............... Entirely wanting. { Biotito ... . .... A.bundant ...... . ......... Abundant. B ...... . r··· Hornblende ... Sligh~ly predominant ..... . Few small needles. v ......... . { Biotite .... . ... . Rare or wanting . ...... . . . Sparingly present. 
Hornblende . . . Very abundant . .......... . Very abundant. 
r····· { Biotite ......... Numerous small leaves . . . Very abunda.nt. c .. ... .. Hornblende . .. . Rare or wanting . .. . .... . Entirely wanting. VII . ...... . { Biotite . . . . ... . Rare ........... · ............ Much subordinate to hornblende. 
Horn blen'de .. .. Very abundant .....• ..... Very abundant. 
Under Division A are included rocks with a light, homogeneous.appearing 
groundmass, containing no microscopic individuals of the basic mineral which is so 
prominent in macroscopic crystals, this in the one case ( I) being biotite, in the other 
(II) hornblende. Under C, at the opposite structural extreme, where the groundmass 
is filled with minute flakes or needles of a dark mineral, are also two modifications 
one a biotite (VI) (Fig. 1, Plate XX), the other prevailingly a hornble11de rock (Fig: 
2, Plate XX). These are both dark and ·compact, showing comparatively few macro-
MON XII--22 
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scopic elements, standing in marked contrast to those forms urnler Division A. Between 
these extremes, in reg~rd to both structure and composition, are the formti embraced 
nuder B. In these the groundmass contains more or less of one or both of the dark 
basic minerals, and in proportion as these minerals enter into the composition of the 
groundmass the macroscopic elements become less distinct, thns forming a gradual 
transition to the Division C. 
Division A.-The plagioclase usually stands out Yel'Y plainly in these rocks, a.nd it 
is evident tbat no orthoclase is present in macroscopic individuals. ·Quartz occurs iu 
good crystals and rather plentifully. The groun<lmass is microcrystalline and pos-
sesses a very reg·ular granular structure, its components l>eing almost exclusively quartz 
and orthoclase. A dike in gneiss, near a little lake uorthwest of Mount Lincoln, rep-
resents the typical hornblendic variety (120], while a .similar dike in North Mosquitv 
amphitheater is of the correspouding biotitc rock [ 119]. Several occurrences at tue 
head of Buckskin gulch are nearly allied to these type rocks. 
Division B.-By far the larger number of the porphyrites in the series fall within 
this division. In the three subdivisions of the table, one or both of the heavier sili-
cates appear in the groundmass as well as in larger crystals. If the groundmass 
minerals are regarded as -belonging to a second phase of the rock's existence, one 
of the striking peculiarities of this division is most natural, while from anothei;- point 
of view it might seem strange. The pccu]iarit,y referreu to is the obserTed indepen-
dence of tl.10 dark basic silicates occurring in the groundmass, of the species which 
may be developed as macroscopic constitucuts. The formation of hornblende i11 
numerous large crystals during the first period of consolidation does not necessarily 
demand that the same mineral should be developed int.he second period. The changed 
conditions attending the final consolidation may produce biotite or hornblende, or both 
of them, uninfluenced, or at least uncontrolled, by the earlier crystallizations. The 
table above shows this, but a study of the variations in the different rocks collected 
makes the fact much plainer. The rock most frequently met with in all the district 
belongs to Type V of this division. It is the one found in the intrusive sheets on the 
sides of Mosquito [127] and Buckskin gulches [126], on Mount Lincoln, or in dikes in 
the Archean, as on Bartlett Mountain [124] and Democrat Mountain [259]. The lower 
figure of Plate VII, page 84, shows the macroscopical appearance of this rock very 
well. Hornblende crystals are frequently well terminated in this modification, and 
owing to the minute size of many weJl!sbaped prisms, while all intermediate stagEs 
are al ore.pre ented, it becomes difficult to decide whether there has or has not'been are-
curr nee in the formation of hornblende prisms with good crystal form. Fig. 3, Plate 
X, wa d ign d to how both large and small pri ms of hornblende with good t r-
minal p1an , lmt the imp rfect execution of the print leaves much to the imagination. 
In Fi . 4 of the same plate are hown needles of hornblende with the more common, 
irreo-ular termination . 
Division c. -Th ompa t rock of this divi ion are not very numerou . The two 
urr n illu tratino- b t th mi ac ou and hornblen<lic v-arietie occur togeth r-
T rth ~I ·quit mr hitll at r. n of tll the l>iotit mck [260], wa analyzed 
(p. , 1 )) au l it: mi r -, truct urP- i X. Two oOJ. r compact 
·I·· 1 p ·i l m nti n u 
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The Arkansas Dike.-The long straight dike at the head of the .Arkansas presents 
some remarkable phenomena, which cannot be explained satisfactorily from the data 
collected in the one short ,-isit made to that area. It is a special matter for regret that 
no time for further examination could be taken. This dike consists of what are re-
garded as two erupl ions of the same magma. The older rock is fine-grained and ex-
hibits a few small feldspars and biotite leaves as sole recognizable macroscopic con-
stituents [1301, The ;y,ounger rock [129], which cuts -irregularly through t~e former, 
now on one si<le, now on the other, or even running along the center, is also very dark 
and compact in the main, but is sharply distinguished by numerous large quartz 
crystals and by worn and well-rounded fragments of slightly pinkish orthoclase . 
.A heliotype representation of t.his curious rock is given in the upper figure, Plate 
VII, natural size. These orthoclase fragments are all like pebbles, showing·no trace 
of sharp angles. They reach a maximum observed diameter of over 5cm, and none 
was noticed of less than 1cm, While never glassy, they seem quite fresh, represent 
but one crystallographic individual each, and are in no way related to anything seen 
in other occurrences of the porphyrites. The quartz crystals reach a diameter of over 
1cm in this rock and are always quite well-defined in crystalline form. Hornblende 
takes a prominent place beside the biotite in the microscopical constitution. It is a 
curious fact, commented upon later, that in spite of its large quartz crystals the 
younger porphyrite bas but 59.26 per cent. SiO2, while the dark, compact, older rock 
contains u6.29 per cent. Repeated determinations for both rocks show similar results. 
The origin of these ortboclase pebbles is very problematic. _ To consider them as 
earlier secretions of the porphyrite magma is to assume conditions to which no otber 
rocks of the group have beensubjecte<l,judgingfrom the total absence ofsucll orthoclase 
in them. Inclusions of basic microlites would seem to be- almost inevital>le, if these 
orthoclase individuals had formed in the midst of the minerals which one must sup-
pose to have reached consolidation before them. A thin section of one of these pebble-
like fragments shows that the feldspar is common orthoclase and that it contains 
inclusions of magnetite, biotite, and quartz. No zircon, allanite, or apatite was seen. 
The included quartz grains are small and crowded with fluid inclusions, in many of 
which the bubble is in active motion. 
From the above considerations it is difficult to reach a conclusion as to the origin 
of these feldspar masses. The absence of zircon and apatite and the presence of 
qua:rtz with such numerous fluid inclusions seem to indicate that the mineral is not 
an earlier secretion of the porpbyrite magma . .. The fact .that, while rounded fragments 
of gneiss and granite are abundant in many dikes in the Archean, they were not 
found accompanying these pebbles, would seem to throw doubt upon the accidental 
nature of the fragments in question. Until a more thorough examination of the occur-
rence can be made no satisfactory conclusion seems possible. 
Chemical composition.-The analyses given below were made hy W. F. Hillebrand. 
Under I is given the composition of tbe typical bornblendic variety, occurring in thin 
intrusive sheets on the sides of Buckskin and Mosquito gulcbe.3. It is Type V of the 
table above; its macroscopical appearance is shown in Plate VII, lower figure, and its 
microstructure in Plate XX, Fig. 3. The specimen analyzed came from the Northern 
Light claim, iu lower Buckskin gulch [126]. The rock as a whole is quite fresh, 
although the few biotite leaves and occasionally a hornblende crystal are more or less 
• 
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decomposP-d, chlorite and calcite being the chief products. The plagioclase is still 
quite fresh, but some filmy calcite is scattered through the groundmass. Apatite is 
rather rare in this rook. 
Analysis II was made upon a compact hiotite rock, Type VI of the table, from 
North Mosquito amphitheater, where it occurs as a dike in gneiss [260]. There is no 
hornblende present in· this rock and biotite appears m11,inly in numberless minute, 
greenish flakes. Quartz is abundant in clusters of small grains in the groundmass, 
but seldom reaches macroscopic dimensions. Apatite is quite abundant. Pyrite is 
the chief ore of the rock, accompanied by some magnetite. Except for some calcite 
and chlorite the rock seems to be very fresh. 
I. II. 
Si02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56. 62 6!. 81 
TiO2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 0. 08 
.AhO3............ .. . . . . . . . . . 16. 74 15. 73 
Fe2O3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 94 
FeO . ...... .. ·... .. . ... . . . .. . 3. 27 
MnO ..... ...... ............ 0.15 
CaO .... .. ..... .. .. ..... .... 7. 39 
SrO .... . ..... . ... .. ....... . Trace 
MgO .... .. .. .. ........ .. . . . 
1 
4.08 
K2O ... .. .. . ... . . .. ... .. . . .. 1. 97 
N:i2O .. . . . . ... . ... . .. . ...... 3. 50 
H2O . ... . . . . . . .. . .. . ........ 0. 92 
CO2 . ... ... . .... . ... . ....... 1.15 
P2O5 .. . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace 
Cl.' ... ...... .. . ... ... ..... . 
FeS2 .... .. . . ... .. ... .. ...... . ... . .. . 
1. 68 
2. 91 
0. 08 
4. 22 
Trace 
2. 82 
1. 43 
3. 98 
o. 62 
1.08 
0. 23 
0. 04 
0. 90 = o. 48 s. 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 100. 73 100. 61 
Specific gravity, 16° C. .. .. . . 2. 768 2. 740 
the two rocks than 
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scopical!y visible, proved to carry 65.73 per cent. Si92· T4e ra.nge iu silica is thus 
more than 10 per cent., and it is chiefly affected by the amount of hornblende present 
in the rock. 
SACRAMENTO PORPHYRITE. 
This rock, which was at first classed as a quartz-porphyry and is so represented 
on the map, occurs in a large mass at the head of Big Sacramento gulch, whence intru-
8i vc bodies extend to the north and to the sontbeast. 
Description.-In structure this rock resembles those modifications of the Lincoln 
Porphyry in which the formation of the large orthoclase crystals bas been hindered. 
It 8hows many white plagi,oclase crystals of the usual stout habit and a, number of 
smaller, less distinct individuals which are less fresh, most of them being ortbo-
c1 ase. Both biotite and hornblende are present in distinct individuals, and quartz 
occurs in round grains, which are not very plentift-il. The groundmass containing 
tbese elements is subordinate but yet distinct. It contains pyrite and magnetite, and 
a sufficient number of small biotite leaves to be dark-gray in color, when fresh. Chlo-
. ritic decomposition products render it darker in most specimens coUected. Epidote, 
which is often prominent in more or less altered specimens, will be spoken of below. 
With the microscope it is found that zircon, allanite, apatite, and titanic iron, 
the last recognized by cleavage and alteration products, am fnrtheF components of 
the rock. Allanite is not so plentiful as in some other types described, but it is ob-
served in one or two slides and is probably a · regular but sparsely distributed con-
stituent. 
The microscope shows that plagioclaRe is developed almost exclusively in the 
form of porphyritic crystals and that but few of these are certainly orthoclase, 
although the latter mineral forms with quartz nearly the entire groundmass, the dark 
siiicates seldom appearing as constituent particles in this later product of consolida-
tion. Orthoclase is usually more decomposed than pla.gioclase, ·being cloudy after the 
manner commonly seen in much older rocks. The majority of the plagioclase crystals. 
arc clear in the center, but show incipient decomposition- in the outer zones. The 
laminre composing them are either broad or very narrow and the maximum angle of 
extinction in the macrodiagonal zone is 20°, indicating that varieties more basic than 
oligoclase are rare if present at all. 
Horn hlende and biotite have a thoroughly normal appearance, and are only 
interestiug through their decomposition products, to be considered below. Inclusions 
of the early accessory constituents are a matter of course in all the large crystals, but 
they are uever abundant and are never accompanied by glass, so far as observed. 
Fluid ipclnsions occur sparingly in quartz and feldspar. 
Decomposition products.-Noteworthy facts concerning the decomposition of rock-
building minerals may be observed in the Sacramento Porpbyrite. The specimens. 
collected are divisible into two classes, the one showing a bleached rock, the other-
containing macroscopically developed epidote. In the latter rocks [83-85] the micro-
scope shows a more or less marked tendency to the formation of epidote from both 
feldspars, as well as from biotite and horublende. Iu the last two minerals a dark, 
strongly pleochroic chlorHe is the forerunner of the epidote, while iu the feldspar no 
intermediate stage of any kind can be detected. :Muscovite and calcite, the common 
products of alteration in feldspars, are here but slightly developed. 
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In the second class mentioned the processes ot' decomposition have produced a 
light-colored rock, in which the biotite. is replaced by a light, straw-colored substance 
with silvery luster, while hornblende and ore particles have almost entirely disap-
peareu. The microscope shows that decompositiou has from the beginning taken an 
entirely different course from that just described, alth{mgh here, as there, the tendency 
has been to the formation of a particular mineral, that mineral being muscovite instead 
of cpidote. Muscovite resulting from the decomposition of biotite has been described 
(p. 324) in th_e case of the Mount Zion Porphyry, and the present instance is very simi-
lar. The muscoYite is filled with minute, pale-yellowish needles and grains (rutile '), 
which cause the macroscopically visible tinge of color. That this mineral is really 
muscovite it may be difficult to prove be;yond all dh;pute, but the feldspars in the same 
specimen are almost entirely altereu to an apparently identical substance, with some 
calcite, while no cblorite or epidote is found, showing that conditions favorable to the 
formation of muscovite certainly existed. In general it can be stated that those 
speci_mens in which the development of muscovite is most distinct occurred in masses 
covered by drift or exposed in the workings of mines [86], while those containing 
epidote are from more exposed positions, usually above timber-line. The observations 
are, however, too few to be considered as indicating any rule in the matter. 
Chemical data.-A silica determination proves that quartz must be prominent in 
the groundmass, as the quartz macroscopically visible is much less than in the Lincoln 
Porphyry, while the amount of silica found, 65.08 per cent., is but little less than that 
in the latter rock, viz, 66.45 per cent. [85a]. The Sacramento Porphyrite also con-
tains 3.55 per cent. of soda to 2.57 per cent. of potash l85a], which confirms the cla.ssj-
fication as a plagioclase rock. 
SIL VERHEELS PORPHYRITE. 
Occurrence and previous classification.-The intrusive sheets of eruptive rock occur-
ring in Mount Silverheels, two of which appear in the northeastern part of the l\10s-. 
quito Range map, belong to a rock which is not easily classified. It is colored as 
rhyolite upou the Ilayden Atlas of Colorado, and called '· (trachyte,)'' by A. C. Peale 
in 1Ji r port upon ti.le region.1 Unfortunately, its relations were not at .first correctly 
un<l r tood by the pre ent writer, and consequently the rock is colored upon the map as 
quartz-porph;vr. , wlJile he now regards it as a plagiocla.stic rock and. as belonging to 
the ries of porpbyrite ·. 
Description.-Tbi rock is of a greeni h or gray color and very fine grained, but it 
till .·hibit a d.i tinct porphyritic tructure when not too much decomposed. lts 
macr ·c picall vi ibl con tituent~ are feldspar, biotite, hornl>lende, and, spariugly, 
quartz all of th min Y ry mall individual , seldom exceeding 3mm in diameter. Tbe 
gr uu ma , 1 ' u ually ob cured by chloritic decomposition products. Microscopical 
tu<l.r h w the u nal acce or. mineral , including allanit and pyrite. 
\ ith regar l to l! f 11 par cry tal it i difficult to decide which may have been 
pr mim n fr r impl mi ·r Ii al tudy for many of them are entirely decom· 
p ·d and tll mixtnr f l it and mu covit re ulting iu all ca e do ,°' not giY a 
eological a.nd G ographical nrvey of T rritori , I 73, pp. 214-216. 
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certain clew. An alkali determination in one of the freshest specimens [100] yielded 
Na20 4.08 per cent. arid K 20 2.70 per cent., which must be decisive in confirming the pres-
ent classification, for it is to be expected from. analogy with the fresher rocks previously 
described that the larger part of the soda wilJ be contained in the porphyritic crys-
tals of the first generation, while the potash will remain chiefly in the groundmass. 
When nearly bafanced alkalies are, as a matter of fact, so disposed in the solid rock, 
the soda feldspar cert~inly becomes tbe more prominent ancl should determine the 
classification. 
The groundmass is holocrystalline, in most cases coarsel? microcrystalline, and 
is made np of quartz, orthoclase, and plagioclase, with some biotite. Its constitution 
b often obscured by chlorite. The amount of quartz. seems less than in most porphy-
rites described, and a silica determination gave but 60.42 per cent. [109b]. Epidote 
an<l cblorite are the products of the decomposition of both biotite and hornblende. 
Wlrnt seem at first sight to be included fragments of ainphibolite are most probably 
8ecretions of hornblende from the magma in an earlier period of the rock's history. 
B iotite and some feldspar accompany the hornblende. 
On the extreme southern spurs of Mount Silverheels, beyond the limits of the 
present map, between the forks of Crooked Creek, a variety of much more distinct 
porphyritic habit was found, which is colored on the Hayden ·map as "Porphyritic 
Trachyte" [108]. Its crystals reach 1cm in diameter and predominate over the light-
grayish groundmass. All the elements are the same in character as in the Silver-
heels rock, and it can be regarded only as a modification of the sa_me. 
MISCELLANEOUS PORPHYRITES. 
The "Green Porphyry," a peculiar fine-grained rock, was found occurring in three 
different places: first, -as a dike, running from the northern edge of Bross amphithea-
ter toward Mount Silverheels [98a]; secondly, on the north side of Mosquito gulch, 
nea,r its mouth, interbedded in Cambrian quartzltes [98]; and thirdly, as an interstrat-
ified bed on lower Loveland Hill, near the Fanny Barrett and Eagle Bird claims -
[98b]. It is macroscopically compact, light green in color, with an abundant chloritic 
decomposition product, which renders it difficult to distinguish clearly each crystal indi-
v_idual, although it is sometimes plain that the rock is almost wholly macrocrystalline. 
Quartz, feldspar, biotite, and hornblende are, however) recognizable, the latter two 
being much altered . 
Some of the thin sections prepared show no normal grouudmass at all, although 
a distinction can be made between certain well-crystallized elements and wholly irreg-
nhtr fragments. There seem to have been original crystals of feldspar, hornblende, 
and biotite, all quite small, while the remainder of the rock, solidifying later, was 
formed of the same minerals, with quartz, in irregular grains, which sometimes have 
reached the size of the cryst9,ls, but more frequently have not. 
The feldspars ~,re largely replaced by muscovite and calcite; the dark silicates 
by chlorite and epidote. Quartz is not abundant, a silica determination yielding but 
63.85 per cent. A few fluid inclusions are observed in quartz and feldspar. 
In connection with the above rocks should be mentioned several occurrences not 
to be cfa,ssed under any of the described varieties, though most closely allied to the 
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last one [100-106]. In the hand specimen they show but little that can be identified. 
They are green in color and fine-grained, with some visible feldspar and biotite or 
hornblende, aud, rarely, quartz. The principal decomposition product is chlorite, which 
renders the structure obscure. The microscope reveals a fully crystalline structure, 
in which a granular groundmass of quartz and feldspar is of_ varying importance. 
Quartz and orthoclase, intimately but irregularly intergrown, make up in some cases 
the greater part of the rock. Muscovite is the chief decomposition product of the 
feldspars and seems also to result from the alteration of biotite, after several inter-
_mediate stages. 
The Green Porphyry and the ones just mentioned are now thought to be more-
probably porphyrites than quartz-porphyries. 
YOUNGER ERUPTIVES. 
RHYOLITE. 
Among the acid orthoclastic rocks of the district are a few occurrences plainly 
distinct from any that have been referred to the group of the quartz-porphyries. 
Their mode of occurrence is different (see p. 194) and they possess to an eminent 
<l.egree the habit formerly considered characteristic of the younger eruptives. No exact 
data as to age are available, but they all seem to be more recent than the pe~iod of 
folding and faulting. 
The most important body of rhyolite is that upon the northern boundary of the 
· region under consideration, forming the mass of Chalk Mountain. As this rock has 
very closely the habit of that subdivision of the rhyolites recently defined as Neva-
dite by Messrs. Hague and Iddings,1 that name will be applied in this description. Ac-
cording to the definition of the writers cited, Nevadite is a rhyolite "characterized by 
an abundance of porphyritic crystals imbedded.in a relatively small amount of ground-
mass," while liparite is a rhyolite '' characterized by a small number of porphyritic 
crystals imbedded in a relatively large amount of groundmass." These terms simply 
designate structural extremes in a group which is so large as to need some such treat-
ment. They occupy about the same position as the terms" granite porphyry" and "fel-
site porphyry." 
CHALK MOUN'1' .AIN NEV .A.DITE. 
General description. -This rock is characterized by the appearance of very numer-
ous dark quartz crystals and clear sanidines, with but very little biotite or ore, imbed-
ded _in a light gray groundmass. On the western and eastern parts of the mountain 
the feldspars are nearly all small and clear, and, as in this modification there is an 
almost total absence of biotite and ore particles, the feldspars are scarcely distin-
guishable at first glance from the enveloping groundmass, which has under the lens au 
exceedingly fine-grained, homogeneous texture. .All this only serves to bring out the 
more strikingly the abundant dark, smoky quartz crystals, which usually present the 
prism in very distinct developmen·t. They are here invariably fissured in all direc-
tions, and fractured surfaces have an unusually brilliant, vitreous luster. In this 
modification of the rock the quartz crystals ~eldom reach 1 cm in diameter, and the 
feldspars, though occasionally more than 2cm in length, are usually less than 1 cm in 
greatest diameter. 
1 American Journal of Science, III, XXVII, p. 461, 1884. 
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On the southern edge of the mountain and on the northwestern slope the rock 
bas an even more striking development than that just described. Both quartz a,nd 
sanidine, but specially the latter, occur in large crystals, and, while the quartz is-dark, 
as before, the sanidine possesses a most beautiful, brilliant, satiny luster upon a sur-
face nearly parallel to the orthopinacoid, which is particularly marked in fractured 
crystals. .At the same time biotite an~ ore specks appear in sufficient quantity in the 
subordinate groundmass to give it a tinge of gray and cause it to stand out plainly 
from the feldspars. The dark, smoky tinge of the quartzes, the deiicate but brilliaint 
luster of the sanidines, together with the general freshness of all constituents, give 
to the rock an extraordinarily beautiful appearance. On Plate VIII, page 88, is a 
beliotype represenmtion of this Nevadite, which but feebly expresses the strong con-
trast between various constituents. 
Macroscopic constituents. - Of the feldspars in this rock orily' the sanidine is at all 
prominent, although plagioclase appears in small crystals and sparingly in the ground-
mass. The plagioclase must be an oligoclase poor in lime, as is shown by the rock analy-
sis later. Sanidine, mucli more glassy and fresh in appearance than the plagioclase, is 
by far the most interesting component of the rock. Many of its crystals are Carlsbad 
twins, sometimes polysynthet.ic, and exhibit the faces oo P, oo P oo, OP, and 2P oo. The 
luster which has been mentioned is highly cha,racteristic and is described in detail 
below. 
Some of the large, lustrous sanidines exhibit a peculiar internal structure. On 
breaking open several crystal~ there appeared a kernel partially detached from an 
outer zone or shell about 1 mm in thickness. All free surfaces of the kernel are glis-
tening crystal faces, and the inner surfaces of the shell are likewise regular crystal 
planes, upon which minute projections are found to be like attached crystals, with the 
same orientation as the larger indiviuual. The shell usually exhibits 'the satiny luster 
more markedly than the kernel, but no other difference was noticed between the 
substance of the two parts. 
From a clear cry~tal in which the luster was not pronounced a section was pre-
pared nearly at right angies to the edge between OP and oo P oo, and the optical axes 
were found to lie near together in a plane normal to oo P oo. 
The quartz crystals and grains of this rock are quite free from mineral inclu-
sion ; glass has never been obserYed in them and arms or inclusions of the ground-
ma s are alike rare. Gas pores are, on the other hand, quite abundant, being in part 
n gative cry talliu in form . Many pores, seeming at a low power to be merely filled 
with ga , are really fluid-inclu ions with a relatively small amount of fluid. This is 
v ry plain if the ca ity is irregular, the fluid being pressed into the angles or pro-
jecting arm , while the main part of the cavity is occupied by the bubble. 
Biotite i er pariogly dev loped in mall hexagonal leaves. Magnetite is the 
ly or mineral and i present iu v ry, mall quantity. Apatite and zircon are the 
r mainio()' acce ori , and both ar mncli le abundant than is u ual in the rock of 
tb i, tri t. 
The groundmass.-Qnartz and fold p r iu a very ev n - ·1 ained mixture are almo t 
ol n ·ti u nt f th :· nudrn ."'. In th coar er variety of tl.leNevadite tlle 
f tu . 5mm Hlld th gr t r part can be identifi cl a 
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quartz or feldspar, the larger portion of the Jatter bein~ monoclinic. The groundmass 
of the more compact varieties of the rock is cryptocrystalline. Gas pores of irregu~ 
l.J r shape are present between the granules in all modifications. 
While there is no microfelsitic substance and no persistent glassy base, properly 
speaking, there are irregular, disconnected patches or particles of a clear, structure-
less, isotropic matter, with branching arms filling spaces between grains of the ground-
mass. This substance is most clearly developed in the coarser parts of the rock mass, 
and it is apparently identical in character with the glass observed in the rhyolite from 
the Hohenlmrg near Berkum, on the Rhine, Germany, first described by Zirkel.1 In 
!llanner of occurrence of this glass residue the two rocks are very similar, though it is 
more abundant in the German rock. The latter contains plagioclase abundantly in 
the groundmass and its basic silicate is hornblende. 
Drusy cavities.-In the coarser-grained parts of the Nevadite body are numerous 
small cavities lined by minute crystals. At the northwestern point of Chalk Mount-
ain they reach the maximum in size, some observed being several centimeters in great-
est di::i.meter. In the larger ones the crystals reach a determinable size and are found 
to be chiefly sanidine, in delicate glassy tablets that are always Uarlsbad twins, 
with some quartz, biotite, and topaz. A few stout crystals seem likely to be triclinic 
fe1dspar, but they could not be definitel.v determined. A coating of manganese binox-
ide is often upon the crystals and dark spots in the mass of the rock seem due to 
the same substance. Both sanidine and topaz from these druses are worthy of special 
notice and are described below. No minerals which _can be considered alteration prod-
ucts are found in these druses and a natural explanation for tbe occurrence is to 
regard all the crystals as sublimation products. 
Topaz,-Usually but a single topaz is present in one of the druses, and that is 
larger and more perfect in development than any other crystal. The topaz is ~,ttached 
directly to the walls of the cavity and often bears small tablets of sanidine upon it. 
The crystals which can be recognized vary from 0.5mm to 3mm in Jength, but it seems 
quite probable that there are some smaller ones, indistingnishable from quartz. 
'I'he determination rests upon the crystalline form, which is very distinct and is 
tha,t of common topaz. One crystal, measuring 3mm in length and 1 mm in thickness, 
was removed from the rock, and its angles were measured with a Fuess reflection 
goniometer. This crystal presents oo P, oo P2 and 2.P rx; as thP, dominant forms; OP is 
a narrow face and 4P rx;, 2P rx;, 2P, and P are minute, but very distinct. The angles 
measured are as follows: 
ooP /\ x: P 124° 161 
ooP2/\ oo P2 over oo l'oo 93° 7' 
OP /\ 2 P oo 136° 30' 
OP /\ P 1J4° 11' 
OP /\ ~ P 115° 55' 
2P rx; appears as a very narrow face in the zone of 2P to 2P. This is the usua,1 habit, 
with the occasional addition of rx; P rx;, and a more prominent development of OP. 
Thi s crystal is also imperfectly terminated at the attached end, showing 2.P rx; most 
prominently, with 41' oo and 2P also rMognizable, and there are no signs of hemi-
morphism. 
1 Mik. BesehnJ. der Min. unu Gestcine, p. 34'.t 
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No occurrence of topaz jn eruptive rocks has been previously described, so far 
as is known to the writer. Topaz is found· in other parts of the Rocky ]\fountains: 
and in Mexico~ where eruptive rocks are said to occur~ but,the connection between 
the two has not been demonstrated. 
The satin-like luster of the sanidines.-The lustrom; surface is in the orthodiagonal 
zone and iuclined a few <iegrees to the ortbopinacoid, as is evident in the Carlsbad 
twins, usually polysynthetic, the luster reaching its maximum of brightness simul-
taneously in alternate planes. lVlicroscopical investigation shows a most perfect parting 
parallel to the surface of luster, and with a knife-blade flakes can be split off in this 
direction, even more readily than parallel to the basal cleavage-plane. Thin plates 
parallel to t4e base . (OP) show a very fine striation at right augles to the line of oo P rk> 
and :l:: to the directions of extinction. Thin flakes split off parallel to tlrn lustrons 
surface show, under the microscope, that the luster is due to inteTference of light in 
passing the films of air between the extremely thin plates produced by the parting. 
The thinnest flakes, composed of a few plates, are transparent and exhibit delicate 
colors of interference, while those composed of more plates are dull translucent or 
opaque, the light having been co_mpletely extinguished by the repeated interference. 
The luster is then due to reflected light from the air films near the surface and to its 
interference. By examination with a good hand lens, a delicate play of colors may 
be seen upon the lustrous surface of the crystals. 
In the drusy cavities above described the sanidines are thin hi.blets, almost invari-
ably Carlsbad twius, with prominent development of the clinopinacoid. Such crystals 
examined under the microscope, as they lie upon the predominant 
pinacoidal face, afford a means of .determining approximately the 
position of the plane parallel to which the parting referred to takes 
place. The adjoiuing cut represents one of these crystals, a nor-
rna,l Carlsbad twin, with a tbird and smaller plate, also in twin posi-
tion. The faces shown are: oo P, oo P oo, P oo, OP, and 2P fi.) ,as in<li-
cated, From all the outlines and from basal cleavage or irregular 
fissures run dark lines, in uniform direction for each individual of 
the twin, and penetrating varying distances into the crystal. This 
n nudoubte<lly represents an iucipieut stage of that parting, which, 
1 
Fm.1. -SanidinefromNc- in the large crystals of t he rock, occasions the brilliant luster, for 
vadite. h 1. t ese dark rnes do not represent needles of any mineral substance, 
but the air films :fi.1ling the :fissures. 
Thi.· parting may be seen upon all microscopic sanidine crystals of the rock, and 
even the irregular grains of that mineral in the groundmass, when cut in the right 
direction, show a very fine, delicate striatiou, which is undoubtedly dne to the same 
cau e. .As een from the figure, the position of the surface is that of a positive hemi-
orthodome, for tlie cleavage plates of large crystals show the plane to be at right augles 
to the clinopinacoi<l. As urning the axial ratio 
a: b: c = 0.653: 1: 0.552 and /J = 640, 
t rmin l by tri.iver 1 for free cry tal of sanidine, the face corresponds clo elyto 
-_ . Tlli uld r nir an angle of 720 40' with the l>a al plane, wbile that 
1 itecl by T ch rmak, L ebrb ncb d r 11ineralogio, p. 4G5, 1 3. 
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rneasul'ed iu the crystal figured ,vas 720 53'. Of course this cannot be regarded, under 
tl.le cil'cumstances, as anything more than an approximate determination. 
Chemical composition.-The specimen subjected to quantitative analysis is from 
t.lle northeastern part of Chalk Mountaiu [397] and is of the relatively finer-grain~tl 
modification. This was chosen in order to obtain more easily an average sample of 
the rock. The analysis is by W. F. Hillebrand. 
SiO2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -·····---· 74.45 
Al20 3 .• ••••.•••• . . •.••••• • ••• ___ •• __ ••.••• _.. • • • • 14. 7i 
F(·2O~. ___ .............. ___ ... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None 
FeO . _. _ .. .•..... _ ... _. __ .. _ .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 56 
Mn02 •••••• ••••• . •••••• • ••• .• • •• • •••••• •• .•. •••• 0.28 
CaO. _ ..... ___________ . _. _ .. _. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O. 83 
}\1g0 . ___ . _ . __ . _ .. ___ ........ ___ . . ___ .... _ . . . . . . . 0. 37 
1{20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 53 
N a,2O .. . .............. _ .... _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 97 
LhO .... .. ... . .......... _ . __ .... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tra,ce 
H2O .•.. - . . . . . . .. _ . . . . . _ ............. , . . . . . . . . 0. 66 
P20 r. ......... . ' ......... _ .............. .. ........ - . 0. 01 
100. 38 
The rarit.v of biotite and of magnetite in this rock, which has already ueen 
emphasized, is certainly confirmed by tbis analysis. In fact, H is evident that no 
miner:1ls, aside from quartz and feldspar, play any important role. The large amount 
of soda, sllown by the anal_ysi~ maue it desirable to know how large a share of it was 
cout?ined in the sanidine1 an,l an mia1y~is of a large clear crystal was therefore made. 
The result wa.s aN follows: 
SiO2 ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65. 04 
Al203 ........ . . ... . ............... - . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 20. 40 
CaO ..................... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O. 79 
1{20 ... - - . - ...... - - .... - .. - - . . . - . - ... - - ...... - .. . 9. 74 
~~~2g I ... -.... ---...... --. -.... ---.... --...... --. 4. 11 
H~O ...... ........ - ........ - ..... - - . . . . . . . . 0. 29 
100. :17 
From this it may be safely assumed tlrnt a large part of the soda found in the rock 
belongs to the sanidine, for no visible impurities were present, such as plagioclase 
grains. The same bolds true for the lime. It is worthy of note that the silica, per-
centage is the highest yet obtained in any rock of the region. 
BLACK HILL RHYOLITE. 
The rh_yolite forming Black Hill, iu the southeastern corner of the mapped dis-
trict, is like the Chalk }\fouutaiu .X ev;idite iu IJeiug composed almost wholly of quartz 
and feldspar, but the resemblauce otherwise is not Yery marked, for the Black Hill 
rock possesses a groundmass whicll is fully eqnul qnnntitati"rnly to the small imbedded 
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crystals. Both feldspars are present in n~merous crystals, but orthoclase alone is 
prominent in tlrn groundmass. Quartz occurs in abundant, slightly smoky crystals. 
Biotite, in small he~agonal lea"\'es, is sparingly scattered through the whole, and mag-
netite is also insignificant as a constituent. 
Fluid inclusions appear in both orthoclase and quartz, particularly in the latter, 
and sometimes carry white cubes, apparently of salt. There are glass inclusions also 
in the quartz, but not plentifully. The groundrnass is granular and shows no glass 
substance like that in the Nevadite. 
The orthoclase, though fresh looking, has none of the glassy appearance of 
sanidine, and it must be confessed that there is little evidence in the observed charac-
teristics of the rock demanding that it be separated from the quartz-porphJrries. There 
is no direct evidence of its age, and its classification as a younger rock rests chiefly 
upon the following facts. In mode of occurrence and in composition it is more nearly 
related to the Cllalk Mountain N evadite than. to any other rock of the region described. 
It lies separated by a considerable space from all other eruptives of the map, but is 
adjoined at no great distance on the south and southeast by a large series of rhyolites 
and andesites. It is regarded as most probably related to these in its origin. ~ silica 
determination in fresh rock gave 69.54 per cent. [140]. 
M0 NULTY GULCH RHYOLITE. 
Occurrence. -On the northern boundary of the area mapperl, at the western base 
of Bartlett Mountain, occurs a rhyolite of peculiar character. It appears in one large 
and several small bodies at the head of McNnlty gulch (not indicated on the map), 
which runs north and enters the Ten-Mile River at Oa,rbonateville. White Ridge, 
between Chalk ranch anrl Chalk Mountain, is also formed of this rock, as are one or 
two minor bodies west of Uhalk Mountain, which are not shown upon the map. 
At the head of McNulty gulch this rock cuts porpliyrite and the fresh-looking 
quartz-porphyry which t;ccurs in the synclinal fold at this point. All these rocks 
extend north ward into the Ten-Mile district, and they will be more fully treated in the 
forthcoming report upon that region. 
Description.-In the largest body of this rhyolite, indicated upon the map, the 
prevailing habit is that of a light-colored rock, showing numerous slightly pinkish 
quartz crystals, white glassy fold pars, and bright brown lJiotite leaves, with a subor-
dinate ashen-gray groundma' between them. Few crystals exceed 0,5cm in diameter, 
and the average i much le~s. Intimately associated wit.Li the above variety, usually 
in alternating band or tr am , with rapid though gradual transitions, is a darker 
modification, in wllich the d lopment of the quartz in particular bas been hindered, 
whil fi Id par and biotit are abundant in smaller individuals than before. The grouucl-
ma becom at once more prominent and darker brown in color, determining tlie 
gen ral bu f th . r ck. The thicker the e dark portions are the more completely tlie 
quartz di a1 p ar . In tb . m t ompact part of the rock a :fluidal structure is macro-
, pi ·a1J - 1 an , mall CT]i teuing pri m of hornblende appear. About included 
fr t n , t ., thi rbyolite grow compact in a imilar manner aucl 
l , Hh " 11 rock. 
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The smaller masses, though sometimes light-colored, seldom contain much macro-
scopically visible quartz, and hornblende is usually more or less abundant with the 
biotite. 
Microscopkal._The quartz-bearing variety shows under the microscope a decided 
preponderance of sanidine over plagioclase. The former is in most cases in fragments 
of crystals, while the ,plagioclasc is often in well-defined individuals. A few glass 
inclusions were seen in both quartz :md feldspar, while no fluid inclusions were noticed. 
Apatite and magnetite are rather sparingly present. No hornblende could be found 
accompanying the biotite in tbis form. The groundmas-s -is ,cryptocrystalline and is 
made np of colorless grains and ferritic specks which are un<leterminable. It seems 
probable that there is some microfelsitic matter present, but it could not be definitely 
recognized and there is certainly no gla.ss base. 
The microscope shows afmost as much hornblende as biotite in the compact rock 
and there is also a larger determinable amount of plagioclase t,han in the preceding 
variety, witll the same distinction noticed before in contrast with the sanidine, viz, 
that the latter mineral is more frequently in a fragmentary state, while tlie former is 
well crystallized. Quartz is present in clusters of small irregular grains aud rarely 
in crystals. The groun<lmass is, as before, cryptocrystalline, but its component par-
ticles are often minute prisms or flakes and there are more yellowish or opaque grainR. 
In the darkest modifications a small amount of quartz can always be recognized, 
but by no m_eans enough to represent. the crystals of the · light-colored variety. Still 
everything seems to indica,te that the various forms are modifications of one magma. 
and do not differ greatly in chemical composition. So far a.s the silica is concerned, the 
truth of this idea was fully established by three determinations made, respectively, in 
the quartz-bearing variety, the compact form associated directly with it, and, thirdly, 
in a very light-colored rock from a small isolated occurrence not visibly connected 
with any other. These yielded, in the order named, 65. 75 per cent., 65.21 per cent., 
and 65.63 per cent. of silica: · 
EMPIRE GULCH RHYOLITE. 
About opposite the Long :rnd Derry mine, on the south side of Empire gulch, 
there is a small body of rhyolite occurring as a bed 'below the Silurian Limestone [268] . 
• This is unlike any other of the rocks examined and deserves a short description. It 
is white, barring the specks of biotite, aud very fine-grainecl, although the lens shows 
many clear and 8barp quartz crystals. The feldspar is distinguishable from the ground-
mass through its superior whiteness and is apparently no longer fresh. The average 
size of the visible crystals is about 1mm. · 
Under the microscope the minute quartz crystals are seen to l>e well-shaped and 
to contain very characteristic clear glass inclusions, with none of fluid or ground mass, 
and a nry few apatite needles. The feldspars are chiefly orthoclase, though accom-
panie<l by plagiocfase, and both seem to be much altered, calcite being the most 
promiuent decomposition product. They contain some inclusions of glass, now much 
devitrified. The biotite is fresh and characteristic. 1\fagnetite is very sparingly 
present. 
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The groundmass has a mottled appearance in ordinary light through the gathering 
of exceedingly minute brownish particles about certain centers, but no optical proofs 
of a radiate structure could be detected. The quartz crystals are surrounded by a 
zone of similar constitution. Seen in polarized light, the whole groundmass seems 
cryptocrystalline, no isotropic matter being vh,ible. The substances forming it could 
not be identified, and they seem to be rather needle-shaped or foliate than granular. 
A.n alkali determination in this rock gave 3.50 per cent. of potash and 2.17 per cent. 
of soda, while the silica was determined at 68.05 per cent., thus confirming the iden-
tification as an acid orthoclastic rock. 
OTHER RHYOLITES. 
Rhyolitic tufa in South Park. -Four miles south of Fairplay and one mile east of 
• the limit of the map is a small outcrop of rhyolitic tufa occurring in the red sand-
stones of the Upper Carboniferous [141]. It is of very limited extent and is appar-
ently .-t:he extremity of an arm reaching out from some of the larger masses of rhy-
olite lying to the south or east. It is of a pink color, very· 1ight and porous1 and 
includes many fragments of sandstone as well as pieces of a still lighter tufa. Glassy 
feldspar, swarming with delicate glass inclusions, quartz, biot,ite, aud hornblende, can 
all be recognized. The cementing matter is dull, stained, fibrous, and largely micro-
felsite. The tufa contains 70.3 per cent. of silica. 
Dike in the Ten-Mile amphitheater.-A rock which seems to be related- to the Chalk 
Mountain Nevadite occurs in the amphitheater forming the source of Ten-Mile Creek, 
just east of Chalk.Mountain [139]. It appears as a dike in the Archean, for the amphi-
theater lies immediately east of the great Mosquito fault. On account of decompo-
sition of the feldspars, forming a light greenish-yellow mica, the exact parallelism be-
tween the two rocks cannot be absolutely established. The macroscopical appearance 
suggests an intimate relationship. 
Breccia in the Eureka shaft.-In the Eureka shaft, Stray Horse gulch, near Lead- · 
ville, a brecciated material was found, in which, among other rocks, is a rhyolite con-
taining biotite and larger crystals of feldspar than the type from Empire gulch, but 
with a similar groundmass [204]. Tbe sanidines abound in glass inclusions, and, 
besides the quartz, which is not specially abundant, there are aggregate::; of tridymite. 
QUAR'.fZIFEROUS 'l'RACHY'l.'E. 
At the head of Little Union gulch, south of Leadville, a rock was found travers-
iug the Archean and Lower Quartzite in an irregular dike, wliich must be regarded as 
a quartz-bearing trachyte [142]. Owing to it ~mall area and minor geological signifi-
canc , it ha not be n de ignated by a distinct color on the map, but has been included 
uud r tba of rbyolite. 
It ma ro eopi al appearance i very different from that of any other rock of the 
r o·i n. Tb olor i dark gra , it mo t prominent con tituent being a glistening-
r wn l>i tit , with mall gla fi ld pars and a number of rounded yellowish quartz 
gr, in . Be w n be i an ill-d fined, gray groundmass, which is quantitati,·ely 
mu 1J ·ub nlinat t h cry talline c n ·titueut . None of the cry tals exceeds 0.5cm 
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Microscopical.-Ortboclase (sanidine) and plagioclase seem nearly equal in impor-
tance. Both are very fresh and in most cases contain few interpositions, although a 
few crystals ·carry a very large number of devitrified inclusions. Hornblende in yel-
lowish-green individuals is quite plenty beside tbe biotite and both minerals are 
fresh. The amount of quartz seems limited to the macroscopically visible, rounded 
grains, and these, by their freedom from all inclusions and worn appearance, seem like 
accidental rather than normal constituents of the rock. Tl.leir number is small, and 
even if original it seems more proper to consider them as accessory. A silica deter~ 
mi.nation of an average specimen yielded but 61.22 per cent., so that it is evidently not 
to be classed with the acidic group. Magnetite is abundant, as well as pale mineral in 
irregular oblong grains, which may be titanite. Apatite is inclosed in all the larger 
elements excepting the ·quartz. · 
The groundmass is microfelsitic in large degree and contains few crystalline par-
ticles. It shows a distinct fluidal structure, made plain by the contrast between the 
portions carrying indistinct brown needles and colorless portions. 'Ihe needles are 
sometimes grouped in an imperfectly radiate manner about some small crystal, in a 
manner similar to that in felso-spherulites. These act feebly on polarized light, giving 
a faint black cross when seen between crossed nicols. Some colorless isotropic spots 
seem to be glass. The movements which produced the fluidal structure are also . indi-
cated by the crumpled biotite leaves and broken hornblende prisms. 
ANDESITE. 
Andesitic rocks have not been found within the limits of the Mosquito Range 
map, but at the Buffalo Peaks, a few miles south, a large variety occurs. In the course 
of a hurried trip a number of specimens were collected from this locality, represent-
ing several types; of these, two are su:fficien tly marked in character and occurrence 
to merit particular notice. 
PYROXENE-BE.A.RING HORNBLENDE-A.NDESITE. 
Macroscopical.-The rock which in the form of a sheet caps the mountain is a pro-
nounced hornblende-andesite [143]. Macroscopically it is dark brown in color and 
contains feldspar in clear or ashen-gray crystals and dark, glistening hornblende 
prisms as most prominent constituents. With the aid of the lens green prisms of -
pyroxene aud ore particles are quite abundantly visible. The brownish groundmass, 
which gives tone to the whole rock, is rather more abundant than all the crystals 
together. 
Microscopical.-Under the microscope the hornblende is found to possess the usual 
characteristics of that mineral in such rocks. It has a · dark, granular border, or is 
occasionally entirely replaced by a mass containing opaque ore grains, augite prisms, 
and some calcite as secondary elements. Besides the hornblende appear both hypers-
thene and augite, in smaller crysta)s, but more numerous. The former of these 
minerals possesses the same characteristics as in the accompanying hypersthene- · 
andesite. Most of the feldspars are distinctly plagioclase and some of them contain 
frregular glass-inclusions in great number, many of which are now much devitrified. 
Magnetite and large dusty apatite prisms are sparingly present among the porphy-
riticall-y imbedded crystals. 
MON XII--23 
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The groundmass is a mixture of delicate plagioc]as.e staves, minute prisms of 
hypersthene and augite, with magnetite and a scanty glass base between them, the 
latter devitrified by brownish globulites. 
HYPERSTHENE-..A.NDESITE. 
On the northeast shoulder of the mountain a very dark compact rock occurs, which 
seems to be an almost typical augite-andesite. Macroscopically there are numerous 
small glassy feldspars visible and a few green grains and ore specks, but the black, 
generally vitreous groundmass is much more prominent [144]. The microscopical ex-
amination shows a very close resemblance to the well-known Hungarian" augite-
andesites" of similar macroscopical habit. The rock contains no hornblende ancl 
no biotite, while the pyroxene consists in part of hypersthene ·and in part of common 
augite. Hypersthene is the more characteristic bisilicate in this rock, and the name is 
therefore given as above. Its determination rests upon careful optical and chemical 
investigations. 
Comparative study in connection with the above rock has shown that· a large 
number of so-called augite-andesites, both in this country and in Europe, are more cor-
rectly to be considered as hypersthene-andesites. Detailed investigations in regard 
to the Buffalo Peak rock and a comparative microscopical examination of allied occur-
rences are given in Bulletin ~o. 1 of the series published by the United States Geo-
logical Survey, •' On Hypersthene-.Andesitet &c. 
On Plate XXI are beliotype reproductions of photographs showing the com-
position and structure of the chief andesite types of the Buffalo Peaks. The result 
is so unsatisfactory that the figures convey but an indistinct impression. In Fig. 2, 
however, the small prisms of hypersthene are distinguishable from augite, which occurs 
chiefly in peculiar aggregates, with magnetite, feldspar, and sometimes with biotite, 
as shown in the lower left-band P?rtion of the figure. 
TUF .A.CEO US ..A.NDESITES. 
The tufaceous rocks of the Buffalo Peaks are chiefly if not entirely of ande-
sitic character, although they exhibit a very wide range in composition and texture. 
Some of them are loose or friable ash-beds, others contain a large amount of dark 
pearlitic glass with the ashy material, and still other beds are so compact as to resem-
ble ma ive rocks. In composition they vary greatly, especially in regard to the more 
ba ic ilicate ' , for bornbleude, biotite, hypersthene, and augite are respectively the 
characteri tic minerals in different beds, while they frequently occur together. 
The 1 el>bles included in these tufas represent as many tspes of massive ande-
ite a ar indicated by the various beds of tufa. Granite is also frequently found, 
e pecially in ome layer , and ometimes in large bowlders. 
RESUME. 
In th f 11 wing line are brought tog ther, in concise form, the results and par-
ti n]ar fi , tur of the pr ceding d cription which are deemed of special importance 
or int r 
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THE ROCK STRUCTURE$ OBSERVED. 
But three granular rocks were found, all of them diorites. In striking con-
trast to this rarity, it is observed that all the numerous quartz-porphyries and por-
phyrites are bolocrystalline and that the groundmass is in nearly all cases evenly 
granular. Although these rocks occur both in dikes and in · relatively large masses, 
this markedly crysta1line structure is wonderfully persistent through the extent of 
the existing variation in conditions. 
INDIVIDUAL ROCK TYPES. 
Of the various rock types described, the following seem specially noteworthy: 
1 . White Porphyry.-This rock illustrates a transition stage between the granu-
lar and porphyritic structures. Its imbedded crystals are few and small, but they 
evidently correspond to the more prominent, constituents of the typical porphyry, 
whether viewed from the structural standpoint or considered in the light of the genetic 
principle discussed in the introduction. In mineralogical composition this is an inter-
esting type, because of the absence of biotite or a bisilicate as an essential constitt1-
ent. Even the intimate relationship to a biotite-bearing rock indicates nothing more 
than the possible presence of biotite in very insignificant quantity. The common acces-
sories, apatite and magnetite, are also very rare. 
2. Lincoln Porphyry.-Tbis widely distributed type is remarkable for its large 
orthoclase crystals, developed during the later stages of consolidation, in the presence of 
abundant plagioclase. The persistency with which these crystals are found in masses 
of various conditions of occurrence gives at first a somewhat erroneous impression as 
to the distinctness of the type. Only the observance of many occurrences leads to a 
correct understanding of the relations of this rock. 
3. Nevadite.-Tbis variety has solidified at a stage seldom illustrated by instances-
which have been previously described. In its granular groundmass, consisting almost 
wholly of quartz and orthoclase, are still a few isolated particles of clear glass, a case 
directly analogous to but . one occurrence known to the writer. The present form 
may be considered as a fair type of the division of the rhyolite called "Nevadite" 
by Messrs. Hague and Iddings. The peculiar mineralogical components are referred 
to below, and a glance a~ the quantitative analysis will show a wonderfully simple 
chemical constitution. Silica, alumina, potash, and soda make up 97.67 per cent. 
of the whole, no other element reaching 1 per cent. 
4. Hypersthene-bearing andesite.-The rocks from the Buffalo Peaks, in which hyper-
sthene1 was identified as a prominent constituent, are especially noteworthy only 
as the first ones in America in which the important role played by that mineral was 
recognized. The experience of the last two years bas shown the writer that andesites 
containing bypersthene as an essential constituent are very abundant in Southwestern 
Colorado, while their distribution in the Great Basin and among the volcanoes of the 
P acific coast bas been shown by the publications of Messrs. Hague and Iddings 2 and 
Diller.3 
1 Bulletin No. 1, United States Geological Survey, 188:3. 
2American Journal of Science, III, XXVI, 222, 11:-83. Icleni., XXVII, 453, 1884. 
3Am erican Journ al of Scien,ce, III, XXVIII, 252, 18t14. 
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Analyses of eruptive rocks. 
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,- ---------
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NOTES UPON THE HENRY MOUNTAIN ROOKS. 1 
The Henry Mountain rocks are of two principal classes, one hornblendic, the 
other augitic. with plagioclase as the predominant feldspar in both cases. 
HORNBLENDIC ROCKS. 
Macroscopical.-The hornblendic varieties ·have as a class a much more recent ap-
pearance than the Mosquito Range porphyrites, with which they agree in composition and 
microscopical structure. This arises from thepreYailinglight-grayish tone of the ground-
mass and the glasRy luster of the feldspars. Nearly all specimens show a decidedly 
porphyritic structure-; although they vary greatly in the relative proportions of the 
groundmass to macroscopic elements. A white or glassy, colorless feldspar, in short, 
stout crystals, or less frequently in tablets, and a glistening dark hornblende are the 
only macroscopic minerals of prominence. A few rounded quartz grains are visible 
in some of the specimens, and pale-yellow, brilliant crystals of titanite can be detected 
in most of them; also, minute ore grains. The groundmass in which these minerals 
lie is gray or tinged with red when fresh~ but is greenish or dulJ gray when attacked. 
Careful search with the lens shows the characteristic striation of triclinic feldspars on 
many individuals, but it is much less prominent than usual. The hornblend~ is sub-
ordinate both in size . and number of its crystals, and seldom appears in the ground-
mass in sufficient quantity to give it a greenish tinge, as was common in the Mosquito 
Range porphyrites. Few feldspars reach a diameter greater than tom, while the 
average is below 0,5cm. 
Microscopical.-No. 04 will be first described~ as it corresponds so nearly to our 
Mosquito gulch type, and the mutual relations of the two rock groups can thus be made 
most easily apparent. The only minerals appearing in large crystals are feldspar and 
hornblende. No quartz grains fall in the section. Other minerals to be distinguished 
from those in the groundmass are zircon, apatite, magnetite, and possibly some titanic 
iron. An unknown pale-green mineral, polarizing strongly, is present in irregular 
grains in the groundmass (pyro~enei). It is not abundant. . 
The feldspar is clearly plagioclase in nearly all cases when seen in polarized 
light. Most crystals show distinct lamiurn running fully ac_ross them, but others con-
1 These notes were prepared at the request of Mr. Emmons for purposes of comparison with the 
eruptive rocks of the Mosquito Range. The examinations were made upon small specimens and thick · 
sections, comparatively few new sections having been made. As the material was in a measure incom-
plete and is no longer at hand for further study, the notes are presented without elaboration in sub-
fltantially their original form. The references are to the notes of Capt. C. E. Dutton in G. K. Gilbert's 
report upon the Henry Mountains. · 
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sist chiefly of one individual, in which a few thin wedges are inserted at one end, or 
on one si<le, in twinning position. These are, I presume, the crystals described by 
Captain Dutton as orthoclase at one end and plagioclase at the other. A zonal struct-
ure is often present, which is at times interrupted by the twinning. Inclusions in 
the plagioclase are not very abundant. There are sometimes minute dark inclusions, 
regular or irregular in shape and arrangement, which seem to be early inclusions of 
the groundmass or devitrified matter. Distinct glass and fii1id inclusions were seldom 
found. Hornblende occasionally penetrates the feldspar, but inclusions of other min-
erals are rare. 
The hornblende itself is well developed crystallographically. In this particular 
case (04) it shows an unusual tendency to an alteration, by which dark ore grains are 
formed on and adjoining the outer surface and on cleavage and other fissure planes. 
The appearance is, however, entirely different from that of andesitic hornblende; In 
one place hornblende is apparently forming from pale pyroxene. This is, however, 
an isolated case, as elsewhere the distinct outlines of the hornblende crystals prove 
them to be original as such. The hornolende is green and fibrous rather than com-
. I 
pact and yellow. 
Titrmite, which appears in most of these rocks, does not seem to be present here 
in good crystals. _Apatite is not abundant, but occurs in short, stout prisms. But little 
magnetite occurs in large grains. 
The groundmass is granular throughout and bas the same composition as in the 
Mosquito Range porphyrites; that is, it consists chiefly of quartz and orthoelase. 
Of the other Henry Mountain rocks, Nos. 8, 9, 16, 18, 20, 23, 32, 35, 40, 44, 46, 47, 
and 50-thirteen in all-seem identical in all essential points with that described 
above. Other accessory minerals appear in some of these sections. Biotite appears 
as a subordinate constituent in No. 35, corresponding in this respect to our porphyrites, 
and being the sole case noticed. 
Isolated grains of pink garnet occur in Nos. 23, 37, and 47. 1.itanite is present 
in nearly all and ilmenite in some of them. In 40 the latter seems to be producing 
titanite through its alteration. In 46 and 23 (new section) I find allanite correspond-
ing exactly in appearance to that of the Mosquito rocks. 
It can hardly be asserted that plagioclase predominates in all of the rocks, from 
the evidence of these sections alone, as some of them are very small; tuere can be no 
doubt, however, that all belong to the same rock type. I cannot convince myself that 
orthocla e exists in more than isolated crystals among the macroscopic elements. 
Inclu ions in feldspar are seldom more numerous or distinct than in the first case 
described. Occasionally, however, a crystal is filled with minute hornblende micro-
lites and clear cry tals of zircon, with other ill-defined matter .. 
. The feld pars are usually quite fresh, but the hornblende is sometimes entirely 
decompo. ed. The common re ult i a mixture of chlorite, filmy calcite, and opaque 
particle . Epidote i oft n a further product. Granular calcite is visible in some 
ca e and it origin doubtful. The minute ore grains of the groundmass are often 
hydrated, ivin a clin(J' tinge to the rock. 
I n n of th ab Y ro k can th re be any que tion as to the thoroughly cry · 
f th grouo lma u i vari in r lation to the cry tal and in com-
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position. Plagioclase in thin plates may be seen to enter into its constitution and the 
quantity of quartz doubtless varies. It even seems probable th at in extreme cases the 
groundmass may be entirely feldspathic. 
In nine other rocks, 24, 31, 33, 56, 61, 62, 67, 68, and 69, the groundmass is ex-
tremely fine grained and acts but feebly on polarized light. The granular structure is 
preserved, and I can find no proof of the glassy or strictly microfelsitic base. The 
varying relative quantities of groundma.ss and crystals are particularly marked in these 
fine-grained rocks (see 31 and 33) . 
.A.UGITIC ROCKS. 
The rocks included here are Nos. 28, 43, and one of those numbered 31. Hand 
specimens of 31 and 43 were among those sent. 
Macroscopical.- Specimen 31 is distinctly porphyritic, the greafer part is dull 
ashen-gray in color, and in this portion feldspar and groundmass are not clearly dis-
tinguishable throughout. There are a few fresh pink feldspars in tabular crystals, 
presumably orthoclase, reaching in one case nearly 2cm in length. Similar feldspars 
were not noticed in any of the hornblendic ro·cks. 
The dark basic mineral is very black and occurs in short stout crystals, mostly 
small, which lack the luster of hornblende. A. careful examination with the lens 
shows also that the section ·of the prism is octagonal, with alternate sides but slightly 
developed. This mineral is not so abundant as the hornblende in preceding rocks. 
Glistening ore particles and yellow titanite are distinct, though small. 
Microscopical.-(Of No. 31.) It is rather difficult to determine-the nature of the 
dominant feldspar in this rock. I think it is plagioclase, but cannot say that I can 
prove it from the microscopical examination alone. In the first place, this feldspar does 
not seem to polarize light so strongly as is common. Captain Dutton probably referred 
to this rock when he said that certain feldspars "had almost ceased to polarize." In 
the second place, those crystalf-l determinable as plagioclase are apparently oligoclase 
of medium composition, for the direction of total extinction in the sections examined 
does not vary far from the line of the twinning plane . . It is therefore often difficult to 
recognize the polysynthetic structure. By the aid of the quartz plate many are found 
to ·be distinctly triclinic, but still so many remain undeterminable that it is possible 
that orthoclase predominates in the rock as a whole. The feldspars resemble those in 
granitic rocks in, their dirty appearance, the result of incipient decomposition pro-
ceeding from innumerable cleavage planes. 
Inclusions of augjte are rare. Glass inclusions were not noticed and fluid ones are 
indistinct ~nd rare. The aiigite is unique in its optical behavior in that it appears as 
bright green by ordinary light and bas a pleochroism as strong as is usually found in 
green hornblende, giving, too, almost exactly the same colors. In all other and more . 
important respects this mineral shows the characteristics of augite. Contours of 
prism, cleavage, and maximal angle of extinction in prismatic zone (nearly 450) all 
indicate augite. Titanite and magnetite often penetrate the augite. 
The groundmass seems wholly crystalline, yet is unlike that common in the 
hornblendic rocks. It seems composed of feldspar and augite, with no visible quartz . . 
The feldspar is chiefly present in tabular particles, and not in irregular grains. The 
pale-green micro1ites and grains, which are quite abundant, seem to be of augite, as 
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there is more or less of a gradation in size from the large ones to these in the ground -
mass. Very minute ore particles are present. 
No. ~t3 is of quite different macroscopical structure. It appears almost macrocrys-
talline, the groundmass occupying simply the interstices between the small white 
tablets of feldspar, while the augite occurs in minute grains not recognizable by the 
naked eye. 
Microscopical.-The feldspars ha,e a duller appearance even than those in 31, and 
there is the same difficulty in determining which species predominates. The augite is 
the same in character, but does not appear in the groundmass as in 31. 
In No. 28 (the slide alone examined) exists still another form of structure. Th_e 
whole mass is here microcrystalline and consists ·cbiefly of feldspar, concerning which 
the same doubts exist as before. The augite is very distinct. The groundmass is made 
up of small feldspars and nearly every one is determinable as feldspar. Quartz does 
not appear; the same accessory minerals are here as in others, titanite, magnetite, &c. 
Hornblende is exceedingly rare, if, indeed, it occurs at all in these three rocks. No. 
29, however, shows both minerals. The hand specimen shows large, distinct horn-
blendes, but in the slide, among the few minute irregular grains (no large ones being 
present), augite appears fully as abundantly as hornblende. The remainder of the 
rock is entirely feldspathic, both orthoclase and plagioclase being recognizable. 
But one rock remains, No. 57. This is the sanidine-trachyte of Dutton. Not hav-
ing the hand specimen and with only one slide, but little ca,n be made out of it. It 
seems like a tufa or fragmental rock of some kind. The minerals recognizable (plagio-
clase, orthoclase, quartz, and hornblende) are chiefly in irregular fragments of crystals 
and the groundmass, though cryptocrystalline for the most part, has some isotropic 
substance. 
RESUME. 
The greater part by far of the Henry Mountain rocks correspond very closely in 
composition and structure to our Mosquito Range porphyrites, or in particular to those 
varieties in which biotite is rare or is wanting and in which the hornblende .does not 
appear in the groundmass in large quantity. Both consist of plagioclase and horn-
blende, with a granular groundmass, composed essentially of quartz and orthoclase. 
They differ -
the 
a, in outward appearance. 
b, in almost total lack of biotite. 
c, in frequent presence of titanite. 
d, in that the grain of the grotlndmass sinks in certain cases to exceeding 
fineness. 
None of these is weighty in comparison with the resemblances. 
The outward difference seems due to the fact that the specimens were tak('n from 
urface in a region essentially dry and arid. 
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CH.APTER I. 
ORE DEPOSITS. 
The preceding chapters have been devoted almost exclusively to the 
consideration of the geological structure of the district. This subject has 
been treated at considerable length, not only because it presents many facts 
which seemed of ·sufficient interest to geologists in general to. justify such 
treatment, but also because a thorough knowledge of the geological struct-
ure of a region is an essential and indispensable basis for the study of its 
ore deposits; a fact which is too often lost sight of by those practically 
engaged · in mining. For a time the miner may develop his mine success-
fully by simply following the ore lead, guided by the empirical rules which 
experience has taught him, and without regard to the geological phenomena 
presented by the country rocks, their structural conditions, or the probable 
origin and manner of formation of the deposits; but the time is sure to 
come when without this knowledge he will be liable to make mistakes 
which may cost him more than he has gained by all his previous Jabors. 
Before proceeding to a detailed description of the various ore deposits 
of the region studied in the course of this investigation, it may aid the 
reader to have a brief resume of their principal characteristics and a con-
cise statement of the conclusions which have been arrived at with regard 
to their origin and manner of formation. 
CLASSIFICATION. 
To a scientific description of natural objects the most valuable aid 
is a rational and universally accepted system of classification. The first 
obstacle one encounters in attempting the description of ore deposits is 
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the absence of such a classification. The object of a system of classifica-
tion is not only to afford a means of avoiding long and repeated circum-
locutions in descriptions, but also to furnish a comprehensive view of the 
mutual relations of the classes of phenomena to which it is applied. Such 
systems must necessarily change from time to time as the scientific studies 
of the phenomena progress and know ledge with rega~~d to them becomes 
more accurate and thorough. The unsatisfactory state of 'existing classifi-
cations of ore deposits is due in_ large degree to an imp·erfect knoyVledge of 
the subject on the part of those who have made them, but in part also to 
their being made from a false standpoint. 
As the study of geology sprang originally from the empirical observa-
tions of those engaged in mining f~r the useful metals, so the first systems 
of classification of ore deposits were based on distinctions and character-
istics established by the miners themselves in their daily work, and, as in 
carrying on this work the outward form of the deposit was the most essen-
tial characteristic, this naturally formed the basis of their classifications. 
But while general geology has made relatively more rapid progress than the 
study of ore deposits, which, being a matter of practical-and economic im-
portance, has seemed to many to belong to a lower sphere of scientific inves-
tigation than purely theoretical questions, the prevalent classifications still 
hold largely to the original .basis of -the practical miner. The form of a 
deposit might well constitute the basis of a classification, if it constituted 
an essential charactedstic thereof, and if there were certain regular forms 
that belonged exclusively to particular classes of deposits, which had a 
ne e ary connection with the sum of their other characteristics. This is 
so far from being the case, however, that not only is no one form confined 
to any particular cla s of deposit, but the same class of deposit, that is, 
one whi h ha undou tedly the same origin and manner of formation, may 
have a great variety of different forms, as is the case with those about to 
e de cribed. 
That the cientific study of ore deposits has not kept pace with the 
adv nee in th r branches of geology is due in great part no doubt to the 
inherent difficulty of the subject, but also in a measure to a want of scien-
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tific zeal or knowledge on the part of those who are practically engaged in 
mmmg. The phenomena to be investigated m1.,1st be studied in the under-
ground workings of mines, in which not only is a very small area open to _ 
obseryation as compared with the surface phenomena on which other geo-
logical reasonings are mainly based, but they are not in their nature as 
permanent as are the latter and soon become obscured by decay or entirely 
inaccessible. But, while the attainable facts are thus · relatively me_ager, 
they have not all been made available to the student, for the reason that 
those practically engaged in mining are too often content with noting those 
alone which have an immediate practical bearing, and have neglected to 
put on record th~se· of merely theoretical interest, which, ne.verthe~ess, if 
carefully observed, might afford a basis for scientific gene-ralizations of great 
economic importance. 
We can only hope to arrive at a satisfactory and rational classification, 
which shall be founded essentially on genetic principles, when our knowl-
edge of ore deposits shall be vastly increased by the accumulation of a 
great number of scientific observations, based on correct geological studies, 
and towards this accumulation we must look to those practically conducting 
mines for a most essential contribution, since they alone have the opportu-
nity of daily observation of the constantly changing phenomena which ore 
deposits present. Meanwhile it may be of use to review some of the more 
prominent systems of classification proposed by modern writers . upon ore 
deposits, and to consider their relative applicability to the important class 
of deposits under consideration. 
As the Germans were the first to write upon mines and ore deposits 
and the classifications adopted by other nations have been to a greater or less 
degree founded upon their work, the first place will be given to a mention 
of those most current in G-ermany at the present day. The original edition 
of B. von Ootta's treatise upon ore deposits appeared in 1853, and has not 
been essentially changed in the later edition here quoted. The next classi-
fication quoted is that of Dr. Joh. Grimm, professor of the School of Mines 
in Pr,ibram, Bohemia. The third is that given in his course on mining at 
the School of Mines of Berlin, by Professor H. Lott~er, and pubfo,hed by hii. 
M ON XII-24 
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successor, Professor A. Serlo. The last, that of Dr. A. von Groddeck, of 1he 
School of Mines at Clausthal, in the Hartz. 
Von Cotta.1 
I. Deposits nf regular form. 
1. Beds. 
a. Beds of ore, coal, etc. 
b. Placer aeposits. 
2. Veins. 
Grirnm.2 Serlo-Lottner,3 
I. Disseminationso1·impreg- I. Inclosed or underground 
nations (tleposits form- deposits. 
ing an essenfotl constit-
uent of the country 
rock). 
1. Sheet (regular-shaped) de-
posits. 
a. Veins. 
Von Groddeck.4 
I. Original or primary de-
posits. I 
A. (Jontempora.neous with 
country rock. 
a. Transverse or ordinary 1. Original impregnations. b. Beds. 
1. Deposits in stratified 
rocks. 
veins. 
b. Bedded veins. 
c. Contact veins. 
d. Lenticular veins. 
II. Deposits of irregtilar 
form. 
1. Stocks (sharply defined 
bodies.) 
a. Stock works. 
b. Contact stock&. 
c. Cave fillings. 
d. and e. Pockets, kidney-
shaped deposits (Butz-
en, Rachelen, Taschen, ,. 
Nester, Rinner, Nie-
ren).* 
2. Impregnations {bodies 
not sharply defined). 
a. Independentimpregna-
t.ions. 
b. Dependent impregna-
tions (connected with 
other deposits). 
* Untranslatable miner's 
terms. 
2. Seconda.ry impregnations. 2. Mass (irregular-shaped) 2. D ep osi ts in eruptive 
II. Distinct ore deposits 
(forming an accessory 
constituentof the coun-
try rock). 
deposits. 
a. Stocks. 
b. Stock works. 
3. Other irregularly-shaped 
rocks. 
B. Later than country rock. 
3. Deposits filling pre-exist-
ing cavities. 
1. s he et (regular-shaped) deposits (pockets, kid- a. Veins or lodes. 
masses. neys. &c.). b. Ca,e fillings. 
a. Bedtled (sedimentary) / II. Superficial deposits. 4. Metamorphic (or metaso-
matic) deposits. <leposits. 4. Deposits of debris (plac-
b. Veins; crevicedeposits; 
stringers (filling open 
fissures). 
c. Sheet-shaped segrega-
tions. 
2. Stocks and ir1·egularly 
shaped deposits. 
a. Bedded (sedimentary) 
deposits. 
b. Stocks (Butzen, Nester, 
etc.) , :filling pre-exist-
ing cavities. 
c. Stock works (reticulat-
ed veins). 
ers). 
5. Surf ace deposits in place 
(bog-ore, &c.). 
II. Secondary or detrital de-
posits. 
1 Die Lehl'e von den Erzlagerstatten. Freiberg, 1859. 
2 Die Lagerstatten der nutzbaren Mineralien. Prag, 
]869. 
3Bergbaukunde. Berlin, 1878. 
4 Die Lehre von den Lagerstatten der Erze. Leipzig, 
1879. 
Von Ootta's classification is founded exclusively on the form of the 
deposit and recognizes no genetic principle as a basis of classification. ,.I'hus, 
uch es entially opposed deposits as coal beds and placer deposits, on the 
one hand, and mineral veins and contact deposits, on the other, are put 
un er one general heading; while cave-fillings, pockets, etc., which may be 
merely ff: hoot from a vein or contact deposit, come under a di tinct main 
head. 
rimm'' cla ifi ati n 1. al o mainly founded on the outward form >f 
h bu he a mit a few min r genetical di tinction u h a ep-
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arating bedded deposits of sedimentary origin from those which were formed 
later than the inclosing rocks. Lottner also bases his classification on out-
ward fortn alone, but distinguishes secondary from original deposits. Von 
Groddeck lays mdch more stress on genetic distinctions, and not only 
brings in each of those recognized by the two previously named, but admits -
the existence of ore deposits of later formation than the country rock which 
do not necessarily fill pre-existing cavities or fissures. 
F. Posepny,1 professor at Pribram, ·who has made an extensive study 
of ore deposits, including many of those of the United States, proposes an 
even more radically genetic s~bdivision of metalliferous deposits into (1) 
deposits in pre-existing cavities and _(2) those formed by gradual replace-
ment of the rock . substances by the vein material or mineral, the first class 
being further subdivided into those filling cavities formed in a mechanical 
way, or dislocation spaces, and those formed by corrosive action in soluble 
rock, or corrosive spaces, which would correflpond in general, though not 
necessarily in all cases, to the distinctions of Grimm and Groddeck of the 
fissure-fillings and cave-fillings. 
In order that a classification should find general acceptation among 
mining men, it is essential, moreover, that it should be simple, concise, and 
of easy comprehension, qualifications which the first two of the above 
systems certainly do not possess. Thus, in this country, where mining: 
geology has found its principal discussion in courts of law, in which Prime's 
translation of von Cotta has been generally accepted as authority, ore 
deposits of primary origin (leaving placers out of considerati~n) are practi-
cally divided into true fissure veins and deposits which are not true fissure 
veins, the latter class being somewhat loosely subdivided into contact 
deposits, blanket deposits, and rake, pipe, and gash veins. 
The term "blanket deposit" is probably derived from the manta of the 
Spanish miners, a terin which in Mexico and South America designates the 
richest and most productive ore bodies, but in the United States is apt to 
be applied in rather a derogatory sen~e to any horizontal sheet of ore. The 
last terms are derived from lo~al usage in the lead regions of the north of 
1 Archiv fiir praktische Geologie, p. 600. Wien, 1880. 
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England, and their general application is of very doubtful advisability, 
since authorities differ as to their exact definition. The term "gash vein" 
is the only one recognized in the classifications given below, and is there 
applied to a fissure which is confined to a particular rock or bed and which 
does not extend· into the adjoining rocks. 
The English literature of ore deposits is even more meager than the 
German. Of general treatises on this subject, the more prominent in this 
country are J. D. Whitney's Metallic Wealth of the United States, pub-
lished in 1854; an article by R. ·w. Raymond, in his Mining Statistics for 
1869; and an admirable but little known paper on ore deposits, in John-
son's Cyclopffidia, by R. Pumpelly. J. S. Newberry has also published an 
article on the origin and classification of ore deposits in the School of Mines 
Quarterly for March, 1880. In England, J. Arthur Phillips published in 
1884 an extended treatise on ore deposits. Of the classifications proposed 
by the above authors, those of Newberry and Phillips are nearly identical 
with that of Whiti~ey and Raymond's is avowedly an adaptation of Lottner, 
the differences in either case being unessential for the purposes of the· pres-
€nt discussion. Those of Whitney and Pumpelly alone are therefore given 
here, and to them is added that given by A. Geikie in his Text Book on 
Geology (London, 1882), mainly because of the different standpoint from 
which it is made.1 
1 Prof. Joseph Le Conte has also published an article on the Genesis of Ore Deposits, in the Amer-
ican Journal of Science for July, 1883, in which a subdivision into (1) fissure veins, (2) incipient fissnres, 
(3) brecciated vein , (4) substitution veins, (5) contact veius, (6) irregular ore deposits, is given. 
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J". D. Whitney. R. Pumpelly. A. Geikie. 
I. Superficial. I. Surface deposits. I. Contemporaneous ores of 
IT. Stratified. 1. Residuary deposits. stratified rocks. 
a. Constitutinii; t-be ma1:1s 2. Stream deposits. II. Contemporaneous ores of 
of a bed or stratified crystalline rocks. 3. Lake and bog deposits. 
deposit. III. Subsequentlyintroduce<l 
b. Disseminated through II. Forms due to the wxture ores. 
sedimentary beds. of the inclosing rock or 1. Mineral veins or lodes. to its mineral constitu-
c. Originally deposited 
tion, or to both. 2. Stocks and stock works from aqueous solution, 
but since metamor- 1. Disserninated concentra- (including gash veins). 
phosed. tions. 
III. Unstratified. a. Impregnations. 
b. Fahlbands. 
[ a. Masses of eroptiv, 
2 . .Aggregated concentrations. 
origin. 
~ b. Disseminated in erup- a. Lenticular aggregations. i1 tlmooks b. Irregularmasses (stocks) ~ c. Stock work deposits. c. Reticulated veins (stock 
H d. Contact deposits. works). 
l e. Fahlbands. . d. Contact deposit!!. 
~ r Sog,ogat<d veins. III. Forms due chiefly to pre-i g. Ga.sh veins. existing cavities or open 
~ h. True or fissure veins. fissures. 
1. Cave deposits. 
2. Gash veins. 
3. Fissure veins. 
All of the above are an advance upon von Cotta in that form is not in all 
cases the exclusive basis of classification. Whitney's first two subdivisions 
are distinctly genetic, but the third, which embraces the majority of metal-
]iferous_ depm,its, is an unsystematic grouping of a variety of forms having 
only one common quality, that of not being stratified. Whitney recog-
nizes a genetic quality in his division a, that of being of eruptive origin, but 
few geologists of the present day agree with his wide application of this 
quality-for instance, to the great deposits of magnetic iron of Missouri and 
Lake Superior. In his "segregated veins" he recognizes the possibility 
of an unstratified deposit which is not the filling of a pre-existing cavi_ty, 
while no such recognition is found in Geikie's classification. Geikie's term 
"subsequently introduced ores," on ·the o"ther hand, is to be preferred to 
" unstratified deposits," as being based on a more essential char·acteristic 
of the deposit. This would involve, however, a definite statement as to 
the age of Whitney's Classes III, a and b, which his general term avoids. 
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Pnmpelly's classification ignores the division of stratified or contum-
poraneous ore deposits, and in his text he states his belief that the greater 
number of ore deposits have been formed later than the inclosing rock; 
he also says that all metalliferous aggregations are the result of a process 
o'l· series of processes of concentration. 
Posepny states his opinion on contemporaneous deposits even more 
strongly in the following words: 1 
In the course of my nearly twenty-years studies of ore deposits I have yet met 
with no deposits (carrying sulphides) which answer to Werner's definition-that is, 
whose ores are contemporaneous with the country rock and which form a regular 
interstratified bed between other rock strata. 
Like Posepny, Pumpelly recognizes the importance of deposits which 
do not fill pre-existing cavities, devoting to these his subdivisions I and II. 
These he says fall under two heads, as regards the manner in which the 
space occupied by them was obtained : (1) by mechanical displacement of 
the inclosing material; (2) by a chemical replacement similar to that- to 
which pseudomorphs owe their origin. His use of the form as a ~asis of 
subdivision for deposits filling pre-existing cavities seems more legitimate 
than in the case of those which his title seems to imply are merely concen-
trations of metallic minerals already existing in the rock, and the use of 
.the word "concentration," as applied exclusively to the latter classes, seems 
unfortunate, as implying that the others are not concentrations also. 
Geikie's classification has the merit of conciseness and his principal 
divisions are based on genetic principles, but his subdivisions, like those of 
von Cotta, recognize only differences of outward form. 
In view of the difficulty, or even, in many cases, the apparent impossi-
bility, of determining defini!ely the genesis of a given deposit, it may well 
be que tioned how far it is advisable to adopt genetic relations as the ba 'i 
of a clas ification, ince it will frequently happen that an observer will be 
at a 1 to determine under which subdivision the deposit he is studying 
h uld be placed. It eem to the writer, however, that in such a ca e, 
although hi t rmi1 ation may not be final and may give ri e to di cu j n 
and di~ r i opinion on the part of other observers in the ame fi ld 
1 Op. cit., p. 423. 
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he will be led by this very fact to make a more thorough and searching 
examination than if he were only required to define the deposit in question 
according to its outward form. 
As regards the applicability of the foregoing classifications to the Lead-
ville deposits, it will be seen from a perusal of the following pages that no 
one of the subdivisions proposed would adequately define them; either 
they would apply only to a limited portion of the deposits or else they 
would include them under the same head with deposits of an essentially 
different character. 
Of von Ootta's, Lottner's, and Whitney's subdivisions, several would be 
applicable; thus, a large part of the deposits are contact deposits; other 
parts, however, not being at the contact of two different rocks, would be 
stocks when large and pockets, chambers, etc., when small. The same remark 
would apply to Pumpelly's subdivision of his Class II, 2. On the other 
hand his definition of gash veins, as filling open fissures, would not apply 
to those of this region. The deposits would come under only a single head 
of Grimm's, Geikie's, and von Groddeck's classifications. By the two for-
mer they would be classed under the general head of stocks, which really 
defines nothing except that they are of irregular-shape and large. Finally, 
von Groddeck's term "metamorphic," or "metasomatic," applies to all the 
Lead ville deposits and defines one most essential characteristic; without 
some modification, however, it would apply equally well to a large por-
tion of the Rocky Mountain deposits in Archean rocks, which have been pre-
viously considered to be "true fissure veins." 
LEADVILLE DEPOSITS. 
Manner of occurrence.-By far the most important of the ores of Lead ville 
and vicinity, both in quantity and in quality, occur in the blue-gray dolo-
mitic limestone of the Lower Carboniferous formation, hence known as the 
Blue or ore-bearing Limestone, and at or near its contact with the over-
lying sheet of porphyry, which is generally the ·white or Leadville Por-
phyry. They thus constitute a sort of contact sheet, whose upper surface, 
being formed by the base of the porphyry sheet, is comparati~ely regular 
and well defined, while the lower surface is ill-defined and irregular, there 
being a gradual transition from ore into unaltered limestone, the former 
/ 
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These associations have already been remarked in other mining dis-
tricts. 
Secondary alteration.-Here, as elsewhere, the ores found near the surface 
are mostly oxidized or chloridized ores, and those farther removed from it, 
or comparatively unexposed to the direct action of surface waters, are 
mostly sulphides. It may be observed, moreover, that the zone of sec-
ondary deposition, or that in which oxidized ores predominate over sul-
phides, varies in the depth to which it extends with the relative altitude of 
the deposit; or that in higher altitudes, where surface waters are imprisoned 
by frost during a larger portion of the year, the proportion of secondary 
products is less. 
There is a contrast in this respect, however, between the deposits of 
Lead ville and those of the more arid regions of the Great Basin. In the 
latter the surface zone, or zone of oxidation, is generally more sharply 
defined and extends down to what is known as the water level. This con-
trast is more apparent than. real, for the zone of oxidation is there dry, be-
cause of the limited atmospheric precipitation, and in Leadville generally 
wet, partly because of the relatively great precipitation and partly because 
of the peculiar geological position of the deposits, which renders them more 
accessible to surface waters. The alteration of the ore deposits is produced, 
not by the water alone, but by the atmospheric agents which it brings from 
the surface with it; whereas in the case of deposits below the water level 
the water which reaches them, not coming directly from the surface, but 
through a relatively long underground passage, has during that passage 
been deprived of these active agents of oxidation or neutralized. 
Mode of forrnation.-From the present investigation it has been assumed, 
with regard to the mode of formation of these deposits : 
I. T hat they were deposited fro m aqueous solutions. 
I I. T hat they uere originally deposited mainly in the form of sulphides. 
III. That the process of deposition 1.cas a rnetasoma,tio interchange 'lL ith the material 
of the rock in iohich they 1.c re depo ited. That i , that tbe material of which th .r -were 
c m1 cl wa n t c: d p it in a pr - xi t ing caYity in tll rock but that ill' ·olu-
ti n · whi b arri d th m radnally di ' lved ou the origiual roek llla,terial aud left 
tll r r Y in mat rial iu i · pla . 
I\ . Th 1t th min r 1[ olu.tion or or current con entrated al ng natural 1wt r 
·h rnn ,7,. rnd follotc rl by prefi ·r nee the b rlrling plan . at a · rtain .r; olo[Ji ·al h ri-on, but 
that th,·.11 ol.·o p1•11 trat .,z th uljoininfJ rock.· throu9h ro.·.·joint.· aJ1d ·lear cge plan,·. ·. 
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Age of deposits.-As regards the time of deposition of the original ore 
deposits, it is proved: 
That they were deposited not later than the Cretaceous period. 
That they are later than the inclosing rock is proved by their mode 
of occurrence; and since they have partaken of the dynamic movements to 
·which these rocks were subjected, and were folded and faulted with them, 
they must have been formed earlier than these dynamic movements, which, 
as the geological considerations already presented show, occurred not later 
than the close of the Cretaceous period. 
Origin of the metallic contents.-With regard to the immediate source from 
which the minerals forming these deposits were derived, the following con-
clusions have been arrived at: 
I. That they came froni above. 
II. That they were derived rnainly from the neighboring eruptive rocks. 
By these statements it is not intended to deny the possibility that the 
material may originally have come from great depths, nor to maintain that 
they were necessarily derived entirely from eruptive rocks at present im-
mediately in contact with the deposits. 
The facts and reasons on which these conclusions are based will be 
given in the following chapters. 
r 
OHAPTER II. 
IRON HILL GROUP. 
IRON HILL. 
General description.-Of the three principal groups of mines, that of Iron 
Hill presents th~ simplest type, both in geological structure and in the 
character of its ore deposits. It is that of a block of easterly-dipping beds, 
with a fault on its western side, by whose displacement these beds have-
been lifted in places about one thousand feet above their western continu-
ation, and in which ~he ore deposition has taken place at the upper surface 
of the limestone bed, along its contact with the overlying porphyry, and 
extending down at times into the mass of the limestone. This simple type 
obtains only on the south end of Iron Hill, and even then in a somewhat 
modified form, the north presenting, as will be seen . later, the extreme of 
complication. 
The area represented on the Iron Hill and North Iron Hill maps forms 
topographically one continuous ridge. The map has been printed on two 
sheets, partly because of its otherwise cumbersome size and partly because 
the geological character of the opposite ends of the hill is very different. 
The Iron Hill map includes all of Iron Hill except its northern por-
tion, together with a part of Dome or Rock Hill, the spur which lies be-
tween California and Iowa gulches. It thus taJ.rns in all the mines belonging 
to the Iron Silver Mining Company, to the La Plata Mining and Smelting 
Company, and to the Silver Cord Combination, which represent the prin-
cipal developments outside the Adelaide-Argentine group in this portion 
of the Lead ille region. 
Ir n Hill and its companion, Carbonate Hill, are flat-topped bosses or 
h ul er n the main pur of the Mo quito Range between California and 
E n ul he , wh e form wa evidently due originally to the displace-
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ment of Iron and Carbonaie faults, though much modified by later erosion. 
The region, however, as distinguished from the other portions of Leadville, 
has been scarcely affected by glacial action, California gulch, in which 
erosion has been deepest, being, as has .already been shown, essentially a 
valley of erosion. The slopes of the hills are steep, but extremely regul~r, 
and covered with an accumulation of "Slide," whose average depth may be 
considered to be from six to ten feet. This slide is distinguished from 
Wash by being not rounded, but angular and resulting from the disinte-
gration of rock in place. It consists mainly of the debris of White Por-
phyry, .which forms the top rock of either hill. The porphyry weathers 
into thin sherd-like fragments, which from their relative lightness are easily 
carried down by rain or snow, and therefore cover the greater part of the 
slopes of the hills, even where other rocks actually crop out. It is only 
along the steep slopes of the V-shaped valley of California gulch that actual 
outcrops of rock in place are found on either hill. 
Geological structure.-The average strike of the formations on Iron Hill is 
a little west of north, and the beds dip east at an angle of about 12° to 
25°, shallowing, however, to the eastward, and probably basining up toward 
the Mike fault. The south face of the hill has, by the erosion of the deep 
V-shaped valley of California gulch, been left so steep that its surface is ·but 
thinly covered by detrital material, and east of the Iron fault, whose line is 
marked by a slight depression down the slope, the outcrops of the succeeding 
sedimentary beds can be .,readilytraced, in the numerous prospect holes, from 
the Lower Quartzite, immediately overlying the Archean, up to the main 
body of White Porphyry, which forms the summit of the hill. 
The geological section represented on this slope is, then, in descending 
order: 
1. White Porphyry capping, in which are included detached portions of the 
Weber Shales, represented in the Imes shaft by black shales and, along"the outcrops 
on the Lime and Bull's Eye claims; by a greenish slate containing plentiful casts of 
Lingula. mytiloides. 
Feet. 
2. Blue Limestone ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... _ . . . . . 200 
3. P arting Quartzite (outcrop obscure)...... . . . . . . . . . . '" .. . . . . .. .. 20 
4. White or Silurfau Limestone ........... _.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140 
5. Lower or Cambril:l"n Quartzite ................ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160 
6. Archean gneiss (not exposed.) ............ ...... ..... . .......... . 
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Later intrusive sheets.-Besides this normal series of beds, are two intrusive 
sheets of porphyry of later eruption than the ·white, and allied to, though 
not absolutely identical with, the Gray Porphyry. One of these is found 
at the top of the Blue Limestone, the other near its base. rrheir probable 
extent can be best seen by reference to the map and sections ( Atlas Sheets 
XXIII, XXIV, XXV). The thicknesses there given are assumed from the 
position of outcrops, where they could be determined, and from other in-
direct evidence, and may differ considerably from the actual facts, as these 
porphyry sheets, especially the later ones, vary much in thickness in rela-
tively short distances. 
Upper sheet.-The rock of the former of these bodies is of a dark-gray 
color and consists of plates of altered mica and relatively large, opaque, 
white feldspars in a greenish-gray matrix. So far as seen it is in a too 
advanced state of decomposition to allow of a satisfactory determination of 
its original constituents. Externally, however, it resembles more closely 
the country rock of the Printer Boy mine than any other porphyry col-
lected. 
This sheet, while in general separating the White Porphyry from the 
Blue Limestone, does not always keep exactly the same horizon. In the 
bed of California Gulch, where the outcrops cross and where this porphyry 
seems to be thickest, it cuts into the Blue Limestone, leaving a portion of 
the latter above it, near the mouth of the La Plata tunnel. Farther west, 
on the hill slopes, it cuts up into the White Porphyry for a short distance, 
leaving a sheet of that rock between it and the Blue Limestone, and then 
again returns to the contact on the Lime claim, on Iron Hill, and west of the 
Dome fault, on Dome Hill. '11here is direct evidence that the sheet thins or 
wedges out from this crossing of California Gulch to the south, west, and 
north, but on the east no workings have yet reached a sufficient depth to 
cut it. It is n t impos ible that it may be an offshoot from some large body 
ccu1 yin()' a lower po ition in that direction-the Printer Boy body, for 
in tanc , whi h i at a lower geol crical horizon, though actually brought to 
a hiO'her 1 va i n by faultin . 
Lower sheet.-The r k f the ec n l ody, a compare 1 with that ju 
le ri r wi h the n rmal ray oq hyry, ha in the hand pecimen a 
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much finer grain, and its minute feldspar crystals are generally of a flesh 
color. When thoroughly bleached by _decomposition it can be distin-
guished from the White Porphyry by its speckled or mottled appearance, 
whence the name of "mottled porphyry" that is not infrequently applied 
to it. It is probably also a variety of Gray Porphyry, though, like the pre-
ceding, not fournf in sufficiently fresh condition for exact determination. 
As nearly as can be determined from the various prospect holes on the 
slope of the hill, this body has its maximum thickness near the line of the 
Iron fault and thins out to the southeast. It is best seen in a tunnel driven 
in near the fault, on its contact with an und~rlying limestone, which is sup-
posed to be the lower portion of the Blue Limestone, though, as the Part-
ing Quartzite was not actually exposed below it, this cannot be regarded as 
beyond a doubt. A certain amount of iron-stained material is found at the 
contact, and it had been supposed by som~ that this repetition of a contact / 
of porphyry and underlying limestone below the regular outcrop was evi-
dence of another fault, the different character of the two porphyries having 
escaped observation. 
,.I'his porphyry sheet is probably of much wider extent than the one 
previously described, although its actual outcrqp is much more limited; as 
will be seen later, it probably extends under the greater part of Carbonate 
Hill, and inasmuch as sheets of Gray Porphyry are found in considerable 
development on the north end of Iron Hill, though at somewhat lower hori-
zon, it is fair to assume, as has been done in the sections ( Atlas Sheet XXIV), 
that it extends under Iron Hill also, gradually lowering ih horizon toward 
the north. It is probable that the small bodies of Gray Porphyry found 
crossing the limestone in various points of the hill are offshoots from this 
body. 
White Porphyry.-rrhe White Porphyry, which forms the summit of the 
hill, is the normal rock already described. From the quarry in California 
gulch, just above Graham gulch, was taken the specimen chosen for complete 
analysis (see Appendix B, Table I). In this quarry, which is but a short 
distance west of the Iron fault, the jointing planes are strongly marked, 
those parallel with the plane of the fault being the most prominent. 
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Blue Limestone.-· The Blue Limestone, as shown by the map, has an 
unusually broad outcrop in California gulch, owing to erosion and to the 
low angle at _which it stands. From the bed of the gulch the outcrops extend 
up along the hill slopes on ei.ther side, only obscured by slide or surface 
debris, until cut off by the Iron and Dome faults, respectively. On the 
Montgomery claim, a cliff exposure of a very considerable thickness of the 
lower beds is afforded by an open cut, where the limestone was. formerly 
quarried as a flux for the smelters. There is also a small outcrop west of 
the Emmet fault, near the bed of the gulch, below the Columbia tunnel. 
From the upper beds in the Silver Wave ground were taken the specimens 
illustrated in Plate VI (p. 64) and whose composition is shown i~ Appen-
dix B, Table V. _ The characteristic ribbed structure is here very well devel-
oped. The thickness of the formation, as calculated from these outcrops, 
is two hundred feet or more, which is greater than that deduced from meas-
urements on Carbonate Hill. 
Silurian.-The White Limestone is disclosed in numerous prospect holes, 
and some shafts on the south side of the gulch have cut the character-
istic Red-cast beds. The Parting· Quartzite could not be unmistakably 
recognized, owing to its close resemblance underground to decomposed 
porphyry. There is, however, no reason to assume that it is wanting. 
Cambrian.-rrhe Lower Quartzite h, best shown in the Globe and G:-arden 
City shafts, each of which has cut through it into the underlying Archean. 
The quartzite is of the usual normal type and the Archean is a coarse-
grained granitoid gneiss. 
Iron fault.-The average direction of the line of the Iron fault is a little 
ea t of north, but its course is very crooked, as shown on the map. Although 
thi irregularity may be somewhat increased by erosion, i.e., be greater than 
if the line given on the map were its intersection with a horizontal plane, 
till it cannot be considered abnormal, since from the bed of California 
aulch northward to the Cocl:fi h Balls shaft it has been actually proved in 
11any ea e a t render it delineation unusually exact. 
t ha e n ut y the working of the Garden City haft; by the L. 
. h, f , hi h w· unk l erpendicularly to the depth of two to three 
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hundred feet through White Porphyry, on the west side of the fault, into 
Lower Quartzite on the east side; by two shafts on the Lingula claim; and 
by numerous shafts and winzes in the claims of the Iron mine, some of the 
latter being sunk on the plane of the fault itself, and showing its average 
dip to be 60° to 65° to the westward, or nearly at right angles to the dip 
. of the formation. 
As the Blue Limestone has not yet been reached on the west side of the 
fault in the region represented on this map, its movement of displacement, 
or throw, cannot be accurately determined. Its maximum is probably not 
far from one thousand feet, since the City of Paris shaft, 1,200 feet north 
of the line of the map, was sunk to a depth of 800 feet without reaching 
the Blue Limestone. The dip of this bed carried back from the outcrop 
on Carbonate Hill, at _the average angle, would reach at the line of the 
fault a much greater depth, probably not less than fifteen hundred feet; 
but there are good grounds for assuming that this dip shallows, and that 
the beds actually basin up, i. e., assume a westerly dip, before reaching 
the line of the fault. 'rhe movement of this fault may here be partly dis-
tributed among smaller parallel faults to the west, like the Cai·bonate fault, 
in which case the contact immediately adjoining the main fault may be found 
at a less depth than 1,000 feet. To the north, beyond the limits of this map, 
as has already been St.:!en in the general description of the Leadville region, 
the movement of the Iron fault gradually decreases and it apparently passes 
into an anticlinal fold . As regards the continuation of the fault south of 
California gulch, however, no definite data have been obtained, since the 
great accumulation of Wash and Lake beds there have been a barrier 
to underground explorations. It has been assumed that it gradually 
passes into a synclinal fold, as indicated on the map of Leadville. The 
movement of displacement south of California gulch is, however, distributed 
among two faults, the Dome and the Emmet, with which the Iron fault is 
connected by a cross-fault (the California fault), which follows approx-
imately the bed of California gulch. 
California fault.-The plane of this fault has not been actually cut, but its 
existence is proved by the discrepancy of the beds on either side of the 
MON XII-25 
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gulch, the Blue Limestone outcropping near the Robert Emmet tunnel and 
opposite the Globe shaft, in which the Lower Quartzite is cut. 1 
Dome fault.-The Dome fault is in one sense the proper continuaiion of 
~lhe Iron fault, since it forms the great break on Dome Hill, as Iron fault 
does on Iron Hill, and, like the latter, passes at its extremity into an anti --
c1inal fold. Considered in this way, the Iron, California, and Dome faults 
would form a single fracture, somewhat irregular in direction, but having a 
general north-·and-south trend, while the sout~ern continuation of the Iron 
fault., as at present indicated, and the Emmet fault, would · be simply 
branches, relieving the strain at the sudden bend of the fault in California 
gulch. To the eastof this line of fracture are the principal outcrops of Blue 
Limestone and the main ore developments in this region, while to the west 
this horizon is more or less deeply buried beneath a covering of porphyry. 
The Dome fault _proper has a general nortl-t-and-south direction. Its plane 
has been proved by underground workings only in the Vining tunnel, but 
the line as given on the map is tolerably closely determined by the develop-
ments of adjoining shafts and inclines, those on the ,vest finding White 
P orphyry, underlaid by Gray ~orphyry, on a level with Blne Limestone on 
the east, in the Rock and Dome workings. 
Emmet fault.-rrhis small fault, running in a southwest direction from 
the California fault, has a movement of displacement the reverse of the 
majority of the faults in this region - that is, the upthrow is to the west in-
stead of to the east. Its plane has actually been prov_ed by a drift running west-
ward from a winze sunk in the Robert Emmet tunn el. It is further proved 
by the discrepancy in the position of the Blue Limestone and the overlying 
porphyries on either side of it, as shown in Section G, Atlas Sheet XXV. 
That it actually continues to its j nnction with the Iron fault to the south, 
a indicated on the Leadville map, is merely a matter of conj ecture. 
Dome HilL - By reference to Atlas Sheet XXV, Sections E and F, it wjlJ 
e n that the northern portion of the ridge of Dome Hill, adjoining Cal -
. offi Id-work development h1 th<' Garden City mine have definitely located the posi-
t. 11 of tli~"' ·t r11 nd of_thi fanlt. The lowr,r shaft on lhis cla im was sunk perpendicularly 100 fret 
tl_ir ,,wli lnnf' ton and Y m mat rial, and fbPn pas:ed into tlrn Lower Qnartzite, crossing th fault 
111 :iJ!<>n:dlr. At 1:W f ta drift t tb :ontb~·p, t en the fault at 5 ~,et from the ·baft sbowiDCT tba 
i d ipi oth onth . Ati5~ tfromtbe1-}rnfrtbe1-am c1riftcnttbeplaneofthe l ronf;uHand;a~"1·'1 
i 1 ,, 1!11· \\'bit Porph,Hy 0111h \'\'"p ·t ,id of thi, fanlt . 
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ifornia gulch, was originally part of the Iron and Carbonate Hill ridge and 
that their pre::lent se_paration by the :7alley of California gulch is due to 
erosion since the Glacial epoch. What is now the main crest of the ridge 
~as once an arm or bay in the Arkansas lake, and the actual rock surface 
is buried to a great depth beneath the deposits formed in this lake and the 
later Wash Except, therefore, on the northern edge of the ridge adjoining 
California gulch, which is the portion shown on the Iron Hill map, data 
.with regard to the actual rock surface are extremely meager. Its geological 
structure al:5ove and to the east is similar to, and practically a continuation 
of, that of Iron Hill, namely, a series of easterly-dipping beds, capped by -
porphyry, in which th~ ore bodies have been developed by following the 
contact of the Blue Limestone with the overlying porphyry. The main 
difference lies in the development of th~ intrusive sheet of Gray Porphyry 
below the White Porphyry, which is not, however, absolutely parallel 
with the bedding, inasmuch as on the summit of Dome Hill a small sheet 
of White Porphyry is left between the Gray Porphyry and the limestone 
an~ in the La Plata ground the Gray Porphyry cuts down through the 
upper part of the Blue Limestone. 
West of the Dome fault the relative position of these two sheets of 
porphyry affords most valuable evidence as to the underground structure,, 
and actually proves a basining-up of the beds towards the Dome fault, a& 
has been assumed to be the case in regard to the beds west of the Iron 
fault. At the Bank of France shaft the Gray Porphyry actually comes to 
the rock surface. The City Bank and Oro City, on the other hand, pass 
through the White Porphyry into the Gray, as does the Vining shaft higher 
up on the hill. rrhe Sullivan, Ben Burb, and Keno shafts have reached 
the contact and limestone after passing through the White and then a com-
paratively thin body of Gray Porphyry. The Blue Limestone is thus 
shown to be at no great depth below the surfac~ near the Dome fault. On 
the other hand, at the Coon Valley shaft, near the head of Georgia gulch, 
the Blue Limestone -is over six hundred feet deep, showing a comparatively 
steep dip from the fault westward.1 
• • 
1 S1~ce the completion of fielc1-work the contact and even valuable bodies or ore have been proved 
rn this reg10n west of the Dome fault, notably in the Rosie, Sequin, and Vining claims. In the Sequin 
the contact was struck at 37r-i feet, in the Vining at 317 feet, in each case with a sharp dip to the west-
ward. 
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The wedge-shaped block of ground between the Emmet and Iron 
faults may be considered a portion o~ the formation wp.ich, by compression 
between the _adjoining blocks, has been lifted up relatively and compressed 
into an anticlinal fold. Actual outcrops of Blue Limestone are found near 
the bed of California gulch, opposite the Globe shaft. rrhe Columbia tunnel 
was run in apparently on the very crest of the fold and developed consid-
erable ore on the contact. From the line of the tunnel the formation dips 
gently to the eastward and very steeply to the westward, so that in the 
Crescentia shaft, a little west of it on the slopes of California · gulch, at a 
· depth of 335 feet the limestone had not yet been reached, but the shaft was 
in the Gray Porphyry beneath the ·white~1 Sectior;i G, Atlas Sheet XXV, 
represents graphically the structure _ thus described. 
Ore deposits.-The principal deposition of -ore has taken place along the 
contact-plane between the Blue Limestone and overlying White Porphyry, 
and extended .to greater or less depth into the mass of the limestone. In 
several instances large deposits have been formed within the body of the 
limestone, being probably,_ on the line of some natural cleavage or joint 
plane which caused a deviation of the ore currents from their normal 
course. 
The vein material or gangue consists of hydrated oxides of iron an~ 
manganese, silica, and clay. The iron varies from a hard, compact, more or 
less silicious brown hematite to a simple coloring matter of the clay. Man-
gan ese is found sometimes in fine, needle-like crystals of pyrolusite, but 
mainly occurs as a sort of wad, a black clayey mass known to the miners 
as " black iron." Silica occurs either as a blue-black chert or as a granular, 
somewhat porous mass, hardly distinguishable from quartzite. Clay is 
found in greatly varying degrees of impurity, from a white kaolin down, 
and i a product of the decompo ition of porphyry. It occurs either in 
pl e r a an infiltrated mas . Be ide, this should be mentioned the 
Chine e t le of the miner , found mainly at the actual contact. 
1. h re i I ri n ipall3 argentiferou galena and its econdary product 
• 
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minerals, or those of less frequent occurrence, are sulphate of lead or 
anglesite, pyromorphite, mini um, zinc blende, and calamine. Native sul-
phur is found in one instance as the result of the decomposition of galena, 
and native silver formed by the reduction of chloride. 
MINE WORKINGS . 
. The principal mine workings in the area represented on the Iron Hill 
map may be divided into the following groups, commencing at the south: 
1. The Rock and Dome. 
i. The La Plata and Stone. 
3. The Lime and Smuggler. 
4. The Silver Wave and Silver Cord, including the South Bull's Eye. 
5. The Iron mine proper, inclnding the North Bull's Eye. 
Rock and Dome.-These two claims are owned and worked by the Iron 
Silver Mining Company. The former is opened by a tunnel running south-
ward on the strike, the latter by an incline running eastward on the dip. 
The ore bodies thus far developed in either mine are found near the sur-
face of the hill and may belong to the same bonanza, if the same north-
easterly direction of ore shoots prevails here as does on Iron Hiil. On the 
hillside, at the present mouth of the Rock tunnel, was formerly an actual 
rock outcrop, consisting largely of hard carbonate, from which the mine 
derived its name and where the first ore in place was found in this region. 
From it were no doubt derived the heavy fragments which caused so 
much annoyance to the early gulch miners. · 
From this tunnel level the ore has been followed along the contact of 
fonestone and porphyry a certain distance upward or toward the outcrop, 
but mainly eastward in the trough of a fold and then downward on the dip 
The workings have also been pushed southward with the intention of mak-
ing a connection with the Dome workings. Beyond the crest of the fold 
to the eastward the contact_ has thus far proved comparatively barren, but 
at the lower extremity of the Rock incline ore has been found which may 
be the precursor of a second ore shoot. 
In the Dome the rich ore has thus far been found nea,r the mouth of 
the incline, in very considerable thickness and with a remarkable develop-
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ment of masses of Chinese talc in the ore body, at some distance from the 
contact. The incline has not yet reached a · second ore shoot in depth, 
though there is every probability that one will eventually be found there. 
The ore in both tl~ese mines is mainly a -hard _carbonate, very rich in 
lead, but of comparatively low grade in silver. It is very thoroughly oxi-
. dized, and in some cases a red oxide of lead has been found in it. It 
occurs in bodies sometimes of considerable thickness and always at or near 
the contact. At the contact the alteration of porphyry into the so-called 
, Chinese talc is very persistent, and when found in the ore body, as i~ the 
Dome mine, shows that offshoots of the porphyry had probably penetrated 
the limestone previous to the replacement of the latter by vein material. 
Sections E and G, Atlas Sheet XXV, which pass through the Rock 
workings, show the fold in the limestone, which affords a good illustration 
of the tendency of the ore currents to deposit their load immediately above 
any sharp bend in the stratification. 
La Plata, Stone, and A. Y. -The La Plata claim is opened by a tunnel 
800 feet long, running south from near the bed of the gulch. Its direction 
was intended no doubt to correspond with the strike of the formation, but 
in point of fact it diverges a little to the westward, so that while at the 
mouth it is at the actual contact of the White Porphyry and Blue Limestone, 
it departs from it more and more as it advances. At the extremity, however, 
the contact bends sharply down to the south, so that a winze has been sunk 
70 feet to reach it. It is noticeable that this bend is on a line with the east-
ward continuation of the California fault. 
Below the mouth of the tunnel and in the body of the limestone is 
found the Gray Porphyry sheet, which to the north and south is found 
above the Blue Limestone and separating it from the White Porphyry. The 
c ntact in this mine wa not found very productive. A small body of ore wa 
found ea t of the tunnel, near it mouth, and a .prospecting drift running to 
th Gnei on haft, and continued ome di tance beyond it, found the u ual 
nre of miner·1lizing action, but no pay ore· it bowed, however a 
t I nin ofthe i1 ftheformati nof35°. Thi ,with the udden teepen-
f the tunnel h w how difficult it i to count on any reo·u-
ip f he £ rm ti n until i ha been actually pro, ed. The 
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main ore developments have been in the body of the limestone, extending 
as much as one hundred feet below it£ surface, and are opened by the Rus-
tin shaft. These and the similar ones in the Silver Wave ground are inter-
esting as showing that the ore deposits are by no means confined to the 
surface of the limestone, as was originally supposed. The bodies are irreg-
ular in shape, but have their greatest extent in a nearly vertical dire-ction: 
The slickensides found on their walls give evidence of some movement, 
and they were evidently formed by ore currents percolating along cross-
joints or planes of fracture in the limestone, having a general north and 
south direction. The ore is oxidized and does not differ essentially in char-
acter from that in the adjoining mines. 
r~he Stone claim was ingeniously outlined to take in the curving out-
crop of the Blue Limestone as it crosses the gulch. The developments on it 
are mainly on the north side of the gulch, and have as yet opened no con-
siderable ore bodies, though the evidences of replacement action are abun-
dant. Probably a search below the contact for bodies similar to those of the 
La Plata might prove remunerative. 
The shaft of the A. Y. mine, above the Stone claim, has develope~ an 
extremely interesting occurrence of unoxidized ore, a inass of galena, pyrite, 
and zinc blende, which was the only one reached in the Leadville region, 
though unfortunately not accessible, at time of visit. The ore is of low 
grade in silver., and hence of little value in competition with the more easily 
reducible oxidized ores. 
Lime and Srnuggler.-Directly. opposite the Rock workings, and at a cor-
responding elevation on the north slope of California. gulch, are the work-
ings of the Lime, Smuggler, and adjoining claims, which, though not very 
extensive, are sufficient to give evidence of another zone where the lime-
stone has been largely replaced by vein material. The m.inor folds in the 
limestone are here very sharp, the rock masses near the surface sometimes 
broken, and the replacement has been somewhat irregular, so that the con-
tinuity of the ore bodies is not always evident. Here, as in the Dome 
claim, a small thickness of White Porphyry separates the intrusive sheet of 
Gray Porphyry from the contact, as shown in Sections E and F. From 
the south incline of the Lime to the South Bull's Eye but little ore has 
• 
/ 
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yet been developed along the contact. On the extreme north end of the 
Lime claim, an incline, not indicated on the map, was driven in on the 
contact until cut off by a waII of Gray Porphyry, standing at an angle of 
65 ° with a strike to the east and northeast. This would seem to be an off-
shoot from the intrusive sheet- in the lower part of the Blue Limestone. 
!fhe form of this offshoot, shown in Section E, must be understood to be, in 
the present state of developments, purely a matter of conjecture. That 
ore bodies have not been found at the contact here· is, however, not neces-
sarily a proof that they may not exist within the body of the limestone, as 
wiII be seen from the description of the next group. Thin beds of shales 
carrying Lingula are found at the contact in the Lime and Bull's Eye 
claims, near the outcrop. 
South Bull's Eye, and Silver Cord Combination.-A considerable body of rich 
carbonate ore was fgund along the contact and near the outcrop at the 
south end of the Bull's Eye claim, which has been developed by the 
so-ealled South incline. It was extremely irregular in shape, extending in 
places fifteen or twenty feet below the contact; its probable continuation 
in tµe Silver Wave ground is apparently even thicker. As shown in Section 
D, this body, like that already described in the Rock mine, occurs just above 
and on the crest of a fold in the limestone, whose axis has a northeast direc-
tion parallel to that of the ore body. The ore was quite rich near the surfacet 
but became poorer in depth. To the south it passes into black iron (wad)r 
containing little or no silver. The incline, which runs diagonally across 
the body and follows approximately the contact plane, has at first an incli-
nation of 12°, and after passing the crest of the fold steepens to an average 
angle of 25 °, and for short distances reaches 45 ° or more; the contact is 
here barren, showing only iron-stained clay and a little Chinese talc. This 
body, like that of the Rock mine, was one of the earliest developments in 
the di trict. ~ 
In laying out the side line of the Bull's Eye claim it was the inten-
1 n f the ori foal Io ator. to include within them, a they did so succe -
folly in the ther le im f the Iron ilver Mining Company, the outcrop 
f th Y in r f th u I p r urfa f the Blue Lime tone. As it happened 
1 Y r th lim t ne ri e at thi point "er a on ary fold, and th line 
• 
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of contact bends backward, or up th_e hill, instead of following its normal 
grade along the slope, so that for a considerable distance the line of outcrop 
passes east of the Bull's Eye line and within the ground of the adjoining Sil-
ver Wave claim. A most valuable piece of ground was thus lost by an acci-
dent, which only an actual stripping of the limestone outcrop over its entire 
extent could have prevented. During the time this investigation was car-
ried on, owing to pending litigation, the Silver Wave claim, which has 
since been consolidated with the claims adjoining it on the. east, in what is 
known as the Silver Cord Combination; was not open to public inspection; 
nor could permission be granted to t_ake copies of the maps of undergound 
workings, as was in general freely accorded by the L~a~ville mine owners. 
The workings and outlines of ore bodies in these claims, as given on the 
map, are hence necessarily incomplete, being made up from data obtained 
from outside surveyors and from notes gathered during a rather hasty per-
sonal inspection of the workings. 
The mine is opened by two inclines from the surface in the northern 
part, and by shallow shafts from which inclined drifts follow the ore chan-
nels in a very irregular manner, in other portions of the claim.1 The main 
or most northern incline runs at an angle of 15 °, striking the contact at l 0 
feet from its mouth, and thereafter running in the body of the limestone at 
an ever-increasing depth below the contact. It thus passes beneath a drift 
run southward from the fifth level of the Iron mine, which follows a barren 
contact. On the contact little good ore has been developed, but very rich 
ore, and probably in very considerable quantity, said to have produced many 
hundreds of thousands of dollars, has been obtained from bodies in the 
mass of the limestone, and extending in some cases to a depth of one hun-
dred feet below the contact. In those visited, the outlines of the body, 
although irregular as in most ore bodies in limestone, have in general a 
northeast direction and stand nearly vertical. At their upper limits can be 
generally distinguished a distinct crack or jointing plane in the limestone, 
extending up to the contact, as evidenced by the entrance of water through 
it. On the other hand, at the lower limits of these bodies no trace of any 
opening could be found through which the ore solutions might have come 
1 On the map, by error in proof-reading, t,he parallel linings used to denote inclinr.s have been 
omitted in t his mine. 
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from below. In general outline the bodies seem pear-shaped, with the 
taper toward the top. Similar bodies are found around the Silver Cord 
shaft, also having a northeast trend, and, as the m~p shows, in a direct line 
with those in the Silver Wave and Grand View claims. East of the Silver 
Cord shaft a steeper dip in the formation comes in, which may be a contin-
uation of the fold already noticed in the South Bull's Eye. It seems, then, 
that before the dynamic movement in this region there was a certain amount 
of fracturing of the beds, not, however, accompanied by any considerable 
displacement, and that along these planes of fracture the ore currents have 
penetrated into the body of the limestone, the ore deposition or replacement 
acting from their 'Yalls outward. 
In the Silver Wave claim was also seen a freshly opened cave, one of 
the few that are found in the Leadville mines, and which is of interest as 
bearing on th~ generally-advanced theory that ore bodies in limestone are 
necessarily deposits in pre-existing cavities. It was somewhat funnel-shaped 
toward the top, about twenty-five feet in horizontal diameter, and contained 
no ore. Its walls, which had the wavy surface common to water-worn lime-
stone, were covered with a thin coating of fine reddish ooze or slime. An 
examination of the walls showed that these were in part of unaltered lime-
stone and in part of ore and vein material, which could not be distinguished 
from each other until the coating had been removed. It was thus evident 
that the cave was of comparatively recent formation, made by the percola-
tion of surface waters and carved out of limestone and ore body indiffer-
ently; hence, that it is entirely posterior to the deposition of the ore, which 
was formed before surface waters, as the term is generally understood, 
could have reached to this depth. 
Iron mine proper.-The underground workings of the group of claims 
which are exploited from the various shafts and inclines of the Iron mine 
er an area of about t\venty-five acres, being the most considerable of any 
.. ii l ine in the li trict. They have been driven a distance of OYer fif-
t n Im~ Ire fee al no' the c ntact ea twarcl from the outcrop, or rather 
fr m th faul line at the I e ulfor ea tward bend of the fault 1 lane 
c t ·l im th lim t ne doe not actually com to the 
. lr < 
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The Iron Hill map shows the principal underground drifts in this area, 
taken from the actual working maps of the mine, the level of different 
points in these drifts being given by figures which denote their respective 
elevations above the 10,000-foot curve . The outlines of the ore bodies are 
given in generalized form, as deduced from the same maps and from personal 
observations. As in the case of all the mine maps, both drifts and ore 
bodies are indicated in projection, that is, as if the ground over them were 
transparent, and in this respect they differ from and are independent of the 
geological colors, which indicate the formations co_nstituting the rock surface. 
The. mine is opened by three principal inclines, the North, Main, and 
South, the last of which is no longer in use. The bulk of the ore is ex-
tracted through the middle or Main incline, which is carried down at an 
angle of 12° to 13c in approximate conformity with the surface of the lime-
stone; it is provided with powerful hoisting engines and has a double track.. 
In Atlas Sheet XXIV a section is given through each of these inclines, desig-
nated A, B, 0, respectively, the line of the last running partly through the 
North incline of the Bull's Eye claim, which adjoills the line of ti.10 Iron claim. 
In this area the contact has been and is productive over an unusually 
large surface, the majn ore body extending diagonally through the claims 
in a northeast direction from the croppings, with an average width of 200 
feet. This productive zone is · separated from the zone of the adjoining 
Silver Cord Combination by comparatively barren ground; that is, barren as 
far as present explorations have gone, although it is not abs<?lutely certain 
that ore may not still exist in the body of the limestone. 'I1he irregul~rity 
with which the replacement action of the ore currents has acted upon tbe 
limestone is well shown in the Main incline. Here, after the ore had been 
extracted along the actual contact from the first to the fifth level and it was 
supposed that pay ore in this area was quite exhausted, it was found in one 
place to extend considerably below what was supposed to be the floor of 
the ore body, often simply a layer of black chert, and a lower drift was run 
back from the fourth station in the direction of the fault, disclosing a very 
. ~ 
large body of vein material and rich ore, extending nearly to the fault plane, 1 
1 Later development8 have shown that this ore body extends actually to the fault plane. Several 
thow;and toos of ore baYe l>cen extracted from it through the new M:cKeon shaft, at al>out :fifty f'tot 
belo~- t llc conta·ct. 
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and in places reaching a depth of 40 feet or more below the actual contact 
of limestone and porphyry. 
In Section 0, which passes through the North incline of the Bull's 
Eye, and a little south of the South incline of the Iron mine, the tendency 
of the rich ore .. to accumulate above a fold in the limestone, which has 
already been noticed in the Rock and South Bull's Eye, is quite apparent, 
tbe barren zone occurring on the steeper dip of the formation towards the 
Silver Cord claim. 
In the section through the Main incline the folds are less prominent, 
· but the same tendency always holds good, and it is one of the practical 
generalizations made by those working in the mine that rich ore bodies 
occur always in troughs of the limestone. 'I'he steeper dip of the forma-
tion beyond the accumulation of rich ore is quite evident. Just below the 
seventh level a small body of Gray Porphyry crosses the Main incline diag-
onally in a direction a little north of east. Here the incline i~ some dis-
tance below the contact, and it could not be definitely determined whether 
the porphyry extended up to the contact or not, though it has unintention-
ally been indicated as doing so in the section. To the westward, if it con-
tinues in that direction, it does not, as the contact has been explored on the 
line of its continuation without finding it. It is cut in the eighth level a 
short distance north of the Main incline, but in neither case is the limestone 
mineralized to any extent at its contact. 
On the line of the North incline the general dip of the formation has 
become extremely shallow, as shown by the old drift, known as the Tucson 
incline, which followed the contact in all its curves and irregularities. This 
hallowing of the dip is probably dne to a general ha.sining-up of the for-
mation to the northward, since on North Iron hill in the Adelaide and Argen-
tine 0Totmcl it curves in trike to the eastward and assumes a southerly 
dip. Thu at the Hyne haft, which is on the same line of strike with the 
1 u . n haft, the contact tands about fifty feet higher than at the latter. 
In thi. p rti n f the mine a econd eries of less important ore bodie._ 
Ur jn C lepr i ll }ll the lime tone to the west ot the main bonanza 
an n , r the fault line. I ha , like the latter, a general northeast trend. 
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"\Vhether it will lead to more important developments in that direction 
explorations have not yet been sufficiently extensive to determine. 
The main ore body on this line extends more or less continuously from 
a little above the fifth level eastward to the bottom of the Tucson shaft, 
being mainly concentrated between the fifth and eighth levels, where it 
extended at times to a depth of 30 feet or more below the contact. A very 
interesting feature of this remarkable 6re body is the occurrence of a body 
of Gray Porphyry, cutting up intG the limestone and at one point reaching 
the contact with the White Porphyry. It has no apparent connection with 
the body already mentioned in the Main incline. At the time of examina-
tion it was so little explored that but little could be ascertained as to its 
form or extent, and the representation given in Section A is almost entirely 
ideal. It is there drawn as extending across the contact into the \Vhite 
Porphyry, for the reason that Mr. Jacob found White Porphyry under it in 
the old Tucson drift, where it runs above the North incline. Both north 
and south of this line, however, it does not reach the contact, and ore and 
vein material are continuous over it. Later developments have shown that 
the ore extends to a considerable depth into the limestone along its contact 
and that its general direction is northwest and southeast. 
It is probable that both these bodies of Gray Porphyry are irregular 
offshoots from the main intrusive sheet at the base of the Blue Limestone 
and differ from the ordinary dike. The fact that the one which crosses the 
general direction of the ore bodies is accor:npanied by a concentration of 
rich ore in its vicinity, while that ,vhich runs parallel with this direction is 
not, is in accordance with the conditions found in connection with such 
cross-cutting bodies of porphyry on Carbonate and Fryer Hills and ·vvith 
the theory that they are favor2tble to the concentration of ore when so situ-
ated, in that they would produce a retardation in the flow of the ore solu-
tions and thus give them more time to deposit their load. 
It was in one of the drifts running no~·th from the North incline, at the 
sixth level, that a mass some two feet in diameter was found, composed 
mainly of native sulphur associated ,vith a little carbonate of lead. As it 
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was comparatively free from iron oxide, it seems evident that it must have 
resulted from the reduction of galena, the lead having been removed in the 
state of carbonate. 
In the body of the limestone, on the eighth level not far from the North 
incline, a natural jointing plane, forming one wall of the drift, was ob-
served to be coated with fine, silky, white crystals, which chemica] exami-
nation proved to be calamine or silicate of zinc. If the sulphureted ores, 
which will undoubtedly be found when the mine workings shall have 
reached the limits of the zone of oxidation, are as rich in blende as those 
which have been found in the A. Y. mine, it seems singular that little or 
no zinc has hitherto been found associated - with the oxidized ore. 'I1his 
occurrence would seem to show that, owing probably to greater solubility, 
the alteration products of blende have been removed during secondary 
deposition to a greater distance from their original location than those of 
the other sulphurets.· 
In the lower levels of the mine there has been a notable increase in 
the proportion of unaltered galena in the ore, but as yet no pyrites or other 
sulphtirets have been found. ·while specimens of galena are still found 
which average as high as 1,200 ounces of silver to the ton, the general 
tenor of the ore is lower than near the outcrops, and the evidence afforded 
by the records of assays, which were very systematically kept in this mine, 
shows that there has been a gradual but comparatively steady decrease in 
the average tenor of the ore in silver with the progress in depth. These 
records further show, and their evidence was confirmed by numerous tests 
made in the laboratory of the Survey, that no reliance can be placed on a 
relation a urned by some to exist between the coarseness or finene of 
grain of a galena and it content in ilver. 
Exploration to the eastward beyond the Tucson shaft and in the 
lo;.-ver I art f the l\fain in line have been carried on along the contact line 
th 1t f, r ,vith ut ery rernunera.ti e r ult . It would eem probable that 
r mi ht l e f un 1 in thi. lfr ti n in the body of the lime t ne an I 
. il I in rn r r I . dir t tion with the cros -cutting he f 
l] hyr T fr m whi h th e a e menti ned are ff: hoot an l 
1 t · n ·i 1 ral le 1 I th el w th 0ntn~t i P 
n. 
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Re!ation of Iron fault to ore bodies. -In the area under con~ideration the plane 
of the Iron fault has been cut in so many places as to render its tracing 
practically continuous at its intersection with-the contact. Its continuation 
has also been traced through the porphyry above the contact to the surface. 
Winzes have been sunk just north of the Main incline to a depth of 100 
feet on the fault fissure, and from the McDonald shaft 65 feet, as shown in 
Sections A and B. Examinations of these workings, and .descriptions of 
them where they were no longer accessible, render it very evident that 
the faulting has been posterior not only to the intrusion of the porphyry, 
but also to the deposition of the ore. 
It has been soberly maintained by some experts when testifying in 
lawsuits that the faulting was previous to the emption of the porphyry 
and that the latter flowed down over the successive benches formed by the 
faults, following their surfaces. A consideration of the general geological 
structure of the region, where instances abound showing that porphyry 
bodies and sedimentary beds were both folded and _faulted together, should 
be sufficient to show how untenable is such a theory; bnt a sufficient refu-
tation is found at this very point in the fact that the fault plane can be 
traced up .to the surface through the overlying porphyry. 
That the ore was originally deposited previous· to the faulting is less 
self-evident, since in places there is a certain amount of alteration of the 
limestone adjoining the fault plane and since ore has been actually found in 
the fault fissure, which often has a width of three feet or more and is filled 
with a dark clayey mass, bearing a certain resemblance to vein material. 
rrhe alteration is only such as might have been expected from the ac-
tion of surface waters passing across the ends of the contact adjoining the 
fault, and consists merely in a slight impregnation or replacement of the 
limestone by oxides of iron and manganese. This action extends at most 
only a few feet into the limestone and is confined to a region comparatively 
near the surface. Had the original ore-bearing currents actually followed 
the plane of the fault, ore deposition would have extended to a much greater 
distance jnto the body of the limestone from the fault plane than from -its 
upper surface, inasmuch as far easier access to percolating waters would 
have been afforded by the numerous bedding planes. 
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As regards th~ question of ore found along the fault plane, it may 
readily be conceived that in the dragging movement of the edges of two 
immense bodies of rock, the one agairn,t the other, during the fault dis-
placement, a very considen1,ble amount of the adjoining rock could be broken 
off and carried along for some distance from its original position. The 
greater part of this material would be clay from the porphyry, but with it 
would be mixed a certain amount of limestone and ore. The circulation 
of waters from the contact plane on either side, and therefore carrying more 
or less mineral matter in solution, might occasion a secondary replacement 
of this limestone by ore. It is even conceivable that in contact with the 
inorganic matter, which must have been present, sulphates might have been 
reduced to sulphides and galena have been deposited, but, unless the mineral 
were found in the limestone outside of the attrition material of the fault 
fissure, it would not be a proof that it was an original deposit before the 
fault movement.1 
1 In the years that have elapsed since this was first prepared for the press, a new shaft has beeu 
sunk 110 feet south of the Main incline for the purpose of exploring the fault plane. The data ob-
tained from this by personal observation and from information furnished by Mr. F. T. Freeland, 
engineer of the mine, and who was present during all the explorations, fornisb a remarkable con-
firmation of the above views. . The shaft was sunk to a vert.ical depth of 306 feet, but at an angle of 
50°; drifts .were run on the fault plane at four levels, that on the second level having a total length of 
2,000 feet. In this level the sharp eastward bend of the fault plane has practically <l.isappearetl. On 
the first level, which corresponds to the third level of the Main incline, a, considerable amount of ore was 
obtained from the lower ore body. Ore wn.s also obtained at various depths on the fault fissure below. 
this level. In regard to this ore, the following facts were observed : FirHt, the ore was always found 
within the walls of the fault fissure; secondly, it occurred in masses rounded as if by attrition, and evi-
dently foreign to the clayey filling of the fissure in which it was imbedded; thirdly, no ore was found 
outside of two vertical planes drawn through the intersection of the boundaries of the main Iron mine 
ore body with the fault plane . . It is interesting to compare the actual section obtained in this shaft 
witl1 that given in Section n, which was a theoretical deduction from data obtained at other points. 
The angle of the fault v.·as found iu depth to average 50°, instead of 65°, as had been deduced from 
observation near the surface. 
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NORTH IRON HILL . 
.Atlas Sheet XXVI shows the topography, geology, and principal mine 
developments of the northern end of Iron Hill, overlooking Stray Horse 
gulch, and forms, as aforesaid, really a portion of the main map of Iron Hill. 
In this region ore was first discovered on the Camp Bird claim in the 
autumn of 1876. .At present the principal mine workings belong to two 
companies, the .Argentine and the .Adelaide, the former of which owns the 
Camp Bird and Pin~ claims, and the latter the Terrible and Adelaide claims; 
the latter overlaps those of the former company, a fact which has given 
rise to much litigation. 
General geological structure.-As compared with Iron Hill proper, its geo-
logical structure is one of extreme complexity, and also difficult of exact 
determination, for the reason that underground workings are few and 
accessible in but a comparatively small portion of the area. 
In the region west of the Iron fault the structure indicated on the map 
is deduced froni data obtained outside of its area, and to that extent is 
theoretical. That the Blue Limestone basins up to the eastward as it ap-
proaches the fault is proved in the Devlin shaft, which reached it at a 
depth of 200 feet, and in the Highland Mary and other shafts, in Stray 
Horse gulch just riorth of the limits of the map, which found it still nearer 
the surface. The outcrop indicated in the north west corner of the map is 
a portion of the Blue Limestone, split off from the main body, corresponding 
to that cut in the Agassiz and adjoining shafts, and forming the south end 
of the Little Stray Horse Park synclinal basin, as explained in Part I, 
Chapter V. 
East of the Iron fault the formations rise .slightly to the nortlnvard, so 
that their strike assumes a more easterly and vvesterly direction and dips to 
the south and east. Ry the erosion of Stray Horse gulch, on the lower 
part of the steep northern slope of Iron Hill, a succession of Paleozoic for-
mations down to the Lower Quartzite are exposed, while by the movement 
of the Adelaide fault, which crosses the northeast corner of the area mapped, 
a still lower series of beds is exposed beyond it. 
MON xn.--26 
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The most striking peculiarity of the structure · is t_he cutting across of 
· the Blue Limestone formation by the White Porphyry, this region being 
on the line already mentioned as extending from Fryer Hill to West 
Sheridan,. where this cutting down of the White Porphyry sheet occurs. 
Its effect is graphically shown on Atlas Sheet XXVII, Section B. · It will 
be observed that whereas at the south end of the section the ·white Por-
phyry occurs, as it generally does, above and parallel with the Blue Lime-
stone, at the northern end, where exposed by the workings of the Argentine 
mine, it crosses the basset edges of the Blue Limestone, and at the outcrop 
it probably comes in co1~tact with the underlying Parting Quartzite. As 
the remainder of the Blue Limestone, above the cross-cutting of the White 
Porphyry, has been removed by erosion, it is not possible to determine 
whether it was mineral-bearing or not. As far as determined by the present 
workings the deposition of the richer ore has gone on, not as is ordinarily 
the case at the contact of the White Porphyry with the Blue, Limestoner 
but at its contact with the Parting Quartzite. 
Iron fault.-In this area the Iron fau1t is struck in the Iron Hat shaft, 
and on the Codfish Balls ~laim by a shaft and tunnel. Beyond this claim 
to the northward its location is only approximate, though beyond tbe limits 
of the map it is determined very closely by adjoining shafts on either side. 
Its movement is the same as it was at the south, namely, an upthrow on 
the east, but the amount of that throw is constantly decreasing as one 
goes north. 
Adelaide fault.-The location of this fault is also approximate, owing to 
the infrequency of hafts in its neighborhood, and also to the fact that it 
often has porphyry on either side. Its movement is a slight upthrow on 
the northeast. Its location is determined by the di crepancy of the forma-
tions di lo ed by the Laura Lynn, Park, and adjoining hafts in Adelaide 
Park an l by the Double Decker group of hafts oppo ite the Argentine 
tunn I n the one ide, and y the workin s of the Adelaide and Argentine-
mine n th ther. 
Rock formations.-Tl e jm ntary formation' di clo ed jn thi area are 
th ame u ce. i n f Pale z ed fr m th Lower uartzite up to the-
I 1 that ut rop the . outh rn n l of Ir n Hill. The por-
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phyry masses are, however, much more varied and numerous. It may be 
safely assumed that they are mostly intrusive sheets, but the underground 
workings are not yet sufficiently extensive to determine whether they may 
all be considered so or not. As has already been noticed in the general 
description, Part I, Chapter V, there is reason to suppose that one body of 
Gray Porphyry, extending from Adelaide Park up the south slope of Yankee 
Hill, has cut up across the formations from below. 
The different bodies of porphyry that have been thus far disclosed in 
this portion of the hill may be enumerated as follows, commencing with 
those which stand the highest in geological horizon: (1) The main body 
of ·white Porphyry overlying the Blue Limestone; (2) a second sheet, cut-
ting across the basset edges of the limestone and connected with No. 1; (3) 
a small body of Gray Porphyry between No. 2 and the Parting Quartzite; 
( 4) a thin sheet of White Porphyry, splitting the Parting Quartzite into two 
parts; (5) a heavy body of Gray Porphyry, ·with two smaller sheets, prob-
ably offshoots, above and below it, respectively, all three in the White 
Limestone; (6) a lower sheet of ·white Porphyry, also in the White Lime-
stone. The distribution of these bodies and their probable extent can be 
best seen by reference to Atlas-sheet XXVII. 
S_ection A, drawn at an oblique angle to the strike, passes first through 
the Argentine _ground and then through the Adelaide, showing the dis--
tribution of the ore bodies in the latter. At its southeastern extremity only 
White Porphyry· is given as cut by it, as it is supposed to_ be in the strike 
of the cross-cutting body of this rock. In the entire want of any actual 
data this theoretical representation may not be absolutely correct. The 
Blue Limestone is split into two wedge-shaped and probably overlapping 
bodies. The upper or northeast portion has been eroded off in the Adelaide 
and Argentine ground. ·whether it has also been removed here, as repre-
sented in the section, or whether a portion should be shown in the White 
Porphyry, can only be determined by actual developments. The lower 
wedge-shaped portion of the Blue Limestone, extending to the south and 
west in normal contact with the Parting -Quartzite, is supposed to come in 
a short distance southwest of this line, as shown in Section 0, whose eastern 
end is nearly in the plane of Section A. 
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Section B, drawn approximately through the line of the Argentine 
tunnel and at right angle to the line of strike, gives the best representation 
of the geological structure, the lines having been determined by careful 
measurement. Section C, on the other hand, is rather a theoretical repre-
sentation of what may probably be found on this line, reasoning from what 
is observed on either side of it, there being no underground explorations on 
its plane. 
ore deposits.-Deposition of ore in this region has been extremely irreg-
ular, as might have been expected from the complicated nature of the 
different intrusive bodies which have traversed the sedimentary formations. 
The main body of rich ore thus far discovered has been, as already men-
tioned, at the contact of _White Porphyry and Parting Quartzite. rrhis is 
found mainly in the Camp Bird and Pine claims, coming actually to the 
surface as an outcrop. It is not improbable that this and the small bodies 
found in the Adelaide mine are the replacement of isolated portions of the 
Blue Limestone, detached from the main body by the intruding porphyry. 
There is evidence also of considerable replacement action all along the 
contact of the ·white Porphyry with the Blue Limestone, both on the basset 
edges and on the upper surface of the latter. 
In the Adelaide mine, as sh°'vn by the developments of the Ward 
and Adelaide shafts,· the ore occurrence is extremely irregular. L enticular 
bodies or pockets of sand carbonate are found between the White and 
Gray Poi·phyry and at the contact of the latter vvith the Parting Quartzite. 
l\Ioreover, at the bottom of the Ward shaft a considerable body of vein 
material is Raid to have been opened in the lower Gray Porphyry, from 
which some silicates of copper were obtained. At the time of visit these 
workings were abandoned and could not be examined. The ore in general 
i carbonate of lead, with the usual gangue of iron oxide, but here rather 
. ilicious, as might be expected from the country rock. The masses of sand 
carbonate found in the Adelaide mine are remarkably pure, and have the 
ap1 earance at a little distance of a white quartz sand. rrhey contain, how-
eYer, but little ilv r. A complete analysis of a specimen of one of these 
may be found in Appendix B, Table VIII. It contains about 95 per cent. of 
·, rhonate of 1 ad, with ~ , Ho,ht admixtu~·e of pyromorphite or chloro-phos-
pl ·1 , ,f 1 ac . 
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~WINE WORKINGS. 
The underground workings of this portion of Iron Hill are almost 
exclusively confined to the Arge~1tine and Adelaide mines. 
Argentine.-The Argentine mine is opened by the Camp Bird and Argen-
tine tunnels and the Loker and Hynes shafts. The old workings on the 
Camp Bird claim are now mostly abandoned. The ore was found qnite 
near the surface, resting on the Parting Quartzite, which is here 30 feet 
thick and contains no White Porphyry, as it does in the Argentine. This 
contact does not seem to have been followed in depth. Indeed, the geo-
logical relations of the ore bodies were· so little understood in early times 
that no systematic exploration could be carried on. 
In the Pine claim the main ore body was also found near the surface 
and above the level of the Argentine tunnel. . It was afterwards traced down 
along the dip southward to a level 80 feet below the Argentine tunnel, 
then southeastward into the Adelaide claim, following nearly the line of the 
strike, but rising a little-that is, diverg·ing to the eastward. 
Argentine tunnet.-Ore is extracted through the Argentine tunnel, the 
Loker shaft being used simply for ventilation purposes. This tunnel is 
over twelve hundred feet long, running first a Httle east of south and then 
bending to the west of south. It crosses the Adelaide claim, on agreement 
with that company, in order to explore the ground beyond. The geological 
structure, as exposed by this tunnel, was for a long time a complete puzzle 
to those who were working the mine, owing to the difficulty of distinguishing~ 
the different rocks from one other when b·leached and altered. Even now 
a chemical test is often necessary. After passing through surface Wash the 
tunnel crosses the upper part of a body of White Porphyry into White 
Limestone. About seventy-five feet from the mouth a small gash vein in 
the porphyry, carrying ga.lena, is said to have been found, upon which a 
winze was sunk. In the White Limestone a narrow sheet of bluish-gray 
porphyry is found before the tunnel enters the main body of Gray Por-
phyry, \vhich at the contact is q-q.ite bleached by decomposition. Some 
iron-stained vein material is also found on the contact. Beyond, the tunnel 
again passes through "\Vhite Limestone for 150 feet, another small sheet of 
porphyry being cut about midway in this distance. Parting Quartzite and 
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White Porphyry are then crossed, these being likewise very difficult to 
distinguish from each other underground. At the Blue Limestone contact, 
which occurs at the bottom of the Loker shaft, no ore is found on the tunnel 
level. A drift runs off to the eastward about one hundred and twenty-five 
feet from the Loker shaft, through which the ore stopes both above and 
below are reached. From the Loker shaft the tunnel runs for about five 
hundred feet in the Blue Limestone, which has an average dip of 15° to 20° 
to the southeast. Wherever raises have been made to the porphyry above, 
barren vein material has been found. This also reaches the tunnel level at 
times, following bedding or joint planes in the limestone. In one case a 
drift and winze have followed a considerable mass of vein material in the 
limestone, but without finding pay ore. Near the end of the tunnel the 
normal contact between limestone and porphyry is crossed. _The limestone 
is here of lighter color, seamed with white calcite, and somewhat brecciated. 
At the bottom of the Hynes shaft, with which the tunnel is intended 
to connect, drifts have been run upon the contact, disclosing some vein 
material. 'I1he dip of the formation is here shallower and to the southward. 
Above the contact are found quartzite and shales, belonging to the Weber 
Shale formation, between it and the White Porphyry, as in the Bull's Eye 
and Lime claims. · 
While the pay ore in this mine has been found at the contact, not of the 
Blue Limestone, but of the Parting Quartzite, it does not, so far as known, 
extend between these two formations. This would readily be accounted for 
on the theory that these ore bodies are the replacement of a portion of Blue 
Limestone left between the Parting Quartzite and the White Porphyry at 
the time of the intrusion of the latter. 
Adelaide.-The ore bodies in the Adelaide mine are much more discon-
nected and irregular than in the Argentine. The mine ha~ been mainly 
worked by a number of isolated shafts, and owing to complexity of the 
geological structure the ore bodies have not been systematically followed, 
so that, as many drifts were closed at the time of visit, the geological data 
are less complete than could be desired. The main difference in the forma-
tion between this and the Argentine is the occurrence of a later intrusive 
sheet of Gray Porphyry between the White Porphyry and the Parting 
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Quartzite, which seems to be somewhat irregular in form and of limited 
extent. The ore occurs both above this body, between it and the ·white 
Porphyry, and below it, or at its contact with the Parti~g Quartzite. A 
fragment of unreplaced Blue Limestone is also found resting on the Part-
ing Quartzite and separating it from the overlying .. White Porphyry. This 
would seem to indicate the possibility that many, if not all, . of the ore 
bodies are the replacement of similar fragments of limestone left by the 
irregular cutting of the porphyry. 
The f:o-called Adelaide Discovery is a tunnel about fifty feet east of the 
smelter, adjoining Stray Horse gulch Here was an outcrop of three or 
four feet of hard carbonate ore, dipping 15 ° to 20° to the southeast and 
resting on Parting Quar,tzite. The tunnel, which starts in a. little above the 
outcrop, ran into Blue Limestone, and a winze from its end is said to have 
struck the qlrnrtzite below. 
The most important developments in the mine have been made in the 
Ward shaft This was sunk first through 170 feet of ,vhite Porphyry, 
which was much decomposed and for a considerable distance stained a 
brilliant red, apparently by anhydrous oxide of iron. At thi~ depth was 
a layer of carbonate of lead, below which were -20 feet of decomposed 
Gray Porphyry and a second layer of ore resting on coarse-grained Part-
ing Quartzite 15 feet in thickness. Below the quartzite was 20 feet of 
White Porphyry, and again five to s~x feet of quartzite, representii1g the 
balance of the Parting Quartzite formation. Below the quartzite the shaft 
passed through 7 5 feet of a very hard, jaspery material, consisting mostly 
of silica, with only about 5 per cent. of oxide of iron, which is a replacement 
of the White Limestone. When this material was freshly taken out it con-
tained in seams and cavities a reddish gelatinous substance that resembled 
gelatinous silica in the process of deposition, which would indicate that the 
replacement of limestone and deposition of sili~ious matter are still going 
on. Below this the Gray Porphyry, very much decomposed, was penetrated 
· to a depth of 57 feet. Almost all the decomposed iron-stained material 
taken from the shaft would assay one to five ounces of sih·er to the ton. 
At a depth of 330 feet from the surface the porphyry was impregnated for 
some eight feet with silicate and carbonate of copper; some red oxide and 
a little native copper were also found. The ore pockets found occurring 
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above the Gray Porphyry consisted of remarkably pure white sand car-
bonate, free from admixture of clay and showing no galena. A complete 
analysis of a specimen taken from this horizon may be found in Appendix 
B. Those below -the Gray Porphyry, whose connection with the ore body 
in the ArO'entine mine was afterwards traced, consisted of carbon~,te of lead, 0 
with iron-stained vein material, and in some cases, where the ore ext.ended 
down into the quartzite, of unaltered galena. 
The Adelaide No. 2 shaft found no ore at the contact of the White and 
Gray Porphyries. It was sunk through the lower ore body, the upper por-
tion of the Parting Quartzite, the White Porphyry included in it, and into 
the lower body of Parting Quartzite. 
The Terrible No. 2 shaft was sunk through Gray Porphyry, Parting 
Quartzite, White Porphyry, and Parting Quartzite again, into the White 
Limestone. No ore was found -at the contact, and the ,vhite Limestone 
was not replaced, as in the Ward shaft, but was a crystalline rock with some 
decomposed iron-stained material at its upper surface, and with layers or 
lenticular bodies of white chalcedony throughout its mass, which are char-
acteristic of this horizon. · 
The ore occurrence in these mines is distinguished from that of the 
majority of mines in this district by a total absence of manganese, a small 
amount of iron oxide, a relatively low tenor in silver, and a more frequent 
occurrence of gold, some of the fragments which occur in the quartzite being 
comparatively rich in this metal. The occurrence of copper ore in the 
Gray Porphyry is also exceptional, the nearest analogy being the, body in 
the Little Johnnie and Uncle Sam, on Breece Hill, overlooking South Evans 
gulch. 
Double Decker.-On the north side of Stray Horse gulch, opposite the 
Argentine, are the two shafts · of the Double Decker mine, which have 
obtained from the Lower Quartzite a certain amount' of gold ore. At this 
point all the overlying trata have been removed by erosion and the Lower 
Quartzite forms the rock surface. Both shafts have been sunk in this forma- · 
ti n, an one of them has passed through it into the underlying qrystalline 
ro ·k' of tl e Archean. Neither was being worked at the time of examina-
tion on eqnently no detailed information could be obtained, nor were any 
d, t, , ' t am nnt or value of ore extractecl available. 
CHAPTER III. 
CARBONATE HILL GROUP. 
GENERAL STRUCTURE. 
The geological structure of Carbonate Hill 1 is very similar to that 
of Iron Hill in that it is formed by a series of easterly-dipping beds broken 
on the west by a lii~e of faulting or displacement. Outcrops are also exposed 
on its southern face by the erosion of California gulch, but in a less com-
plete series, owing to Its being shallower and proportionately wider, in con-
sequence of which the bounding slopes are less steep and more thickly cov-
ered by surface debris. The fault is nearly parallel to that of Iron HiH, 
and, like it, foerges into the axis of an anticlinal fold on th~ north. In the 
southern half of the hill, however, the movement of displacement is dis-
tributed in part to a second nearly parallel fault a short distance to the 
west. Of the southern continuation of these faults less satisfactory data are 
available, but they are supposed to merge together before crossing Califor-
nia gulch, and probably pass into an anticlinal fold under the Lake beds to 
the southwest, like the Dome fault, the normal continuation of the Iron 
fault. As on Iron Hill, there is also evidence of a basining-up of the beds 
of the relatively down-thrown mass on the west as they approach the fault; 
·in other words, of a synclinal structure. Upon this evidence, which will be 
given later in full, depends the solution of the important question whether 
ore bodies exist under the present site of Lead ville or not. 
Rock formations.-The series of beds of which the hill is composed is essen-
tially the same as that given in the Iron Hill section, but the distribution of 
the later intrusions of Gray or Mottled Porphyry differs somewhat in detail. 
1 Sre Atlas Sheets XXVIII, XXIX, and XXX. 
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Where these cross the beds, either as dikes or sheets, there is a noticeable 
enrichment of the ore bodles. One main sheet of Gray Porphyry is found 
at or near 1he base of the Blue Limestone, which apparently cuts up to a 
higher horizon in different portions of the hHl. A second sheet is found in 
White Limestone in California gulch, as shown on the map ; but as none 
of the underground workings has penetrated as yet to this depth, there is 
no evidence to show whether this is a distinct sheet or merely an offshoot 
from the main ·body. 
Carbonate fault.-The movement of displacement by faults on Carbonate 
Hill is considerably less than on Iron Hill, though its total amount cannot 
be definitely determined. As in the case of the former, the movement 
decreases to the north and the fault gradually passes into an anticlinal fold. 
In the southern portion of the area represented on the map this movement 
is distributed between two faults, the Carbonate and the Pendery. The 
Carbonate fault here runs nearly on the dividing line between the Car-
bonate and .JEtna claims, , cutting across the extreme southwestern corner 
of the former and the northeastern corner of the latter. It is proved in the 
No. 5 shaft of the .J.Etna claim, and in the Meyer shaft, which bas been sunk 
following its plane till the contact on the west side was reached. As here 
shown, it stands with an inclination of about 60° west, shallowing somewhat 
in depth and having a movement of displacement of only about two hun-
dred and fifty feet. The hanging wall has smooth and clearly defined slick-
ensides surfaces, while the limestone in the foot wall is somewhat altered. 
The plane of the fault is occupied by selvage material, which is slightly im-
pregnated with chloride of silver and contains occasional fragments of ore. 
The -plane of the Carbonate fault bas also been cut in the lower shaft of the 
Yankee Doodle claim. Beyond that point to the northward it has not 
actually be.en proved, and is located simply by discrepancies of level 
between adjoining underground workings. There is some reason to assume 
that to the northward, in the Waterloo claim, the movement of the fault 
has become nil, or is even reversed, that is, that there is a slight down-
throw to the east, as shown in the Henriett-W aterloo section, Atlas Sheet 
xxrx. 
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Pendery fau1t.-A short distance west of the Glass shaft, a second fault, 
apparently nearly parallel and having the same angle of inclination with 
the Carbonate fault, cuts off the limestone, no explorations west of this 
line having reached below the ""\Vhite Porphyry. Its probable continuation 
has been traced southward to a connection with the Carbonate· fault, and 
northward through the vV ashburne and St. Mary workings, where it appears 
to be accompanied by minor faults and folds, into a probable anticlinal fold 
running north through the Niles-Augusta, and then northwestward, opposite 
the Half ""\Vay House claim. 
Morning Star fault. -In the workings of the 'Morning Star mme a small 
fault is found (shown in Section C, Atlas Sheet XXIX), in which the down-
throw is to the east, It is probably only local in character and corresponds 
to the sharp bend in the beds observed in the Evening Star and Catalpa. 
It was only observed at one point, and is not therefore indicated on the 
surface m~ps, as its direction would be purely ~1ypothetical. 
Ore deposits.-The materials composing the ore deposits of Carbonate 
Hill are essentially the same as those of Iron Hill; they may perhaps be 
said to be poorer in bases of iron and manganese and proportio:eately richer 
in silica; therefore less favorable for the smelter; but this characteristic is 
rather one to be confined to individual mines or parts of a mine than applied 
in a general way. Silica occurs less frequently as chert and more com-
monly as a very finely granular and som~what porous quartz rock than on 
either Iron or Fi;yer Hill. The ore is either galena or its secondary prod-
ducts, carbonate of lead and chloride of silver. In one instance native 
silver has been found. Dechenite, or the vanadate of lead, has been detected 
in ore from the Evening Star and Morning Star mines by Dr. M. W. Iles.1 
Exceptionally good opportunites are offered for observing the action 
of replacement and the gradual passage from dolomite into the earthy 
oxides of iron and manganese. The workings not yet having reached the 
great distance from the surface that they have on Iron Hill, no such definite 
evidence is found of decrease in the action of surface waters producing 
oxidation and chlorination of the original deposits. The limit of the zone 
of oxidation would, moreover, be expected to be farther from the surface on 
account of its lower altitude. 
1 American Journal of Science, May, 1882. 
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Southwest slope of Carbonate fflL-The detailed map of Carbonate Hill (Atlas 
SheetXXVIII), while including the principal mines, covers only the northern 
portion of the western slopes. For the geology of the southern portion, 
in which as yet no ore bodies of importance have been developed, refer-
ence must be had to the general map of Leadville (Atlas Sheet XIV), on 
which the limits of the detailed map are indicated. South of these limits 
the Prospect incline, the Rosebud and Deadbroke tunnels, on the north 
side, and the Jordan and Swamp Angel tunnels, on the south side of Cali-
fornia gulch, follow the upper surface of the Blue Limestone. While this 
surface shows evidence of mineralization in the characteristic iron-stained 
material generally found at the contact and in the frequent occurrence of 
the so-caJled Chinese talc, supposed to be the product of the alteration of 
the porphyry by mineral solutions, it has thus fai: been found comparatively 
barren of rich ore bodies. In the Prospect incline, about three hundred and 
seventy-five feet from the mouth, the surface of the limestone, which had 
hitherto been wavy, as it is generally found, suddenly drops down almost per-
pendicularly for 125 feet; 60 feet farther on in the line of the incli~e, how-
ever, the limestone is found foPowing its normal dip to the eastward. This 
is apparently a very sharp fold in the limestone, accompanied by a certain 
amount of faulting. It is approximately on the line with the sharp fold 
which will be described hereafter as running through the Carbonate ·and 
Yankee Doodle mines, but the accumulation of rich ore, which in these 
mines is found above the fold, irs here wanting. 
The only actual rock exposure in this region is that of the White 
Limestone in the quarry on the north side of California gulch. From a 
pro pect hole sunk by placer miners in the bed of California gulch, above 
the flume, casts of a Rhynconella, in a sandy white limestone, are obtained. 
Of the two porphyry sheets which are indicated here, the upper one, 
near the base of the Blue Limestone, has been traced from the Irish Giant 
shaft to the Silver Star, and from that, a little below the John Harlan, across 
the gulch to the Logan and Broadway shafts, on the south side. This is 
evidently the ame heet which to the north occurs near or at the base of 
the Blue Lime tone and in the Hemiett and Waterloo claims cuts up across 
it int the White Porphyry. 1 he lower sheet of porphyry occurs in the 
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White Limestone and is best expo~ed in the bed of California gulch. It 
does not seem to extend far up on Carbonate Hill, as it was not struck m 
the O'Donovan Rossa shaft. Parting Quartzite, which forms the upper part 
· of the Silurian limestone, is here very coarse ... grained. 
The evidence fo~ determinfng the line of the Carbonate fault in this 
region is not very plentiful. A sl~aft and drill-hole have been sunk on the 
northern bank of California gulch, south of the Harrison smelter, to a depth 
of 200 feet in White Porphyry, and are thus evidently to · the west of the 
fault. The Blind rrom shaft, on the road south of the California tunnel, 
which was sunk 130 feet in White Porphyry, is also west of the fault; 
while another shaft, 50 feet south of this, was sunk in Silurian limestone, and 
is hence east of the fault. The California tunnel (T-48) has been run into 
the hill about seven hundred feet in a direction E. 15 ° S., or magnetic east. 
The first 585 feet it is in White Porphyry, from which it passes suddenly into 
the Blue Limestone, across a clay selvage. This is supposed to be the line 
of the Pendery fault, although the average dip is only 30° to the westward1 
and it might possibly be supposed to be a folding of the limestone down-
ward in that direction. Unfortunately, the bedding planes are not suffi-
ciently distinct at this point to determine the question of a westerly dip. 
There seems to be little doubt, from the extensive slickenside surfaces, that, 
even if there be a westerly dip, there has also been considerable faulting 
movement. The tunnel runs for the rest of it~ extent in Blue Limestone, in 
which, toward the end, the bedding becomes quite distinct and the dip 
assumes the normal angle of 20° to the eastward. It is evident from its 
lower position relatively to the outcrops of the Blue Limestone on the hill 
above that this is a continuation to the south of the portion of that body in 
the JEtna claim which is vrnst of the Carbonate fault and between it and 
the Pendery fault. The line of the Carbonate fault has therefore been 
drawn on the map according to this indication. It was observed that the 
timbers supporting the roof of the tunnel from its mouth to the limestone 
( which, owing to the soft and yielding character of the porphyry through 
which it runs, were placed exceptionally close together) had· a · slight and 
uniform inclination of 5,0 from the perpendicular to the west. It is not to 
be supposed that they were originally placed in this position, and the infer-
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ence is therefore justifiable that the whole ~ass of rock above the tunnel 
has had a slight movement to the westward since the tunnel was run. 
rrhe underground workings of Carbonate Hill may, for convenience of 
description, be divided into two groups: 
1. A southern, including the Carbonate, Little Giant, and Yankee 
Doodle claims, to the east of the main fault, and the lEtna, Glass-Pendery, 
and other claims, below or to the west of it. 
2. A n~rthern group, including the Crescent, Catalpa, Evening Star, 
Morning Star, Waterloo, Henriett, and adjoining claims. 
SOUTHERN .GROUP OF MINES. 
The description of Carbonate, like that of Iron Hill, will commence 
with the southern end, reversing the order in which the sections are lettered, 
because the claims at this encl wer~ first opened and because the geolog-
ical structure is more clearly and easily shown in their workings. In the 
Carbonate, Shamrock, Little Giant, and Yankee Doodle claims, east of the 
fault, the principal developments have been_ made on what is practically 
one ore body, running in a northeasterly direction from its outcrop on the 
Carbonate claim. A noticeable feature of the structure is that this ore 
body is bounded on the southeast by a prominent fold in the limestone, 
which bends down very sharply east and, rising again, forms a narrow 
trough. This is clearly shown in the Carbonate incline, Section I, Atlas 
Sheet XXX. The region to the southeast of this fold has thus far proved 
barren of rich ore, although explorations have hardly been carried out to a 
. . u 
sufficient depth to warrant the conclusion that another bonanza may not 
exist in that direction. In the Yankee Doodle and Little Giant claims the 
ore body is narrow, but widens out as it approaches the surface in the Car-
bonate ground, with intermediate barren streaks which approximately cor-
re pond to minor folds more or less p,arallel with the m~in folds above 
mentioned. Practical evidence of the actual replacement of limestone by 
vein material i extremely common and well defined in the mines of Oar-
onate ill. The e, a will be ~ hown in the detailed descriptions of mines 
, i h £ llow, are £ und in the sudden deepenings of the ore bodies on the 
lime t ne ide f the ontact plane, which by the miners are often con-
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founded with actual waves in the limestone itself. Careful examination in 
such cases discloses the fact that the contact line is either not curved at all 
or only to a comparatively limited extent, while the ore impregnation 
extends downward abruptly to a very considerable depth, sometimes sixty 
or seventy feet, into the body of the limesto~e, from which it is separated 
by a transition zone, barren in general of pay mineral and consisting of 
limestone more or less impregnated with oxides of iron and manganese. 
The first ore discoveries on Carbonate Hill were made on the ground 
of the present Carbonate claim in the vicinity of the Old incline. The 
claim forms part of the property belonging to the Lead ville Consolidated 
Mining Company, which owns as well the adjoining claims of the Shamrock 
and West Shamrock, and also, by a recent consolidation, the Little Giant. 
For purposes of description the adjoining claim of the Yankee Doodle will 
be considered as forming· part of this group, as the workings of this mine 
are connected with the others and the ore bodies in all these different 
claims are practically continuous. They are situated on the western slope 
of Carbonate Hill, midway between its steeper southwestern and more 
gentle northwestern inclinations. In the southern portion of the Carbonate 
claim, as will be seen by reference to the map, by the divergence of the 
line of fault from the line of contact of the upper surface of the limestone 
and porphyry, a zone of limestone, widening to the southward, is exposed 
beneath the slide. The actual position of the main fault line has not been 
tra~ed beyond the No. 5 shaft of the -LEtna mine. I ts exact position to the 
sout~ of this poi11t is therefore somewhat hypothetical, the general direction 
being given by the developments of prospect shafts on the south slope of 
the hill, beyond the limits of the map. The actual outcrop of the ore body 
along th~ southern line of the Carbonate ciaim is also somewhat difficult to 
define, there being here one of the slight flexures in the limestone, of which 
mention has already been made, whose axis i~ at an angle with the fault 
l~ne, crossing it somewhere in the neighborhood of the new (Meyer) shaft 
of the ..i.Etna and from that point diverging to the southward. In the 
workings of the ..i.Etna mine, which were parallel with and contiguous to 
the side line of the Carbonate, the ore body is said to have been practically 
hori~ontal on an east-and-west line for a short distance, and even to have 
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had a slight inclination to the westward as it approached the fault. These 
worktngs, being now abandoned and partially filled up, could not be 
explored. Similar conditions are said to have been observed in the develop-
ment of shaft No. 12, near the Carbonate line, while in the Carbonate 
ground itself, at the Combination incline, the outcrop of easterly-dipping 
beds comes practically to the surface at the mouth of the incline, and a drift, 
now closed up, running westward from the mouth of the incline, is said 
to have followed the ore body down on a westerly dip. The conditions of 
this outcrop have been thus fully described beca1~se it has been the cause 
of a long and expensive lawsuit between the 1Etna and Carbonate mines. 
The owners of the 1Etna claimed that they had the outcrop of the vein, or, 
in legal terms, '' the apex," within their side lines. The owners of the Car-
bonate, on the other hand, maintained that theirs was the legal outcrop, 
inasmuch as the ore was found at a higher level within their side lines, and 
that they therefore possessed "tl~e apex" of the vein, which is legally 
defined as that portion which is nearest the surface. The rulings of the 
judge were first favorable to the construction of the Carbonate, but were 
afterwards reversed when it was proved by actual measurement that ore 
was found within the .1Etna claim one inch higher than at a corresponding 
point within the Carbonate. 
Carbonate workings.-The southernmost workings on the Carbonate prop-
erty consist, first, of the West Shamrock incline, which lies outside the 
limits of the map, commencing at a point near the southeast corner of the 
Carbonate claim, 240 feet south of the side line of the map, and running 
parallel with that side line 160 feet, inclining into the hill at an an.gle of 
18°. This incline has developed no considerable amount of ore and is 
interesting only as showing the character of the formations along the 
contact line at this point. The month of the incline is opened in a pulver-
ulent, · blue limestone, ,vith a floor of chert covered by a thin seam of 
iron- ··tained cla T. The actual contact of the limestone with porphyry is 
prol C bl 7 abov tire line of the incline, ·whicfi follows down Ofi the chert 
fl or f -r me dist, nee, when it passes into solid blue limestone, more or 
dec011po ed, or in which no heckling planes can be distinguished. 
~
1 all am: from on foot to two feet in thjckness, of decomposed por-
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phyry or cla,y material are found traversing the limestone, and half-iuch 
seams of iron-stained clay on the cleavage planes. A shaft has been_ sunk 
on the hill above, which would connect it with the end of the incline, 
had both been continued a short distance farther. As an exploration for 
ore, therefore, the work done here is imperfect, inasmuch as, although no 
pay ore has been discovered, it does not definitely prove that it does not 
exist in the neighborhood. · The occurrence of these bodies of black chert, 
which are rar<::ly found on t~e northern portion of the hill, ate not uncom-
mon along the southern slopes. While by the miners in many parts of the ~ 
district they are considered good indications of ore, this empirical test is 
by no means infallible, although an evidence of passage of silicious waters. 
One hundred and fifty feet below and west of the mouth of West Shamrock 
incline a perpendicular shaft (T-35) has been sunk to a very considerable 
depth on the Irish Giant claim, through Gray Porphyry into Blue and then 
into White Limestone, without developing any important ore bodies, though 
an impregnation of the limestone along the lower surface of the porphyry 
might not unreasonably be expected. 
The next opening to the north is the Combination incline, just north of 
the mine offices. This incline has an average angle of 21 °, flattening out a 
little in the upper ten feet. The limestone comes practically to the surface 
at the mouth of the incline, being covered with about nine feet of broken 
material or slide. The workings of the incline were abandoned at the time 
of visit., and apparently no considei:able amount of ore had been extracted 
from them. Down to the first level, the section afforded by the incline 
itself, which cuts the contact between the limestone and the porphyry, shows 
a wavy outline of the latter. In the first drift north, the porphyry is con-
siderably iron-stained and decomposed above the limestone, immediately 
adjoining which is the usual parting of Chinese talc. At 24 feet from the 
incline are old stopes, now filled up, in which the formatiott dips down-
~ 
ward to the north. The first drift south cuts through the crest of short 
waves in the limestone and a body of iron from six to eight feet in thickness,-
while in the facB the porphyry goes down with a steep dip to the east and 
south. Of the south drift, on the second level, the first 20 feet are in lime-
stone, more or less replaced by iron oxide, which is succeeded by porphyry. 
MON XII--27 
I 
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The north drift, on the second level, . follows in its curves approximately 
the li!rn of contact between limestone and porplJyry, bending back to the 
westward nearly under the encl of the drift on the .first level, showing that 
a limestone ridge crosses the incline in a diagonal or southeast direction 
between the first and second levels Below the second level the incline 
follows along the edge of the northern side of this limestone ridge for 25-
feet, the north face of the incline being partially in limestone and clayey 
contact material, dipping sharply to the north, and the south face in .solid 
limestone. Beyond, the limestone dips down to the east, and the rest of the--
incline is in porphyry, which is more or less iron-stained. At the end of tl1e· 
incline is a winze sunk 40 feet to the surface of the limestone, showing a, 
rapid descent of the limestone to the northeast of the ridge, which has just. 
been passed through, which is further evidenced by the appearance of bed-
ding planes in the porphyry itself, which incline at an angle of 45 ° to the-
northeast. The drift running westward from the mouth of the Combination 
in"cline, which is said to have followed the contact on its slope to the west-
ward, was not accessible at time of visit. 
The Carbonate Old incline runs in 170 feet at an angle of 19° and pre-
sumably follows the contact, but it is now closed. Solid limestone is found .. 
eight feet from its mouth, covered by iron-stained vein material" and broken. 
porphyry. ;Between this and the mouth of the Main incline, under where. 
the boarding-house now stands, was the ore body from which ore was first 
taken on this ground. The drifts are :p.ow filled up and abandoned, but it. 
is evident that the body was of considerable size and very near the surface,,. 
lying in an approximately horizontal position, that is, near the crest of the-
fold already mentioned. 
Carbonate incline.-The principal workings of the Carbonate mine are· 
opened by the Main or Carbonate incline, which descends into the hill for a_ 
di tance of 62 feet at an V angle of 21 ° 30' and in a direction E. 2f> 0 S. 
It i.· one of the comparatively fe~ inclines in the district which have been, 
driven traight, in tead of following the irregularities of the limestone sur-
f, e the nly· true . y tern for an incline from which it i., expected to extract. 
ral le qnan ity of ore, and one which i probably more econom-
i al in the l n run, . ince, in . pite of the irregularity of the limestone sur-
f ce in limited di tance. , the average dip is . tolerably constant. 
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The section afforded by this incline is extremely interesting, as showing 
the irregularities of the limestone surface caused by undulations or slight 
flexures in the formation, and these are best seen in the graphic illustration 
afforded on Atlas Sheet XXX, Section I, which has been very carefully 
constructed from actual measurement. · It will be seen by reference to this 
section that the original surface of the limestone presents a general wavy 
outline with one prominent fold, which, contrary to the gene_ral rule preva-
lent in the major flexures in the region, has its steeper side to the east . 
. The deciphering and reconstruction of the original folds in the formation is 
a matter of some little delicacy, since the ore currents have eaten irregu-
larly into the mass of the limestone, and the porphyry itself is also some-
what altered and mineralized. It is evident, however, that the dividing line 
between ore and limestone is o·ne which must be entirely rejected for this 
purpose. The parting between ore and porphyry, on the other hand, in 
spite of occasional incursions of ore material into the mass of the porphyry, 
is practically much more definite, and is that which has been used in deter-
mining the points in the original surface of contact. One prominent fact to 
be observed in this section, and one which seems capable of a certain 
amount of generalization, is that the main rich ore body is found . adjoining 
the crest of the prominent wave or fold in the limestone. It would seem 
that along the line of this sharp fold, which may very possibly have been 
accompanied by a slight displacement, there was an interruption in the ore 
currents, as is further evidenced by the fact that beyond the fold on the 
east side for a very considerable distance, indeed, to the extent of the 
present developments, there has been no considerable deposition of pay ore, 
the mineralized zone consisting of a most irregular replacement of the lime-
stone by what is known to the miners as black iron, a mixture of oxide of 
manganese with clayey material, which passes by almost imperceptible 
transition into coarsely-crystalline black limestone. In this lower part of 
the incline is one of the most striking evidences of the fact that the ore 
deposit is an actual replacement of a limestone in place, the walls of the 
incline showing the clayey, ferro-manganiferous material penetrating irreg-
ularly into the limestone, now in thin, sheet-like bodies, following a cleav-
age or fracture plane and terminating in a point, and now replacing the 
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whole mass for a distance of many feet. The line between the unaltered 
and replaced limestone has been accurately followed foot by foot, and a 
portion of the north wall of the incline is represented on a larger scale in 
Plate XXII, Fig. 3. 
As well as can be seen through the timbers of the incline, its upper 
portion is practically in the porphyry and the limestone does not actually 
outcrop. Very probably this is the crest of a slight roll, and it is prac-
tically level at this point or may possibly have a very slight western inclina-
tion. The first limestone actually seen in place is about sixty feet from 
the surface, just above a drift which crosses under the floor of the incline. 
It is evident, however, that the limestone rises somewhat to the south, since 
it is said to have been found at six feet from the surface under the boarding-
house. From this point downwards to the second level the incline is run 
practically in contact materiaJ or in decomposed iron-stained porphyry. 
In the second level south, about fifty feet from the incline, a limestone 
floor is found rising rapidly to the eastward. 
In the third level ore was found below the level of the incline, evi-
dently in a depression of the contact line, but the workings are now closed. 
The fourth level south, which is still open, runs at'first in porphyry, a 
cross-cut to the left or eastward cutting the underlying limestone at a dis-
tance of 16 feet. This marks the point where the limestone rises towards 
the crest of the fold, shown on the incline section. While in this section 
the crest is comparatively narrow, it apparently widens out to the south in 
a broad, dome-shaped elevation. At about forty feet from the incline the 
fourth level cuts through a body of hard, compact iron, resting upon the 
lime tone, and then bending to the eastward passes into the solid limestone. 
At a di tance of one hundred and twenty-five or one hundred and thirty feet 
from the incline a streak of clayey matter was cut, carrying a little ore and 
running off to the southward, evidently a replacement body which followed a 
cleavage or fracture plane in the limestone. The drift then passes again 
into oli lim tone, bending off to the south at its extremity, where it 
I a e into p rpl yr T the lime tone dipping sharply to the eastward at the 
will e ·een by reference to the map, the drift at this point is 
, r th extremity of the outh drift on the eig·hth level. 
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The fifth level south has _only been driven a_bout fifteen feet, being in 
the limestone, which extends at least that distance above its floor. 
The sixth level south follows in its windings the contact of porphyry 
and limestone, which here dips steeply to the east and thus defines the eastern 
edge of the fold. The contact material consists of a thin streak of man-
ganiferous clay and Chinese talc. At 30 feet from the end of this drift is 
an upraise on the right, 30 feet in height, following the almost perpendicular 
surface of the limestone, fro~n the top of which a prospecting· drift has been 
run out and is said to have been nearly connected with the drift on the 
fourth level; the drift beyond this point is in the body of the limestone. 
On the seventh level no drift has been run to the southward, the incline 
being he're entirely in porphyry. 
The south drift on the eighth level has a general southwest course and 
is cut in a decomposed material which seems to result from the decomposi-
tion of the overlying porphyry and of the thin bed of quartzite which is fre-
quently found between the porphyry and the limestone. It is a reddish 
clayey mass, having a gritty feel and containing fragments both of black 
chert and of quartzite. Within about twenty feet of the point where the drift 
forks the clay rises suddenly to the roof and the drift passes into a light-
blue decomposed limestone of the pulverulent type, so common in the dis-
trict, which crumbles between the fingers. The further continuations of 
these drifts are entirely in a body of fine-grained limestone of earthy text-
ure, as distinguished from the crystalline, granular dolomite which is most 
frequently found. In the left-hand drift is a stope one set high and in the · 
right-hand drift there is a large chamber from ten to fifteen feet in height 
and breadth and some twenty or thirty feet long, from which limestone has 
been quarried to be sold to the smelters as flux. 
· The sou th drift on the ninth level follows in its curves the contact 
between limestone and porphyry, having some black chert in the floor. 
-Of the workings on the north of the Carbonate incline those on the_ 
first and second levels are now mostly inaccessible. As well as can be 
ascertained, a thin sheet of ore extended from the incline, somewhat inter-
mittently interrupted, as a rule, by limestone rising to the contact with the 
porphyry, whether caused by si~ple undulations in the limestone itself or 
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by narrowings _of the ore body cannot be determined. Pay ore was mostly 
in the form of sand carbonates, slightly impregnated with iron oxides, and 
in comparatively thin sheet~, having a maximum thickness of about two or 
three feet. Connection was made from the second level to the end of the 
lEtna incline, to prevent the owners of the latter mine from following their 
ore shoot farther into the Carbonate ground, but is now closed up. Between 
the second level and the third and fourth is a large piece of comparatively 
barren ground, as indicated by the outlines of the ore body given on the 
map. These outlines, it must be borne in mind, are, from the necessity of 
the case, considerably generalized, it being impracticable to obtain accu-
rate data with fogard to their definite limits in the present abandoned con-
dition of the workings. 
One of the richest ore bodies in the mine was found immediately adjoin-
ing the incline on the north, between the third and fifth levels, occupying a 
slight depression immediately adjoining the crest of the main fold in the 
limestone. This ore body was in places two sets high (some fifteen feet 
thick), gradually thinning as it approached the crest of the fold, and to the 
northeastward spreading out in a thin and comparatively continuous sheet 
of sand carbonates. In the drift on the fourth level north, a body of unal-
tered limestone rises up in the floor, cutting off the ore about twenty feet 
from the incline; beyond this point ore is only found in detached bodies to 
the west of the drift, while to the east it extends in practically continuous 
sheets to the lower levels, gradually taking a steep easterly dip. The north-· 
ern extension of the drift, after passing through a considerable stretch of bar-
ren contact, cuts several small, unimportant ore bodies which form a con-
' . 
tinuation of those developed in the lower levels, and at its extremity was 
being run at the time of visit in solid limestone. 
The fifth level is cut for a short distance from the incline in the lime-
stone of the fold, then pa ses through the clay contact, showing consider-
able lickensides. The contact here is somewhat typical, showing first a 
bla kening of the limestone by a certain amount of impregnation by man-
gane e and iron oxides; above this, iron-stained clayey matter, containing 
the u ual development of Chinese talc; and still above, a thin irregular body 
of uar zite ( eber hale ), followed by normal White Porphyry. The 
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slickensides indicate a. certain amount of movement or displacement along 
the steep eastern face of the ridge or fold. At about one hundred feet from 
the incline the drift bends under that of the next level above, and from here 
on follows in its sinuosities the line of contact, which has a steep dip to the 
-eastward. From the point where the ore is struck in this drift almost to its 
northern extremity, the ore extends eastward to the two next lower levels and 
into the ground of the Little Giant claim, in a practically continuous body 
of iron-stained sand carbonates, generally one foot to two feet in thickness, 
-0nly interrupted here and there by ridges of undecomposed limestone, reach-
ing up to the porphyry contact. This ore sheet has a steep dip to the east-
ward, say on an average from 25° to 30°, and evidently stands on the east-
-ern slope of the fold; it would seem, therefore, that the dome-shaped uplift 
in the limestone body between the fourth and sixth levels south of the incline 
bas narrowed into a sharp ridge in the incline itself, and that it has then 
become a monoclinal fold to the north, the ore body Rx tending over the 
line of its crest and partly down its eastern slope into the trough. 
The sixth level north is run for fifty feet on a barren contact, following 
the curve of the limestone ridge, then passes into an ore body extending 
Tight and left with a steep dip to the eastward, while the end of the drift 
bends sharply to the eastward and runs into the overlying body, in which 
the eastward dip is shown in the rude bedding planes. 
The seventh level north for the first hundred feet is run in White 
Porphyry-, more or less iron-stained or decomposed and probably some 
-distance above the contact; limestone then comes up into the floor, covered 
by a streak 0f black iron and white Chinese talc a foot in thickness. Imme-
diately beyond, a b~dy of ore three sets high has been stoped out, which 
-evidently represents the ridge of limestone, now entirely · replaced by ore. 
1.'his ore r
1
idge at its maximum height is only about twenty feet in width, 
·having a roof of breccia material consisting of fragments of black chert 
:and quartzite in a matrix of clay and decomposed porphyry. The limit of 
the pay-ore body is found at a comparatively short distance east of this 
drift, the developments on the eighth level showing only a barren contact. 
The north drift on the eighth level follows in its right fork the eastern 
~boundary of the trough east of the ridge, and is cut in a yellow ocherous 
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material, which occasionally passes into limestone, the roof being White 
Porphyry. The left-hand or west fork in the first half of its course is cut 
in White Porphyry and then passes into a decomposed, light-colored, and 
iron-stained limestone, which rises to the west. The drift, after a rise of 15 
feet over a ridge of dark hard limestone, passes into soft clayey material, and 
then bending to the northward passes through two or three feet of quartz-
ite into a body of Gray or Mottled Porphyry, in which it stops. 'I1his is 
the only point in which the Gray Porphyry has been discovered in this 
mine. No definite idea, therefore, can be formed as to th~ shape or origin of 
the body. It may be interesting to note in this connection, however, that 
farther in the hill, as shown by the developments of the Modoc shaft, there· 
are several bodies of this Mottled Porphyry intercalated between the differ--
ent beds of limestone. From this level, immediately adjoining the Main 
incline, an incline drift, following the contact, has been run westward to a 
point immediately under the fifth level. It i8 now mostly filled up, and is-
mainly interesting as proving the existence of the deep trough shown in the-
section. 
From the eighth to the ninth level, a distance of over one hundred and 
twenty feet, no pay ore is found; but, a~ has already been mentioned, most 
interesting proof is afforded of the fact that the ore bodies are simply 
replacements of the limestone. The replaced material is largely a black,. 
clayey matter, more or less iron-stained and in some cases passing into a 
red plastic clay, which would seem to have infiltrated into the mass from 
the porphyry above, while the limestone immediately adjoining this is itself 
more or less discolored by black oxide of manganese. A short distance· 
below the intersection of the ninth level, which is in solid blue limestone,.. 
the limestone, with its contact seam of Chinese talc, dips steeply down to· 
the eastward and the incline passes into porphyry. Just at the point where 
the lime tone bends downward, a small ore body was discovered immedi-
ately over the roof of the incline. 
Little Giant.-The working of the Little Giant mine are practically an 
exten ion of those of the Carbonate along the continuation of the main 
ore heet, where it ha it teep dip to the eastward between the fourth and 
" nth 1 vel. It i opened by a, haft 2·34 feet deep and is also connected. 
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by narrow sinuous drifts with the fifth level of the Carbonate. The ore is 
iron-stained sand carbonates, occurring, as a rule, in thicker bodies than in 
the Carbonate claim and being rather more irregular in sh~,pe. The work-
ings consist of a main incline, now being driven a little south of east from the 
bottom of the shaft, and of an incline running nearly due east· at an angle 
of 26°, from which levels have been run off at intervals of about fifty feet. 
The richest ore bodies have been found immediately adjoining the Uar~ 
bonate claim on one side and that of the Yankee Doodle on the other. 
The larger portion of the ground included in the Little Giant claim, which 
lies to the southwest of the Sh~mrock, has not been prospected at all, be-
cause it has bee11 considered beyond the southeastern limit of the pay--ore 
streak, as indicated on the map. The ground is probably barren. 
Yankee Doodle. -The Y ankeP; Doodle mine, east of the Carbonate fault, js 
' ' . 
opened by two independent shafts, not yet connected underground, and the 
present developments are confined to the workings from the upper shaft. 
The ore found here is a northeastern continuation of the Carbonate body. 
The upper shaft of the Yankee . Doodle is 303 feet deep, the first station 
being at a depth of 296 feet from the surface. Limestone is said to have 
been struck in this shaft at 230 feet. The main drift, running eastward 
from the station, is cut in solid black crystalline limestone, showing some 
replacement action; but no pay ore is found until the first cross-drift is 
reached, at a distance of 170 feet from the shaft.1 Twenty-five feet beyond 
this first drift is a winze 30 feet deep, which goes down at an angle of 70° 
to the eastward, following a sudden bend in the limestone, which is evi-
dently the same that has been traced through the Carbonate and Little Giant 
claims, though having a steeper angle. Some ore has been found beyond 
the bend on either side of the main drift, but none as yet below the winze. 
The principal ore developments have· occurred along the boundary line 
between this claim and. the Little Giant, where an incl_i ne is being sunk at 
an angle of 30°. Considerable ore was found extending upwards along the 
surface of the limestone near the boundary line. 'I1hese developments show 
a somewhat discontinuous body of pay ore, consisting of sand carbonates 
1 By an oversight in the correction, of proof the section (Section G G, Atlas Sheet XXX) shows 
White Porphyry, i,nstead of vein material, below this drift from this point to the winze. 
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with a small proportion of unaltered galena. The ore sheet which extends 
from the Carbonate into this ground seems to be growing narrower and less 
continuous and may disappear entirely to the northeast. It is as yet, how-
ever, not safe to assume this as a fact, for the ground in the Yankee Doodle 
claim has not yet been thoroughly and systematically prospected; more-
over, the shaft sunk on the Excelsior claim, which is nearly in the line of 
the probable continuation of this ore body, is said to have cut a large body 
of vein material, which, though not rich, is an evidence of mineralizing 
action. 
From the middle shaft of the Yanlrne Doodle, ~hich is about one 
hundred feet in depth, considerable ground has been explored by an incline, 
from which two sets of levels have been run off Both incline and levels 
are very irregular, following the varying inclination of the contact between 
limestone arid porphyry. 
From the end of the first level north a winze was sunk, apparently in 
a considerable-- body of vein material, in a sudden steepening of the lime-
stone. As it will be seen by reference to the map and sections that this 
. . point is on a line with a similar sharp bend in the limestone, at the southern 
extremity of the drift on the sixth level of the Crescent mine, where indica-
tions of a body of rich ore are found, it- would seem advisable to have 
pushed explorations farther at this point, with the prospect of developing 
one of the smaller bodies of ore, such as are found to the west of the main 
Carbonate body, betw~en it and the ~tna line. The south drift on this 
level follows a barren contact of the usual character, viz, showing black-
ened decomposed limestone, with the usual parting of Chinese talc sep-
arating it from the iron-stained porphyry above, which contains fragments 
of black chert and quartzite. 
On the second level some thin seams of sand carbonate are found to 
the north of the incline, and at the southern extremity a considerable body 
of thi ore has been stoped out. This also is evidently worthy of further 
xploration. It thu appear that the apparently barren zone between the 
tw rich ore die or bonanza · of Carbonate Hill is onl v a reo-ion ,v here 
., b 
the re i le c ntinuou than in the bonanzas themselves and that several 
' 
m 11 re 1 ie bay n found there, and probably by a systematic 
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exploration of the ground many others might be found, especially if the 
search were not confined to the contact surface alone, but were also ex-
tended where indications of mineralized jointing planes seem to warrant it, 
into the bodv of the limestone below. 
Area on t;p of hilt-In the area to the east of the claims of the southern 
group, on the top of Carbonate Hill, several prospecting shafts have been 
sunk in the White Porphyry, notably the Excelsior, William Wallace (300 
feet), Tip Top (297 feet), Little Nell (440 feet), Thespian (400 feet), and 
the Modoc (600 feet). Of these, only the Excelsior and Modoc have reached 
the Blue Limestone. Neither was accessible at time of visit. The Excel-
sior is said to have found a heavy body of iron-stained vein material, but 
not sufficient pay ore to encourage further developments. The Modoc shaft 
had filled with water while awaiting better pumping machinery, but from 
data obtained from miners and from evidence afforded by the dump it 
appears that contact with a certain amount of vein material was struck at 
about five hundred feet. In the little drifting that w~s · done no rich ore 
was found. The shaft was sunk 100 feet farther, passing through the Blue 
• Limestone and two intrusive sheets of Gray Porphyry included within it, 
as ideally shown in Section I, Atlas Sheet XXX. It would thus appear 
that the sheet of Gray Porphyry, which on Iron Hill occurs near the base 
of the Blue Limestone, is here either cutting across this formation to a 
higher horizon or sending off offshoots, such as are found in some of the 
Iron Hill workings. 
Area west of Carbonate fault.-In the ~tna and Glass-Pendery claims, which, 
with the exception of a small corner of the former, lie west of the Carbon-
ate fault, little pay ore has been found on the contact; but the main ore 
bodies occur within the mass of the limesto1:1e, extending to a depth of :fifty 
feet or sixty feet below its surface. 
Ore was first discovered in a nearly vertical body, crossing the lower 
part of Glass No. 2 shaft in a southeast direction. The development of 
this body led to the discovery of other larger and more irregularly-shaped 
bodies extending beyond the ~tna line. These were worked by the Glass-
Pendery owners, and much ore was taken from the ..LEtna ground before 
the owners of the latter were aware of its existence. It was on account of 
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the litigation arising from the claim of damages by the ~tna mine that 
admission to the Glass-Pendery mi~e was for a long time utterly refused, 
only a single hasty visit being finally conceded for the purposes of this 
work. This refusal was particularly unfortunate, as the information to be 
obtained here has a most direct bearing on the question of the existence of 
ore further west under the city of ~eadville. The existence of the Pendery 
fault, on which an incline is sunk 100 feet below the main level, was, how-
ever, ascertained beyond a doubt, with the strong probability of a slight 
western dip in the limestone adjoining the Pendery fault. (See Sections 
H and I, Atlas Sheet XXX.) Had the iucline on the Pendery fault been 
continued, there seems to be little doubt that the limestone would have 
been struck in it at no very great depth, and definite data could thus have 
been obtained in regard to the ore horizon under Leadville. 
The ore body which passes through the Glass shaft seems to have been 
a fracture or fissu.re in the limestone, partly filled with White Porphyry 
from the main sheet above. A section of it where it crosseB a drift north-
west of the shaft is given in Fig. 2, Plate XXII, in which it is seen tlut 
replacement action has followed the walls of the fissure on either side of 
the porphyry, the rich ore being confined, however, to the hanging wall. 
In the .LEtna ground a small body of Gray Porphyry is found in the 
drift just west of the main shaft. To the southeast of this shaft the lime-
stone is singularly bleached and disintegrated, but no ore is found. The 
main large ore chambers occur north of this shaft, not far from the Pendery 
line. They extend up in places nearly, if not quite, to the contact plane, 
and are wedge-shaped or tapering toward the bottom. The ore in -these 
claims is said to have contained little or no lead. 
The Meyer shaft was sunk 50 feet perpendicularly to the fault, then 
followed the fault plane to the contact, from which point a drift was driven 
to meet the e large chambers. The fault plane, like that of the Iron fault, 
wa found to contain a certain amount of pay ore, mixed with attrition or 
elvage material, but none was found outside its walls in the limestone. 
The fi 
de h 
ure i quite regular in its inclination, .which shallows somewhat in 
n i fr m one foot to three feet in width The evidence here, as 
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in the Iron fault, shows that the original ore deposition was prior to the 
faulting, and that whatever ore is found on its plane was brought there 
mechanically or is the result of secondary deposition. 
North of the Pendery and ~tna workings it was difficult to obtain 
accurate information in regard to the underground structure of the lower 
slopes of the hill, west of Carb?nate fault. Many prospecting shafts have 
been sunk, a few of which penetrated the porphyry to the underlying lime-
stone, but they had mostly been abandoned. The St. Mary's was the only 
one which was accessible. From information obtained in this and by dili-
gent questioning of persons who had visited the others, it appea.rs that the 
limestone in this region probably falls off to the west in a series of irregular 
steps or benches, which may be actual faults or sharp flexures. The result 
is a probable dip to the westward, as indicated in a generalized form in 
Sections F and G, the only break or fold which could be actually located 
being that assumed as the northern continuation of the Pendery fault and 
which was actually seen in the St. Mary's workings. This fault is supposed 
to pass into an anticlinal fold in the northern half of the area mapped, as 
will be explained below. 
In the lower part of the Yankee Doodle <;laim are several old prospect-
ing shafts, now abandoned. That marked 011 the map as the lower sha~t is 
said to have found limeston~ and ore at abo~t :fifteen feet, which was cut off 
to the westward by a sudden break. The break was follqwed by an incline 
seventy-five to one hundred feet farther, and work was then discontinued. 
'I.1his break is evidently the continuation of the Carbonate fault. 
NORTHERN GROUP OF MINES. 
In th~ northern half of the area shown on the Carbonate Hill map, 
another ore body parallel with that already described, but of much greater 
dimensions, has been developed east of the line of Carbonate fault, ai;d a 
smaller, but very rich body, in somewhat peculiar relations, to the west of 
this line. 
The first of theRe bodies extends northeastward from its outcrop in 
the Crescent claim through the Catalpa, Evening Star, Mornfng Star, and 
Waterloo claims, and probably beyond these into the ground of the Maid 
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of Erin and Brookland claims. It obtains its maximum breadth of about 
two hundred feet and a thickness of pay ore of over fifty feet in the Even-
ing Star ground, vein material having here replaced apparently the entire 
thickness of the Blue Limestone, which, as a result of this action, has 
shrunk to about one hundred feet. As in the Carbonate body, there is a 
noticeable steepening in the dip of the formation beyond .the eastern limits 
of the ore current, but the amount of repl~cement by oxidized material has 
been so great that the· minor waves in the limestone are difficult to trace. 
It were too long to enter into a detailed description of the workings 
in each mine, as ·has been done in the case of the Carbonate; and, since the 
map and sections represent, so far as their scale permits, the results of thor-
ough examination of every drift, only the salient points and general features 
will be mentioned in what follows. 
Crescent mine.-The Crescent, like the Carbonate mine, is worked through 
a long incline, following the dip of the stratification. In this case, how-
ever, the angle of the incline varies from point to point in an attempt to 
keep on the contact; but, owing to the irregularities of the limestone surface, 
it runs, like the former, now into the limestone foot-wall and again into the 
porphyry above. Its average angle is at first 12° to 13°, but 50 feet beyond 
the No. 3 shaft it becomes 20° to 25 °, continuing on this average slope 
to a distance of 800 feet from the mouth. For the first 80 feet it runs in 
Wash, composed of clayey gravel inclosing rounded bowlders of Sacra-
mento Porphyry; above the contact are four feet of quartzite, supposed to 
belong to the Weber Shale horizon. This quartzite is very generally found 
below the porphyry in this and the adjoining mines to the north. It is · 
ordinarily very thin and difficult to distinguish fr(?m the porous quartz 
which frequently constitutes the gangue or vein material. As in the Car-
bonate mine, the dip of the lime tone is very shallow near the surface, and 
it is po ible that it forms here as there the crest of a fold, but the explora-
tion in this region were unfortunately too few to afford definite data on this 
point. 
The main ore ody i developed l:;>etween the first and fourth levels 
and extend fr m the inciine in a northeasterly direction to the Catalpa 
line. uth f the incline, it was found only on the first level, extending 
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beyond the No. 1 or Blacksmith shaft, where the limestone is rising rapidly 
to the surface. It was gi:merally found as a thin and somewhat irregular 
sheet of sand carbonate, averaging perhaps a foot in thi~lmess. Toward 
the Catalpa line on the fourth level it thickened to two and a half feet and 
carried 100 to 500 ounces of silver to the ton. Between the upper part or 
southwestern end of the body and the Catalpa line is an area which bas 
proved barren of pay ore, so far as explored, though vein material is prac-
tically continuous through it, carrying ttlways a certain amount of silver. 
On the line of the incline, as is shown in the section, there is a ridge 
of limestone betwBen the third and fourth levels and another just beyond 
the fifth. To the north, towards the Catalpa line, these two ridges have 
come together, and the steep dip, which in the incline is beyond the fifth 
level, is here between the fourth and fifth, as the converging of these two 
drifts shows. East of this line the contact has been f01rnd practically barren, 
though showing considerable replacement material, consisting of oxides of 
iron and manganese which all assay a few ounces in silver. Between the 
eighth and ninth levels is a deep trough, produced by a fold and possibly 
accompanied by some displacement, similar to that in the Carbonate mine. 
A winze was sunk here, said to have been 80 to 100 feet deep, in vein mate-
rial, but it was no longer open, and the information is somewhat uncertain. 
The south drift on the eighth level runs along the edge of this trough on 
the contact, which dips 70° to the eastward. The extremity of the south 
drift on the sixth level, which follows the curves of the contact, rises 20 feet 
over the ridge of limestone which crosses the incline below No. 3 shaft, and 
· finds a small body of ore, which deserves further prospecting. 
Catalpa mine.-Although the first discovery of ore 011 this ground was 
made in the gossan, or iron outcrop at the surface, the mine was opened 
through a shaft sunk high up 011 the hill, which reached the contact at a 
depth of 170 feet and near the eastern limits of the main ore body. From 
this explorations were carried upward to the west, and a second shaft, the 
New Discovery, has lately been sunk to develop the ore shoot extending 
up toward the surface, :which has not yet been thoroughly explored. 
As the surveys in this mine had been carried on without any systematic 
determination of le_vel in the drifts, as is often the case in. Leadville mines, 
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the outlines of ore bodies and ~contact may be less exact than m other 
mines. There seem to be two ridges in the formation, marked by sudden 
descent of the ore bodies to the east on the line of the-. section (E), but 
along the Evening Star line, above the general steepening of dip at the 
east limits of the bonanza, the inclination is more regular. The vein mate-
rial in this ground extends to depths of thirty and forty feet below the 
~ontact, its total thickness not being in all cases ascertainable, as explora-
tions are · seldom extended in depth as far as the unaltered limestone. The 
rich ore bodies are generally found in its upper part, near the contact. _ The 
former is generally soft and clayey, sometimes, however, a hard sili-cious 
hematite, and in the v~cinity of the ore bodies often a granular quartz, not 
unlike a quartzite in general appearance. In the Main shaft 40 feet of vein 
material was passed through before reaching unaltered limestone. This was 
barren, with the exception of a thin streak of galena, carrying 3'/9 ounces 
of silver to the ton. The limestone below is of dark color, generally hard 
and crystalline, but someti!_Iles soft and pulverulent, containing clay infil-
trated through from above. 
From the bottom of the New Discovery shaft the ore extends in a 
somewhat irregular body one to three feet in thickness to the northeastward, 
and along the Evening Star line is practically continuous eastward as far 
as the so-called "crib." In the direction of the Main shaft its continuity for 
a short distance is broken,· but it comes in again in the northeast continua- . 
tion of the Crescent body, increasing in thickness toward the "crib" on the 
Evening Star li~e, at t.he extremity of the drift rnnning north from the Main 
shaft. At the "crib," so called from the structure, filled with waste, used· 
to support the roof of the ore chamber, there is a sudden steepening o~ the 
ore body on both sides of the line between Catalpa and Evening Star. An 
almost solid ·mass of carbonate ore, 40 feet thick, was taken from this cham-
ber. It was difficult to obtain definite data as to the bounding rocks, but it 
i evident that this deepening i due, not to a fold in the limestone, but to 
replac ment action extending a little deeper, probably along some fissure 
r cleav g plan in the lime tone. 'rhe general ~utline of the ore body 
h r i , h wn in th longitudinal Se ·tion A, Atlas Sheet XXIX, whose line 
l · thr urrh thi I rti n f the mine . 
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From the bottom of the Main shaft an incline is started in the lime-
stone for the purpose of exploring the ground to the east; in it the bedding-
planes of the limestone are very indistinct, but from data obtained at other 
points it is deduced that its dip ·must be nearly 45 °. 
In general it may be said of the ore bodies of the Catalpa mine that, 
while irregular and pockety, they have been much · richer than the thicker 
bodies to the -north. 
Evening Star mine.-This claim, located on a narrow strip of ground little 
more than half the normal width of a claim, left between the Catalpa and 
Morning Star, included by good luck the thickest and widest portion of 
the bonanza, and has probably proved more profitable to its owners, as a 
legitimate mining enterprise, than any other in the region. 
It is opened by two vertical shafts, known as the Main and Upper 
shafts, between which the ore body stretches in an almost continuous sheet 
and beyond which in either directi_on but little ore has been found. 
Main shaft. --The Main shaft, as shown in Section D, was sunk through 
the White Porphyry, across a great thickness of iron vein material and 
through an underlying· sheet of Gray Porphyry, into a second body of vein 
material, at the base of which was found a thin bed of quartzite. This is 
probably a portion of the Parting Quartzite, and the second iron body is 
therefore the replacement of a portion of the Blue Limestone split off from 
the main body by the intrusion of the _Gray Porphyry. The fact that this 
underlying sheet has been actually cut here is extremely important, since 
its ·existence in the southern portion of-the hill, between this point and the 
outcrops on the slopes toward California gulch, has been only inferentially 
proved by isolated masses supposed to be offshoots from it. 
A dike-like body of Gray Porphyry is also cut in the upper workings 
adjoining the shaft. As shown here, it is six feet in width, runs ii] a north-
• . 
east direction, and has a dip of 70° to the northwest. In places, especially 
toward the center of the mass, it is in exceptionally fresh condition, its matrix 
being a semi-translucent hornstone -like mass, containing abundant crystals 
of limpid quartz with feldspar. By decomposition, which is often com-
pleted in a very short distance from the unaltered parts, the groundmass 
becomes perfectly opaque and white, and assumes a mottled appearance 
MON XII--28 
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from the prominence given to small crystals of feldspar and the oxidation 
of the contained iron, so that -it is not to be distinguish.ed from the average 
Mottled Porphyry. This body can be traced but for a short distance in 
either direction. It is probably an offshoot from the main underlying sheet, 
and its position suggests a possible connection, or at .least common origin, 
with that f01ind in the_ Morning Star ground, although the shape of the 
latter, as shown in Section C, is more that of a sheet than of a dike. It 
must be borne in mind, however, that none of these later intrusive and 
cross-cutting sheets has the regularity of the normal dike as it is gener-
ally represented in geological text-books, and further that, as in the mines 
they are seldom exposed in more than a few isolated points, their gra.phic 
representation on the section is almos~ entirely ideal and subject to correc-
tion whenever further explorations furnish more facts in regard to them. 
The White Porphyry in this shaft was found to be highly decomposed 
throughout and so stained by iron oxides near the contact that the line of 
the latter could not be accurately determined. In it, about fifteen feet above 
the contact, was found a small body of ore, consisting of pyromorphite and 
cerussite, with a little sulphide, filling the interstices of . small blocks of 
country rock. The rock contained over 80 per cent. of silica and may 
have been an included fragment of impure quartzite belonging to the Weber 
Shales. This was probably a secondary deposit. 
The occurrence of a second body of vein material below the Gray Por-
phyry is extremely interesting, as showing that replacement of the lime-
stone has taken place, at times, below this porphyry, as it has normally 
below the White Porphyry. In this case the body is exceptionally rich in 
manganese, being mainly the black iron of the miners. The jointing planes 
are covered with a coating of fine crystals of pyrolus~e. 
Uppe,,r shaf t.-Tbis shaft was sunk 290 feet through White Porphyry 
before reaching the contact. Here the porphyry wa8 hard. and exception-
ally fre b, being what is locally known as "block porphyry"; moreover, 
it c ntained minute cry tals of pyrite, disseminated through its mass. The 
unenc of undecomposed pyrites in the porphyry is noteworthy in con-
n ... ti with the fa t that f r a considerable distance to the east of th0 shaft 
t lo e c tact- that is, little or no replacement on the surface of the 
• 
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limestone. On the limestone surface only about eight to ten feet of vein 
material were found, which rapidly thinned out to the south and east.1 Be-
tween these two shafts the rich ore body extends in a practically continuous 
sheet, reaching its greatest thickness of about forty feet toward the middle 
of the area. Its outlines are difficult to define, since the distinction between 
low-grade ore and high-grade vein material may vary at different times and 
since it could not be actually studied in every part; but where drifts were 
closed information had to be obtained from the miners. Its lower surface 
is very irregular, extending down into the vein material to depths which 
vary rapidly in a few feet; the upper limit, however, is more regular, being 
practically that of the contact, though every portion of this was not nec-
essarily rich enough to be extracted. Toward the Morning Star mine it be-
comes thinner, but its lateral boundaries widen. East of the Main shaft, on 
the line of Section D, the contact is barren, but on the Morning Star line 
the ore extends to the line of steepening dip, as it does in the workings 
from the Morning Star Upper shaft. It is by no means certain that in this· 
region the eastern limits of the ore body have been reached, and the out-
lines given on the map must be considered merely tentative. The diagram 
in Fig. 1, Plate XXII, is taken from the extremity of the incline running 
east from the Evening Star Upper shaft and shows a fragment of porphyry 
intruded into the body of the limestone, in this case unaltered; ~uch an oc--
currence in a region of active replacement would account for the Chinese 
talc and clay which might be found entirely within an ore body. 
No. 5 shaft.-Since the completion of field-work an exploring shaft has 
been sunk at the outcrop, which, after passing through a considerable thick-
ness of vein material, is said to have found unaltered Blue Limestone. 
From this information the structure assumed in the section has been in-
ferred, though, as will be shown in the discussion of the region west of the 
· 
1 SiJ?-Ce the completion of field-work this shaft has been sunk 100 feet deeper, cutting alternately 
through solid limestone and replacement zones parallel with the bedding and containing iron vein 
material. The first of these zones was 7 feet tbiok, occurring at 15 feet below the contact; the 
second was 45 feet thick, containing in the middle from 5 per cent. to 20 per cent. of lead and occa-
~ional nodules of galena. The limestone on either side of this zone was decomposed and pulverulent, 
m the condition known to the miners as "lime-sand," but the bedding planes were often still distinct. 
From these developments it appears that the replacement zone on Section D should ha,ve been con-
tinued farther east. The shaft was not carried down to the Gray Porphyry, to determine whether 
pay ore exists at its contact, as in the Waterloo . 
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fault, there is no c~rtainty that there may not be a decided shallowing m 
the dip of the formation as it approaches the assumed fault line.1 No 
explorations have been made between this and the Main shaft except the 
Old Discovery shaft; which was sunk for a few feet in vein material and 
has long since been filled up and obliterated. 
rrhe ore of the Evening Star mine consists largely of sand carbonate 
and hard carbonate, but contains also a considerable amount of unaltered 
galena. Although less rich than that of the Catalpa, its working results 
give a high average, which may be estimated at 60 to 70 ounces of silver 
a ton. As compared with the Morning Star.ore it runs lower in lead, but as 
a rule contains less silica and more iron and manganese, and is, therefore, 
more easily smelted. The hard carbonate, which is the characteristic ore 
of the western half of the mine, is a granular silicious material of peculiar 
steely or adamantine luster, either compact or porous and full of cavities. 
An examination of the cavities with a lens shows that they are more or less 
completely filled with transparent crystals of cerussite and little flakes of 
chloro-bromide of silver of pale-green col_or. The sand carbonates occur 
in streaks and lenticular bodies, generally not more than one or two feet in 
thickness. Chinese talc is occasionally found, but cannot be traced so reg-
ularly as when the ore bodies are thinner and the actual contact conse-
quently more readily defined. 
Morning Star mine.-To this mine belong both the Morning Star and Water-
loo claims, the ground of the latter above the fault being as yet but little 
explored. In this mine, as in the Catalpa, no systematic levels were run, 
and, as many of the old ~orkings were inaccessible at the time of visit, the 
data obtained as to details of form and occurrence of ore are less accurate 
than in the case of the Evening Star mine. The ore body continues ~ts 
1 According to Mr. Ricketts (The Ores of Leadville, Princeton, 1883) the data furnished by the 
sinking of this shaft through the Gray Porphyry and by n, bore-hole drilled from its bottom as far a,s 
the Lower Quartzite show that the thickness given for the Gray Porphyry sheet in our ideal Section D 
i too great, its actual thickness being about fifty feet. He also states that he found no Parting 
Quartzit . As his information with regard to rocks passecl through was obtained by examination of 
the dump, it might readily have escaped his observation. On the other hand, on the supposition thn,t 
th r w, a. nonconformity by erosion between Silurian and Carboniferous formations, it might have 
been erod d away at this point and be actually wanting; this would also account for a supposed less 
than n rmal thicknes of the White Limestone. 
/ 
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normal northeast direction through this ground as far as explored, and 
apparently widens out to the northwest, the limits given to it in this direc-
- tion on the map being merely those of explored areas, and not necessarily 
of the limits of ore deposition, as a great deal of ground is still unexamined. 
This body, which in the Evening Star ground had already commenced to 
shallow toward the boundary line,. becomes very sensibly thinner through-
out the Morning Star ground. From four to eight feet may be taken as 
the average thickness, though in places it deepens for a short distance to 20 
or 30 feet. As a rule the ore runs much higher in lead than in the Evening 
Star, but is poorer in silver. I~ also contains more silica and less iron and 
manganese. Very white carbonate sands, consisting of almost pure cerus-
site, are found, especially along the contact. Here, as elsewhere, these seem 
to contain less silver than the more stained and impure carbonate ores. It 
may be that the latter have more silver in the form of sulphuret. As gangue 
the porous granular quartz is very prevalent, and often constitutes a good 
hard carbonate ore. Below the ore the ocherous yellow basic sulphate was 
frequently observed.1 
The mine is principally worked through the Main shaft, from the bot-
tom of which an incline follows the dip of the formation eastward, and 
levels are run southward to the Eve1_1ing Star line and westward to connect 
with the old workings from the Lower shaft. From the incline levels are run 
at somewhat irregular distances, following the ore development, which has 
been mainly to the south in the upper part and in the low~r to the north. 
A second shaft, known as the Upper shaft, has also been sunk to contact 
higher up on the hill, on the Waterloo ground, from which a level connects 
with the incline. 
In this area the greatest east-and-west extent of the ore bodies has 
been along the Evening Star line, and its greatest thickness along the mid-
dle of the body, between the second and third levels. As far a~ could be 
ascertained, in one point only has unreplaced limestone been reached below 
the ore. This was at the southern extremity of the fourth level south, and it 
1 According to Mr. L. D. Ricketts, who made a careful and detaHed study of the Morning Star 
and Evening Star mines during the summer of 1882, this basic sulpba,te forms a distinct and practically 
continuous sheet under the ore body in the Morning Star ground. 
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was considered by the miners a limestone bowlder. Explorations generally 
stop in the iron body or barren vein material underlying the ore body. 
The steepening of dip to the ea.st of the ore body is very marked at the 
present extremity of the incline, as well as near the bottom of the Upper 
shaft; its angle is here 25 °. A fine body of carbonate ore is just being 
opened to the west of this point. 
The old workings of the mine were reached from the Lower or Board-
ing-House shaft, and at time of examination were inaccessible. From infor-
mation obtained it appears that a large ~nass of vein material was found 
,, 
here, a.nd a layer of valuable ore at the contact, which reached the Evening 
Star line on the south, but was cut off at 125 feet east of the shaft by a 
break in the formation. This break was found, at the extremity of the west 
drift from the Main shaft, to consist of an actual displacement of 20 feet'in 
the formation, bringing the basset edges of the limestone against a sheet of 
Gray Porphyry, which here overlies the contact. To the ·west of this there is 
a sharp rise in the contact, which was explored with some difficulty through 
drifts renaered dangerous by the plastic condition of the decomposed Gray 
Porphyry. This body was found in no other workings, and what could be 
determined of its outlines is shown in Section C. Where it comes up through 
the limestone, as it undoubtedly must, is not therefore known, but a pos-
sible manner of offshoot from the main sheet below is shown in Section A.1 
The normal continuation of this great· ore body would be between the 
Maid of Erin and Brookland shafts. In the former contact was struck at 
385 feet and 15 feet of iron were passed through. To the north of the shaft, 
in a drift rising between Gray and White Porphyry, was found a small 
body of galena. The developments are as yet too limited to furnish an 
accurate idea of the shape of this body of Gray Porphyry, which is there-
fore merely indicated in the section (B), as shown by present developments, 
with no suggestion as to its probable continuation. Ore is also said to have 
been struck in the Brookland shaft. The Big Chief and Clontarf shafts 
have also reached the contact and found vein material and ore, but as yet 
1 Mr. Rickett (op. cit., p. 41 ) states that a dike, eight to ten feet wide, crossing the limestone, 
ha rnce b en cut by one of the drifts of the mine, which he regards as the feeder of tbjs sheet of Gray 
Porphyry. 
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developments are not carried on regularly in any of these shafts, owing to 
great influx of water and nothing definite can be said as to the extent or 
conditions of the ore body in that direction.1 
Area west of Carbonate fault.-rrhe original rock surface of Carbonate Hill 
west of the line of Carbonate fault slopes off very rapidly, as shown by the 
sudden deepening of the Wash in the various sections. The line where the 
slide of the steeper slopes gives way to actual Wash, or rounded bowlders 
and gravel of rearranged moraine material, marks a sort of beach-line in 
Glacial time, up to which the ice sheet must have extended in order to trans-
port the bowlders, some of which (at the mouth of the Crescent incline, for 
instance) must have been brought from near the crest of the range. The depth 
of this mass of detrital material probably reaches 150 to 200 feet along the 
western edge of the map, and there is some evidence to show that the under-
lying Lake beds extend up to the base of the steeper rock-surface slope, as 
shown in the sections. Under such a ma,ss of clayey gravel, which, like a 
sponge, permits the passage of water through it and yet keeps constantly 
saturated, the rock surface disintegrates and its mineral con~tituents are 
decomposed more readily than elsewhere, and the porphyries especially 
lose rapidly their distinctive characters. With these conditions of actual 
surface and rock surface the determination of geological structure is 
naturally difficult, and this difficulty is enhanced by the fact that, except 
at the northern and southern ends of the area mapped in the lower Henriett-
W aterloo and lEtna-Pendery claims, respectively, the little underground 
exploring that has been done was simply for prospecting purposes, irregular, 
without system, and the workings are as a rule no longer accessible. The 
structure of this region, as represented on the sections, is the embodiment of 
information obtained at the expense of infinitely more time and labor than, 
the examination of a large mine would have required, and yet is far from 
satisfactory in its character. For this reason, while the structure of the 
lower portion of the hill, as shown in Sections B, H, and I, may be taken as 
1 Since the completion of field-work, at a depth of 633 feet contact has been reached in the Wolfe 
Tone shaft, which is a short distance ea,st of the Brookland. Ore and vein material are said to have been 
about forty feet thick, the former occurring both as carbonate and as sulphuret. Below this a body of 
porphyry was found, which from description is apparently Gra,y Porphyry and ma,y be the eastern con-
tinuation of the main sheet which bas been developed in the Lower Waterloo workings. 
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essentially accurate, that given in the intermediate sections has a certain ele-
. ment of tentativeness and uncertainty. That in the .lEtna-Pendery groun~, 
represented by the two latter, has already been described. 
Lower H~nriett and Waterloo.-Section B shows the structure below the Car-
bonate fault on a line drawn between these two claims, whose lower work-
ings are connected with each other. It is that of an anticlinal fold, whose 
axis corresponds very closely with the prolongation of the Carbonate fault 
line . and whose crest has been planed off, with a sharp synclinal basin· 
adjoining it on the west, along one side of which the lower sheet of Gray 
Porphyry cuts across the Blue Limestone up into the overlying White Por-
phyry, which has escaped erosion in the hollow of the basin. On the under 
side of this sheet of Gray Porphyry, at its· contact with the limestone, the 
latter is mineralized, a.nd a most valuable body of carbonate ore has been 
developed, extending into the hill at a rather steeper angle than the aver-
age dip of the formation. The existence of this lower ore sheet was fmp-
posed at first to indicate merely a faulted-down portion of the regular ore 
horizon, as it does in the .lEtna-Pendery ground, the difference of level 
between the outcrops of vein material on the surface and that of the lower 
body, prolonged in dip into the hill, being quite what would be expected 
if the movement of the fault was normal, with a slight decrease in amount 
toward the north. It was observed, however, that the Half Way House 
and Henriett Lower shafts had passed through normal White Porphyry 
over limestone, whereas a short distance east of the latter shaft the White 
Porphyry gave way to Gray Porphyry, which thereafter continued to 
form the hanging wall of the ore body, limestone being in all cases its 
foot-wall. The White Porphyry contact, for reasons which the general 
geological description must have made apparent, is necessarily the top of · 
the Blue Limestone; but the continuation of the Gray Porphyry con-
tact soon came directly beneath the regular outcrop of iron vein mate-
rial, which here has more than double tlie width that it has farther south. 
Therefore it was evident tnat the Gray Porphyry, although itself having 
the regular ea tern dip, was in reality cutting across the Blue Limestone. 
o direct evidence of the f ld in curving stratification lines has as yet been 
o taine 1, ince where the e would occur in mine workings the limestone 
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has been entirely replaced and structure lines are obliterated. In the lower 
workings of the Henriett mine, moreover, nea~ the prolongation of the fault 
line, Parting Quartzite was found in the floor of a drift, which proves that · 
at this point the ore body is near the base, whereas in the shafts it was 
near the top, of the Blue Limestone. The line of Section B is apparently 
the line of greatest depression of the Gray Porphyry sheet, since to the 
north what is apparently a slight fault brings the limestone up, cutting off 
the ore body, and on the south, towards the New Waterloo shaft, the con-
tact rises. This shaft was sunk entirely through vein material and Gray 
Porphyry, and apparently found no White Porphyry. The faulting move-
ment has here become a slight down-throw .to the east, comparable in. di-
rection and amount to the Morning Star fault, and which might readily be_ 
mistaken for a simple monoclinal fold. It is assumed to be the continuation 
of the Carbonate fault, though there is no direct proof, nor could a con-
nection actually be traced, since the throw of the latter would become nil 
between here and where it is actually demonstrable. On the same line to 
the north, in Little Stray Horse Ridge, there is a displacement, which passes 
into an anticline on Fryer Hill, in the Dunkin ground. 
West -of the Halfway House sh3Jt the contact between limestone and 
White Porphyry has been explored for ore, and is found to be cut off by a 
sudden deepening of the Wash, whi~h evidently represents the shore-line 
of Lake Arkansas mentioned above~ In the Jolly shaft the Wash is 140 feet 
deep and an east drift from it finds vein material and limestone. 
The map shows an eroded anticline west of the Jolly shaft, which is 
the southern continuation of the quaquaversal, shown on the Leadville 
map, between the west ends of Fryer and Carbonate Hills. 
Morning Star and Forsaken. - On the line of Section C the undero-round data b 
are less complete, and the structure, which is even more complicated, is 
consequently determined with less certainty. The rocks passed through 
by the Waterloo Lo.wer, Forsaken, and Portland shafts could not be deter-
mined by actual observation, and the information obtained may not be in 
every case geologically accurate. In the Forsaken incline the limestone 
·dips regularly eastward, and the action of replacement, acting from the sur-
face downwards, is very clearly shown. Figure 4, Plate ·xxn, repre-
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sents a sketch of the north wall of the incline, near its head, in which, 
however, the transition between unreplaced limestone and vein material is 
less gradual than it is in nature. Above the contact in this mine, between 
vein material and White Porphyry, is a varying thickness of white quartz-
ite, scarcely to be distinguished from porphyry. This is assumed to be a 
portion of Weber Shales left above the Blue Limestone, as is so frequently 
the case on Carbonate and Iron Hills. South of the Forsaken shaft the ore 
bo~y, which is a layer of sand carbonate at the contact, extends 81pparently 
into the ground of the lower Evening Star, though these workings were -
not accessible during time of examination. West of the south shaft of the 
Forsaken, drifts run up along a barren contact into the Wash, which deepens 
rapidly along the lower end line of the Evening Star claim. 
From the Forsa\en incline south toward the Waterloo line, the forma-
tion rises apparently, though the connecting drift, which has a southeast 
-course, descends near this line on a steepening dip eastward. From this 
drift, between the boundary line and the Main ( or lower) shaft of the Water-
loo, an incline follows for a short distance a rich body of sand ore at an 
angle of 25° to the east. At the head of this incline, directly over the ore, 
is a thin sheet of White Porphyry, which is overlaid by Gray Porphyry. 
This Gray Porphyry body dips steeply north and east and comes in actual 
contact with the ore at the end of the incline. It is also cut in the bottom 
of the Main shaft, where it is underlaid by vein material carrying a little 
galena. This shaft is said to have passed through vein material and then 
limestone before reaching the porphyry. South of the shaft a drift intended 
to connect with the New Waterloo shaft is in limestone, which has an appar-
ent dip north. From the observations above noted, it would seem that the 
Gray Porphyry is here cutting across the limestone up into the White Por-
phyry in a southwesterly direction, as it is in a westerly direction on the 
line of Section B. Also that a slight anticlinal ridge runs along the Water-
foo-For aken line, from which, however, the White Porphyry has not been 
entirely er d d ff, a. it has on the line of Section B. This strncture may 
e een graphi all-y y uppo ing Section B to represent a north-and-south 
cti n the "'\Vaterloo-Forsaken ore body on a line just west of the 
w ·w. t rl , haft. There w uld. be the same bowl shaped syncline, 
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though perhaps shallower, and a shorter anticline beyond it to the south, 
from which the White Porphyry had not been entirely eroded off. The 
conditions in the Waterloo Main shaft would be represented by those of 
the dotted lines, which on Section B denote the projection of the Harker 
shaft, and the Evening Star Lower shaft would occupy a corresponding 
position to the No. 3 Henriett. Th.e ideal structure outlined here necessi-
tates a very sudden rise in the original Blue Limestone surface to the north-
ward, near the vVaterloo-Forsaken line, as the movement of the Carbonate 
fault, which on the line of Section C is nearly 140 feet, would have 
become nothing and eve~ be reversed befo~~e reaching the line of Section B.1 
Niles-Augusta and Wild Cat.-South of the Forsaken the data to be obtained 
from workings west of the line of Carbonate fault were still more meager. 
The Evening Star Lower and Catalpa No. 2 shafts were both inaccessible; 
the former was said to have found a large body of vein material and ore, 
as shown in Section D. The latter was sunk 210 feet, and found the for-
mation dipping nearly 45° east. From the dump it was evident that in its 
lower part it had passed through White Limestone and quartzite. It was 
assumed that it had passed across the fault line and reached the lower for-
mations east of it. 
From the Niles shaft three levels had been run. The upper drift ran 
east through White Porphyry and struck vein material at the Evening 
Star line. On the second level the drifts were mainly in limestone, ,vith 
some vein material at the contact of overlying porphyry, necessitating a 
steep westward dip in the formation from the contact of the upper level. 
The lower le;el at 230 feet ,vas entirely in, limestone, whose stratification 
lines could not be distinguished. The limestone in this mine was of lighter 
color than is ordinary in the Blue Limestone. 
1 Mr. Ricketts (loc. cit., p. 13) supposes a much simpler structure through the lower ·waterloo 
and Forsaken mines, namely: that the formations continue westward on their normal dip until they 
reach the surface, there being no displacement anywhere along the assumed line of the Carbonate fault. 
His opinion is of weight, since he had the advantage of later and more extended underground work-
ings and could give months of time where we could only give days. His explanation, however, takes 
no account of the White Porphyry west of the Carbon~te fault line. Assuming that he is right and 
that our determinations of the existence of White Porphyry are at fault, some structural explanation 
s~milar to the above is required to the south of this line before the unmistaka,ble conditions existing 
in the .iEtna-Pendery grounds are reached. 
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In the ,vnd Oat the bottom of the shaft was in the same light-colored 
limestone. At a depth of about one hundred feet a level ran east along a 
waving contact, with considerable though irregular development of con-
tact vein material and the same white quartzite above it that was found in 
the Forsaken mine. A north drift from this level followed a similar barren 
contact, the Wash at one point coming down into the roof of the dri_ft. A 
cross-cut west from the end of this drift passed over a ridge in the formation 
and stopped just a~ it commenced to dip sharply westward. 
Lower Cres<:_ent.-rrhe workings of the Crescent Lower shaft were platted 
from a compass survey, and, while not as accurate as those from actual sur-
veys, are sufficiently so for the purposes of this work. The shaft, which is 
145 feet deep, passed through Wash 22 feet, iron-stained clay 10 feet, White 
Porphyry (soft above and hard block porphyry at bottom) 113 feet. The 
drifts followed clayey iron-stained material, with some development of spec-
ular iron, but no unaltered limestone was found. The east drift at the end 
had a dip of 45 ° east. The west drift passed over a slight ridge and stopped 
in a gentle westerly dip. Here the calculated down-throw of the Carbonate 
fault is about one hundred and forty feet. 
The deductions made from the observations in these workings are, first, 
that there is a probable western dip in the formation on the lower slopes of 
the hill and, second, that an anticlinal structure is developed just west of 
the line of Carbonate fault, which to the north gradually merges into the 
axis of the fault, without, however, becoming strictly identical with it. The 
sections show a single anticlinal structure south of the Henriett-W aterloo 
line and a double anticline with a sharp included syncline on that line. It 
is possible that the structure south of that line will not prove exact in its 
details when more extended explorations shall be made; but errors of detail 
are in a measure unimportant, the great object being to determine whether 
there be a western dip in the formation along the lower slopes of the hill, 
which seems reasonably probable. 
CHAPTER IV. 
FRYER HILL GROUP. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Fryer Hill,- which has become so famous in the mining world by the 
richness of its ore deposits, forms a comparatively insignificant feature in 
LeadviHe topography, being simply the extreme shoulder of a minor spur 
extending to the westward from Breece and Yankee Hills, between Little 
Stray Horse and Big Evans gulches; its extreme elevation above these 
gulches is only 200 feet. At one time the Big Evans glacier probablr 
covered its surface, and the moraine material" which it left behind during its 
_ retreat, though partially rem~ved by later erosion, still covers the surface of 
the hill to an average depth of about one hundred feet. For this reason 
the study of its geological structure has been a very laborious work, and 
one which could hardly have been accomplished were it not for the exten-
sive underground developments made by the numerous mines among which 
its surface is divided up. As contrasted with the already described groups 
of Iron and Carbonate Hills, Fryer Hill exhibits an extreme of mineral 
replacement. The Blue Limestone is represented mainly by occasional 
detached patches of lime sand or disintegrated dolomite and irregular accu-
mulations of iron vein material, more or less impregnated with rich car-
bonates of lead and chlorides of silver. The beds, which were horizontal 
previous to the action of mineralization, have been, during the dynamic 
movements which followed, compressed into gentle folds, and their crests 
have since been planed off by the great Evans glacier. These folds con-
sist of a main anticlinal fold, whose axis has a northeasterly direction and 
forms a continuation of the Carbonate fault line, with a synclinal fold nearly 
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parallel to it on the northwest. There is, moreover, a general dip of the 
folds and of the beds that compose them to the northeast. The structure 
is further complicated by minor crumplings, which are shown by the wavy 
outlines of the outcrops, but in which it is dHficult to trace any regular law. 
In addition to all this the development of porphyry has been exceptionally 
great in this region. As already shown, the cross-cutting zone of White. 
Porphyry passes through the southwestern edge of the hill, so that there 
is an underlying and an overlying body throughout the greater part of its 
area; and in the Amie ground the ore horizon is split up into three sheets, 
each bounded by White Porphyry. Gray Porphyry is found as an overly-
ing sheet, as the continuation of the cross-cutting sheet of Carbonate Hill, 
in a dike-like body, and in several small and apparently detached sheets. 
While on Iron and Carbonate Hills it is always possible to trace the 
limits of the original body of Blue Limestone, which shows but a moderate 
variation in thickness, on Fryer Hill it is difficult to explain the seemingly 
enormous contraction that this bed has suffered through the action of replace-
ment. It is true that the intrusion of the porphyry mass has in many cases 
split the original body into several isolated sheets, whose originally irregu-
lar shape would account for a certain variation in the thickness of the pres-
ent bodies of vein material. On the other hand, this explanation hardly 
seems adequate for certain extreme instances, such as that in the Little 
Chief mine, where within a distance of scarcely over one hundred feet the 
iron body varies from a thickness of six faet up to ninety feet. It would 
almost seem in such cases as if, in the plastic condition to which the pres-
ence of enormous quantities of surface waters had given rise, not only in 
the ore bodies but also in the surrounding porphyry, an alternating thick-
ening and thinning of the body, perhaps already inaugurated by the shape 
of the original limestone, had been very much increased by subsequent 
compression within the mass. In other cases the finding of two bounding 
uartzite , that which represents the Weber Sha.Jes and that forming the 
Parting Quartzite, proves that there has been an absolute contraction due 
t repla etnent. 'Ihe average thickness of the iron body on Fryer Hill will 
pr 1 a ly not exceed fifty feet, whereas, as has already been seen, the original 
lue ime t ne often reaches 200 feet in thickness. 
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Before proceeding to a detailed descdption of the individual mines, it 
may be well to mention briefly the locality and manner of occurrence of 
the main rock masses observed on Fryer Hill. 
Gray Porphyry. -The bodies of this rock found on the hill have been indi-
cated without any direct connection, simply from the fact that it has not been 
possible in the present state of development to trace each connection defi-
nitely, although it is very probable that many of the intrusive bodies may 
have a common origin. The principal body is that which is shown along 
the eastern and northern limits of the map, which is all that remains of the 
main sheet of Gray Porphyry, developed in such thickness in Little Stray 
Horse Park. It is the ordinary gray, somewhat decomposed rock, and has 
been proved in the Winnemuck shaft of the Little Pittsburgh, in several of 
the small shafts along the northern edge of the hill on the slopes of Big 
Evans gulch, and in all the ~hafts on the eastern edge of the map and imme-
diately beyond it. 
The second is a dike-like body, which extends probably from the Lee to 
the Chrysolite, although its continuity in a portion of this distance, between 
the Pittsburgh and the Amie claims, has not been definitely proved. This 
would seem to belong ~o the type of interrupted dikes, as it only reaches 
the surface in certain' points, whereas in others the ore bodies extend con-
' tinuously over it, but in depth it is dqubtless continuous through its whole 
length. Where cut entirely through, it has an average thickness of forty-
five to fifty feet. It is g~nerally so decomposed that it is simply a soft, 
clayey ma8s, its only d.istinction from masses o_f Wh~te Porphyry in a sim-
ilar condition being its mottled appearance, due to the forms of feldspar 
crystals and to iron stains resulting from the decomposition of lrornblende 
and biotite. Occasionally, however, the characteristic large feldspars are 
distinctly visible, although the mass is so thoroughly altered that the press-
ure of the hand suffices to reduce it to a shapeless mass of plastic clay. In 
general' this body seems to have a dip of about 45° to the northeast. 
The third important mass of Gray Porphyry occurs within the lower 
.. White Porphyry, and has been cut in a drift connecting New Discovery 
No. 1 with New Discovery No. 5, and in the grounds of the Chrysolite 
between Vulture No. 1, Vulture No. 2, and Colorado Chief No. 2; in each 
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instance characterized by its mottled appearance and by its more thorough 
decomposition than the inclosing White Porphyry. This is probably part 
of the same sheet which crosses the White Limestone under Little Stray 
Horse gulch, and is cut in a shaft south of New Discovery No. 5, in the 
- New Gambetta shaft, and in the Eudora shaft. New Discovery No. 6 cuts 
a similar sheet of Gray Porphyry in the Blue Limestone, which evidently 
is part of the cross-cutting sheet of the W aterloo-Henriett claims. There is 
little doubt that all these bodies form part of the same intrusive sheet which 
is gradually rising in geological horizon to the westward, as shown graph-
ically on the map. 
Besides these three principal bodies, small irregular sheets are found 
overlying the iron in the southern portion of the Little Chief claim and in 
the Robert E. Lee mine, apparently conformable with the formation. In 
the eastern portion of the latter mine also 1s ~ dike-like sheet, five or· six 
feet thick, cutting through the ore body and extending from the northern 
drift on first leyel to the eastern drift on second level, or in a northwesterly · 
direction, with a dip, however, to the eastward. 
White Porphyry.-The upper sheet of White Porphyry is generally very 
much decomposed, and within fifteen or twenty feet of the ore bodies it is 
reduced to a mixture of clay and quartz grains. Over the main summit of 
the hill there is little of it left, probably on an average not more than fifteen 
or twenty feet.- Its decomposed state is evid.ently due to the abundant 
action of surface waters, which have free . access through the superincum-
bent Wash, there being no solid rock above it. 
The }ower White Porphyry is relatively much less decomposed, 
although the microscope shows that decomposition has already progressed 
to a considerable extent within its mass. In some places, however, notably 
in the lower drifts of the Dunkin and Climax, where it approaches the lower 
limestone, it has been reduced to a clay and is so full of oxide of ir.on that 
it i difficult to distinguish it from the iron mass which has replaced the 
limestone. It i al o characterized by a laminated appearance which makes 
i clo ely re em le decomposed shale. Its thickness has been proved in a 
num er f haft t vary from sixty to one hundred and sixty feet, as fol-
£ 11 w : Climax o. 1, 115 feet; Climax leased shaft No. 1, 60 feet; Cli-
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max No. 5, 115 feet; Dunkin No. 1, 110 fe_et; Montana shaft, 99 feet; Amie 
No. 2, 163 feet; Little Chief No. 1, 135 feet. It will be noticed on the 
map that this lower sheet of White Porphyry gradually passes up across 
the body of Blue Limestone to the southward towards Carbonate Hill, finally 
merging with the upper sheet. 
Weber quartzite.-The overlying quartzite is coarse-grained and sometimes 
~1icaceous, as is common in the· Weber formation. It occurs in detached 
patches at various points between the ore body and the overlying porphyry. 
I~s most continuous body is in the Chr)~solite ground, wher~ it extends from 
the Roberts shaft towards Chrysolite No. 4, and varies in thickness from 
one foot to six feet. In the Roberts shaft, where its maximum thickness 
occurs, it is separated from the iron body by ten or fifteen feet of porphyry. 
In a drift from the Roberts shaft to Chrysolite No. 4 it is found sometimes 
resting directly on this iron, again separated by several feet of porphyry, and 
at other times split up into several bodies~ Elsewhere on the hill it is gen-
erally found _ in more or 1ess rounded fragments, included in the por~hyry, 
directly above the iron. 
Blue Limestone.-Small irregular bodies of pale-blue sand, generally near 
the surface of the ore, are frequently found in the vein material of Fryer 
Hill, especially in th_e Chrysolite ground. The occurrences of actual bodies 
of limestone in place are, however, extremely rare. Those observed are-
1. At the extreme western edge of Fryer Hill, as shown in the Colo-
rado Chief a.nd some of the adjoining prospect shafts, where it is struck 
directly beneath the Wash and apparen~ly rests immediately upon the Part-
ing Quartzite, with no intermediate body of VVhite Porphyry. · The outlines 
of this body could not, of necessity, be very definitely obtained, but it is 
probably of considerable extent and evidently represents the wedge-shaped 
portion separated by the cross-cutting sheet of White Porphyry. It is here 
a dark-blue, granular limestone, frequently somewhat impregnated with iron. 
2. A large body of lime-sand occurs in the western portion of the Chrys-
olite, south of Vulture No. 2, adjoining the lower iron body. 
3. A fragment of Blue Limestone is found below the main iron body, 
included in the porphyry, in the second wester~ drift south of Vulture No. 3 
shaft (see Section F, Atlas Sheet XXXIII). 
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4. A nearly continuous bed of lime-sand, in which are occasional por-
tions of compact Blue Limestone, is found overlying·the iron body, extend-
ing from near Vulture No. 3 over adjoining portions of the Vulture, Car-
boniferous, Ohrysolite, New Discovery, and Little Chief claims. 
5. In the Little Chief mine, about the middle of the claim and south 
of the Gray Porphyry dike, a body of limestone comes in suddenly, occu-
pying the greater portion of the ore horizon for a considerable distance, an 
up-raise having been made through it; while below it has been proved to 
extend to the Parting Quartzite by a drift running along the contact of the 
two in an east-and-west direction. 1'his limestone is partly disintegrated 
into sand and partly in a compact state. A little farther south the iron body 
is found re~ting directly on the Parting Quartzite, affordin~ a direct proof 
that it is a replacement of the limestone. (See Section J, Atlas SheetXXXIV~) 
6. The most considerable body found is that cut at the northern end 
of the third level of the Dunkin mine. The drift runs through this body 
for a distance of about one hundred feet, the stratification lines showing at 
first a dip of 45° to the northward; the angle becomes shallower farther on, 
which may be due to a change in the strike. This body shows the charac-
teristic ribbed structure of the Blue Limestone and contains imperfect casts 
of fossils. It has, moreover, every external appearance of a solid hard rock, 
but upon being broken down crumbles at once to fine sand. 
The analyses of these lime-sands show no essential change in compo-
sition from the unaltered rock, as regards their contents in carbonate of lime 
and magnesia. The following are the proportions obtained: 
Carbonate Carbonate 
of lime. of 
magnesia. 
Dunkin limo-sand . ..........••...•.... 55.14 44.29 
Chrysolite lime.-sand .................. 54. 09 43. 79 
Silver Wave limestone (type rock) . .. . 54.98 44. 39 
The disintegration is probably due to the dissolving out of the cement-
ing material, which held the grains together, by percolating waters, and from 
b a ve analyses it would eem that in these dolomites, as in quartzites, 
the c m nting material wa e~ entially of the same composition as the rock 
it lf. 
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Gangue.-The material which replaces the limestone on Fryer Hill does 
not differ essentially from that already described on Iron and Carbonate 
Hills. It is mainly an impure mass of oxides of iron and manganese, with 
a greater or less admixture of silica and clayey materials. It differs some-
what in different portions of the hill, being relativ-ely richer in alumina and 
iron in the main mass of the hill, and very silicious in the eastern portion, 
or in the Lee group of mines. The black or manganiferous iron, which 
forms a large portion of it, though very irregular in its distribution, is, as 
elsewhere, generally barren. In the main mass of the hill sili<.:ious repi :we-
ments consist of black chert, often forming large, n lmost solid bodies and at 
other times being thoroughly shattered into angular fragment's, the seam.; 
more or less filled with clay. Considerable amounts of sulphate of baryta 
in crystalline form are scattered irregularly through the ore deposits, and 
are generally considered a good indication of ore, inasmuch as they usually 
accompany rich masses of chloride. The oxi_de of iron is generally hy-
drated, though sometimes mixed with a certain amount of anhydrous oxide. 
Frequently it forms a comparatively pure iron ore and is valuable as a flux, 
notably that occurring in the Amie mine. From this, with varying propor-
tions of iron and silica, it passes through jaspery iron with conchoidal fract-
ure into almost pure silica. It is frequently cavernous, the cavities being 
lined with crystals of quartz, cerussite, and sometimes of pyrolusite. Black 
· iron contains from 10 per cent. of manganese upwards, though never ap-
proaching a pure manganese mineral in any large quantity, except in- the 
Bunkin and in ~he adjoining workings of the Climax No. 3. No pyrites, 
so far as known, have ever been found in the mines and carbonate of iron 
is extremely rare. 
Ore deposits.-Ore occurs either in the form of galena or its decomposi-
tion products, carbonate and a little sulphate of lead, with a small amount 
of chloro-phosphate or pyromorphite; and silver, either inclosed in the 
galena or impregnating the vein materials in the form of chloride, chloro-
bromide, or iodide, or a mixture of the three. Galena occurs irregularly, 
generally in the center of a large mass of vein material, with its surface 
more or less oxidized and changed into carbonate. Besides this, considera-
ble masses of sand carbonate with hard carbonates are found, which are 
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always more or less ·stained with iron. Actual pseudomorphs of carbonate 
of lead after cu bi cal crystals of galena have be.en found, as have also small 
crystals of pyromorphite and molybdenite. rrhe galena, as a rule, Dontains 
a proportionately larger amount of silver than ·the carbonate of lead, as 
might naturally be expected, since, in the oxidization of galena by perco-
lating waters, silver is removed in the form ~f chloride and has frequently 
been redeposited at some distance ·from its original position. In this way 
the Lee group of mines evidently owe their ore entirely to the later miner-
alizing action, since they are practically free from lead and consist of chert 
and highly silicious red and yellow ochers, '.impregnated with chloride and 
ehloro-brorriide of -silver, without any lead The darker-colored sand car-
bonates are, as a rule, the richer; those found in the Amie mine, for instance 
have a dark-blue or greenish tinge and carry 300 ounces of silver to the ton, 
whereas the light-colored carbonates of the Morning Star mine only contain 
from forty to fifty ounces to the ton. · 
The extreme irregularity of the occurrence of the ore renders any 
generalization extremely difficult. It may be stated, however, th~t here, as 
in all the other hills, the rich ore is generally, though not invariably, found 
along the upper portion of the ore body. The main bonanzas or ore bodies, 
as will be seen by reference to the map, have a nearly east-and-west direc-
tion, parallel to the dike -already noticed. It will also be noticed that the 
richest bodies have been found in comparative proximity to this dike and 
to the northeast of it, the main rich body to the southwest of this dike being 
that in the New Discovery, Little Chief, and Little Pittsburgh mines, oppo-
ite what seems to be a partial break in the continuity of the dike. The 
influence of · this dike on the deposition of ore has evidently been to 
cause an interruption or stagnation in the ore currents, by which their con-
tents were precipitated more· richly in a sort of eddy immediately adjoining 
it. On the northern portion of the hill no large ore bodies have been found 
a yet, although the existence of a large body of iron has been proved in 
which there are found small irregular pockets of ore. Exploration in this 
diTection has been compa,rati vely neglected on account of the great inrush 
of waiter wherever shaft have been sunk to the ore horizon. Erosion must 
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have removed an enormous quantity of ore from the crest of the fold, and 
doubtless from the surface of many of the existing ore bodies. As a rule 
the lower iron bodies are comparatively barren. On the other hand, that 
very rich portion of the Lee body which extends into the Matchless and 
Hibernia grounds is immediately above the Parting Quartzite, or represents 
the very bottom of the Blue Limestone. A small body of ore was ob-
tained from the lower bed of the Amie mine, which yielded seventy ounces 
to the ton, and from the workings of the Vulture No. 2 some pay ore was 
obtained in the same horizon .. 
The dip of the ore horizon is _generally quite low, in the New Discovery 
not more than 5 ° and in the Little Pittsburgh and Little Chief the southern 
portion is quite horizontal. In the Ohrysolite it dips from 10° to 11 °, 
whereas in the Amie the <lip is 20° to the northwest. On the east side of 
the anticlinal fold the dip is -uniformly steeper, so that from the Lee to the 
Denver City the outcrop is relatively narrower. 
Parting Quartzite. -The Parting Quartzite, where observed, is not over ten 
to fifteen feet in thickness and, as contrasted with the upper quartzite, very 
much decomposed, being generally disintegrated to a fine white sand and 
in every case very much iron-stained; it also contains considerable mechan-
ical admixture of clay from the porphyry, so that it is not always possible 
to distinguish it with certainty from a highly decomposed White Porphyry 
from which the earthy bases have been largely removed. 
White Limestone. -The White Limestone has been cut by several shafts 
on~Fryer Hill. In its most characteristic form it is found in the Amie No. 
2, where it was struck at a depth of 273 feet and has its peculiar light-drab 
color, compact texture, and the characteristic segregations of white chalce-
dony or chert. It is also found in the lower levels of the Dunkin arid Climax 
mines, at their southern extremities, and in the Eudora and Pittsburgh shafts, 
toward Little Stray Horse gulch, where it comes up to the Wash; likewise. 
in Chrysolite No. 6. 
Lower Quartzite. -This quartzite has been cut by various prospect shafts 
along the western borders of the hill; among others, by the Little Eva No. 5, 
and by the Lida shaft, near Oummh1g & Finn's smelter, where a small intru-
A 
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sive body of White Porphyry was found in it. In other portions it has 
not yet been actually cut, but its existence is readily deduced from the 
position of the formations above it. 
Fryer Hill map.-Before proceeding to a description of the underground 
workings of the various Fryer Hill mines, it may be well to expl_ain what is 
intended to be represented on the map of that region ( Atlas Sheet XXXI) in 
somewhat greater detail than is given in the legend. It has been attempted 
here to show on -a single sheet the actual surface of the ground, the rock-
surface beneath the Wash ( distinguishing the different formations which 
make up that rock-surface), and the underground workings of the various 
mines, with the outlines of the bonanzas ot ore bodies, as far as could be 
determined at the time of examination. The attempt to delineate so much 
on a single sheet has resulted in a complication, which it will require the 
reader's closest attention to unravel. He must first bear in mind that the 
black contours indicate the actual surface of the ground, and the figures 
attached to them, their relative elevation above the 10,000-foot curve. 
Second, _that the geological colors indicate the outcrops of the various rocks 
and formations as they would appear if the superincumbent Wash material 
( which, as shown by the sections, has a thickness of from thirty to one hundred 
feet over the whole surface) were entirely removed. Third, that the drifts 
of the various mines and the outlines of the ore bodies, as determined by 
the explorations of those drifts and shown in black dots, are projected on a 
plane surface, or, in other words, are represented as if the rock material 
above them were entirely transparent and without regard to its thickness. 
These drifts, while in the main following an approximately horizontal plane, 
are in many mines on two or even three different levels. Owing to their 
approximate horizontality it was impossible, without too great complication, 
to indicate these different levels by any series of colors or conventional 
sign , but figures have been placed within the drifts "to show their elevation 
in feet above the 10,000-foot curve. The map thus furnishes the data from 
which a section may be constructed along any given line, and from it the 
variou sections represented on Atlas Sheets XXXII, XXXIII, and XXXIV 
have een o con tructed. In unexplored portions these sections are more 
or le ideal, and actual exploration may prove them to be not absolutely 
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correct. The intersections of the drifts with these sections show to what 
degree the plane of the section has been actually expl~red, but the outlines 
of the formations as indicated there are determined also from analogy and 
by deduction from observations made in the vicinity, but not actually on 
the section plane. 
On the surface map the outlines of the various claims a~e indicated by 
broken lines. These are sometimes difficult to trace, owing to their coinci-
dence with lines of drifts or with the blue lines representing the lines of 
the different sections. They are given as accurately as could be deter-
mined by the engineers who had been employed in surveying t~em; but, 
as invariably occurs in rich mining districts, there are many cases of con-
tested boundaries between adjoining claims which have either been settled 
by compromise or are still in litigation, so that the lines here given cannot 
be assumed as officially and finally correct. The laying down up·on an 
accurate topographical map of a mining district like this of finally correct 
side lines to the many claims that are there located, if not an absolute 
impossibility, would require an amount of time entirely incommensurate 
with the value of the result to be obtained, as can be readily understood 
by those familiar with the working of the land system of the United States 
as applied to mineral claims. In describing the · various mine workings 
and ore bodies of this group, they will be taken up in geographical order, 
proceeding from west_ to east, without regard to priority of discovery. 
MINE WORKINGS. 
Chrysolite mine. -'rhe property of the Chrysolite Mining Company con-
sists of the following claims: Carboniferous, Chrysolite, Vulture, Little Eva, 
Colorado C~ief, Pandora, Fair View, Kit Carson, and All Right. The 
greater part of the ore extracted from this property has been obtained from 
the first three claims. The area occupied by the others, as shown by the 
map, is mostly west and south of the outcrops of the main ore body, indi-
cated in dark blue crossed in black; in other words, over this area the ore has 
been mainly removed by erosion. The Discovery shaft of the Chrysolite 
has, so far as known, discovered no ore. 'I'he first considerable ore body 
was opened by Vulture No. 1 shaft, near the northern end of this claim. 
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n after the discovery of this ore body, it was found by some clever 
I er n that, as not unfrequently happens in the location of claims, a small 
triangu1ar piece of ground in the immediate vicinity of this shaft, about 
thirty- ix feet by sixty on the sides of the triangle, was left unclaimed. 
The haft now called the Eaton shaft was at once sunk by these men 
and the continuation of the Vulture body there discovered. In self-defense 
the Ohry olite Company were obliged to buy out this little claim, generally · 
kn wn as the Triangle, at what at the time seemed a very high price, but 
w hi h was repaid to them more than threefold by the ore which they 
extracted from the ground. A still smaller unoccupied piece of ground 
etween the end lines of the Vulture and the Chrysolite, appropriately 
alled the Sliver, was similarly taken up, arid was bought out by the 
hry olite Company, but has thus far proved an unprofitable purchase. 
hi can be distinguished upon the map by the two shafts, Sliver No. 1 
1iver No. 2, which have been sunk upon it. · The ore body at the Eaton 
ulturp, No. 1 shafts was near the outcrop of the upper iron body, and 
th refore it limits to the westward were soon reached. It was traced east-
war , e cending irregularly, but at a low angle, as far as the Carbon-
i£ r u -Little Chief line. This ore body, though narrow, was extremely 
ri h n yielded the greater part of the immense returns which were obtained 
r m tbe mine in the earlier days of its ·working. Section B shows its 
1 lin l ng an ea t-and-west line. From it were obtained large masses 
f ilver, as ociated with cerussite, a single transparent mass of 
whi h wei bed everal hundred pounds having been extracted. 
n r body, parallel to this, was found about one hundred feet 
1 h, rd whi h wa traced in a southeasterly direction to the New 
Y ,l' ·- ul ire line, here it widened out and then disappeared. In the 
m an c -an -we t rift, a little south of this body, several masses 
r £ n b low the main ore body, which in early days, before 
h, r, · · f h £ rm, ti n of the ore was understood, much puzzled 
i her f th min .. The extent of this unreplaced limestone was. 
n · ·r 1 r in 1 1 i i n w evident that it is simply a portion of the 
l 1 xi ·te wherever now the body of vein material is 
r n r other, had not been replaced by vein 
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material. Along the Vulture-New Discovery line considerable unreplaced 
lime-sand was also found on top of the iron _body, extending into the New 
Discovery ground. 
The main ore body, which was opened by the Vulture No. 1 and Eaton 
shafts, was traced a little south of east to the extreme southeast corner of 
the Carboniferous claim, with an average width of about fifty feet and a 
thickness of twelve to twenty feet. In the eastern portion it is opened by 
Chrysolite No. 3 and Carboniferous No. 11 shafts. It ends quite abruptly, 
both on the north and south, though barren vein material is found on either 
side of it. Cross-cutting drifts soon pass through this vein material into 
overlying White Porphyry, showing that the ore body was on the crest of 
a minor ridge or corrugation in the vein material, on either side of which 
-is a shallow basin. That to the south has proved barren for a considerable 
distance into the New Discovery ground. Its form is shown in Section F, 
where it is se~n that the upper portion consists largely of unreplaced lime-
stone. An ore shoot was also followed, descending in a northeasterly direc-
tion from the Triangle workings, which later developed a large body of ore 
in the neighborhood of Chrysolite No. 4 shan. In these older workings 
the rich ore consisted mainly of carbonate of lead and chloride of silver, 
with a comparatively small amount of galena. In the vein material a blue-
black chert is prominently found, occurring in bodies up to ten feet in thick-
ness. From this impure sili~a it passes into silicious iron and then into a 
clayey limonite, more or less impregnated with oxide of manganese, the 
extreme form of which, known to miners as "black iron," is a sort of impure 
wad. These were the early workings of the mine, made in the upper ore 
horizon. 
Explorations were also conducted westwardly by a drift running a 
short distance south from Vulture No. 1 and then west to Vulture No. 2. · 
Th~ workings of Vulture No. 2 shaft disclosed a considerable body of vei~ 
material, about twenty-five feet in thickness, immediately underlying the 
Wash, containing a little ore, and passing to the south into lime-sand. 
To the west of this is a coarse decomposed quartzite, which is assumed to 
represent Parting Quartzite at the base of Blue Limestone. 'l"he connect-
1 Wrongly marked No. 7 on the map. 
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ing drift between Vulture No. 1 and Vulture No. 2 is mainly in very much 
decomposed Gray Porphyry, distinguishable by its mottled appearance and 
occasional large crystals of feldspar. White Porphyry separates this from 
the ore body of Vulture No. 2, and the contact between the two porphyries, 
which dips to the eastward, is slightly iron stained. · The ore body of Vult-
ure No. 2 evidently represents a small portion of the Blue Limestone, split 
off from the main body by the lower White Porphyry and by this intrusive 
sheet of Gray Porphyry, which is assumed to be the same found in New . 
Discovery No. 5, which, extending across Little Stray Horse gulch, connects 
with the lower body on Carbonate Hill. The drift, in a southwesterly direc-
tion, from Vulture No. 1 to Colorado Chief No. 2, also crosses this body of 
Gray Porphyry. Midway between the two shafts the top of the drift cuts 
a body of fine conglomerate, resting immediately upon the porphyry and 
apparently belonging to the Lake bed formation. In the southeast corner 
of this drift a winze has been sunk to a depth of 86 feet, p~ssing through 
the Gray Porphyry sheet into an underlying iron body, from which ore 
assaying 72 ounces to the ton was taken. The winze was abandoned on 
account of the difficulty of handling water; but its exploration proved suffi-
ciently that the Gray Porphyry is a sheet dipping northeastward with the 
formation and that a second iron body occurs below it. A large outcrop 
of Blue Limestone, partially replaced on its upper surface and represented 
on the map in the Kit Carson, Fairview, Pandora, Colorado Chief, and 
New Discovery claims, belongs to this lower body, which is separated from 
the main upper ore body by the cross-cutting White and Gray Porphyries. 
The outlines given on the map are determined mainly by data derived from 
the dumps of a few abandoned shafts, and therefore are probably not abso-
lutely correct. Its widest part is in the line of Section F, between Colo-
rado Chief No. l and Pandora No. 3 shafts, the latter finding some vein 
material at its base. 
The portion of the mine thus far described, and which are shown in 
the ' uthern and we. tern ends of Sections L, F, and B, respectively, were 
opened in the early day of ore development in the district, when it was 
up that the re odi would probably be found to take a downward 
the unknown ource below, from which they are aener-
. 0 
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ally supposed to come. Mining was, therefore, conducted without any defi-
nite system. Drifts were run here and there, up and down, wherever ore 
could be found, so that it was extremely difficult in traversing them to form 
a clear idea of the actual extent and form of the ore bodies or to know 
whether or not important ground still remained unprospected. When Mr. 
W. S. Keyes took charge of the mine a new and more rational system of 
development was adopted. A large three-compartment shaft, the Roberts 
shaft, was sunk in what it was supposed was the deepest part of .the ore 
horizon, and from this shaft a system of horizontal drifts was run off at two 
or three different levels, with a regular system of rectangular cross-cuts at 
given distances. In this way it was possible to map out the shape of the 
ore bodies, and it soon became evident that the vein material occurred as an 
interstratified mass between_ two sheets of porphyry, somewhat irregular 
and corrugated, but basining up to the surface on the southwest and north-
west. With the increased facilities for handling ore given by a large shaft 
and by level tram ways leading from every part of the mine to it, the work 
of exploration could be pushed much more rapidly and the extraction ot 
ore propo1~tionately increased. The old workings of the mine were further 
explored and considerable ore was discovered where the bonanzas had been 
supposed to be exhausted. Entirely new bodi~s of ore were also found to 
the west and north west of the shaft, continuing irregularly up to the out-
crop as shown on Sections A, K, and L. None of these bodies was of so 
great con tin nous extent or so rich in silver as the main ore body extending 
eastward from Vulture No. 1. The most extensive and the r_ichest was that 
developed near Chrysolite No. 4. 
In the drifts running southward from the Roberts shaft to con-
nect with the Chrysolite_ No. 1 workings a body of Gray Porphyry 
thirty to forty feet in thickness was cut, which bas since been traced 
eastward as far as the Robert E. Lee mine. In the Chrysolite ground 
this body of porphyry has a dip _of 45° to the northeast, but farther north 
it stands apparently nearly vertical, and is, therefore, assumed to be an 
interrupted dike. It extends much farther east and west than is shown on -
the map, being exposed by drifts from the lower levels where it is wanting 
in these directly above them, showing that it tapers upwards. In the north-
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west portions of the workings a few feet of Weber quartzite are found above 
the_ ore body, sometimes in direct contaict with it and again separated by a 
slight thickness of White Porphyry; and in the extreme northwest work-
ings the Parting Quartzite is found beneath the ore body, between it and 
the underlying White Porphyry,. showing that here the entire thickness of 
the original Blue Limestone horizon is represented, compressed to a thick-
ness of sixty to-eighty feet. At the bottom of the Roberts shaft 10 feet of 
quicksand were passed through, which probably represents the disintegrated 
Parting Quartzite. The main west drift from the Roberts shaft on the 284-
foot level, which runs a little south of. west, passes for the first hundred feet 
through iron vein material containing some pay ore, then for 15"0 feet through 
block (White) Porphyry, then into a second body of iron vein material, at 
the extremity of which is some lime. sand, succeeded by Parting Quartzite, 
all dipping gently· to the eastward.1 This is evidently the continuation of 
the ore horizon developed in Vulture No. 2, but it is noticeable that the 
Gray Porphyry found between that shaft and Vulture No. 1 is here want-
ing, showing that its northern limit has been reached. The lower iron 
body does not extend much north of this drift either, since, as shown in 
Section A, the drift westward from Chrysolite No. 4 finds the Parting 
Quartzite directly under the main or upper iron body. 
In this northwestern quarter of the Chrysolite ground the body of vein 
material has averaged from sixty to eig~ty feet in thickness from its out-
crops eastward and southward. In this vein material the bodies of rich ore 
are necessarily difficult to define, as they are simply concentrations of lead 
and ilver minerals. The whole mass contains more or less of these metals, 
of which a certain arbitrary percentage is required to constitute pay ore. 
The ore consist , as in other parts of the mine, mainly of carbonate of lead 
and cli'oride of silver. The discarded iron vein material, which is extracted 
fr m the mine and accumulates on the dumps, constitutes a low-grade ore 
whi h it will dou tle"'s some day be found profitable to work. 
1 
'inc th completion of field-work this drift has been pushed farther westward than indicated 
on t? ma~ and h pa ed thronO'h the White Lime tone into the Lower Quartzite, showing that the 
ootlm 1v non the map, though from omewhat meager data, are in the main correct and that the 
formation ba iu np to the we twa.rd. Thi drjft ha al o di covered a, westwarc1ly dip in the Lower 
Quar zit , pr ving further the exi teuce of the anticline which bad been assumed to exist here. 
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To the northeast of the Roberts shaft pay ore is cut off by a body of 
black iron, into which it passes so abruptly that the latter often forms a 
wall 20 feet in height. Above the black iron is a body of blue lime-sand 
about one hundred feet in extent. Beyond the ore -stopes in the vicinity of 
the shaft, exploring drifts on the lower (284-foot) level connect to the north-
-ward with -Carboniferous No. 5 shaft, and from there to the westward with 
Chrysolite No. 5 shaft by an up-raise to the 316-foot level, all in barren 
vein material. From Carboniferous No. 5, the bottom of which is in disin-
tegrated Parting Quartzite similar to that cut in the Roberts shaft, a drift · 
runs due north through White (block) Porphyry and -at 200 feet from the 
shaft cuts White Limestone, which is slightly iron-stained at the upper sur-
face. Still farther north, beyond the limits of the Chrysolite claims, the 
Silver Wing shaft -.was sunk through White Porphyry into a body of iron 
vein material, which is evidently a replacement of the upper portion of the 
White Limestone. Explorations were conducted here under great di.fficul-
. ties, owing to the immense in-rush of water, and, so far as they went, did 
not disclose enough pay ore to justify the owners jn pursuing them further. 
The evidence of these northern workings is very conclusive as to the 
basining-up of ·the formation to the northwest, and this evidence is further 
confirmed by the several shafts to the east of the Silver Wing, the Buck-
eye, Hazzard, Hercules, Comiqne, and 0. K., all of which have found a 
considerable body of iron vein material, either at the rock surface or under 
a thin covering of ,vhite Porphyry, which represents the outcrop in this 
direction of the Blue Limestone horizon. As in the SHver Wing, the great 
in-rush of water has proved a bar to extended explorations from these shafts. 
The Gray Porphyry dike separates the two main ore shoots of the 
Chrysolite ground. Little can be determined about the form of this body 
-in depth, as explorations have not proved it below the Blue Limestone hori-
zon. It may be simply a transverse sheet, _ cutting diagonally across the 
formations and assuming a vertical position as it approaches-the present 
rock surface. Still, its form, so far as -traced, is sufficiently characteristic of 
the dike type to justify the assumption that it is rather a true dike than a 
transverse sheet, though the ~istinction, so far as the deposition of ore is con-
cerned, is comparatively unimportant. It is distinctly later than the White 
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Porphyry, as are the transverse sheets of Gray Porphyry already noticed, 
and like them its influence has been favorable to the deposition of rich ore. 
It should not, however, be regarded as a dike cutting through the ore 
bodies, since it was evidently intruded before ore_ deposition commenced. 
Its exact relations to the original ore bodies are now difficult to define, for 
these were probably deposited in the form of sulphurets in a much larger 
proportion of unreplaced limestone than !}OW exists, and the secondary 
action of oxidation, which has been- going on ever. since, has evidently in-
creased the volume of vein materi_al and reduced that of the unreplacE;d 
limestone. The probability is that, as . in cutting across the formation this 
body probably interrupted some of the natural water ch~nnels along the 
contact planes of different rock formations, it caused a partial stagnation of 
the ore currents in its vicinity and thus favored precipitation and replace-
ment action there. 
The ore bodies are continuous around its western end from the Trian-
gle workings to Chrysolite No. 4, and it is probable that its western limit is 
not far from that indicated by its outcrop on the map, as otherwise it would 
have been cut by some of the drifts in this portion of the mine, which, 
owing to the basining-up of the formation here, reach lower horizons than 
elsewhere. rl'he ore bodies are also practically continuous across the line 
of the dike along the Carboniferous-Little Chief line, hut here the dike is 
proved to exist under these ore bodies by drifts at lower levels, and the in-
ference, therefore, is that, as the dike did not extend up to the upper sur-
face of the Blue Limestone, ore deposition went on uninterruptedly across 
this break in its upper line. It was just to the north of the dike, in the 
Little Chief ground, that the thickest body of pay ore was found. The ore 
body in the extreme southeastern portion of the Carboniferous claim was also 
very thick; but, being among the earlier discoveries, the workings had 
caved at the time of visit and could not be examined; 12 feet of lime-sand 
and 24 feet of ore are said to have been cut by this shaft. 
New Discovery_-The New Discovery claim adjoins the Carboniferous and 
hry~ olite on the south and the Vulture on the east, and geographically 
£ rm part of the ground just described, though it belongs to the Little 
itt burgh ining Company, the claim of that name lying entirely to the 
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east of the Little Chief, which separates it from the above claims. This 
and the Little Pittsburgh were the first mines worked in this region, and 
at the time of examination the larger ore bodies had been stoped out and 
the stopes were filled up, so that but imperfect data could be obtained with 
regard to them. The ore body was nearly continuous on a north-and-south 
line from . the Carboniferous ground to New Discovery No. 2 shaft. It 
consisted mainly of sand carbonate, with chloride of silver, and had an 
unusual amount of barite in the gangue. rrhis ore occurred mainly in the 
upper part of the ore horizon, resting in general on chert, with barren iron 
and clay below. This same upper ore body also covered a considerable 
area northwest of No. 2 shaft, and was expected to prove continuous over 
the greater part of the claim in that direction. As it approached No. 4 
shaft, however, it gradually gave way to a mass of chert, which sometimes 
occupied the whole horizon, and which along the Vulture line was overlaid 
by· a considerable body of lime-sand and unreplaced dolomite. On this 
northwest line a few small, scattered bodies of rich ore were found, but just 
to the northeast of it is the barren zone, already noticed in the Chrysolite 
ground, which seems to occupy a trough in the formation, the ore horizon, 
represented by comparatively barren vein material, descending towards its 
axis from either side These descents are sometimes so abrupt as to suggest 
a slight movement of displacement. To the southwest of this line the ore 
bodies, which are very irregularly distributed, extend up to the vVash. They 
follow two radiating lines from the main ore ·body, the one in the direction 
of No. 1 shaft, the ·other intermediate between that and the drifts running 
to No. 4. In either case the ore bodies descend to the southwest, which 
would at first seem a contradiction to the statement that the formation h~s 
a general dip northeast. The fact is, however, that the rock-surface, like 
the surface of the ground, descends here towards Little Stray Horse Creek, . 
and these ore bodies, which are all that erosion has left, belong to the 
lower part of the ore horizon. It therefore suggests itself that, if this lower 
portion had been thoroughly prospected in other portions of the mine, other 
ore bodies might have been found. Owing to the impArfection or want of 
surveys, it is impossible to say whether this has been done or not. 
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New Discovery No. 1 shaft is that in which the original discovery of 
ore was made on the claim by George Fryer, at a depth of 60 feet. The 
iron body was only 20 feet thick, and this shaft then passed into the under-
lying White Porphyry. The small thickness of the iron body is here due to 
the fact that · the upper portion of the ore horizon has been eroded off. In 
later times considerable exploration has been done from the shaft to deter-
mine whether the ground to the south is or~-bearing or not. Diamond-drill 
borings were made from an east drift at a depth of 165 feet below the top 
of the shaft, both eastward in a horizontal direction and vertically down-
wards. Neither found any ore bodies. The vertical drill p.enetrated to a 
depth of over one hundred and seventy-five feet, making a distance of 340 
feet in all below the surface. It passed .through the porphyry, finding a 
thin streak of iron vein material in its midst, into the Silurian formation, 
and apparently through that into the Lower Quartzite or Cambrian. Fre-
quent assays of the cores were made by Mr. Rudolph Keck, and a slight 
trace of silver, amounting in some caseR to ten ounces to th8 ton, was found 
in most of the material passed through, but no evidence of any ore bodies. 
To the southward a drift was run, descending from 10,347 to 10,316 
feet elevation, which passed through White and Gray Porphyries, finding a 
small streak of iron oxide at the contact of the two. In the Gray Porphyry 
body the drift turns abruptly east to connect with No. 5 shaft, which it 
does at 100 feet below the surface. This shaft was sunk to a depth of 185 
feet, and, judging from the material on the dump, must have passed through 
the Gray and White Porphyry bodies and the Parting Quartzite into the 
White Limestone. 
An exploring shaft (No. 6) was also sunk on the ridge south of Little 
tray Ho1"e gulch, at the southern extremity of the claim. It was driven 
omewhat intermittently, and could not therefore be closely followed. The 
rock passed through were approximately as follows: Wash, 120 feet; Gray 
Porphyry, 40 feet; Blue Limestone, 60 feet; Parting Quartzite, 20 feet; 
White Lime tone, 20 feet. This i on the south side of the shallow anti-
cline a urned to exist under Little Stray Horse gulch. The structure, as 
w 11 c ul e deduced from the meager data obtainable in this part of 
h r o-i n, i hown on Section O and K. The body of Gray Porphyry, 
-
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which is here in the Blue Limestone, is assumed to be the same sheet which 
occurs in the "lower White Porphyry at No. 5 shaft, and which is gradually 
cutting up to a higher horizon as one goes south, reaching the upper White 
Porphyry in the Lower Henriett ground. 
From the relative elevation of the Blue Limestone in -this shaft and in 
the adj~ining shafts to the southeast, t];le Pearson (S-14) shaft ot' the 
Gambetta claim, the Joe Bates (S-26) shaft of the Stray Horse claim, and 
the Vanderbilt (S-25) shaft, there is evidently a break or a sharp fold in 
the formation to the east of this shaft. On the section both are assumed to 
exist, and the fault to be the northern continuation of the Carbonate fault. 
It must be stated, however, that it has not yet been cut on this ridge, and in 
so far its existence is a matter of pure hypothesis. There is unquestionably 
an anticlinal fold here, however, which can be traced northeastward into 
the Dunkin ground. 
Little Chief.-This claim is analogous to that of the Evening Star, on 
Carbonate Hill, in that, being a narrow piece of ground left between two 
adjoining claims, it included within its area an unusually large proportion 
of ore-be~u-ing ground. Its width is only 250 feet, instead of the normal 
300, and the title to part of this was contested by the overlapping of the 
south end of the Little Pittsburgh claim. The outlines of the full claim 
are given on the map, as well as the broken line which was adopted as a 
compromise boundary between the contesting claims. As in the ground 
previously described, there .are two main ore bodies, a southern and a 
northern, separated by the porphyry dike and an area of barren ground. 
The porphyry dike does not, however, reach the rock surface, as far as 
known, and in the western portion of the claim the ore body is continuous 
over it, and forms a connection between the northern and southern bodies 
along the Carboniferous and New Discovery lines. Here also, the southern 
body, at its outcrop immediately beneath the ,v ash, was the first opened. 
The original workings were reached through the small shafts Nos. 1, 2, 5, 1 
and 7, and were driven irregularly, following the ore shoots. No. 1 found 
the ore directly beneath the wash, at a depth of fifty to sixty feet below 
the surface, in a thickness of ten to twelve feet. The shaft was afterwards 
1 No. 5, which is the southernmost shaft on the claim, is wrongly numbered on the map No. 3. 
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sunk through the underlying White Porphyry and reached the Silurian 
formation at a depth of 198 feet, finding 2 feet of iron1 at the top and 
penetrating it 16 feet. No. 5 shaft, due south of this, after passing through 
63 feet of Wash, struck the underlying White P~rphyry, and reached the 
Silurian formation at a depth of 159 feet. The ore bodies reached from 
No. 1 shaft are at an elevation o{ about 10,400 feet, and lie directly beneath 
the Wash. Those opened by No. 7 shaft are about fifty feet lower, and are 
covered by White Porphyry and by a thin sheet of Gray Porphyry which is 
seen in a drift leading from No. 2 shaft. The ore body in this portion of the 
workings was nearly horizontal and from one to two and a half sets of timber 
in thickness (8 to 20 feet). North of No. 2 -shaft, however, the formation 
dips rapidly to the northward, and on the line of Section J a considerable 
body of unreplaced Blue Limestone, occupying almost the whole thickness 
of the ore horizon and underlaid by Parting Quartzite, is developed by an 
up-raise from the 320-f?ot level; a little south of this up-raise iron is found 
to rest directly on the Parting Quartzite, thus affording a direct proof that 
it replaces the limestone. A drift· runs east and we~t 150 feet, at the level 
of the bottom of the up-raise, in this body of unreplaced limestone. This 
body of limestone differs from the smaller masses of lime-sand hitherto 
observed, in that the ore deposition has gone on above rather than below it. 
Gray Porphyry dike.-The dike lies immediately north of this body of nn-
replaced limestone. So far as observed it nowhere reaches the rock surface 
within this claim, but ends at tbe top in a rounded end, as shown in Section 
J. Shaft No. 3, near the Carboniferous line, is sunk through Wash into 
ore, and at its bottom is directly in the dike. By the outlines of the dike, 
shown on the sides of this shaft, it is seen that it here stands nearly vertical, 
dipping at a steep angle to the north. Drifts to the north and east from 
the ottom of the shaft pass out of the Gray Porphyry directly into the 
ore body, and cros ~cuts south from the main eastern drift strike it again, in 
some a e ·topping at the dike, in others passing through or over it to connect 
with the uth workings. The ground along the Carboniferous-Little Chief 
1ine n the line of the dike wa , at the time of visit, a mass of crushed 
1 The t rm '' iron, a u d in the e description&, is the miner's abbreviation for vein material 
carryin , or or l iron oxide. 
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timbers, filling old stopes which were completely inaccessible, so that its 
connection between observed points in Little Chief and Carboniferous 
ground could not be examined. For this reason, in Section B, which passes 
through this portion, the dike has not been represented at all, though the 
plane of the section would cross it diagonally, and it undoubtedly is cut by 
that plane in some point. It is said that it is only 4 feet in thickness at 
this point, and that ore existed both above and below it; this statement 
must, however, be accepted cum grano salis. 
Immediately north of No. 3 shaft an exceptionally thick body of ore 
was found, composed almost entirely of sand carbonates, mixed with a certain 
amount of clay and iron oxide. It extended at its maximum development 
eight sets of timber above and two below the level from the bottom of that 
shaft, or about ninety feet . vertically, conne-cting to the westward with the 
Carboniferous ore body. 
The newer workings of the mine are opened by two large three-com-
partment shafts, the Daly shaft and No. 4 shaft, from which regular rectan-
gular systems of drifts are run. The greatest and most continuous develop-
ment of ore is along the northern flanks of the dike, but the great thickness 
of pay ore found near No. 3 shaft seems to be local in charact(?r, as at 120 
feet north it has decreased to 10 feet in thickness, and at the bottom of No. 
4 shaft it is only five or six feet thick. No ·very large bodies of ore have 
been found north of.No. 4 shaft, but a number of small chambers and pock-
ets have been found south and west of the Daly shaft. This shaft passed 
through 103 feet of Wash, 20 feet of decomposed White -Porphyry, and 50 
feet of silicious iron. To the north of it several small bodies of dark, coarsely-
crystalline blue limestone were found in the vein material, but no consider-
able ore bodies. The formation, as shown on Section J, is horizontal, or 
rising a little to the north, but to the northeast, beyond the Daly shaft, it soon 
commences to dip at a considerable angle, and yields considerable water, 
which forms a serious impediment in prospecting. Except in the north-
eastern portion, the Little Chief ground may be considered to have been very 
thorough~y prospected, and, as shown by the map, little or no useless expense 
has been incurred in prospecting at the southern end of the claim, where the 
ore horizon has been removed by erosion. The ore itself differs in no essen-
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tial point from that taken from the adjoining mines. In the commence-
ment it was smelted in a furnace, belonging to the company, situated near 
the shafts, and built on a very uncertain foundation, as with large chambers 
opened so near the surface the ground was bound to settle. It was soon found 
impracticable, moreover, to smelt with the ore of a single mine, and the ad-
vantage gained in transportation for its own ore was more than counterbal-
anced by the cost of that brought from other mines. This scheme was, there-
fore, soon abandoned, and the slags were afterwards used as a low-grade ore. 
Little Pittsburgh.-Besides the New Discovery claim, already described, 
the Little Pittsburgh Company owns also the Little Pittsburgh and Dives 
claims, which occupy the area between the Little Chief and Amie claims, 
and overlap each, so that a compromise boundary line has been adopted in 
either case between them. As in the ground previously described, there 
are two distinct ore bodies; the one at the ontcrop, the other immediately 
north of the dike. rrhe dike itself is her~ more clearly defined than before,. 
and stands with a dip of 70° to the north. In the body of vein material 
are found several thin shee_ts or stringers of porphyry, probably offshoots 
from the sheets of White Porphyry, which in the adjoining ground of the 
Amie mine have split the Blue Limestone, now represented by sheets of 
vein material, into three distitlct portions, as shown in Section H. 
The first prospecting shaft sunk on Fryer Hill was the Little Pitts-
burgh No. 1 shaft, and by a singnlar coincidence not only is this the point 
where the overlying Wash has the least thickness over the entire surface of 
the hill, but it is where the rock surface is highest west of the Amie claim, 
and is in the midst of one of the most important ore bodies of the region. 
The shaft is 36 feet deep, of which depth 20 feet is in Wash and 16 .feet in 
ore. Near the bottom of the shaft is a laro-e bowlder of Sacramento Por-
o 
phyry which has fallen from the Wash, and whose under surface is polished 
and triated, showing that in its passage from the head of Evans gulch it 
probably was fastened in the bottom of the Evans glacier. The ore body 
opened by No. 1 shaft is only the relic of a much larger mass that has been 
I artially removed by ero ion, as is shown graphically in Section I. It 
"i11 theref r be nnd r too that the cle 'Cription applies to this relic, 
n t t th ri ina,l 1 y . T the outh it thins out rapidly, having dimin-
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ished to 4 feet at 40 feet and to 18 inches at 70 feet from the shaft. In 
the end of the south drift, underlying White Porphyry and overlying Wash 
are both visible. An east-and-west drift explores the whole width of the ore 
b.ody, reaching continuously into Little Chief ground. The body is nearly 
level, and in the southern portion has a sli,zht inclination to the south. Its 
greatest thickness is from sixteen to twenty feet. Wherever its upper sur-
face has been reached, the Wash is found resting directly on it. West of 
No. 1 shaft the underlying White Porphyry comes up to the level of the 
east-and-west drift just south of that drift and dips gently to the northward 
on the other side of the drift. East of the No. 1 shaft, near the boundary 
of the claim, the ore horizon c_onsists principally of chert. Following this 
boundary northward the chert passes into black iron, and contains thin 
sheets of White Porphyry from one foot to two feet in thickness. In the 
abandoned workings just south of No. 2 shaft a winze was sunk 120 feet, 
entirely through White Porphyry, which was finally abandoned on account 
of great influx of water. 
At No 2 shaft the ore. body was 17 feet thick, and lay immediately 
beneath the W aRh. A bout thirty feet n·orth of this shaft the first White 
Porphyry in place was found overlying the ore. North of ~his line the 
ore horizon, _which hitherto has been very flat, dips rapidly to the north, 
the incline which follows it descending 20 feet in a distance of 50 feet. 
From the foot of this incline run connecting drifts to the northern body, 
which develop; on the ore horizon and immediately above the underlying 
porphyry, masses of manganiferous iron and compact reddish chert, coated 
frequently with crystals of pyrolusite. The chert which is developed in 
the ore horizon, and which is one of the normal replacement products of 
the Blm~ Limestone, though very similar, yet differs somewhat from the 
concretions of chert found in the unaltered limestone, and which are very 
commonly included in the White Porphyry immediately above the contact. 
The latter is always compact and homogeneous, while the former readily 
splits into angular fragments, and its joints are frequently coated with deli-
cate crystals. 
The connecting drifts from the foot of the incline pass through this 
barren vein material, or through t.he White Pqrphyr_y under it, and crossing 
the Gray Porphyry dike, reach the northern ore body L~yond it. 
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The foot-:wall of the dike is here not very distinct, but the hanging or 
northern wall has a smooth, well-defined face, standing at ·an angle of 70°. 
The porphyry of the dike is often very much iron-stained in this ground, for 
which reason on the foot-wall it is sometimes almost impossible to distinguish 
between vein material and dike. On the hanging wall, however, there is 
-generally a sort of clay selvage, with polished surfaces. The outline of 
,the dike is very irr~gular, as shown by the fact that the hanging wall in this 
ground varies in angle from 75° to 45°, though the steeper dip is the pre-
vailing one. 
_ In the northern body the rich ore comes directly up to contact with 
the dike. It consists mainly of hard carbo~ate. Near the No. 4 shaft it 
is very thick, averaging about thirty feet, and in one part reaching 45 feet. 
It is practically continuous eastward to the No. 31 shaft, where it is again 
30 feet thick, tu:id beyond that into the Amie ground. To the northward, 
however, the rich ore bodies are very irregularly distributed in the ore 
horizon, and the ore horizon itself is apparently rather irregular. It has a 
general steep dip to the northward, and in the eastern part of the mine a 
tendency to dip also to the northwest. The boundaries between the rich ore 
bodies an~ the black iron or chert are very abrupt also, and often con-
founded with those of the formation. As the drifts were mostly run with 
no other system than to follow these rich ore bodies, it was very difficult, 
in the absence of any systematic mapping of the underground workings, to 
form a clear conception of the ore horizon and all its dips and strike. 
As an instance of the confusion brought about in the minds of those 
working the mines by this want of system, it may be mentioned that a 
drift was run back south ward from near No. 4 shaft into the porphyry dike 
for 30 feet, and then a raise was put up in search of the ore bed, which 
was abandoned, after being driven up 35 feet, on account of the danger of 
caving as they approached the Wash. The manner in which explorations 
were carried on from No. 5 shaft, to the north of No. 3, further illustratr.d 
thi . The bottom of the shaft was in chert, which here forms the upper 
part of the ore horizon. A drift run north passed out of this chert in a 
1
T~ n~~er of thl haft has been omitted on the map. It can readily be distinguished, how-
ever, by 1t po 1bon near the ea tern boundary line and a short distance north of the dike. 
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distance of 10 feet, and was the~ continued 70 feet in the overlying por-
phyry, at every foot increasing its distance from the ore horizon. The , 
main level from this shaft running northeast also passed out of the chert 
into the overlying porphyry, and at about forty feet from the shaft a winze 
was started to search for the ore below; this was, however, abandoned 
after going 15 feet, and an up-raise was started which was persistently con-
tinued in the overlying ·white Porphyry to a height of 70 feet, when the 
Wash was reached. · 
Under these circumstances it -is difficult to say how thoroughly the 
ground to the north has been prospected or whether the failure to find ore 
bodies there is to be taken as a conclusive proof that none exists. Owjng to 
the steep dip of the formation a level was soon reached by exploring drifts, 
at which the influx of water was too great to be handled by the pumping 
appliances in use, and exploration became expensive and wai easily discour-
aged when rich bodies were not readily found. 
No. 6 shaft was sunk to a depth of over two hundred feet, passing 
through 93 feet of ,v asht 75 feet of White Porphyry, and 42 feet of vein 
ma.terial with a porphyry streak in the middle, into Parting Quartzite, and ·. 
then into the lower sheet of White Porphyry. Drifts to the northwest from 
this shaft find small masses of dark crystalline limestone in the vein mate-
rial, similar to that found near the Daly shaft, in Little Chief ground. The 
two northern shafts, No. 8, on Dives ground, and Winnemuck shaft No. 7, 
had not reached the ore horizons at the time of examination, but had passed 
through ·a sheet of Gray Porphyry -above the White Porphyry. This is 
probably a part of the main sheet of Gray Porphyry corresponding to that 
in Little Stray Horse Park, which once covered the whole of Fryer Hill, 
but has since been removed by erosion. 
Beyond the limits of the Little Pittsburgh claim the Four Per Cent. 
ijhaft rea?hed the ore horizon at a depth of about one hundred and ·sixty-
-five feet, finding vein material, -but, so far as known, no considerable bodies 
of ore. 
Amie mine.-The Amie claim is very nearly parallel and next east to the 
Little Pittsburgh, and the rich northern ore body of the latter, as well as 
the porphyry dike, can be traced continuously from one into the other. 
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The porphyry dike is,' as before, well defined on the hanging-wall side, 
having a clay selvage and some appearance of slickensides; its angle of 
dip is no longer as steep, a,veraging· from 45° to 50°, and its thickness is 
also very variable, at one point being only 18 feet, at others thirty to forty 
· feet, and in one case a drift was run in it 7 0 feet, and a raise was then made 
up to the Wash. It must be borne in mind, however, that the portion of 
the dike exposed by the few mine drifts which cut it is very small, relative 
to the whole mass, and that the variation in dip may, in many cases, o~y 
represent irregularities in the form of, the body, and not variations in the 
dip ·of the mass as a whole. 
The stringers of porphyry seen in the Little Pittsburgh ground have 
here enlarged into extensive sheets, which split up the ore horizon into three 
portions. The upper portion represents the greater part of the Blue Lime-
stone body and furnishes the main supply of ore, the second and third ore 
bodies being simply irregularly-shaped portions, which were separated at 
the time of the injection of the porphyry, and have since been changed to 
vein material by the action of the ore currents. As these lower bodies have 
yielded but little pay ore, they have not been as thoroughly explored as the 
upper one, and their outlines, as given on Sections A and H, are more or 
less hypothetical. 
The ore of the Amie mine is, as a rule, much richer than those already 
described. Even the iron vein material often averages ten to twelve ounces 
per ton in silver, in large masses, and, being comparatively free from silica, 
has been profitably employed as a flux by the smelters, in place of the 
Breece Iron ore which they had hitherto been using, and which was rela-
tively much more expensive. The rich ore, mostly dark sand carbonates, 
generally occurs at the top of the ore horizon, immediately under the over-
lying porphyry, a clayey, iron oxide, with more or less manganiferous or 
black iron, forming the base of the horizon. Chert is much less widely 
leveloped than in the previously-described mines. A considerable amount 
f - ·alled "Chine e talc" i found throughout the rich ore bodies, doubt-
1 · the pr duct of alteration of stringer of porphyry in the original 
lime ne. nth f the dike no con iderable quantity of rich ore had 
en f un a the time f examination, a the map hows; explorations had, 
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however, by no means covered all the possible ground in which it might 
occur, so that the statement, that the southern ore body previously observed 
does not extend as far east as this, rests on rather negative evidence. In 
only one point in the southern workings had a raise been made which found 
the Wash resting directly on the ore horizon. Elsewhere the covering · 
of White Porphyry still remained. The actual width of the outcrop .of the 
ore horizon in this ground is deduced from observations in the adjoining 
mines. 
The workings of the Amie mine have been intelligently and systemat-
ically conducted from the very commencement, so that it has had advan-
tages in the cost of extraction of ore over other mines, and has been able to 
mine even the low-grade iron at a profit. Two compartment shafts, No. 1 
and No. 2, each provided with cages, were sun.k entirely through the first, 
and at that time the only known, ore horizon, near the east a,nd west limits of 
the claim, respectively. rrhese were connected by a main level, provided 
with a tramway, from which cross-drifts underrun the main ore body, so that 
in mining the ore requires but one handling, falling directly from the stopes, 
through ore shoots, into the mine cars in which it is taken to the surface. 
Shafts No. 3 and No. 4 were sunk later, to explore the ground to the north 
and south of the main ore body, respectively. 
The thickness of different rock formations passed through by these 
shafts will serve to show their irregularrities and part of the data on which 
· the sections have been constructed. They are as follows: 
Wash. White Iron vein White Iron vein White Iron v ein White Silurian Porphyry. material. Porpt.yry. material. Porphyry . material. Porphyry. format ion. 
--
Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Fer: t. Feet. Feet. 
No. 1 shaft .... 75 55 16 20 4 20 
-----······- --··-------· ------------
No. 2 sh aft . ... 75 25 10 70 15 20 4 46 77 
No. 3 shaft ... . 125 25 5 40 25 
--- ·-----·- · ------------
................ . ............... 
N o. 4 shaft ... · I 50 25 25 12 3 12 3- 60 
------------
'I1he main level, which has an elevation of 10,365 feet, is 150 feet and 
160 feet below the collars of No. 1 and No. 2 shafts, respectively, the col-
lars of these shafts being placed about ten ~eet above the ground to allow 
space for the dump. No. 2 shaft, it will be observed, has been sunk to a 
considerable depth in the Silurian formation, jn which it has developed the 
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White Limestone, witl1 its characteristic white chert segregations, but no ore. 
It was intended at time of visit to continue it still farther, as soon as a Corn-
ish : pump could be put in to control the great influx of water, which is 
almost invariably found when a certain depth is reached. Although there 
· is no geological impossibility of the occurrence of ore in depth, the facts of 
observation are so unanimously adverse to its probability that this may be 
said to be a misdirected expense of labor and money, and one which, if 
devoted to the exploration of the Blue Limestone horizon in ~ny of its 
various subdivisions, would be far more likely to yield practical results. 
The main ore horizon north of the dike has a general dip to the north-
east, although, as defined by its general contact with the underlying por-
phyry, it inclines locally to the northwest near the Climax boundary. The 
main ctip of the formation h,, however, to the north, and, as in the previously 
described mines, this dip steepens rapidly in the northern part of the claim, 
though the gentle dip continues some distance north of the main body. · The 
first lower sheet of porphyry, as developed by the drift driven from No. 1 
shaft to connect with No. 3, is remarkably full of chert fragments, most of 
which appear to have been simply caught up in the porphyry flow; some, 
on the other hand, are apparently segregations in the mass of the porphyry 
since its consolidation. 
The principal ore body occurs along the north flank of the dike, in 
some cases being seen to wedge out- between this and the overlying White 
Porphyry. It is very variable in thickness; thus at No. 2 shaft the whole 
horizon is only 10 feet thick; at 70 feet to the southward it has thi~kened 
to nearly 50 feet, of which the upper 30 feet are in pay ore, mostly rich 
sand carbonates. A similar large body of sand carbonate, 20 feet in thick-
ness, was found above the main levei' east of No. 1 shaft, which was 45 feet 
in length. As already mentioned, most of these· bodies are in the upper 
part of the ore horizon; rich ore also occurs irregularly in different parts 
of the horizon and also in the lower ore sh~ets, though the latter contain as 
a rule a smaller proportion of pay ore. Explorations to the northvvard, as 
far a conducted, find a large .proportion of barren ground in the ore hori-
z n an , a el ewher , the influx of water as the formation descends ren-
d r x l rati n difficult and expensive. Several small ore bodies have, 
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however, been opened by No. 3 shaft, which are sufficient to prove that ore 
does exist in this direction and to justify further explor~tion.1 
Climax mine.-The Climax claim is · parallel to and adjoins the Amie on 
the east. The structural conditions are, however, somewhat different in the 
two claims. The ore horizon is .still split up into several parts, but, owing 
to the erosion of the crest of the anticlinal fold, which runs northeastward 
along the east boundary of the Climax claim, a much ·greater proportion of 
the ore horizon has been eroded off the area of the claim, and the outcrop 
of what remains runs northeastward nearly parallel to its side lines. 
The mine has been worked only intermittently and without much 
system, and, as a considerable portion of the workings were inaccessible at 
the time of visit, information in regard to them could only be obtained by 
word of mouth, and leaves much to be desired in point of completeness and 
reliability. The general outlines of the structure were, however, sufficiently 
well determined by the examination of those workings which were acces-
sible, and the uncertainty exists mainly with regard to details of ore dis-
tribution. 
The mine workings consist of two disconnected groups, a southern and 
a northern, the former -of which followed the eastern extension of the Amie 
body, the latter the western extension of the Dunkin body. Between these 
are the contract or leased workingR, which, as their name implies, were 
worked by other parties under leases, of which no plats could be found, and 
about which little information could be obtained. 
The southern workings are opened by shafts No. 3 and No. 5, shafts No. 
4 and No. 6 having been sunk independently to- explore the ground further 
south and not connected with these workings. Of No. 6 it is only known 
that it was sunk through 160 feet of Wash a~d reached a body of iron 
vein material in the top of the White Limestone. Shaft No. 4 cut two 
bodies of vein material, which are probably part 0£ the lower ore horizon 
of the Amie mine, before reaching the White Limestone. It would seem 
probable that the drifts from this shaft might have cut the porphyry dike. 
Unfortunately at that time miners made no distinction between White and 
Gray Porphyry, and no definite information on that point could be obtained. 
1 Since the close of field-work a considerable body of rich ore is said to have been opened by the 
Det:r Lodge shaft, which is situated near the Climax liue, not far from the Virginius shaft. 
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The first level from No. 3 shaft, at 100 feet below the surface, starts 
in the White Porphyry below the upper ore horizon, which pitches at 20° 
to 25 ° towards the Amie line. Drifts were run to the north and west and 
to the southwest on this level ; the former passes at 20 feet from the shaft 
into the upper ore horizon, whose lower portion consists of soft red silicious 
iron, passing into soft black iron or into chert; turning westward it reaches 
the continuation of the sand carbonate ore body of the Amie, from which 
considerable rich ore was taken. The southwest drift runs mostly in the 
underlying porphyry, in which are several thin streaks of o"re and of Chinese 
talc. To the west of this drift, near the Amie line, are old stopes, from 
which a peculiar white sand ore, lying at the top of the ore horizon, was taken. 
This ore is said to resemble a decomposed porphyry so much that at first 
it was supposed to be worthless, but on examination was proved to be 
extremely rich, assaying as high as 1,600 ounces of silver and giving· mill 
runs of 300 ounces, but containing little or no lead. It is probably the 
result of a leaching of the original ore/ body, during or subsequent to the 
process of erosion. 
No. 5- shaft was s_unk later and passed through 125 feet of Wash, 5 
feet of iron, and 110 feet of White Porphyry, stopping in · the Parting 
Quartzite and White Limestone, which here dip gently northward. A drift 
to the northwest, on the 383-foot level, from this shaft, and a western branch 
from this drift in the direction of No. 3 shaft find a small body of iron in 
the porphyry, which may correspond to the second ore horizon of the Amie 
mine. A drift to the northward, on the other hand, finds quartzite in the 
midst of the porphyry, which is supposed to be a detached portion of the 
Parting Quartzite, as shown in Section G. 
The northern workings·are opened by No. 1 and No. 21 shafts, and also 
connect with the northern Contract shaft. The workings from the latter 
have developed little of importance; the shaft was sunk through 85 feet 
of \Va h and 30 feet of iron vein material. Drifts to the south and west 
ri ·e to the overlying Wash at their extremities, but develop no ore bodie:-.. 
T the north the workings follow some thin streaks of pay ore standing 
n , rl y verti ally in the iron vein material. 
1Tb numb r f thi haft ha b en omitt don the map; it lies near the Dunkin line, about one 
hnn<lr cl~' , uthw tof .... To . l. 
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Climax No. 2 shaft is 138 feet deep, of which the upper 90 feet are in 
Wash and the rest in the body of vein material, which is here separated into 
two parts by a sheet of very compact White Porphyry, as shown in Section 
E. This dividing porphyry, which is only 18 inches thick in the north-
western part of the workings, dips to northeast, increasing in thickness 
as it goes down, reaching four feet at the Dunkin line, and at Dunkin No. 
2 shaft merging into the main lower body of White Porphyry. The prin-
cipal ore body, which is found directly above this dividing porphyry, has 
a thickness of about 8 feet, increasing to 1G feet along the line of the 
Dunkin claim. The vein material here consists largely of highly manga-
niferous iron, with clay and chert generally at the base. The workings 
northeast of No. 2 have been carried up to the Wash, which here consists of 
sand and rounded pebbles, without meetiitg clay or the influx of water which 
are almost invariable accompaniments of the Wash. At Climax No. 1 shaft 
the ore horizon was found directly below 100 feet of Wash, in a single 
body B8 feet thick. This shaft was sunk to a depth of 220 feet, reaching 
some iron vein material in the bottom~ which is supposed to be at the top 
of the Silurian formation, as in Climax No. 6. The lower north-and-south 
drift from No. 2 shaft, which is mainly run in the White Porphyry below 
the ore horizon, also cuts White Limestone at its southern end. 
Virginius mine.-The extreme southern end of the Virginius claim over-
laps the northern end of the Climax ground, and along the south line of 
the former two shafts have been sunk to the ore horizon and connected 
by drifts and winzes, the workings descending in steps towards the west. 
The main, or No. 2 ihaft, was sunk through 136 feet of ,v ash, 40 feet of 
. . 
porphyry, and forty to fifty feet of vein material, passing at the bottom 
into dolomite and sand, which were dipping northwest. The vein material 
here was impure, containing much manganese, with clayey and sandy streaks. 
North of the shaft a cave was found near the top of the iron body, ten 
to fifteen feet in length and four to five feet in height. 
Drifts and stopes connect with the No. 3 shaft, near which a small body 
of ore was taken out, which ran about forty ounces of silver to the ton. 
The main body of vein material in this part of the mine carries from two 
up to ten or fifteen ounces of silver to the ton. The east drift from this 
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shaft was cut through the bottom of the ore horizon into underlying White 
_Porph3rry. Explorations have not been carried far to the northward on 
this ground, owing to the steep dip and great influx of water. Probably the 
yield of the ore did not seem to justify the expense that would be necessa-
rily incurred in putting up a pumping plant capable of handling the water. 
On Section G the continuation of the ore horizon to the north has been 
represented as unreplaced limestone, simply because it has not been proved 
to contain vein marterial~ though it is impossible to say whether it does or 
not until it has been actually explored. 
Dunkin mine.-The Dunkin claim lies ·next east to that of the Climax. 
From it a large amount of rich ore has been obtained, and exclusively from 
the continuation of the northern shoot, observed in the Climax ground. The 
eastern continuation of the main ore shoot of Fryer Hill, which lies on the 
no:rth flank of the porphyry dike, has, as the map shows, been entirely eroded 
off the Dunkin ground and the claims to the south of it. Whether the 
outcrop of the porphyry dike · is entirely wanting between the Amie and 
the northeast corner of the Big Pittsburgh claim, as represented on the map, 
is_ not known, since there are no underground explorations in this a;ea from 
which data may be obtained. It is most probably continuous in depth, but 
has not been indicated as outcropping, on the principle of represen"ting as 
far as possible only what is actually known. The great breadth of outcrop 
of the ore horizon on the Dunkin ground is due to the fact that it lies along 
the crest of an eroded anticline. Ther~ is some evidence to show that in 
some part of the area covered by this outcrop patches of White Porphyry 
still remain between the vein material and the Wash, but it is not sufficiently 
definite to locate or outline these patches, and thei; existence does not inval-
idate the general truth of the structure, as given by the outlines on the map. 
The Dunkin mine is opened by three shafts, No. 1, at the south end; 
No. 2, in the middle; and No. 3, at the north, as shown in Section D. 
Be ide these i an old No. 1 sha:ft, which, being in an area of barren vein 
material, is no longer u ed. The main working shaft is No. 2, near the 
nter f the claim, a well a of ore developments. From this three sets of 
l v 1 are run, at 1 425, 10,4 5, and 10,357 feet elevation, respectively. 
Th W c h wa h re 9 feet and th ore horizon 40 feet thick, the first level 
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starting about fifteen feet below the Wash and the second near the base of 
the ore horizon. The third level is in the Parting Quartzite at the shaft. 
No. 1 shaft was sunk through the -underlying White Porphyry to the White 
Limestone, and is connected with No. 2 only on the second and third leYels. 
Old No. 1 shaft found twenty to thirty feet of vein material above the por-
phyry. No. 3 shaft found the vein material directly beneath the Wash, 
and was sunk through it into Parting Quartzite and underlying porphyry. 
Only the third level connects directly with this shaft. 
The most important ore body occurs between the first and second levels, 
extending southeastward from No. 2 shaft into the Matchless ground. It 
averaged from ten to sixteen feet in thickness and perhaps forty feet in 
width. Both ore body and ore horizon dip to the eastward on this side of 
the shaft, at an angle of about 15°. The drifts from the first level pass, 
to the southeast, rapidly into a body of black iron above the ore body and, 
to the southwest, into black iron and reddish silicious iron. At the end 
of a drift to the south a coarse sand is found at the top of the ore horizon, 
which in some· cases is found to be impregnated with silver, and constitutes 
a rich ore. The west drifts in the second level, after passing through com-
paratively barren vein material, cut diagonally across the parting sheet of 
-White Porphyry, which has already been noticed in the Climax ground, 
and reach the eastern end of the Climax ore body, immediately underlying 
this sheet of White Porphyry. The ore here consists of galena and sand 
.. 
carbonates. 
In addition to the ore bodies above mentioned, later explorations have 
discovered numerous small bodies or patches of ore in the upper part of the 
ore horizon, immediately under the Wash. An interesting occurrence here 
was a mass of angular fragments of "White Porphyry, cemented together by 
g~lena. The rich white sand noticed in the Climax ground was also found 
here in places. The galena in this mine is generally coarse grained, and 
sometimes exceptionally rich in silver; as elsewhere its tenor in silver is 
usually higher. than that of the carbonates. A mill run of galena from the 
upper workings yielded 500 ounces of silver to .the ton. 
On the third level no pay ore_ has been found, but the developments are 
interesting from a structural point of view. It runs northeasterly through 
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the middle of the claim from the bottom . of No. 1 shaft to 160 feet beyond 
the bottom of No. 3 shaft. At No. 1 shaft, and for 40 feet north of it, it 
runs in Whit.e Limestone, dipping 20° northeast, which is more or Jess 
stained, and occasionally replaced by clayey iron oxide. It then runs into 
decomposed and iron-stained porphyry, which is in places so laminated that 
it might be mistaken for a shale. The Parting Quartzite, which is disinte-
grated and contains thin layers of bluish shale, comes in at 160 feet from 
No. 1 and continues for 100 feet, lying nearly horizontal, and probably 
represents a minor roll in the formation, as shown in Section D. Beyond 
No. 2 shaft the quartzite gives way to compact White Porphyry, in which 
a cross-cut fo the east shows the iron body resting on it and dipping east-
ward. At the bottom of No. _ 3 shaft the Parting Quartzite is again cut, 
here being above the White Porphyry and immediately under the iron 
body or ore horizon. The drift"then runs for 80 feet through the iron body 
and suddenly passes into decomposed Blue Limestone, w bich, on the sides 
of the drift, has all the appearance of the solid unaltered rock, showing the 
stratification planes dipping northeast at 40°, the characteristic ribbings of 
white spar, and an occasional fossil resembling a Euo·mphalus, but which 
when taken into the hand immediately crumbles into fine lime-sand. A 
partial analysis of this lime-sand is given in Appendix B, Table VI, which 
shows it to have the normal proportions of lime and magnesia contained 
in the unaltered rock. Toward the end of the drift the dip shallows, prob-
ably because it is becoming more nearly parallel with the strike of the 
beds. At the very end the roof of the drift has caved, showing decomposed 
White Porphyry immediately above the limestone and Wash a little distance 
above that This point, it will be observed, is almost opposite the workings 
of the Virginius claim. Beyond it the ore horizon has not been explored, 
nor is it likely to be nntil powerful pumping machinery is introduced capa-
ble of controlling the great influx of water. 
Matchless.-The Matchless ground, which lies next east of the Dunkin 
laim, has been relatively little explored, probably because in early days 
it wa c n idered unpromi ing ground, since the few prospecting shafts that 
w r unk did not trike rich ore. The indications afforded by the map, 
w hi ·b h w the · nclition of explorations at the time of this examination, 
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show, however, that both the Dunkin or northern ore body and the Lee 
body, which is the main ore shoot of the hill, extend into it, and may be 
reasonably expected to join together on this gr01;md. Moreover, it -has a 
large extent of unexplored ground in the · northeastern part of the claim, 
which, though less promising than the southern part, is certainly worth 
prospecting. 
The Discovery shaft and the Main shaft were sunk, the one to the 
south, the other to the north of . the continuation of the Dunkin ore shoot. 
The Main shaft was sunk through 110 feet of Wash, 20 feet of White Por-
phyry, 15 feet of chert, 30 feet of iron, and through the underlying White 
Porphyry to the Silurian formation, which it reached at a depth of about 
two hundred and fifty feet. (See Section E.) In a drift on the top of the 
iron body, several small layers of lime:-sand were found imme.diately under 
the overlying White Porphyry, which was itself much decomposed and full 
of segregations of iron oxide The ore horizon, where cut by this shaft, 
contained little or no pay ore, but where the Dunkin ore body was found 
to extend to the Matchless line it was followed jnto the ground of the latter. 
Here it has a width of about forty feet and is from eight to sixteen feet in 
thickness. It extends in a northeasterly direction and descends rapidly to 
the eastward. The vein material is a cherty or silicious iron, and the pay 
ore a redd~sh clayey mass of sand carbonate,yielding much lead and silver. 
At the time of visit no connection had been made between this ore body 
and those to the east and south. 
The Leonard or southern shaft was sunk to strike the continuation of 
the Lee body, which had been found to extend across the wedge-shaped 
portion of the Hibernia claim, between this and the Lee ground. It was 
s~nk through 95 feet of Wash, 10 feet of ore, 15 feet of chert, and 12 feet 
of quartzite to the underlying White Porphyry. As far as at present 
explored, the rich ore body is confined to a narrow strip of ground along 
the Hibernia and Big Pittsburgh lines. It lies upon the Pa1~ting Quartzite, 
either direct! y or separated by a floor of chert, and therefore occupies the 
very lowest portion oft.he Blue Limestone horizon. In the northeast corner 
of the claim it abuts directly against the Gray Porphyry dike, which still 
dips to the northward at a steep angle. Although narrow, the ore body is 
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very thick, reaching 30 feet in places, and is extremely rich. ·This ore 
differs from any hitherto observed on Fryer Hill in that it is almost entirely 
free 'from lead. Its silver exists as fine particles and films of chloride or 
chloro-bromide, disseminated through an ocherous sandy mass, and some-
times coating the ~acks and cleavage .faces 9f the chert. Another differ-
ence between this ore body and those of the portion of the hill already 
described is the small amount of mangane~e found, a'nd the condition of 
the iron oxide, which is here more generally anhydrous, whereas in other 
parts of the region it is always hydrated or in the form of limonite. 
Hibernia and Big Pittsburgh.-These two claims will be described together,. 
as the only portion of them yet found productive is the extreme nortl1ern 
edge, where the western continuation of the Lee ore body extends a short 
distance across their lines. T~e Gray Porphyry dike is here about thirty 
feet wide and very well defined, cutting across the Blue Limestone horiz?n 
into the underlying White Porphyry; and pay ore has thus far been con-
fined mainly to its northern flanks, though, as will be shown later, there is 
good evidence for assuming that the continuation of the southern ore shoot,. 
as developed in the ground to the westward already described, once existed 
here also, and that it should be sought for further east, where the ore hori-
zon has not been removed by erosion. 
rrhe Hibernia shaft, which was sunk just south of the dike, passed 
through l 00 feet of Y1v ash into soft black iron, with chert at the base and a. 
little pay ore, having a total thickness of about twenty-five feet. Drifts 
run northward from the shaft across the dike to connect with the stopes in 
the little triangular or wedge-shaped point of the claim beyond. These 
stopes were five sets of timber high, and the little triangular area was an 
almost olid mass of rich ore; near the top was a layer of chert extending 
from the Lee ground, which was there supposed to be the top of the ore 
ody; it was here broken through and the ore found to extend up to the 
Wa h. rrhe quartzite floor dips northward into the Matchless ground. 
outhwar<l. from the haft a pro pecting drift runs over two hundred feet. 
in the underlying ·white Porphyr3, triking the Parting Quartzite at the 
n 1. - ·ut t th ea tward from thi drift finds barren iron resting 
th '\Vl ite r1 hyry, and a winze sunk in the floor of the drift is said to 
ite Lime t ne. 
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Westward from the shaft, a drift runs through White Porphyry, which 
connects with the McCormick shaft of the Big Pittsburgh, on the dividing 
line between the two claims. This shaft was sunk by Mr. Tingley S. 
Wood, superintendent, after explorations in the southern portion of the claim 
had proved fruitless, with the idea that a portion of the Matchless body 
might be found within the Pittsbu~·gh lines. His expectations were real-
ized, and a narrow strip of very rich ore was found north of the dike, and 
directly under the Wash, being, as the map shows, the extreme southern or 
lower edge of the Blue Limestone outcrop. From this shaft two cross-cuts 
were run northward across the porphyry dike toward the north line of the 
claim, and an up-raise made along that line disclosed the ore body above 
the White Porphyry or Parting_ Quartzite, as the case might be. Up-raises 
were also made in the porphyry dike, which showed that it extended up to 
the Wash, or, in other words, out.cropped. Owing to a surveyor's error the 
line drift was :mn on the Matchless side of the boundary line·; but, the error 
being discovered, the Matchless was reimbursed for the ore taken from its 
ground. What is known about the balance of the ground owned by the Big 
Pittsburgh Company will be given below in the description of the southern 
portion of the map. 
Robert E. Lee.- rrhis claim, in spite of its small area, has been among 
the greatest silver producers in the district. It has been owned by differ-
ent individuals, and for various reasons it has not been possible to obtain 
very trustworthy figures with regard to the actual value of its product. 
The ore has been remarkable for its high tenor in silver Lnd its freedom 
from lead. It is also very silicious and contains a relatively small percent-
age of iron, for which reason it is by i!self not so we~l adapted for smelting 
au the average ore of the district, and a great deal of the low-grade ore 
from the mine has been reduced by amalgamation. The ore horizon is here 
directly overlaid by a body of Gray Porphyry, whose thickness could not 
be ascertained. It is evidently of limited extent, as it was not cut by the 
shafts of the adjoining claims. It may be an offshoot from the dike, or, as 
indicated on the map, simply a small intrusive sheet. In the western por-
tion of the claim this porphyry-covering, together with the normal sheet 
of White Porphyry and the main · Gray Porphyry sheet above that, has 
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been eroded off and the-ore body extends up to the Wash. A thin quartzite, 
evidently belonging to the V{ eber formation, is often fo~nd directly above 
the ore horizon. The main ore body was almost perfectly continuous, 
varying in thickness from a few inches up to twenty-five feet, and generally 
overlaid as well as underlaid by dark-blue che_rt. At the time of visit a 
layer of ore was being followed which consisted of barite thoroughly im-
pregnated with chloride of silver. The rich ore is sometimes a red sandy 
or clayey mass, and sometimes consists of chert or silicious iron, whose 
cracks and joints are lined with chloride of silver. The ore in general, as it 
comes from the mine, is characterized by its bright-red color, due to the 
presence of anhydrous iron and absence of manganese oxide. 
The principal working shaft of the mine at time of visit was the 
No. 2, from which two levels were run; the old No. 1 or Ladder shaft was 
no longer used for the extraction of ore, and the new shaft to the northeast 
of these, designed to open the ore body on the dip, was not yet working. 
The main thickness and the richest portion of the ore body lay to the 
south of shafts No. 1 and No. 2, between these and the dike. Directly 
south of No. 2 is a small irregular sheet of Gray Porphyry, cut in the lower 
level in a thickness of four to six feet, which seems to run partly with the 
stratification and partly across it. Too little of this body was exposed to 
afford sufficient data for determining its extent or origin, but it evidently 
acted . favorably on the concentration of ore in its vicinity, probably by 
arresting the flow of the ore-bearing soltitions and giving them time to pre-
cipitate the minerals they held in solution. The drifts in the western part 
of the mine had been extended south until they reached the porphyry dike, 
but, singularly enough, in the eastern part of the mine they stop before go-
ing so far south, it seeming to have been taken for granted that the dike 
would cut off the ore indefinitely in that direction ; whereas there is every 
reason to believe that at no great distance to the eastward it will continue 
outh over or across the line of the dike. It is hardly necessary to say that 
the ntline f the eastern end of the dike, as given on the map, are conse-
uently £ un d nly on general probability, there having been no explo-
r ti n t determine it exact limits. The ore horizon in the Lee ground has 
n r l· tiv ly t ep dip to the northeast, which may be taken as averaging 
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about 25°. Explorations on the dip to the northeast and northwest find the 
ore more irregularly distributed throughout the horizon and not so concen-
trated as in the older workings ; nevertheless they indicate an extension of 
ore deposition in that direction sufficient to justify more extended explora-
tions. In the early days no maps were made of the underground workings, 
the services of surveyors being only called upon from time to time to deter-
mine points for the connection of drifts and for the location of shafts on 
the surface. Those given on the map for this mine are the result of rough 
surveys made by us in the course of our examination, checked by meas-
urements kindly given by the surveyors who had at various times been 
employed in the mine. They represent only the principal drifts which 
were in use at the time of examination, the intermediate ground being 
largely occupied by stopes and drifts no longer used. 
The later workings are systematically conducted from two main levels, 
the 320 and the 350 foot, the station of the former being 192 feet below the 
. collar of No. 2 shaft. The No. 4 shaft of the Lee claim, on the south side 
of Little Stray Horse gulch, finds the iron body directly under the Wash. 
As yet little attention has been given to this portion of the claim, although 
it certainly deserves it, as from analogy with other parts of the hill it would. 
seem as likely that rich ore bodies should exist under the lee of the dike 
here as there, and they might extend still farther eastward. 
Little Sliver. - On this claim, which lies next east of the Lee, a commence-
ment of exploration of the ore body has been made, and very promising 
ore deposits are being found. The Sliver shaft was sunk through about 
one hundred and twenty-five feet of Wash to Gray Porphyry, and found 
the usual thin bed of shales and sandstones at the contact of this with the 
White Porphyry, which were here more or less replaced by iron vein ma-
terial. 
The Tip Top shaft, still further ea-stward, a little beyond the limits of 
the map, found these shales, with a certain amount of carbonaceous material 
.... ' 
at a depth of 245 feet. In them were some small pockets of galena and 
carbonate ore. 
Southeast comer of region mapped.-A considerable area still remains in the 
southeast part of the region represented , on the map, from which the ore 
• 
• 
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horizon has not yet been eroded. It has as yet been but •little explored, 
partly because of its deep covering of Wash and of the great influx of water . 
due to its position on the western rim of the Little Stray Horse Park basin, 
and partly because the possibilities of the existence here of valuable bodies 
of ore have not been generally understood. The only actual developments 
thus far made have been by the Surprise shaft, on the May Queen claim, 
and by the Denver City shaft, on the claim of th8 same name. The former 
found vein material directly beneath the Wash, at a depth of 140 feet, con-
sisting largely of chert and black iron at the base, with soft, clayey, low-
grade ore above. An incline was run, following the pitch of the ore shoot to 
the southwest, although t~rn dip of the formation is here to the eastward, as 
was soon shown by the western drifts, . whi~h cut the Parting Quartzite 
beneath the ore horizon. Some good chloride ore was afterwards found by 
up-raises which reached a higher portion of the horizon.1 
The Denver City shaft, in the extreme southeastern corner of the map, 
is nearly on the crest of the moraine ridge which borders Stray Horse gulch 
on the north. The Wash was here 180 feet deep, beneath which the main 
sheet of Gray Porphyry was found in a thickness of about twenty feet. Under 
this was a thickness of some twelve feet of calcareous sandstone and shale, 
containing some low-grade ore, which was at first supposed to represent 
the ore horizon, though it is in reality only the · irregular partii;ig of Weber 
Shales left between the Gray and the White Porphyry. The true ore horizon 
was afterwards struck at a depth of l3 4: feet, and rich pockets of chloride 
ore were found in it. It was passed through by the shaft for about fifty 
feet, ending in a bed of chert, with White Porphyry, so full of chert frag-
ment as to be called by the miners a conglomerate, below it.2 
There is no question that a part of the Blue Limestone is already 
opened by the works of this mine, but the shaft is located so near the 
imagin, ry outhea. t-and-northwest _line, where the lower White Porphyry 
cuts aero · the Blue Limestone, separating it into two wedge-shaped por-
ti n , that there i a pos ibility that a portion of thi horiz~n may yet be left 
1 
• ince the closl) of field-work, large and rich bodie of ore are said to ha.ve been opened in the 
Fore 1ty grouncl, to th ea t of thi claim. 
J he e dat, w re obtained from Mr. Robert Bun en, uperintendent of the Denver City mine, 
h ompl tion of fi lcl-work, and :lre not the re :J l of our own observa.tions. 
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below the cross-cutting White Porphyry, since the Parting Quartzite, which 
defines the base of the Blue Limestone horizon, has not yet been reached. 
As it is a question of considerable economical importance for owners of 
property in this vicinity to kno'J whether a second ore horizon is likely to 
be found beneath the second White Porphyry body, the evidence <?n which 
it has been indicated on Section C as probably not occurring beneath the 
Denver City shaft will be given in some detail. 
The Denver City shaft is situated in strike between the Lee mine on 
the north and the Agassiz on the south, as may be seen by reference to the 
larger map of Leadville and vicinity. In the former and in the Surprise 
workings the whole Bfoe Limestone horizon is above the second White 
Porphyry, as evidenced by the occurrence of the Parting Quartzite at its 
base. The Agassiz mine, on the other hand, is near the south point of the 
wedge of Blue Limestone, while the greater part of this formation must be 
below the second White Porphyry, forming a continuous sheet, except 
when crossed by later intrusions of Gray Porphyry, from the outcrop on 
the west face of Carbonate Hill. This lower portion of Blue Limestone 
or ore horizon, on the other hand, must wedge out to the north and east, 
as the upper one. does to the south and west, and the question to be decided 
is whether it has wedged out before the line of the Denver City shaft is 
reached or not. It is proved on Stray- Horse Ridge, to the west of the Denver 
City and below the lower White Porphyry, by the Moyamensing, Joe Bates, 
Vanderbilt, Pierson, and other shafts, and in the valley of Little Stray 
Horse gulch by the Stonewall Jackson shaft. With regard to the latter, 
it is only known that a body ·of vein material has been found beneath the 
Wash. In the Pittsburgh shaft next north of this, however, White Lime-
stone is found directly beneath the lower White Porphyry, showing that 
the wedging-out occurs between these two shafts and approximately as indi-
cated on the map. The extension of the line of wedging-out to the south-
east, which is the general direction of the cross-cutting porphyry, would 
pass to the west of the Denver City shaft, but in all probability not very 
far from it, so that there is a probability that no second ore horizon occurs 
there. On the other hand, as the porphyry sheets are necessarily some-
what irregular in shape, it cannot be said to be impossible that a thin sheet 
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of vein material may be found, especially as the thickness already devel-
oped of about fifty feet is less than that found in many places, even where 
the entire thickness ·of the horizon has been replaced by vein material. 
Little Stray Horse gulch.-There still remains to . be described the region 
bordering this valley, from which the Blue Limestone or ore horizon has 
been removed by erosion. The data with regard to it were mainly derived 
from ·dumps of abandoned prospect shafts and from testimony of miners 
who had sunk the shafts, and are given by the outlines on the map, in addi-
tion to which there is not much to say. It will be understood tha( the 
relative accuracy of these outlines is dependent upon the proximity of these 
shafts, since there are absolutely no rock outcrops. 
The Little Diamond shaft, on the Dolphin claim, just south of the end 
line of the Dunkin, found a conside~·able body of vein material beneath 
the Wash, which is the base of the ore horizon, where it has a local dip to 
the southward, as shown in Section D, the lower body of White Porphyry 
being exposed on the crest of this fold just east ·of it. The two May Queen 
shafts, near the base of the Denver City hill, find only White Porphyry. 
rnie Pittsburgh shaft, as already mentioned, passes through Wash and White 
Porphyry into White Limestone. The Little Daisy and Eudora shafts find 
White Limestone outcropping beneath the Wash. The new Gambetta shaft 
is in Gray Porphyry, supposed to be the cross-cutting sheet seen in New , 
Discovery ground and on Carbonate Hill. rrhis porphyry sheet was also 
cut at different horizons by the Eudora shaft, by the Vanderbilt on Stray 
Horse Ridge, by the Magnolia shaft in Stray Horse gulch, and, as already 
mentioned, by New Discovery shafts No. 5 and No. 6. The old Gambetta 
and Monarch shafts find the White Limestone directly beneath the White 
Porphyry, for which reason it is assumed that a portion of the Parting 
uartzite has here been caught up by the porphyry and is somewhere in 
it at a higher horizon. 
F r the lower part of the valley direct data as to the outcrops are 
wm1ting. n the ridge south of it the Ida Nyce and Ypsilanti shafts 
h, v foun the Blue Lime 'tone beneath the Wash and a small amount of 
'" ii material in it. As well as could be determined, the formation has 
a li ht a. terly dip, as shown in Section C ; but on the south side of 
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the ridge in the main Stray Horse gulch there is some indication of a 
westerly dip beyond a slight anticlinal fold. It is unfortunate that no 
more exact information could be obtained with regard to it at this locality, 
as upon the verification of the westerly dip depends in large degree the 
probability of the occurrence of the ore horizon under the city of Leadville. 
Its existence at the west end of Fryer Hill is, however, definitely ascer-
tained, and has been shown to be extremely probable along the west base 
of Carbonate Hill, which lends force to the supposition that it also occurs 
at this intermediate point. 
REsm1E. 
From the above descriptions it is apparent that, in spite of the greater 
complications of structure, the series of rock formations on this hill is 
essentially the same as that on Carbonate and Iron Hills, and that the 
processes of ore deposition have b_een essentially the same, though the 
secondary alteration of the deposits, which may be mainly ascribed to the 
action of surface waters, has been carried much farther. The Cambrian, 
Silurian, and Lower Carboniferous horizons are found in ·their normal posi-
tions, the Parting Quartzite being here, as elsewhere, of somewhat v~riable 
thickness, and the Blue Limestone horizon, which is of~en split uµ into 
sever3,l portions and entirely replaced by vein material, being then defined 
by this quartzite below and by the micaceous sandstone or quartzite of the 
Weber Shales above. 
The intrusions of porphyry are more extensive and more varied -and 
irregular• in form. Above the normal sheet of White Porphyry, which 
here as there overlies the ore horizon, with detached portions of the Weber 
Shales left between, is the main sheet of Gray Porphyry, in great measure 
eroded off, which does not occur on the other hills. In addition to this, 
there is the second or lower sheet of White Porphyry, occurring generally 
at the base of the Blue Limestone horizon, but in some places cutting up 
across its lower portion and in others cutting down below the Parting Quartz-
ite; furthe~, there are ramifying offshoots from this lower White Porphyry, · 
which have locally divided the Blue Limestone horizon into several dif-
ferent portions. Of later Gray Porphyry intrusions, there is the larger 
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sheet, which, as on the other hills, is generally near the base of the Blue 
Limestone, but which does not conform strictly with the stratification 
planes, crossing them at low angles, and extending in geological horizon 
from the upper part of the White Limestone well up into the Blue Lime-
stone, across the intermediate lower White Porphyry. Besides this are 
several smalle1 bodies of Gray Porphyry not found in the other hills, the 
most important of which seems to ha-ye the form of a transverse dike. 
Of ~-reat faults like those on Carbonate and Iron Hills, there is no 
evidenc~, the force of compression having only produced gentle folds and 
s_ome slight displacements of a few feet in extent, which ·are shown by sudden 
changes of level in the ore horhwn; such a one has evidently occurred along 
the line of the north flank of the porphyry dike, which has slickensides 
surfaces, and shows in some cases a slight difference of level in the ore hori-
zon on either side. 
The process of ore deposition has been evidently the same metasomatic 
change or replacement of the limestone by ore and vein material, only it 
has been carried so much farther that, instead of a body of limestone with 
a little vein material extending irregularly from its surface downwards, 
there is found here only a mass of vein material with occasional irregularly-
shaped residuary masses of unreplaced limestone or lime sand. Owing to 
. the irregular distribution of the intrusive masses of porphyry, whose con-
tact planes afforded channels by which the ore-bearing currents reached 
the limestone, the evidence is naturally less striking that these currents fol-
lowed in general a downward course. Still it must be borne in mind that 
the greater mass of the present bodies of vein material are the resinlt of sec-
ondary alteration by surface waters, and that this alteration having been 
much greater here, it is proportionately more difficult to trace the probable 
form or position of the original sulphuret deposit. In spite of this it may 
be ob erved that in the majority of cases the rich ore, which is presumably 
nearer it original position than the iron oxides, is found near the upper · 
part of ore horizon. On the other hand, if the ore came directly from below, 
ac rding to the idea which is generally 3dvanced with regard to the 
ource fore depo it , the only channel which it could have followed would 
have been the wall of the porphyry dike. In this case we should expect to 
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find evidences of the . passage of the ore currents along these walls; but 
wherever they have been examined these evidences are conspicuously want-
ing. On the south flank the dike is generally separated from the ore body 
by a barren zone, containing often, it is true, iron vein material, but evi-
dently of secondary origin. On the north flank the ore body extends up 
to the dike, but it is-strictly confined to the ore horizon, and does not extend 
below that, the most that is found being a slight staining by iron oxides, 
readily accounted for by the percolation of surface waters descending 
through the ore horizon and carrying down some of its material with it. It 
is unfortunate that a more conclu~ive test could not be afforded by the cut-
ting of the dike at a considerable depth below the ore horizon, but as this 
has not been done, we must reason from the evidence that is at hand. 
The apparently abnormal variation in the thickness of the ore horizon 
is less readily accounted for, as has already been stated on page446; but it 
must be borne in mind that the data. from which the outlines of formations 
have been reconstructed are very limited and irregularly diBtributed, being 
derived from drifts run for the sole object of following known ore bodies 
and without any purpose of elucidating the structural conditions of the vari-
ous strata. 
The singular absence of lead in the Lee ore bo.dy is another excep-
tional feature of this region. It seems hardly probable that, in a district -
whose silver is so universally derived from argentiferous galena or its 
decomposition products, in this little spot alone silver should have been 
deposited by itself. rrhe more natural explanation would seem to be, that 
the deposit is entirely secondary, and the result of the leachin~ of a larger 
body, now eroded off, by surface waters, which carried away the lead and 
left the silver. The geological position of the ore body favors this idea; it 
rests immediately on the Parting Quartzite, and therefore at the very base 
of the ore horizon; it is on the lower rim of a synclinal basin, which is known 
to carry an immense amount of water that would naturally drain out over 
its etlges. It may be also that the absence of manganese would tend to the 
formation of the more soluble sulphate of lead, rather than the c~rbonate, 
which is generally found as the alteration product of galena in this dis-
. trict. 
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The influence of cross-cutting sheets of porphyry in producing a con-
centration of rich ore by causing a stagnation of the ore currents is shown 
b;y the distribution of the ore shoots. Thus the northeastern bod_y in the Cli-
max, Dunkin, and Matchless ground lies under the lee of the cross-cutting 
sheet of White Porphyry; the ma.in ore shoot in the Amie, Pittsburgh, Little 
Chief, and Chrysolite lies in a similar position relatively to the ~ray Por-
phyry d_ike; and the southern body in the last three claims lies just north of 
the lower cross-cutting sheet ot Gray Porphyry. 
The greater secondary alteration on this hill is readily accounted for 
by the fact that it is everywhere covered by a great thickness of Wash. This 
Wash, which is a loosely aggregated and permeable bowlder clay, acts like 
a wet sponge. It is constantly full of water at its contact with the rock 
surface on which it res~s, which water is doubtless charged with air and de-
composed vegetable matter, and thus acts more vfgorously upon the rocks 
than would water flowing freely over the actual surface of the ground 
or that which percolates in minute channels through the solid rocks beneath 
the surface. This is shown by the fact that the upper sheet of White Por-
phyry, which lies immediately beneath the Wash, is generally reduced to a 
plastic mass, in which all trace of the original stru.cture of the rocks is lost, 
while the lower sheet of the same rock is still a hard, compact rock, forming 
what the miners call block porphyry. 
CHAPTER V. 
OTHER GROUPS OF MINES. 
MINES AND PROSPECTS IN THE LEADVILLE REGION. 
It is from the mines included in the three g1:0ups already described that 
what may be considered the permanent ore supply of Leadville has been 
thus far derived, and it is in these mines alone that exploitation has been 
carried on so continuously and extensively as to afford an opportunity to 
study in detail the character and the form of the different ore bodies and 
llheir relations to the inclosing and neighboring rocks. For this reason they 
have been described with a detail that may, in the future, seem dispropor-
tionate to their relative importance, especially when, as is likely to be the 
case at no far distant day, the deposits of these limited areas shall have 
become nearly exhausted and the main supply is derived from what may 
now be considered outside areas. From the evidence obtained during this 
study it is fair to assume that a greater amount of as yet undiscovere<t ore 
exists outside these areas than has already been developed in the small 
groups already described, and that, while its exploitation will necessarily 
be more difficult, owing to greater depth and large influx of water, and its 
reduction will require more complicated processes, owing to a greater pre-
ponderance of sulphurets, these disadvantages will be offset by greater ad-
vantages of working, brought about by a more thorough knowledge of the 
geological relations of the ore deposits and by improvements introduced 
into the various processes of reduction. 
With but few exceptions these outside niines have been hitherto but in-
termittently worked, and, owing to some minor differences in the character 
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of their deposits or of their inclosing rocks, their geological structure has 
been more imperfectly underst~od by those in charge, and the work of explo-
ration been carried on with less system and sometimes in an utterly aimless 
manner. Although it bas been impracticable for these reasons to determine 
with the same accuracy and detail the relations of the ore be dies in these 
outside mines as has been <;lone for those of Iron, Fryer, and Carbonate 
Hills, an explanation of their general geological structure will be of value 
as a guide for future exploitation, and a consideration of the relative amount 
of replacement action in different portiorrs of the Lead ville region, as shown 
by the developments thus far made in them, will afford a basis for determin-
ing the probable extent and direction of the original ore currents, and in 
consequence what part of the ore horizon, which the geological outlines 
have already located, is most likely to contain valuable ore bodies. 
An examination of the relative distribution of vein material shown 
by the outcrops, as delineated in cross-lining on the Lead ville map, shows 
two lines or zones along which the evidence of replacement action is most 
apparent, one running east from Fryer Hill to Little Ellen Hill~ the sec:. 
ond taking more of a southeasterly course from the southern end of Carbon- -
ate Hill to Long and Derry Hill. In the area between these two zones the 
surface is formed by porphyry bodies which overlie the ore horizon, so that 
no outcrops of vein material show on the map, except a few thin lines along 
the edges of fault planes. Under these porphyry bodies ·in Carbonate and 
Iron Hills a very large proportion of the area is already proved to be occu-
pied by valuable ore bodies, and it may, therefore, be reasonably expected 
that similar bodies exist under the porphyry sheets between these zones 
farther east, although, owing to the greater depth of the ore horizon, they 
have not yet been reached by mine workings. There is evidence of still 
another zone of replacement extending north from Fryer Hill under Prospect 
fountain, but, as the ore horizon has been reached in few points and the 
vein material has, at these few points, proved comparatively poor, the chances 
f finding any con iderable development of rich ore in that direction have 
nee :arily a maller ba i of probability than to the eastward, though the 
general ge 1 ical c ndi ion· favor it. 
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In the description which follows, the mines will be grouped according 
to the main features of geological structure already outlined in Part I, 
Chapter V. 
LITTLE STRAY HORSE SYNCLINE. 
As shown in the previous chapter, the eastern portion of the area rep-
resented on the Fryer Hill map belongs structurally to the western rim of 
the Little Stray Horse basin, and the ore horizons of the Little Sliver, For-
est City, and Denver City mines, if followed continuously eastward, would 
finally reach the bottom of the basin. The basin is bowl-shaped, its out-
lines being shown on the map _ by those of the Gray and White Porphyry 
bodies which fill its depression. 
Southern rim.-rrhrough its southern rim runs the zone of cross-cutting 
,vhite Porphyry, in virtue of which the Blue Limestone along the southern 
and western rim is supposed to be split into two wedge-shaped sheets. Of 
these the lower one, which ·thickens to the south and constitutes the entire 
thickness of the horizon in the mines of Iron and Carbonate Hills, is buried 
under the whole overlying White Porphyry under the northern end of 
Graham Park, and· its depth or condition of mineralization is uot known. 
The points nearest to the axis of the basin at which it has been reached are 
in the Highland Mary (P-52), in Stray Horse gulch on the east, and in the 
Wolftone (T-5) on the west. 
The upper portion, which wedges out to the south, outcrops under the 
Wash as indicated on the map, commencing to thin out near the southern 
edge of the area of the Fryer Hill map, and reaching its thinnest point at the 
Mahala (T-2). It is proved in the following shafts: The Moyamensing 
(S-12) strikes iron vein material, which probably forms the outcrop of the 
Denver City ore body, below the Wash at 118 feet. · In the . Rohert Emmet 
mine, in Stray Horse gulch, this portion of the Blue Limestone is represented 
by 50 feet of manganiferous iron, with White Porphyry above and belo·w, 
the overlying porphyry showing traces of original pyrites which have been 
dissolved out. The main shaft reached the contact at 110 feet, finding a 
dip of 30° N. E. and being sunk afterwards i50 feet in underlying por~ 
phyry. The ore th_us far extracted has been taken between this shaft and 
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the outcrop, which crosses Stray Horse gulch just below the tunnel (S-3). 
Farther south the Agassiz (T-3) finds the vein material and limestone 30 
feet thick, at a depth of 45 feet, the Goneabroad (T-4) finds it at 80 
feet, and the Cyclops (T-1), farther east, finds it at 148 feet below rock 
surface, with a thickness of 50 feet, and passes through it into underlying 
porphyry. In the Agassiz, as in the Robert Emmet, the vein material is 
manganiferous iron, with carbonate ore at its upper surface, sometimes five 
or six feet thick; about five feet of quartzite are found above the contact, as 
in Carbonate Hill. The dip is about 30° N. E. The Greenback shaft 
(0-53) found Lake beds, the northern continuation of the Graham Park . 
area ( see Atlas Sheet VI), beneath the Wash. The ore horizon consisted of 
3 feet of iron and chert, 45 feet of limestone, and again 7 feet of iron. 
White Porphyry was penetrated 40 feet below this. , 
Southeastern rim.-On the eastern rim of the southern end of the basin the 
outcrops of the Blue Limestone are less continu<,rnsly proved. The Indiana 
(P-53) finds limestone directly beneath the Wash, while the Highland Mary 
(P-52) reaches the lower body of Blue Limestone after passing through 
122 feet ofWhite Porphyry. The Rarus (P-61) passes through the edge 
of the Gray Porphyry sheet directly into limestone, showing that here the 
upper White Porphyry is wanting. It comes in again, however, in the 
Hunkidori (P-72) shaft, a little east, which penetrated it for 40 feet, after 
passing through 170 feet of Gray Porphyry and 5 feet of Weber Shales. 
Western rim.-Along the western rim a number of shafts have been sunk 
in Gray Porphyry, in search of the continuation on the dip of the Lee and 
May Queen ore body, without having yet reached it, the influx of water 
making it difficult to sink their shafts. Some had penetrated the White 
Porphyry a short distance, and these had always found a portion of the 
Weber Shale, either as quartzite or as black carbonaceous shale impregnated 
with pyrite , at the contact of the two porphyries. All had found Wash 
fr m ninety to two hundred feet deep. In the Little Sliver (P-81) the White 
rphyry wa 41 feet thick; the Shamus O'Brien (P-73) had penetrated it 
£ t · th Tip T p (P-75), 38 feet; the Union Emma (P-79), 25 feet; and 
th anO'k k (P-77), 52 feet; while the Cora Bell (P-78), Forepaugh (P-76), 
rinc f Orlean (P-71), and Olive Branch (P-70) were still in the Gray 
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Porphyry and the Lickscumdidrix (P-68) bore-hole, in the middle of the 
basin, has gone through 400 feet without reaching its base. 
Eastern rim.-East of the above shafts the El Paso (P-65) and Little 
:Miami (P-58), at depths of 4 70 feet and 390 feet, respectively, were still in 
White Porphyry, after having passed through Gray Porphyry, and through 
varying thicknesses of Weber Shales both at the contact of t~e two porphy-
ries and within the· lower body. The Kennebec (P-55), Cullen (P-57), and 
Aztec (P-54) have reached the limestone after passing through the two por-
phyries, the former finding a second sheet of White Porphyry within the lime-
stone. The same sheet is found in the Cordelia Edmondson (P-41 ), which 
is sunk in a large body of vein material, directly below the Wash. Several 
othe1· shafts have struck the very considerable body of vein material which 
replaces the Blue Limestone on this rim of the basin, but as yet no impor-
tant ore bodies have been found. 
The most extensive workings are in the Chieftain and Scooper mines. 
The former is opened by a tunnel (P-43), which runs southeast through 
vein material, and then through limestone, compressed into gentle folds but 
apparently with a slight dip west, and, at a distance of 360 feet from the 
mouth, strikes granite which forms the foot-wall of the Iron fault. A 
decomposed porphyry, resembling White Porphyry, is found adjoining the 
fault. The limestone near the end of ther tunnel is quite light colored; it 
may be the White Limestone, but the structure was not sufficiently shown 
to make this certain. The Scooper (P-44) shaft was sunk through 60 feet 
of Wash, 20 feet of Gray Porphyry, and 5 feet of White Porphyry, to -
iron and limestone. The contact with the porphyry is here very steep and 
runs in a direction a little east of south, being cut by several drifts ; it was 
supposed to be the line of a fault. It is probably,' however, simply an 
unusual steepening of the dip on this edge of the basin, as the Indiana 
(P-64) shaft, about 400 feet west of it, was still in Gray Porphyry at a 
depth of 330 feet. The limestone and vein material are crushed and fol~ed 
even more than in the Chieftain, and probably from the same cause, viz, 
compression against the Iron fault. Considerable very silicious, hard car-
onate ore, rich in chloride of silver; has been taken from this mine, but 
for some unexplained reason the developments have be~n very irregular 
and without sy8tem. 
MON XII--32 
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This basin has been described somewhat in detail to show how much 
fruitless labor has been expended in_ a region whose surroundings would 
lead one to suppose that it contains fine bodies of ore. Although so many 
shafts have been sunk to depths of 200 to 500 feet, the contact has been 
seldom reached, and even then but little explored. The main difficulty has 
been the great amount of water met in depth, which could not be controlled 
by the pumping apparatus in ordina~·y use. That such a basin should hold 
a large amount of water, especially when its outcrops are crossed by two 
such stream beds as those of Big Evans and Stray Horse gulches, is most 
natural, and it will probably be impracticable for any one mine to work in 
it alone. Work must be carried on by combination either of actual prop-
erties or else of working expenses, and powerful pumping apparatus must 
be established to drain the whole basin from its deepest point. 
YANKEE HILL ANTICLINE . 
. On the western slope of Yankee Hill the J. B. Grant shaft found about · 
eight feet of vein material between White Porphyry and White Limestone, 
which is only significant as showing that replacement action has gone on 
to a certain extent beneath the lower sheet of White Porphyry. 
On the eastern side of Yankee Hill a large body of iron vein material 
has been found, extending from the Clara Dell and Little Champion north-
ward through the Bevis and Boulder Nest mines, and thence eastward to 
the Andy Johnson, ~hich reached it after passing through 200 feet of Gray 
and White Porphyries. This body consis~s of iron oxides and chert and 
is undoubtedly much more extensive than has been represented on the 
map; it contains some ore, but the data obtained with regard to it were 
too meager to do more than prove the same probability of the existence 
of valuable ore bodies in the synclinal basin to the eastward that exists in 
regard to Stray Horse Park. The Superior (K-61) and Mountain Boy 
(K-6 ) haft struck a considerable body of limonite and chert on the 
uthwe ·tern edge of thi basin, dipping at an angle of about 30° to the 
n rthea t. This body, which is ome fifty feet thick., is supposed to be 
the replacement of a plit-off portion 0f the Blue Limestone. 'rhis supposi-
ti ace unt for the apparent want in the thickness of this horizon to the 
we t n a line drawn through the Leavenworth haft, as shown on the map 
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and explained in Part I, Chapter V. On the other hand, it is the Weber 
Shales that are ordinarily found between the Gray and White Porphyry 
sheets, and in the Theresa (K-5-7) shaft, a short distance to the northeast, 
highly pyritiferous shales were found in this horizon at a depth of 325 feet. 
Breece Iron mine.-ln a similar position occurs the deposit of the Breece 
Iron mine, situated on a spur of Breece Hill, overlooking Adelaide Park. 
'I'his remarkable deposit of iron ore is found at the surface in two distinct 
bodies, shown in open cuts, the one a short distance above the other. The 
lower body has a maximum thickness of 20 to 25 feet and rests on White 
Porphyry, with a mottled porphyry on the hanging wall. The upper body 
is not so thick and is overlaid by the main sheet of Gray Porphyry; both 
dip eastward, and the shaft (K-39) higher up the hill has been sunk through 
30 feet of iron without reaching the bottom of the body, from which it may 
be supposed that the two bodies have here come together. The Gray Por-
phyry has either the characteristic large crystals of orthoclase or the cavities 
which they once filled. The intermediate porphyry is, however, of finer 
grain, of a pinkish color, and is full of minute cavities having the form of 
crystals of pyrite. This may possibly represent a tongue of Pyritiferous. 
Porphyry extending between the two iron bodies. The lower (K-36) shaft 
has been sunk 350 feet in the underlying ,Vhite Porphyry, which, near the: 
iron body, is also impregnated with pyrite. The iron bodies are rather 
irregular in shape and send offshoots or stringers into the surrounding rocks. 
The ore is, however, massive and compact and remarkably free from earthy 
gangue. It has ·been largely used as a flux in the smelting works, being 
supposed to carry several ounces of silver to the ton, and has also been 
used by the Colorado Coal and Iron Company in the manufacture of 
Bessemer steel. It is a very pure hematite, with a certain admixture of 
magnetite which seems to occur mainly near the outcrop. It carries about 
G6 per cent. of metallic iron. The complete analysis of an average specimen, 
by Mr. Guyard, will be found in Appendix C. Undecomposed pyrites are 
found in the ore from the upper shaft. It seems probable that this body, 
like the iron bodies in the various silver mines, is 'the result of the 
oxidation of pyrites, which were concentrated at the junction of the three 
bodies of porphyry. It differs in being anhydrous, while all the others are 
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hydrated; · also, in the fact that it occurs high up on the hill and free from 
the ordinary covering of Wash; which, no doubt, promotes decomposition 
and the chemical combinatio·n of water in rocks that underlie it. From the 
staining of rocks eastward, along the outcrop of the contact, and from data 
obtained from shafts sunk higher up on the hill, it appears that an iron body 
extends, though not continuously, for some distance to the eastward. 
SYNCLINE EAST OF YANKEE HILL. 
The geological structure of the area between Yankee Hill and Weston 
fault has been already explained in Part I, Chapter V, and is graphically 
shown in Sections 0, D, and L; . As yet no considerable ore bodies have 
been found at the ore horizon in this area; but it seems not to have received 
the attention it deserves, in view of the good indications afforded by the 
explorations already made. These may be briefly enumerated as follows: 
The amount of vein material proved on its western rim has been men-
tioned above. On the south side, the Little Prince (K-32) . shaft passed 
.through 150 feet ·of Gray Porphyry and80 feet of White Porphyry to the Blue 
Limestone horizon, which is here about one hundred and twenty feet thick 
and entirely replaced by a porous silicious material, not unlike the granular 
quartz gangue of the l\Iorning Star mine. At first glance it somewhat 
resembles a decomposed porphyry, and in it small irregular bodies of .sand 
carbonate, but no limestone, have been found. rrhe Parting Quartzite was 
found below it. On the lower slopes of the hill the Nora (K-23), Bosco 
(K-28), Across the Ocean (K-31), and Great Hope (K-30) shafts were 
sunk through Gray Porphyry to the ore horizon, the first two without find-
ing any intervening White Porphyry. In all more or less vein material was 
found replacing the limestone. The Onota, from which the typical Gray 
Porphyry was taken for analysis, also reached limestone near the middle of 
the basin. In the Great Hope quartzite. was reached after passing through 
60 feet of vein material. In the iron vein material some large layel!B of 
lime-sand were found, and at 105 feet from the surface a streak of galena 
five t ix feet thi k i · . aid to have been passed through, but the main ore 
f the mine " a taken from the quartzite, which, as well as the lower por-
ti n f th ir n ody, was impregnated with gold. The gold was very 
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coarse. Some four hundred to five hundred tons of quartzite gold ore, 
averaging one and a half ounces of gold and· four ounces of silver to the 
ton, are said to have been taken from the m·ine, and one lot of 3,000 pounds is 
said to have yielded thirty-one ounces of gold to the ton. A dike of White 
Porphyry, cut in the eastern portion of the workings, may have influenced 
the concentration of ore at this point. The quartzite is probably· Parting 
Quartzite, though the thickness of 60 feet given for the Blue Limestone 
horizon seems small, especially as it is said to have been over ·ninety-six 
feet thick in the adjoining Across the Oce~n shaft. rrhe vein material on 
the dump of the latter contained a great many quartz-lined cavities, and it 
is possible that what was taken for quartzite in the Great Hope was simply 
granular silicious gangue like that in the Little Prince. 
SOUTH EVANS ANTICLINE. 
Highland Chief mine.-The vicinity of the South Evans 8'.nticline has evi-
dently been a favorable locality for ore deposition, but the development of 
the ore bodies has been retarded by the difficulty of understanding the 
geological structure and the relative positions at which they occur. The 
Highland Chief mine has been the most important ore producer of this 
portion of the district. It is opened by a shaft on the brow of the . hiH 
overlooking South Evans gulch and by a tunnel run in to meet it part way 
down the slope~ Fig. 2 represents an ideal section on a broken line drawn 
through the Highland Chief shaft (L-1), the tunnel (G-54), and the Eliza 
shaft (G-58). 
-
v.·asb. Blue L imestone. Vein Ore. 
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Gray P orphyry. 
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Both tunnel and shaft are driven through Gray Porphyry to the contact, 
the upper White Porphyry being here wanting. No limestone is struck in 
either, but a winze sunk a short distance from the mouth of the shaft found 
it, as did the Highland Mary (G-5.1) and Curran (G-56) shafts close by, 
which found some ~ein material, but no ore. Vein material rises rapidly 
in the floor of the tunnel as it approaches the shaft, and the latter is snnk 
in it 170 feet below the tunnel level. The lower surface of the porphyry 
sheet has a dip to the northeast, which is also seen in the eastern portion 
of the workings beyond the line of the section, while in the southwest 
workings there is a dip westward. In the Chemung (K-5) tunnel, which 
is driven 400 feet, along the contact of Gray and White Porphyries and 
then in Blue Limestone, in a southeasterly direction, from a point just 
below the road about seven hundred feet southwest of the mouth of the 
Highland Chief tunnel, the limestone at the end is found to be dipping 
westward. It thus appears that there is a slight ridge or lateral fold in 
the formation, which is shown on the map by the curve in the strike of 
the formations. The section, whose line is taken along the crest of this 
fold, shows at right angles to it a more pronounced folding, forming an 
anticlinal and synclinal structure parallel to the South Evans anticline, 
which is necessitated by the intersections of formation lines obtained in 
the Highland Chief and Eliza (G-58) shafts. The intermediate outcrops 
are obscured by the moraine material or Wash, left on the shoulder of 
the hill by the South Evans glacier. The section shows the rounded 
outlines of rock surface left under the Wash by this glacier and the abrupt 
slope below the Eliza shaft produced by later erosion. A dike of Gray 
Porphyry, running northeast and southwest, is cut in the south drifts from 
the second level of the Highland Chief mine, but does not seem to be con-
tinuou ', a it is wanting in the southwest workings on the tunnel level. It 
ha evidently the same irregular character that has been seen in similar 
tran vere b die on Carbonate and Iron Hills, and, like them, has evidently 
ha a fav rable influence on the concentration of ore. The vein material 
of thi min i very iliciou and re embles the porous hard carbonate 
e ri arb nate Hill, but carrie less iron; the cavities contain cerus-
·ite ancl ·hl ri f. il r . The ore is relatively rich, many lots averaging 
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from one hundred to two hundred ounces of silver to the ton, but it is 
generally low in lead, and therefore difficult to smelt. It frequently con-
tains copper in the state of carbonate or silicate, which gives it a green 
color, associated with hydrous phosphates of alumina. As far as could 
be seen it is much more irregularly distributed throughout the vein mate-
rial than in the carbonate mines generally Copper o~·e similar to that of 
the Highland Chief is found in 'the Little Jolmny (F-29) and Rattling Jack 
(F-2'8).' _ The upper White Porphyry comes in again at thes_e shafts, the 
intermediate ones, like the Uncle Sam (F-32 and F-33), having found Yein 
material directly beneath the Gray Porphyry. From the thickness of lower 
White Porphyry shown in the Eliza shaft, H may be assumed that on the 
line of this section the entire mass of White Porphyry has gone below the 
Blue Limestone horizon. 
Colorado Prince group.-The lower formatjons, which form a cliff face over-
looking South Evans gulch between the Highland Chief mine and the Col-
orado Prince fault, have been exposed by numerous mine workings. These 
have been e·xploited in such an irregular and intermittent manner that it has 
been impossible to obtain satisfactory data as to the amount or quality of 
ore extracted from them. 1.1he geological structure shown by the various 
shafts and _tunnels that were examined is, however, interesting, showing the 
rising of the beds over the South Evans anticline and the slight displace-
ment caused by the Colorad_o Prince fault. Just above the Colorado Prince 
tunnel there is an actual rock outcrop of White Porphyry and overlying 
Lower Quartzite, forming a steep cliff; but, on the shoulder above, the rock 
surface is deeply buried under the Wash, a relic of the lateral moraine of 
the South Evans glacier. The following diagram shows an ideal section, 
drawn through the Colorado Prince tt1nnel (G-43) and shaft (G-4 7), and 
the shafts of the Miner Boy, No. 3 (G-48), No. 1 (G-50), and No. 2 (G-51). 
The Miner Boy or Kentucky tunnel (G-42), which is a little beyond the 
line of the section, is indicated in dotted lines. 
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The most important mine of this group is ~he Colorado Prince, which 
has its own stamp mill for crushing and .amalgamating its ore. According 
to the reports of experts who have examined it, it has a very large body of 
rich ore, but the practical results of work do not thus far seem to have 
justified their prognostications._ The management of the mill has been so 
frequently changed that it was impossible to learn the actual working results 
of treatment over a long enough period to determine whether the apparent 
want of success was due to the quality of the ore itself or to faulty methods 
of reduction. 
The deposit of the Colorado Prince and Miner Boy mines is somewhat 
in the nature of a gash vein in the Lower Quartzite. It stands at an average 
pitch of 7 5 ° to the east, varying between 60° and the vertical. Its strike 
i about N. 15° W. It varies in width from a few inches to five or six feet, 
and in the upper workings is said to have been stoped out on · a width of 
2 fe t. It has no distinct walls or clay selvages, and the matrix of the 
r i principally decompo ed quartzite, more or less stained by iron oxides . 
.... ear the .Miner Boy No. 3 shaft it splits into two branches, one following 
it: g neral directi n, the other being more nearly north and south. Fol-
l win r the v in i a thickne of one to three feet of light-colored de-
m o · d r k, alled y the miners trachyte and considered by one 
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expert to be a propylite dike. It is, however, only a fine grained 
conglomerate of rounded pebbles of quartz in a clay matrix. So far as 
explored, the vein is confined to the horizon of the Lower Quartzite, the 
upper 20 feet of which are calcareous. It may have extended up into the 
White Limestone, but it has not yet been followed into the White Porphyry 
below and shows a tendency to pinch in that direction. The ore is essen-
tially a free-gold ore and is generally stained by oxide of iron and carbon-
ate of copper. Galena occurs sparingly, having been only observed in a 
few spots. Carbonate of lead is said to have been found. The first and 
second class ores are generally sent to the smelting works at Argo, only 
the third class going to the stamp mill. 
11 he vein seems to be the result of the action of percolating waters 
along a fracture plane in the formation, which was very pro1mbly formed 
at the time of the displacement of the Colorado Prince fault, with which it 
has a general parallelism. The ore is probably the result of the oxidation 
of pyrites, and whether it was originally concentrated in this form in its 
present position or brought in as a secondary deposition from the sur-
rounding rocks it is difficult to say definitely. 
The general dip of the formations in these workings is steeply to the 
south, sometimes varying a little to the · west and again to the eastward. 
Its observed angle also varies from 35° to 60° in the Colorado Prince work-
ings, the steeper dip occurring near the Miner Boy shaft. The intersections 
obtained in the Colorado Prince tunnel are shown on the section. rrhe 
Kentucky or Miner Boy tunnel was run for the following distances th_rough 
the successive formations: Lower Quartzite, 200 feet; White Limestone, 200 
feet;· White Porphyry, 40 feet; Parting Quartzite, 35 feet; Blue Lime-
stone, 50 feet to the bottom of shaft No. 1. These figures, it must be 
remembered, are not actual thicknesses of the formations. The lower part 
of the Blue Limestone as exposed in Miner Boy No. 1 shaft is thoroughly 
impregnated with oxide of iron and is said to have yielded some very good 
assays. The No. 2 shaft of the Miner Boy found black shales of the Weber 
Shale formation directly beneath. the Wash. 
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LITTLE ELLEN HILL. 
On Little Ellen Hill the Blue Limestone has been found to be replaced 
to a considerable extent and some argentiferous lead ore has been obtained 
from it; but present explorations cover only a small proportion of its area. 
The principal mines are the Virginius and Little Ellen. The Virginius 
(G-24) is opened by a tunnel run southwards along the strike of the for-
mation from the north side of the hill, facing· Big Evans gulch. rrhe lime-
stone is largely disintegrated and in the condition of lime-sand. The vein 
material, as usual an impure ii~on oxide, is very silicious. Galena is thickly 
scattered through it, but the ore is of rather low grade in silver. The 
tunnel is 250 feet long, and drifts from it have been driven eastward 150 
feet on the dip. On the hill above, in the Cleveland (G-27), 15 feet of vein 
material, carrying galena, are found above the limestone, and at a depth of 
30 feet in the limestone a cross-cutting body of Gray Porphyry, which is 
also cut in the Last Chance (G-31) shaft, immediately below the Wash. 
The other shaft (G-30) of the Last Chance finds Parting Quartzite below 
the Wash. The Australian (G-28) and Tenderfoot (G-26) also find vein 
material at the contact. 
The Little Ellen mine, higher up and on the slope of the hill facing 
South Evans gulch, finds a very large body of low-grade leap. ore at the 
same horizon, where- the strike has changed to east and west. This con-
tact is traced eastward through the Lulu, Gnome, and Alps workings, show-
ing considerable replacement action, but as yet no large ore bodies. 
BREECE HILL. 
In the large area lying between thi.regions above described and Iowa 
gulch there is an immense developme~t of igneous rocks, and, on the 
theories deduced from the studies made in this region that there is a direct 
connection between igneous action and ore deposition, or rather that the 
latter is more abundant where the former has been most active this area 
' should contain large deposits of ore. Unfortunately there is little else than 
the ry upon which to base this assumption. r-rhe ore horizon throughout 
th greater part of the area i so deeply buried beneath the surface that, in 
th uncertainty that exi ts as to how deep it may be necessary to sink a 
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shaft in -order to reach it, no mine owner has yet had the enterprise to 
attempt its exploration. It is difficult to predicate the probable thickness 
of a sheet of porphyry from the width of its outcrops or even from an 
observed thickness at some point but little removed, sin~e it is liable to 
change rapidly, both in thickness and in horizon, from causes which are not 
apparent at the surface. The depths given for the Blue Limestone horizon 
under the Pyritifero11s Porphyry by the various sections which pass through 
this area cannot be expected to be so close an approximation to the actual 
far.ts as when the proportion of sedimentary beds is greater. They have, 
however, by no means been given at hap-hazard, but are the result of 
most careful weighing of probabilities, based on a study of the whole region. 
The nearest approach to an actual development of ore in the Blue 
Limestone under Pyritiferous Porphyry is in the Mike mine, and the indi-
cations afforded by this favor the supposition that it will be found to be 
ore-bearing when· reached farther east. Another favorable sign is found 
in the numerous evidences of mineral concentration in the porphyry itself. 
Scattered bodies of ore have also been found in the beds of the Weber 
horizon, which are sufficient to show considerable mineral action. 
GREEN MOUNTAIN. 
In the shales and sandstones of the Weber formation and in the adjoin-
ing Pyritiferous Porphyry bodies numerous small deposit~ of ore have been 
struck, but of somewhat different character from those developed at the 
Blue Limestone horizon. The most important of these have been found on 
Green Mountain, in regard to which the following information has been 
obtained. 
The Ontario mine is opened by a tunnel 380 feet long and a shaft 70 
feet deep, run through Pyritiferous Porphyry into micaceous sandstone and 
black shale. The deposit is found in a vein running north and south, and 
traceable from about one hundred feet from the mouth of the tunnel through 
the porphyry into the overlying sandstones. A body of coarse-grained 
galena 20 feet long by 3 feet in width was found in the porphyry, but 
in the sandstone the vein proved barren. A similar deposit in the porphyry 
is found in the adjoining Tiger (E-22) mine. It is a gash vein six to eight 
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inches wide, running northeast, ,vith a dip of 60° to the southeast. The ore 
is a mixture of galena and pyrites, one lot of which yielded 22 ounces of 
silver and 22 per cent. of lead to the ton. 
In the Green Mountain (.E-12) mine the ore occurs in the sandstone, 
and is a free-gof d ore, sometimes very coarse. It was not accessible at time 
of visit, and _nothing certain could be learned of the form of the deposit, 
which is very probably also a gash vein. 
LONG · AND DERRY HILL. 
Ready cash mine.-On the steep south wall of Iowa gulch formed by 
Upper Long and Derry Hill is the Ready Cash mine, which is interesting 
on account of its occurrence in Archean rocks rather than from its impor-
tance as an ore-producer. Its country rock is a coarse-grained, reddish 
granite similar to that found at the heads of Iowa and Empire gulches. 
The ore occurs in two small veins from one foot to four feet in width, which 
come together at the surface. The one strikes N. 25 ° E. and dips 50° to 
the east; the other strikes N. 45 ° E. and has a still steeper dip. The mine is 
opened by tunnels which run into the hill in a southerly direction and cut 
the veins at about three hundred and twenty feet from the surface; in one 
of the upper tunnels a dike of quartz~porphyry is cut between the two veins, 
in which are some gold-bearing seams. The vein filling consists principally · 
of altered granite, carrying free gold and some chloride of silver, with 
relatively well defined walls. The deposit is evidently formed along fract-
ure planes in the granite, filling any cavity that may have existed and 
replacing the constituents of the adjoining country rock. 
Long and Derry mines.-The Long and Derry mines were among the first 
di covered in the Lead ville region, and are still held by their original 
owner , a very exceptional circumstance. They have been worked very 
l wly and irregula1:ly, and at the time of examination no maps had been 
nu d , of the underground workings. Many of the drifts had become inacces-
·il le · tha nl .,. a very general idea of the form of the deposits could be 
Th y ccnr a a replacement of the Blue Limestone, but, as con-
tr, :t <l with th depo ~it of Iron and Carbonate Hills, rather in the form of 
lar e ·hamb r' than al n the contact with the oved ying White Porphyry. 
LONG AND DERRY MINES . . 
These chambers are irregularly djstributed through the upper part of the 
Blue Limestone, and, as the latter has been more or less eroded, some of 
them formed actual crutcrops of ore on the surface, and were thus e~sily dis-
covered in the commencement. The mine is opened by both tunnels and 
shafts, but the ore is mainly extracted through the former. The Faint Hope 
(M-4) tunnel runs 180 feet through limestone and vein material and B60 feet 
in White Porphyry, to the bottom of the Porphyry (E-37) shaft. The latter 
passed through 98 feet of porphyry and was sunk 46 feet in vein material 
containing nodules of chert and low-grade ore. The Long and Derry (E-32) 
tunnel runs in a southerly direction from the hillside overlooking Iowa gulch, 
starting in White Porphyry and being expected to reach the contact at 500 
feet. In the Dana (M-3) shaft were found many.chert nodules in the por-
phyry, which carried casts of fossils, principally Pleurophorus and Spirifera. 
Such included chert nodules are frequently found not far from the contact 
plane and were evidently caught up in the mass of the porphyry as it forced 
its way along. between the strata. The whole body of the limestone on 
Long and Derry Hill seems to be more or less impregnated with oxides of 
iron and manganese and with silicious material, as shown by the black 
outcrop at the Belcher (M-5) mine, near the base of the formation. In 
this outcrop the replacement evidently proceeded from above, as the ore 
wedges out at the bottom. The apparently broken character of the forma-
tion in the vicinity of the ore deposits may be due in a measure to its 
proximity to the surface and want of a protecting covering of Wash. In 
one portion of the mine was a large accumulation of ·angular blocks of 
porphyry in the limeRtone, which had probably fallen from above into a 
cave that had been dissolved out by surfa?e waters. 
The ore is carbonate of lead and chloride of silver near the surface 
and galena in depth, the latter, as usual, being generally richer in silver 
than the carbonate. Only small specks of pyrite have been found in it. 
The dike of Gray Porphyry, which crosses the hill in front of the Faint 
Hope tunnel, may be supposed to have been an important factor in the 
concentration of ore here by causing a stagnation in the mineral-bearing 
currents. 
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PRINTER BOY HILL. 
The existence of the three transverse dikes crossing the slopes of 
Printer Boy Hill and of the cross-cutting bodies of ~yritiferous Porphyry 
on its north side, in the upper part of California gulch, is an indication of 
probable mineral concentration in this region, and developments, so far as 
they have gone, tend to confirm this idea. 
On the south slope the curving outcrop of the contact of Blue Lime-
stone and White Porphyry has been very extensively prospected near the 
surface, and evidence of replacement action has been found at almo:st every 
point. Figure 4 shows an ideal section of the middle portion of the south 
slope and the relative amount of vein material1 as far as can be determined· 
by present workings. 
FIG. 4. 
·-
White Porphyry. Gray Porphyry. Blne Li 1ne.3 tone. Ve-;n O:e. 
material. 
The principal development of ore has- been thus far found in the Flor-
ence mine, which is at the crest of the fold. The vein material, which is 
the usual clayey matter, carrying oxides of iron and manganese, has here 
a maximum thickness of thirty to thirty-five feet, and seems to thin out to 
the east and west, respectively, but to the north or into the hill it has as 
yet been explored but a short distance. The ore occurs at the surface and 
rather irregularly through this vein material; besides the usual carbonate 
of lead and chloride of silver, it contains several minerals not common in 
the district, among which may be mentioned native gold, visible to the 
naked eye, and a Rulfo-carbonate of bismuth. (See Appendix 0.) In a 
tunnel directly l elow the main workings of the Florence a gash vein of 
alena in lime tone everal feet in thickness was found. Above, it connects. 
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with the ore body of the Florence, but, as followed in depth by a winze, 
was found to pinch out entirely, furnishing one of many proofs that the ore . 
entered the limestone from above and not from below. 
The dikes of Gray Porphyry on either side of the Florence are thirty 
to fifty feet wide and can be traced along the hill for considerable distances. 
They have the characteristic large crystals of orthoclase porphyritically 
distributed through the mass. 
East of the Florence the Minor tunnel has been run several hund1'.ed 
feet on the contact without finding ore, but good ore is said to have been 
obtained from the First National mine, still farther east. In the latter the 
·limestone seems to be split into two parts by the cross-cutting zone of White 
Porphyry. 
To the westward the contact has been developed by the Sangamon 
tunnel, the Wilson, Brian Boru, G. M. Favorite, and other mines, and some 
ore has been shipped, but no certain information was obtained in regard to 
its quantity or its quality. 
Although some prospects showing ore may have escaped observation, 
the above descriptions suffice to show that on either side of Iowa gulch fa 
the vicinity of the three dikes of Gray Porphyry the Blue Limestone con-
tact is ore-bearing over a comparatively large proportion of its extent. 
It can, hovvever, hardly be said to have been thoroughly explored as yet, 
nor are the ore developments as rich or extensive as the geological condi-
tions would lead one to expect. It may, therefore, reasonably be assumed 
that future explorations in this area, if systematically conducted, will ptove 
remunerative. The most promising direction for exploration would seem 
to be to the northward under Printer Boy Hill. Next to that, the easterly 
continuation of the contact in depth beyond the First National affords a 
promising field. It must be borne in mind, however, that in this direction 
the zone of cross-cutting White Porphyry will soon be reached, where the 
Blue Limestone will be found split into two wedge-shaped masses, and thus 
there will be two contacts between limestone and porphyry. 
IOWA GULCH. 
In Iowa gulch, to the westward, the contact is cut off by the Mike fault,. 
after crossing the gulch just beyond the G. M. Favorite. A little farther 
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down the gulch, however, opposite the Rock and Dome workings, it comes ~ 
· to the surface again and is explored in the Nisi Prius and adjoining claims. 
In the Nisi Prius very large bodies of highly manganiferous vein material 
are found, which, though not rich themselves, are generally considered to 
indicate the proximity of a concentration of chlo1~ide of silver The tunnel 
on this claim cut through a series of limestone ridges alternating with de-
pressions filled by vein material. That the ridges in ~his case do not repre-
sent actual folds in the formation is proved by the fact that the stratifica-
tion lines can be seen to run horizontally across them. . 
This is the westernmost point at which the contact has been reached 
in Iowa gulch, and, while it may be found at no very great depth immedi-
ately west of Dome fault, the probabilities are that beyond that, as shown 
by the cross-sections N, 0, and P, it is too deeply buried beneath Wash and 
Lake beds to render its exploration advisable unless it were followed down 
continuously on its western dip. The thickness of superincumbent detrital 
material given in these sections is deduced from that fourid in the Coon 
Valley and Black Cat and is probably a pretty close approximation to the 
actual facts. The limits of the ore horizon to the westward, as indicated 
by the western outcrops of the Blue Limestone, are theoretical deductions, 
and may vary somewhat from the facts; but the limit of error here is not a 
very wide one, as actual outcrops of Archean on this -strike-line are found 
at a very short distance south of the boundary of the map. 
HEAD OF CALIFORNIA GULCH. 
On the north side of Printer Boy Hill and in the upper part of Cali-
fornia gulch the geological conditions are extremely complicated, owing to 
the number and variety of porphyry bodies and their rather unusual struct-
ural relations. The cross-cutting zone of White Porphyry passes through 
here, as hown by the fact that on the north side of the gulch it comes in 
c ntact with the Parting Quartzite and on the south _with the Blue Lime·-
t n . b dy f Pyritiferous Porphyry is also found cutting· up across the 
f rmati n eing in the White Limestone at the bottom of the gulch, and 
t the n rthward apparently joining the main body, which overlies both 
hite Porph) ry and Blue Lime tone. In addition to these are several 
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bodies of Gray Porphyry, whose position and structural relations are very 
imperfectly known. For these reasons a considerable concentration of ore 
might naturally be looked for in this region, but it would probably be found 
more irregularly distributed and less easy to follow than in the normal 
groups of Carbonate and Iron Hill. The ore currents would no longer 
have been confined to one or two principal channels, but \-vould have had a 
variety of contact planes which they might have followed, and whose posi-
tion cannot be predicated beforehand. Unfortunately the small amount of 
exploration already made not only gives but an imperfect idea of the actual 
geological relations of the variotis bodies, whose representation on the map . 
and sections may in consequence be somewhat imperfect, but the actual 
development ,of ore has be~n _so slight as to afford no indication as to what 
particular contact is the more likely to contain ore. The normal contact of 
Blue Limestone and White Porphyry extends -eastward from the Pilot fault 
along the north slope of Printer Boy Hill, until in the Eclipse the limestone 
commences to wedge out. Ore is found in conside_rable quan~ity in the Pilot 
tunnei, apparently along the very plane of t\1e fault, and a certain amount 
of vein material occurs at the contact in the Lovejoy, Eclipse, and other 
shafts. On the other side-of the gulch the same contact that carries ore in -
the Adelaide-Argentine, viz, Parting Quartzite and White Porphyry, is found 
in the · Iron Duke and others and is apparently _mineralized to a certain 
extent. 
GOLD DEPOSITS. · 
Between Pilot and Mi_ke faults, on the northwest slope of Printer Boy 
Hill, is a body of porphyry not identical with any other found in the region 
and which is notable for containing the Printer Boy and Five-Twenty gold-
bearing lodes. 
The Printer Boy lode was discovered before the existence of carbon-
.ate ores in this region was known, and produced a large amolin_t ~of gold 
, between 1866 and 1870, of which no record Qan be obtained. Tu; is a prac-
tically vertical deposit along a joint-,ing or fracture plane in the porphyry, 
.having a direction a little east of north. It now consists of two -claims the 
' 
'Upper Printer Boy and Lower _·Printer Boy, each opened by vertical shafts. 
MON XII-33 
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Only the latter was accessible at time of visit, and here the vein is double, the 
two branches being separated by ten o.r twelve feet of decomposed porphyry. 
The gangue is nothing more than thoroughly decomposed porphyry, being 
a white, clayey material in which only the quartz gr~ins of the original_por-
phyrij remain unaltered; scarcely any meta_llic contents are visible. In the 
old workings, where the ore wa~ rich, free gold could be seen, and in the· 
deeper workings considerable iron and copper pyrites a1id some galena and 
tennantite were found. Gold occurred in both pyrite and galena, and a piece 
of ore containing galena crystals, connected by a filament of wire gold, was 
one of the show specimens of the mine. S~lected specimens are said to have 
' contained 122 ounces of gold to the ton, and the average assayis given atth1:ee 
to four ounces. The vein has varied in thickness from one inch to four feet, 
with an assumed .average of seven inches. On the west wall, from the .sur-
face down to a_ depth of 200 feet, were branches or stringer;:; extending out 
into the porphyry, sometimes as much as three feet thick and containing 
- ore of simila\ quality to the vein, though of different color and hardness. 
South drifts from the shaft o( the Upper Printer Boy were said to be cut off, 
successively, at a distance of a few hundred feet, by a cement deposit, which, 
from the description given by those working the mine at that time, would 
seem to be a portion of Lake b~ds deposited-- in the bay that, as already 
shown, existed where now is the spur separating California from Iowa gulch. 
In· the Upper Printer Boy the normal Prin~er Boy Porphyry: which is 
a coarse-grained, greenish-gray rock with large feldspar crystals, was ove1~-
laid by a white, fine-grained porphyry, resembling decomposed Pyritiferous 
Porph)7ry from which the pyrite has been dissolved out. It is said that the 
former was only found at one hundred to two hundred feet below the sur-
face, but this does not agree with observations which show the Printer Boy 
Porphyry in all the prospect holes around the Upper Printer Boy shaf~. 
B th r ck occur in tbe Gray Eagle ~unnel (M-53), west of Eureka gulch, 
and it i probable that part of the main body of Pyritiferous Porphyry orig-
inally vere 1 thi · portion of the hill and that from the pyrite in it the 
Wet r: d rive th metallic contents which now are' deposited in the veins. 
er f ther mall gold-bearing veins are also found in the Printer Bov 
1 l'l h ry, the m t ir portant of which i · the Five-Twenty, from which .,a 
r 
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considerable amount of gold ore is said to have been taken. The tunnel by 
which it was opened also cut a body of carbonate ore, which at that time 
was not ·considered worth extracting. 
rrhese deposits, together with that of the Colorado Prince mine, would 
seem at first glance to he of different character, and perhaps of different 
origin and manner of formation, from the normal carbonate deposit of the 
Lea_dville region, and more in the nature of the ordinary fissure vein. The 
somewhat limited study which it has been possible to make ot them tends to 
show, however, that the process of ore deposition was essentially the same 
in both cases. There is no evidence of any pre-existing cavity which was 
filled by foreign gangne material; but the ore currents, following in this case 
a fracture or jointing plane, instead of a stratification plane, deposited grad-
ually their- load of m·etallic sulphides by a chemical interchan.ge with the 
material of the rock through which they passed . . Gold seems to have been 
principally deposited in the more acidic- or silicious _rocks and silver in the 
calcareous or basic ones. This preference is not confined to .the Leadville 
region, but is seen in other mining districts. Its reason, however, is not yet 
satisfactorily explained from a chem_ical standpoint. 
As regards their relative age, the little evidence· that can be obtained 
seems to indicate that the ~arbonate deposits are older than the gold veins 
under consideration, since the former must have been originally deposited 
before the folding and faulting took place; whereas, if the assumption that 
the latter occupy fault planes be correct, it is probable that they were formed 
subsequently to this pe~iod. 
PL.ACER DEPOSITS. 
It is worthy of note that Cali~ornia gulch has furnished almost all the 
placer gold whic~ made this region known long before its w..ealth in silver 
was even suspected, while Iowa and Evans gulches, adjoining it on either 
side, which are carved out of the same series of rocks and are both larger 
and contain more detrital material, have thus far yielded little or no return · 
to the placer miner. The question natura)ly arises, therefore, why should 
the smaller gulch contain, as it did, exceptionally ricl~ gravels and its neigh-
bor~ ·be practically barren 1 Although placer mining had been virtually _ 
abandoned before this investigation was 1.mdertaken and these deposits no 
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longer constituted an essential part of the mining industry of Leadville, nor 
could detailed studies be ·made of them, yet some suggestions are afforded 
by the consideration of the general geological conditions of the region that 
are not without value. 
- The richest portions of the California gulch diggings are said to have 
been, first, in the bend below Oro, at the mouth of Nugget gulch; next, in 
the bend at the La Plata mine; and then in that below Graham gulch. The 
• 
first was exceptionally rich, and in the narrow bed of the gulch at Oro a 
gold-bearing cement, containing hydrated oxide of iron, was found below 
the grayel, which yielded one ounce of gold to the ton. · The gulch gold 
was worth $17 to $19 per ounce, while that from the·mines was worth only 
$15. From its propinquity the Printer Boy Porphyry, known to contain 
actual gold veins, suggests itself as the source of these rich gravels, with 
the oxide of i~on resulting from the decomposition of pyrite in the Pyritif-
erous Porphyry as a cementing material. Moreover, the Weber sandstones, 
at the h€ad of the gulch, have been found to carry gold veins, and from 
their abrasion also gold-bearing gravels would ' have_ been c·arried down 
the gulch. These probable sources of gold see!ll, however, inadequate to 
account for the greater relative .richness of California gulch over its neigh-
bors, since both Evans and Iowa gulches contain gold-bearing veins and 
the amount of sandstone and porphyry debris that has been carried away 
through either of their ·beds must have been far greater than that swept 
through California gulch. 
It seems very doubtful whether in general all, or even the greater part, 
of the gold contained in placer gravels is derived from the abrasion of actual 
gold veins. Traces of gold may be found in a very large proportion of the 
massive rocks which form the earth's crnst. Gold veins are concentrations 
of this mineral in sufficient quantity to attract attention and yield a profit 
to the labor of man; but doubtless there are a vast amount of smaller con-
centration which may e cape his notice. As the rock disintegrates and is 
worn away by atm ·pheric agencies the gold from these sm~ller deposits, 
c w 11 a from the larger i et free from its inclosing rock and subjected 
t the oncentratinO' acti n of mountain streams. · Placer deposits are the 
1·e ult f n, ture va t luicing proces e . To bring them into the condition 
. - r / 
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in which t~iey may be made available by man requires not -only the gold-
bearing rock, which her agencies may grind up ' into sand and gravel, bnt 
the sifting power of rapid streams, which may carry down the lighter and 
coarser material, and a suitable channel; iri · which the heavier particles may 
lodge, as in the riffles of. a sluice-box. All mountain gravels, all sands of 
rivers coming from the mountains; contain a certain amount of gold, but it 
is only under peculiarly favorable con_ditions that the gold is so concentrated 
as to render the gravel or sand remunerative to the labor o~ man. Among 
the most favorable of these conditions is a comparatively narrow channel, 
having a hard ai;id .compact bed-rock and ridges or bends in its course, 
which, by ·causing a partial arrest in the rapidity of the current, sliall allow 
the heavier particles of gold to settle to the bottom and hold them there 
when once they have settled. 
From this point of vie~ there is a very evident reason why California 
gulch should have furnished rich placers and why the gold whic4 may exi~t 
in Iowa and E_vans gulches should not yet ha_ve been extracted, even though 
the detrital material which has been carried down either gulch should orig-
inally have been eq-qally rich in gold. California gulch, as has already J:>ee_n _ 
explained, is a valley of erosion, formed entirely by the action of running 
water and since the Glacial period. . It has, -tµerefo~·e, a bottom or bed 
of hard rock; its transverse section is V-shaped a~d _ therefore, like the 
Spitzkasten, favorab,le fo~· the concentration of heavy particles at its bot-
tom. When comparatively full of water, its numerous bends formed eddies 
in the down-flowing currents and all~wed a longer ti1;1e a_t these poi_pts for the 
~ettling of the suspended particles; and, as it cuts across many different forma-
tions in its course, its bed must have transverse ridges) which have caught 
some of the gold and prevented it,from being.carried farther down the stream. 
Evans and Iowa gulches, on the other hand are glacier-carved valleys; their 
courses are straight, their bottoms broad and comparatively smooth. The 
moraine material with which they ai~e largely filled -has not been subjected 
to ,the sifting or jigging process, to whieh gravel is subjected in the be!f of a 
- . -
stream. Moreover, a~ shown in Sections M, N, and 0, the lower part of their-
present bed is cut, not out of rock, but out of the loose gravelly formation of 
the Lake beds. It is not probable that this later bed, along which the mate~ _:_ j 
I 
•· 
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rial brought down by post-Glacial ~rosion has been carried, has a sufficiently 
hard and. permanent bed-rock to allow of the co~c,entration of gold on its 
_surface; at any rate, such bed-rock has not yet been found. It is probable 
that the actual rock st{rface, which formed the bed of the Glacial valley, 
may be found gold-bearing if it is ever explored; but it could hardly be 
~ expected that in it gold will be found so concentrated as it was in California 
gulch, and its exploration will necessarily be attended with many mechan·- -
ical difficulties, owing to its probable depth below the present surface. 
The La~e bed deposits themselves undoubtedlycontain a large amount 
of free gold, and it 1s probable that this may be sufficiently concentrated -
at some points on the bed-rock of the original lake to be worked with profit; 
bt1t the form of this bed is as yet too little known to give any definite idea, 
of where such points may be. Probably the valley of the east fork of the 
Arkansas would 'be the most favorable point for such an exploration, sine~ 
its drainage area is the most extensive of any of the valley8 tribut~ry to this 
ancient lake; but it ·vi;ould he impossible to determine beforehand how far 
up this valley the ancient shore-line of the lake extended. 
ORE PROSPECTS IN UNEXPLORED AREAS. 
Besides the regions mentioned in the above description there are a few 
other unexplored areas in which the contact may be reasonably expected 
to be found productive which will be enumerated below in the order of 
theirrelative availability, or of the proximity to the surface or to known 
deposits at which the contact may be found. 
On Dome Hill, as shown in Section H, Atlas Sheet XIX, the contact 
is near the surface on either side-of Dome fault, and is pr~ctically unex- · 
plored south of the Dome workings on the one side and of the Ben Burb 
on the other. From th~ Dome mine southward to Iowa gulch, east' of the 
fault and along the west side of the fault for a corresponding distance, there 
i good rea on to a sume that the contact will be found productive, and 
xpl rati n hould be conducted on the dip in either direction, though to 
th w twar the a urned limit of probable mineralization will soon be 
r , ch , nd on the lower part of Dome Ridge, beyond the Coon Valley, 
pr nt indi ati do n t promi e any large ore bodies. 
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On Iron Jiill the region west of Iron fault probably contains the con-
tinuation of the Iron mine bonanzas, but the depth at which it will be found 
may be such as to render its exploitation expensive; a shaft sunk to reach _ 
the contact opposite the Iron mine might have to go nearly a thousand feet. · 
As there is some uncertainty as to the actual position of the bonanzas in _ 
this region, it might be r.nore prudent to follow the contact downward from 
. some point where its depth is known, say in the neighborhood of the Devlin 
shaft, where it is only 200 feet 'deep. 
On Carbonate Hill the contact should .be followed ·westward from the 
line of the Pendery fault. It has already been shown in -Part_ I, Chapter V, 
that there is a good probability that on the northwestern slopes of the hill 
the formations dip westward, and that farther south in the Pendery ground, 
though. broken by a fault, the displacement of the latter is probably not 
great. Were the contact followed westward from a shaft reaching the 
limestone anywhere along the lower slopes of the hill, it would not take 
long to determine whether it still exists under Leadville or had been re-
moved by erosion previous to _the deposition of the Lake beds. Should the . 
latter prove to be the case it would avoid the great and, in this contingency, 
useless expense of sinking a deep shaft under Lead ville itself, which other-
wise will doubtless some day be undertaken. 
MINES AND PROSPECTS OUTSIDE THE LEADYILLE DISTRICT. 
rrhe region outside the- area covered by the map of Lead ville and 
vicinity was examined primarily w_ith the object of determining its general 
geoiogical structure and studying the series of formations -where they were 
less metamorphosed and better exposed than in that district, in order that 
_by the_ experience thus gained 'i't might be easier to unravel the complicated 
geological problem there presented. In the few short months that could be 
"devoted to _this work it was impossible to make_ a· very complete or sys-
tematic study of the ore deposits opened by the various mines in this out-
side region, and · only those that came within the line of work and ~vere 
accessible at time of visit were examined. The following notes, the result of 
that examination, are offered, notwithstanding their incompleteness, mainly 
because of the information they afford with regard to the geological dis-
• 
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tribution of ore deposits in the area as a whole, which is sufficie.ntly ac-
curate, although the details -of ore occurrence, especially in some of the 
larger mines, could not be ascertaine~, owing to their inaccessibiljty. Those 
mines whose names are followed by an (L) were not seen by the writer, 
but the information given has been obtained from the notes of Prof Arthur 
Lakes, ~ho aBsisted in the examination. ·The same general order of topo-
- graphic~! description that was ,followed in Part I, Chapter IV, is preserved 
- here.' 
NORTHEASTERN REGION. 
Monte Cristo mine.-This mine is situated just beyond the northern limits 
of the map, on-the s_teeper slope of .the spur running eastward froni Quan~ 
dary Peak., just below' timber line. Its ote is a low-grade argentiferous 
galena, occurring in a bed of quartzite of Cambrian age, with little or no 
accompaniment of vein material or of other minerals. The formation here 
dips eastward at an angle of 35°, which is approximately the slope of the 
- steeper eastern flank of the spt{r. The qu~rtz~te stratum which carries the 
ore is the outcropping rock.. on, this steeper part., so that it · has only bee'n 
necessary to strip off the thin surface accumulations of soil and debris to 
reach the mineral, wl1ich is thus exposed over an area of several a_cres. 
The galena is rather coarse-grained and crystalline, and is irreg~larly in-
tergrown in the quartzite, oc,curring on· its upper surface from a few inches 
to a foot in thickness, but in one case extending eight feet below the surface 
of the bed. It is evident at a glance that it could not have been deposited 
contemporaneously with the quartzite, and no evidence was seen of any 
pre-existing cavities; whence it is assumed that its deposition was a meta-
somatic change by percolating water, like the limestone deposits of the 
region. Although the ore, from its manner of occurrence, can be mined 
very cheaply, its tenor in silver is so low and it is so intimately mixed with 
th quartzite that it probably ~a.nnot be smelted profitably without previous 
oncentration in ore-dressing works. 
n North Peak ridge the North Star mine (L) is situated at the east-
ern en 1 f it higher part, a hort di tance above and west of the saddle 
mark 1 by the Blu Lime tone outcrop. Evidence afforded by the dump 
·h ~ · that it haft , ent through the Lower Quartzite cap of the ridge i~1to 
t1 ... r ·bean o-nei . belo-". At the foot of the steep slope below this mine 
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and just west of the sadqle are several prospect holes in a bed of dark-green 
hornblendic rock, ·near the upper part of the formation, which is highly im-
pregnated with pyrites. In the amphitheater _north of the saddle copper 
pyrites are found in the Archean gneiss) in a gangue of quartz. On the 
saddle itself a shallow prospect hole called Sammy's Barrel shows a gash 
vein in the White Limestone a few ine;hes in thickness, which carries galena 
in a gangue of calc spar. At the eastern end of Hoosier Ridge, at the ex-
treme head of Beaver Creek, is the outcrop of a large deposit of iron ore in 
the upper Carboniferous or Triassic bed·s, which apparently follows the 
bedding, and from which specimens of chrome iro~ are said to have been -
obtained. ~ 
MOUNT LINCOLN. 
The silver deposits on Mount Lincoln were first discovered in the sum-
mer of 18H. In spite of their great altitude, being nearly fourteen thou-
sand feet above sea level, they were rapidly opened; a number of mining 
towns sprang up at the foot of the mountain; quartz-mills were built and 
smelting works erected. For a time they enjoyed great prosperity, but of 
late years have been in great measure abandoned, and the mining towns of 
Quartzville and Montgomery are now practically deserted. The deposits 
are principally in limestone. The cause of their abandonment , ma)r be 
found in part in the inherent difficulty of_ regular development of Emestone 
deposits, owing to their frequent want of continuity and to the misconcep-
tion on the part of the miners of the character of the deposits. In great 
part it is probably also due to the excitement attendant on the discovery of 
the rich deposits of Leadville, ~hich drew away the fickle miners to new 
fields. Everything tends to show, however, that the region is one excep-
tionally_ rich in metallic deposits, and that under systematic development 
its prosperity may be revived at no very distant future. · 
The Russia mine (L) is situated abm!_t five hundred feet below the summit of 
the peak, in a direction south-southeast. The deposits of this mine are found 
in the Blue Limesto1te, which here forms the surface of the spur, the over-
lying sheet of Lincoin P~rphyry having b£en eroded off. In places, yel-
lowish quartzite and a bed of yellow, compact, argillaceous rock, called by 
the miners porphyry, is still found above the limestone. The ore is prin-
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cipally galena, with some sulphates and carbonates of copper, associated 
with a gangue material of sulphate of baryta. The deposit, where found 
at the contact, averages about three feet in thickness, and frequen_tly opens 
out into large irregular chamber& extending down into the mass of the lime-
stone. Some of these chambers are 25 feet high,the general average being 
about ten to fifteen feet. ,, In working the mine a thin streak of mineral, 
carrying gypsum associated with galena or barite, was followed until it 
opened out into a chamber or pocket. The ore appears to , be richer as it 
- approaches the summit of the peak. About seventy-five feet from the en-
trance to the tunnel, -a _slide or fault was found, pitching 45°, with a down~ 
throw to the east. Very little mineral was found on this faulted surface, 
but following it up from where it was struck in the tunnel it led to a great 
ore body 45 feet above. 
On the extreme of the Il(?rtl:Bast spur of Lincoln, overlooking the town 
of Montgomery, are a number of abandoned openings in the Blue Lime-
stone, showing a similar character of irregular deposits of galena, associateq. 
with bar.i.te, which have been worked principally by open cuts. 
MOUNT BROSS. 
Moose mine.-The principal mine on Mount Bross is the Moose mine, which 
was discovered in July, 1871, though the Dwight, which is supposed to be 
an extension of the same deposit, was first found in 1869. As the mine was 
closed to visitors at the time of examination, the data with regard to its work-
ings have been obtained from_ former superintendents. It is situated on the 
northeast slope of Mount Bross, near the summit of the wall overlooking 
the Cameron amphitheater. Its ore is galena and copper pyrites, with their 
variou oxidation products, carbonates and sulphates, and the gangue largely 
barite or heavy spar. It is found in the Blue Limestone, at or near the con-
tact with the overlying Lincoln Porphyry. The ore has been very .rich, 
_ yielding from two hundred to three hundred ounces of silver per ton. The 
f rmation here dips to the southeast. Besides the · overlying Lincoln Por-
phyry, a dike f White Porphyry was ob erved, crossing the formation a little 
w t f the mine, and doubtless an examination of the underground workings 
might have di clo ed other bodies of porphyry. The tongue of Blue Lime-
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s~one, which forms the surfac~ of the spur betw~en the Cameron and Bross 
amphitheaters east of the Moose mine, is, like that ·of the corresponding 
spur of Moun( Lincoln, -honeycombed with open cuts, from which appa-
-rently considerable quantities of ore similar to that of the Moose mine have 
been taken. So far as observed, the silver deposits in this region have been 
principally confined to the Blue Limestone horizon. 
Dolly Varden mine, on the eastern slope of Mount Bross, at a little lower 
level than the Moose mine, is also in the Blue LiU?estone. _ Its ore is gen-
erally more oxidized than that of the Moose, and occurs in the body of 
the limestone, near its contact with a nearly vertical dike of White Porphyry 
about forty feet thick. The main dike has a strike of between N. 15° E. and 
N. 30° E., and dips 60° to the northwest. The ore has been fouud along 
the southeast face of this dike in a vertical extent of_ 150 feet, and extend-
ing southeastward into th.,e lim.estone with the dip of the formation to a dis-
tance of 100 feet. On the east of the main dike is a second porphyry dike, 
•with a strike nearly east and west and a dip of 45° to the soi1th, which 
may be simply a branch of the main dike. On the west side of the main _ 
~ike as yet no considerable amount of ore has been discovered. 
In the little valley on the southeast slope of Mount Bross, known as -
Mineral Park, is_the -tunnel of a company which was organized during the 
prosperous times of this region with the avowed intention of piercing the . 
mountain to strike the source of the rich deposits of the Moose and other-
mmes. It was not visited .by_the writer, hence- an exact 4escription of the 
rocks thro11gh which it ha~ passed cannot be given, b_ut it deserves mention, ' 
as illustrating the pernicious habit among western miners of spending. large 
sums in running tunnels through the solid rock with nQ sounder basis of 
hope ~han the chance of striking some unknown rich deposit. This tuirnel 
is said to start in quartzite and to have been driven about seven hundred-
feet. Whether it commences at the Parting Quartzite or at once in the 
Lower Qµartzite is a matter of comparatively little importance. It starts, 
at all events, below the horizon of the Blue Limestone, and therefore can 
by no possibility strike any of the ore bodies contained in that stratum. As 
will readily be seen by reference to Section L of Atlas Sh~et X, the tunnel 
will soon, if it has ·not already done so, reach the crystalline rock~ of the 
-~ 
.. 
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Archean formation. Its horizontal,, distance from the Moose mine is a~oL~t 
two miles. The expense per foot of driving such a tunnel after the first few 
hundred-feet, as any person fami}iar with mining can readily see, must be 
-very great. rrhe only ore bodies which it can strike will be those occur-
ring at .considerable depths in the Archean rocks. In this extent of two 
miles a valuable ore body might be struck, especially near some dike of 
eruptive rock, but the probabilities are against it. As far as present devel-
opments show, the veins discovered in the Archean in this region are gen-
erally ~mall and of no great value. Even in the case of a well-defined 
vertfoal fissur~, the advisability of ~unning so long a tunnel to strike it in 
depth, unless it had been proved by actual _exploration to be rich at the 
depth at which it would be reached by the tunnel, would be extremely 
doubtful. 
BUCKSKIN CANON. 
The neighborhood of Buckskin Canon is. a region of important devel-
op~e1_1ts of or~ boaies, which are not col!fined to the horizon of the Blue 
Limestone, but occur also at lower horizons, some small bodies having even 
been discovered in the -Archean rocks. The most important of these is the 
Phillips mine, which was discovered in 1860 by Joseph Higginbotham, 
commonly known as "Buckskin Joe," from whom the neighboring town 
received its name. The ore occurs in the Lower Quartzite, near the bottom 
of the valley, on the south side of the stream. Here an immense lenticular 
body of iron pyrites, with a little copper pyrites and a gangue of sulphate 
of baryta, follows the strike of the rocks up the gentle slope of the valley, 
rising from the stream bed to the foot of the canon walls. Erosion having 
laid bare this body in a length of about two thousand feet, it was mined b.y 
the early settlers in an open trench from 20 to 30 feet wide ·and about fifteen 
to twenty feet deep. Being exceptionally exposed to the _action of water · 
and of the atmosphere, the upper part of the deposit was eptirely oxidized. 
By a natural proce s of concentration this oxidized portion became very 
rich, o that in the early days, even with the rude processes then in use, 
c n i tin mainly in luicing and grinding in arastras, it was worked at a 
pr fit, and from a quarter to a half million dollars are said to have been 
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taken from it. WJien the unoxidized pottion was reached, the ore became 
poorer, yielding only about · six ~ollars per ton in gold, and the difficulty 
of treating it in the ordinary stamp-mill was such that the mine was after 
a few years practically abandoned. The ore body, which at the surface 
had practically vertical walls, was found to split up in depth into smaller 
bodies, dipping eastward ,and following approximately the stratification 
' planes of the quartzite. On the east side of the open cut a body of por-
phyry forms the wall of the ore body for a sh.ort distance, and is probably 
an offshoot from a larger body of Lincoln Porphy:i:y which crops out in 
the stream bed a few hundred feet below -the mine. Explorations on this 
,ore body, have been carried to a comparatively small distance below the 
.surface, and it is not at all improbable that, if systematically exposed in 
.depth, other large bodies might be developed, which, under p;·esent condi-
tions, with smelting works within easy reach, might be I11ined at a profit. 
Criterion mine. - On the n9rth wall of Buckskin Canon, a little above the 
town of Buckskin Joe- and about half way up the cliff, is the now aban-
doned Criterion mine. Here, just above the junction of the Lower Quartz-
ite with the underlying Archean, in a shallow rav1ne, is exposed a body_ of 
green porphyrite, impregnated with pyrites. A little above this, on the east 
side' of the ravine, is an immense open chamber, about sixty feet in 4eight 
by one lmndred feet or moi:e in length and ten to twenty feet wide, stri~-
-ing N. 35 ° E·. It crosses the beds almost perpendicularly, and seems to 
have once contained a body of ore, which has -been removed either by 
atmospheric agencie~ or possibly by-some earlier miners of whom no trace is . 
left. The ·white quartzite adjoining the body is stained with iron oxide and 
.somewhat disintegrated. Nearly adjoining the upper _part of this body on the 
northwest, an irregularly lenticular-shaped ore body has been developed by 
the tunnel of the Otiterion mine. Its forrµ is rather horizontal than verti-
cal, but it connects with the upper part- of the large cavity. The' vein mate-
rial is crumbly iron-stained quartz, evidently resulting from the decompo-
·sition of the quartzite. rrhe irregular-shaped chamber from which the ore 
has been taken is in places twenty to t~enty-fi ve feet in l;eio-ht and has 
' 0 ' 
been op~ned f<?r a length of over one hundred feet. No chemical exami-
11ation was made of the ore to ascertain its actual value, but ' it contains 
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carbonate of lead and probably s11 ver. The evidence of extended miner-
alization at this point is, so strong that it is well worthy of more thorough 
explorati?n. In all probability the ore was originally-a sulphuret, though 
containing a smaller portion of pyrites than the Phillips deposit, but so far 
as examined it has been entirely oxidized.· In the White Lim~stone ahove, _ 
apparently on the same -yertical plane with t!ie large cavity, an opening has 
bee.n made on two small bodies of galena, following vertical joining planes 
in the limestoJ!e. _It seems probable that the ore which once filled the large 
cavities was originally deposited along a jointing plane or the plane of a 
small fault, and that the cavity has been enlarged by secondary alteration. 
A small fault with a m9vement of about twenty feet can be traced along 
the bed of the shallow qwine which indents the face of the cliff. It is 
worthy . of note that all theses planes have'· a common ~trike, northeast 
and southwest, which is also that of the fault on the north face of Love-
land Hill; this may be observed on the opposite side of the canon, about 
a mile above this point and o~ a line due southwest from here. • 
Excelsior mine (L). -A little west of the Criterion and higher up on the 
_face of the cliff is the Excelsior mine, likewise a~mndoned, whose position 
is marked by 'the_ skeleton of an old building standing perched on the edge 
of the cliff, overlooking the precipice below. Here an irregular body of 
porphyry or porphyrite traverses the White Limeston~, which is somewhat 
contorted at its contact. - The mine is opened by a tunnel, on either side of 
which the eruptive mass crops. But little ore has been developed, but ·the 
rocks are deeply stained with iron; and at the cont3ict of the limestone and 
porphyry is found a.little free gold and silver, with copper and iron pyrites. 
The spur of Mount Bross, above these mines, is covered with prospect-
holes, the more recent of which are generally in the Blue Limestone. The 
older prospect~, which were made at the ti~e when only gold ·was sought 
for, are generally confined to the silicious beds below this horizon. 
Colorado Springs mine. -In the Reel amphitheater, higher up the canon, on 
th uth face of Mount Bros , is the Colorado Springs mine, which is still 
b in w rked, and btain 1:ich galena ore from the lower part of the Blue 
Lim t n , at r near it contact with the Parting Quartzite. The ore body 
r three feet in thickne.· . The lo;er portion of the Blue 
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Limestone is here, contrary to what its name would indicate, quite light-
colored. The ore is· extremely rich, but very irregularly distributed; it is 
evident~y a replacement of the limestone, there being no evidence of pre-
existing cavities. 
Dominion mine (L).-_ In a prospect hole to the ~orth of this, called the Do-
minion, ore is also found at the contact of the limestone and Parting Quartzite. 
The ·ore body _averages two feet in thickness and is said to assay ·from $68 
to $500 in silver per ton. It carries brittle silver, silver glance, sulphate 
and carbonate of copper, and some antimony. 
Sweet Home mine. -On the face of the cliff, a little southeast of the Red 
amphitheater, in the gnefss below the -Paleozoic rocks, is the Sweet Home 
mine. Its ore is found near a body of very much decomposed Lincoln 
Porphyry, whose sui·faces are covered with a yellow coating of oxide of 
iron, containing arsenic and antimony. This mine is interesting from the 
v3:rieties of mineral . species thus far obtained from it. Among these are 
cuprite, fluorite (pink and blue), jamesonite, melanterite, rhodocrosite, and · 
zinkenite. 
From the Tanner Bo:r mine, on the southwest ·side of the gulch, said to 
be a fissure deposit in gneiss, are obtained remarkably fine crystals of deep 
red rhodocrosite, or c_arbonate ~of manganese,_ containing a little magnesia. 
It occurs in very well-defined rhombic crystals, isomorphous with calcite. 
As might be expected from the _ prevalence of eruptive bodies, ore is found 
in small veins in almost every part of the Archean rocks exposed in Buck-
skin Canon. As yet, however, no large and important discoveries have 
· been made, and a priori the conditions for concentration of large ore ho.dies 
would be less favorable here than in the overlying Paleozoic rocks. 
On th'; south side of ~uckskin gulch, at the eastern end of the cliff 
wall, shown in Plate XIII (p. 128), and formed by the lower Paleozoic beds 
sloping up toward the crest of Loveland Hill, · small ore bodies have been 
opened up, following jointing plane~ in the White Limestone and the 
Lower Quartzite. These deposits are gen'erally extremely thin and ·of .. -
limited ext~nt. They frequently send ,out branches for a short distance 
into the adjoining rock, following the stratification planes. Their ore is , 
galena, black sulphurets, and sometimes native silver. The direction of 
/ 
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these joints is, as at the Criterion mine, generally northeast and southwest. 
Their plane is practically at right angles to the stratification. A slight dis-
cordanc~ is frequently observed in the beds on either side of the_ plane, 
showing a di~placement of a few feet. Among those noticed is the Ernest, 
at the foot of the cliffs just back of the Phillips mine. Here may be seen 
-a phenomenon not uncommon in unstratified rocks, the crumpling of a certain 
bed, which does not extend to the adjoining beds. This may be supposed to 
be the result of unequal plasticity, by which, as an effect of lateral com-
pr~ssion, one bed has been crumpled or folded, when the otb.ers, being 
more plastic, have expanded sufficiently to allow for the long'itudinal con-
traction. The Ernest is in the upper part of the White Limestone, as is 
the Rock Island, a little higher up the canon. The Northern Light, which 
is shown in Plate XIII, is in the Lower Quartzite, and has a gangu,e of 
calc spar. I ts vein material has a maxirnum thickness of 6 feet. Still to 
the west of this is the Rock Island, which is in the upper part of th~ '\Vhite 
Limestone. 
LOVE;LAND HILL. 
In the Blue Limestone, which covers the surface of Loveland Hill1 
are a great number of ·prospect holes and small mines, which have opened 
irregular bodies of ore, principally argentiferous galena and its decompo- _ 
sition products. 
Fanny Barrett mine (L).-The most imp·ortant of these is the Fanny Barrett, 
which is situated not far from the edge of the cliff overlooking Buckskin 
gulch, and apparently near the line of fault noticed on the south wall of Buck-
skin gulch. It is about on the line of strike of the Criterion deposit. The 
ore fills a so-called fissure some four feet in width, containing galena and what 
is called by the miners "hard carbonate/' i. e., a sulphate of lead, formi1?g 
greenish-white concentric layers like agate, with some carbonate of copper. 
The gangue is a soft hydrated oxide of iron, with consider~ble oxide of 
mangane. e, which give it a black color. In places the ore forms brancli-
ii o· depo. it. and lenti ular bodies of considerable ·size along the stratifica-
ti n 11an . 'Ihe fi · ure i uppo ed to ha....-e been traced quite across the 
·r t f L v land Hill to the cliffs facing Mosquito and Buckskin gulches 
ith r ·id . n the Buck kin ide a little above the contact of the 
.Ar ·h m with th " r Que: rtzite a b dy of ore has been opened in the 
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gneiss, at the junction of the porphyry and the white quartzite. A little 
below this a vertical fissure has been opened in the gneiss, about two feet 
in width, containing galena and spathic iron. From the description, this 
deposit is evidently of the same nature as the other limestone deposits in the 
region, in this case, however, following mainly a vertical jointing plane. 
It is hardly probabl~ that such a plane would be found to be actually con-
tiimous for any great length, but very likely, from the persistence of its 
· direction, these planes have been developed more frequently in the neigh-
borhood of the line of the fault, and may have been accompanied by a 
slight displacement. This movement would naturally extend for some 
distance into the underlying Archean, and the ore currents would follow 
similar joints formed in these rocks. From analogy with other deposits in 
this district it is hardly probable that the so-calle.d fissure veins in the gneiss 
have been filled from below. 
Higher up on Loveland Hill, on the ridge which connects it with 
Buckskin Peak, ore is found in the White Limestone and in the Lower 
Quartzite. Among the prospects the La Salle ore body occurs between 
the lim~stone and the quartzite; Little Nell and Julia are on narrow ver-
tical veins, also striking northeast, in the Lower Quartzite. On the very 
top of the hill, in a small patch of Lower Quartzite, are the Mountain Lion 
and Silver Exchange claims, whose ore is galena, with green carbonate of 
copper, carrying gold and silver. On the Mosquito side of the hill is the 
Kansas mine, at the junction of the '\Vhite Limestone and Lower Quartzite, 
in proximity to the porphyrite body, below which is the Christian Aid. 
On the southeastern end of Loveland Hill, towards Mosquito gulch, 
numerous bodies of ore have been opened in the Paleozoic rocks. Of 
these the most important is the Orphan Boy, which is abandoned and was 
not visited. Its ore is found in quartzite, which probably belongs to the 
Cambrian formation. The Jersey and other claims near Park City, in the 
bottom of the gulch, have struck galena in the White Limestone. 
BETWEEN MOSQUITO AND HORSESHOE GULCHES. 
South of Mosquito gulch, on Pe_nnsylvania Hill, are many prospects in 
the Blne Limestone, and on Ball Mountain in the Weber Grits. In none of 
MON XII-34 
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these, so far as observed, have any ore bodies of value been found. The 
prospects in the vVeber Grits are especially barren, and it is difficult to con-
ceive what inducement has been offered to the miners to expend the amount 
of labor they have in this region. In general they seem to have been 
attracted by the darker beds, containing carbonaceous matter, whether sand-
stone or shale, which, in general, have a little pyrites in them and sometimes 
a trace of gold. Along the Saeramento gulches also, and as far as the ridge 
which divides them from Horseshoe, the labor of the miner seems to have 
been barren of practical results. This is the intermediate region between 
the Lincoln Porphyry intrusions around the Monnt Lincoln massive and 
those of White Porphyry along the line of' Horseshoe gulch. 
Sacramento mine.-In the Blue Limestone of the ridge south of Little 
Sacramento gulch, anrl east of the Lonfon fault, is the Sacramento mine, 
which has been worked for a number of years and produced a good deal of 
rich ore. At the mine itself the Blue Limestone forms the surface, the 
overlying porphyry having been removed by erosion, so that it is impossible 
to say what proportion of the original ore body may have existed in the 
upper part of the limestone. The ore, ~hich consists of galena and sand 
carbonate of high grade in silver, is found generally in irregular masses 
throughout the limestone beds. Some clayey iron oxide occurs as gangne, 
and considerable sulphate of baryta is found associated with the mineral. 
Several hollo~ caverns have been found by the explorations of the mine) 
in one of which remarkably beautiful stalactites of white fibrous arrago-· 
nite occur. These caves have evidently been formed since the deposition 
of the ore and are connected with natural jointing planes in the lime-
tone. Some of the caverns are partially filled with a clayey material, 
which runs four to five ounces per ton in silver, and is evidently an infiltra-
tion from the ore bodies, which continue on either side of the cave without 
bearing any relation in form to it. The limestone above the horizon of the 
r i generally darker colored than that beiow, which is of a light-gray 
l r an 1 mor cry talline tructnre; but the distribution of the ore bodies 
i. · t irrecrnlar t c n. i ler them a definite deposit along the dividing plane 
w 1 e tw Ve rietie. f lime tone. The lighter limestone has the 
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ribbed structure, characteristic of the Blne Limestone horizon, very beauti-
fully developed. 
On the ridge between Spring Valley and Horseshoe gulch the Mudsill 
claim has found galena at the same horizon, forming a contact deposit between 
the darker and lighter limestones. To the east of this the Little Christine 
has developed small veins of galena in the porphyry overlying the lime-
stone. · On the eastern slopes of the range so1:th of Horseshoe gulch, as 
well as on Sheep Mountain ridge, the contact of Blue Limestone and White 
Porphyry has been but little prospected, and, although no considerable ore 
bodies have yet been discovered in this portion, there is a fair probability 
that more systematic search will yet develop them, Sheep Mountain being 
a most especially promising locality. 
CREST OF THE MOSQUITO RANGE. 
A great deal of prospecting has been done along the very crest of the 
Mosquito range, the bare, precipitous, and often ~lmost inaccessible slopes 
of- high mountains seeming to offer especial attractions to the hardy pros-
pector. This may be, in part at least, explained by the fact that in these 
elevated regions the rock surfaces are generally exposed and swept clean of 
obscuring soil and other surface accumulations, and therefore the "indica-
tions" which they follow, such as a staining of iron oxide or of carbonate 
· or of silicate of copper, are more readily seen than in the lower country, 
where, when found, ore is likely to be more remunerative. It seems hardly 
necessary to say that the idea that prevails among some prospectors, and 
to which credence is given even by some educated persons, that. rich ore 
bodies are more freqne,nt near mountain-tops, has no basis of ge<?logical 
evidence to support it. But few mines have been actually worked at the 
crest of the range, and these only intermittently, which is hardly surprising 
when one considers that it is frozen up nine :rnonths in the year. 
At the head of Mosquito gulch, and just west of the London fault, the 
New York mine is said to have developed considerable rich ore at the con-
tact of the Blue Limestone with a small overlying sheet of "White Porphyry 
of local occurrence. 
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London mine.-This is the most promising of these elevated deposits, and 
has been known for a long time; but, besides the natural difficulties of its 
position, apparent bad management and . contested ownership have com-
bined to retard its development.. Fuel being expensive at such an altitude, 
the novel idea was adopted of using wind as a motive power, and a powerful 
and strongly constructed windmill was built near the mine; but it proved 
incapable of resisting the force of the fierce winter storms ·which sweep 
over Mosquito Paes, and was blown down the first winter after its erection. 
The geological horizon of the deposits, as explained in Chapter IV (p. 
142), is apparently near the junction of the "\Vhite a.nd Blue Limesto~es, at 
the contact with a sheet of White Porphyry lying parallel with the stratifica-
tion. It is there shown · that the strata are here turned up at a steep angle 
against the London fault on its west face, and that as their strike makes 
an acute angle with the plane of the fault, they are gradually cut off by it, 
successively higher horizons coming in contact with the fault line as one 
goes across London Mountain from north to south. This· is shown in a 
general way on the map of the Mosquito Range; but it must be borne in 
mind that the line of fault could not be traced "rith absolute accuracy, ovving 
to its covering of debris, and that, even if it could have been, the scale of the 
map is too small to represent the necessary details of structure. This is a 
point of great inte~est as regards both its geological structure and the light 
its exploration might throw upon the genesis of ore deposits, and it is to be 
regretted that the underground workings of the mine had not been suffi-
ciently extended to afford more definite data on these points. In the single, 
somewha~ hurried visit that could be made only a cursory view could be 
obtained of the ore deposits and their surroundings. They consist of two 
so-called veins, parallel and about forty feet apart, st.anding nearly vertical 
and striking about northwest and southeast Of .these, the southwestern 
ha an average thickness of about four feet and is extremely well defined. 
It carrie sulphurets of lead, copper, and iron, with some gold. The north-
a tern bo y i a free-gol<l ore, impregnating the country rock for about 
tw f et in thi kne . Both have been proved in a length and in a height 
a ' the nnel l vel f ev ral hundred feet, and the ore was said to 
I r t n and upward", con i ·ting in con iderable proportion of 
fr -millin<r r . 0 
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rrhe main working tunnel was run _into the base of the mountain on a 
level with the mine buildings, a little west of south in direction, and cut 
the ore bodies at 5-10 and 590 feet from its mouth, respectively. From 
this drifts run along the veins in · southeasterly direction, from which it was 
intended to carry stopes upwards toward the crest of the mountain, which, 
at its summit, is seven hundred to eight hundred feet above the tunnel level. 
The direction of these ore bodies converges towards the fault plane, and it 
was estimated that the lattei· would be cut by these drifts under the crest 
or a little south of that point, the distance at which it would be reached 
depending on the angle of dip of the fault pl~ne, of which nothing definite 
could be ascertained. If this dip ,vere very steep or near the vertical, the 
distance of intersection would be correspondingly greater. It was evident 
from what was seen during the examination that the ore bodies, in spite of 
their appearing at first glance to be vertical veins, are following, at least 
approximately, the stratification of the sedimentary beds, and in this respect 
resemble the majority of the deposits of the region. They were, therefore, 
probably formed before the folding and faulting took place; in which case 
they will end at the fault . planef their continuation beyond that plane having 
been carried up by the movement of the fault, and since eroded away. It 
is, of course, possible that the ore currents by which they were deposited 
came up along the fault plane itself, in which case the ore bodies would 
naturally be found to continue downwards on that plane. Should this be 
found to be the case it would be the first instance observed in all this region 
of original ore deposition on one of these great fault planes.1 
Peerless mine.-At the head of Horseshoe gulch are a number of claims, 
two of which have developed a considerable amount of ore. Of these, the 
Badger Boy is in the Blue Limestone, which is exposed in the bed of the 
north fork of Four-Mile Creek. The Peerless mine is at the very crest of 
the ridge, just south o~ Peerless Mountain. Its ore is found about twenty 
feet below the top of the _limestone in irregular lenticular bodies. The 
limestone is here very silicious, the upper part resembling quartzite, but it 
1 Since this visit a wealthy company bas developed the mine, building a railway eight miles Jong 
for transporting ore and supplies and a mill for the reduction of the ore. The fault nlane is said 
to have been cut by the drifts along the vein, but trust,wortby ac:counts are wanting as to the resnlts 
of developments bearing upon the above points. -
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is also very much iron stained, and it seems probable that this is merely a 
secondary deposition, resembling the gangue matter of some of the Lead-
ville mines. The ore is galena and hard carbonates, with a little copper, 
generally in the form of carbonate. 
WESTERN SLOPES OF MOSQUITO RANGE. 
On the west side of the range, outside the limits o± the Leadville map, 
are many prospect holes, both at the contact of the Blue Limestone and 
White Porphyry and in the underlying and overlying rocks indiscrimi-
11ately. The former have generaliy developed a little ore, even as far south 
as Weston Pass, but the developments are extremely superficia_l and unsys-
tematic. Here, as elsewhere, miners seem particularly attracted by the black 
layers which are common in· the vV eber Grits, and considerable labor has 
been fruitlessly expended in exploring _ the bed of black -shales on Empire 
Hill, which contains fossils whose casts have been replaced by jron pyrites. 
In the region north of Lead ville, on the west side of the range, owing to 
the fact that the surface is p.rincipally occupied by the ,v eber formation, 
the by no mean~ inconsiderable labor expended by prospectors has been 
comparatively fruitless. Slight traces of ore are frequently found in con-
tact with the numerous bodies of porphyry which traverse this formation, 
but as yet none worthy of any extended development. The teachings of 
this examination are that remunerative ore bodies are far more likely to be 
found in the calcareous than in the silicions beds, and for this reason pros-
pectors would be wise to direct their labors principally to prospecting the 
outcrops of limestone strata. The actual ore contact between Blue Lime-
stone and overlying porphyry occurs on the wooded slopes bordering Ten-
ne 'see Park, ancl is so much obscured by surface accumulations that it is 
practically nnprospected. 
El Capitan mine.-This mine is situated just wes~ of the extreme north-
west corner of the Mosquito map, the location of its shaft being given in 
the margin. Greater importance attaches to it than the economical value 
of th ore odie would otherwise warrant, because it is the first discovery 
of ri h ore in Blu Lime tone north of the Lead ville district. No indica · 
tion f r wer £ und upon the ·1.uface in thi , regi n, and it wa simply 
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because it was recognized as the "Leadville contact" that the limestone 
was prospected. T_he geueral geological structure is shown in Figure 5, 
which represents a:n east-and-west section approximately along the northern 
boundary of the area mapped. 
Figure 5.-Taylor Hill. 
, Yeber Grits. \Veber Shales. Blue Limestone. Parting Quartzite. " 'hite Limestone. Lower Q11 ar tzite. Archean. Gray Porphyry. 
The Cambrian, Silurian, and Blue Limestone beds here outcrop along 
the base of the wooded hill slopes, dipping _at about 20° to the eastward. 
Above these is the main sheet of Gray or Eagle River Porphyry in great 
thickness, the sandstones of the Weber Grits forming the upper part of 
Chicago ridge. The lower part of the ,v eber Grits, or the ,v eber Shales, 
which here consist mainly of quartzite, with only a few thin layers of 
shale, are split into two portions by the porphyry body and separated from 
the main body of 'Weber Grits above. A fragment of these, about forty 
feet thick at the outcrop, is left resting directly on the Blue Limestone below 
the porphyry body. The Blue Limestone h~s the ribbings of white calc spar, 
which characterize it at Leadville and at the Sacramento mine. No ore has 
been found at the actual porphyry contact, but it occurs at the upper sur-
face of the Blue Limestone, extending downward to a depth of 15 to 20 
feet, as shown in Figure 6, which is a section on a larger scale through the 
mine itself. 
As at Leadville, the ore occurs as a replacement of the limestone, but 
yields free gold instead of lead and silver, the ol~tter occurring only in small 
quantity, and lead as yet not haviug been found. The vein material con-
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sists of iron-stained clay, with layers of light-colored banded chert, from a 
few inches to two or three feet in thickness, which pass into coarse silicious 
sandy material, resembling quartzite; this latter constitutes the richest gold 
ore. Impure kaolin and Chinese talc are also found in the vein material, 
and are generaIIy gold-bearing. The deposit is thus in almost every respect 
a counterpart of those of LeadviIIe, except that gold replaces silver and that 
lead is wanting. From this vicinity was obtained direct evidence that the 
iron oxide in these vein materials results from the decomposition of pyrites, 
in the kernel of undecomposed pyrite that sometimes is found in the center 
of a nodule · of vein material. 
Figure 6.-El Capitan Mine. 
-\YPber Shales. Blue Limestone. Ore. Gray Porphyry. 
The following table shows the result of a chemical examination of one 
of these nodules from No Name gulch, to the south of the El Capitan mine. 
Analysis No. 1 is tho pyrite kernel, No. 2 the dark zone next to it, and :No. 
3 the lighter-colored outer zone. From these it woulcl seem that the proc-
e s of change is not only an· oxidation of the sulphide, but a gradual 
removal, first of the sulphuric aci.c1 and later of part of the hydrated oxide 
of iron, and a replacement of this by insoluble material, mainly silica. 
From the two analyse of rich ore (Nos. 4 and f,) in the same table, the 
ri ·her of the tvyo appears to be that in which this change has proceeded 
furthe t, and which i called " 'iliciou ore," although its contents in alu-
mina w uld eem t indicate a me hanical as well as a chemical interchange. 
• 
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- i i Substance. Insoluble. FeSi Fe203 .A.loQ3 Cao } Ignition . Ag An Totll,l. MgO I 
1--- - ------
I 1 P yrite kernel, No 
I Nam~gulch ...... 7. 36 56.31 34.44 .......... . Trace. .............. . .......... -----·---- 98.11 
I 
2 Darker intermedi-
ate zone .... . -.... 16. 36 73. 42 
······ ··- · 
0. 09 10.13 ....... . .. . . ........... 100. 00 
3 Lighter outer zone .. 54. 28 ........... 39. 84 
----------
o. 06 5. 82 ............ . 
·---------
100. 00 
------
! 4 1 " Silicious ore,"' El I Silica I PbO Watei· 
I Capitan mine . ... -1 82. 40 Trace 10. 38 4. 16 1. 217 1. 83 0. 002 0.011 100. 00 I 
5 I "Gold ore," El Cap- I 
11. 56 1 I ·t . I None 77. 60 0. 609 10. 23 o. 0002 0. 0004 !)!.). 9906  1 anmme ......... --------·· 
TEK-MILE DISTRICT. 
The ore deposits of this district, which lies north of the western half 
of the Mosquito map, will be made the subject of a separate monograph, 
and only a bri_ef mention of their prominent characteristics need be made. 
The larger. and more prominent ore bodies of this district resemble 
the Lead ville deposits in that they occur as a replacement of limestone 
strata, and generally along the upper surface of these strata. In this re-
spect they are contact deposits, but the immediately overlying rock is gen-
erally a sandstone instead of a porphyry sheet. The development of erup-
tive rocks is even more remarkable than at Leadville, and they occur gen-
erally as intrusive sheets nearly parallel with the stratification, sometimes 
also in the form of transverse sheets and dikes. rrims, although the ore 
body may not be found in actual contact with an eruptive rock, it is never 
very far removed from one . 
. The ore bodies themselves ar~ less completely oxidized than those of 
Leadville, probably because of the greater elevation above sea-level, in 
consequence of which surface waters are imprisoned by frost during a 
greater proportion of the year. The unoxidized portion of these larger 
ore bodies consists entirely of sulphides, mainly pyrite, zinc blende, and 
galena, while the oxidized portion, near the surface, consists of iron-stained, 
clayey vein material, carrying carbonate of lead and ch_loride of silver, 
scarcely to be distinguished from the average Leadville ore, though it is 
generally less rich in silver. The manner of occurrence of ore bodies 
I 
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along the upper surface of the limestone, and extending.- irregularly from 
that surface downwards, gives evidence also that the ore currents acted from 
above downwards. Moreover, in the most important mine in the district, 
the Robinson mine, the actual crack, either fault or jointing plane, through 
which these currents may have reached the limestone can be traced in the 
roof of the main ore body and parallel with its longest dimension. Along 
this a certain amount of pyrite has been deposited in the micaceous sand-
stone which overlies the limestone. 
Th_e beds in which these deposits are found belong to the Upper Coal 
Measure formation, whose base has been arbitrarily taken at the Robinson 
Limestone, so called from the mine of that name in which it was first ex-
amined. 
DEPOSITS IN THE ARCHEAN. 
On the opposite side of Tennessee Park from the El Capitan mine, 
one of the prominent peaks of the Sawatch range is known as Homestake 
Peak, from the mine of that name, which occurs in the Archean rocks on its 
slopes. It was discovered before the carbonate deposits of Leadville, and 
is said to have produced considerable rich galena, carrying from 30 to 
60 _per cent. of lead and from 200 to 250 ounces of silver to the ton. In 
it has been found a small amount of an arsenical nickel mineral, supposed 
to be _gersdorffite. ·As the mine was not visited, nothing further can be 
said as to the character of the deposit. 
In the Buckskin and Arkansas amphitheaters are many prospects and 
a few small mines, on what are assumed by their owners to be true fissure 
veins. None of the mines were being worked at time of visit, and they 
were therefore mostly inaccessible. They were examined, however, when-
ever they came within the line of wo~k, and it ·vrns found, so far as such 
examination extended, that they were invariably a simple mineralization of 
the country rock along some plane which admitted the percolation of water, 
whether a jointing plane or the plane of a fault, and that the mineral 
occurred as an impregnation or replacement of the country rock, the vein 
material 1 eing impl ~ an alteration product of this rock, and not foreign 
mat ... rial filling pre- xi 'ting fi ure , as is suppo 'ed to be the case in 8 trne 
£: 'Ul' \" i1 . 
CHAPTER VI. 
GENESIS OF LEADVILLE DEPOSITS. 
The ore deposits of the region having be-en described in the foregoing 
chapters, with as much detail as space allows, it remains to gather together 
briefly the evidence upon which the general conclusions with regard to 
their origin and manner of formation, given in Chapter I, have been ar-
rived at. 
Before entering upon the discussion of this evidence, however, I would 
state that I do not claim that these· conclusions are absolute or final, nor do 
I wish to be considered as offering them as general theories applicable to 
all ore deposits. They are those that seem to best accord with the facts 
now at my command, and these facts have been presented carefully, con-
scientiously, and without bias in favor of any preconceived theory. Other 
facts may come to light which may lead to a modification of these conclu-
sions, and I reserve the right to adopt such modifications wherever the 
evidence afforded by further developments in this or any other district 
which may come under my notice shall seem such as to require it. The 
study of the underground structure of a mining district necessarily pre-
sents many problems which cannot be definitively solved until the entire 
area has been explored; nevertheless, deductions may be made from ob-
served facts, and from analogy with facts gathered in other carefully studied 
regions, which will justify a hypothetical forecast that may be of great 
practical service to those engaged in mining, even should that forecast be 
proved later to be incorrect in some of its details. 
In studying the genesis of the ore deposits of Leadville, one main 
difficulty at the time that this work was carried on was their universally 
oxidized condition, resulting from secondary alteration by surface waters1 
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which rendered it difficult to arrive definitely at the original form in which 
they were laid down. When the mine workings shall have been extended 
to such depths that the mineral is found practically sheltered from the 
secondary action of surface waters the study will be rendered more easy 
and the -results arrived at will be more certain. 
In this discussion it will not always be possible to follow the exact 
order given in Chapter I, which was adopted rather for the purpose of 
presenting a concise and readily comprehensible statement than as the 
logical sequence of the processes actually involved in the ore deposition. 
MANNER OF OCCURRENCE. 
Perhaps the most suggestive fact jn the manner of occurrence of the 
Leadville ores is their predominance in the beds of the Lower Carbonifer-
ous or Blue Limestone, and one is naturally led to seek a cause for this 
preference. It being admitted that the ores ·were deposited from aqueous 
solutions, it is readily apparent that the more soluble limestone beds would 
be more easily acted upon by these solutions than the other sedimentary 
beds of the region, which consist mainly of sandstones and argillaceous 
shales, and are much less susceptible to the action of percolating ·waters. 
This, however, does not explain why the Blue Limestone should have been 
chosen rather than any of the other calcareous beds 9f the region. 
There was a theory at one time prevalent among mining men in the 
West that the great silver deposits in limestone were peculiar to a definite 
geological horizon, a conception that perhaps had its origin in the tendency 
of some geologists to generalize from the coincidence that certain classes 
of depo:its have been found in different parts of the world at the same 
geological horizon. Indeed, some have gone so far as to base their deter-
mination of the horizon of certain beds, when other evidence was wanting, 
n the occurrence in them of this class of deposits. The great silver 
u po it. in lime ·tone of the western United States are, in point of fact, 
f und thr ugh ut the wh le range of the Paleozoic system, and the hori-
z n of n t\ i. tri t · have a yet been proved to be absolutely identical. 
in , the va t depo it in the Ten-1\Iile district, only 16 miles 
nr in th pper Oarb niferous Lime tones, and not in 
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the Blue or Lower !Jarboniferous Limestone. It is true that these deposits 
in the western United States are mainlv· confined to Paleozoic beds, but 
.; 
this is hardly to be wondered at when one considers that the other hori-
zons are almost entirely sili"cious or argillaceous and coutain as a rule a 
very limited development of limestone. It is evident that broad general-
izations on the basis of geological _horizon alone _are not only unfounded 
but are misleading, and that it is more logical to seek for an explanation 
in the local conditions of each individual district. 
The causes that may have influenced the concentration of ore in any 
particular bed of limAstone may have been physical or chemica~; that is, 
the structural or physical conditions of the region may have been such that 
the solutions were naturally directed to that particular bed, or the composi-
tion of that bed may have been such as to render it pe_culiarly susceptible 
to the action of waters reaching it from adjoining r·ocks or to cause the 
precipitation of the minerals held in solution by those waters. 
The physical or structural conditions of this region have been shown 
by geological descriptions to be peculiarly favorable to the concentration 
of percolating waters in the Blue Limestone. The great intrusive sheets 
of porphyry are found to follow it most persistently,_ mainly along the 
upper surface, less frequently along its under surface, and also cutting 
transversely across it. These intrusive bodies are also found at other hori-
zons, it is true, but a.t none so persistently and so uniformly as at this. Thus 
both ascending and descending currents would readily reach these beds, the 
latt_er trickling through the uniformly permeable eruptive rock, the former 
following up the walls of the channel through which it was erupted Such 
waters, after passing through a medium of different composition, would be 
ready for a chemical interchange with the limestone, but in the case of 
ascending waters it does not appear evident why this interchange should 
have taken place along one wall of the channel rctther than the other, while 
with descending waters this action would naturally commence on the upper 
snrface of the limestone bed. Thus the physical conditions afford a reason 
for the predominant choice of this horizon. 
As regards the chemical composition of the bed, the evidence is less 
conclusive. Some authors have been inclined to regard dolomitic limestone 
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as the peculiar habitat of lead and silver deposits, from. the fact that many 
silver-bearing limestones h~ve been found to be dolomitic, making thus a 
generalization out of a coincidence. But the evidence here fails to confirm 
any such coincidence. Not only are the other limestone beds of the region, 
which do not carry metals in quantity, equally dolomitic, but in the adjoin-
ing Ten-Mile district the ore occurs in non-dolomitic lime;tones, and in 
the Robinson mine is confined to the upper part of a limestone which is 
almost chemically pure carbonate of lime, while it does rtot extend into the 
lower part of the ·horizon, which carries nearly 7 per cent. of carbonate of 
magnesia. 
A reason which might ha~e been offered for the greater susceptibility 
of dolomite to the decomposing action of percolating waters, viz, the sup-
position that the carbonate of lime in a dolomite is first attacked, and that 
thus a disintegration of the rock is readily commenced, has been dispro,:ed 
in the case of the rocks of this region by the ~hemica1 experi~ents made, 
which show that the waters act simultaneously upon both . carbonates, or 
rather upon the double carbonate and not upon either-of its component parts. 
As regards the minor differences in composition between the different 
dolomites of the region, the chemical investigations which it has been pos-
sible to make furnish little more than ~mggestions. The beds whose phys-
ical conditions are most similar to those of the Blue Limestone, and which 
are also most frequently found mineral-bearing after it, are those of the 
Silurian or White Limestone. 
The first striking difference between the two is the darker color of. the 
former, which is presumably due to organic matter and possibly in part to 
sulphide of iron, as suggested by Mr. Guyard. Chemical analysis confirms 
the indications given -by outward appearances, showing an appreciable 
amount of organic matter in the Blue Limestone and none in the White. 
If the metals were brought in in the state of sulphates, the organic matter 
would promote their reduction to sulphide. On the other hand, the Robin-
n lim t n , already cite 1, affords an instance opposed to this view, for 
th r it i. th lio-ht-c lore l lime tone which carrie the ore while the darker 
' 1im · t n ' hi hi may l a . urned ha· more organjc matter, is quite barren. 
·· c n 1 iff r n etwe n the Blue and the ·white Limestone is that 
h f rn r nt in. n . ili a and th latter over 10 per cent. It may be 
/ 
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that owing to this difference in composition the former 1s more soluble, 
but this could only be satisfactorily determined by a practical experiment 
which should be carried on for a sufficiently long· time to imitate in some 
degree the processes of nature. Before undertaking such an investigation, 
which would require several years for its proper conduct, it would be advis-
able to gather ·aata from various districts to determine whether in point of 
fact the silicious limest<:mes or dolomites are in gener~1J less frequently ore-
bearing than those of normal composition. 
From the ab~ve considerations it seems that in this district the main 
cause of concentration of ore in the Blue Limestone has beet1 its physical 
or structural conditions, and that the influenc_e of its peculiar co·mposition 
has been at best of minor importance 
CO:\fPOSITION OF ORES. 
As at the time tha materials for these investigations were gathered 
underground ·explorations had not yet penetrated to depths which were-
beyond the oxidizing influence of surface waters, a great part of the ores and 
vein materials collected were necessarily of secondary origin; their compo-
·sition therefore affords only indirect evidence in regard to tlie composition 
and genesis of the original deposits by indicating the agencies and processes 
by which these alterations were effected. 
Independently of this evidence, however, there exist good a priori 
grounds for the assumption that the original deposits were in the form of 
sulphides: first, in the fact that, in ore deposits in generai, oxidized ores 
almost universally g!ve place to sulphide_s in depth and beyond the reach 
of surface waters; and, second, in that in the analogous deposits of the 
adjoining Ten-Mile dist!·ict oxidized ores similar to those of Leadville are 
seen to result directly from the alteration of a mixture of galena, pyrite, 
and zinc blende. 
Carbonate ores.-In the following table are given the analyses of three 
I 
specimens of carbonate ore, selected as being especially free from impuri-
ties, together with that of an average taken from a thousand specimens of 
carbonate ore as it is delivered by the mines to the smelters, and containing 
therefore a considerable admixtlire of what might be considered gangue. 
" 
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No. 1, from the Adelaide mine, is an extremely pure white sand, made 
up of small crystals of cerussite, and in the mass looking not unlike a 
c arse white sandstone. These white sands are, . as a rule, less rich in silver 
than the discolored and relatively impure ones, but this has exceptionally 
little silver. It does not occur in the Blue Limestone or in the immediate 
vicinity of it, but between the White and Gray Porphyries. 
No. 2, from the Little Chief mine, is a rich sand-carbonate, discolored 
and appearing to contain more impurities than it really does. 
No. 3, from the Waterloo mine, is also a discolored carbonate, less rich 
than the former, in which only the constituents of cerus8ite and pyromor-
phite were determined qualitatively. 
No. 4 is the analysis of a mixture of ores made by Mr. Th. Fluegger, 
cherni t of the Harrison Reduction Works. It was made for the purpose of 
·howing the average proportions of the most common elements in the ore, 
and it may be assumed that neither did the laboratory facilities at bis 
c mmand admit of, nor his purpose ~emand, an equal standard of accuracy 
with the others in regard to the rarer elements and their combinations. 
Carbonate ores. 
l. .Adelaide. I 2. Little Chief. I 3. Waterloo. ! 4. Average ore. 
_____ . _____ !: ___ , _____ ! _____ _ 
80. 352 
0.444 
o. 467 
0. 299 
0. 137 
0. 06 
0. 051 
·········· ·· Trace 
1. 532 
'Irae 
14. 700 
o. '.! 5 
0 . .,115 
O. OO'J 
T 
7
~: :~: 1 ...... ~~·. ~~~ ...... I 24. 77 3. 99 
....... ~·. ~~~ ...... : _::::::::::: : : : : : : I 24. 86 0. 89 
0. 074 
l. 386 
Trace 
o. 095 
0. 335 
0. 056 
1. 972 
0.121 
Trace 
Trace 
0. 486 
14. 251 
0. :?88 
1. 140 
o. 777 
Tracll 
I 
............ ······ 1 4. 03 
······ ............ :i!:~o} o.98 
. \:::::::::::::::::: 
!. ................ . 
I 
6. 480 
10.180 
0. 840 
o. 047 
Trace 
2. 36 
3. 04 
22. 59 
SlJ= o. 02 
As-= 0. 01 
S= 0. 90 
5. 58 
0. 09 
5. 53 
0. 31 
Trace 
_____ -=c ___ • ,l:!- -~-~ --~~.·~~; ~ l---99-. 95 
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In discussing the above analyses the combinations of different ele-
ments in the ores and the indications afforded.as to the state in which they 
existed prior to alteration will first be considerea., next tlie possible proc-
esses, and finally the agencies, by which this alteration may have been 
effected. 
Gold exists in these ores only in traces; it has never, so far as known, 
formed any considerable value in the limestone ores, except in the Florence 
mine, where it has been observed in the native state. It is in this form 
without doubt wherever it occurs. It is generally supposed to be most 
commonly associated with pyrite in sulphuret deposits, and the assays of 
the Pyritiferous Porphyry given below Crable IV, Appendix B) confirm 
this hypothesis. They show, however, that it may be associated with 
galena, and it is said that from the Printer Boy mine a specimen of galena 
was obtained in which two crystals of this mineral were connected by a 
threa'd of · gold. Most of the small amount of gold that is produced by 
Leadville mines comes from deposits in porphyry or sandstone, which 
sometimes carry a little copper also. The greater part of the gold in 
Leadville bullion comes from ore shipped to the smelting works from 
deposits in the Archean rocks of neigh boring districts. 
Silver exists in the oxidized ores invari<:1bly in the form of chloride, as 
far as can bejudged by actual observation. With a strong lens, minute 
.crystals and flakes of chloride can be detected on the crystals of cerussite, 
or coating cleavage surfaces and cracks in the various vein materials, eve:µ 
in comparatively poor o~es. The above analyses &mfirm this observation. 
'fhe first .three show more than enough chlorine for combination with the 
.silver they contain. In the mixture tthe amount of chlorine is 0.01 less than 
is required by the amount of silver; if it could be assumed that the de-
termination of chlorine was absolutely accurate, a small portion of the 
silver might be assumed to be combined with the sulphur, antimony, and 
.arsenic. Since there is a reasonable doubt on this point, the weight of evi-
,dence is still in favor of its probable compination with chlorine. 
The association of minerals in the Leadville ore deposits generally 
furni shes a priori grounds for the assumption that in the original deposit 
.silver was in the form either of simple sulphide or of some of the antimo-
MON XII--35 
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nial or arsenical sulphides in which it commonly occurs in nature. As 
regards the probability of its having existed in the latter combinatiorn;;, it 
is significant that in th~ Adelaide ore, which contains scarcely any silver, 
only a trace of arsenic and no antimony are found; whereas both are pres-
ent and in appreciable quantities in the richer ores, 2 and 4. It will be 
seen later that these substances are generally detected in the vein materials, 
and are found in considerab_le quantities in the smelting products, antimony 
being in relatively larger proportions than arsenic. It will also be seen that 
all the vein materials and the country rocks adjoining the ore bodies contain 
a small but persistent percentage of silver. 
Leacl occurs mainly as carbonate, sometimes as sulphate, and quite 
often in the form of chloro-phosphate. In the Little Chief ore a little 
sulphate still exists, but no appreciable amount of pyromorphite. In the 
Adelaide ore, on the other hand, only a trace of sulphate is found, but a 
notable proportion of pyromorphite, while in the Waterloo ore this mineral 
amounts to 32.07 per cent., as against 61.78 per cent. of cerussite. Analysis 
4 shows no pyromorphite, but the evidence of many tests of ores· and vein 
materials besides those given above and the composition of smelting prod-
ucts, all show that this mineral is very common and widespread throughout 
the region. The amount of carbonic acid given in Analysis 4 is notabl.r 
insufficient for the lime, magnesia, and oxide of lead. If. it is assumed 
that the sulphur is all combined with the latter, the mixture contains only 
one part of anglesite to _three parts of cerussite. Even this is, however, 
opposed to the evidence of observation, for anglesite can but rarely be seen 
in the ores, whereas cerussite is most common. 
That the lead originally occurred in the form of galena is shown by 
the frequent occurrence of the unaltered mineral in the center of masses of 
carbonate. A chemical test of one of these galena nodules showed that 
between it and the carbonate was an extremely thin crust, made up mostly 
of . ulphate. It is, therefore, probable thq,t in the alteration it passed first 
into ulphate and then into carbonate, although the intermediate product is 
n t alwc _ T i tin ui hable. 
In the Ir n mine a con iderable amount of native sulphur, as ociated 
wi h ru .. it , wa · found a: an alteration product of galena. 
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Iron and 11ianganese might be more properly considered gangue mate-
rials. They are mainly in the form of hydrated sesquioxide and protoxide, 
respectively. A little protoxide of the former and peroxide of the latter ore 
was found. The former may be· combined as basic sulphate, which, as will 
be seen later, sometimes forms considerable bodies. The latter is probably _ 
anhydrous, as pyrolusite is frequently djstinguishable in actual crystals and 
sometimes forms considerable ore , masses. Although no actual pyrite was 
observed in the Leadville deposits, there is little doubt that fron existed in 
.this form in the original deposits. With regard to the original form of 
manganese there is more uncertainty, as the sulphides of this metal -are 
relatively rare. It sometimes occurs as carbonate, in association with sul-
phides of other metals, losing its carbonic acid when they are oxidized. 
It is so common an associate of iron in oxidized ores and so seldom noticed 
in unaltered sulphides that it might be thought to have been in part brought 
in as oxide during secondary alteration. It is possible that some of the 
iron in the ores may be combined with silica as silicate and with arsenic as 
arseniate. These were not absolutely proved to exist, as it was not con-
sidered of suffirient importance to give the time necessary for the tests . 
. Zinc occurs in the above ores in very small proportion, and probably 
in the form of silic_ate (calamine), since this is the only mineral of zinc that 
has been observed in the Leadville deposits. It is rarely visible, and gen-
erally forms fine, needle-like, silky white crystals, lining drusy cavities and 
cracks or joints in the vein material and limestone. There is little doubt 
that it originally occurred as zinc blende, and, from analogy with the Ten-
Mile deposits, it may be presumed that it formed a much larger proportion / 
of the deposit in its original form than it do_es now. The much greater 
solubility of its sulphate than that of the other metals would account for 
its more thorough removal by surface waters. 
Of other metals cobalt is the only one not already mentioned that 
1s detected by the above analysis. In addition to this, copper, bismuth, 
molybdenum, and vanadium have been locally observed in mineral combi-
nation, and Mr. Guyard claims to have detected nickel, tin, indium; sele-
nium, tellurium, and cadmium in the furnace products. 
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The earthy bases, alumina, lime, and magnesia, preserve a certain pro-
portion between each other in the three analyses. This accords with the 
assumption that the deposits are a replacement of limestone, and the fact 
th~t the apparently pnre cerussite from the porphyry in the Adelaide ground 
contains as much ii1agnesia and lime as the Little Chief ore is in so far a 
confirmation of the assumption on structural grounds ( see p. 407) that the 
ore bodies in the former mine are the replacement of fragments of Blue 
Limestone caught up by the porphyry intrusion. 
Silica is in relatively higher proportion in the mixture ( 4) as compared . 
with the earthy bases, but preserves a comparatively even relation to iron 
oxide, which would be expected from their association in the ores in general. 
It is a question whether the silica is in part in actual combination with iron 
or whether it all exists as free silica. Mr. Guyard suggests that some of 
the lead may exist as silicate, but this also is not definitely proved. 
Chloride ores.-In the following table is given the proportional amounts 
of chlorine, bromine, and iodine, respectively, in three typical chloride ores 
relatively free from other minerals, tested for the purpose of determining 
whether sufficiently definite quantitative relations exist between these sub-
stances to justify the recognition of more than one mineral species. I and 
II were obtained from the pale-green mineral, and III from a colorless 
specimen. 
Chlorine, bro-rnine, and iodine. 
Mine. Cl. Br. I. I Total. 
--
I. Robert E . L ee ...... 13. 78 85. 63 0. 59 100. 000 
II. Amie ...... . ... . .... 0. 80 89. 99 0. 21 100. 000 
III. :Big Pitti,burgh . .... 99. 925 ... .. . . . . . 0. 075 100. 000 
The results are somewhat negative, and, so far as they go, lead to the 
conclusion that the chloride ores are merely mixtures, in varying propor-
tion., of chloride, bromide, and iodide of silver. 'rhe green chlorides, 
which re of very common occurrence, are generally called ernbolite, and 
thi appli ati n f the term i justifiable if this mineral is considered simply 
an 1 finit mixture. In th analy es of embolite given in Dana's Miner-
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alogy the relations of bromine to chlorine vary from 1:0.33 to 1 :5.67, 
but no iodine is given. · In I and II, given above, the relations are 1: 0.16 
and 1: 0.11, and all three contain a ,small amount of iodine. 
According to Moesta, 1 in the mines of Ohafiarcillo, Chili, there is a 
regular gradation in these compounds according to depth, the pure chlorides 
being found in the upper levels down to a depth of 20 meters; below these 
come mixtures, containing proportions of bromide increasing with the depth; 
still lower iodide of silver is added to the mixture, and pure iodide of silver 
occurs at sixty to seventy meters in depth, directly over the deposits of 
galena and pyrite, in which the first sulphides of silver are found. It has 
not been possible to detect any regularity whatever in the distribution of 
these compounds in the Lead ville deposits. The colorless-and· green chlo-
rides are the prevailing varieties, but minute yellow crystals of iodide of 
silver have been observed in the deposits of the Ohrysolite mine. 
In Chanarcillo among secondary deposits aboqt half the silver occurs 
in the native state, and of the other half the far greater proportion occurs as 
chloride or chloro-bromide, iodides being rare and the proportion of iodine 
in the mixture being very small. Thus, according to l\foesta, from whose 
work all these statements are taken, the relative proportions of chlorine, bro-
mine, and iodine are essentially the same in which they exist in sea-water. It 
may be added that the same relations exist in surface waters, and in rocks 
whenever these substances have been detected in them. Moest~'s theory 
with regard to the chlorides, &c., of Chafiarcillo, that they were formed by 
the action of sea-water (since there is evidence that the region has been 
covered by the ocean within comparatively recent times), would not apply 
to the Leadville' deposits, for the reason that they have not been submerged 
since the upheaval and erosion that brought them within the reach of sur-
face waters. 
Basic ferric sulphates.-In the following table are given the analys_es of 
three specimens, contributed by Mr. L. D. Ricketts, from material observed 
by him to freque~tly constitute a persistent bed under the rich ore bodies, 
especially on Carbonate Hill. This material is of ocherous-yellow color, 
1 Chlor-, Br{)m- und Jodverbindungen des Silbers in der Natur. Dr. Fr . .A.. Moesta. Marburg, 1870. 
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somewhat like a dry clay, and easily i·ecognized by its external appearance, 
though, as will be seen, of very variable com.position: 
BctSic sulphates. 
' ' I 
-
__ \ Mine. SiO2 Fe2O3 Al2O3 CaO 
I 
MgO KiO tNMO ThO j PbO BhO3 As2O5 P 2Os1 SO3 Cl Ag I Au iTotals. 
'---1--1--- -· - ------__ I ____ _____ !_ _ _____ \ __ 
I. Maid of None 46. 70 None 0. 06 0. 06 5. 33 1. 68 10. 54 
1 
4. 27 0. 08 0. 46 0. 08 130. 53 0. 02 0. 0048 Trace\99. 8148 
Eri~ I 
II. Morning 0. 30 42. 98 0. 20 0. 64 None 6. 31 0. 83 10.12 8. 27 None O. 42 1. 58 27. 810. 26 0. 0036 None 99. 7236 
~ I 
III. Lower O 36 44 40 O. 23 None None 0.15 0. 37 8. 99 19. 50 \None 0. 39 !0.11 25. 01!0. 04 0. 075 None 99. 685 
I
I :~ter- . I . ! \ I 
I I ' I ! 
These substances are somewhat complex basic sulphates, and might 
be considered to be a mi.xture of jarosite with varying proportions of basic 
ferric sulphate. They are evidently an alteration product of pyrite and 
galena, although, while nodules of galena rich in silver are occasionally 
found in them, pyrite has not yet been detected. The absence of zinc in 
' the specimens analyzea is noteworthy, and is in accordance with the obser-
vation already made; that it has been further removed from the original 
ore bodies than · the other metals, presumably on account of the ready 
solubility of its sulphate. The persistent percentage of the alkalies, which 
were found in sensibly the same proportions in three other specimens tested, 
would suggest that the waters which produced _this alteration reached the 
ore bodies after passing through decomposed porphyry. Their chief in-
terest lies in the definite evidence they afford that they result from the 
oxidation of sulphides. Similar products have frequently been observed in 
old mine openings where large bodies of pyrite have been long leached by 
surface waters. Copperas first formed gradually loses a portion of its 
water on exposure to the air, and the protoxide of iron becomes sesquioxide. 
Fmther exposure leads to the formation of limonite. 
Processes of alteration.-Assuming that the metals in the original deposits 
exi ted in the form of sulphides, it comes next in order to consider the 
P i l proce e by which the combinations noted above may have been 
d riv d from th m. 
Y xi c ti n all the metallic sulphides may be transformed into sul-
phc t ~ 1 ~ n 1 th r lath olubility f the latter i in inverse proportion to the 
I 
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distance to which, at Leadville, the metals appear to have been removed 
during secondary alteration from the original locus of deposition. 
According t~ J. Roth,1 of such sulphates 100 parts of water dissolve, 
respectively: 
At no C., 0.0043~3 parts } sulphate of lead. 
At 13° C., 0.003155 parts . 
At 12° C., 21.300 parts sulphate of iron. 
At 41 ° O., 41.300 parts sulphate of zinc. 
The sulphate of silver is less soluble than either that of ir~m or of zinc, 
but probably more so than the sulphate of lead; ai::td a~ 100° 0. it is said to 
be soluble in 88 parts of water. 
Sulphide of silver may be reduced to n~.,tive silver by the action of 
water at 100° C., during which, according to Moesta, the water itself is 
decomposed and S03 and HS are formed. Native silver is slowly converted 
into chloride in waters containing alkaline chlorides.2 
Sulphide of silver is conver~ed directly into chloride of silver at ordi-
nary temperatures when exposed to the action of _sulphate of sesquioxide of 
iron, chloride of sodium, and water. 2 The presence -of air is not necessary 
for this reaction, but if the sulphate of protoxide of iron is substituted for 
the basic sulphate, chloride of silver is not produced without the presence· of 
air. This indicates that a salt of sesquioxide of iron must be formed before 
the sulphide of silver is decomposed. 
Moesta's3 experiments show that this reaction may take place with a 
solution of NaCl alone at 100° C., and even at 20° 0., but that it is quick-
ened by the presence of chloride of magnesium, and still more by pow-
dered pyrite; also that the combination with iodine is more ra-pid than with 
chlorine. 
Sulphate of lead is transformed at the ordinary temperature foto car-
bonate by solutions of ~xed alkaline carbonates, and also by those con-
taining bicarbonate of lime and atmospheric air. Carbonate of lead ( cerns-
site) is soluble in 7,144 parts of water saturated with carbonic acid.4 In 
conversion 100 parts by weight of sulphide of lead become 126. 78 of sul-
phate, and this in turn 111. 71 parts of carbonate of lead.5 ·The increase 
1 Allgemeine Geologie, p. 59. Berlin, 18i9. 
~Percy's Metallurgy of Silver and Gol<l, Part I. London, 1880. 
'l Chlor-, Brom- und Jodberbindungen des Silbersin der Natlir, p. 40. Dr. Fr. A. Moesta. Mar-
burg, l8i0. 
4 Percy's Metallurgy of Lea<li p. 40. London, 18i0. 5 J. Roth, op. cit., p. 243. 
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in volume from sulphide to carbonate is 28.13 per cent. Such changes of 
weight and volume might account for the prevailing sandy condition of the 
carbonate ores. It may be assumed that they were once comparatively solid 
~asses of galena, and _ during these transformations occupied, first a larger, 
then a smaller space, thus leaving interstices between the minute crystals 
of cerussite of which th.e sand carbonate consists. In the presence of phos-
phoric acid and alkaline chlorides, sulphate of lead may be transformed into 
pyromorphite. Sulphate of zinc is readily transformed into carbonate, and, 
as a further stage of alteration, finally becomes a silicate. 
Sulphate of protoxide of iron may become carbonate in the presence 
of earthy carbonates. Carbonate of protoxide by oxidation and hydration 
becomes hydrated sesquioxide or limonite, which on loss of its water 
becomes hematite; the latter in contact with organic matter may be reduced 
to the protoxide or magnetite. 
The sulphate of the protoxide may by oxidation change directly to 
sulphate of sesquioxide or basic ferric sulphate, which in turn becomes 
limonite and hematite. 
The fact that carbonate of iron is so rarely found in the Leadville 
deposits would suggest that their _limonite might have been formed in the 
latter way, and that the basic ferric sulphates, of which analyses are given 
above, may have been formed directly from the sulphide. 
Agents of alteration.-rrhe alteration . having taken place through the 
agency of waters coming from the surface, it remains to consider whence 
they may have derived the substances which would have facilitated the 
alteration of the sulphide. Surface waters in general are said to carry a 
certain amount of atmospheric oxygen, of organic matter, of chloride of 
sodium, and of phosphoric acid. An analysis of surface water at Leadville, 
taken from the reservoir in Big Evans gulch, was found by Mr. Hillebrand 
to contain, in a mHlion parts, K 2O =1. 12, Na2O =1. 92, SO3 = 7.20, and 
Cl =1.14.1 
f the rock through which they may have passed, out of eight erup-
tiY r ck analyz d, , ix were found to contain phosphoric acid and five 
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chlorine. . Traces of phosphori_£ acid were found in both of the limestones 
analyzed. In the Lingula shales, which directly overlie the Blue Lime-
stone, 5.-14 per cent. · phosphoric add was found in the portion containing 
casts of Lingula and 0.35 per cent. in that free from these casts. Chlorine 
was found in each of the sixteen specimens of dolomi'tic limestones, from 
different horizons and localities, that were tested for that substance. Bro-
mine and traces of iodine have also been detected, but they exist here, as 
in sea-water, in far smalier proportions than chlorine Organic matter is 
found abundantly in most of the rocks of the Carboniferous formations. 
· The specimen of Blue Limestone analyzed gave only 0.03 per cent., but 
in the overlying Weber Grits not only are there frequent beds of carbona-
ceous shales, passing at times into actual coal, but the sandstones sometimes 
contain as high as 4 per cent. of carbonaceous matter. 
Relative richness of galena and cerussite.-The greater richness in silver of 
galena over cerussite in this region is very noteworthy. Mr. L. D. Rick-
etts,1 who made a detailed study of the ores of Carbonate Hill, states that 
the average tenor of cerussite in that locality is less than 40 ounces of silver 
to the ton, while galena averages 145 ounces of silver to the ton. He also 
states that assays of five galena nodules, and of the carbonate crusts on 
• 
each, showed that in proportion to the amount of lead present there was six 
times as much sHver in the galena as in the cerussite. Table XIV, Appen-
dix B, which gives the assays of various specimens of ores, vein materials, 
_and adjoining country rocks collect~d during the investigation, shows a 
similar relatjon in the silver contents of galena (No. 15) and of its cerussite 
crust (No. 16), 420 ounces and 28.6 ounces, which are in even greater con-
trast than in the cases cited above. 
The fact that silver is found disseminated throughout the vein mate-
rials and adjoining country rocks, even where little or no lead is found, 
shows that during secondary alteration silver has been further removed from 
its original locus and more widely disseminated than lead. In fact, it may 
be assumed that the outlines of the present bodies of lead ore vary but 
little from those of the original deposits, but it would hardly be safe to 
make such an assumption in regard to silver ores. It is apparent· that this 
10res of Leadville, p. 87. Princeton, 1883. 
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relative distribution of the two metals was brought about by surfa~e waters, 
and is therefore dependent on the relative solubility of the combinations of 
the respective metals formed during alteration. 
Silver sulphate is probably more soluble than either the sulphate or the 
carbonate of _lead, bµt, as it is not known to occur as a mineral, it cannot 
be assumed that silver necessarily passed through sulphate during its change 
from sulphide to chloride. 
The chloride of silver is said to be insoluble in pure water at ordinary 
temperatures, but VogeF and Hahn2 have shown it to be soluble to a cer~ 
tain extent in the alkaline chlorides. According to Stas, 3 it is, in a measure, 
soluble in pure cold water, its solubility varying according to its physical 
condition an·d the temperature. Its solubility is greatest when in the flaky 
state, as precipitated in the cold from a sufficiently dilute solution of silver, 
and diminishes as the flakes shrink. It is precipitated from the solution by 
the addition of an alkaline chloride. · Still further evidence of its solubility 
is afforded by the occurrence of the mineral Huantajayit, discovered by Rai-
mondi in Peru,4 which consists of 11 per cent. Ag Cl and 89 per cent. 
NaUl. According to Sandberger, this is readily soluble in a little water, but 
an excess of water produces a precipitation of the chloride of silver. It rnay 
therefore be assumed that chloride of silver is soluble in surface waters 
under certain conditions, but is very readily precipitated from· its solution. 
Although the statements given above as to the relative solubilities of lead 
and silver salts are not so definite as might be wished, the fact of the rela - · 
tively greater richness of galena over cerussite in these deposits seems so well 
established as to justify inverse reasoning, namely, the deduction of an 
argument in favor of the greater insolubility of the lead salts. It might be 
assumed from Stas's experiments that freshly-formed chloride of silver 
(flaky) would be more soluble than carbonate of lead but that after the 
' lap e of sufficient time the latter might become more soluble than the chlo-
ride of ilver, e pecially in water charged with carbonic aci_d. 
Outcrop deposits richer than those in depth.-There is a fair foundation for the 
generalizati n that in the depo its, as developed at the time of this investi-
gati n, the re were gr wing poorer in silver as exploration extended far-
3 Compt.-rend., 1870-'73, p. 998. 
•N ue Jahrh. f. Mineralogie, 1 74, p. 174. 
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ther from the surface. In the case of the Iron mine the statement to this 
effect by those in charge of the mine was supported by actual figures; in 
other cases it was an opinion founded- on general observation, which was 
still wortl;y of credence. Whether it will continue when the unoxidized 
deposits are reached remains to be proved. 
A ready explanation for this condition of things may also be found in 
.the relative solubility of the products of alteration ~nd in the fact that the 
deposits near the present surface may be considered to be simply the relics 
of larger deposits, gradually removed by erosion as the alteration by sur-
face waters went on. The original deposits may be assumed to have been 
a mixture of galena; pyrite, and blende in proportions which, while subject 
to a wide local variation, would bear a certain average relation throughout 
the region. Given a ton of this mixture, by the alterations which have been 
above noted it would probably decrease in weight, though its volume might 
remain sensibly the same; zinc and iron would be removed as soluble sul-
phates, the former in greater part, the latter in very appreciable amount, 
and their volume would be replaced in part by the increase in volume of 
the lead during its. transformation into carbonate, in part also by silica and 
earthy bases brought in mechanically by the waters. Although silver salts 
have been assumed above to be, in this case, more soluble than those of 
· lead, they are much less so than those of iron and zinc, and a relatively 
small proportion of the silver would have been remoted from the given 
ton of ore. The space formerly occupied by this ton of ore would, therefore, 
be occupied by oxidized material weighing much less than the original 
ton, but which would contain, in proportion to that weight, mo_re lead and 
silver and less zinc and iron. In accordance with this explanation, the pro-
portion of lead to the ton of ore should also decrease in depth as a general 
average of the district. 
Again, as by gradual erosion the deposits-say, for instance, those in 
the easterly-dipping beds of Carbonate and Iron Hills-approached the sur-
face, actual -surface waters running down along the dip would meet bodies 
composed mainly of carboi.1ate of lead and chloride of silver. If carbonate 
of lead is soluble in water containing free carbonic acid, the portion thus 
dissolved woul~ be carried away entirely, for in their continued passage 
through limestone it may be assumed that the waters would preserve their 
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excess of carbonic acid. The chloride -of silver, on the other hand, might 
be assumed to have become insoluble in the long time that had elapsed 
since it was formed; or, .. if any were taken up, it would probably pe thrown 
down again in a short distance by a slight change in the character of the 
descending solutions. Thus a gradual increase in the proportions of silver 
over lead would be taking place in the zone which was being brought by 
the erosion of overlying rocks nearer and nearer to the surface.1 
COMPOSITION OF VEIN MATERIALS. 
In the remaining vein materials, which constitute the relatively value-
less portion of the deposits, iron and manganese, generally in the form 
of hydrated oxides, are the most prevalent metals. Carbonate of iron is 
very rarely found, and pyrite never among the oxidized ores. The com-
parative absence of zinc has alrea.dy been remarked, yet this metal is quite 
uniformly detected in the products of smelting. Arsenic and antimony are 
1 In a paper read at the Chattanooga meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers in 
May, 1885, by Mr. F. T. Freeland, superintendent of the Iron Silver Mining Company, the following 
analyses are given of sulphide or~ from the Minnie mine, situated on the southeast slope of Iron Hill, 
adjoining the Colonel Sellers, made by William R. Boggs, jr. They are interesting as s};l.owing the rel-
ative distribution of silver in the different components of the unoxidized ore: 
I 
I. II. III. IV. 
---
------ - - -
Galena. Blonde. Pyrite. Mixture. 
---------
Pb ..............•••• 72. 65 6. 71 2. 21 50. 86 
Zn .................. 5. 66 55. 08 14.24 12.86 
Fe ...... _. ........... 1.60 4. 00 85. 40 9.30 
s ................... 15. 66 82.44 44. 76 24.50 
Ag (ounces) ........ (41. 5) (94. 5) (4.5) (11. 5) 
Ag (per cent) ....... 0.14 0. 824 o. 014 o. 089 
Au ................ . Trace Trace 
--------- · 
Trace 
Residue ............ 4.12 0. 92 2. 70 1.88 
---Total ......... . 99. 88 90.474 99. 824 99.489 
His mixture, calculated from the relative amounts of Pb Zn and Fe in colunm IV, would con· 
sist of a little less tha.n three parts of galena to one each of p;rite
1 
and bl~nde. The tenor of silver 
given for this mixture is, however, only a little over a quarter of what would result from a mixture in 
these proportions of these three minerals, each having the tenor in silver given in its separate column. 
It seems doubtful, therefore, if these separate values can be taiken as a fair representation of the aver-
age tenor of the <lifferent sulphides in the ore. That given for zinc blende is evidently abnormally high, 
as may be seen on compari on with the pyrite column. This pyrite contains an admixture of about 
one-fi~th of it weight in zi~c blende, and if this zinc blende ran as high in silver as that given in column 
II, th1 fifth alone would yield nearly 20 ounces of silver, whereas the whole mass is said to contain only 
4-½ oun. · The ilv . r tenor of the galena, on the other hand, represents a fair average of the galenas 
foun l 10 ~ old r mm . , though these, as is shown by the assays in Appendix B, vary very much and 
m y ont m v rt n t1m s a much ilver as thi . · 
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only accessory constituents in either ore or vein material. The composi-
tion of some of the typical forms of vein material, taken from Table X, 
Appendix B, is given below. 
Vein rnaterials. 
H20 
No. Name. Locality. Insoluble. FeS2 Fe203 Mn02 ZnO CaO MgO CO2 and Ag .Au Total. ignition. 
·----------
--------------
1 '' Hard Car· Scooper 80. 00 ------ 13.91 0.10 --- --- ....... ······ --------- · 5. 978 ,0. 012 Trace 100. 00 
bonate." mine. 
2 Silicious hem· Chrysolite 8.20 ·----- 54.14 22. 36 2.56 -- ---- ------ ............. 12. 709 0. 031 None. 100. 00 
atite. mine. 
3 ''Iron ore'' ... Kenosha 21.10 ---·-- 7. 70 65. 98 1. 00 ......... .................. . 4. 22 0. 012 None. 100. 00 
mine. 
Trace! ....•...•. 4 Pyrite RU· ) r 7. 36 53. 61 34.44 ........... ......... . ............ . ..... , ...... . ......... 
cleus. I NoName 5 Dark interme· J 16. 36 ........ 73. 42 .......... 
------
. ...... . 0. 09 aTrace 10. 13 ....... .......... .......... 
diate zone. I gulch.· '\ -I 
6 Light outer I 54. 28 
·-----
39. 84 
----·· 
........ ....... 0.06 "'Trace 5. 82 .......... 
---··· 
.......... 
zone. l 
'} Ait_e,ed rght lGarden ( bJO. 08 ----·· 0. 81 0. 39 ........ 27.17 19. 49 42. 78 .............. ------ ------ 100. 72 
lime· City 
1.20.02 stone I . , .......... 8 I dark J .mwe. . ....• 1 0. 97 1. 56 ------ 24.15 16. 71 37. 37 ......... ........ 100. 78 
9 i Chert nodule . El Paso b96. 3 3.06 per cent. soluble in solution of potassium hydrate, remainder chiefly 
! mine. Fe20a and AhOs. 
10 Chert under Little Pitts- b97. 9 
ore body. burgh 
mine. 
11 Granular Waterloo 081. 29 3.93 per cent. soluble in solution of potas~ium hydrate, remainder chiefly 
quartz Un· mine. Pb, C03, and Fe203. ' 
de1 ore body. 
12 Porphyry Evening b84. 2 Cement chiefly pyromorphite, with some cerussite and galena and a little calcite. 
l>reccia, Star mine. 
with ore ce-
ment. 
aSQ3 
No. 1 is a cavernous red rock, with slightly greasy luster, which, though · 
·containing only a trace of lead carbonate and too little silver to pay for 
working, is yet classed as ., hard carbonate" from its outward appearance, 
this miner's term being quite elastic in its application. It is mainly silica, 
combined perhaps in part with oxide of iron. Roe~ from this same mine, 
of quite similar appearance, but ,:vith a few delicate crystals of cerussite 
and horn silver lining the cavities, constitutes a very rich ore. 
No. 2 is a dark-colored "iron ore," intermediate between the black 
iron and the jaspery iron of the Fryer Hill mines. It contains a rather 
unusual percentage of zinc, and its silica · contents are much lower than 
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its outward appearance would indicate. Both contain a little antimony, 
and the former a little PbO, which were not determined quantitatively. 
Both contain also a small percentage of silver, but not enough to constitute 
pay ore. 
No. 3, though classed as an iron ore by the miner, is more properly an 
ore of manganese. 
Nos. 4, 5, and 6 are given to illustrate the different stages in the alter-
ation of pyrite, which would lead to the above vein materials. The speci-
men was obtained at some distance from Leadville, it not being possible to 
find any pyrite in the mines themselves; it occurs, however, at the Blue 
Limestone horizon and in analogous conditions to the Leadville ores, excApt 
that no rich silver-lead ores had yet been found at th~ locality. No. 4 is 
the comparatively unaltered pyrite nucleus; No. 5, the inner zone of alter-
ation; and No. 6, the lighter-colored outer zone. Only traces of sulphuric 
acid are found in either. The percentage of metallic iron has slightly in- ..., 
creased from No. 4 to No. 5, as has that of insoluble matter; sulphur alone 
has, therefore, been removed, probably as sulphate of lime. From No. 5 
to No. 6 iron has disappeared rapidly and been replaced by insoluble mate-
rial; it has presumably been carried away largely as hydrated oxide, which 
is probably commencing to replace the carbonates of lime and magnesia in 
the adjoining rock. rrhe rapid increase in insoluble matter could not, it 
would seem, be entirely original matter, but must in part have been brought 
in by the decomposing waters. The conditions here may be contrasted 
with those which probably-existed where the basic ferric sulphates above 
described were formed. In the latter case the decompositi~n probably took 
place within the mass of a large body of metallic sulphides; here it was a 
, mall amount of sulphide in direct contact with the country rock, and free 
xygen would have been present in relatively greater proportion, so that 
th ulr bide w uld have been more readily decomposed by the oxidation of 
the ir n . 
..l :. 7 and repre ent the early action of waters coming from such a 
c n I .-iti n upon the country ro k, in thi. case a fragment of Blue Lime-
t n f und n th outh ·lop of Iron Hill, near the fault. No. 7 is the 
lio-ht r I rti n . 8 the darker, in which the replacement has apparently 
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proceeded much farther. In the latter the oxides of iron and manganese 
haYe increased only slightly in amount, and the decrease in carbonates is 
mainly supplied by the increase in silica, an increase which, as in the 
former case, n~ust be mainly accounted for as coming from an extraneous 
source; it was probably taken up by the waters in their passage through 
the porphyry. 
Nos. 9, 10, and 11 represent the most silicious forms of vein material, 
comparatively free from bases. Nos. 9 and 10 are the black cherts so com-
mon in the ore bodies, and 11 the granular quartz which frequently re-
places it, especially on Carbonate Hill. In each the silica is still partly 
soluble in a moderately strong solution of potash. . Besides silica the two 
former contain iron and alumina and probably a little organic coloring 
matter. These cherts are thoroughly compact and generally form barren 
streaks or floors in the ore .bodies; sometimes, however, chloride of silver 
is found coating their cleavage surfaces. The granular quartz, on the other 
hand, which is very porous, frequently contains crystalline cerussite partly 
filli11g the minute cavities and then constitutes an ore, though, as in the · 
present case, it is liable to be mistaken in the hand specimen for a white 
quartzite. 
No. 12 is the breccia of White Porphyry in the small ore-body which 
was found above the Blue Limestone horizon,just west of the small dike 
in the Evening Star ground. The percentage of silica is above the normal, 
showing that the ore-bearing waters have removed a portion of the bases. 
In the cementing material galena is altered partly to pyromorph!te, partly 
to cerussite, and the calcite may indicate that the ore-bearing solutions 
reached here after passing along the limestone contact or may simply result 
from the decomposition of the porphyry. 
The assays of _vein material and limestones in Table XIV, Appendix B, 
show that all the specimens tested carry silver in appreciable amounts, though 
in the case of limestones which were gathered in the various. mines, and in 
that of the Breece Iron ore, the tenor in silver is much less than is generally 
credited to those used as flux by the smelters. They are such amounts as _ 
might be expected to have been carried into them by the surface waters 
after leaving the ore bodies. 
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Kaolin and Chinese talc.-These names are given in the mines to certain 
substances, evidently alteration products of porphyry, occurring with great 
persistency along the contact of limestone and porphyry, where they sGme-
times form the only vein material, and also within the ore bodies, some-
times at quite a distance from the contact. In the latter case they probably 
result in most cases from small offshoots of the porphyry, such as have been 
mentioned as occurring in the Little Pittsburgh mine, and, as are shown 
in Fig. 1, Plate XXII, penetrating the as yet unaltered limestone. The 
characteristic Chinese talc is compact, with conchoidal fracture, somewhat 
translucent, with a sort of opalescent luster, and is easily cut by the finger-
nail when fresh, but becomes opaque and hardens on exposure to the air. 
White when pure, it is generally more or less discolored and veined by 
oxides of iron and manganese. The miners often carve it into pipes and 
figures. The so-called kaolin is white, opaqu~, and generally plastic, but 
also hardens on exposure. No true kaolin was found among the specimens 
collected. In the following table, I. and II would be considered kaolins, 
· and III, IV, and V, Chinese talcs. VI, VII, and VIII are specimens from 
the Lower Waterloo mine, contributed by Mr. L. D. Ricketts; in spite of 
their different composition, they are not to be distinguished in the hand 
specimen from the Chinese talcs. 
Kaolin and Chinese talc. 
I Mme. r \A.h03 1Fe203 \ FeO ZnO II Cao ! MgO 1 fuO Na2O1 HiO S03 1 P20u \Totals. 
,- 1 I\ ' '1 - \--i-I. Amie . • . • . . . . . . . . . 48. 72 \34. 01 \ 0. 56 0. 66 ..... .\_ _.. . . 1. 11 9. 88 0. 67 4. 42 ...... I • • • • . 100. 03 
II. N~w~iscovery .. __ 43.66 37.78 ............ ··-·· 0.22 0.30 ITraceTrace 17.95 Trace ...... 99.91 
III. Big Pittsburgh . .... 4. 55 35. 60 ·\ 2. 26 1······ ..... . Trace Trace 2. 73 I 5. 28 15. 05 34. 55 . . . . . . 100. 02 
IV. Morning Star ...... 24. 47 38. 05 \ 0. 93 0. 77 . . . . . . 0. :3 I 0. 30 I 2. 72 I 1. 30 l6. 67 15. 48 0. 23 1 101.15 
V. Swamp Angel . ..... \27. 89 33. 79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . .i3 \ l. 14 1 2. 83 \ 1. 56 16. 51 15. 75 ...... 1 100. 00 
VI. Lower Waterloo . .. . 35. 33 110. 38 
1 
..... I ...... 133. 05 1. 621 o. 71 . . . . . ..... 19. 06 . . . . . . . .. · 1 100.15 
VIL .... do ..... . . .... .... . 35.~7 \ 8.81 ····· · \-- ···· 35.40 1. 87 0.80 ······ 1······ 117.46 ............ 100.31 
I VUJ. · · .. do.··············· 37. o4 \24. 76 
1 
0. 64 ..... . 18. 43 0. 63 o. 71 0. 66 ! 0. 36 16. 37 ........... . 100. 10 
The compo itions given above show that these substances are mixtures 
of h ~drate<l silicate of alumina, with more or less sulphate of alumina, 
whi ·b, in the ca e of the last three, is replaced by silicate of zinc. As is 
rr 11 rally the a e with uch alteration products, it is difficult to consider 
th 'ID i. tin ·t mineral. . The o currence of zinc in the last three is · some-
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what unexpected. Of the others, III is perhaps the most abnormal. In the 
mine it was a pure white, extremely plastic mass, which could be molded 
like plaster or potter's clay, and became quite· hard on exposure to the air. 
Sulphuric acid is a very common constituent of these substances, having 
been found qualitatively in each one of five other specimens taken from 
widely separated parts of the district. Where the substance occurs in the 
immediate vicinity of an ore body this acid may be readily conceived to 
have come from the oxidation of the metallic sulphides; but in the case 
of those occurring on barren contacts, far away from any known body of 
metallic minerals, as is the case with V, it would seem that their formation 
might date back to the passage of the sulphurous waters which brought in 
the original ore deposits. 
Lime and magnesia salts.-Although lime and magnesia are found in small 
quantities in both ores and gangue materials, it is rath?r remarkable, when 
one reflects that the country rock is a dolomitic limestone, that their minerals 
are so uncommon. Calcite occurs as incrustation on crevices and lining 
cavities or druses in the iron, but never in any large amount. Gypsum is 
rarely found, although it seems evident that it must have been one of the 
most important products of alteration. It must therefore be assumed that, 
owing to its ready solubility, it has been entirely carried away. 
Barite.-Barite, or heavy spar, is a not uncommon constituent of the 
gnngue, but it is very irregularly distributed. It generally occurs in aggre-
gations of tabular crystals, frequently concentrated in considerable masses, 
and more or less stained by iron oxide. Chloride of silver is generally 
found associated with it. This association of barite and chloride of silver 
is noteworthy. Among the miners the presence of the former mineral is 
considered a sure indication of rich chloride ore. In this connection it is 
interesting to recall Miller's experiments, mentioned by Sand berger, 1 show-
ing that sulphide of barium dissolves pyrargyrite, or ruby silver, without 
decomposition. The frequent presence of antimony in the ores and vein 
materials renders it probable that a part of the sil~er may have originally 
existed as ruby silver. Moreover, although there are no experimental proofs, 
it is probable that waters containing sulphide of barium would dissolve the 
MON XII--86 
1 Neues Jahrlmch .fur Miueralogie, 1869, p. 309. 
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sulphide, or sulpho-salts, of silver under the conditions of time and supply 
which probably prevailed during the process of decomposition of the orig-
inal ore deposits. From such a solution the chlorine in the limestone might 
have precipitated the silver at the same time that the sulphide of barium 
was transformed into sulphate. 
Manganese.-Another empirical generalization of the miners in this region 
is that, where a large amount of manganese is found in the iron vein mate-
rial, rich chloride deposits are likely to be found · in the immediate vicinity. 
It is worthy of note in this connection that barium is a most frequent con-
stituent of manganese ores. rrhe fact that the oxides of manganese when 
treated by hydrochloric acid evolve chlorine is also suggestive. If it is 
assumed that silver in its passage from sulphide to chloride passes through 
sulphate, and that hydrochloric acid was formed in the surface waters, say, 
by the action of sulphuric acid formed in some of the reactions that may 
have taken place, the presence of manganese oxide wou1d favor the libera-
tion of chlorine, which) in turn, would form chloride of silver from the sul-
phate when the latter came in contact with carbonate of lime, and the lime 
be carried away as sulphate. 
ORES DEPOSITED .AS SULPHIDES. 
That the ores were originally deposited as sulphides would legitimately 
be assumed, from the almost universal observation in nature that such oxid-
ized ores pass into sulphides in depth. So generally is this accepted as a 
rule in ore deposits that it would require special demonstration to prove 
be} ond a doubt that the native metals or their oxides and chlorides ( except 
perhaps gold, tin, and the platinum group of metals) are in any particular 
case origina1, and not the result of secondary alteration from sulphides. 
Analogy with the deposits in the neighboring Ten-Mile district affords more 
direct evidence in favor of this assumption. Moreover, since the comple-
tion of the field work of this investigation, explorations on the dip in Car-
l onate and Iron Hill have proved that the oxidized ores actually do pass 
into n1phide . yet no . ystematic description of these sulphide deposits 
ha · been I u li, he l from which it may be learned whether the metals exist 
x 1n. iv ly a. 'ul hid , but in the ab ence of any statement to the con-
tn r · it - m fair t a ume hat . 1 1 i the ca e. 
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It remains, then, to consider the possible reactions which may havP 
brought about the deposition of ores under the circumstances and in the 
manner assumed above; and in considering these it must be borne in mind 
that it is not possible to reproduce in the laboratory all the conditions that 
may have prevailed at the depths within the earth~s crust at which these 
deposits were formed, and that therefore reactions may have taken place 
and combinations may h~ve been formed under these con.ditions which, 
from laboratory experience alone, might not be deemed possible. 
The sHlphides of the heavy metals may be precipitated, according to 
Roth, 1 from various solutions: first, where they exist as sulphides, by sul-
phides of the alkalies and alkaline earths; second, where they exist as carbon-
ates and sulphates, when they come in contact with solutions containing 
the alkalies and alkaline earths or sulphureted hydrogen; third, where they 
exist as sulphates, which in contact with organic matter are reduced to 
sulphides. The metallic sulphides are soluble in waters containing alka-
line sulphides or sulphureted hydrogen, and silica and the earthy bases in 
water containing alkaline carbonates. Solfataric waters (that is, hot waters 
charged with mineral matter arising from some unknown source below) are 
known to contain · sulphureted hydrogen and -the alkaline sulphides and 
carbonates. On the supposition that the metals of these deposits came up 
from the unlfoown source below or were derived from pyrite and galena 
in neighboring rocks, it might be assumed that the iron and lead at least 
were actually brought in as sulphides; in this case, however, it is somewhat 
difficult to conceive the reaction by which the sulphides should replace the 
cabonates of lime and magnesia, and, so far as laboratory experience 
teaches, it would seem necessary that the carbonates should have already 
been dissolved out and carried away before the sulphides were deposited. 
This apparently involves the pre-existing cavity theory. It is, however, 
conceivable that the dissolving out of the former so immediately preceded 
the deposition of the latter that the process was practically an interchange 
of substance for substance, or the commencement of a change from sul-
phide to sulphate may have taken place in presence of the carbonate, and 
1 Allgemeine Geologie, p. 563. 
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the sulphate have been immediately reduced to sulphide again by organic 
matter or other redt;icing agency'.1 
. That the direct replacement of the dolomite by sulphides is not impos-
sible, · however, seems proved by the fact that galena, zinc blende, and 
pyrite are found in nature as pseudomorphs after calc spar, 2 and the last two, 
also, as pseudomorphs after dolomite.3 The sulphates of the metals are more 
or less soluble in water, especially when it contains some free sulphuric 
acid . . Their reduction to sulphide through the agency . of organic matter 
is a matter of common observation. 
The reactions by which the Lead ville deposits might have been made 
from solutions carrying the metals as sulphates are more readily conceiv-
able. In contact with dolomite containing organic matter the sulphates 
would be reduced to sulphides with the formation of carbonic acid. The 
waters thus charged with an excess of carbonic acid would dissolve and 
remove the carbonates of lime and magnesia, which would be replaced by 
the metallic sulphid0s. A~y excess of sulphuric acid would form soluble 
sulphates of lime and magnesia, which would also be carried away. If 
these sulphates were reduced to sulphides they would render the waters 
more capable of dissolving out the dolomite. 
The metals might have been taken up in the form of sulphates by waters 
percolating through rocks, where they might have been brought into this 
combination by the oxidation of sulphides or by the decomposition of sili-
cates. It might also be _conceived that during their passage these sulphates 
would be reduced to sulphides by contact with organic matter before they 
reached the locus of the deposit. 
The most important objection to the hypothesis that the metals were 
brought in as sulphates is that the lead sulphate is so insoluble compared 
with that of iron or zinc; and yet the amount of galena in the ores was 
probably greater than that of zinc blende. 
Sulphide of barium would be precipitated as sulphate of baryta in con-
tact with the lime tone , owing to its relatively greater insolubility than the 
ulphat : of lime and magnesia. 
1J. Roth, All . ' olo"i p. 2:r. 'l J, Roth, op. cit., p , 171. 3 J. Roth, op , ci t ., p. 184. 
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Silica, when brought in by waters containing alkaline carbonates, in 
which it is notably soluble, might form silicates of the alkalies, the carbonic 
· acid of the latter ~erving; as suggested in the case of sulphides, to render 
the waters capable of carrying away the earthy carbonates. Later the com-
bined alkalies might be in part replaced by other bases, such as oxide of 
iron, and in part actually -dissolved out, leaving free silica. 
MODE OF FORMATION. 
It has been ass!:med that the ores of this region were originally 
deposited, first, from aqueous solutions; seconcHy, by a metasomatic inter-
change1 with the country rock; and thirdly, in the form of sulphides. Direct 
evidences of processes which went on in former geological epochs at great 
depths below the surface are necessarily difficult to obtain, especially where, 
as in the present case, the field of observation was confined to material 
which has been more or less altered since those processes had ceased. It 
is therefore necessary in the commencement to assume the more probable 
among possible processes, and then to see to what extent the assumed pro_-
cess may be reconciled with observed facts . 
The agencies by which mineral matter may be carried from one place 
to another within the earth's crust are heat and water, or a combination of 
the two. · It was only in the very infancy of geology that heat alone was 
seriously admitted to be a possible agent for the formation of mineral 
deposits in depth. The nature of such deposits was soon found to be such 
as to preclude the possibility that they might have resulte_d from the con-
solidation of a fused mass. Sublimation, on the other hand, as a means of -
forming such mineral masses, involves a combination of heat, pressure, and 
water, and may therefore in one sense be considered to be a form of aqueous 
solution. Its practical demonstration, however, is confined to laboratory 
experiments, which can at best be but an imperfect imitation of the process 
of nature. The removal of the materials of which ore deposits are formed-by 
the agency of water alone may be observed to be going on in nature af the 
present day. Hence this agency, to which, under the comparatively un·-
1 By metasomatic interchange is meant an interchange of substance, without necessarily iQ.volv-
ing, as does pseudomorphism, the preservation of the original form of the substance replaced or eve~ 
of its original volume. 
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known conditions which prevailed where deeper-seated deposits were formed, 
a certain amo.unt of heat may have been added, is the one adopted by the 
majority of stud·ents of vein phenomena to account for the removal of the 
vein materials from place to place within~ that portion of the earth's crust 
that comes under our obseivation . 
That it was from aqueous solutions that the Leadville vein materials 
were deposited is a necessary corollary of the assumption that the deposi-
tion took place as a metasomatic interchange between them and the country 
rocks, since the various materials of which they consist could have been 
brought in and the dolomite and other rock substances have been removed 
only by the agency of water. A further necessary corollary of the meta-
somatic interchange is that the ores were not deposited in pre-existing 
cavities, as is generally assumed to be the case in ore deposits, particularly 
those in limestone. The three assumptions being thus interdependent, evi-
dence in favor of either may be considered, in so far, a proof of the others, 
and it will not be necessary to consider them separately. Direct evidence 
that the original sulphides in the region were deposited in this manner is 
necessarily difficult to obtain, where secondary alteration has gone so far as 
it has in Lead ville; but indirect and negative evidence is abundant. When 
the unoxidized deposits have been thoroughly opened by future explora-
tions, so that it will be possible to study them in their unaltered and original 
condition, an opportunity will be offered for testing the correctness of the 
deductions here made. 
1ndirect evidence.-In their present condition there can be no doubt that 
the ore bodies are a replacement of the country rock. In the case of the 
lime tone deposits they grade off gradually into the country rocks, the 
only regular outlines of the bodies being those which are formed by the 
· ntact of the lime tone with the adjoining porphyry; the other outlines 
r irr O'Ul r and ill-defined. Not only are fragments of unaltered limestone 
£ und entirely inclo ed within the ore bodies but the latter sometimes 
' u ) h entire I ace between surrounding sheets of porphyry, which 
th l ui 'l .-tru ·ture how must have been formerly occupied by the 
he chemical analyses of the ores and vein mate-
lime and magnesia to be constant constituents, 
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decreasing proportionally from the outer limits of the body toward its inte--
rior. ·when these substances are in sufficie-ntly large proportion to be visi-
ble to the eye, they are seen to be, not in the crystalline condition in which 
they would be expected to be if they were brought into a pre-existing cavity 
and then deposited, but in the same granular condition in which they exist 
in the country rock. Although it may be said that the present outlines of the 
oxidized ore bodies are not necessarily the same as those of the original sul-
phide deposits, it is probable, from the study that has been made of the proc-
esses of alteration, that they preserve a general proportion and relation to 
those outlines, and do not vary from-them sufficiently to invalidate the deduc-
tion that the original deposits could not have been made in open caves. The 
deposits in rocks other than limestone consist of metallic minerals and of 
altered portions of the country rock, in which the structure of the latter can 
sometimes be still traced, and are not the regular layers of matter foreign to 
the country rock, which results from the filling of a pre-existing fissure or 
cavity by materials brought in from a distance and deposited 'along the walls. 
In the case of the still unaltered sulphide deposits of Ten-Mile district~ 
which may reasonably be assumed to have been formed in an analogous 
way, the arrangement of the particles of the original rock can frequently 
be seen to be preserv€d in the metallic minerals, which maintain a certain 
parallelism with the original bedding planes in the lines defined by minute 
changes in these minerals. 
Negative evidence is afforded by the absence of that condition of things 
which would naturally be expected to exist if the ore bodies had been 
deposited in pre-existing cavities, as has been assumed to be the case by 
those who have contented themselves with this a priori assumption founded 
on the theory generally given in text-books, without taking time to study 
the phenomena as they actually exist. The common character of caves 
which have been dissolved 01tt of limestone is that their walls are coated 
with a layer of silt or clay, which has been left undissolved by the perco-
lating waters, and that these walls, where undisturbed, have ·a peculiar sur-
face of little cup-shaped irregularities. There is also almost invariably an 
accumulation at the bottom of the cave of irregular fragments of limestone, · 
which have broken off from its sides or roof. Observation shows us, more· 
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over, that deposits of mineral matter made in pre-existing cavities are in 
more or less regular layers, parallel with the walls of the cavity, and that 
where this approaches a spherical shape, even in a slight degree, these layers 
are concentric. The most perfect type of this arrangement is seen in the 
agates which fill geodes. 
Were the ore bodies of Lead ville the filling of pre-existing cavities, 
not only would it be expected th.at a certain parall~lism within the walls or an 
arrangement in layers of their various mineral constituents should have ex-
isted, but these walls would have been defined by a 9istinct clayey selvage, 
all of which could hardly have been entirely obliterated by the secondary 
alteration which has taken place. Further, an examination of the outlines 
of these ore bodies afforded by the maps and sections shows the physical 
impossibility of their having once been open cavities. ·what would have 
supported the roofs of such broad continuous openings .as they would rep-
resent, or, in cases where they occupy sensibly the entire space between 
two sheets of porphyry, why did these sheets not close together~ Again, 
how could such cavities have been formed at the depth at which these 
deposits were originally formed, which it has been shown must have been 
about 10,000 feet below the rock surface~ 
The caves · which now exist in the limestones of this region are of 
extremely recent origin, and, as has been shown, cut-through limestone and 
ore bodies indiscriminately. The action of the surface waters which formed 
them is therefore not only recent, but more _ 1~ecent than that which pro-
duced the greater part of the secondary : alteration of the ore bodies. 
Those who maintain that the deposits in limestone have necessarily been 
deposited in pre-existing cavities do not in all cases,1 it is true, distinctly 
state that these cavities must have been formed by surface waters; but it 
yet remains to be proved that any of the caves which are s-o commonly 
found in limestones have been formed at any great distance from the sur-
face. The majority certainly have not, and, since it is generally admitted 
that the power of easily dissolving limestones is acquired by the waters 
1 P~of. _J. . . ewberry ( cbool of Mines Quarterly, March 1880) distinctly states that tbe west-
rod p . 1t m l1m tone bave b en deposited in caves which, like the Mammoth Cave, were formed by 
nrlac wat r , ancl that probably the e c1 po its ,vm prove of limited extent in depth since the exca. 
va.ti n f Jim t n '' mo he confined to the zon traver eel by surface drainage." ' 
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from the free carbonic acid and organic acids which they take up at the 
surface, it seems probable that these would have been neutralized and the 
solvent power· largely lost long befo~·e they could have reached depths 
comparable with those at which these deposits were formed. 
ORIGIN · OR SOURCE OF THE MBT ALLIC MINERALS. 
Ascension or lateral secretion.-The origin of the metallic contents of ore de-
posits has been, from the very earliest days of geology, a most fruitful theme 
of speculation and theorizing, probably for the very_reason that so little has 
been done toward obtaining data, founded upon actual observations or 
experiments, to support one theory or exclude another. In the days of the 
bitter contes_ts between N eptunists and Plutonists the supporters of either 
school allowed only the ·extreme alternatives, that the vein materials were 
washed into the veins from the surface ( descension theory) or that they 
were forced into them in a molten condition from below ( ascension theory). 
Probably-in either case, in the heat of the contest, they went beyond the 
real opinion of the originators of the school, for it does not appear from the 
writings of ~ erner, 1 the father of the N eptunist school, that he himself 
went further than to maintain that veins were filled by degosit from solu-
tions reaching them from above, without attempting to indicate the source 
· from which these solutions derived their metallic contents. The idea of the 
original ascensionists, or more properly, injectionists, that the mineral con-
tents of ore deposits could have been injected into their present position in 
a fused state, is so opposed to all observed facts that it has long since been 
abandoned; and probably no one would maintain that original or~ deposits 
are derived from waters at_ present flowing on the surface. 
There still remains a tendency among writers to separate themselv~s 
into upholders of modifications of one or the other of these original theories; 
but an impartial examination of their views shows that, so far as their foun-
dation in well-ascertained facts or on legitimate deductions from these facts 
goes, there is really no great essential difference between them. Thus the 
French geologists, who, by the prominence given to the synthetic experi-
ments of Senarmont, Daubree, and others, may be considered to be the 
1 A. G. Werner_, Neue Theorie der Entstehnng der Gange. 1791. 
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legitimate inheritors of the ascension or injection theory, now modified into 
the sublimation theory, themselves admit that it is practically an aqueous 
solution, even if in a gaseous form, from which they derive the metallic .con-
tents of their deposits.1 And among _ those who professedly maintain that 
most ores are probably deposited by percolating waters, but who would dis-
tinguish lateral secretion from ascension or descension, there is fundament-
ally so mu~h held in common that differences seem slight.2 
rrhat some ore deposits have necessarily been deposited from solution 
is admitted by all geologists who have made special studies of the subject, 
a-nd that the greater part of them have been, so formed is maintained by a 
large and ever-increasing class. Geological investigations have also shown 
that within the rocks forming the crust of the earth, so far as observation 
has yet reached, there is a constant circulation of waters carrying more or 
less mineral matter in solution,. and that no rock is absolutely impermeable. 
There are therefore both upward and downward currents, it being g·ener-
ally assumed that the latter are surface waters sinking under the influence 
of gravity and the former the same waters rising under that of the-internal 
heat of the earth. It will be readily apparent, however, that such move-
ment is not necessarily vertical in either direction, but will t~ke its immedi-
ate direction from the character of the rock mass through which it is passing; 
that there will be a tendency of waters, filling capillary passages and minute 
fissures, to seek larger channels on joint, fault, and stratification planes, 
along which their movement will be more free; farther, that, in case of 
waters passing along such channels and carrying mineral matter in solution, 
this mineral matter will be deposited where the conditions of the inclosing 
rock are such as to favor a chemical precipitatiop or interchange, and that 
such precipitation will be most ~bundant where for ·any cause there is some 
A. de L apparent, Traite de Geologie, p. 1170. Paris, 18.:33. 
2 Thus Joseph L e Conte, in his article on the Genesis of Ore Deposits (Amer. Jour. of Sci., May, 
1 3), while devoting much space to disproving the theory of Saudberger, as exposed iu his receut 
R arched on Ore Deposits, i really of the same opinion as the latter on most essentia.l poinrs. The 
main point f diff r nee betweeu the two appears to be that, while Le Conte maintains that the phe-
nom oa f, t amboat pring and Sulphur Bauk, where deposits are actually o-oino- 00 at tllc nresent 
d 1Y, honld l> tak 11 a a typ of all depo it aud may serve as a ba. is fur ab ge;;eral theory-, Sand-
1 _r' r c O _id r th m xceptional ca e and their conditiou not nece::1 arily the same that 11reva ile1l 
·1th d •p 11. form lat , •r>at d pth b •low th t-;nrface. 
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interruption in the regular flow of the current, as rapidly moving waters 
deposit much less readily than those whose movement is very slow. 
Admitting the above conditions, it would seem, a priori, impossible to 
assign any general direction of movement to currents from which ores . are 
deposited, and that each individual deposit must be studied by itself in 
order to determine, by its geological relations, from which direction the 
depositing solntions probably came. The admission that ore bodies have 
been deposited by currents of circulating waters logically involves the 
admission tha,t they may have been upward, downward, or lateral currents, 
according as the conditions at time of deposition favored either direction 
of approach to the locus of deposit. While the determination of this direc-
1ion in a . special district is of the utmost importance from an economical 
point of view, since by it the explorations for the continuation ·of ore bodies 
must be largely guided, its theoretical importance as bearing upon the gen-
eral question-of the origin of ore deposits seems to have been hitherto much 
exaggerated. 
Source of metals. -In speculations as to the source from which the metallic 
contents of ore deposits are derived, a distinction should also be made 
between the immediate and the ultimate source. 
The ultimate source is as much a purely speculative matter as the 
nebular hypothesis. Since according to this hypothesis the earth in its 
present condition is the result of gradual cooling from an incandescent mass, 
and since moreover the specific gravity of the rocky crust which is exposed 
to observation is very much less than that of the whole mass of the earth, 
it is a legitimate conclusion that the heavy metals must be in much larger 
proportions in the interior of the earth than in the rocky crust. Although 
this view is generally admitted by geologists at the present d~ty, _it is evi-
dent that its basis is somewhat negative, since, like the nebular hypothesis 
upon which it is founded, it cannot be proved in the present state of science 
by actual experiment or observation. Volcanic emanations and thermal 
springs have been found to contain metallic minerals, as have also the 
waters of the ocean, but it cannot be stated definitely from what depth they 
have come in the former case, nor whether, in the latter ca,se, they may 
not have been ultimately derived from the same indefinite, deep-seated 
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source. It would seem proper, therefore, in a practical treatise like the 
present, to leave out of consideration altogether the ultimate and purely 
speculative source and to confine the investigation to the more immediate 
source, about which it is possible to obtain some actual and demonstrable 
evidence. 
As circulating waters must take up as well as throw down their metal-
lic contents, it is evident that under varying conditions the same material 
may have been deposited more than once and in more than one form since 
it reached that part of the rocky crust of the earth which is open to actual 
observation. There may be, therefore, intermediate sources between the 
ultimate_ and the immediate, but which, like the ultimate, are removed from 
actual demonstration. 
It is common practice to say of any ore deposit, not distin_ctly sedi-
mentary, that it has come from below, and to rest content with this state-
- . 
ment, which, even if not susceptible of direct proof, has the merit that in 
one sense it cannot be disproved. This practice ·evidently had its origin 
in the fact that early writers :upon ore deposits used as the type deposit, 
upon which to fou~d their theories, the nearly vertical fissure vein. This 
they assumed to -be the filling of a pre-existing open crack, extending indefi-
nitely toward the center of the earth, by heated solutions arising from 
great depths; as these solutions approached the surface of the earth_ and 
were consequently relieved of the great pressure to which they were sub-
ject in the depths, by reason of that rAlief they gradually deposited their 
contents on the walls of the fissure until it was completely filled. While 
under the theoretical conditions assumed this hypothesis might afford an 
adequate explanation of the manner of deposition in such a vein, it is by 
no means proved that such conditions exist in nature, and therefore the 
explanation, so readily given in most cases, is generally inadequate and not 
founded upon a sufficient study of the geological conditions. 
IR the case,,of the Leadville deposits the inadeq~acy and even falsity 
of thi explanation, except as applied to the ultimate source from which the 
metal may have been derived, is readily apparent. 
T n the fir t lace, the geological study of the district has shown that 
th Y mu t hav e n t rm 1 beneath a thickness of at least ten thommnd 
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feet of , superincumbent rocks and an unknown amount of sea water. If 
they had been deposited from hot ascending solutions, as the result of a relief 
of pressure, it would na\urally be expected that the bulk of the deposit would 
have been found in the upper_ part of this mass of rocks, where the pressure 
wcis least, instead of at its base. 
Secondly, as at the time of deposit the sedimentary beds in which they 
occur were horizontal and relatively undisturbed, if the deposit had been 
made from ascending currents it would naturally be expected that the proc-
ess of deposition should have acted from the lower surface of the beds up-
wards, instead of from the upper surface downwards, as is shown to have 
been the case in the Blue Limestone, which carries the bulk of the ores. 
T'hirdly, as far as present investigations ha;e extended, there is a 
noticeable absence, in the region of greatest ore development, of channels 
extending downwards, through which the ascending solutions might have 
come. The vast majority of eruptive bodies are in the furm of nearly hori-
zontal sheets, parallel with the stratification. The few approximately verti-
cal bodies that have come under observation afford no evidence that their 
walls form part of a channel through which the ore currents came up from 
below. 
The above considerations seem sufficiently conclusive evidence against 
adopting upward ·currents as the direct source of the ore deposits of Lead-
ville. The principal water channel at the time of deposition was evidently 
the upper contact of the Blue Limestone with an overlying porphyi7, and 
from this surface they penetrated downwards into the mass of the lime-
stone. It may be assumed, therefore, that the currents were descending 
under the influence of gravity, rather than ascending under the influence 
of heat. 
It is well known that percolating waters circulate freely in every direc-
tion through massive or eruptive rocks, owing to the effect which cooling 
and weathering have of splitting them into irregular blocks, while in sedi-
. mentary rocks, however permeable, the bedding-planes are naturally the 
easiest for them to follow. If, then, at the time of deposition the prevailing 
direction of the ore currents had been down wards, it is easy to conceive 
that they would have descended freely through the overlying porphyry 
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masses and would have been diverted temporari]y from a vertical to a hori-
zontal course along the stratification plane of the first sedimentary bed they 
reached, and that, when this was a comparatively soluble rock like the dolo-
mitic limestone of Leadville, they would eat their way gradually into it, 
either from this surface or from cracks throu.gh which they were here and 
there able to penetrate its mass. A downward current seems, therefore, to 
best suit the facts thus far observed with regard to the Leadville deposits. 
It might be objected that a downward current would not necessarily be hot, 
but it has been found by experiment and observation that metallic minerals 
may be taken up by cold water, though not so rapidly as by hot. More-
over, it is probable that the intrusive bodies retained for a long time suffi-
cient heat to sensibly raise the temperature of waters coming in contact with 
them. 
In looking, then, for the immediate· source whence the waters by which 
these ores were deposited derived their metallic contents, which source 
should be within a limited distance of the locus of the deposits, since it can-
not be supposed that the waters would travel for a great distance through 
rocks of varying composition without suffering considerable change in the 
material they held in ,solution, it would seem natural to consider the rocks 
in the vicinity of these deposits, and especially those overlying them. 
Metallic contents of country rocks.-It was resolved in the ·early stages of the 
work to make a -careful chemical examination of all the rock varieties of the 
region·, as far as circumstances would admit, selecting comparatively unal-
tered rocks, which might be supposed to retain most of their metallic con-
tents, and those sufficiently removed from any kn°',vn ore channels to be 
free from the suspicion of having received these contents from the waters 
exuding from such channels. 
This investigation was undertaken solely for the purpose of obtaining 
facts which might explain the condition of things existing in the region, 
and was conducted without the bias of any preconceived general_ theory. 
Indeed, in the opinion of the writer, our knowledge of the ore deposits of 
the world i till to limited and uperficial to admit of the formul~ting of 
· ny enerally and univer ally appli able theory. On the other hand, the 
rig t f what may e n idered actual evidence, as distinguished from 
DERJV A'I'ION FROM NEIGHBORING ROCKS. 
pure rpeculation, seems to be in favor of the lateral-secretiqn theory in its 
broader acceptation. Geologists whose ackno"'::ledgecl ability and wide 
experience give weight to their opinion have already made the general-
ization that the majority of the ore deposits, whether in crystalline or in 
sedimentary rocks, are found, if not in actual contact with, at least in the 
immediate vicinity of, eruptive rocks. The experience of the writer would 
lead him to qualify this generalization by adding that it is with the older 
and generally intrusive rocks of eruptive origin that valuable ore bodies are 
most frequently associated, while they are rare in regions where these rocks 
only form surface flows or are outpourings of actual volcanic vents. As 
there is no ground for assmning that the latter rocks would be freer from 
heavy metals than the former, the reason for these associations would have 
to be found in the fact that the older rocks have been exposed longer to the 
action of percolating waters and the deeper rocks have been more acces-
sible to the waters containing materials that would readily dissolve the 
metals. 
4s regards the derivation of ore materials from neighboring rocks, G. 
Bischof, who has rendered most important services to geology in removing 
it from a speculative to an inductive _basis, first gave an authoritative and 
decided opinion in these words: 1 ''Asa general consequence of the relations 
between the matrices of lodes, the rocks adjoining them, and their condition, 
as well as those between different lodes, it may be inferred that all the sub-
stances contained in the lodes have been derived from the adjoining rocks." 
Both Breithaupt 2 and von Cotta 3 admit the probability of this deriva-
tion, provided the existence of the vein materials in the country rock can 
be proved. Bischof had already proved this foi: the gangue materials, but 
his investigations had not been carried further, and the existence of the 
heavy metals in the country rocks still remained to be demonstrated. To 
this task Dr. F. Sandberger has devoted himself, as he tells us, 4 since 1873. 
Up to that time he had been an ad vacate of the ascension theory, but after 
having by careful analysis detected all the vein materials of a certain dis-
1 G. Bischof, Chemical and Physical Geology, ill, p. f18. 
i Paragenesis cler Mineralien, p. 119. 1849. 
3 Lagerstatten der Erze. I, p. li7; II, pp. 297 et seq. 1859 
4 Unterw1 <1hungen iiber Erzga.uge. "Wiesbaden, 1882. 
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trict in the adjoining country rocks he was led to make extended investiga-
tions of the country rocks of ore deposits in general, not contenting himself 
with a simple lump analysis of the rock, but separating out its individual 
constituents and_ analyzing them separately. He now claims that he has 
· thus been able to discover all the metals occurring in veins, and that they 
are mainly contained in the basic silicates of crystalline rocks, such as mica, 
hornblende, and augite. He has also analyzed the waters of many thermal 
springs, and concludes that the metals contained in these are not deposited 
in their channels, but only at the mouths, where they are practically in con-
tact with the atmosphere, and, while he considers further similar investiga·· 
tions desirable, he holds that what he bas already determined proves the 
general inapplicability of the thermal-spring origin for fissu·re veins, ·which 
have mostly been formed at depths where the influence of the atmosphere 
would not be felt. Whether Dr. Sandberger's conclusions be accepted in 
their entirety or not, the results of his investigations are certainly very sug-
gestive. Both he and. Bisehof consider the silicates more probable sources 
of the metals than the disseminated pyrites so abundantly found in erup-
tive rocks, which they hold not to be original constituents thereof. 
In the present investigation it was not feasible to follow Sandberger's 
method of analyzing the separate- constituents of all the different rocks, 
which involves a great expenditure of time and the use of elaborate chem-
ical apparatus. Moreover, the porphyries h1 the vicinity of LeadviJle con-
tain no basic silicates in a sufficiently undecomposed state to be separated 
out. Lump analyses alone were then practicable, hut by the employment 
of dry methods it was possible to make a greater number of tests and detect 
extremely minute traces of silver and gold, which by Sandberger's method 
could hardly have been found. Lead and barium were also sought for in 
the wet way. rrhe other principal constituents of the ores, silica, iron, and 
manganese, are o universally disseminated that a special search was con-
idered unnece ary. The methods pursued and the details of the results 
l)tain d ar et £ rth in Appendix B. More than twice the number of 
a. ·ay' there giv n f r g ld and ilver were originally made, but after they 
h 11 1 e n mr l t d a po i le urce of error wa discovered, which led 
t , r titi r f th t t in the ca e f all fi r which material remained. 
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The discrepancies in these were not such as to have affected the final con-
clusion, but it was considered best to publish only those whose positive 
results were beyond a doubt. 1 Comparatively few sedimentary rocks were 
tested, for the reason that in all ca,ses where not evidently exposed to the 
influence of ·the ore currents they were found to be barren of all the essen-
tial vein iriaterials. 
Baryta determinatio.ns.-Baryta forms an essential constituent of one vari-
ety of feldspar (hyalophane ), which contains from 9 to 20 per cent. of it, 
and it has also been found in small amounts in andesine, oligoclase, and 
ortboclase feldspars, where it is generally associated with strontia; probably 
both might have been found much more frequently if analysts had made 
a special search for them. As these substances are generally recognized as 
possible constituents of eruptive rocks, it was not considered necessary to 
make a great many tests in order to establish the possibility that the barite 
in the Leadville deposits might have been derived from the neighboring 
rocks. As strontium repl~ces barium to a certain extent in the Leadville 
mineral, its occurrence is also of significance. Neither of these substances 
was found in the sedimentary rocks analyzed, but from eruptive rocks were 
obtained as follows: 
Bari,um ancl strontium in eruptive rncks. 
Rook. I Bao I SrO 
______________ ! ___ , __ _ 
Locality. 
White Porphyry . . . . . . . . . . . California gulch q uarr.v. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 03 I Trace 
P yritiferous Porphyry...... White's Hill.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O. 098 . . . . . . . . . . " 
Do . .. . .... .. ........... . ..... do............... .. ........ . ............. Trace . ..... . .. . 
Do .... . ............... . White's Hill, Malvinatunnel................. Trace . . .... ... . 
Gray Porphyry ............. Near Onota, Johnson gulch....... . .. . ........ ... .... . . o. 08 
Lincoln Porphyry . . . . . . . . . Summit of Mount Lincoln . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . o. 07 
Porphyrite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . North Mosquito amphitheatel' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace 
H.v persthene.andesite . . . . . . Buffalo Peaks. ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace Trace 
In one specimen each of Mount Zion ·Porphyry, porphyrite, and rhy-
olite, neither baryta nor strontia was found. Thus out of eleven specimens 
tested five contained baryta, five strontia, and in three neither was detected. 
Lead determinations.-Lead has also b.een detected in feldspars, though less 
frequently than baryta. 
1 For this reason the averages vary slightly from those assumed at the time the abstract of this 
Teport was written. 
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Among the rocks tested during this investigation it was found in a single 
specimen only of sedimentary rock, a sandstone impregnated with pyrite, 
probably derived from the adjoining Pyritiferous Porphyry. As the quanti-
tative results are given in full in Table III, Appendix B, they need only 
be presented in the following abbreviated form here: 
Lead in er-uptive rock8. 
Rock. 
i Number of I specimens 
tested for 
. PbO. 
Nun:ib.er I in ~hicte~o 
con.tammg PbO wa.s 
PbO. found. 
1-------1- - ----1----1----, 
White Porphyry .•...••... 2 
Gray Porph:ny ... .•.... - · 
1 
1 
Lincoln Porphyry .••.... , 3 I 2 
Pyritiferous Porphyry.... 8 
1 
8 
Porphyrite . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . 2 1 
\ Granite ................. -- -~--1-~ _
1 
___ _
I Total...... . . . . . . . . .. 18 i 15 
Of the above specimens all except granite and porphyrite belong to a 
higher geological horizon than the Blue Limestone. The results given in 
Table III are those which were obtained from that portion of the rock solu-
ble in strong acids. In only three cases was the insoluble part fused and 
subjected to further treatment. In these cases more lead was obtained from 
the insoluble part than from the soluble. It may therefore be assumed that 
had the same treatment been pursued in each case the results would have 
been even more conclusive as to the prevalence of lead in appreciable quan~ 
tities i~ the igneous rocks of the region. The greater portion obtained in 
the second treatment existed undoubtedly in the form of silicate, since most 
of the sulphide contained in the rock, whether original or secondary, would 
have yielded to the acid treatment. But it does not necessarily follow that 
all the lead obtained by the first treatment was associated with the pyrite, 
for the analysis of pyrite from the Pyritiferous Porphyry treated separately 
ives only 0.0019 per cent. PbO, while the average of eight specimens of the 
rock gives .0020 in the soluble portion alone. 
a further illu tration, Table III gives the result of an examination 
f r zin f two rocks from the Ten-Mile district, where the ores are highly 
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zinciferous. They are 0.008 and 0.0043 per cent. ZnO, respectively, with 
an appreciable amount of CoO as well. Of the grani~es, the one containing 
lead is of eruptive type, the other rather a granite gneiss. 
Had time and laboratory facilities permitted, these results might have 
been greatly multiplied and the analyses made much more exhaustive; but, 
although the existence of lead in such connection inferentially implies that 
of gold or silver also, it was thought wiser to obtain direct proof of the 
occurrence of these metals as well. 
Silver and gold determinations.-The quantitative results of these determina-
tions, together with a statement of the methods employed, will be found in 
Appendix H. The following table presents the results given in Table IV -
in a condensed and more comprehensive form: 
Silve1· and gold in etuptive 1·ocks. 
I I ( 
Number of Number Numuer Number 
Rock. specimens containing containing in which 
neither was tested. silver. gold. found. 
White Porphyry .............. 11 3 (?) 8 
Gray Porphyry ............... 3 3 I 1 0 Lincoln Porphyry ...•........ 6 5 0 1 
Pyritiferous Porphyry ..•.... . ]0 9 3 1 
Sacramento Porphyry ..•.•.•. 1 1 0 0 
Green Porphyry .............. 1 1 0 0 
Diorite (augite) ............... 1 1 0 0 
Porphyrite ..............•••.. 6 6 0 0 
A.ndesite (hornblendic) ....... 1 1 0 0 ; 
Rhyolite ...•.................. 1 I 0 0 
Tracbyte .... ............ .... . 1 1 0 0 
Granite ....................... 2 0 0 2 
Total .................... 44 32 
I 
4 12 
In discussing the above results it is important to consider the present 
conditiop, position, and composition of the different rock masses. It must 
be borne in mind also that the negative results are not absolute, but mean 
merely that the specimen tested does not contain more than 0.0000068 
per cent. of silver, or 0.002 ounce to the ton. Such quantities are, it is true, 
almost infinitely small; so also is the amo1fnt of _time and water allowed for 
their leaching almost infinitely great. 
The White Porphyry is the most universally decomposed rock in the 
reg1011. Nowhere was it possible to obtain it jn an absolutely fresh state, 
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but the rock of dikes was found to most nearly approach this condition. 
'The three specimens which were found to contain silver came from dikes, 
while all the others came from the main sheet overlying the Blue Lime-
stone. Considering this fact a.lone, it might be assumed that the metallic 
contents had already been leached out of this sheet. On the other hand, 
the rock in its unaltered, normal condition apparently contained a very 
small proportion of basic silicate; and of pyrite, if it existed as an original 
constituent, but little trace is left. 
On the other hand, the Pyritiferous Porphyry, which stands at the 
opposite encl of the scale as regards its contents in gold and silver, although 
generally decomposed at the surface, is less so than the White Porphyry, 
and its interior is less deeply exposed, either by erosion or by underground 
workings. It also contains a larger proportion of basic silicates. ltR most, 
striking feature is the enormous amount of pyrite that it contains, amount-
ing, on an average, to about 4 per cent. of its mass. Part, at least, of 
this pyrite is original, as it is found included within the crystals of quartz. 
Both pyrite and galena are occasionally found, however, coating the joint-
ing planes of the rock, in which case they are undoubtedly secondary. 
From a consideration of the quantitative results given for this rock in 
Table IV, it is evident that, while the traces of gold in the rock might have 
been contained in the pyrite, all the silver could not thus be accounted for. 
The average assay of the ten specimens of Pyritiferous Porphyry is 0.2773 
ounce Ag per ton; but one of these might be considered abnormal, since 
it alone contains more than the sum of the other nine. Rejecting this, the 
average of the other nine specimens is. 0.0265 ounce Ag. rrhe pyrite, sep-
arated and as ·ayed alone, gave O,l;90 ounce Ag, or 0.0013 i per cent.; but 
in a rock ontaining 4 per cent. of such pyrite, which was the estj mate 
btainecl y a careful mechanical separation of this material from a Pyritif-
er u.· Porphyry of average composition, there would only be 0.0156 ounce 
A a- per ton, r le· . than three-fifths of the above average of nine specimens. 
mi~'ture f galena and pyrite, also se})arated from the rock and 
c ·aycd h 'it. "lf, ga-v 2.4 unce. Ag to the ton, or 0.00823 per cent. From 
ra1>1 Ill it is £ un that the eight pecimens of Pyritiferous Porp 1ry 
cl h, -vc an< · rage f .002 2; per cent PbO in the soluble portion, or 
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what may be assumed to have been in the form of sulphide. This would 
correspond to 0.002277 per cent. of impure galena, assuming impure galena 
to bear the · relation to PbO of eight to nine. If this galena carries 0.00823 
per cent. Ag, as above, 0.002277 X 0.00823 = 0.0000177 per cent. Ag, or 
0.0051 ounce to the ton, ~vould be the amount it contributed to the total 
silver contents of the rock. If this be added to the amount to be derived 
from pyrite, 0.0156 + 0.0051 = 0.0207 ounce, it is still less than the average, 
0.0265 ounce, given for the above average rock. 
But the tests for lead show that a considerabl~ portion is contained in 
the silicates (in the three specimens in ·which this test was made, about 
three-fifths of the whole amount); and, if the silver is assumed to be neces-
sarily associated with the lead in the rock, this would amply account for 
the remaining 0.0058 ounce. 
Of the other porphyries the most significant are the Lincoln and the 
Gray, which, as has already been shown, are practically the same type of 
rock. Both have a much larger proportion of basic silicates than the White 
Porphyry. Of the two the Gray is to outward appearance the· more de-
composed, but in the Lincoln Porphyry microscopical examination shows 
that alteration of the basic silicates has already set in, and it is probable 
that the more decomposed appearance of the Gray Porphyry is due to the 
action of surface vrnters on the other constituents, mainly the feldspars. It 
is noticeable that the Lincoln Porphyry from Clinton gulch, which con-
tafos the most silver, is the only one which contains pyrite; also, that the 
others are from a region where there has been a considerable concentration 
of metals in ore deposits, which is not the case, so far as known, in Clinton 
gulch. 
,vith the exception of the Sacramento Porphyry the other rocks haYe 
no apparent association with important ore deposits. It is significent that 
the diorite given in Table IV contains augite, hornblende, and mica, 
whereas two other diorites assayed, and in which no silver was found, con-
tained a very small proportion of basic silicates. In the recent erupti,·e 
rocks there is also an apparent relation between,:the amount of basic 
minerals and the contents in silver. In Nevadite, in which they are almost 
• 
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. entirely wanting, :uo silver was found, while the trachyte and andesite, 
· which contain more of these minerals than the Black Hill rhyolite, also 
contain more silver. 
Although the above facts are not sufficiently conclusive to afford ab--
solute proof that the metallic contents of the deposits were entirely derived 
from the eruptive rocks, they certainly show the possibility and even prob-
ability that this source furnished a part at least of the vein materials. 
The actual percentage of metals found may seem very small; on the 
other hand, it should be remembered that the amount of time and of water 
allowable for the leaching process may have been almost indefinitely large. 
The present porphyry bodies, moreover, are of enormous extent as .compared 
with the actual size of the deposits, while the amount of porphyry that has 
been removed by erosion since the deposits were first made, though it can-
not be accurately estimated, must have been even larger. 
Possible contents of porphyry bodies.-fo order to show that even with the 
small percentages given in the above table the possible contents of 
the porphyry bodies are amply adequate to account for the amount of ore 
thus far developed in the district, a hypothetical calculation will be made 
based on these percentages and on the probable bulk of one of the por-
phyry bodies, taking first the amount assumed to exist now and second a 
conservative estimate of the amount which existed at the time of original 
ore deposition, and before any of it had been removed by erosion. For 
this purpose the Pyritiferous Porphyry will be chosen, since a greater 
number of tests of this rock have been made than of any other. 
The present area of outcrop of the Pyritiferous Porphyry may be 
taken, in round numbers, as 5,000 X 10,000 feet= 50,000,000 square feet. 
If it is assumed that it originally extended westward to the foot of Car-
bonate Hill, north to the line of Yankee Hill, south to that of Printer Boy 
Hill, and but little beyond its present boundaries to the eastward, it would 
have covered a square area of 10,ooox20,000=200,ooo,ooo square feet, 
or four times the assumed area of its present outcrop. The specific gravity 
f Pyritiferous Porphyry, obtained as an average of four speci~1ens, is 
2. . Therefore one ton (2,000 pounds) of this rock would occupy 12.27 
u ic fe t; ay 12½ for convenience of calculation. 
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This porphyry is assumed to contain 4 per cent. of pyrite (Fe82 =4.00). 
From Table III, Appendix B, its contents of protoxide of lead, as an aver-
age of the eight specimens tested, is 0.C,02025 per cent. in the soluble por-
tion; or, assuming, from the proportion found in· the insoluble portion of the 
three specimens in which it was tested, that this represents only two-fifths 
of the entire lead contents, the average contents of the whole rock would 
be PbO . 0.0050625 per cent. From Table IV the average of ten speci-
mens assayed for silver is found to be 0.2773 ounce per ton, or, rejecting 
the richest of these ten specimens as above the normal, the average of the 
remaining nine specimens is 0.0265 ounce silver per ton of Pyritiferous 
Porphyry. 
The probable thickness of the porphyry sheets it is rather difficult to 
estimate. The sections as .drawn give a maximum thickness of about fifteen 
hundred feet, and an unknown ·thickness has been eroded away. It may 
not be unreasonable to assume i, 000 feet as the average thickness of the 
original body. From the above-assumed data would be o~tained, as the 
contents of the present and original areas of Pyritiferous Porphyry, re-
spectively, and on the basis of the two different values for lead and silver 
given above, the following: 
Content~ of Pyritiferous Porphyry. Designation. 
Amount of porphyry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Tons ........... . 
Amount of J)yrite, at 4- per cent...... . . • . . . . . . . . . . Tons ........... . 
f 
1 
fat 0.002025 per cent. PbO. . . . . . . Tons ....... ____ _ 
Amount O ga en:1 l at 0.00506:!5 pe; cent. PbO. •. . . . Tons ........... . 
f il { at 0.0265 ounce per ton ........ . Ounces ...•..... 
Amount O s ver at 0.2775 ounce per ton......... Ounces ........ . 
In area of pres-
ent outcrop. 
4, 000, 000, 000 
160, 000, 000 
8,675,000 
21,687, 750 
106, 000, 000 
1, 109, 000, 000 
In area of 
assumed origi-
nal body. 
16, 000, 000, 000 
64-0, 000, 000 
34,700,000 
86,751,000 
424-, 000, 000 
4, 436, 000, 000 
To obtain an · actual average of the metallic contents of this or any 
other body of porphyry would have required a systematic sampling of the 
rock and the taking of specimens at given and equal distances, not only on 
its surface but through its mass in depth, for the tests already made show 
that the metals are not evenly distributed, but vary in an apparently arbi-
trary manner. Such a sampling is manifestly not practicable, nor would 
the expenditure of labor and time required by it be advisable if it were, 
since in the present state of explorations in this region it is impossible to 
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trace with any degree of certainty the processes of original ore deposition. 
The most that could be hoped for was to indicate the possible methods by 
which the deposition might have taken place and to weigh the probabilities-
afforded by ascertained facts in favor of one or the other of these methods. 
The foregoing reasons seem to favor the probability that the ores may have 
been derived, in part at least, from one or more of the bodies of porphyry 
which occur in the region, and the above figures show that the small per-
centages of the metals still existing in these rocks might furnish an ade-
quate amount of material to form the known ore bodies. 
The most uncertain element in all these calculations and hypotheses is 
the form and extent of the porphyry bodies in depth beyond the limit of 
present explorations. The form given to these bodies in the sections is, as. 
has already been stated, only hypothetical, though founded on deductions 
from many actual observations and in all probability correct in its main 
outlines. Still it is probable that there are more vents or channels from. 
below through which the bodies have reached their present position than 
are shown there, but their number and position can only be determined 
by actual exploration. It is possible that in future years, when mine· 
workings shall have be"en extended over areas where the ore horizon 
exists at considerable depths below the surface and other eruptive channels 
have been found and critically examined, evidence may be obtained that 
ore solutions have ascended along these channels from below. Such evi-
dence will not, however, necessarily preclude the derivation· of part of the 
metals from the country rocks, and at present that derivation is the only 
one which has the support of actual though somewhat indirect proof. 
Another element of uncertainty, and one which renders it difficult to 
decide from what particular variety of porphyry the metals of the deposits 
, ere derived, is the impossibility of determining the form and character of 
th p rphyry bodie '. whi ·h have been removed by erosion, as they existed 
at the time of riginal ore deposition, and upon this point future explora-
ti n will throw little or no light. 
APPENDIX B 
CHEMISTRY 
BY 
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TABLES OF ANALYSES AND NOTES ON METHODS EMPLOYED. 
ERUPTIVE ROOKS. 
'rABLE I.-Compli!te analyses of eruptive 1·ooks and oonstituent rninerals. 
[The Coll. No. is the number· given to the specimen in the collection of Leadville rocks deposited in the Nationa 
Museum.j 
l-----1--1_:_2_
1
_3-1- 4- 1- 5- 1-6- 7 8 9 10 11 12 ~ /_1_4 -
Sp. grav . . . . 2. 68o'_ ....... 2. 629
1 
2. 670• 2. 636
1
. .. . .. .. 2. 768 2. 740 2. 742 . . . . . . 3. 307 
A.t temp. of. 16° C. I ....... -126° C. 16° C. 16° C. . . • . . . . 16° C. 16° C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16':, C. . . . . . . . . . ~3° C. 
Si02 ·•· ····· · ·· 7~
4
o __ ·.7~4~ ·}··4· 5····0·3·1{7~
4
3_.:
8
5·:; 6
15
6 .. 
8
4
4
5 
1
6~8-.. ~1
7
0
71
}_.6_2_._2_2_ { 
1
5
6
6 .. 
7
6
4
2 64. 81 74.45 65.04 56.19 51.70 51.16 50.04 
Ti02........ .. 0.10 l~:~: ·--~~-·;; ··~;~.-~r ·;~.-;; ··;.-;;,··;.·;~ ···;.·~;· 
.A.bOa . ..... . 38. 14 a20. 33 99 0 30 Fe2O3 • • • • • • o. 69 O. 95 2. 5!JI 2. 78 4. 94 1. 67 . . . . . . . . I 4. ~ . · · · · · · 
I<'eO . . . .. . .. o. 58.... .... o. 42 1. 43 1. 10 . . . . . . . . 3. 27 2. 91 . o. 56 ....... . 
1 
4. 43 18. ootl8. 36 dl7. 81 
MnO . . . . . . . O. 06 . . . . . . . . O. 03 0. 09 O. O!J . . . . . . . . 0. 15 0. 08 eO. 28 Trace 0. 36 0. 36 O. 12 
E ::::: T13~'.·~ :'::· ::.::, ::: <:'.' :::':" ;;:~~· ,.sa .. ':''1 ;::::r :s,1 :':l ::,o 
MgO. .... ... 0. 28,, (j) 0. 29 1. 21 1. 10 . . . . . . . . 4. 08 2. 821 ... ~-- ~7i-: ::: ::: I 4. 601 25. on1 24. 25 21. 74 
K20 . . . . . . . . 2. 59! !J. 44 3. 56 2. 89 2. 93 8. 31 1. 97 1. 43 4. 53 9. 74 2. 3'i' (!Jl (g) .•..••.. 
Na2O . . .. . . . 2. 29 0. 71 3. 46 3. 92 3. 46 3. 451 3. 50 3. 98 ;l , 971 4. 11 2. 061· (g) (g) 0. 27 
LhO. ....... (!) ·•· •···· .••••• Tmc, ...... Tcac, I (1) i1 r·,~n1 Traoe I Tm, ..... · ·1 lg) (g) . ...... . 
~~~.:: : j ::: ... ':06 ':'' ::I ::::I hl.901 :::,1 ~:~! .... ~~~l -.-~:~~ ... ~:~~ .(.~). I .(.~) .. ·::::: :: 
P2O5 . . . •.... 
1
.... .. .. ........ . . . .. . 0.36
1 
0.16
1 
. ..... .. , Trace 0.23 0.011-· · ··· · · 0.27 .... ..... ..... . . 
Cl. ......... Trace... ..... . ..... 0.05 0.031··· ····- / ···· ·· · 0. 03.... .. .. ........ 0.02 .. .... .. .... . ...... . 
Totals .. ·I 100. 291 ....... · /100. 12/ 100. 09;100. 111 99.161 100. 731 100. 59 100. 381 100. 37 99. 90 ~ :ioo.of99~ 
a Very little Fe2Oa present; FeO not determined. 
b Includes traces of Fe2Oa. 
cincludes any Fe2Oa prosent. 
dCalculated fro1u the Fe2O3 found. 
eMnO2. 
j A little MgO present. 
gWater and alkalies not tested for. 
h B,r ignition; want of material prevented a secoml dc. 
termination. · 
1. White Porphyry. Coll. No. 27p. Quarry in California Gulch , southwest slope of Iron Hill, near Leadville. Com· 
posed chiefly of quartz orthoclase, and plagioclase; no biotite or hornblen,le ; little magnetite; no apatite; feldspars attack eel; 
muscovite and calcite secondary. 
2. Muscovite crystals from White Porphyry. Sheet on south slope of Little Zion. .Analysis only approximate, 
being made to prove the mica to be muscovite. 
3. Mount Zion Porphyr,v. From Little Harr;v shaft, Prospect, Mountain. 
4. Lincoln Porphyry. Coll. No. 75. Summit of Mount Lincoln, Park County. Rock nearly fresh; contains quartz, 
orthoclase (large cr_ystals), plagioclase, bio.tito; biotite partly chan_ged to chlorite, containing rutile (?) needles; some mu.g-
netite and apatite; calcite. ' 
5. Gray Porphyry. Coll. No. 59a. N~ar pnotu. clai.m, Johnson Gulch, Leach·ille. Rock nearly fresh; contains quartz' 
orthoclaise (large crystals), plagioclase, and b1ot1te . Deta1ls same as for 4. 
ll . Largo pink crystals offeldspRr from Gray l'orphyry (No. 5) . Coll. No. 59a. • 
7. Porphyr-ite. Coll. No. 126 (T~ype V of table, see .Appendix A). Near tho Northern Light mine, Lower Buckskin 
gulch, Park County; intrusive sheet. Conrnins abundant plagiocl.1se and hornblende, and little biotite; quartz and ortho· 
clase (?) in groundmass. Magnetite and little apatite. 
8. Porpbyrite. Coll. No. 260. Type VI of table (see Appendix .A.). H ead of North Fork of Mosquito gulch, Park 
County: Dike.in Archean. Fresh. Much biotite and plagioclase; some quartz in groundmass. ·very little hornblende, 
magnetite, pyrite, apatite. 
9. Ne,adite. Coll. No. 3!J7. Northeast point of Chalk Mountain, Ten-Mile clistl'icr.. Contains sanidine, plagioclnse, 
and quartz in abundance; little biotite and magnetite. 
10. Sanidine from Jevaclite. Coll. No. 136. Southern edge of Chalk Mountain. . 
11. Hypersthene.andesite. Coll. No. 144. Buffalo Peaks, Park County. Very fresh. Plagioclase and hypersthene 
abundant; considerable augite, magnetite, apatite; glass base. 
12. Hypersthone from hypersthene.anclesite. Coll . No. 144 (see 11). The bypersthene for this and the two following 
analyses was separated from the other constituents of the rock by llydrofiuoric noid, as recommended by Fouque in San. 
torin et ses erupt.ions. 
13. Same as 12, hut of a different sample.· 
14. Hypersthene from hypersthene-andesite. Coll. No. 150. Buffalo Peaks, P ark County. P11,rticles of umlccom. 
posed feldspar were visible a,ttached to the crystals and fragments of hypersthene analyzed. 
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TABLE II.-Silica and alkali determinations. 
No. Coll. No. Rock. Variety. Locality. N8'20 LhO I 
---1- -----1-------- 1-------------- --1--------------
a2 
3 
Porphyry . . . . Mount Zion....... Little Harry shaft, Prospect Mountain 
27p : .. do . . . . . . . . . White . . . . . . . . . . . . Quarry, California gulch .......... : . . . 
230 .... do .. ..... ...... do ............. Above Blue Limestone, Dyer Mount-
ain. 
73. 50 
70. 74 
66. 5! 
a4 75 .... do ......... Lincoln........... Summit of Mount Lincoln............ GG. 45 
5 78 ... do .•. ......... . do ..•.......... Dike in eastern spur of Mount Lincoln . 64. 1G 
6 74 .... do ........... do .... .. ... .... El Paso mine, Clinton gulch....... .. . 69. 00 
a7 59a .... do ......... Gray ....•... ..... Near Onota Cla.im, Johnson gulch..... 68.10 
bS . .••... .••. do . . . . . . . . . Pyritiferou;i . . . . . . White's gulch .. ..... . ....... ....... .. ........ . 
9 103 .... do ......... Green............. South head of Mosquito gulch........ 65. 05 
10 08 .. . do ............. do . . . . . .. . . . . . . Between Buckskin and Mosquito 63. 85 
gulches. 
11 95a ... . do ......... Mosquito ......... North Mosquito amphitheater ... ... . . 68.01 
3. 56 
2. 59 
2. 89 
2. 42 
2. 93 
4. 62 
3. 46 
2. 29 
None 
3- 91 Trace 
3.15 
3.45 None 
2. 91 
bl2 . .. . . . . . .. do . . . . . . . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . North face of Mount Lincoln ......... . 4. 36 
2. 57 
4. 26 
I 
I 
I 
13 8oa .... do .... .•. .. Sacramento ..... .. North of East Leadville .............. . 
14 109a .... do . . . . . . . . . Silver heels . •. . . . . Summit of eastern spur of Mount Sil-
verheels. 
65. 08 
60. 42 
bl5 ... ........ do ............. do .....•....... Mount Silverheels ...... ....................•. 
a16 126 Porphyrite . . . Hornblende....... South wall of Buckskin gulch . . . . . . . . 56. 62 
17 131 .... do .•.•......... do ..•.......... Arkansas amphitheater . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 57. 33 
18 ........... do . . . • . . . . . Hornblende and Ten-Mile amphitheater............... 57. 76 
19 
20 
a21 
22 
23 
24 
a25 
26 
27 
~-8 
20 
30 
31 
32 
33 
biotite. 
132 . .. do ......... Hornblende ....... North Mosquito amphitheater ....... . 
121 .. .. do ......... .. . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Buckskin amphitheater ............. . 
260 .... do····"··· · Biotite ........... . North Mosquito amphitheater . ...... . 
130 ... . do ...... ....... do . ... .. . . . . . .. Arkansas amphitheater . ... ..... .... . 
129 ..•. do ............. do ........•.......... do .................... . ........ . 
137 Rhyolite ...... N eYadite ........ Chalk Mountain, eaetern edge ....... . 
8!l7 . .. . do . . . . . . . . . . ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northeast point of Chalk Mountain .. . 
140 . . flo . . . . . . . . Liparite.......... . Southern end of muck Hill . ........ . 
268 . ... clo ..... ....... . do ............. SouthbankofEmpiregulch ......... . 
.. do ............. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Near Granite, Chaffee County .. ..... . 
269a . ... do ......... Showing quartz . .. Little Ellen shaft, McNulty gulch ... . 
269a .. . do . . . . . . . . . Compact .......... . ..... do .................. .. .......... . 
••••••• 
1 
. •• do . . . . . . . . . Tufa . ............ . Five miles below Salt Works, South 
\ Park. 
142 '£ruchyte .... Quartziferous . .. .. Head ofLittle Union gulch ........ . 
54. 54 
65. 73 
64. 80 
66. 29 
59. 2G 
71.44 
74'. 45 
69. 54 
68. 05 
76. 84 
65. 75 
65. 21 
70. 30 
61. 22 
57. 60 
I 
2. 70 
1. 97 
3.55 ....... . 
4. 08 
3. 50 
____ ,: ..... ·--····· ... ..... . 
1. 43 3. 98 None 
4. 53 3. 97 Trace 
3. 50 2.17 ··•·•· .. 
34 
HS I .A.ndesite. .. . . . Hornblende....... Buffalo P eaks, northwest Peak ...... . 
149 . . . do . . . . . . . . . Du cite . .... . ____ . . Buffa.lo Peaks, central umvhitheater .. 
144 . - - do . . . . . . . . . Hypersthene. -... . \ Buffalo Peaks, northeast apm ....... . 
66. 50 2. 57 3. 87 None 
a35 
86 150 1· --.do . - ........ - .. clo . - · ..... -- ... 
1 
Buffalo Peaks, base of middle peak ... . :~: ~: . _ -~-- ~~ __ . -~·-~~·I Nona 
ct Complete analy is in Table I. b Analyzed by L. G. Eakins. 
NOTE.-Blanks in the abo,e table denote simply that no tests were made for the substance indicated. 
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TABLE III.-Detenninations of lead, zinc, cobalt, and barfom, chiefly in er111Jtii·e rocks. 
· I ----·i 
I PbO in PbO in • soluble insoluble ZnO CoO Bal) l Rock. Variety. Locality. 
lportioo. portion. _____ _ _ [ 
-a,-1-l--27-p-l--P-or_p_h_y_ry-.-.-.
1
-W_hi_"t_e __ -.-.. -.-.
1 
_Q_u_a_.rr_y_,_C_a_h __ fi-or_n_ia~gul_c_h _  .-.. -.-. -_ .-. -.. -. -.• -.-I O. 0030 -. · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · O. OB f 
2 54b .... do ........... do ...•... Dike in Dolly Varden mine, Mount Bross. 0. 0028 . ........ .. ... . ....... .... ...... ( 
a,3 75 ... . do ... _... Lincoln..... Summit of Mount Lincoln . • . . . . . . . . . . . . None. 1 
4 59a .... do ....... Gray ....... Onotamine,Johnsongulch .....•....... 0.0024 ···~--~~;; : ::::::~ ::::::::1:::::: I 
5 
_. _ ... . .. . do _ . . . . . . Eagle River. F::s::r;:~:.at El Capitan mine, Ten· Trace. .· .· .· .· _· .· _· .·.· · _· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· i.· •• •••• •• •· f/ 
6 56 .... do ........... do ..•.•.. From shaft of El Capitan mine, Ten- Trace . I 
nessee Pass. _ I 
8 130 
9 124 
Limestone .. Blue ..•..... Twelve feet below ore body, El Capi- None ................................. i 
tan mine. 
1 I 
Porphyrite . Biotite ..•. .. Arkansas amphitheater ................. None. 
.... do . . . . . . . Hornblende Bartlett Mountain . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . O. 0006 
I 
and biotite. 
10 326 Porphyry ... EagleRiver. MainforkofEagleRiver ....................•............ 0.0080 0.0008 ..... . 
11 269a Rhyolite.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Little Ellen shaft, Mc Nulty gulch . . . • . . • • • . . . . .. . . . . . . . 0. 0043 0. 0010 ..... . 
12 90a Porphyry ... Pyritiferous. Hartford mine, Breece Hill .......••..••. O. 0053 .... . ........ . .. . ........ .... . . 
13 90c .... do ......• .. .. do . . . . . . . White's Hill, west of Pilot fault . . . . . . . . 0. 0013 . .................. . ...... 
1 
•••••• 
He 87 ... . do ........... do . . . . . . . White's Hill, between Printer Girl and 0. 0013 O. 0029 ...... . ........ . i ..... . 
Golden Edge. j 
!~ r ;rn I> .;rn :+ i¥E £#?+:ii>> fa:{.\)/ E> <Ji::~ 
20 9fa . ... do . . . . . . . . . . do . . . . . . . Rebel Warrior mine, Ball Mountain . • • . 0. 0030 . . . . . . . . . . . ............... 1 •••••• 
21 94 ... . do....... . . do ...•••. Wednesday tunnel, Ball Mountain . ..... O. 0017 ................•. . ............. 
22 288 Sandstone ...... do . . . . . . . Snow Bird chtim, head California gulch.. 0. 0026 ....................•••.. . ...... 
23 120 Pyrite . .. . . . From P_vrit· La1la Rookh mine, Breece Hill.......... 0. 0019 ............................... . 
24 117 
25 217 
iferous 
Porphyry. 
Granite ..... Archean .... Garden City shaft., California gulch ..... None. 
.... do ........... do ....... Northwest slope of Mosquito Peak . .... 0. 0008 
a.Complete analysis in Table I. 
N. B.-Tbe blank spaces under the headings PbO, etc., do not indicate absence of the respective oxi<les. Where no 
results are giYen, no tests were made. 
REl\f.A.RKS ON TABLES r, n; ..A.ND III. 
Insoluble silicates were decomposed by fusing with alkaline carbonates for the-
determination of 8ilica, titanie acid, and all bases except the allrn]ies. · 
Ferric oxide and alumina were separated either by pure potassium hydrate, or 
more generally by ammonium sulphide, after addition of tartaric acid and ammonia.. 
For the determination of ferrous oxide, treatment with sulphuric acid in sealed 
tubes at about 200° C. was employed in cases where complete decomposition of the 
silicates could thus be effected, and the solution titrated with potassium permanganate. 
For the decomposition of refractory silicates, pure hydrofluoric acid, distilled from 
a platinum retort, was employed, the solution being effected in platinum vessels with 
careful exclusion of air. The iron was then determined as above. 
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Barium and strontium were looked for in the precipitated calcium oxalate after 
ignition, and estimated by the method given by Bunsen in his treatise on Mineral 
Water Analyses; the purity of the resulting compounds of these elements was ascer-
tained by means of the spectroscope. 
When a rock was examined merely to ascertain the presence or absence of 
barium, a considerable portion (10 grams) was decomposed with hydrofluoric and sul-
plrnric acids, the soluble salts were extracted with water after expulsion of the hydro-
fluoric and excess of sulphuric acids, the residue was fused with sodium carbonate, 
extracted with water, and the insoluble part collected on a filter. After solution in 
hydrochloric acid, the barium, if present, was thrown down with sulphuric acid, the 
precipitate ignited and weighed, and after decomposition with sodium carbonate, tested 
spectroscopically .1 
For the estimation of the alkalies, decomposition was effected in the earlier anal-
yses by hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids; in the later by heating in a platinum cruci-
ble with calcium carbonate and ammonium chloride. The potassium was thrown down, 
after weighing the mixed chlorides, as potassium-platinic chloride, and calculated from 
the wejght of the latter, the sodium being found by diffl"rence. Lithium could never 
be detected spectroscopically in the potassium-platinfo chloride, but ~ccasionally in 
the sodium salt. 
Chlorine was determined by fusing wit,h alkaline carbonate, extracting with 
water, acidifying the :filtrate with nitric acid, and precipitating with silver nitrate. 
Phosphorus pentoxide was always determined in a separate portion of the pow-
der, and water by ignition in a hard glass tube and absorption in a weighed calcium 
chloride tube. The loss in weight by treatment with acid in a suitable apparatus gave 
the carbon dioxide. 
For the detect.ion and estimation of lead, large quantities (30-50 grams) "ere 
employed. Pyrite and other soluble salts were firsij extracted with nitric or nhro-
bydrochloric acid; the filtrate, together with copious washings, evaporated nearly to 
dryness several times with nitric acid ; the residue digested with dilute nitric acid, 
and the solution and undissolved ma~ter separated by filtration. As the insoluble 
part might contain a trace of lead sulphate, a warm ammonia cal solution of ammo11ium 
tartrate was passed repeatedly through the filter, and to the filtrate ammonium sul-
phide added. Through the previous nitric acid solution a strong current of hydrogen 
sulphide gas was passed for a considerable length of time, the precipitate, mainly sul-
phur from reduction of iron su.lts, collected on a filter, well washed, dried, and ignited 
gently '\Vitll the filter paper to Yolatili.ze the sulphur. A few drops of nitric acid were 
tbeu added, and heat was applied to dissolve the lead, rnost]y reduced to the metal-
lic state by the carbon of the filter paper. The solution was :filtered onto a watch-
;'ln:.·, and to thi, wa' added the nitric-acid solution of any lead sulphide that might 
1 Lat 1 iuv i;tigation by the -writer seems to indicate that baryta may be a far more frequent con-
sti n nt of •rnptive rock than ha hitherto been supposed. The failure to detect it in the ignited cal-
c·ium o. alatP "b re it is n. nall)' loo keel for, annot be regarded as a proof of its absence from the erup-
t i\· • 1:oek_ x. mi~Nl. E.·perie?ce in · numb r of cas has shown that where baryta and lime are in 
ol11t101~ m n 111•.'h t proporhou a· 1 of the former to 4 or 5 of the latter, in presence of considerable 
n_mmonmm ·hl~rHle, an almo.-t compl te.' eparation of thr two is effected by double precipitation of the 
h111 • h: a1~111011rn111 o.·alate .. Th · lulnlity of barium oxalate appears to be increased by the presence 
of 111:1•~u mm al · An onlmary P ctro. cop r p at 'dh- fail cl to show th fainte t evidence of baricm 
in tho i ,nit1!1l cal<:imn :al t •. 'Ihi ·. 111 j_ ct will he mdr folly iuve ti<Yated. (W. F. H.) 
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have appeared in the ammonium tartrate solution above mentioned. As a trace of 
lead sulphate might have been formed by the ignition of the pr~cipitate by hydrogen 
sulphide and have escaped solution in the nitric acid added, the residue on the filter 
was exhausted with ammonium tartrate and tested with ammonium sulphide. The 
contents of the watch-glass were then eva,porated with two or three drops of sulphuric 
acid, and finally gently heated to expel nitric acid. If lead was present it could now 
invariably be seen at the center as white powder. This was col1ected on the smallest 
possible filter, washed with alcohol, dried, ignited, and weighed as sulphate. The 
latter was then scraped as far as possible on charcoal, and carefully reduced with a 
very little soda. The yellow coating of lead oxide was invariably formed, and in the 
soda appeared minute metallic buttons, malleable and soluble in nitric acid. The 
solution, concentrated to a drop or two, showed a bluish-black precipitate with hydro-
gen sulphide. 
The por.tion of the rock insoluble in nitric or nitrohydrochloric acids, composed 
of quartz and silicates, was decomposed with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids purified 
by distilJatton from ·a platinum retort, and dissolved in slightly acidified water, after 
expulsion of the hydrofluoric and excess of sulphuric acids. Solution and possible 
residue ":ere then treated as in the foregoing for the separation and estimation of lead. 
For the estimation of zinc and cobalt, large quantities (30 grains) were taken 
and decomposition was effected by hydrofluoric acid. After evaporating with sulphuric 
acid and igniting to expel the excess of the latter, solution was effected in hot water 
slightly acidified; the solution saturated with hydrogen-sulphide; from the filtrate, 
after oxidation, alu·mina and iron thrown down by ammonia; the precipitate redis-
solved in hydrochloric acid after filtration, and reprecipitated. This being repeated 
once mor@; t,he combined filtrates were evaporated to a moderate volume; the alumina 
still in solution was thrown down while boiling by ammonia, and this precipitate redis-
solved and reprecipitated. To the again combined filtrates ammonium sulphide was 
added to throw down zinc, manganese, cobalt, and nickel, if present; the precipitate 
was treated on the filter with a mixture of one part hydrochloric acid of 1.12 sp. gr. 
and six parts solution of hydrogen sulphide. The zinc and manganese in solution 
were thrown down again by ammonium sulphide, the manganese (being present in very 
small quantity) extracted by dilute acetic acid, while the zinc sulphide on the filter 
was then brought into a weighed platinum crucible by means of hydrochloric acid, 
evaporated to dryness, and ignited with mercuric o·xide in the manner r-ecommended 
by Volhard. The oxide, after weighing, gave the char.acteristic green coloration on 
igniting with cobalt nitrate. The cobalt sulphide left on the filter after extraction 
of zinc and manganese was ignited with the filter, digested with. nitrohydrochloric 
acid; the solution rendered alkaline with ammonia; ammonium carbonate added; the 
slight precipitate separated by filtration and the cobalt thrown down by potassium 
hydrate. The ignited oxide tested by the method of J orissen showed no trace of nickel. 
MON XII--38 
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TABLE IV.-Gold and silver dete,:minations. 
No. c;~ .. Formation. Locality. Silver, Silver, Gold, percentage • . ounfi~.per oun;;:.per 
- ------------ 1---------------------1·------1-----i-----1 
2 
3 
4 
53 White Porphyry...... Buckskin amphitheater, debris slope ..• '. ........ O. 000, 024, 0 0.007 
44a .. . ... d'o ...•........... " Horseshoe," southwali . .... ... ..... : ....•••.. .......... · .•.. None .. · .. . 
45a ...•. . do . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . South base ot White Ridge . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • • . . .............. ~, ... do . ~ •... 
45b ..... clo .... . .......... Summit of White Ridge . ........••.... .. ..•• ... ..•• : ••........ ... do ..•. , . 
...... ...... do ........... ... . Four.Mile gulch ........•...............•..••....•.••............ do .•.... 
44 ...... do ............... Head Four.Mile gulch ...... ...... .... .... ...... .••.••..•...•.. . . do ....•. 
None 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do . 
Do. 
7 46 ..... . do .......•....... West end of Lamb Mountain ....................••••.......•.. : .do ..... : · Do. 
8 ............ do ..•............ Northwest slope of Sheep Mountain ...•. ·-····· .....•.......... do:..... Do . 
47 ..... . do.······ ............. . do ............. . ... .. ...... . .. ......•••.•.......•••........ do..... . Do. 
10 54a ..... . do ..••••......... Dolly Va::-den mine, west dike.......... . ........ 0. 001, 269 Q. 37 (W) 
11 54b ... . . . do . ; .. : . . . . . . . . . . Dolly Varden mine, east diko . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . O. 000, 481 O. 14 (1) 
12 72 
13 74 
14 75a 
15 -75a 
Lincoln Porphyry . . . . Arkansas Valley, east side, above Howland .•......... · .•...•.. 
. . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Clinton gulch ................. _ ....... :.. . .... .. . O. 000, 155 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mount Lincoln summit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O. 000, 034 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mount Lincoln summit, different specimen ·from 0. 000, 024 
above. 
None ...•. 
. o. 045 . 
o. 01 
0.007 
1G 78 .•••• do ........ : •. .... Mount Lincoln, dike on south face.............. 0. 000, 017, 1 0. 005 
17 251a .•.... do .... .. . ... . .•. . East spur Mount Lincoln ............................... . .••• Trace ..... 
18 59a Gray Porphyry....... Onota shaft, Johnson gulch ... ... ............... O. 000, 034, 3 0. 01 
alO 59a ...... do ............... North of Onota shaft ............................ aO. 000, Vl7 0. 040 
20 60c ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . Licksrumdidrix bore.hole, Little Stray Horse O. 000, 137 O. 040 
21 84 
22 98 
23 90h 
24 90e 
25 88 
26 
Sacramento Porphyry. 
· Green Porphyry ...... 
Pyritiferous Porphyry 
..... . do ............... 
... -... do .. ............. 
Galena and pyrite .... 
Park. 
Between Sacramento and Pennsylvania gulches. 
Mosquito gulch, north wall .................... . 
Shaft west of Tribune, Breece Hill ............. . 
Hartford shaft, Breece Hill ................ ... .. . 
Montana Kb aft, Breece Hill . ......... ... .. .. .•.. . 
South of Ace of Hearts, Breece Hill . .. _ ...... .•.. 
'27 249 Pyrite . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shaft west of Ohio Bonanza, Breece Hill ....... . 
28 . . . . . . Pyritiferous Porphyry I South fork of White's gulch .........••••....•.. 
29 ............ do ........... .... Comstock Tunnel, White's Hill ..• ~ .. . ...... .. . . 
30 \ ............ do ....•.......... West of Pilot fault, ·white's Hill .. •..• .......... 
31 \ 9\lc ...... do . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Head of White's gukh . ....................... . 
32 ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Above Pilot mine, Printer Boy Hill. .. . . .... : . . 
1
33 93b ...... do . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Above Oro City, south side of California gulch .. 
3-i 94a ...... do . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Rebel Warrior shaft, Ball Mountain ......•..... 
0. 000, 034, 3 o. 01 
0. 000, 017, 1 0. 005 
0. 008, 68 . 2. 533 
0. 000, 275 o. 08 
0. 000, 045 0. 013 
0. 008, 23 _;:l.400 
· 0. 001, 34 o. 390 
0. 000, 113 0. 033 
0. 000, 113 0.033 
0. 000, 103 o.. 030 
None ..••••• None: .... 
0. 000, 034, 3 0. 01 
o. 000, 054, 8 0. Oi6 
o. poo, 079, 1 o. 023 
0. 000, 013, 7 0. 004 
36 124 Porphyrite.... . . . . . . . Bartlett Mountain, near summit . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . o. 000, 192, 5 0. 056 
1
35 I 118 Diorite . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Red amphitheater, Buckskin gulch ..•.......... 
37 119b ...... do ....... ........ Buckskin amphitheater, debris slope........... o. 000, 048 0. 014 
I 38 1 121 ...... do ..................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ..... _.. . • • . Trace (1) •• 
39 266 . ..... do ........ . ..•... "Horseshoe " dike in limestone .....•....••..•. . ... . .......... · .. do ..... . 
40 129 ...... clo ..... .'... .... .. Arkansas amphitheater........................ o. 000, 017: 1 O. 005 
41 1 131 ..... do ..................... do . . ...................... .:-. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . o. ooo, 006, s 0. 002 
42 140 Rhyolite........ ..... . Black Hill, South Park . ............ ".. . . ....... o. 000, 068, 7 O. 020 
43 1142 Trachyte . . . . . . . . . . . . . Head of Union gulch..... ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . o. 000, 092, 8 o. 027 
44 143 Hornblende-andesite . West slope of Buffalo Peaks.................... o. 000, 103 O. 030 
45 ······ \ Granite ...... ......... 
1 
Big Evans gulch ..... . ........ ....... . ........ ... .. .......... None .... . 
46 .. .... .. .... do ... . ....... .... Yankee Hill, south of Logan shaft .......... . .. .. ....... . ....... . do ..... . 
a Complete aT1alysis of this specimen in Table I. 
None 
Do . 
Do. 
Do . . 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Trace 
None 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Trace 
Do . 
0. 033 
0.130 
m 
en 
Trace 
None 
Do. 
(?J 
None 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
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REMARKS ON TABLE IV, 
For the estimatfon of such extremely small quantities of silver and gold as it was 
supposed some of the eruptive rocks from the -Leadville region might contain, and 
even for their <letection alone, a most extreme degree of care and precaution was 
imperative. It being necessary to operate upon large quantities of material, it was 
decided to make the determinations by crucible assay, this process combining the 
greates~ accuracy with th!3 least expenditure of time. It was found, however, after a 
number of tests, that none of the lead or litharge obtainable was sufficiently free from 
sih-er for the _ present purpose. The silver contained in the lead or litharge used for 
an assay was generally so largely in excess of that in the powdered rock mixed with 
it that the prills of silver obta.ined from the regular assay upon rock known to contain 
silver and from a check assay upon the lead or litharge alone frequently differed in 
w,eight only within the allowal)le limits of efror. Recourse was then had to lead 
acetate, of which several lots were examined. These we.re all found much freer from 
silver than either of the substacces previously tested, and one lot of commercial acetate 
from Mallinckrodt & Co., of Saint Louis, Mo., was used for all the assays tabulated 
above. 
Preparatory to using, _it was dehydrate<l by fusing in a large iron vessel till 
sudden swelling up and solidification of the whole mass took place, and then finely 
pulverized. ~rhis material, containing about 73 per cent. of lead by assay, was found 
by repeated tests, conducted, as given below, upon the same amounts as t1sed for the 
rock assays, to carry 0.004 ounce Rilver per ton of 2,000 pounds, or 0.0000137 per cent., 
including a trace of gold far too small for estimation. The latter was left on solution 
of the spver in nitric acid as a minute black speck, indistinguishable without the aid 
of a lens. By collecting into one button the silver from 500 to 600 grams of dehy-
drated lead acetate, parting with great care, bringing the gold upon a sheet of white 
writing paper and flattening it out with a knife blade, the yellow reflection of gold 
could readilJ: be observed by examination with a lens, and sometimes with the naked 
eye. 
The process of assay was as follows: Four Hessian crucibles, of suitable size, 
were ench charged with one assay ton (29,166 milligrams) of the sample to be assayed. 
two and one-half assay tons of •the dehydrated lead acetate, and a proportionate 
amount of a flux consisting of soda, borax, and a little argol. After mixing well, a 
layer of salt was placed on top, and, if much pyrite was present, an iron nail inserted, 
The four charged crucibles were then placed covered in a wind furnace fired by coke, 
and· left, with proper. regulation and final strong increase of temperature, till fusion 
was complete. The contents were then poured into _ molds, the lead reguli, weighing 
each about 55 grams, reduced by scorification in a muffle to a smaller size, the reduced 
reguli united two and two and rescorified, and the two resulting therefrom again 
united and reduced by scorification to a single button of suitable size for cupellation. 
Toward the end of cupellation, which was always conducted wit4 the greatest care 
and, as nearly as possible, under the same conditions of temperatur_e for each assay, 
the button was poured from its cupel into another one immediately behind the first, 
in order that the cupellation might be finished upon a smooth bottom. If this precau-
tion was neglected, the silver button was occasionally not to be found in the roughened 
surface of the cupel. After a little experience, no loss need be apprehended in pour-
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ing from one cupel to the other. The silver was then weighed upon an Oertling 
assay balance, indicating a difference in weight of 0.02 milligram with great exactness 
and of 0.01 milligram with tolerable accuracy. After deducting from the weight of 
silver found that due to the lead acetate, which, where ten assay tons had been used, 
would be 0.04 milligram, division of the remainder, if any, by the number of assay 
tons of rock taken gave directly the contents in ounces and decimal fractions of an 
ounce troy per ton of 2,000 pounds avoirdupois, since 29,166.6 ounces troy make one 
ton of 2,000 pounds avoirdupois arid an assay torr contains W,166-.6 milligrams. The 
sih-er was then dissolved in nitric acid, but the presence of a trace of gold, detived 
from the lead acetate, rendered th~ detection of gold from the rock impossible, unless 
its amount considerably exceeded that of the lBad salt. An example will best show 
the degree of accutacy attainable. Suppose rock and lead acetate· to have been taken 
in the usual amounts: Four assay tons (116.66 grams) of the former to ten assay tons 
(291.66' grams) of the latter, and the final silver button to weigh 0.06 milligram. 
From this is to be deducted 0.04 milligram, and the remainder divided by 4, the 
nnm ber of assay tons of rock tested, gives 0.005 ounce per ton as the accurate result. 
Had the weight been 0.05 milligra·m, the correctness of the result, 0.0025 ounce, might 
be more open to doubt, as the bq,]ance cannot be counted upon to indicate difference.s 
of only 0.01 milligram with certainty. Hence, for the above quantities of sample and 
lead acetate, 0.005 ounce per ton is about the limit of accuracy. 
There will be noticed in the table occasional instances, notably in No. 41, where 
lower :figures are given. In these cases the amount of rock as~ayeq had bee_n increased 
without at the same time increasing the lead acetate. In the case of No. 41 it was 
impossible to d"ecide from 4 assay tons whether silver was present or not, though the 
weight seemed to slightly exceed 0.04 milligram. By doubling the amount of sample 
an<l using still only ten assay tons of lead acetate, the weight of the silver sensibly 
increased, thus showing beyond reasonable doubt that the rock was argentiferous. It 
did not appear advisable, 'however, as a rule, to reduce the proportion between the 
weights of sample and lead acetate much below 4: 10 for fear the reduced lead might 
not be sufficient to extract and collect the silver entirely. 
LIMESTONES .. 
TABLE V.-Complete analyses. Dolomitic limestones. 
-- Cao MgO MnO Feo \ CO2 SiO2 A.hOJ Fe20a\ K2O Na2O H2O SOa P2Os I Cl I IOrg. FeS2 ~ 
I --- 26.60 17.41 ----·· 0.83 !40.'Jl 11.84 1.66 1.51 0.017 0.029 0.48 ______ Trace0.05 Trace a ........... 100.436 I - --  I 
II -- . . 30. 79 21.14 Trace 10. 24 l46. 84 0. 21 0. 27 0. 21 o. 030 o. 062 i°' 22 Trace Trace\o. 10 ___ .. _ .. \o. 03 Trace
1
1~0-142 
a0.000,022, 5 per cent. 
I. Type of tho ilurian or White Limestone. Coll. No.164. From quarry in California gukh. 
II. Type of the Low r Carboniferous or Blue Limestone. Coll. No.170. Silver Wave claim, Iron Hill. 
, 
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REMARKS ON TABLE V. 
The carbon dioxide and the water of the above analyses were estimated as in 
the case of the eruptive rocks; the one by loss in weight upon treatment with hydro-
chloric acid in a suitable apparatus, the other by absorption in a calcium chloride 
tube. 
The organic matter of Analysis II was determined by an ordinary combustion 
analysis, after dissolving a considerable quantity of the rock in dilute hydrochloric 
acid and collecting and drying the insoluble matter upon an asbestus filter. The car-
bon dioxide formed was caught in potash bulbs and weigbea. For 58 parts of carbon 
found, 100 parts of organic matter were assumed, as recommended by Fresenius. 
The trace of iodine shown in Analysis I was detected and estimated by dissolv-
ing one pound of the dolomite in nitric acid, precipitating the chlorine and iodine as 
silver salts, reducing the latter by zinc and sulphuric acid, separating the iodine by 
addition of potassium nitrite, collecting it in carbon disulphide, and titrating with a 
dilute solution of sodium hyposnlphite. Bromine could not be <letected. The chlorine 
was determined on from five to ten grams of rock by precipitation with silver nitrate 
from a nitric acid solution. 
The alkalies were estimated by igniting twenty grams of the finely powdered 
rock in small portions in .a platinum crucible to expel carbon dioxide, extracting with 
_water and proceeding as in ordinary alkali determinations. As the amounts of alka-
lies found did not exceerl those required by t-he chlorine to form chlorides, but rather 
fell slightly below, due perhaps to partial volatilization during the preliminary calci-
nation, it seems probable that the chlorine is combined with sodium a.nd potassium, 
and possibly small quantitiPs of calcium and magnesium. 
It was found that by boiling the powder with water without previous calcination 
a portion of the chlorine and alkali could be extracted, and that the amount increased · 
as the pulverization was more perfect. The total amount of chlorine t-hus capable of 
extraction never equaled that actua.J.ly present in the rock, however. Microscopical ex-
amination showed the dolomites to be full of extremely minute fluid inclusions. If the 
culorine was derived from these inclusions, where it might be held as sodium and po-
tassium chlorides, a ready explanation is afforded for the incomplete extractibility of 
the chlorine by boiling water. By no mechanical pulverization could such a -perfect 
subdivision of the particles be effected as to expose all the inclusions; a considerable 
proportion would still remain intact and retain a corresponding amount of chlorine. 
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TABLE VI.-Lime, magnesia, a,;d chlorine determi·nations. 
No. Horizon. Locality. CaCO3 aMgCQ3 Cl No. \ Coll. 
----------l------------------1----1,----1----. 
1 153 Cambrian . . ....... Below Excelsior mine, Buckskin gulch ..........•••.• 
2 153c .... do ............. Monte Cristo Ridge, Quandary Peak ................. . 
3 153a Silurian........... Dyer Mountain, marbleized bed ..•.................•. 
b4 164 .... do . .•. . • • .•.... Qu~rry in California gulch ......... .. ................ . 
5 ·-···· .... do ..•.......... Below Dyer Mine, Dyer Mountain (light blue, com· 
pact). 
6 
7 
b8 
!) 
... do .........•••. Below Dyer mine, Dyer Momitain (pinkish, decom· 
posed). 
16:! . ... do ..•.......... Red amphitheater, Buckskin gulch .. ........•••.•.... 
170 Blue Limestone ... 
286 1-... do ....•........ 
Silver Wave claim, Iron Hill .......•..•............. 
Dunkin mine, Fryer Hill (lime.sand) ...•••..•...•..•.. 
25.43 
46. 05 
53.16 
47. 50 
36. 27 
34. 30 
49. 30 
54. 98 
55.14 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
285 1 .. . . do ............ . Chrysolite mine, Fryer Hill (lime.sand) ...... . ... ~. ~.. 54. 09 
170b1 .... do ··-·········· Empire HilL ......................•.••..•......••.......... •.. ..•. 
l70a' .. do ............ . 
171b 1 • ••• do ............ . 
Ridge south of Sacramento mine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . 56. 80 
Sacramento mine, Spring Valley...................... 54. 30 
174 .... do ..•••••...... South slope of White Ridge, Horseshoe gulch......... 52. 77 
15 .......... do ....•.•.••... London mine, London Mountain ....................•. 
16 291 Weber Grits...... Ridge west of Mount Silverheels, Park County ....•.. 
17 1 197 .. .. do ............ East bank of Beaver Creek ..••................•...... 
18 292 .... do . . .. ••. ... . . . Beaver Creek, west ba;;e of Mount Silver heels ....... . 
19 . . . . • . Upper Coal Meas· Robinson limestone, lower bed ...................... . 
ure. 
52. 86 
54.34 
54. 32 
53. 91 
87. 87 
4. 03 
36. 71 
43. 43 
36. 56 
21. 73 
20.12 
32. 49 
44. 39 
44. 29 
43; 79 
.............. 
41. 89 
44. 33 
36. 01 
40.49 
43. 82 
43. 24 
43. 73 
6. 93 
Trace 
Do. 
_Do. 
o. 05 
Trace 
Do. 
Do. 
0. 10 
Trace 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
. ............. 
Trace 
Do. 
............. 
············ 
20 ........•. do . . . . . . . . .. . . . Robinson limestone, upper bed ..................... . . 97.11 
95. 78 
99.11 
97. 54 
16.18 
34. 84 
48. 63 
Trace ............... . 
21 198 1 Trias . . • • . . • . . . . . . (Con. fracture) Silver heels, between Fairplay and Uomo 
22 198a ..•. do ............. (Con. fracture) first ridge west of Crooked Creek .... . 
23 416 . ... do .........•.•. (Con. fracture) Jacque Mountain, near summit ...... . 
24 ...•.. Trias L ... . ....... Calcareous shale, near flume northeas~ of Fairplay ... . 
25 .......•.. do . .................. do .............................................. . 
26 Lake beds . . . . . . . . Marl from Greenback shaft, Graham Park ......... .•. 
alncludes (FeMn)CQ3. bComplete analysis in Table V . 
N. B.-Blank spaces in above table denote that no tests were made. 
REMARKS ON TABLE VI. 
1. 53 
0. 36 
0. 76 
12. 01 
26. 35 
1. 4~ 
The above figures for calcium and magnesium carbonates have been calculated 
from the lime and magnesia actually found. With exception of two numbers indicated 
by b, the chlorine was _ determined only qualitatively and noted as "trace," although 
generally present in quantity sufficient for estimation. 
TAl3LE VII.-Se1:zJentine and arnphibole fro1n dolomitic limestones. 
No. 1 ~~:· I SiO2 I AhOa I Fe2O3 I FeO Mno \~ I MgO K2O N3-20 H2O CO2 P,0,1~ Total. 
--,- i---
I ..... · ro. 15 0. 03 1. 28 1. 05 . ... . . 2. 08 40. 03 al2. 88 1. 60 Trace ..... 100. 00 
II lGl 17. 64 0. 99 0. 62 0. 18 Trace 82. 24 19. o 1 Tra..:e 0. 07 8. 72 25. 88 
':''-!'--~ 99. 93 III lGla. l55. 21 2. 02 0. 38 8. 19 0. 20 13. 50 23. 20 Trace 1.07 98. 97 
ally difference. 
I. lny r of l)Ur serpentine on limestone from ea t sid of Red Amphitheater, Buckskin gulch, Park County. 
II. Lim ton thorou$!hly impre,rnated with erpentine, producing a light,.yellow rock. lfo pyroxene or ampbibole 
viaibleun1l r lb mi r ., op. ,'am locality. 
Ill. _\.m1>hil,ol with om pyroune from limestone containing serpentine. Same locality. 
• . 
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REMARKS ON TABLE VII. 
In connection with the serpentine of Analysis I, it was found by treatment of 
the powdered rock with very dilute hydrochloric aci.d that tbe carbon dioxid.e was 
combined entirely with lime. That the rock is a true serpentine appears from a cal-
culation of the oxygen ratios. 
Oxygen percentages. 
SiO2 = 21.413 
FeO = 0.233 < 16.245 
MgO = 16.012 5 
Oxygen rat,o,. I 
RO(FeOMgO): Si02 : H2O 
1 : 1.318 : 0. 705 
3 : 3.95 : 2.11 
H 2O = 11.449 Required by theory 3 : 4 : 2 
.Analysis II, after deducting calcium carbonate, shows the residue to have a com-
position approximating to that of serpentine. · 
The mineral of which III is the analysis was obtained in an apparently pure state 
by treatment with dilute hydrochloric acid, whereby 16½ per cent. of the whole went 
into solution and was found to consist chiefly of calcium carbonate, with a little mag-
nesia, ferrous oxide, and phosphorus pentoxide. 
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TABLE VIII.-Sand carbonates. 
I. II. ID. 
- ---------l-'----- - 1 
Adelaide. Little Chief. Waterloo. 
PbO .•. . .•........•. 
AhQ3 .••..•••.. .••••. 
F0203 . ••••..••...••. 
FeO ..... .. ......... . 
MnO .............•.. 
80. 352 
0.444 
0. 467 
o. 299 
0.137 
MnO2 ........•. •.... ·······-······ 
CoO .........••••••. Trace 
ZnO .................•............ 
CaO .•••.•.....•.•.. O. 303 
MgO .......•••••.•.. 0. 068 
SiO2 ..... .... .... •• . 0. 651 
Sb2O6 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
As2O6 .•••••••••••••• 
P2O6 •••••••••••••••• 
SOa ••••••••••••••••• 
CO2 .•.......•.... ~ .. 
Cl ..•.•••..••...••.. 
H2O .......•...••••. 
Ag .............••.. 
Au ................ . 
Total ......••.. 
;Less O for Cl •. 
Trace 
1. 532 
Trace 
14. 700 
0. 255 
0. 395 
0. 009 , 
Trace 
99. 612 
0. 057 
75. 408 
1. 415 
1. 940 
0. 074 
1. 386 
Trace 
0. 095 
0. 335 
0. 056 
1. 972 
0. 121 
Trace 
Trace 
0.486 
14. 251 
0. 288 
1.140 
0. 777 
Trace 
99. 744 
77. 980 
6. 480 
10.180 
o. 840 
0. 047 
----------,-----, 
99. 555 .•••....••••......•.•.••••• 
L Sand Carbonato, Oro Coll. No. 36, Adelaide mine, Korth Iron Hill. 
TI. Sand Carbonate, Ore Cul l. No. 33, Little Chief n:i ne, Fryer Hill. 
Ill. Sand Car bona to, W a t, rloo mine, Carbonate Hill. 
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REM.ARKS ON T.A.BLE VIII. 
Consideration of Analysis I shows that the carbon dioxide is insufficient for com-
bination with all the lead oxide, and that the chlorine (entirely soluble in nitric acid) 
and the phosphorus pentoxide bear to one another the exact ratio of chlorine and 
phosphorus pentoxide in the mineral pyromorphite; 3(3PbO, P 2O5)+PbClz.) Calcu-
lating from the chlorine there is found to be 9.75 per cent. of this mineral. The carbon 
dioxide is, then, somewhat more than sufficient for the remaining lead oxide, forming 
86.60 per cent. of cerussite, PbCO3• 
The silv~r exists in the state of chloride, as shown by extracting it from a large 
amount of ore with ammonia. 
A portion of the ferrous oxide is present as magnetite. The slight excess of car-
bon dioxide above that required for the lead is probably combined with ferrous, man-
ganous, and calcium oxides. 
Analysis II shows plainly that pyromorphite is practically absent from the spec-
imen of ore from the Little Chief mine. The lead exists mainly as carbonate, with a, 
little sulphate, and probably a small amount of antimoniate. A yellow substance left 
unattacked with the silica and silver chloride ore, on treating- with nitric acid, gave 
reactions for lead and antimony. The silver exists aitogether in the state of chloride-
and could be completely extracted by ammonia. The total chlorine, found by fusion 
with alkaline carbonates, extraction with water, and subsequent precipitation with 
silver nitrate, is slightly in excess of that required by the silver, but it was found that 
a few hundredths of 1 per cent. was present in a combination soluble in water. 
Only the chief constituents from the ore in the Waterloo mine (Analysis III} 
were estimated. Starting from the chlorine, which represents that soluble in nitric 
acid alone, the ore is found by calculation t~ contain 32.07 per cent. of pyromopbite-
and 61.78 per cent. of cerussite, the carbon dioxide exactly sufficing for the lead oxide· 
left after combining the elements of pyromorphite. An excess of 1.44 per cent. phos-
phorus pentoxide is probably combined with alumina, of which a, considerable amount 
was found to be present. 
TABLE IX.-Cliloro-bromo-iollides of silver. 
I. II. I IIL . 
Cl ....... . 13. 78 9. so \ un, 925 I, Ore Coll. No, 39. Robert E . L ee m in e, Fryer Hill. 
Br .... . ... 85. 63 89. 00 . .. ... .••. 
I ......... o. 50 o. 21 I 0. 07ii 
---------100, 00 10()_ 00 t 100. 000 II. Ore Coll. No, 30c. Arnio n, luo, F ryc>r Ilill. 
I ==== AgCl. .. . 21. 50 ::: I .,~~, AgBr .... . 77. 90 III. Ore ColL :"~o. 37. Big Pittsburg_h mine, F ryer Hill. 
A gl . .. .. (I_ 42 0. 10 0. 034 I I I 
---- ---- I lCO, 00 100. co ]0'.l. 000 I 
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REMARKS ON TABLE ·1x. 
The figures in the upper series represent the relative proportions of 01, Br, and 
I; those in the second series, the percentages of the corresponding silver salts. 
The ore specimens, having first been treated with nitric acid to extract any solu-
ble chlorine salts, were then subjected to the reducing action of zinc and sulphuric 
acid, whereby the,..silver salts were entirely reduced. To the filtered solution, contain-
ing all the chlorine, bromine, and iodine, potassium nitrite was added, the liberated 
iodine collected in carbon disulphide, separated wi~ the latter by filtration, and esti-
mated by titration with dilute sodium hyposulphite solution. The chlorine and bro-
mine were then thrown down by silver nitrate, the precipitate was washed thoroughly 
by decantation, brought entirf>ly into a tared vessel, fused, and weighed. As suffi-
cient material had been taken to insure several grams weight of mixed chloride and 
bromide, the estimation of the halogens by entire conversion into silver chloride in a 
current of chlorine gas was repeated on different portions with very closely agreeing 
results, of which the -above are the mean. In Analysis III a qualitative test failed to 
indicate the presence of a trace of bromine, and the fused silver chloride, when heated 
in chlorine gas, showed no change whatever in weight. The silver in the ore, reduced 
by the action of zinc and sulphuric acid, was not estimated. The figures in the second 
horizontal series above are therefore obtained by calculation from the chlorine, bromine, 
and iodine found. In Analysis I the proportion of AgCl:AgBr is 4:11, while in 
Analysis II it is 1: 4. 
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TABLE X.-Various ores and vein materials. 
N. B.-With the exceptions noted, blanks in the table denote "no tests." 
1. "Hard carbonate," Scooper mine, Yankee Hill. 
2. "Silicious ore," El Capitan mine, Taylor Hill. 
3. "Gold ore," Ore Coll. No. 60, El Capitan mine,_Taylor Hill. 
4. Silicious hematite, Ore Coll. No. 84, Chrysolite mine. 
5. 11 Iron ore," Ore Coll. No. 90, Kenosha mine, Long and Derry Hill. 
G. Altered limestone (iight material), Garden City mine. 
7. altered limestone (dark material), Garden City mine. 
8, 9, and 10. Specimen showing pyrite altering to a light ocherous mass. Ore Coll. No. 44, No Name gulch, Lake Co. 
8. Nucleus of pyrite. 9. Dark zone. 10. Light outer zone. 
11. White filling in chert nodule from porphyry, Ore Coll. No. 300b, Ben Burb shaft. 
12. Chert nodule, Ore Coll. No. 299, El Paso shaft. 
13. Breccia with ore cement, Ore Coll. No. 53, Evening Star mine. 
14. Chert under ore body, Little Pittsburgh mine. 
15. Granular quartz under ore, Ore Coll. No. 3a, Waterloo mine. 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
f----t---1--- __ 3 ___ 4_ -5-1--6-,--7-~8 __ , __ 9_ 
Insoluble. 60. 00 .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . 8. 20 . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . 7. 36 16. 36 54. 28 ................ -... - - . - - - - -- - · - - -
Si<h...... . . . . . . . . 82. 400 11. 560 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 10. 08 20. 02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . a98. 03 b96. 3 c84. 2 07. 9 d81.29 
PbO ..... ~--····· Trace None ....•.....•... .... ..... . .. •.................. ....... ........••...... . - -···· ·•···· · 
FeS2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 53. 61 .........••...................... · -· · · · · • • • · · 
!~: :::: --~~--~~- 1~:!: -~~~~~- -~~~~-- ;~:: } 0.81 0.97 t~~- -~~~~~- -~~~~- :::::::: ~::::: ::::: ::::: ::::::: 
MnOl . . . . 0. 10 . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . 22. 36 65. 98 O. 39 1. 56 ..••...........•.•.•..•..••...•......•........•• • · · -
ZnO .•..•......................... 2.56 1.00 ............... .... .. .... .....••••.. .••.................•....• .•... 
~:
0
0·::::: :::::::: }e1.217 e0.6094 f :::::: ::::::: ~;:~; ~::~~ ·;~~~-e- ·;~--~~- ·;~--~~- .::::::: :::::: ::::: ::::: ::::::: 
CO2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . /!2. 78 J37. 37 ....... .. ............ ................... -... - --· · · · · 
SOa-······ ................................. ...... ................. .... . Trace Trace ...•.....•......•....... -······ 
, Hi) ...... g5. 978 1. 830 10. 230 h12.709 4. 22 . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... ....... .. .. - -· -
Ignition.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 10. 13 5. 82 ...••... .......•. ........... -- -
.Ag . ...... 0. 012 0. 002 0. 0002 o. 031 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..............•.............••..................... _. .. - · - · 
Au . . . . . . . Trace 0. 011 0. 0004 None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . -- - · 
Totals .. 10o.000\100. 000 \100. 000 100. 000 i78. 90 100. 72 100. 78 j95. 41 100. 00 100. 00 . . . . . . . . .• . . . . ..... - -· · --- · · · 
a R mainder F02Oa and AhOa, no water. 
I> Remainder FeiOa and AhOa. Of the Si02 3.06 per cent. was soluble in a motltirately strong solution of potassium 
hydrate. 
c Cementing material chiefly pyromorphite, with some galena and cerussite, also a little calcite. 
d Remainder chiefly .Pb0O3 ant! Fe2O3; of the silica 3.93 per cent. was soluble in a moderately strong solution of 
pota ium hydrate. 
e By diffi r nee. 
/ Calculat d. 
g By dill renee ; iueludes some PbO and Sb2O5. 
h By dill r nee; include a little Sb2O5• 
i R mainder chi fly iO2. 
j R mainder is Oa and H2O. 
REMARKS ON TABLE X, 
of the abov table were made without ,iew to completeness, the 
• 
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brown hydrated ferric oxide, the boundaries being in places rather sharply defined, in 
others indistinct. The dark zone was in turn surrounded by a zone of light-brown 
oxide, the line of demarcation beipg very regular and sharply defined. The dark oxide 
was compact and :fl.inty; the light oxide also compact, but less hard. 
,No. 
TABLE XL-Alteration products of porphyry. 
Ore 
Coll. Local name. 
No. 
Ah(h Fe,O, F,O ZnO CaO MgO K,O 1,Na,O H,O SO, Totals. I 
55b Kaolin ..•... 
55a Chinese talc 
48.72 ~-~ -~ == 1.11 9.88 1 0.67 ~= 100.03 
43. 36 37. 78 .... _. .. ... . .. . . . . .•• o. 22 O. 30 Tr~ce 17. 95 Trace 99. !H 
56c Kaolin ... . . . 4. 55 35. 60 2. ~6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace Trace 2. 73 5. 2£ 15. 05 34. 55 100. 00 
56 Chinese talc 
56b .... do ..••... 
105a .•.. do ...... . 
105a .... do .. . __ .. 
105b ..• do ...... . 
24. 47 
27. 89 
35. 33 
35. 97 
37. 54 
ci Includes 0.23 P2Os. 
38. 05 
33. 79 
10. 38 
8. 81 
24. 76 
o. 93 0. 77 . - ....•. 
co. 64 . . .... 
33. 05 
35.40 I 
18. 43 
b By difference. 
1. Amie mine, in ore body. Ore Coll. No. 55b. 
2. New Discovery mine. Ore Coll. No. 55a. 
3. Big Pittsburgh, contact of Gray Porphyry. Ore Coll. No. 56b. 
4. Morning Star mine. Ore Coll. No. 56. 
o. 23 
0. 53 
1. 62 
1.87 
o. 63 
5. Swamp Angel tunnel, contact of White Porphyry. Ore C,oll. No. 56b. 
6. Lower Waterloo mine. Ore Coll. No. 105a. 
7. Lower Waterloo mine. Ore Coll. No.105a. 
8. Lower Waterloo mine. Ore Coll. No.103b. 
R.EMARKS ON TABLE XI. 
I 
o. 30 2. 72 1. 30 16. 67 
1. 14 2. 83 1. 56 b16. 51 
15. 48 101. 15a 
15. 75 100. 00 
0. 71 
o. 80 
0. 71 0. 66 0. 36 
19. 06 . . . . . . 100. 15 
17. 46 ........ 100. 31 
16.37 ........ 
1
100.10 I 
c Present as a visible impurity. 
Owing to the indefinite nature of the greater part of the peculiar products of 
alteration represented by analysis in the above table, it is impossible to ascribe to them 
distinctive names. Notwithstanding the great external similarity of all but the first 
of the specimens examined, they have been found to differ most widely in composi-
tion, though, aside from the above exception, three distinct groups may be recognized, 
namely: First, simple hydrated aluminium sili~ates allied to kaolinite; second, mixed 
aluminium silicates and aluminium and alkali sulphates, likewise hydrated; and, third, 
certain hydrated aluminium and zinc silicates, also mixtures. 
In the following are given the distinctiYe physical and chemical characteristics, 
accompanied by brief discussions of the analytical results : 
No. 1, gra;yish white; compact, hut of hardne"ss considerably less than 1, rubbing 
off on the fingers; luster, pearly; insoluble in hydrochloric acid. EYidently derived 
<lirectly from porphyry, since honeycombed remnants of feldspar crystals, and even 
large _crystals, an inch in length, showing rough faces, occur imbedded in the mass. 
Under the microscope it appears to consist of crystalline scales without definite form. 
In order to obtain material for analysis free from undecomposed feldspar, it was 
slightly crushed and stirred with water in a beaker, whereby it became thoroughly dis-
integrated, the fine matter · floating and imparting to the· water a beautiful satiny 
appearance similar to that frequently observable in streams receiYing the tailings from 
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tamp mills, while the gritty particles fell to the bottom. By pouring off the sus-
pended matter, allowing to settle, decanting the supernatant liquid, and drying the 
limy depo it,, an apparently pure matter was obtained, Rhowing the pearly luster .of 
the original mass, and containing, like that, when air-dried, about one-quarter of 1 
per cent. of hygroscopic moisture. This is not included in the above analysis. No 
further loss occurred on prolonged beating until a temperature considerably above 
1000 O. was reaclled, while a strong red heat was requisite for complete expulsion of 
the water. 
No altogether satisfactory formula can be deduced from the figures in the table. 
Ou dividing the molecular value by that for water, as being most accurately deter-
mi~ed, the ratio is found to be 
or, approximately, 
SiO2 Al2O3 : R2(R)O H2O 
9, 93 4.09 1.87 3.00 
10 : 4 : 2 : 3. 
As no other specimens of a s1milar nature, from the Amie or other mines, have 
been ob erve<l, by analysis of which it could be ascertained whether the above ratio 
remains constant or not, it would be rash to affirm tlmt the material analyzed repre-
ent a di tinct mineral species, the final product of the alteration of the porphyry 
from which it is derived. · 
No. 2, pure white, veined witli m~nganes.e dioxide; compact, llardness about 2, 
rubbing off on the fingers when dry. When fresh and moist, frequently greenish in 
color, opaline in appearance, and semi-transparent, especially on the thin edges, becom-
. ing opaque on exposure. Insoluble in hydrochloric acid. Portions free from MnO2 
taken for analysis. 
It wa found that after two or three years' exposure to the air a large amount 
of water, 3.36 per cent. of that given in the analysis, was still retained in a very weak 
tate of combination, apparently as hygroscopic moisture, since it espaped over sul-
1 buric acid. No further los occurred on heating at 1000 O., nor below moo O. to 170° 
O., although blackening took place, due to carbonization of organic matter. Dried 
over ulpburic acid or at 100° O., the powder was so extremely hygroscopic that it was 
<l med advi able to make the analysis upon air-dried material. The percentage of 
loo ely c mbined or bygro copic water was found to decrease slowly ou long exposure 
flump to tb air, o lowly as to be perceptible only at intervals of a month or more. 
dn tiu all water dri en off at 100° 0., the molecular ratio SiO2 : Al2O3 : H2O is 
: l. : ""·2 , thu howing the ub tance to be closely allied to kaoliuite.1 
. 3, 4, and 5. In g n ral appearance 4 and 5 differ little from the substance 
la d crib d. lor, whit , , treaked frequently with iron and manganese oxides; 
h rune , after 1 ng expo ure, in ca e of 5, about 2¼, Practically insoluble in hydro-
cbl ric acid . . 3 i pure white, and resembles 1; it contained no hygroscopic water. 
o. 4 ntained ut 1.23 per cent.; while No. 5 retained 4.58 per cent. of the same 
in th aoaly i ) aft r long expo ure to the air in the form of lumps. 
m i found in the Morn in tar c n oliclated gronp of mines according to L. D. Ricketts, 
on of wh pnb1i h d analy P (Tb r of Leadvill , Prine tou, 18 3) shows a ratio SiO~ : AbO~ : 
H = 2 : 1 : 3 pr bab]y incJudin , b~·gro copic or w a.kl coinbined water. 
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The air-dried material of 4 and 5 was analyzed, since, when dried over sulphuric 
acid or at 1000 C., the hygroscopicity was such as to render accurate weighing out of 
the question. In very few hours No. 5 reabsorbed, when exposed in the air, over half 
of the 4.58 per cent. of moisture lost at 100° C. . 
Consideration of the analyses, coupled with the observed insolubility in bydro-
rbloric acid, shows beyond reasonable doubt that these bodies are mixtures of alunite, 
K 2S04 + ( Al2)S30 12+ 2H6·(Al2)06, cotresponding in formula to the jarosite of the following 
table, or of an allied mineral, with different indefinite hydrated aluminium-calcium-
rnaguesium silicates. If the supposed alunite is calculated on the basis of the sul-
plrnric acid, •the residual amounts of silica, alumina, lime, magnesia, alkalies, and 
water are found to have widely different and not very definite molecular ratios in each 
analysis. 
. ·From the fact of No. 3, which is mainly an aluminium-alkali sulphate, containing 
no weakly combined or hygroscopic water, the hygroscopicity appears to be a prop-
erty of the hydrated aluminium silicates. 
Nos. 6, 7, and 8. Similar in appearance to the simJ)le hydrated alum'inium silicates 
represented by analysis 2. Nos. 6 and 7 were taken by l\'Ir. L. D. Ricketts from one 
locality in the mine, No. 8 from another. The fh st. and second were not to be distin-
guished from each other by the eye, being brilliantly white (greenish under certaiu 
conditions of light), opaline and semi-1i"ransparent, while the third was veined with 
iron .and manganese oxides and. posseis~td in a less d~gree the pronounced conchoidal 
fracture of the others. On exposure t.hey became opaque, and after some months 
pos&essed a hardness of about 3. Nos. 6 and 7 were entirely and readily decomposed by 
strong hydrochloric acid when finely pulverized, while upon 8 the action of the acid 
was not so marked, though still energetic. The bygroseopicity of these substances, 
<'s·pecialh of the firs-t and second, is extraordinarJ~ Over sulphuric acid No .. 6 lost 
11.64 per cent. of water, while No. 7 lost 10.26 and No. 8 but 5.30 per cent., these 
amounts heing included in the tabulated results of analysis.. Exposure to a tempera-
ture of 100° O., and even 15(.;0 O., occasioned no further loss in weight, but the pre&ence 
of organic matter made itself manifest by the blackening of the powder. The dried 
material reabsorbed moisture with great rapidity. It was at first supposed that these 
weret mixtures of calamine with some hydrated aluminium silicate. But if from the 
molecular values those for zinc oxide are eliminated all{l proportionate amounts for 
silica and water subtracted, on the' supposition that calamine is present, the ratios 
between the remaining molecular values are not the same ·as should be the case if the 
mixture consi~ted in all these cases of calamine and ·one other definitely constituted 
mineral. Moreover, on decomposing with hydrochloric acid no gelatinization takes 
place, and not even a trace of silica goes into solution, an argument against the pos-
sibility of the presence of either calamine or willemite. The molecular values, con-
sidered altqgether for each analysis, do not present relations sufficiently definite to 
allow of'suppQsing any one of the specimens to represent a single mineral species. 
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TABLE XII.-Alleration procluctB of.galena and pyrite. 
A.h03 I Cao I l!gO SOi c1 · Totals. 
---l--.f---t---1----------1----;-----1--- ----
1 106a I Nooe 46. 70 Nooe 0. 06 0. 06 5. 33 
2 106b o. 30 42. 98 0. 20 O. 64 None 6. 31 
106c O. 36 44. 40 0. 23 None None 0.15 
1. 68 10. 54 4. 2,7 0. 08 o. 46 0. 08 30. 53 o. 02 99. 81 
o. 83 10. 12 8. 27 None 0. 42 1. 58 27. 81 0. 26 99. 72 
0. 37 8. 99 19. 50 None 0. 39 0.11 25. 07 0. 04 99.1 
4 io6d I..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 12 0.57 .•.... ···•·· ..... . ·••·•··· ........................... . 
: I~: 1:::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::· :::::::: ~::: 
7 1 106g . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 04 
0.77 ....................................................... . 
0.18 ....................................................... . 
o. 57 ··•··· .....•...•..•......•.. ·•·••· .••.......... ·••····· 
1. From Maid of Erin mine, under White Porphyry. Contains 0.0048 .Ag and trace of .A.u. 
2. From Morning tar (Forsaken) mine, under Gray Porphyry. Contains 0.0036 Ag. 
3. From Lower Waterloo mine, un,1er Gray Porphyry. Contains 0.075 .Ag. 
4. From Mornil1g Star {Forsaken) , under Gray Porphyry. 
5. From Morning , tar (For11aken) , under Gray Porphyry. 
6. From Morning Sta,r (Forsaken), under Gray Porphyry. 
7. From Silver C,"orcl mine, under White Porphyry. 
· REMARKS ON TABLE XII. 
Notwith tan<ling the great similarity in appearance of all. the specimens of which 
the above are analyses they are rather complex · mixtures in very varying proportions 
of everal mineral substances. They all show a similar chemical behavior. Heated 
in a closed tube, water is iirst e-volved, the substance then changes from an ocherous, 
or ometimes brownish yellow, to dark brown, and later sulphuric and sulphurous-acids 
e cape. l'he same changes occur in an open tube. On charcoal with soda there appears 
sometimes a slight coating of arsenic trioxide, accompanied by a smell of arsenic and the 
reaction for lead. Entirely insoluble in boiling water. Nitric acid in the cold extracts 
part of the lead oxide; also, arsenic and phosphorus pentoxides and usually chlorine. 
Uontinued boiling with nitric acid seems to decompose the iron minerals completely. 
Warm hydrocllloric acid effects complete decomposition, and. no trace of a ferrous salt 
can be d t cted, even if solution bas been effected in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide. 
Oau tic alkalie al o decompose them completely, all the sulphur trioxide and arsenic 
and pho pboru pentoxides going into solution, whereby the anaiysis is materially sim-
plified. Variou te ts, combined with a consideration of the three complete analyses, 
how that the 1 ad is present as anglesite and pyromorphite1: in No. 2 as the latter 
mineral alon , the l ad oxide, pho phorus pentoxide, and chlorine being. in the 
exact proportion required for the formula (3Pb0, P 20.s)+PbC}z. The As20 5 is not 
pr ent in the corresponding chloro-arseniate of lead, as shown by the fact that 
the proportion of P20s to that part of the Cl not combined with silver is always the 
ame a in pyromorphite, and that there is insufficient lead for both phosphorus and 
ar enic pentoxitles together, as in No. 2, where it exactly suffices for the pho~,phorus. 
pentoxid . The ar enic pentoxide is therefore undoubtedly present as a hydrated 
fenic ar eniat . By combining in the first place chlorine and phosphorus pentoxide. 
with lea<l oxide and the remainder of the latter with sulphur trioxide, de-finite conclu-
i n. may be reach cl a to tlle compo ition of the remainder of the mixture. .Analyse8 
1The pyroruorphite is ometimes visible in bunches of sma11 crystals. 
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1 and 2 (especially the latter) show that the chief constituent in these cases is probably 
. jarosite, K2804+(Fe2)830 12 +2H6(Fe2)06. As tbere remains a slight excess of 803 and 
, Fe20 3 after combining the constituents of this mineral on the basis of the alkalies 
present, a basic ferric sulphate is to be assumed as a further consiituent of the mixture . 
.Analysis 3 sh0ws little pyromorpbite, much anglesite, little jarosite. and much 
hydrated basic ferric sulphate, of which latter it is impossible to determine the formula 
definitely, since it is not known bow much ferric oxide and water may be combined 
with the arsenic pentoxi<le. 
The remaining partial analyses were made to ascertain whether or not the alkalies 
were constant constituents of this class of products of alteration of the original vein 
material. Qualitative tests showed that pyromorpbite and anglesite were occasionally 
present in greater amount than shown in analyses 1; 2, and 3. Arsenic pentoxide was 
found in very considerable quantity in the material from the Silver Cord .mine (7). 
TABLE XIII.-Miscellaneous alteration pi·odu.cts. 
No. Rock. Locality. 
1 Altered White Porphyry . . . . . . . . . London mine .... . 
2 ...... do ............ , . ................. do ............ . 
8 ...... do ..............•..•.......... New York mine .. 
4 Altered White Limestone ......... Buffalo Peaks ..•.. 
5 Altered Blue Limestone ............. do ..... ~ ...... . 
6 ...... do .......•••...................... do . . .. .... .... . 
7 Flint Kernelb . ............. .. ......... do ............ . 
8 Altered opaline coatingd .............. do ............ . 
71. 2 
72. 8 
75. 8 
97.1 
97. 7 
78. 9 
c98.16 
e97. 42 
Fe203 l K O I Soluble Loss by · Alz03 5 2 Na20 : in HCI. ignition. Totals. 
14. 5 3. a / o. 7 alO. o . . . . . . . . . . 99. 7 
·········· ······:······ ...... ... ...... ........... .. 
•••• • : •••• •••• •• ! •••••••• •••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
••• • • • . . . . 1_ ...... I ................................. . 
- I I . 
:::~:::: :{:]:::: :: ,:::~~~:~~: :::~:~~ ~~~ : ~~~.: i~. 
........ · .. '. ···· · -i- ·· . -· i···· ..... ·I 2. 58 100. 00 I 
a Consists of calcium carbonate, with a little magnesium and less manganese carbonate. 
b Specific gravity at 18½° C. = 2.570. Hardness, 6. · 
c Soluble in strong solution of pota,ssium hydrate after four to five hours' digestion= 65. 73 per cent. 
d. Specific gravity at 16P C. = 2.028. Hardness 5.5. 
e Soluble in strong solution of potassium hydrate llfter four to five honrs' digestion= 97.42. 
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Ore 
No. Coll. 
No. 
35b 
35d 
35c 
35c 
G 91 
40 
!I 4S 
TABLE' XIV.-Assal!JB of ores, vein materials, and country rocks. 
Name. Mine. Remarks. 
Ores. 
Sand carbonate....... Matchless, near Hibernia.......... . Crystals of cerussite . . 
.•••.. do . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Morning Star, fourth level north . . . Compact .••.......... ·. 
...... do . . ............. Morning Star, first level south .•.... White sand .......... . 
..•... do . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . Waterloo, on Forsaken line.. . . . . . . . Dark colored .••.....•. 
.•.... do ....•••.••...•....... do ... .................••••..••....... do .............•.. . 
...... do ............... Long and Derry .• -......................•......•.. -.r ..... . . 
Chloride .••..••..• ~~.. Evening Star, on Catalpa line, second With cerussifo ..•...•. 
level. 
Hard carbonate....... Dunk-in, between first and. second .......•.......•..... --+ •• 
levels. 
91 42a ..•••. do ............... Evening Star, on Morning Star line . .......••• · ••.•.•...••••. 
10 .••..••. . ••••• do ..•.....••..... Niles.Augusta ..••.......•...•...•...............•....•. : ••. 
11 ..........••.• do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • •• . . . . . . . . . • . . In limestone .••....... 
12 I 41 .••••• do ..•••...••..... Scoo!Jt'r, east drift .......•.......... Very silicious ...•...•. 
13 1 26a Galena and cerusaite .. Dunkin, upper evel. •••••..•••......................•.••••. 
~
1
:
6
1 27 ....•. do ..........•••.. Henriett lower .....•...••.......••..................... .. .. 
~: ~:::;~· .. ~~~~·· ·~~· .~~~e;!~: ~~~~ .~~~~.~~~ .~~·e·: ::::·:: 1 ::·:.::: ::: : : ::: : : : : : : : : : 
No.15. 
17 Galena ................ Dunkin, above ore body ..........• . Cementing· porphyry 
breccia. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
27b Galena, blende, and A. Y. mine, 150 feet deep ........•..••................••...••.•. 
pyrite. 
28d Galena and pyrite . . . . Ont.ario, Breece Hill............... . Gash vein in porphyry. 
51 
49 
48 
Copper ore ............ Florence, winze on north drift ............................. . 
Gold ore .... ................ do ................... .••...... .. ..........•...•...•.... 
...... do ...... ........ . Lower Printer Boy, middle shaft, 
second station. 
Vein materials. 
13 Silicious hematite..... Vanderbilt, at 120 feet .....•..•.•...•....•..••......... ..•. . 
84 ... ... do . . . . . . . . . ... . . Cbrysolite .. ..............•..••...• . ..•..•.............••••. 
25 
1 
ilicious iron ......... . Amie, lower body. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hytlrated .•........•. 
26 .
1 
.. .. .... . ..... do ............... Now Discovery .. .......•......•..•. J'aspery ...... . .•..... . 
27 ·• •.. · •..••••. do .. .......... . .. Across the Ocean................... Cavernous ....•...•... 
2 
1 
........ Black iron . .. ... ..... . Chryaolite.Vulture No. 1 ........... Maliganiferous ..•••.. 
29 .••...•...•... do . . ............. Climax, upper working ...... ....... ...... do ............•• . 
30 . • • . • • • . Ilematite . . . • . . . . . . . . . Breece Iron, upper shaft . ........... ... ... do ....•... . ...... 
!~ .. ······ ·;;;~~ ;; ·: :::~::::::L ·;~ ·cde:~.·;~~~·; ~~·;;t·:::: :::::::: :: . :~~~:~~~;a~~·.::::::: 
I Country rock,. 
33 !········ Blo Lim tone . ...... Catalpa, eastincline, nearbottom ... Black and altered ... . . 
34 · ••· · · • · ·•••• .do · ··· · ····· ·.··· ...... do . .......•................... Another specimen ... . 
35 .••.•• - . White Limes ton . . . . . Climax, lower level south. ......... . .Altered contact . .. ... . 
36 .••.•••...•••. d . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . Amie lfo. 2, 273 feet deep . . . . . . . . . . . Altered ... ....... . ...• 
37 · • • · • • • ·1 Lim · and · ··· ·· · · ·· · · Donkin, north end third level.. ..... AlteredBlueLimestone 
3839 · .• •••·. · . •• •• ·. · . • ••• . • . ,dloo · . . · . ·. •.· . · .. • ... · . . ·.•.·.· .· Chry olite, west of Vulture No. I ... Near rich ore body ... . 
hryaolit , near Little Chief line . . . In ore body . .. ...... . . 
40 . •...•. . , . •.... do . ... .. .. . ...... C':Jii.°lite, cond l vel, northwest In porphyry .....•..•. 
Ag. Au. 
Oz. per ton. Oz. per ton. 
682. 90 None· 
10. 00 
41. 00 
13. 80 
25. 40 
22.10 
82. 20 
17; 90 
33. 80 
93.40 
81. 00 
a. 50 
353. 20 
516. 40 
420. 00 
28. 60 
443. 80 
9.80 
20. 00 
2. 90 
2. 00 
0. 50 
16.00 
9. 10 
2. 90 
0. 50 
1.10 
7.80 
3. 90 
0.30 
Trace ..... 
4. 00 
o. 50 
0. 30 
0.40 
o. 50 
0. 70 
85. 70 
0. 70 
0.40 
Trace 
None 
Do. 
Trace 
None: 
Trace 
Do. 
None 
Do. 
Trace 
Do. 
None 
Do. 
Trace 
None 
Do. 
Trace 
Strong tr 
0.10 
Strong tr 
Trace 
None 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
0. 20 
None 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Trace 
None 
Trace 
Do. 
None 
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ARGENTIFEROUS LEAD SMELTING AT LEADVILLE! 
INTRODUC1'ION. 
When Mr. S. F. Emmons intrusted me with t,he duty of reporting on the smelters 
of Leadville he directed me to insist on the mechanical appliances offering a special 
' . interest, to lay special stress on the chemical phenomena of the blast furnaces, and to 
examine carefully the different furnace products of the smelting works. The fact that 
metals and other substances sparingly dist:i;ibuted throughout the mineral deposits of 
the Leadville mining camp are concentrated in these products gave a special interest 
in this study, which had a direct bearing upon the geology and mineralogy of the 
district under survey. 
The fine analytical laboratory of the Survey in Denver made this study possible; 
and I trust that the numerous new facts and discoveries resulting from it will prove 
interesting and useful, not only to the metallurgist and minet, but also to the chemist 
and geologist. 
In order to render as intelligible as possible the description of the plant, appa-
ratus, a_nd implements used in smelting in Leadville, I took the measurement of the 
most interesting portions, and made from them rough sketches, which were afterwards 
completed and corrected by Mr. W. H. Leffingwell, assistant topographer of the Survey. 
The disposition of the inside of inaccessible parts, such as the dust-chambers, was ex-
plained to me by the superintendents of the smelters. Some tracings of furnaces, 
blast apparatus, and dust-chambers were kindly given by Messrs. Billing and Eilers, 
owners of the Utah smelter; James Brierton, of the Harrison Reduction Works; August 
Werner, of the Elgin Smelter; and by Messrs. Fraser and Chalmers, of Chicago, man-
ufacturers of a great number of the furnaces and smelting implements used in Leadville. 
The full description of the crushers and blowers was also kindly communicated to me 
by the respective manufacturers. The sketches accompanying this report, most of 
which are drawn to scale, have been prepared from these data by Mr. Morris Bien, 
assistant topographer, and engraved by Mr. Julius Bien, the well-known engraver. 
1 In consequence of the sudden death of .Mr. Antony Guyard at Paris, France, on the 29th of 
March, 1884, it was impossible to have bis aid in the final revision of this report for the press. In 
making this revision I have received most important assistance from Mr. W. F. Hillebrand, who was. 
present in the laboratory at the time Mr. Guyard was making his analyses. We have confined our 
changes to obvious clerical errors in calculations, and to minor a,lterations of language which would 
render his meaning clearer, changes which in no way affect his conclusions. It is possible that could 
Mr. Gu yard have been personally consulted he might have made other modifications in his .report, 
but, in view of his great experience and reputation as a metallurgical chemist, I have not felt 
authorized to do more than offer a few suggestions in foot-notes, where his meaning seems obscure or 
liable to be misunderstood. (S. F. E.) 
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During my visits to the smelters, I was received everywhere with the greatest 
courte y, both by miners and superintendents, supplied with all information, and 
allowed to inspect thoroughly every part of the wOl'ks. I was at the same time re-
que ted not to publish the names of the smelters in connection with information which 
might betray their private interests. In compliance with this request, in the follow-
ing report the principal smelters have been designated by letters in all cases where 
it eemed possible that the publishing of their names might be detrimental to their 
interests. All analyses, where not otherwise specifically designated, have been made 
by me in the laboratory of the Survey. 
SECTION I. • 
PRELIMINARY CONDITIONS OF SMELTING. 
LEADVILLE. 
Situation.-The city of Leadville is situated 10,150 feet above the level of the sea, 
in the Rocky Mountains, valJey of the Arkansas, California mining district, Lake 
County, State of Colorado. It is placed in direct communication with Denver, the 
capital of Colorado, and thence with the east, by means of the Denver and South Park 
Railroad and the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, both lines running on the same 
track between Buena Vista and Leadville. 
The young city of Leadville, which did not exist three years ago, is full of bustle, 
life, and excitement, and had a population at the last census (1880) of about 15,000 
inhabitants, but which fluctuates a good deal. It is built on a mesa or terrace formed 
of rearranged moraine material brought down by large glaciers which one~ existed 
there, and is surrounded on all sides by hills and mountains rising from three to four 
thou and feet above its level. The most conspicuous points are: on the west side, 
Mount Elbert and Mount Massive; on the east side, Ball Mountain, the Mosquito Pass, 
and Mount Sheridan; and on the north side, Mount Zion, above the Arkansas ~iver. 
MINES. 
Mo t of the lead and silver mines are situated to the eastward of Leadville (north-
ea t, due ea t, and southeast), in the localities known as Fryer Hill, Carbonate Hill, 
Iron Hill, Printer Boy Bill, Long and Derry Hill, Little Ellen Hill, Stray Horse gulch, 
and Iowa gulch. A the names of the mines and of their ores recur frequently in this , 
report,. ome information concerning them bas been tabulated below. 
The geological information was kindly communicated by Mr. E. Jacob, geol-
ogical a i tant to Mr. S . .F. Emmons, and the output data were taken from the Lead-
ville Weekly and Monthly Circular, which receives its information direct from the 
min uperintendent . 
In Tabl I i given the daily output of the working mines, whose names are 
arranged alphabetically and grouped according to locality. 
• 
OUTPUT OF LEADVILLE MINES. 
TABLE I.-Leadrille mines. 
Name of mine. Chief rocks passed through by Daily out· the shafts. put in tons. 
Fryer Hill. 
Amie ..................... Wash and White Porphyry .. . 
Chrysolite ..................... do ...................... . 
Climax ......................... do ....................... . 
Dunk.in ......................... do ....................... . 
Hibernia ........................ do ....................... . 
Little Chief ..................... do ............... . ....... . 
Little Pittsburgh ............... do ...................... .. 
Matchless . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do ....................... . 
Robert E. Lee ..........•..... .. do ....................... . 
Virginius ....................... do ....................... . 
Carbonate Hill. 
.Agassiz ................... White Porphyry .•.••........ . 
Carbonate ...................... do ....................... . 
Catalpa ......................... do ....................... . 
Crescent and lEtna ............. do ....................... . 
Evening Star ................... do ...................•.... 
Forsaken ............. : ......... do ....................... . 
Half Way House.... . . . . . . . ..... do. . . . . . . . • • . .......... . 
Little Giant .......... . ......... do ••............••..••... 
Morning Star ................... do .... . .................. . 
Pendery and Glass ............. do .................. : ... .. 
Yankee Doodle ................. do ....................... . 
Stray Horse gulch. 
Double Decker ........... Quartzite ................... .. 
North Iron Hill. 
Adelaide.................. White and Gray Porphyry .... 
Argentine and Camp Bird. White Porphyry ......•••..... 
I-ron Hill. 
Iron mtne ................. White Porphyry .••..•••....•. 
La Plata . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • ••.•. do ...................... .. 
Silver Wave .................... do ....................... . 
Smuggler ............ · ~--- ...... do ....................... . 
Tucson ......................... do ....................... . 
Dome Hill. 
Rock and Dome .. . .. . . . . . White Porphyry ............. . 
Yankee Hill. 
Chieftain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . White Porphyry and limestone 
Scooper ..•................ Gray Porphyry and limestone. 
Breece Hill. 
30 
75 
20 
8 
12 
110 
25 
25 
40 
10 
5 
35 
10 
10 
60 
20 
10 
5 
65 
20 
5 
2½ 
5 
.10 
150 
20 · 
18 
5 
15 
25 
8 
10 
Date of 
output,, 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
July 15, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Dec. 4, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Aug. 24, 1880 
Dec. 20, 1879 
Dec. 20, 1879 
Aug. 21, 1880 
.Aug. 21, 1880 
Dec. 4, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Dec. 20, 1879 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Dec. 20, 1879 
Dec. 20, 1879 
Dec. 20, 1879 
Dec . 20, 1879 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Dec. 20, 1879 
Dec. 20, 1879 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Aug. 21, 1880 
Dec. 20, 1879 
Breece Iron ............... Quarry in Gray Porphyry .............................. . 
Colorado Prince . .. .. .. . .. Quartzite...................... 25 Aug. 21, 1880 
Highland Chief ........... Gray Porphyry............... 100 Aug. 21, 1880 
Little Prince ................... do .................... : ... 5 Dec. 20, 1879 
Miner Boy...... . . . . . . . .. Limestone .................. .. 
Little Ellen Hill. 
Little Ellen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . White Porphyry .....••....... 
Virginius........ . ........ Blue Limestone .....•....•.... 
Long and Derry Hill. 
Belcher . • . • .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . Limestone ................... . 
Long and Deny .. . . • .. .. . White Porr,hyry ... ........ .. 
5 Dec. 20, 1879 
10 Aug. 7, 1880 
5 Dec. 20, 1879 
5 Dec. 20, 1879 
5 Dec. 20, 1879 
fH5 
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The aggregate daily output of the mines whose output has not been indicated 
in Table I reaches 30 tons, and the average daily output for all the mines may be said 
to reach from 700 to 800 tons during the year. It will be seen that the smelting 
capacity of the camp of Leadville is about 700 tons per 24 hours, so that the margin 
left for the shipment of ore is rather small. • 
ORES. 
In Leadville the ore deposits are almost invariably found in limestone, which they 
apparently barn replaced. Table I shows that the ore deposits are only reached 
through ma ses of various porphyries, and occasionally, at the outcrops, through 
lime tone. 
Description,-The ores of Leadville, composed chiefly of carbonate of lead or cerus-
ite and of galena or sulphuret of lead, are divided ,into two great classes, the bard 
carbonate or lumps and the sand or soft carbonates, and each class is subdivided and 
de ignated by letters or numbers, according to the assay contents and value. In these 
ores ilver exi ' ts chiefly in the state of chloride and of chloro-bromo-iodide. Some of 
the con tituents of the ores have been found in an isolated state; pyromorphite, or 
cb1oro-phospbate of lead, and wulfenite, or mo1ybdate of lead, in the Little Chief mine; 
angle ite, or ulphate of lead, in most mines; silicate of lead in small reddish crystals; 
an a yet unknown mineral in the Evening Star mine (this mineral was found by Mr. 
Emmon and examined by myself, but the quantity was not sufficient to make a com-
pl te examination) ;1 cerargyrite, or chloride of silver, in the Ohrysolite mine, and em-
bolite, or cb.loro-bromide of silver, in most mines; shapbachite, or sulphuret of bismuth, 
lead and ilrnr, in the Florence mine; and bismuthiferous lanarkite, or sulfato-carbonate 
of lead and bismuth, in the same mine. · 
Chief ores,-The following description will show what are the chief ores in the prin-
cipal mine : 
Adelai<le.-Large cryEta1s of cerus ite, cemented by coarse clay. 
Agassiz.- and. Light-yellow ocher. 
Belcher.-IJ.ar l. Compact masses of mixed oxides of iron and manganese, im-
pr rrnat d wi b mall and indistinct crystals of galena and cerussite. 
Catalpci.- ard. Flinty-looking mas es of even grain, impregnated with indis-
tinct ru ' it CI.Y tal . Thi is the typical '' hard carbonate" of the camp. 
'hry olite.-Hard. Ma e of indi tinct crysta-ls of cerussite, cemented by oxides 
of iron an 1 mangan · , h anhydrous and hydrated · color brown reddish and 
v Ilow. ' ' ' ' 
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Highland Ohief.-Sand. Masses of indistinc~ crystals of cerussite, not cemented. 
Homestake.-Hard. Masses of galena and pyrites in small crystals, cemented with 
dolomite and siderite. 
Hibernia.-Sand. Soft clay, with indistinct cerargyrite, but no cernssite. 
Jron.-Hard. Crystalline masses of distinct and indistinct crystals of cerussite, 
cemented with oxide of iron; part of the carbonate of lead colorless, part with a 
blackish tinge (in examining the lanarkite of the Florence mine it was found that this 
tinge is due to sulphuret of silver); also hard masses of pure galena in larp:e crystals, 
cemented by small ones; also masses of large and small distinct crystals of cerussite, 
cemented by manganiferous oxide of iron; also masses of hematite and occasionally 
red and yellow ocher; also nodules of cerussite, cemented with ocher. 
La Plata.-Sand. Bluish-black and yellow masses of small crystals of cerussite. 
Matchless.-Sand. Soft silicious masses impregnated with cerussite. 
Morning Star.-Bard. Hard carbonate. 
Rock.-Hard. Masses of crystalline cerussite, with yellow spots of ocher and 
greenish spots of embolite; also most varieties previously described. 
Robert E. Lee.-Sand. Chl~ride ore, ocherous yellow (a qualitative examination 
of this ore showed that the ocher contains a considerable quantity of antimoniate of 
iron); the sil"ier exists in the state of embolite, containing a very small quantity of 
iodide of silver. 
Virginius.-Hard. Uniform masses impregnated with cerussite. 
It must be noticed that the principal varieties described here are to be found in 
most mines, although the bismuth ores are confined to the Florence mine, and those 
free from lead, or dry ores, are found mainly in the Lee and Hibernia mines. A glance 
at the assays of ores made at different smelters will give a correct idea of the relative 
contents of the ores in lead and silver, and -also in gangue and iron, so that the~e 
assays have a_mineralogical and geological signification, as well as a commercial one 
COMPOSITION OF ORES. 
A complete examin~tion of the ores from every mine would have formed a 
most interesting chapter, but the field of investigation opened in Leadville was so 
vast that its accomplishment would have involved a far greater time than could 
be given to this study, which has therefore been perforce restricted to the most impor-
tant points. 
Carbonate ores.-The interesting observation was made that when cerassite is tinged 
with black this color is due to sulphuret of silver, so that to some extent the richness 
of th~ ore in silver can be ascertained by the eye. The following exhaustive analyses 
of the carbonate ore of two of the principal mines of Leadville were made by Dr. W. 
F. Hillebrand in the laboratory of the Survey at Denver: 
Analysis L-Adelaide ore. Sand in lumps, formed of masses of small crystals of 
colorless cerussite, cemented by cerussite, clay, and oxide of iron. 
Analysis IL-Little Chief ore (s~nd in lumps). ]'ormed of masses of distinct and 
indistinct small crystals of cerussite with a bluish-black tinge, full of whitish and yel-
lowish spots and cavities. , -
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ANALYSIS !.-Adelaide ore. 
Oxide of lead ............................................•• -· .. - --· ...... 79. 550 
Chloride of lead ..................................... - . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 0. 990 
Peroxide of iron...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 467 
Alumina ..............................••...............•..... · ....... ... 0.444 
Protoxide of iron...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 299 
Protoxide of manganese ....................................... ·••. . . . . . . . . 0. 137 
Oxide of cobalt ........•.••••..........••....................... .... .•.. Trace 
Lime .........................................................••••. ······ 0.303 
~fagnesia.... .... .... .... .... ...•.. .... ...•.. ..•••. .. .... .... .... .... .... 0. 068 
Gold ......................................• _.. . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace 
Silver ......................... ··· .··· ...•.. ...... .. .... ...... ..... ... .•. 0. 009 
Arsenic...... . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace 
Water................................................................... 0. 395 
Phosphoric acid...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 532 
Sulphuric acid ..............................................•........... ' T1ace 
Silica ......................................••................••••....... 0.651 
Carbonic acid.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14. 700 
Total ............................•••..••.•.......••••......... 99. 545 
Gold, f 6 of an ounce to the ton. 
Silver, 2½ ounces to the ton. 
(Hillebrand.) 
Discussion.-This analysis shows that the Adelaide ore is compo~d of: 
Carbonate of leau (PbO, CO~)...... . . . . . . . • • • . . ........................ : 85. 605 
Pyromorpbite 3 (3PbO, P2O6) +PbCl2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9. 748 
Carbonates, silicates, and oxides...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 647 
100.000 
All the constitnents of these minerals, which are widely distributed in Leadville, 
will be traced later in the analytical study of the smelting process. 
ANALYSIS IL-Little Chief ore. 
Oxide of lead ........................... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75. 408 
Peroxide of iron ............................................. _ ......... _ . 1. 940 
Alumina. ...•........................................................ _... 1. 415 
Oxide of cobalt................................................ .. . . . . . . . . Trace 
Protoxide of manganese ...•......................• __ .... _ .. _............ o. 074 
Peroxid of manO'ane e ....................................... _.. . . . . . . . . l. 386 
xid of zinc .............................. _ ~ ......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O. 095 
Lime ..................................••...•...................... ·-.... 0. 335 
~!a n ia ................... _ ................ _ ...... _ .....•............. 
ilica ............ ...................................................... . 
Al· nio acid ...............•........... _ ••...•.......... _ ..............•. 
Antimonic acid ........................... _ .... _... . .................. _. 
\Vat r .........•...•.•................................................... 
Carbonic acid...... . . . . . . . .......................... _ ......... __ ...... . 
Pho pboric acid ........................................................ . 
ulphuric acid .................................•........................ 
blorin 
. - ..... -.. -..... ---... -- ... -... -... - . ---- -.. -.. -- -- .... - .. - .... -..... ---.. - ... - .... -
,'ilv r 
............... ···· -- .......... ·----- ···--· ....... -----· ......... ·----· ·--- .. 
old .........•• . .......••..........••••..••••..........••........•...... 
L 
............... ·----· ---· ···-·· ................ ···--· ···--· ........... ·---
0.056 
1. 970 
Trace 
0. 121 
1. 140 
14.251 
Trace 
0.486 
0.288 
0.777 
Trace 
0.258 
Total ................ . 
• ••..•• ·-· ..•.......•••••• 100. 000 
ounce!\ t tb ton. 
(Hillebrand.) 
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Discussion.-In this ore pyromorphite is replaced by anglesite, the sulphuric acid 
of which plays an important part in smelting. Some of the constituents of this ore-
arseniates, sulphates, and antimoniates-will be found in an almost unaltered condi-
tion in some of the furnace products (accretions). The presence of zinc gives a special 
interest to this analysis, for the reason that this metal is found in every furnace prod-
uct--lead fumes, accretions, bullion, and slags. But, although the two preceding 
analyses are typical of the carbonate ores and contain their most important elements, 
they do not show the metals molybdenum, titanium, bismuth, nickel, cadmium, copper, 
and tin, which have also been found in the furnace products, and appear to be pretty 
widely distributed in the camp, though generally in very small quantities. It is, how-
ever, evident that certain substances are entirely wanting in some ores. For instance, 
a special examination of the Little Chief Smelter slag failed to detect more than traces 
of titanic acid, showing that this substance does not exist iu the Little Chief ore, 
although it is to be found in most Leadville slags. 
Chloride ores.-In Leadville the chlorides of silver have long been known ai; 
cerargyrite and embolite, of which they have the characteristic appearance. The 
writer made a special qualitative examination of the embolite found in the Robert E . 
Lee mine (old workings). This embolite is dis~eminated in the peculiar antimonifer-
ons ocher already spoken of. One specimen g3:ve chlol'ine and bromine, with a little 
iodine; another gave less iodine than the preceding, but more bromine. Dr. W. F. 
Hillebrand 1.tas made the following analyses of the chief chlorides of Lead ville : 
ANALYSIS III .-Robert E. Lee (chloride ore). 
Chloride of silver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :H. 580 
Bromide of silver ... ... .. .... .... .... .... .... ...... ...••. .... .. . ... ... . 77. 986 
Iodide of silver .......................... . ....................... ,. . . . . . . 0. 425 
ANALYSIS IV.-Aniie (chlo1·ide of silver contained in hard carbonate) . 
Chloride of silver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... _ ...... _ ....... . ...... _ . _ .. 
Bromide of silver ................. _ ......•.... _ .......... _. _. _ ....•. _ .. 
Iodide of silver .............. ~ ......................................... . 
100.000 
15.755 
84.091 
0.154 
100.000 
The formula of this chloride is 4AgBr + AgCl(I), a very small quantity of iodine 
replacing chlorine. 
ANALYSIS V.-Big Pittsburgh ore. 
Chloride of silver .............. ..... . ....... _ ..... _ .. _ .. _ ..... _ ... _ .. _. 99.965 
Bromine of silver...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None 
Iodide of silver ............... . ........................ _ ....... _ . . . . • • . . 0. 035 
100.000 
At the Ubrysolite mine a magnificent block of very pure cerargyrite was found 
weighing several hundred pounds. ' 
In order to determine the relative proportions of chlorine, bromine, and iodine 
throughout the district, a mixture was made of lead fumes collected in the dust cham-
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bers of eight melters. The following figures, obtained by analysis of this mixture, 
may be taken to represent the relative proportions of chlorine, bromine, and iodine in 
the ih er ore : 
Chloride of ilver ............. . 
Bromide of ilver ............. . 
Iodide of ilver ............... . 
89. 10, equivalent to chlorine ....•...... 
10. 45, equivalent to bromine .......... . 
0. 4!1, equivalent to iodine ............ . 
100.000 
8:!.45 
lG.83 
0.72 
100.000 
Special stre s has been laid upon the composition of the chloride ores, for the 
r a on that they play an important part in lead smelting in Leadville. To chlorine, 
bromine, and iodine is due a great part of the loss in lead, not only because chloro-
bromo-iodide of lead is a very volatile compound, but also because chloro-bromo.iodo-
pho phate and ulphurets of lead are found which are also remarkable for their great 
volatility. 
Average of ores.-Mr. Th. Fluegger, assayer of the Harrison Reduction V\7 orks, in 
Leadville, ha, published in the Engineering and Mining Journal of March, 1880, an 
analy i of a ample from 1,000 tons, representing specimens from every producing 
mine in Leadville. Thi anal_ysis, made with probably insufficient means iu the lab-
oratory of one of the melter , has e,idently no pretension to scientific accurac,v, since 
'Orne of the el ments-sulphur, arse·nic, antimony-are left uncombined and since 
all th rare elements are not indicated. It is given here, however, because upon it 
ha,,.e been ba ed the main features of the chemical discussion of the blast furnace. 
If it i · a urned that tbe quantity of silver reported in this analysis is correct, it 
repre ent an average quantity of silver of nearly 90.5 ounces to the ton. This :figure 
app ar exaggerated, for the reason that the proportion of silver to lead is one ounce 
to fi.v poun<l , while iu practice mixtures aimed at contain one ounce of silver to six 
pound of 1 ad. But the average percentages of lead (23), iron (18), and silica (22.5) 
agr pr ci ely witb the general composition of the smelting charges in Leadville. 
Al ALYSIS VI.-Average ore. 
Carbonic acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 58 
Oxide of lea<l ....•.....•................... ..•... ..•...•• _.. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 24. 77 
ilica ....•.......................................... .......... ........... 22. 59 
ulphur .................................................. _ ........... _.. o. 90 
rotoxi,1 of iron...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o. 89 
ro .·id of iron .....•...............••..•............. _ .................. 24. 86 
Proto.· i<l of manganc: . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 03 
,. ilv•r ...............................................••................... 0.31 
Lim ..... .... ..•... ... ... ...... .... ... . .... ... ... ..... ..... .... .... ...... 2. 36 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · .. · .. · · .. · .•. .. ••.. .. . . . . . ... ... . ... . . . . . . . . . 3. 04 
Ar nic .... ... . ... ... .... .. ...... .... .... .... ...... .... ... ... .... ... . ..... o. 01 
Antinionv..... .. . .. . . ... . ... . . .. . ..... .•. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . ... . .... o. 02 
Pota h and ·od o. 98 
Chlorin ....... .-:::.-::~~:~~~~~~~~::::::.-:::.-:::~~ :::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: 0.09 
Water 5. 53 
Alum in .. ~: ~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 3. 99 
'olil ·opp r zin · .................................... .. .................. Trace 
'il\- r,. 
p r ut. 
99.95 
nn · . t th ton; 1 a 23 per cent.; iron, 18 per cent.; silica, 22.59 
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Assays of various orcs·.-Tbe assays of the first division of the following table were 
.made by the writer in June, 1880, f~r one of the smelters. The silver assays present 
a certain interest, since they were made in crucibles, whereas the ordinary method of 
silver assay at Lead-ville is · that by scorification; the i'ead assays, however, are the 
O!dinary fire assays usually made in the region. 
The assays given in the rest of the table were made by the different assayers 
attached to the respective smelting works. 
TABLE II. 
I.-ORE ASSAYS. 
Name of mine. 
Adelaide (sand) .......••••......... . .. 
Do ...........•.....•....•....•••.•• 
Do ..........•.••..•...... .••. . ..•.. 
Do .......•......••••.•.....••..... 
Do ..•••• ~ ...•••.........•.......... 
Do ................••.....•.......•. 
Amie ....•.•.. •.................•..•.. 
Do .•............•••...••••..•...... 
Do ... ; ..•......••..••.•..•......... 
Amie (speciallot) .•••.........•....... 
Amie (black lumps) .•••••..•...•..•.. 
Amie (lumps) ..............•.......•.. 
Amie .....••...............•....•..... 
Do ...........••••••.....•.•.•...... 
Do ... . .............••..••...•...... 
Amie (lumps) •...••.••...........••. 
Amie . ...••........•....•••..•.•....... 
Do ...•...•............•.•...••..••. 
Do .........•............•....••.••. 
Do .........•...•..•.•...•..••...•.. 
Belcher .........•...•....•.....•...•• 
Do ..•..•........••••• -.•••...•...•. 
Chrysolite .......•.•...•.....•.••..... Do ................................ . 
Evening Star .............•...•.....•. 
Hibernia (clayish) ..••.........••..... 
Little Giant .........•................. 
Do ..............••....•.•.......••. 
Do .. ~ ............ , ............... . 
Virginius .........................•••. 
Do ... . ................ . .......... . 
Lead. 
Per cent. 
15. 00 
15. 00 
26. 45 
54. 90 
21.45 
9.45 
45. 80 
o. 50 
11. 30 
31.70 
1. 70 
1. 50 
42. 00 
7.00 ..___ 
2. 00 
5. 80 
6. 70 
0. 50 
17. 00 
· 1. 90 
5. 65 
6. 50 
19. 30 
27. 50 
44. 35 
1. 80 
:.!8. 00 
40. 00 
, 54.00 
25. 20 
34. 50 
Silver to the 
1
1 Gold to the 
ton. ton. 
Ounces. 
47. 70 
30. 00 
8. 80 
12. 60 
12. 00 
34.15 
23. 30 
36. 00 
78. 00 
1,189.70 
31.40 
31. 20 
217. 30 
194. 85 
37. 35 
213. 80 
119. 95 
- 76. 80 
230. 90 
36. 25 
33.10 
39. 50 
235. 30 
55. 90 
99. 05 
33. 05 
41.10 
6'2. 90 
87. 70 
8.10 
22. 50 
Ounces. 
None 
0. 85 
0. 05 
0.10 
0.10 
0. 05 
IL-ASSAYS MADE AT ELGIN SMELTE~, AUGUST, 1880. 
Amie ...•....••.......••............. 
Camp Bird ......•..•..•...••......... 
Carbonate ..••••.••........•.......... 
~atalpa ..•..........•• .-.............•. . 
Evening Star .••.....•..............•. 
Iron ...............................••. 
Little Chief .••.•.....•..•.••...•...•• _ 
Lovelancl ........•.. . .....•••......... 
Morning Star .......•................ _ 
Pine ................•••..........••••. 
R.E.Lee .....••..••. ~ ....•...•....•... 
14. 00 
46. 00 
30. 00 
33. 00 
37.50 
38. 70 
35. 00 
46. 50 
48. 00 
28. 00 
None 
180. 00 
12. 00 
197. 00 
80. 00 
55. 00 
45;00 
65. 00 
85. 00 
56. 00 
12. 00 
185. 00 _ 
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TABLE II-Continued. 
lli.-A 'AYS1IA.DE .A.T MESSRS. CUMMING & FINN'S SMELTER, JULY, 1880. 
t tll 
) 
Name of mine. 
Adelaide ............................. . 
Amie .........•..••.................. 
Chrysolita .......................... . 
Evening Star ............•............ 
Hibernia .............•...........••••. 
Lead. Silver to the Gold to the ton. ton. 
Ounces. 
12 to 20 
20 to 1,100 
40 to 80 
Ounce,. 
0. 5 to 0. 75 
I 
Little Giant ......................... . 
Morning Star ......•..............•... 
Virgin1ns ............................ . 
Per cent. 
22 to 44 
2 to 10 
27. 00 
22. 00 
.5 to 1 
12 to 40 
40 to 55 
25 to 35 
51. 00 
60 to 180 
14 to 80 
35 to 40 
8 to 32 
'I, 
TV.-ASSAYS MADE AT CUMMING & FINS'S SMELTER, .AUGUST, 1880. 
.Amie (lumps) ....................... .. 
Amie (screenings) ................... . 
Hibernia. (clayish) .................. .. 
Do ................................ . 
Homesta.k6 .......................... . 
Do ............................... .. 
Morning Star (sand) ................ .. 
Morniniz Star (hard) ................ .. 
Do .....................•... : ..... . 
Morning Star (sand) ................. . 
Do ...... ... . ...................... . 
3. co 
None 
None 
None 
None 
8. 00 
55. 00 
40: 00 
40. 00 
47. 00 
55. 00 
40. 00 
100. 00 
33. 00 
60. 00 
70.00 
60.00 
38. 00 
32. 00 
36. 00 
30. 00 
38. 00 
V.-ASS.AYS MADE AT THE HARRISON REDUCTION WORKS, JULY, 1880. 
Agassi?; ...................... ......... ) 
Alpine ......................•. . ....... 
Amie ........ ........................ . 
Camp 13ircl .... ...•.................••. 
Carbonate ........................... . 
Chieftain ...............•............ 
Chry olite ........................... . 
Colorado Prince ..........••........... 
Double Decker ...................... .. 
Dunkin ............................. . 
Forsaken ............................ . 
General hields (Sa.watch Range) ..•. 
Gold Cup (Sa watch Range) ........... . 
Gold Or { a.watch Range) •••....... 
Ind p nd nee (Sa.watch Range) .... .". 
Iron ...... . ......................•.... 
Long and Derry ....•................. 
Little Chief . ......................... . 
Littl Pittsburg .........•............ 
Morning tar., ...................... . 
Nevada .............................. . 
Pin ······················ ··•··· ..... . 
Ready uh . ......................... . 
Rob rtE.Lee ...•... .. : ............. . . 
H.80 
45. 00 
23. 50 
48. 70 
27. 00 
7. 00 
29. 00 
None 
None 
8. 00 
13. 50 
None 
None 
None 
None 
40. 50 
16. 00 
16. 00 
36. 40 
65. 00 
23. 70 
31. 00 
3. 70 
None 
49. 60 
141. 00 
165. 00 
12. 00 
218. 00 
76. 00 
97. 50 
15. 00 
35. 50 
119. 00 
62. 00 
53. 50 
110.00 
6. 70 
8. 60 
79. 00 
73. 00 
56.50 
266. 00 
61. 00 
16. 00 
12. 00 
125. 00 
146. 50 
0. 50 
17.70 
2. 70 
0.10 
4.10 
5. 76 
2. 20 
9. 20 
ilica or rather that mixture of silica and refractory silicares 
nd kn wn a gangue i determined, as well as the per cent. of iron. 
ASSAYS OF LEADVILLE ORES. 
The following will give an idea of their relative proportions: 
TABLE 11-C.ontinued. 
VI.-ASSAYS MADE AT THE CALIFORNIA SMELTER, JULY, 1880. 
Name of mine. Lead. Silver to ton. Iron. Gangue. 
Per cent. Ounces. Per cent. Per cent. 
Amie .............................. . 5. 00 10. 00 40. 00 20. 00 
Brian Boru .......................... 40. 00 40. 00 6. 00 12.00 
Iron .......................... . ..... 24. 00 30. 00 24. 00 46. 00 
Morning Star ... -· .............. . ... 55.00 40.00 5. 00 16.80 
Robert Emmet ...............•...•.. 10. 00 12. Q..0 49. 00 12. 00 
Tucson .•..•...•.................... 50. 00 30. 00 10. 00 10.00 
VII.-ASSAYS MADE AT THE HARRISON REDUCTION WORKS; JULY, 1880. 
Chrysolite ........••...•....••...... 29. 00 
Climax ............................. Not determined 
Iron . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 40. 00 · 
Little Chief .....••••............•... 
1 
16. 00 
97. 50 
79. 00 
56. 50 
Robert E. Lee ....................... i None 146. 50 
Rock .............................. . ;·················· ················ j 
8. 35 
37.10 
21. 00 
17. 30 I 
22.10 i 
VIII.-ASS.A.YS- MADE AT THE GRANT SMELTING WORKS, JULY, 1880. 
Catalpa (ha.rd) ..................... . 33. 60 79. oo I 4. 25 
Do . ............................ . 45. 60 64. 60 5.40 
Catalpa (sand) .................... .. 43. 70 83. 00 39. 50 
Chrysolite (B, ha.rd) .............. .. 21. 90 47. 75 25, 30 
Chrysolite (A, sand) .............. .. 42. 50 75. 00 13, 70 
Dyer ............................. . 1. 00 80. 00 3. 70 
Evening Star ............................. ~ .......................... . 7, 00 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . 23. 90 44. 50 6. 80 
Henrietta .......................... · \ 38. 80 45. 60 
Hibernia ............................ 1 None 52. 22 
HighlandChief ..................... l 1. 5.40 I 144.00 
Iron . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . 33. 70 20. 90 
Little Chief...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 20. 00 55. 00 
Do.............................. 33. 30 l16. 80 
45. 20 I 
25. 70 
2. 50 
1]. 70 
2-2.40 
13, 00 ' 
Little Chief (hard) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 00 25. oo 2!t 75 
Little Chief..... • • . . • • . . . • • • . . • • . . 18. 80 99. oo 14.40 
Little Chief (sand) .................. 37. 50 80. 00 14. 70 
Little Chief. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 9. 35 35. 72 19. 90 
Little Chief (sand) . ................. 27. 50 100. oo 15. 75 
Little Chief (galena) .............. :. 55. 00 5. 50 3. 85 
Little Pittsburgh .............................. _. ..................... . 18. 20 
Moming Star . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 42. 30 18. 60 11.00 
New Discovery ...................................................... . 17.15 
1 
Silver Wave........................ 7.15 35. 36 49. 30 
j Do.···· .. ,....................... 5. 95 36. 52 32. 90 
11. 36 r 
30. 80 
19.40 
17. 30 
49.40 
47. 00 . 
"j 
,U.30 I 
18. 50 
2'l'. 90 
16.40 
14. 60 
58.30 
49. 00 
14. 20 
8. 60 
22.10 
15.10 
12. 60 
17. 00 
14. 30 
12. 50 
33. 60 
17. 50 
28. 30 
27. 50 
15. 00 
26. 50 
14. 20 
33. 70 
17. 70 
12.80 
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TABLE II-Continued. 
IX.-AS A YS MADE AT MESSRS. BILLING & EILERS'S SMELTER, JULY, 1880. 
Xame of mine. Lead. _Silver to ton. \ Iron. Gangue. 
Per cent. Ounces. Per cent. Per cent. 
Amie .. ................... ......... . ............. ... .. ............... . 25. 00 to 45. OJ 12. 00 to 25. 00 
Chrysolite (hard) . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 20. 00 to 25. 00 65. 00 23. 50 15. 00 
Dome .. ............................................... ············ · ·· · 23. 00 16. 00 
, Dunkin (sand)....... ............... 1. 00 to 13. 00 50. 00 to 100. 00 34. 00 32. 50 
Iron (hara) ........... ... . .. . ....... 50. 00 80. 00 
·············--· 
........ . . .. ....... 
Rock (hard) . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. • . 36. 00 18. 00 18.10 6. 50 
Rock (sand) ... ...................................................... . 18.15 12. 50 
Average assays of all the ores smelted 
from June, 1870, to June, 1880 .••. 30. 27 62. 58 .••.....••• . ..• ...... ...... . .•.• 
X.-ASSAYS OF VARIOUS ORES MADE AT MESSRS. CUMMING & FINN'S SMELTER, JULY, 1880. 
I 
Adelaide (sand) ...... ... . .••........ 44. 00 20. 00 8. 00 15. 00 
Amie (lumps) . ...................... 3. 00 40. 00 35. 00 13. 00 
Amie (first class) ............... ... 8. 50 300. 00 33. 50 24. 00 
Amie ( econd class) ............. .... 4. 50 30. 00 35. 00 18. 00 
Chryeolite (sand) .. ................. 34. 00 72. 00 23. 00 16. 00 
Chrysolite (hard) ................... 16. 00 4j, 00 26.00 18. 00 
E,ening tar ....................... 22. 00 51. 00 5. 00 52. 00 
Hibernia . ........................... None 33. 00 28. 00 29. 00 
Do ............... . ........ ...... None 60. 00 20. 00 48. 00 I Home,tako ......................... 
1 
5. 00 70. 00 9. 00 57. 00 
Do .............................. 8. 00 60. 00 14. 00 36. 00 
, Little Giant (first class) ..... . ..... 37. 00 84. 00 4. 00 32. 00 
Little Giant (second class) ...•...... 19. 00 38. 00 18. 00 14. 00 
I Little Giant (third claes) ....•...•. 12. 00 17. 00 34. 00 19. 00 
Morning Star (hard) ... . . ......•.... 43. 00 39. 00 4. 00 35. 00 
Morning tar (sand) .. .............. 55.00 38. 00 5. 00 20. 00 
Morning tar ....................... 53. 00 53. 00 3. 50 20. 50 
Mornin;! 'tar ( and) ................ 55. 00 38. 00 5. 00 20. 00 
Morning tar ....................... 53. 50 27. 00 6. 70 14. 00 
Morning Star (hard) .. .............. 40. 00 36.00 6. 00 24. 00 
Morning tar ................. ..... . 7.00 30. 00 5. 00 20. 00 
Virgiuius .......................... · I 34. oo I 22. oo I 15. 00 22. 00 
XI.- •. Y' FOR mo.~ AND GANGUE MADE AT MESSRS. CUMMING & FINN'S SMELTER, JULY, 1880. 
Nam o!min. 
Atl laid ... ... ...... .............. . 
Do .. .......................... . 
hryeolit ............. . ..... .... .. 
Do .......... ................. .. 
Do ..... ... .. .................. . 
Do .. ...... ..... .............. . 
E,· nln • tar ..................... . 
Do .. ......................... . 
De> .. ................... ....... . 
Iron. 
Per cent. 
17. 00 
16. 50 
::::: I 
26. 30 
13. 70 
12. ;o 
5.45 1 
Gangue. I Name of mine. 
p., ;~ II Arnio . • •••..•.....••••.••••••.. 
15. 00 Do .. .......................... . 
20. 00 1 Evening Star ..................... . 
11. 00 
20. 00 
23.50 
45.00 
32.00 I 
42.50 
Forsaken ................... . ..... . 
Hibernia. .......................... . 
Little Giant ...................... . 
Do ............. ..... . .... ..... . 
Do ............................ . 
Do ............................ . 
I 
Iron_. _I Gangue. 
Per cent. Per cent. 
38.10 25.10 
37. 50 24. 00 
4. 50 60. 30 
25. 00 32. 00 
38. 00 29. 50 
14. 20 34. 60 
5. 40 31. 80 
12. 50 45. 50 
6.00 29. 00 
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TABLE II-Continued. . .. 
XII.-~SSAYS OF LOTS AND MIXTURES OF ALL SORTS MADE AT THE LA PLATA. SMELTER IN THE 
YEAR 1880. 
Name of mine. Iron. Ganguo. Name of mine. 
Per cent. Per cent. 
11 lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23. 90 20. 30 7 lots ... ............. ............ . 
14 lots . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22. po 19. 40 1 11 lots . ...... ..... -.. -. - --· · · · · · · • · 
11 lots ........... -- -. -- · · · · · · · · · · · · 2'3. 70 32· OO Average of 64 lots ..... ... .. . 
10 Jots ..••..•... ..... ........... , . . 20. 40 19. 60 
ll'on. 
Per cent. 
20. 70 
17. 90 
21. 50 
Gangue. 
Per cent. 
18. 60 
18. so 
19. 70 
Discussion. -The preceding tables are valuable as furnishing, not only data for 
reference, but also proofs of the activity of mining and smelting in Leadville. It is also 
evident from · their examination that there is no relation whatever between the lead 
and silver contents of the ores. This could scarcely .be otherwise, if it is considered 
that lead exists in the state of carbonate or sulphide, and silver in the state of 
sulphide or chloro-bromo-iodide, compounds which have no common properties. A 
carbonate ore rich in lead may contain a, large quantity of residual or .untouched sul-
phide of silver, and Le rich in silver, or its silver may have been carried away in 
the state of chloride and the ore be poor in silver. Tllis chloride of silver carried 
away may be redeposited in any kind of mi1!eral, in porous quartz or in clay, and the 
ore may be very rich in silver and contain no lead. In other cases both carbonate of 
lead and chloride of silver are carried away and deposited in the same gangne, giving 
ore rich in both lead and silver. 
SMEL'l'ING WORKS. 
Location. -Since Leadville became an important mmmg camp sixteen distinct 
smelting works ha,7 e been erected. Two smelters only are situated in Leadville 
proper, the Harrison Reduction Works and the Grant Smelting Works, which both 
stand on the northern bank of California gulch. In the uutskirts of the city, and at 
the juncUon of the upper and the lower roads of this bank, stood the Lead ville smelter, 
· now pulled down. Then come in succession, but still on the northern bank of Califor-
nia gulch, the La Plata, the American~ Billing & ~ilers's, and the California Smelting 
Works. .At the lower end of California gulch is situated the small town of Malta, 
near which were erected the Malta and Lizzie smelters. In Adelaide, on Iron Hill, 
stood the Adelaide smelter, which belonged to the Adelaide mine, but has long since 
ceased running. On Fryer Hill and immediately above the Little Chief mine stood 
the Little Chief smelter. This smelter has since been pulled down on account of the 
sinking of the ground upon which it was erected, and its fnrnace is now ruuning 
nt Messrs. Cumming & Finn's smelte.r. On the southwestern bank of Big Evans 
gulch are found in succession, goiug westward, the Ohio and Missouri: Cumming 
& Finn's, Gage, Hagaman & Co.'s, Raymond, Sherman & McKay's, and the Elgin 
Smelting Works. 
At the time this report was made (August, 1880) several smelters had entirel.Y 
ceased running, viz, the Adelaide, Little Ohief, American, Malta, Lizzie, Leadville, 
Gage, Hagaman ·& Co.'s, and Raymond, ·sherman & McKay's. Since that time the 
Ame1-icau and Malta have resumed work, tlle former successfully, its plant ueing in a 
perfect state of presuvation; the latter rather unsuccessfully, mainly by reason of its 
imperfect plant and machinery. · 
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The following are the names of the different smelting works, of the superintend-
ent , and tbe elate at which they commenced smelting: -
. melting works. \ Superintendent. Date . 
Harrison Reduction Works ................. .James Brierton ....................•. . Oct., 1878 
I ;;:~~::: :: : :: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :: . : :: ::~ ::::.: ::::.: :: •••••• :::: :: 
Sept., 1878 
-
1877 
June, 1878 
American ....................•.............. Carl Heinrich ........................ . May, 1879 
Billing & Eilers's . .................•........ Fritz Wolf . .................... ...... . May, 1879 
California. ....... . ........................... M. B. Smi_th .. ............. .. ....... . . .Jnnt'I, 1879 
1
11.alta F. Fohr ............. .. ...•.........•. . 
Lizzie::·.:·.·.:·.·.·.:::::· .. ~:::::::::·.::::::::::: .............•. ·. · .... · · · ·· · · · · · · · · •· · · · 
- 1875 
- 1876 
Little Chief.......... ........ ... ........... . S. T. Tyson ...................•...... .A.ng., 1879 
Ohio anu :ms onri. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .••....... N. R. 'Wilson . ......... ... ......... .. . June, 1879 
I ::~;,;F::~:c::~;~~~~;:. ::  •• ::  • :I ~:ho~: ':~~:~~:1:7::• :: :::: ::: • :•• : •• : July, i879 June, 1879 June, 1879 
I !1t;a;c~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1. ~ ~~.·. ~.e~.~~:::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : June, 1879 
- 1879 1 
Cost of plant.-From data obtained by the census investigation of the precious 
m tal for 1 0, carrit'd on under the supervision of Mr. S. F. Emmons, it is found 
that the melter of Leadville were erected at an aggregate cost of about $800,000. 
In the following table will be found the cost of plant of twelve of tbe principal 
m 1ter in arbitrary numerical order: .. 
TABLE III. 
Cost of plant. 
m lter 1 .......... .... .......... .... ........ .................... ..•.... $43, 000 
II ...... . ...............................••......•........•...••.. 160,000 
III................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 80, 000 
l V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 25, 000 
\
7 
•• - - ••• - •• - •• - •••• - - - •••••••••••• - ••••• - ••••• - - • • - - - - • • - - - - • • • • 37, 000 
VJ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6G, 000 
\
7
lJ ..... ························································ 95,000 
JII....... ... . . . . .. .. . ... . . . ... .. .. . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 60,000 
I~'.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48, 000 
• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - - - - · - · - . · - .• - . . - . - . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37, 000 
X I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 000 
• 11 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000 
General disposition of smelting works,-'Ihe lope of the banks of gulches is particu-
lar] · fay n bl t tlJ n traction of me1ters, most of which are divided into several 
1 •,· 1: whi ·h all w fa rational <livision of lab.or and economize constructions, hoisting 
·l.lin •n· and manual labor. 
11 
1
alifi rnia r,ulch mo t ' ID 1t r bay the following level : 
1. h , furn · , 1 ·h ap, an<l bullion level, connected by means of inclined 
w, y · witli the main l w r r f the gulch running- at the foot of the slag.heap. 
2. T 1 t lino-. r l ,- l wl.li ·b i al o that for cru ·hing, sampling, ore-beds, and 
Thi' l v 1 i alw, y. J>rOYi le with a ,mo-on road, branch of the upper roa<l, 
with th up1 r au 1 l w r 1 ve1. by mean, of incliuetl ways. 
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3. Ii,irst ore-bin level, with a wagon road between the rows of bins, allowing the 
discharge of ore-wagons into the lower row of ore-bins, and the wheeling away of the 
ore extracted in barrows from the upl!er row of ore-bins to the feeding and. crushing 
level. This level communicates, like the preceding, with the upper and lower leYels 
by means of inclined ways. 
4. Second ore-bin level, with disposition similar to preceding. 
5. Third ore-bin lmrel, with disposition similar to preceding. 
6. Charcoal and coke-bin level, with dispositions similar to preceding. 
7. Ore-dumps, fluxes, charcoal, coke and wood reserves, or upper level. A glance 
at Figure 2, Plate XXXI, representing smelter O, will give an idea of the disposition 
of levels. 
The general arrangement just described is that adopted at the most favorable 
points, but sometimes levels 3, 4, 5, and 6 are reduced to three, two, and even one level. 
This is particularly the case on Big Evans gulch, whose banks are far from being as 
high as those of California g·ulch. There the levels are reduced to two: 
1. The furnace, slag-heap, and bullion level. 
2. The feeding-floor. level, used also for crushing, sampling, ore-beds, and ore-
bins. The fuel-bins, ore-dumps, fluxes, and wood reserves are gP-nerally placed at the 
back of the ore-bins. 
The "'orks are al ways in closed, from the furmwe level to the back of the feeding 
floor, in a light wooden structure. Where there are several levels of ore-bins they are 
independent of the main building; but where there is only one upper level the ore-
bins are placed in the building. The offices and laboratory always occupy a detached 
building. The office is always provided with large wagon scales, varying in capacity 
from 10 to 20 tons, and used for weighing the wagons loaded with ore or bullion and 
taring them after unloading. 
The boilers, engines, and blowers are always placed on the furnace level, on one 
side of the furnaces, as are the smith's and me.chanic's shops, which, however, often 
occuvy a small detached building.1 
ORE BUYING. 
Method. -The manner in which ore is purchased by the smelters of Leadville ·is 
somewhat different from the method usually pursued in other camps. The ore is pur-
chased outright for cash from the mines, a. certain deduction being made for the loss 
of silver in smelting, and a certain amount being charged for what is called the cost 
of treatment. 
In the following table is shown, as a sample, for a few of the principal mines,_ 
1. The deduction for the loss of silver in smelting. 
2. The cost of treatment. 
3. The price given for the lead contained in the ores. 
1 At the time this report was made all the smelters in California gulch were connected by side 
tracks with the railroad, ancl preparations were made to connect the railroad with the smelters on Big 
Evans gulch. 
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Unles the ore contains more than a certain percentage (5 per cent. to 30 per 
cent.), the lead is not paid for at all. 
I · "df Deduction for Co,tof trea> IP,,oop" o, 
Mine. loss of silver ment per ton lead ver unit 
in smelting. of ore. of 20 pounds. 
Per cent. 
Amie ........... 10 $25 $0. 25 
Carbonate ...... 7½ 20 25 
Chrysolite ...... 5 20 25 
Dunkin ......... 5 22 25 
E,ening Star ... 7½ 28 '.t5 
Iron Silver ..... 5 18 30 
Morning Star ... 5 15 30 
Tucson .... .... 5 21 25 
The e rates are subject to coustant :fluctuation, according to-
1. The price of fluxes. 
2. The amount of fluxes required iu smelting. 
3. The price of charcoal and coke. 
4. The character of the ore: whether large lumps or sand; whether highly sul-
pbureted or highly silicious; whether rich or poor in lead; whether rich in oxide of 
iron or without it. 
Th~ co t of treatment has varied <luring the year ending June 1, 1880, from $15 
to 30 per ton of ore. The price paid for silver and lead in the ore varies naturally 
with the New York market. During the year ending June 1, 1880, the variation for 
sih-er has been from full New York quotations and no discount to a discount of 10 
per cent., the average di count baYing been about 5 per cent. off silver quotations. 
Le:.id i bought by the unit, i. e., 1 p~r cent., or 20 pounds in the ton; and its 
price ha varied from 15 cents to 45 cents per unit during the year ]879-'80. The 
l)ric per unit of 1 ad depends on individual agreement, and also on the contents of 
th r in lead. At ome smelting works the cost of treatment will be $16 to $25, 
with a <1 du tion of 5 per cent. off 'il,er, and tLe price of lead 20 cents to 25 cents 
p r unit wh 11 the ore contain above 30 per cent. At other~, the cost of treatmeut will 
equal 2 : tb deduction off ilYer 5 per cent., aud the price for lead 15 cents per unit 
, h n th r contain above 5 per cent. 
11 i · paid for at the rate of $18 per ounce, but only when its amount. exceeds 
on t lltll f an un I r ton of ore. 
Cost of transportation . - \Vben the ore is bought direct from the mine, it~ trau · 
p rfation i I ai for hy tLe rniue owuers, and the co t of handling yaries from $1 
t 1. - I> r t n f or , ac ·or<ling to di tauce; but when the ore is purclla e<l at the 
awpliu work , the melter· hav to pay for it tran portation to their bill at the 
auoy rat . 
SAMPLING. 
ral m 1 tbod of , ampling carried on ill the camp is the follow-
r from th ore-wagon to the or -bin, ev ry tenth shovelful i 
1 arr w. Th nc the am11 tbu obtained i, whe led to the 
cl tbr twli th cm ,lJ. r. It i t.hen w 11 ·mixe<l with the hovel, 
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laid in a thin layer on thP- ttoor1 and quartered down very carefully until small enough 
· to be dried easily. The amount of moisture is determined by desiccation of this 
sample, previously weighed. When dry it is passed through Cornish rolls set to one-
eighth of an_inch or through small mills. It is once more well mixed and quartered down 
until small enough to he ground on the buck-plate or in the mortar, and passed 
through fine sieves, about 70 meshes to the linear inch. This done, the sample is once 
more well mixed and divided into three parts, one o( which is assayed by the smelter, 
the other at the mine, and the third by an independent assayer, or more generally kept 
in reserve for reference in case of dispute. Sometimes the bulk of the sample. ob-
tained from every tenth shovelful from the wagon is reduced by setting apart every 
fifth shovelful. This r-educed sample is afterwards subjected to the treatment which 
bas just been described in detail. 
Sampling works.-Every smelter in Leadville possesses a sampling floor, with 
ore-beds, crushers, and ore-bins; but there ~re besides three large sampling works~ 
which are in<lependent of the smelters and where the buying, assaying, crushing, 
drying, sampling, and selling of ore only are carried on. These works belong to Messrs. 
A. R,, Meyer & Co., Eddy & James, and Gillespie & Ballou. 
The sampling works are provided with a large number of bins for the preparation 
and classification of ores of every grade and from every mine; and, as at the smelters, 
the machinery, crushers, Cornish rolls, and mills are driven by steam-power. Large 
open spaces are kept for the accumulation of ore-dumps and the preparation of ore-
beds of a given composition. These are made by spreading layer upon layer of ores 
of known weight an<l contents in silver and lead. Drying is carried on on a large 
scale, the driers consisting of large pa.rallelopipedic cuts in the ground, about six feet 
wide and twenty feet long, provided with a coal fire-place at one end, connected with 
a sheet-iron stack at the other, and covered over on a level with the ore floor with 
sheet-iron, upon which the ore to be dried is spread in layers. 
The advantages offered by these works are twofold. The prospectors and small 
miners can always dispose of their small lots of ore, and tl.J.e large ones of those ores 
which are in any way exceptional or out of the usual run. On the other hand, tlie 
smelters can always find their supplies of ores of a given composition ready for the 
furnace, or special ores to modify or complete the composition of their own ore-beds. 
or mixtures. 
CRUSHING. 
Sand ores do not require crushing; in fact-, they are already in dust or pieces. 
too small for the furnace, and require mixing in convenient proportion with crushed 
ore in order to be fit for use. But hard ore and sand ore in lumps require crushing, 
as well as the limestone, iron-stone, and old slags which are used as fluxes. This is 
e:ft'ected, both at smelters and at sampling works, by means of compact but powerful 
stonebreakers or crushers, al ways driven by steam-power. 
Machines used. -The crushers mostly used in Leadville are Blake crushers manu-
factured by the Blake Crusher Company, New Haven, Conn., and by tlrn Farrel 
Foundry and Machine Company, Ansonia, Conn. At the sampling works one or two 
Alden exushers manufactured by E.T. Copeland, New York, are also in use. 
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The table below giYes the principal types used, their numbers, nominal !Jorse-
power required, and capacity. 
Re,olutions j i Opening Ho1se- Crushing I Capacity numbers of I between I of fly.wheel . power re· capacity per the crushers. jaws. i per minute. j quired. hour. 
I 
Inches. I Tons. 
I No.l. ............... .. 10 by 4 300 4 4 INo.L ......... 10 by 7 275 6 6½ 
:ro.4 ........ .. ...•..•. 10 by 4 300 4 4 
No.5 .... ............. . 15 b.v o 275 9 oa 
No.O . ............... 10 by 4 300 4 4 
I I No.A . ... . ........... . 10 by 4 300 4 4 
-
Blake crushers.-The crushers manufactured by the Blake Crusher Company 
belong to two styles: (1) The older style or eccentric pattern and (2) the Challenge 
Rock-Breaker, or Sectional Cushioned Crusher. Of the eccentric pattern, a horizontal 
and vertical section will be found in Plate XLI, Figures 1 and 2; the drawing given 
is a copy of that furnished by the company for a No. 2. The circle Dis a section of 
the fly.wheel shaft, which should make from 225 to 250 revolutions per minute. The 
<lotted circle E i a section of the eccentric. Fis a pitman or connecting-rod, which 
connect the eccentric with the toggles G G, whose bearings form an elbow or toggle-
joint. His tbe fixe<l jaw; this4ests against the end of the frame A. PP are chilled 
iron plate , between which the rock is crushed. When worn at the lower end they 
can be ilfferted and thus present a new wearing surface. The cheeks I I fit in 
reces.oes on each side and hold the chilled plates PP in place. By changing the posi-
tion f th cheeks from right to left when worn, both will have a new surface. J is the 
mova le jaw. It is supported by the round bar of iron K, which passes freely through 
it an<.l form the pivot upon which it revolves. L is a spring of india-rubber, which is 
cornpre d by the forward movement of the jaw and assists its return. M ]{ are bolt-
b 1 , . Bi the fly-wheel. 0 is the driving-pulley. Q Q Q Qare oiling tubes; RR R R, 
te 1 b ariogs; O, the toggle-block; N, the wedge; Y, the wedge.uut; S, set-screws for 
tight ning toggle.block; T, bu hand key. The frame A A and supports Z Z are made 
of a t iron. Thi cru her is being gradually superseded by the Challenge Rock-
Br ak r manufactured by the ame firm, ~hich has many points of superiority over 
th pr c ding, and i not quite so delicate in construction or so apt to get out of order. 
Th h< 11 ngc or , ectional cushioned crusher is represented in perspective and 
cti n in Plate LI, Figure 3 and 4, which are copied from the company's 
d.rawin f a T • 5 cru her. Its crushing capacity per l.10ur is 9 tons when the jaw 
t 1½ iucbe apart and when it speed is 275 revolutions per minute. Flint, bard 
or that rPak ith a nap, dolomite, hematite, and old slags go through the crusher 
at that rate in the am condition , but with sand or soft ore the capacity is sensibly 
diruini h u. Th 9 hor -power indicated as being necessary to drirn this cru-ber is 
})Ur ly nominal, and repr Rent , o to peak, an average; in practice the driving engine 
h uld ha gr at r p wer iu rd r to ov rcome irregular or unexpected resistance . 
. , be h 11 nge era 1.1 r on i t of a three-sided frame-work F, of cast iron, with a 
r a 1 flan a h !ding h mo able jaw in ' U pen ion, which forms the front part 
of th m bin b tw u th uprigllt convergent jaws of which the stone i cru lied. 
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The jaw-shaft J{ is held in place by wrought-iron or steel clamps C, which serve to 
take part of the strain due to crushing in the upper part of the jaw space, and also 
serve as walls thereof. In the lower part of the three-sided frame, or front part of the 
crusher, and on each side of it are holes in the casting to receive the main tension 
rods R, which connect · the front and rear part of the machine. The rear part B is 
called the main toggle-block. It is also provided with holes to receive the main ten-
sion-rods R R, corresponding to those in the front castfog. The tern;ion-rods R R are 
provided .with ·screw-threads and nuts N N, by means of which their length, and in 
consequence the opening between the jaws, are readily adjusted to crush coarse or fine. 
Tile front and rear castings are supported on parallel timbers G G, to the under 
side of which are bolted the boxes carrying the main eccentric shaft, provided with fly-
wheels and pulley. These timbers take the transverse strain, which comes upon the 
pitman connecting the main shaft and the toggle-joint, situated in the rear of the mova-
ble jaw, and between it and tlle main tog·gle-block. B-etween the broad flanged bases 
of the front and rear castings and the timbers on which they rest are placed flat 
rubber cushions 0' 0', one-fourth to three-eighths of an inch thick. Every revolution 
of the shaft brings the toggles more nearly into line and throws the movable jaw 
forward. It is withdrawn by the rod provided with rubber spring L. In this way a 
short vibratory movement is communic.ated to the movable jaw. The pitman R' His 
constructed so that it can be lengthened or shortened, and thus change the inclination 
of the toggles O O, a~d consequently the length of the movable jaw J. 
The great advantage of this machine over the old style is that of possessing 
elastic parts, rigid enough to allow the performance of the work desired, but giving 
wa.y under accidental strains, such as the introduction of a steel hammer between the 
jaws. The frame A is made of timber. The best method of setting up this stone-
breaker is to place its frame on four timbers 15 by 15 inches, disposed as is shown 
at XX' and Y. These timbers are pinned or bolted together. 
The following are the main parts of the machine and the letters used to indicate 
them in the drawing: 
A, timber frame. 
B, main toggle-block. 
C' C', rubber cushious. 
D, fly-wheel. 
E, ma;n pulley. 
J<.,, main cast-iron frame. 
G, timbt:,r supports. 
H, pitman ·half-box. 
I, cheeks. 
J, movable jaw. 
K, jaw shaft. 
L, rubber spring. 
L', spring rods. 
M, pitman-rod nuts. 
• 
N N', main tension-rod nuts. 
O, toggles. 
P, jaw (chilled plates). 
R, main tension rods. 
R' H, pitman. 
R', pit,::nan-rods. 
S, main eccentric shaft. 
T, toggle bearings. 
The Farrel Foundry and Machine Uompany's Blake crusher is used a good deal 
in Leadville. It is constructed on very nearly tllc same principles as the Blake 
Crusher Company's eccentric pattern. It presents the same appearance, it requires 
the same amount of power to produce the same quantity of work in the same time 
. ' 
and a complete description of it would be superfluous, since it answers exactly. to the 
description of the eccentric pattern. It .differs from it, however, in one respect, namely 
the substitution of a crank shaft for the eccentric shaft. 
• 
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Alden cm ·lier.-The Alden cru~her an<l pulYerizer, is not in use at smelter.s, which, 
when they ha,e any pulwrizing to do, use Cornish rolls; but it i~ used at the samp-
ling work , where a con~iderable amount of pulverizing is done. The jaws of this 
cm her differ e entially from those of the others in this respect-that their grooves 
are perpendicular to the length of the jaws, while in the others these grooves are par-
allel to the length. 
Fig. 1, Plate XLV, gives a perspective view of the Alden crusher, in which 
portion of the jaws and jaw-faces are shown in section. The jaws are hung upon 
wrought-iron trunnions, the ends of which project through and are supported by the 
ide of the frame. Motion is imparted by links connected with the trunnion ends, 
and driYen by ~ tuds pr0jecting from a sliding yoke beneath. This yoke is connected. 
with a crank-shaft by a pitman. The rotation of the crank moves the yoke to and fro 
on a nearly horizontal plane, alternately mo-ving and pushing the movable ends of the 
two jaw , and imparting a rubbing motion, which is the main feature of the machine. 
The jaw may be adjusted at varying distances, so as to obtain a product of varying 
degrees of fineness. 
The Corni 'h rolls, nsed by both the smelters and samplers for grinding their 
amples, con ist of two steel cylinders, 1~ inches long and 6 inches in diameter, con-
nected by cog-wheel , dri-ren by pulley and tJ'.ansmission belt, and fed by means of a 
thin beet-iron funnel, having the shape of an inverted truncated pyramid. These 
roll are usually set one-eighth of an inch apart. · 
ASSAYING. 
In Leadville as a;ying is quite an important branch of the mining and smelting 
iudu trie . In addition to the assayers attached to all the smelting and sampling 
work and to the principal mines, there are no less than twenty independent assayers 
re iding in the city and having their own assay offices. Besides being employed as 
r fere and expert in ca e of dispute between mines and smelting works, the latter 
are patronized by the pro pectors and small miners. 
The chief a ays made in the camp are silver, gold, lead, iron, and gangue assays, 
and , t ome melt rs pecific-gravity determinations of slags. 
Furnaccs.-Tbe laboratories are generally provided with permanent crucible and 
mnff:l furnace. made of common brick1 lined with fire -brick, and placed side hy side, 
a i ·bowu in Plate XIX; but very often the two furnaces are separate. 
By m an of tb damper D' and D' in the chimney, the assayer can regulate 1 he 
<11 ft nd th int n ·ity of h at in the furnaces. The apertures A B C D are closed 
v m an of b t-ir n plate , ea ily removed by tongs. Occasionally, portable clay 
furna e. f m rican and Engli h manufacture, are used for cupellation. 
Pulvcrization.-Tbe or and lag ar , fir t of all, coarsely pounded in a cast-iron 
m rtar ( •ig. 12 lat LIII), a form of mortar that is not well adapted for this use, 
iu · i i t thin and v ry often breaks before the stone does. The coarsely pounded 
h n round ou the buck-plate. 'Ibis con i ts of a cast-iron plate (Fig·s. 
lat LIII) a ou an inch thick, faced en one ide, and provided or not 
wi h flanrr · n ach ,'id . It r t on a firm table or timber upport. The ore is laid 
n b pl, and r und with th buck r. The bucker (Fig. 11, Plate XLIII) is a mas 
f c·a t ir 11 with a c:vlin rical low r ,·uiface, faced on the plate side, and .fixed to a 
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wooden handle. Grinding is performed by placing the left hand on the bucker, hold-
ing the handle in the right band, ~nd mo-,fog the bucker forwards and backwards, 
at the same time lifting and lowering the handle, and exerting a slight pressure with 
the left band. While all this is going on the bucker is also moved from the left to the 
right side, and inversely, so as to incre,1 se the grinding surface. All this is much 
more easily performed than described. 
The pulverized ore is then passed through sieves of 70 tc 80 meshes to the linear 
inch. represented in Fig. 8, Plate XLIII, in e]erntion. The metallic cloth of the sieve 
is made of brass. It i8 adjusted to a tinned-iron circular frame, b, fitting in a circular 
tinned-iron box, or dust-receiver, a. This is a Yery convenient arrangement, the loss 
in dust is very small, and the mixing of the dust takes place at the same time as the 
sifting. 
Crucibles and scorifiers.-Figs. 3, 4, and 5, Plate XLIII, represent the crucibles, 
scorifiers, and gold-annealing cups, which are manufactured b,y the Deuver Fire Clay 
Company. The gold-annealing cups and scorifiers are similar to the European ones 
in appearance, but greatly inferior to them in quality. The assay crucibles, three-six-
teeqths of an inch thick, are probably the thinnest clay pots used in assaying in any 
country. They are very convenient for the reason that, with a low temperature in 
the furnace, the assay fluxes become easily fluid, but they never stand more than two 
runs in the crucible furnace. 
Cupels .-Cupels are always made in the assay laboratories in brass molds, the 
process being too well known to demand description. Their form and size are shown 
in Fig. 6, Plate XLIII. 
Mufflcs.-The muffles made by the Denver Fire Clay Comp~ny are good. They 
are generally large enough to hold from 12 to 16 scori:fiers, enabling the assayer to 
assay three or four samples of ore at the same time. 
Tools.-The scorifier tongs, cupel tongs, crucible tongs, raking rods, anvils, ham-
mers, chisels, etc., are similar in every respect to those universally used in assaying. 
Slag rnolds.-The molds into which are poured the crucible and scorifier slags are 
peculiar, and are represented in Figs. 1 and 2, Plate XLIII. They consist of a sheet 
of cast iron, divided into 12 conical molds. They are very convenient, the lead buttons 
and slags cooling rapidly on account of the thinness and large surface of the mold. 
FueL-Coke is used in the crucible furnaces and charcoal in the muffle furnaces, 
but sometimes coke and charcoal are mixed in the muffle furnaces. 
Balances.- Balances capable of weighing from four pounds to one-sixteenth of an 
ounce are used for the estimation of moisture in the ore; balances weighing from 100 
grams to 1 milligram, for the weighing of scorifying and crucible assays; and those 
sensitive to the tenth of a milligram, for the weighing of silver prills and gold part,-
ings. These balances are generally manufactured by Becker & Sons, of New York. 
They offer 110 peculiarity in construction. 
The iceights used in assaying are gramme weights for lead, iron, and gangue 
assays, and silver pri1ls, or gold partings; but the ore, slags, and bullion are weighed 
in assay tons, whose symbol is A. T., or its subdivisions. The weight boxes contain · 
011e-tenth of an assay ton, or -fo A. T., / 0 A. T., 150 A. T., 1 A. T., 2 .A. T. Some boxes 
contain besides -lo A. T. and 5 A. T. The system of assay-ton weights introduced by 
Prof. C. F. Chandler, of the School of Mines, Columbia College, New York, is as simple 
a8 it is ingenious. The ton of 2,000 pounds avoirdupois is equal to 32,000 ounces 
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, rnir<lupoi, or to 29 1.66 ounce troy, or to 907,180,000 milligrams'. The weight of tlle 
a y ton i 29,166 milligrams, consequently each milligram represents one ounce troy, 
and ... 9 166 milligram repre ent one ton. When the material to be assayed for precious 
m tal i weighed by the a ay ton or its multiples, the weight of the precious metals 
in milligram , or multiple of the milligram, corresponding to those of the assay ton, 
expr e in troy ounces the weight of gold or silver contained in one ton of ore or 
bullion. A few examples wil1 illustrate this: 
1. Tw nty-nine thousand one hundre<l and sixty-six milligrams of bullion, or one 
a ay ton, give after cupellation a button of silver weighing 205.5 milligrams_. This 
how that one ton of this bullion contains 205.5 ounces troy of silver. 
2. One-half an a say ton of slags gives, after assaying, a button weighing 1~ 
milligram ; this shows that one ton of slag contains 3 ounces troy of silver. 
3. One-tenth of an assay ton of ore contains 3 milligrams of silver; this 
bow that one ton of ore assays 30 ounces troy of silver. 
The laboratories are provided also with sand-baths, :flasks, l>eakers, dishes, bu-
rette , and a few of the principal reagents used in assaying by the wet way. Iron and 
gangue a ays are regularly made in the wet way, and occasionally the ore is assayed 
for ulphur and arsenic, the slags for lead, the ores and :fluxes for lime and magnesia. 
Silver assays.-The geueral process used by common consent in Leadville for ore 
i the scorification process, a rapid and accurate method. Some mines, J10wernr, 
r quire crucible a says. The scori.fication process is so well known and so fully de-
cri din text-books that it will not be insisted upon. The assays of each sample are 
ma<le in tbree or four scori.fiers. One-tenth of an assay ton is weighed for each scorifier, 
and then mixed with ten times its weight, or one assay ton, of pure granulated lead, or 
rather witll a granulated lead whose contents in silver are known and subsequently 
ubtract d from the silver buttons obtained. The silver-prills are weighed to the tenth 
f a milligram, and each of these divisions corresponds to an ounce to the ton. A 
little borax is always u ed to scorify the oxide of iron and other bases. Slag, like 
ore , i a ayed by scorification; but this process ought to be abandoned and the 
crucibl process substituted for it, chiefly for the reason that in the crucible the assay 
may b made with one assay ton if necessary, this quantity not being excessive for 
th timation of 1 or 1½ ounces of silver to the ton. The crucibles used in crucible 
a'- ay are tbo drawn to scale in Figs. 3 and 5, Plate XLIII. A. mixture of 
Powdered ore - - -- . - ---- __ -. ______ .. ______ .. _________ . _. _____ . _ _ _ _ _ t assay ton. 
Litbaro- . - - . - . - . - - - -- - . - - - ... - - - - - - - - - .. ___ . _____________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 assay ton. 
Bicarbonat of ocla _. - . __ . _______ .. _____________ . __ . _. _____ .. _. _ _ _ _ t assay ton. 
B rax . - - . - . -- - - - - - . - - - - .. - _. __ ....... _____ . ___________ . _____ . _ _ _ _ _ t assay ton. 
Argo] - -- ---- -- -·- - - -- -··· ·--··· ___ - -·-- ____________ -··- ____ -· ___ . -/ 0 assay ton, 
or m imilar mixtur for each assayer has hi8 favorite flux is fused in them, 
. ' 
rn th pr nc of an iron nail or rod, which, howeYer, some assayers dispense with 
alto()" th r. 'fh mixture is geuerally covered with a, layer of borax or commou salt. 
Bullion assays.-The a say are geuerally ma<le ou a car-load ~ample, representing 
1 ton , Tw piec f 1 ad are detaclrnd from the top and bottom part of eaeh bar 
of nlli fi rminrr th car-load (in general 400 bars); all these are melted together iu 
und r a co-rnr of Ii ve charcoal; the charcoal and scum are then 
w 11 mix d b ·tirring is poured into an ingot mold (a bullion 
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on0); the bar obtained is aboat one inch thick (Fig. 7, Plate XLV). Four pieces are 
detached from it with chisel and hammer, as shown in a, Fig. 7. One-half an assay 
ton is weighed from each piece, and ·cupelled, and the assay carried ou as usual. 
Gold assays.- Gold assays are made by dissolving the silver buttons in weak 
nitric acid, as usual. 
Lead assays.-Ores and slags are assayed for lead in the crucible. Five grams 
of the pulverized ore or slag a-re mixed with 15 grams of a flux composed of 
Borax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 part. 
Bicarbonate of soda ............... ~ .................... - -- - - -- - - - - --- - 4 parts. 
Argol ······ ······ ······ .... ······ .................... ······ ··••·· .... 1 part. 
Flour...... . ...................... - ...... - - .. -. - -- - . - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - -- t part. 
or some analogous flux. The mixture is fused, with or without the addition of an iron 
nail or rod, either in the crucible or the muffle-furnace. When the muffle is used, the 
crucibles, represented in Fig. 5, Plate XLIII, are placed in it, toirnther with large pieces 
of charcoal, to produce a reducing atmosphere, and the front of the muffle is kept closed. 
ln both crucible and scorification assays the lead buttons and slags, when taken out of 
the furnace, are rapidly poured into the molds, shown in Figs. 1 and 2, Plate XLIII. 
In lead assaying· the button of lead, ·detached from the slag after cooling, is weighed 
in grams and its fractions, and the result, multiplied by 20, gives the percentage. 
Iron assays.-The ores are assayed. for iron by Marguerite's well-known lmrette 
process, with a standard solution of permanganate of potash. 
Estimation of gangue.-Gangue is determined by dissolving the ore in strong hydro-
chloric acid, or aqua-regia, collecting tlle insoluble residue on a filter, washing well, 
calcining, and weighing. Some assayers evaporate the solution to dryness at 100° C. 
before filtering, in order to estimate both gangue and soluble silica. 
. Estimation of moisture.-Moisture is determined in the ores by desiccation of one 
pound of ore placed in a copper pan over the muffle-furnace, or over a sand-bath 
heated by a kerosene lamp. 
Specific gravity determinations. -This operation is performed every day at a few 
smelters on the slags of each furnace. It seems an unnecessary operation, first, because 
superintendents ought to rely solely i.1pon careful assa;ys for ]ead and silver; second, 
because, with a little practical experience, the mere appearance of the slag is more 
reliable than its specific gravity; third, because those who determine daily the specific 
gra\"'ity of slags and their contents in lead and silver have never been able to find a 
relation between the three data. In the anal;ytical study on the slags made specially 
for this report it will be seen that there is no relation what~ver between the contents 
of lead and silver; and at the smelters it is admit.ted that the specific gravity of slag 
may be raised by other substances than lead-by iron, for instance. 
The specific gravity determinations are carefully made by means of the Jolly 
specific gravity spring-balance, represented in Fig. 2, Plate XXXVIII. This instru-
ment consists of a wooden gallows-frame, at the end of whose horizontal beam is sus-
pended a delicate wire spring, provided with a small ivory index, J, and a small brass 
pan, P, suspended from the spring by three wires. ·On the face of the vertical beam, 
looking towards the spring, is a mirror, carefully graduated in millimeters. A beaker, 
three-fourths filled with distilled water, is placed on a stand, S, which is provided 
with a set-screw, and moves up and down the vertical beam. 
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To make a. pecific gravity determination the eye is placed in front of the mirror 
in u h a po ition that the pupil of the eye, the upper part of the ivory index, the 
ra<lua ion ou the mirror, and the image of the pupil in the mirror are brought into 
lin . Th nurn ber of divi ions at this point is x. A small piece of slag is then placed 
in the pan P; the divi ion to which the ivory index is lowered is then carefully 
not d; 1 t thi be called x'; then x'-x represents the weight of the slag in the 
air, expre. ed in divi ions. The stand S is then raised until the slag dips into the 
water and the inrlex rises. The number of divisions is once more carefully noted; 
let it be expres ed by x")· x'-x" represents the weight of the volume of the water 
di placed by the lag, conseqnently the specific gravity will be given by the formula 
x'-x ,. A little correction is necessary with this instrument; x" should in reality be 
x'- x' 
x" + x'"; x'" being the number of divisions lost by the pan wheu immersed in water. 
The writer has de,ised a little instrument, easy to carry, easy to construct, and 
self.correcting, for the determination of speci~c gravity. It consists of a test-tube 
bal1a ted with distilled water and floating in a proof.glass filled with distilled water (see 
Fig. 7, Plate XLII). The test-tube is carefully graduated; the level of the water x, 
out ide of the tube, is noted, as wen as the level of the watery, inside of the tube. 
A mall piece of slag or mineral is introduced into the tube, which sinks a certain 
numb r of divisions x'; x' represents its weight. The water is raised inside of 
the tube a certain number of divisions y'; y' represents its volume; x; gives its spe-y 
cific gravity corrected for temperature. One of the great advantages of this instru-
ment i that pecHic gravity determinations can be made with almost as much accu-
racy with common water as with distilled, the weight and volume of water beiug self-
correcting. 
SECTION II. 
MATERIALS USED IN SMELTING. 
GENER.AL CONSIDERATIONS. 
m lting i conducted on exactly the same principle by all the smelters through-
the amp. Ab uno di ce omnes. The ore is invariably smelted in blast furnaces 
liu 1 with fir -brick, and provided with water-jackets at the zones of agglomeration 
and fn i n; cl Jomite, hematite, and olcl slag being used as fluxes, aud a mixture 
f h r al and coke a fuel. In one swelter only a little metallic iron (old horse-
ho . ) i n, ed for the r duction of galena when present in certain proportions in the 
v n at thi melter it i an accidental rather t,ha,n a normal operation. The 
fa ·i1iti affi rded to the melters by nature iu the Leadville region are really very 
gr a ; th re melting i practically reduced to its elementary principles. The ore 
i to p ak, "roa ted by nature," since cerussite is evidently iu all cases t!Je 
re n1t f the oxidation of galena; it requires no preliminary preparation save crusb-
inr, n 1 for about one-fifth of the ore, which comes out of the mine in tbe "· tatc of 
c n<l bi i of cour , i pen ed with; the quantity of matte and speiss formed is 
m 11 · a g d quali · o: hematite i. found on Breece Hill, though it is useu but in 
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small quantity, owing to the fact that the ores themsel ms often contain the requisite 
quantity of iron to form slag, and to reduce arseuical, antimonial, and sulphuret com-
pounds of lead. Dolomite, as will be seen later, forms as good a flux as carbonate of 
lime; its chief defect is that the slag formed is less fusible than pure lime-and-iron 
s1ag. . 
Before the railroads reached Leadville the smelters were compelled to use 
dolomite. Since that time it is said that a smelting firm bas adopted the use of· 
limestoue with good results and that its use is likely to become general in the camp. 
Smelting in Leadville at the present day is never badly performed, chiefly for 
the reason that all the furnaces are constructed on the same principles ::i.rn.l are pro-
vided with the latest improvements. The imperfectious in smelting ·are generally 
intentional, and are based on economical grounds which . are in themselves nnattack-
able and render criticism useless. Still, it must be stated that a few smelting firms 
have brought smelting in Lead ville to actual practical perfection, and in their .economic 
results these are the most successful. 
STATISTICS OF LEADVILLE SMEL'l'ERS. 
In Table IV will be found the following information, compiled from data gathered 
by special experts for Mining Statistics of the Tenth Census and by the writer, for the 
year ending June 1, 1880, each smelter being designated by a, letter: 
I. Annual consumption of ore. 
II. Annual consumption of fluxes; their nature and cost. 
III. Annual consumption of fuels; their nature and cost. 
IV. Annual production of bullion; its contents, and cost of transportation. 
V. Rehttions between ore, fuel, fluxes, bullion, and silver. 
VI. •Plant of each smelter. 
VII. Labor; amount, time employed, and cost. 
TABI;E IV. 
I. ORE. 
I I ~ I. A. B. C. D. F. G. ~~ I ·------- . . i Tons ... 10,236 38,000 18,590 4,200 5,793 25,464 (a) L 1 
a No data. 
II. FLUXES. 
1. Dolomite. 
2. Hematite. 
3. Average price of dolomite per ton. 
4. Average price of hematite per ton. 
------- \ 
i I A.. 
I 
B. C. 
I 
D. E. F. G. 
I 
H. I. I I ,_ I 
1. Tons .. 232 5,312 4,170 250 440 964 2,467 (a) (a) 
2. . . do .... 280 143 1,774 292 587 ], 162 2,968 (a) (a) 
3. Dollars 2. 80 4. 00 3. 50 4. 00 3. 50 3. 50 bl. 25 a. 50 I (a) 4 . .. do ... 8. 00 10. 00 9. 50 11. 50 6 to 7 9. 00 8.50 (a) 10. oo I 
a No data. b Cost of haulmg. 
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III. FUELS. 
1. Charcoal, in bu bels. 
2. Charcoal, in tons. 
3. Coke, in tons. 
4. Proportion of charcoal to coke at each smelter. 
5. Pioe wood, for boilers, in cords. 
6. A ,erage weight of cord of pine wood used. 
7. Co t of charcoal per bushel. 
Average price of charcoal per ton. 
9. Co t of coke per ton. 
10. ~o t of pine wood per cord. 
--
I A. l B. I c. D. E. F. G. H. I. Average. 
- -----------
1. Bu be! 188,760 ], 094, 870 506,558 76,791 200,000 279,498 563,087 (a) (a) . ......... . 
2. Tons ... 1, 342½ 7,664 3,546 537½ 1,400 1, 956½ 3, 941½ {a) (a) . ....... . ... . 
3 ... . do .. . 3,300 
I 
4, 8110 2, 10 263 700 810 2,550 (a) (a) 
----------
4 .... do .. . . 0.4: 1 ]. 5: 1 1. 2: 1 2:1 2:1 2. 4: 1 1. 5: 1 (a) (a) 1.33:lb 
5. , Cords .. 1,040 3,600 1,200 400 760 750 {c) 1,200 800 
·---··--·-
6. Pound . 3,000 2,800 3,000 3,000 3,000 to 3,500 2,000 to 3,200 2,000to2,800 2,000 to 2, 800 (a) ........... 
7. Cents .. 10 to 15 10 to 17 10 to 15 12to 18 10 to 18 10 to 18 13 10 to 12 (a) . .. ........ . 
8. Dollars. 18. 57 18. 57 18. 57 18. 57 1 18. 57 18. 57 18. 57 18.57 (a) ....... .. ... 
9 .. .. do . .. . 28. 60 25. 58 30.45 30. 56 28.60 25. 60 25. 56 27. 50 (a) 
--·-------
10 .... do .. . . 4. 50 4. 75 5. 00 4. 75 4. 50 4. 00 4. 50 4. 50 (a) . ..... .. ...... 
I 
aNo data. b Proportion for whole camp obtained from 2 and 3. 
t. 
c Charcoal screenings, but little wood. 
IV. BULLIO:N. 
1. Ton of bnllfon produced. 
2. Average tenor of bullion in silver (ounces per ton). 
3. Average tenor of bullion in gold (ounces per ton). 
4. Total amount of silver in ounces. 
5. Fr igbt to tho Ea t per ton of bullion . 
_\_A. 1 B. I C. D. E. F. G. H. I. I 
-
Tons .... 1 
---1 
1. 1,752 6,200 4, 436 503 1,240 1,321 4,012 5,000 (a) 
2. .~~:~~J 404. 5 1 328. 53 250 250 300 300 450 300 (a) 3. 2. 08 None None None .15 Nono N one .15 (a) 
•. ... do ..... 70 , 684 2,036,886 1,100,000 125, 750 372,000 396,300 1,805,400 1,500,000 (a) 
5. Har . 40 to 45 (b) (/J) I (b) (b) 27 to 35 35. 00 35. 50 (b) I I 
a No data. b Paid by refiner. 
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V. PROPORTIONAL RELATIONS. 
l. Parts of dolomite to 100 parts of ore. 
2. Parts of hematite to 100 parts of ore. 
3. Parts of fuel to 100 parts of ore. 
4. Parts of fuel to 100 parts of smelting charges. 
5. Bullion extracted to 100 parts of ore. 
6. Percentage of lead extracted in smelting. 
7. Percentage of silver ext,racted in smeUing. 
8. Charges for smelting per ton of ore, in dollars. 
9. Cost of smelting per ton of ore, in dollars. 
10. Average assay of slag, in ounces of silver per ton. 
11. Average assay of flue-dust, in ounces of silver per ton. 
A. B. C. D. E. F. 
------- ------------
1 ..... ...... ······ 2. 27 13. 98 22.43 5. 95 5. 23 16. 64 
2 ...•.••••••..•... 2. 73 . 37 9. 54 6. 95 6. 98 20. 06 
3 . ..... ....•.. .. . . 45. 35 23. 04 34.19 19. 06 24. 96 47. 76 
4 ......... . ....... 36. 25 23. 33 22. 60 15. 33 19. 33 32. 50 
5. ... . ............ 17.11 16. 31 23. 86 11. 98 14-. 74 2'.l 8 
6 ...... .......... . 85 to 88 86 to 91 88 85 to 95 85 to 90 90 to 93 
7 ................. 100 95 to 97 97 88 to 95 95 97 
8 . .............. 15 to 30 15 to 30 15 to 30 12 to 25 16 to 30 15 to 30 
9 .... ............. 12 to 18 18 to 23 10 to 15 13 to 16 15 to 18 13. 00 
10 ................ . ::l 4 0. 5 1. 5 1. 5 1. 5 
11. ................ 36 37 36 35 35 36 
G. 
----
9.69 
11. 65 
25. 49 
19. 00 
15. 75 
87 
98. 5 
15 to 30 
13. 68 
1. 5 
36 
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H. I. Average. 
------------
No data No data al 0. 88 
No data No data a8. 3 
No data No data a32. 83 
No data No data a24. 03 
41. 66 No data a20. 53 
90 85 to 90 88 
97. 5 96 96. 5 
15 to 30 15 to 30 22. 00 
15. 00 16 to 18 15. 25 
4 1. 5 
I 
2 
37 37 36 
a These five averages Wflre obtained by dividing by seven the sum of the respective proportions given for each 
smelter from which data were obtained. This gives a true average of the proportions for each smelter, but it might be 
considered that a truer average for the camp would be obtained directly from the totals of ore, fluxes, and fuel consumed 
during the year by these seven smelters. Calculated in this way, the average proportions are, respectively, dolomite to 
ore, 12.50; hematite to ore, 6.51; fuel to ore, 31.99; fuel to charge, 23.31 ; bullion to ore, 19.94-. 
VI. PLANT OF SMELTERS. 
1-____ ~melter. A. B. C. l D. I E. F . G. H. I. 
----
----·-------- ----·-----------
11. Fucnaoe,, I 
(a) Number in use ..... 2 6-3 2 I 2 2 2 4 3-1 2 
(b) Shape . .. ....... ... . Round. Round- Square , Square. Round. Square. Square. Round- Round. 
sqnare. square. 
I (c) Working capacity; 35 to 40 )80 70 I 40 50 I 60 120 JOO 50 
1 
tons per 24 hours. 
"· Steam-engines: I I (a) :Number in use .. _ .. l 2 1 : 1 I I I 1 1 2 1 1 (b) Horse power . _ . .. . . 40 16(1 50 40 40 50 70 and 50 100 60 I (,) A vouge steam 60 70 60 i 65 70 65 60 80 70 pressure, pounds. 
3. Stone-breakers: i 
(a) Number in use ..... 2 3 3 I 1 2 2 2 1 1 I I (b)_ Capacity numbers .. No. 5. Nos . .A,2, Nos . .A.,2, No.A. Nos. land Nos.0 Nos. 2and No.5. No.A. 
1 
4. Cormsh roUs: and 5. and 5. 5. and 4. 5. 
I I :Number in use ...•.•... None. 3 1 1 1 None. 2 1 None. 
5. Other crnshers . .....•... · 13 stamp- Pulver- None. None. None. Small None. None. None. 
, battery. izer. mill. 
6. Blowers: 
(nl Number in use • ' . -~. 2 9 2 2 2 2 4 4 2 
(b) Capacity numbers .. No.5. Nos. 4,4½, No.5½, No.5. Nos. 4½ No.5, Nos. 4-½, 5, Nos.Sand No.5½, 
7. Dust chambers: and 5. and 5½. 5½, and 6. 5½, 
(a) :N"umber in use ..•.. 1 2 2 1 1 I 2 4 1 2 I 
(b) Construction mate- Bricks. Sheet- Lime- Sheet- Bricks. Sheet- Bricks. Sheet- Sheet-
I rial. iron. stonl'. iron. iron. iron. iron. .. - I 
·--- - ----4 
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VII. LABOR. 
1. Number of each class of employees per 24 hou,rs, when works are in full blast. 
.A. B . C. D. E. .F. G. H. I. 
-------- - - 1----1---- ---- -------- ----------------
taff ....................... . 5 
General foremen ..•......••... -.. - -.•.. -• - - - .... -. - - -.. - . . - • - - - - -... - -- . -. - - . - . - .. -- - . - · 2 
--------· ·---------I Foremen . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 2 1 . . . . . .. . . . .. ....... . 
H ad smelters .............. 
1 
2 27 8 4 4 4 
I ~;,'l~:b~~l--~.::::::::::::::: :::::::::: _ :~ :::::::::: :: :::::::: ! : 
3 2 1 
13 8 4 
12 9 3 
13 8 4 
llelpers .. _. _.. .•. . .. . . • . . . • . 32 48 26 10 8 8 10 5 
Eugine rs ....... .......... .• .••.... . . ................... ........................................ .. ....... . 
Fuel men ................ .. . ......... ... ................. . 
Day laborers . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 81 60 to 70 10 to 15 12 20 
2. Length of shift for employees (in hours). 
i :::.::'"~ .. ::::: :::: I ····;;···I .. ··d ····;;·· · ·;;· ····;;·· ·;;·· 
Ilcad sm lter .. -- . . . . . . .. . . . 12 8 
1 
12 12 
0
12 12 
'lag wb ler . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . 12 j 12 12 12 12 12 
Feeders . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . 12 8 12 12 12 12 
H lpers .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . • . . 12 12 12 12 12 12 
Day laborers .••.........•... 12 10 10 10 10 10 
Engineers 
·······--········· 
12 8 12 12 12 12 
j Fu 1 men 
····· ···-····· ··-·· 
12 8 12 12 12 12 
3. Wages per shift of employees. 
20 to 25 
13 
8 
8 
8 
8 
12 
10 
8 
8 
10 20 
!·····;;·· . ·;;·· 
I 12 12 
12 12 
12 12 
12 
10 
12 
12 
12 
10 
12 
12 
r !:t:~~;:::··::::: :::::: .. .; ;; 1, ···;;·~~ ·--;~-~~ ····u·)··--;~-~~-11··-·;;·;~- $: ~~ ····;4~- 00-00-- !-·--$44 .. 05-0~ -1 
Foreman .. -.......... - . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00 4 to 6 00 5 00 5 00 . _ ..... _.. 3 00 
;:gtlwr~ . ~~~~.-_:::::::::::::: ::::::::::1 : ~~ .::::::::: ····-~-~~- : ~~ ! ~ ~~ ! !~ ~ ~~ : ~~ ' 
I 
Ilelp c . ........... ··--··~-· 2 50 I 3 00 3 oo 1 3 oo 3 oo 3 oo 3 00 3 00 1· 3 00 I 
Day 1: borer -.. -...... -.. . . . 2 50 
1 
2 50 2 50 I 2 50 I 2 50 2 50 2 50 2 50 2 50 
I::~: : ::::::::: ::: : I:::: :: 1 · .'.~ :: I :: ::: ! ... ; ;; .......... : :::: ::::: :: I :: : ::1 
4. Aggregate salary of staff per month. 
I Ag ,r te ... .. ............ · 1 $870 $1, 350 $1, 400 I $700 I $1, 100 I $800 $900 I $800 I Nodala I 
5. Total ,alaries and wuges per twentyjour hours. 
Total.. .... ·············· ··· ·I $107 50 I $607 50 $3~8 ~ I $122 51 I $~~j_ $140 30 I $232-~ .$176 30 ! No data 
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CONSTRUCTION MA.TERI.A.LS. 
Common brick. -The bricks used in the construction of outer walls and dust-
chambers are made from claJ·s found in California and Big Evans gulches. They are 
made jn a very simple way: Into a wooden mold (Figs. 9 and 10, Plate XLIV), divided 
into three compartments having the shape and dimensions of bricks, a lump of the 
clay, brought to the proper degree of consistency, is jammed at one blow without sub-
sequent effort or pressure. The excess of clay, represented by c in Fig:- 9, is cut off by 
means of an iron wire, both ends of which are fixed to a wooden handle (Fig. 11, Plate 
XLIV). The mold is then reversed and gently shaken. The detached bricks are 
dried as usual in long rows in the air. They are then piled up in large stacks and 
burned. 
Fire-brick-The fire-bricks used for the lining of furnaces are seut to Lead ville 
chiefly from the manufactor;y of Messrs. Evans & Howard, St. Louis, Missonri1 and 
also from the Cambria Fire-brick Company, Golden, Colo., and from the Deuver Fire-
clay Company, Denver, Colo. 
Tapping clay.-Good plastic and refractory clay is needed for tJmp -stones, tap-
holes, tamping, and steep (brasque) used in the lining of furnace crucibles. The fol-
lowing analysi_s of tapping clay found in Big Evans gulch and used at the Grant 
smelter was made by Dr. M. W. Iles, of the Grant Smelting Works: 
ANALYSIS VII. TAPPING CLAY. 
Silicate of alumina.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74. 5 
\Vater ...................... . ·_ .......... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14. 0 
Oxide of iron .. .......• .. ........ ................ .... ..... n... ...... .. .... 3.0 
1\iagnesia...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace 
Carbonate of lime.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 8 
Free silica.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. O 
99.3 
(M. W. Iles.) 
Other materials. - When the smelting works are erected on the plans of super-
intendents, the smelting implements are derived from various sources. The cast-
ings, however, such as water-jackets, iron pillars, plates for supports and frames 
of crucibles, ingot-molds, slag-pots, etc., are generally made by Messrs. Hendey & 
Meyer, of Denver; while the boilers and engines are made by different foundries. In 
many cases smelters have found it more convenient and advantageous to obtain th t> 
whole of their smelting plant from Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, of Chicago, Ill., who 
are prepared to furnish a complete smelt,ing outfit, from the crushers and furnace 
down to ingot-molds and tamping-rods. 
FUELS AND FLUXES. 
Coke.-Uoke is made in El .M:oro, on the Rio Grande Railroad, from Cretaceous 
coals found there; it is.known in Leadville as El Moro coke. It is also made in Co.mo, 
on the South Park Railroad, from Como Cretaceous coals, and is then kuown in Lead-
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vill(\ a South Park coke. From Messrs. Billing & Eilers, prominent smelters of 
Lea ldlle, the fo1lowing information respecting coke has been obtained. The compo-
ition of the a h wa · determined in their laboratory. 
ANALYSES VIII AND IX. COKES. 
VIII, El I 1x, South 
Moro coke. Park coke. 
Percentage of ash................... 22. 0 9. 5 
==-=cl====; 
Composition of ash : 
Silica........................... 84. 5 
Peroxide of iron . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . 7. l 
Alumina,, lime, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 4 
100. 0 
29.1 
47. 8 
23.1 
100. 0 
The weight of coke per bushel is about 40 pounds, so that one ton of coke con. 
tain abont 50 bushels. Detailed information respecting the consumption of coke, its 
price, and relation to charcoal bas already been given in Table IV. 
Charcoal.-Thi fuel is mn<le from the spruce tree, which abounds in the vicinity 
of Leachille. Tbe piue "\\OO<l, cut in lengths of four feet, is converted into charcoal by 
th u ual proce of slow uurning in pits or kilns. The pits consist of stacks of wood 
40 f t long, 1:3 feet high, and 15 feet wide, entirely coYered with eare . Apertures 
provi l ~d at the ba. e of tbi rough kiln allow the slow combustion of wood to take 
vla ·e. When the operation is completed the apertures are stopped with earth and 
tbe wllole ma, is allowed to cool thoroughly. The charcoal made in this way is not 
f v ry good qualit;r; that made in kilns is much better. 
c arcoal kilns.-In the Yalley of the Arkansas, south of l\falta, tltere are several 
.-tabli hm nt ach provided with nine or ele·rnn beehi,e-shapcd kilns, erected espe-
cially for tile purpo e of applying the smelters with cliarcoal. The oldest establish-
m nt f tbi kind i to b found in California guleh, in close proximity to the south 
hank and oppo. it to Me, T . DiJling & Ei.lers's "'melter; these kilns were erected by 
)Ir. }f Alli ·t .r wllo wa the fir t to introduce tllem iu the Yicinity of Leadville, and 
from him :r, .· btaiued th following information: Bis estalJlishment consists of six 
kiln· , imilar in ·,ery r p ct, one of which, drawn to scale, is represented on Plate 
_ ... ""\ III Fi 0 · • 3 , u 1 4-. 'Ihe kiln are beehive-shaped; they are made of fire.brick 
· m •ut <l witll lime-, nd and mortar, each kiln being made of 18,000 bricks. The 
ur ,ate ·t ,1ia ) t r i. 2.:.i :f'. t, th , height 21 feet. In front of the kiln is a charging and 
<li .· ·harging· J) ni117 1, ~ -f ct 5 inch high and 5 feet wide, closed by a sheet-iron 
,1. or nnd , t th h, ck and upper part of the kiln is a feed-hole or door, B, similarly 
cl . cl . ·!1 f, ·t hi,rh, nd th ame in width. Thi feed-hole is placed at a height of 1G 
r · ·t fr ,m t!1 • ronucl. It i · oun cted lJy a tramway, running over a, bridge, with the 
".) <1 .• ta k. on t IJ u11) r pa1 t of tbe bnnk of the gulch. This wood is already cut in 
I urrth: off nr f' t. -' t tb ba e of th kiln are thr e rows of aperture 3 inches by 
1 in ·h •. arnl '" t , l ar . Tb rows ar 1 foot apart and contain from 22 to 25 
ap •r u· • . Th · 11 1 : ma, b l , C'd at will with brick. and clay. 
Th 1 in w o 1 ·n in l ugtb. · of f nr fe t a ha b en ure,ionsly stated, is tir t 
l il cl hr 1 h t1J 1 w r 1 11111rr A (lar,. tack of wood tancl on thi level), and 
l.i n p r 1oor B, aud in thi way the kiln i completely fill 1. 
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Both doors beh~g left open to create a draft, a c.harcoal and dry-wood fire is kindled 
at tne door A. Both doors are then closed and hermetically sealed with clay, and the 
combustion is regulated by means of the apertures O, which are left open or are closed, 
according to the intensity or direction of the wind. The air enters at the lower row 
and the s;moke escapes at the upper. 
For the complete transformation of wood into charcoal in these kilns it requires 
from four to eight days, according to whether the wood is dry or green. Dry wood 
produces a greater percentage of charcoal and of better quality than green wood. 
When the com bus ti on is completed, all the apertures are hermetically sealed by means 
of bricks and clay and the kiln is allowed to cool thoroughly. The cooling requires 
about four days. 
Each kiln bolds from 25 to 27 cords of wood, or about 3,350 cubic feet; one cord 
of wood produces about 50 bushels of charcoal. In consequence, each kiln yields on 
an average l ,300 bushels of charcoal in 10 days. During each operation about two 
gallons of creosote tar runs out at the lower part of the ground door, but no use is 
made of it. The charcoal made in this way is of excellent quality and gives great 
satisfaction. 
The weight of one bushel of charcoal is about 14 pounds; consequently there are 
about 142½ bushels of charcoal to the ton. 
Composition of ash.-At the Leadville smelters charcoal is said to contain about 
2.5 per cent. of ash. This figure is probably quite correct for pit-charcoal. .A rough 
examination was made of a fine jet black piece of charcoal from Mc.Allister's kilns, 
picked from the heap at Messrs. Billing & Eilers's smelter. This gave only 1.62 per 
cent. of ash, containing 0.42 per cent. of soluble salts (carbonate of potash and soda, 
with some chlorides) and 1.20 per cent. of alumina, silica, lime, phosphates, etc. .A 
rough examination was also made of some charcoal ash found in the laboratory of the 
Cumming & J?inn smelter; the proportion of soluble alkaline salts was about the 
same as in the preceding, but the insoluble residue was chiefly composed of alumina. 
In all probability the composition of charcoal ash varies according to the nature of 
the soil µpon which the trees grew. In the discussion on r;;melting, 2.5 per cent. bas 
been adopted as the average percentage of ash in charcoal. 
Dolomites.-The dolomites are extracted chiefly from the Du gan and Montgomery 
qnarries and from the Glass-Pendery and Carbonate mines. The consumption, price, 
aud proportion of dolomite used, etc., will be found in Table IV. The samples which 
were analyzed in the labora.tory of the Survey were prepared by mixing equal weights 
of typical specimens picked up on the heap at various smelters. 
Analysis X is that of the Duga,n dolomite from the Dugan quarry, near Mount 
Zion, Arkansas Valley. This dolomite is in rather large, indistinct crystals, with a 
bluish-black tinge and with white, creamy-yellow, a.nd red spots. The specimens were 
found at the Cumming & Finn and Elgin smelters . 
.Analysis XI is that of the Montgomery dolomite, from the Montgoniery quarry, 
on Iron Hill, California gulch. This dolomite is in compact, homogeneous masses, with 
a fine crystalline structure and a bluish-black tinge. The specimens were collected at 
the American, California, Grant, Harrison, La Plata, and Billing & Eilers's smelters . 
.Analysis XII is that of dolomite from the Glass-Pendery mine. on Carbonate Hill. 
'fhis dolomite has a very peculiar appearance: It is formed of hou~ogeneous and very 
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friabl ma~ e , compo ed of indistinct and exceedingly small crystals, with a uniform 
grayi h tinge. The specimen analyzed was found at Grant smelter, where a large 
quantity of it i u ed. 
, ud ir 
h, lf t 
ANALYSES x, XI, AND XII. DOLOMITES. 
Elem en tcity. 
Analysis X Analysis XI Analysis XII 
(Dugan). (Montgomery). (Glass. Pendery). 
Carbonic acid..................... . . . . . . 46. 9262 43. 7947 . 
Chlorino..................... .. . . . . . . . . . 0. 1429 0. 0618 
Sulphur . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Traco 'Iraco 
I ulphuric acicl ......... .......... ...... None Trace 
Pllo phoric acicl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1224 0. 0676 
Sodium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0. 0697 0. 0273 
I ~~;:s~::ru·::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : ~~::: 0. 0151 Trace 
Calcium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace Trace 
Lime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 4297 27. 2586 
j Magnesia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. 7843 20. 0455 
Protoxiu of manganese................ 0. 0533 0. 0620 
Protoxicle of iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 3827 0. 5742 
Protoxicle of lead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace Faint trace 
Peroxide of iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 1002 0. 0974 
Silica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 7064 7. 7652 
.Alumina.................... . ........... 0. 1673 0.1068 
0. 0670 
0. 0550 
0. 0012 I ~=t~:~"·:,:::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::~ 
1-----1-------1· 
_\ _ Tc,tal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0000 
Rational. 
Carbonat of lime ..................... . 
Carbonate of magnesia ....... ... ..... . 
Carl>0oat of manganese ........... .. .. . 
Caruonato of irou ..... ................. . 
Carbonat of 1 ad ..................... . 
ulphat of lime .. .... ................. . 1 
I ho phat of limo ......... .. ........... I 
Chlolid of odium .............. .. .. .. . I 
Chloride of pota. ium ........ ... ...... . 
Chlorid ·8 c,f ma~nc ium and calcium .. . 
"ulphido ot iron or calcium . ........... . 
ilic.'\ .. ....... .. ...................... . 
.Aluwin ......... . ..................... . 
;:;::::~:,:::· ::: :: •••• :::: •••••• : • : 1 
Lo .................................. . 1 
Total . ......................•.... 
54. 0837 
43. 6470 
0. 0862 
0. 6105 
Trace 
None 
0. 2652 
0.1774 
0. Oi38 
Traces 
Trace 
0. 7004 
0. 1073 
0.1062 
0. 0250 
0. 0440 
0. 0013 
100 0000 
100. 0000 
48. 5353 
42. 0955 
o. 1003 
o. 9251 
Faint trace 
Trace 
0.1404 
0. 0094 
0. 0~8 
Traces 
Trace 
7. 7052 
0.1068 
o. 0974 
0. 0670 
0. 0550 
o. 0072 
100. 0000 
47. 3922 
0. 0408 
None 
None 
0. 0328 
0. 0119 
0.0110 
Trace 
Trace 
29. 9671 
21. 5230 
0.1998 
0. 1275 
None 
0. 2232 
0. 2748 
0. 0400 
0. 0152 
0. 0707 
0. 0700 
100. 0000 
53. 4445 
45. 1983 
0. 3232 
0. 2054 
None 
Nono 
0. 0710 
0. 0450 
0. 0181 
Traces 
None 
0. 2748 
0. 0400 
0. 223~ 
0. 0152 
0. 0707 
0. 0700 
100. 0000 
m ltinO' are true dolomite , in which ·mall 
f lim and magn , ia are r placed by carbonates of maugane. e 
l r . en· of ·bl 1i<l, ' wa a fir t puzzling, for the rea on that about 
t tal <JU, utity of ·bl riu wa: " lubl iu b iling wat r wlieu the dolomite · 
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were finely powdered1 the other half insoluble. The insoluble chloride might have 
been contained in apatite crystals com hined with calcium. A microscopical examina-
tion by Mr. Whitman Cross disclosed, however, no apatite, but a very great number 
of minute fluid inclusions. Both he and Dr. W. F. Hillebrand were led to believe that 
the chlorides we.re contained in the. inclusions. Dr. Hillebrand partly proved it by 
le'dgating the dolomites and thereby extracting nearly three-fourths of the chlorides 
by treatment _with water. Mr. Emmons directed me to make experiments on dolomites 
broken into small pieces, but not powdered. These were digested with water over a 
water-bath for 48 hours. The first solution contained only traces of chlorides, and the 
experiment being repeated a second time in the same conditions the second 8olution 
did not contain any chlorine, thus proving that the chlorides are not impregnating the 
mass of the rock, but are contained within the crystals of dolomite. The fact that the 
Glass-Pendery dolomite, which is half disintegrated, contains much less chloride than 
the dolomites in compact masses corroborates these views. 
The Dugan and Montgomery dolomites have another point of interest, which 
should not be overlooked. These dolomites contain traces of sulphides, whether of 
iron or of calcium there was no time to determine. The fact is, however, that no sul-
phide of iron is visible in the microscopical section and that the dolomites ·treated 
by weak acHls evolve unmistakable sulphureted hydrogen. Should the presence of 
sulphide of calcium eventually be pro'\'ed beyond a doubt it would give a great prac-
tical value to the observation made by the writer, that carbonate of lime is extremely 
soluble in sulphide of calcium. -This reaction is so striking that it seems prob-
able that it plays a great part in nature and that carbonates of lime may be carried 
away in alkaline solutions as well as in acid ones and deposited from these. On the 
other hand, there seems to be a relation between the quantity of 'organic matter and 
the quantity of sulphides contained in the dolomites. The Glass-Pendery dolomite, 
which contains only traces of organic matter, has no sulphides, while the Mont-
gomery dolomite, which contains the largest proportion of organic matter, contains 
also tbe largest amount of sulphides. These relations may, however, be purely acci-
dental. The dolomites were examined for the precious metals, but no silver could be 
detec:ted in either of them~ although it is said in Leadville that the Glass-Pendery dolo-
mite contains from one to two ounces and the Carbonate Mine dolomite from two to 
six ounces of silver to the ton. 
To complete the discussion of dolomites a few analy~es made at various Lead ville 
smelters are given below. The average composition of dolomites, which has been 
adopted in the discussion on smelting, was derived from them . 
.Analysis of a Glass-pendery dolomite once used at the Calif01·nia smelter, made at the time by the superintend-
ent, Mr J.E. Hardman. 
ANALYSIS XJII. DOLOMITE. 
Carbonate of lime ...............•...••••. .. .... .•. ••................. .... 50,03' 
Carbonate of magnesia ..............................•.........•.......... 35.16 
Silica . ................................... ____ .. . ............ . ______ ...... 1.14 
Protoxide of iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ___ .. __ .. ____ . o. 41 
A.l um in a .•.••...........•................... _ ..... ___ .. __ __ _____ . _ . ____ . . 2. 62 
Moisture . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _. _ .. ____ . __ . _ .... _ ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10. 64 
100.(0 
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Analyses of dol01nites rnacle in the Grant Smelting Works by Dr. M. W. Iles . 
XIV. xv. XVI. XVII. XVIII. XIX. I I 
I 
---------
------
Carbonate of lime .. .. ..... .... 66. 50 54. 94 49. 57 57. 95 51. 60 55. 35 
Carbonate of magnesia .......... 25.10 41. 93 37. 08 39. 65 39. 77 39. 35 
Carbonate of iron ... . .... ...... - None None 6. 23 None ~one None 
Silica ........................... 2. 70 o. 93 4. 22 o. 76 2. 50 2. 80 
Alumina and peroxide of iron ... 6. 40 1. 31 3. 53 1. 65 6.13 2. 50 
Organic matter ................. None o. 21 None None None None 
-------
Total ........... .......... 100. 70 99. 32 100. 63 100. 01 100. 00 100. 00 
NOTE.-Analyscs XIV and XV, locality not given; XVI, Gbss mine dolomite; XVII, Carbonate mine dolomite, 
said to contain from two to six ounces of silver to the ton; XVIII and XIX, Glass.Pendery dolomite, said to contain from 
one to two ounces of silver to the ton. 
The superintendents in Leadville do not like dolomite as a flux. It is probable that 
before long limestone will be substituted for it. Alread~7 Messrs. Billing & Eilers have 
experimented at their smelter with perfectly pure arragonite from the Duncan quarry, 
Arkansas Valley, close to Leadville, and the results have been most satisfactory. 
Limestone,-Should limestone be used instead of dolomite, it might be brought 
from Robin on, in the Ten-Mile District, 16 miles distant, or from Canon City, about one 
hundred and thirty miles south of Leadvil1e, on the Rio Grande Railroad. These lime-
stone are similar in appearance to lithographic limestone. That from Robinson (Upper 
Carboniferous) contains 97.11 per cent. of carbonate of lime, as determined by Dr. W. F. 
Hillebrand. The following analysis of the Canon City limestone (Cretaceous) was 
made by Dr. M. W. Iles. 
ANALYSIS XX. CA.NON CITY LIMESTONE, 
Carl)onate of lime ..•.•.....••.. ____ ... _ ............. _ .... ___ ... _ .•... ___ . 88. 90 
Carbonate of magne ia ... _ .......... _ ••.. _. __ .. ____ .. _ .. _ ... __ .. _ .... ___ . 6. 30 
Silica .......•..... __ ... _. _ .. ____ .. _. _ •.. __ .... _ .... __ ... ___ .... ___ .. __ • _. 3. 10 
Alumina and oxide of iron ......... _ ...... _ .. ___ .... _ ..... __ .... __ .... __ .. 1. 50 
99.80 
Hematite,-The hematite used as a flux at the smelters is chiefly extrac~d from 
r ece Iron mine, on Breece Hill, but at one smelter some Silver Wave mine iron 
r i al much u ed a a flux. This ore was uot, however, examined. The sample of 
r ec Bill hematit , which was examined in the laboratory of the Survey, was made 
from p cimen coll ted on the hematite heaps of the following smelters: American, 
alifornia, Elgin, Harri on, and Billing & Eilers. 
The f llowing i th de cription of the specimens and the color of their streaks: 
ot 
th d cimal ar canied to six .figures, in order to introduce 
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ANALYSIS XXI. BREECE IROX ORE. 
Elementary analysis . 
Iron .••••.................................................. - . . . ..... 
Manganese ....•......................... , - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Nickel and cobalt ..........•.............•• -......... · .... -...... -.. - · 
Zinc ....................................................... - ....... . 
Copper .•••...................................•...................... 
Gold .......••••..•...........•.....••.............••. . .•............ 
Silver .....................•................•.•...................... 
Arsenic ........•••......................• - .. - - - .. - - -... - - -.. - - - . - .. -
Antimony .........•...........•..........••...........•...••••. - ... -
Oxygen ..•.•..•.................•..... ""' ..•.••...................... 
Chlorine (traces calculated) .............................• -.••••..• - - . 
Water ......••......................................•............... 
Carbonic acid ..............................•••...................... 
Phosphoric acid ..........•............................•.......... - - -
Titanic acid .....••....•............. - - - - . -... -- -.. - - - - .. - - - - - - - . - - - -
Silica .. : ..................•............... - - - ..... - -.... - .•.••. - . - . -
Lime .........•...••...........................................•..... 
Magnesia .•..•. ~ ............•.....••..........••...........•.•....... 
Alumina ........••...................................••••........... 
Los:; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . - - -- . . . - - - - -- - - - · --· · · - - • · , · - · · · · · • · · · - · · · · · · 
Silver, 0.13 ounce to tlie ton. 
Gold, 0.06 ounce to the ton. 
Rational analysis. 
Peroxide of iron .........................•.................•.....•... 
Magnetic oxide of iron (Fe304) .............. -.................•...... 
Carbonate of iron .........•.............................••••........ 
Chloride of silver ..........................••.............•......... 
Gold ....................................................... _ ....... . 
Arsenic acid ( combined with Fe203) ................................. . 
Oxide of copper. . .•................................................. 
Oxide of zinc ....................................................... . 
Peroxide of manganese ...........•...............••................. 
Oxides of cobalt, nickel, and antimony ..............••......•••••.. 
Phosphate of lime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Titanic acid (in the stat\3 of titanate of iron) ........................ .. 
Silica .............................................................. . 
Lime ............. -- .. - - - - - -- - - - · · · · · · · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · •• • · · · · - · · · · · · · · 
Magnesia ..............................•......••.................... 
Alumina .............. - ..... - - .... - - -..•.••... - . - . -- - . - - . - - - - - -- - - - . 
Water .................................. 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Loss . • . . . . . . . . - ..... - - - - -- - - · · · - · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
66.443392 
0.007280 
Trace 
0.02i">201 
0.022597 
0.000102 
O.G00404 
0.007174 
Trace 
27.430173 
0.000132 
o.~90000 
2.444655 
0. 100740 
0.052250 
2.388500 
o. 121800 
0.619900 
0.045000 
0,000700 
100.000000 
71. 843540 
18.009740 
6.445000 
0.000536 
0.000102 
0. 011000 
o. 028:300 
0.031400 
o. 011500 
Trace 
0.218140 
0.052250 
2.3t:8500 
0.004400 
0.619900 
0.045000 
0.290000 
0.00069i 
647 
100.000000 
Discitssion.-The hematite was not examined either for bromine or iodine, with 
which silver is generally combined in Leadville. Chromium, tungsten, molybdenum, 
and vanadium were carefully sought for, but no traces of these metals conld be detected. 
Titanium could only be found by a method which was specially devised for its 
detection, and which is the following: The hydrochloric solution of hematite is reduced 
to the minimum of oxidation by sulphureted hydrogen and then boiled to expel the 
excess of this gas. The solution is then as nearly as possillle neutralized with an 
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alkali and boill'd with an excess of byposulphite of soda, which precipitates tit:rnic 
acid, alumina, and a little soluble silica. The precipitate collected on a filter, washed 
thoroughly and calcined, is treated in a platinum vessel with a mixture of sulphuric, 
hydrocliloric, and hydrofluoric acids, and the whole is evaporated to dryness. The res-
idue i fu ed with bisulphate of-potash, and titanic acid is ntracted, as usual, by boil-
ing the dilute solution. 
Although magnetic oxide of iron is reporte4 in the analysis with the formula 
Fe30 4, this is not exact. The writer succeeded in isolating this oxide in a state of great 
purity by alternately extracting it with tb'3 magnet and rubbing-it with the finger on fil-
ter paper until it no longer soiled the paper, to which the non-rrfagnetic oxides remained 
attached. It was then analyzed, and its composition is represented by the formula 
Fe20027=G(Fe0)+7(Fe20 3), instead of 7(Fe0)+7(Fe20 3), whi_ch W(?Uld be equivalent to 
the formula Fe30 4• It is only quitB natural that magnetic oxide formed in the midst 
of peroxide of iron should contain an -excess of this oxide. -The writer assumes that 
the force of 'adhesion was used for the first time in this instance for th~ mechanical rnp-
ara tion of substances. It bas been employed since in connection with the use of the 
magnet in investigation-son the nature of different metallurgical products, arnl in er1ch 
case it has led to fateresting results. 
ORE-BEDS. 
Smelting charges consist of mixtures of ore with :fluxes and fuel in definite but 
somewhat varying proportions, previously determined, so as to produce a desired 
chemical com bi nation. 
The ore entering into the smelting charge may be an unmixed ore of known 
compo ition, or a previously-prepared mixture of ores, called an ore-bed, or a combi-
nation of the two. 
t ·re-beds are prepared by superposing layers of different ores of known weight 
and compo ition in such proportion as to produce mixtures of known contents in lead, 
ilY r, iron, and ilica. 
Composition of ore-beds.-Ore-beds are generally made to contain equal parts ol' 
m tallic iron, metallic lead, and silica or gangue, or from 20 per cent. to 25 per cent. 
of acb . The r lation hetween lead and silver is about six pounds of lead to one ounce 
of il\' r; but tbi relation often varies, as well as the percentage of lead, while, on the 
con tr, ry, th p rceutage of iron and gangue remains pretty constant. 
Tb gr at advantage derived from tlie preparation of ore-beds, besides giving 
mi:xtur of known compo ition, i that of drying the ore, an operation which if carried 
on in th fnrnac wonld ab orb an enormous amount of heat. 
In Tab! will b fonnd the following particulars in regard to seven different 
or -b d : 
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TABLE V.-Composition of ore-bedll. 
Ore. - Silica. Iron. I 
Siker. Lead. 
Number of ore-bed. 
Humid Moist- Dry Per Total Per Total 
I ounces Total Per Total to the 
weight. ure. weight. cent. weight. cent. weight. ton. weight. cent. weight. 
-------
--------- ------ - - - --- ---
Lbs. P.ct. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Ounces. Lbs. 
1 .............. ····· ...... 410,355 10. 2 368,430 21. 54 79,375 21. 48 79,160 42. 94 7,912 19. 50 71,868 
2 ......................... 340,915 10. 8 304, 09!) 26. 50 80, 840 23. 20 70,779 39. 12 5,946 19. 60 5\l, 875 
3 ........................ . 302,690 10. 7 2TO, 257 22. 30 60,354 22.10 59,075 35 .. 03 4,734 20. 00 54,105 
4 ........................ 283,000 9. 4 256,358 22. 00 56,475 26. 40 67,876 61. 62 7,898 21. 00 54,135 
5 ......................... 279,475 ]2. 0 245,902 20. 00 49,321 16. 60 40,841 66.02 8,146 28. 20 69,437 
6 ......................... 330,805 10. 2 296,920 25.40 75,556 21. 86 64,696 65. 03 9,690 19. 00 56, 267 
7 ........................ . 
········ 
"''· ,.. 
1
,,.,, 
40, 81!1 24. 78 58,321 56. 53 6,651. !) 23. 45 55,239 
Totals and averages .. 1, 977, 306 22. 40 442. 752 22. 30 441,648 51. 56 50,977.9 21. 30 420, 926 
No. 1 is made at Smelter Hof ore from the Amie, Hibernia, Homestake, and Morning Star mines. 
lfo. 2 is made at Smelter Hof ore from the Amie, Chrysolite, Evening :,tar, Morning Star, and Virginius mines. 
No. 3 is made at Smelter Hof ore from the Amie, Evening Star, Hibernia, Homestake, Little Giant, Morning Star, etc. 
No. 4 is made at Smelter Hof ore from the Amie, and Evening 8tar. 
No. 5 is made at Smelter Hof ore from the Amie, ·Adelaide, and of flue.dust-. 
No. 6 is made at Smelter Hof ore from the Amie, Morning Star, etc. 
No. 7 is made at Smelter B of ore from the Catalpa, Evening Star, Henriett, Hibernia, Highland Chief, Morning 
Star, and Silver Wave mines. 
A consideration of Table V shows-
1. That the ore beds vary a good deal in ·weight; in the examples given, from 117 to 189 tons. 
2. That the mixtures contain on an average about the same quantity of silica, iron, and lead. 
3. That on an average tbe relation of silver to lead by weight js as 1 to 120.4, or one ounce of silver 
to Bt pounds of lead. 
4. That the amount of moisture is pretty constant. 
SMELTING CHARGES. 
By smelting charges will be designated the combined weights of ore, fluxes, and 
fuel thrown at the same time into the furnaces, and by charges, the weights of ore and 
fluxes entering into the composition of the smelting charges. The word ore embraces 
ore beds and unmixed ores, and the word fluxes, dolomite, hematite, and old slags. 
The weights of smelting charges differ a good deal, according to the capacity of the 
furnaces. The term fuel will always be used for the mixtures of coke and charcoal 
used in Leadville. Although the amount of fuel used in smelting will always be given 
in weight, it must be rememl>ered that coke and charcoal are not weighed at all smelters, 
but are as often measured by the shovel o.r the barrow; the volume has been converted 
into weight for comparison. 
S;,,rnLTER A. 
The information obtained at this smeHer is not very satisfactory. The smelting 
charges are made up of-
Ore, lf>O pounds. Flux, 50 pounds. Fuel, 35 pounds. 
Ore.bed·-··-······ · --· 100 Dolo.mitc .... ··· ····-· · JO CbarcoaL---······· ···· 15 
Unmixedore.- ........ 50 Hematite.·-··--···-·· · 10 Coke ..... . ... . ·-·····-· 20 
Old slags·· · · ·····- .. ·· 30 
Charge (01e and flux), 2lll rounds. Smelting tbari;c (ue, flux, and fuel), 235 ponnds. 
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Wh n coke i ·carce the aboye fuel is used, but wl.Jen coke is plentiful tlte fuel 
pr ferred i 35 pound~ of a mixture of 60 per cent. coke and 40 per cent. charcoal. 
The proportion are as follows: 
Flux to ore .................................•...... - ............ · · ·•••·· 33¼-
Fuel to ore ..................••.......... - - ...•. - .•• - • - , . - ••....... - . . . . 23½ 
Fuel to charge .......................•.. ,....................... ........ 17½ 
Thi would form a very fair smelting charge; but, if we reconstruct an average 
charge from the consumption of ore, flux, and fuel, given for this bmelter in Table IV, 
we fiud the following result: 
Ore, 150 poun<ls. I Flux, a7.5 pounds. Fuel, 68 pounds. 
Ore .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . • 150 Dolom~te . . . . . .. . . 3. 41 Charcoal...... . . .. 19. 7 
Hematite . . . . . .. . . 4. 1 
1 
Coke . .... . ....... 48. 3 
Old slags . .. . • . . . . 30. 0 
'------------------------
Charge (ore and flux), 187.5 pounds. Smelting charge (ore, flux, and fuel), 255.5 pounds. 
Tbe di en. ion of tliis average charge leads to the followiug results: 
Proportion of flnx to ore ........................................ _.. . . . . . . . :!fl 
Proportion of fuel to ore. .. .. . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . 45½ 
Proportion of fuel to charge . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . .. . . . . 36¼ 
After in pectiug these figures no one will be surprised to hear that the super-in-
t ndent of this smelter complains bitterly of his furnace. The furnaces are undoul.Jt-
eclly very clumsy, but they are constructed on the same plan as all the other furnaces 
in the camp, and the fault lies chiefly in the fact that less hematite and dolomite is 
u ed at this smelter than at any other, that the slags are less fluid than any others 
in the camp, and that the enormous percentage of fuel exhausts itself uselessly on 
refractory charges. The number of smelting charges run through each furnace in 
t~enty-four hours is equal to 300. 
SMELTER fl. 
rnelti11g charg(;B macle in AuguBt, 1!380. 
Ore, 510 pouuui,. 
r -b d ... ..... . ... 200 
Low-grade ore ..... 100 
Varione rich ores .. 200 
L ·ad crape .. . . . . . 10 
No. l . 
. Flux, ,\Ill pounds. I Fuel, 140 poun<ls. 
Dolomite . . . . . . . . .. 50 I Charcoal...... . . . . . . 80 
Oldo!ag, . ...... ... 150 I Coke ................ 60 I 
Charrr (ore and flux), 710 pound . meltina charge (ore, flux, and fuol), 850 pounds. 
No. 2. 
l_o~o pou1.d . Flux, 190 pounds. I Fud, 140 pounds. 
--,--------- 1 
Dolomite .. . . . • .. . . 40 I Charcoal.. .......... 80 
Id 13• ........ .. 1,0 . Coko ....... .... ..•. 60 I 
r.b. 1 !?•·, 700 pounus. ·m ltinrr ch:11 g , &1 0 pountl . 
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SMELTER B. 
Smelting chm·ges rnade in Augu8t, 1880:__Continued. 
No . 3. 
I Ore, 510 pounds. I Flux, 190 pounds. Fuel, 140 pounds. 
Ore-bed .. ........ .. 150 I Dolomite .......... 40 Charcoal... . . . . . . . . . 80 
Low-grade ores . ... 100 Old slags .....•••.. 150 Coke ............ : .. 60 
Various rich ores .. 250 
Lead scraps ........ 10 
Charge, 700 pounds. Smelt.ing charge, 840 pounds. 
No. 4. 
Ore, 500 pounds. I Flux, 150 pounds. Fuel, 140 pounds. I 
Ore-bed ............ 300 ,1 -D-o-lo-m-it_e ___ .-.-_ .-. -_ .-. _ 5_0_
1
_C_b_a-rc-o-al-.-_ .-. -_ .-.. -.-_ .-. -7-0 .
1
1 
Various rich ores .. 200 Old slags ... .. .. ... 100 Coke ............... 70 
Charge, 650 pounds. Smelting charge, 790 pounds 
At Smelter B fuel is measured by the wheelbarrow. Eighty pounds of charcoal 
represent one charcoal barrow mll,de of thin sheet-iron and holding about 5½ bushels. 
Sixty pounds of coke represent au ore barrow used also for coke. In Fig. 2, Plate 
XXXI ( elevation of Smelter C), both kinds of barrows are indicated. 
In the smelting charges Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, the a,~erage proportions are: 
Flux to ore .................... ·- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 36 
Fuel to ore .................................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 ½ 
Fuel to charge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 20¼ 
If we reconstruct an average smelting charge from data given in Table IY we 
find-
Ore, 500 pounds. Flux, 206. 7 pounds. Fuel, 165.1 pounds. 
Various ores. . . . . . . 500 Dolomite ....... 69. 85 Charcoal. ...•••.• 100. 8 
Hematite ....... 
13
~. 85 I Coke .••......••• 64.3 
Old slags ....••. 
Charge (ore and flux), 706.7 pounds. Smelting charge (ore, flux, and fuel), 871.8 pounds. 
r_rhe figures represented here are normal; the great amount of old slags used at 
this smelter accounts for the relatively small proportion of hematite. The percentage 
of fuel is in excess of that given in the preceding examples, for the reason that part 
of the fuel at the smelters is used for assaying, heating, and various other purposes 
besiues smelting. 
The proportions in the average charge are as follows: 
Flux to ore............................................................. 41¼ 
Fuel to ore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 33 
Fuel to charge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2:3t 
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SMELTER C. 
Smelting charges made in. .Aug·ust, 1880. 
No. 1 . 
Ore, 306 pou_nde. Flux, 157 pounds. Fuel, 100 pounds. 
Ore-bed .. ........ ., 123 Dolomite ... . ... .... 90 Charcoal.. .......... 50 
Rock Mine ore ... . 123 Hematite........... 7 Coke ............... 50 
E,ening Star ore . . l!l Old slags .. ......... 60 
Dunkin :lline ore . . 41 
Charge (oro and flux), 463 pounds. Smelting charge (ore, flux, and fuel), 5G3 pounds. 
No. 2. 
! Ore, 315 ponnds. Flux, 148 pounds. Fuel, 100 poun<ls. I 
Ore-bed ........ .... 100 Dolomite ........... 84 Charcoal . .. ..... .... 50 
Rock Mine ore .... 100 Hematite ........... 4 Coke and screenings. 50 
Evening Star ore .. 44 Old slags ........... 60 
Rock Mine ore .... 71 I 
Charge, 463 pounds. Smelting charge, 5G3 pounds. 
No. 3. 
Ore, 332 pounds. I Flux, 127 pounds. Fuel, 95 pounds. 
Ore·b d No. 1 .. .... 106 I Dolon1ite .......... . 64 Charcoal ............ 50 
Ore-bfd No. 2 ...... "3 1 H . 3 Cokoand screenings . 45 ::, J ematite ........... 
Dunkin Mine ore .. 40 Old slags ........... 60 
Rock Mine ore ..... 13·1 
I 
Charge, 459 pounds. Smelting charge, 554 pounds. 
t Smelter the abo"'e charges are smelting charges according to our definition, 
ut they are call cl emi-chargeF:. The slags are not weighed, but measured by the 
or · hov l ; th y are not mixed with the ore and flux, but with the fuet Fuel is meas-
ur d by th fu 1- h v l in the proportion of two shovels of charcoal for one of coke. 
n hov l f char al (fuel. hovel) i equal to even pounds, and one shovel of coke 
(fu 1- h v I) to 1 nn<l . One hovel of lags ( ore-shovel) weighs about 15 pounds. 
In m 1tiog harg No . 1, 2, and 3, the av-erage proportions are-
Flux to or ...... .... ...... ..•... ...•.. .... .... .... ...... .•.. .... .... .... 45¼ 
Fu 1 to ore .................•............. .•••..•.. ____ .................. 31 
Fu 1 to charg ......••...............•.•....•.......... ___ .. _ ... ..•• .... 21¼ 
meltin charge are model ones, like everything else connected 
lag obtain d from the above melting charges have the com-
. ·ili ·at . Tb - ar very fluid at a relatively low temperature, and 
n 1 ilv r than any oth r in the camp; and the average charge r pre-
w rk 1 n durin a wh le y ar will bow with what regularity work is 
hi .. m lt r. 
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The average charge, deduced from data given in Table IV, is as follows: 
Ore, 310 ponn<ls. Flux, 157.() pounds. Fuel, 105.9 poun<ls. 
Ores ............... 310 Dolomite ........ 69. 53 Charcoal.. ....... 59.10 
Hematite ........ 29. 57 Coke ............ 46. 80 
Old slags . . . . . . . . 58. 50 
Charge (ore and flux), 467.u pounds. Smelting charge (ore, flux, and fuel), 573.5 pounds. 
In the average charge the proportions are-
Flux to ore ................. -... - - - .. - . -- ... - - . - - - · · - - - · - - -· · · - - · · - · - · - · 
J<'uel to ore .......................... -.. - - - . - - - - .. - - - - · . - - - - · · - - - - · · - - · -
Fuel to charge .......................... - - .. - . - - . -.... - - . - . - - · · · - - - · · - • · 
50¼ 
34t 
O:);l_ 
~-~6 
Being in possession of data obtained at Smelter C for the month of July, 1880, 
these data will be discussed, for in the opinion of the writer everything connected 
with Smelter C is worth recording. 
Tons. 
Ore smelted in July, V:lS0 .............................................. - . . l, 500 
Dolomite- smelted in July, 18tl0...... . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52G 
Hematite smelted i.n July, 1880 ....... . •. "'.. .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... 85 
Bullion produced in July1 1~80 ............................. ~- ...... - . . . .. 435½ 
The bullion produced in twenty-four l.lonrs is equal to 14 tons, assa_ying 136 ounces 
of silver to the ton. 
The average charge for the month of July, 1880, is as follows: 
i" 
\ Ore, 310 pounus. Flux, 141 pounds. Fuel, 105 pounds. . 
I Ores ..... . _-_... . . . 310 Dolomite . . . . .. . ... 67 I Fuel. .............. 105 
llematite ........... 17 1 
i 
I Old slags ...... . ... 60 ! 
-----· ···· · 
Charge (ore and flux). 454 pounds. Smelting charge (ore, flux, and fuel), 559 pounds. 
In the preceding- charge the average proportions are-
Flux to o"ro .......... ........................................................ 46½ 
Fuel i.o ore .. ...................... · ............ .. ... ....... ......... . ...... 34 
JTnel to clrn,rge .................... .. . . ...... .. .... ............. .. .......... 23 
rroductiou of lwlliou per charge, 90 pouuds. 
As has previously been stated, the mixture of ore, dolomite, and hematite, weigh-
ing about eight hundred pounds, is called the charge. It is made to contain about 
20 per cent. of lead, of which about 88 per cent. is extracted in the state of bullion. 
Consequently each charge will contain 160 to 161 pounds of lead, of which 141 to 141.5 
pounds are extracted in the state of bullion. This quantity of bullion requires 200 
pounds of fuel for its extraction, showing that one part of bullion requires about one 
and one-half parts of fuel for its reduction. 
As the quantity of material to be smelted in each charge wei&tliS alJout 920 pounds, 
from which 141 pounds are extracted in the state of bullion, the remainiug 779 pounds 
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con titute the slag, containing about 2 per cent. of lead, or 15 pounds, and the loss in 
fumes i equal to about four pounds of lead per charge. Each chargp, gives about 5.67 
parts of lag for one part of bullion. The furnaces run about two hundred charges in 
24 hours, yielding: Bullion, 16 tons; slag, 80 tons; and consuming: Rich ores, 63½ 
ton ; fuel, 20 tons; charges, 143 tons. 
SMELTER D. 
Smelting charges made in .1hlgust, 1880. 
Ore, 700 pounds. Flux, 330 pounds. Fuel, 160 pounds. 
Ore-beds .... . ..... . 500 Dolomite . . . . . . . . . . 80 Charcoal. .........•. 95 
Various ores ....... 200 I Hematite .......... 170 Coke ........ ... .... 65 
Old slags . . . . . . . . . . 80 
Cha1·ge (ore and flux), 1,030 pounds. Smelting charge (ore, flux, and fuel), 1,190 pounds. 
In the preceding smelting charges the proportions are-
Flux to ore ............ .. .... ········--·· ...... ·-·-··----··----···--·· .. ____ 47 
Fuel to ore .... _ ..................... ___ .. ____ .... __ ....... ___ ...... ___ . __ .. 22¾ 
Fuel to cbarge .......... ___ . . .. _ ..... _ .... ___ . ___ ... _. _ ...... __ ..... _. _. __ .. 15½ 
Tlie compo ition of this smelting _charge is a normal one. The composition of 
the average smelting charge, calculated from the data given in Table IV, is the fol-
lowing: 
I 
Oro, 700 pounds. I Flux~70.3 ~::~s_._ Fuel, 133.4 pounds. 
V. oo 1D1. . I anons ores ....... 7 I o om1te ........ 41. 60 i Charcoal. ......... 89. 6 
Hema ti to ........ 48. 65 , Coke ..... . ... . ... 43. 8 
Old slags ........ 80 1' 
I . 
Charge (ore and flux), 870.3 pounds. Smelting charge (ore, flux, and fuel), 1,003.7 pounds. 
In the av rage melting charge the proportions are-
Flux to ore ..................... . ............................. ·----· ····-· 24½ 
Fn 1 to or .............•............... _ .......... _ ....... __ ... _ .. _ ... ___ . . 19 
Fn 1 to charg ............................. __ ... _ .... _ .. _ . _ ... _ . _ ... _ . __ . . . lf¼ 
The P r nta e of fuel i the rnalle t which bas been yet observed, and this las t, 
m ~ltin h r woul l prove the mo t perfect if it were not for the important ele-
m •ut time, wbi h bas b n purpo 1y neglected. The question will be discussed after 
.·han tin · th compo. itiou of melting charges of the various smelters, and it will 
1 n wbetb r it i ad i able to aim at the lowest percentage of fuel in smelting 
.!ELTER E. 
melting charges made in August, 1 0. 
Ore, 300 pound . Flnx, 80 po~I__ Fuel. 73 pounds. 
r -b d ..•... ••.... 200 olomito . .......... 15 Charcoal.. .. . ..... 36. 5 
V rlon or ..•.... JOO IIPm, tit . . ....... 15 Coke ............. 36. 5 
Olrl la·• ......... .. 50 
Char (or and flu x), 3 0 pound . rueltin charg (or , flux and fu 1), 453 pounds. 
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In the preceding smelting charge the proportions are-
Flux to ore ......... , .................................••................••. 26¼ 
Fuel to ore .... ...••............................•.................. - . . . . . • • . 24¼ 
Fuel to charge .••..................••••....•....•••.....•..............• - •.. 19¼ 
Average charge deduce:! from data given in Table IV. 
Ore, 300 pounds. Flux, 86.6 pounds. Fnel, 74.9 pounds. 
Various ores ...... : 300 Dolomite . . . . . . . . 15. 69 Charcoal. . . . . . . • • . 40. 9 
Hematite . ....... 20. 91 Coke ......•...... 25 
Old slags . . . . . . . 50 
Charge (ore and flux), 31:6.6 pounds. Smelting charge (ore, flux, and fuel), 461.5 pounds. 
In the average smelting charge the proportions are-
Flnx to ore ..••............. -: •••........................•...•......•.....••. 29 
Fnel to ore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . ~5 
Fuel totharge ..........................••.....•..............•••..•••..•.•• 19½ 
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The general rule observed at this smelter is the following: The ore is made to 
contain 30 per cent. of gangue, 30 per cent. of iron, and 20 per cent. of lead, and the 
charges are smelted with 20 per cent. of fuel. 
SMELTER F. 
Snu lti?1g cha1·ges rnacle in .tfogust, 1880. 
... 
Ore, 500 pounds. Flux, 280 pounds. Fuel, 150 pounds. 
Ore-bed (very sili- Dolomite .......... 110 Charcoal .......... 130 
ceous) ...... . .... 500 Hematitl:l .......... 120 Coke...... . . . .. . . . 20 
Old slags . . . .. . . . . . 50 
Charge (ore and flux), 780 pounds. Smelting charge (ore, flux, and fuel) , 930 pounds. 
In the above smelting charge the proportions are-
Plnx to ore ......................•...................•....•.• . .•....... . .... 56 
Fuel to ore ..... . ............ .... .. . . .. ........... ..... ...•............ _ . . . . 30 
Fuel to cbnrgJ ..................................••..............•...••••.... 19¼ 
Average charge calculatecl from data given in Tcible IV. 
Ore, 500 pounds. Flux, 283.4 pounds. Fuel, 288.8 pounds. 
Various ores ....... 500 Dolomite . . . .. .. . 83. 2 Fuel. .. ... ... _ .. _ 238. 8 
Hematite . .. .. . . . 100. 2 
Old slags .. . . . . . . 50 
Charge (ore and flux), 733.4 pounds. Smelting charge (ore, fl.us-, and fuel), 972.2 pounds. 
In the nxerage charge the proportions are-
Flux to ore ...................................................•............ _ 46¾ 
Fuel to ore 47¼ 
FnP-l to cha;~~. :::.·:::_·.·.·:_·.::::.·:_·~_·:_·:::::." : : : .·::: ."::: .·: ~:: :·:: .":::: ~::::: : 32½ 
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SMELTER G. 
melting charges macle in A11g11st, 1880. 
Ore, 645 pound . Flux, 142 pounds. Fuel, 140 pounds. 
Iron ::llineore ..... . 83 Doloruite ........... 62 
Robert E. Lee ore .. 123 Old slags ........... 80 
:liorning Star ore .. 185 
Charcoal. •.......... 80 I 
Coke . .............. 60 
j Robert E. Lee ore._ 77 
EYcuing St:ir ore .. 175 
I 
I 
Cb11rge (ore and flux), 78i pounds. Smelting charge (orc>, flux , and fuel), 927 pounds. 
In th precetliug clrnrge the proportions are-
Flux to ore ................... _ ............................................ . 22 
Fuel to orP ............................ ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21¾ 
Fuel to charge .. _._ ......•........... _ ... _ ......... _ ....... .. ..... _..... . . . . . 17¼ 
Average chcirge deduced from-data gi1:en in Table IV. 
Ore, 000 poumfa. Flux, 203 pounds. Fuel, 153 pounds. 
'"a: ious or s .... .. . GOO I Dolomite .. _ ... _ .. 58. 1 Charcoal . . . . . ... _ 92 
Hematite ... ...... 09. 9 Coke .. __ .. __ ....... 61 
Old sfags . . . . . _. 75 
Charg (om nnd flux), 803 pounds. Smelting charge (ore, flux, and fuel), 956 pounds. 
In the ay rag clrnrge the proportious are-
Flu.· to or· ........... _ .... _ ....... _ .. _ ...... __ ... __ ...... _ ................. 03f 
Fu 1 to ore ... _ ..... __ ................. ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25¼ 
Fu 1 char" ................................................................ 10 
At thi._ m ,1t r the fuel i rnea ured by the shovel. 
SMEL'IEil H. 
melting charges made in August, 1 80 .. 
No. l. 
Or•, 530 pounus. I FJ.,x, 175 pnuntl . Fuel, 130 pounds. 
Or -bed ............ 5CO Dolomit, ..... _.... 55 'harcoal. ....... _ .. 110 
.\,1 lnid or . . . . . . . 30 Old slag . ___ . _ . __ . 120 Coke . ...... _...... 2u 
hariru l••r und flux), 705 pound. . ru ltin~ charge (ol'e, flux , ancl fuel), 835 ponu,ls. 
Or , r,;;o pouncl11. 
Or .1 ,1.. .... •..... 500 
1 clclalil or . ... _. 50 
No. 2. 
---1 Fu 1, 130 ponm1s. 
Charcoal ....... _ .. 110 
Cok·......... . 20 
<'h:ir.:; , 705 poun,h,. • meltin~ charge, S.'35 pound . 
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No. 3. 
Ore, 480 poun<h,. Flux, 160 pounds. Fuel, 120 pounds. 
Ore.bed ............ 480 Dolomite . . . . . . . . . . 60 Charcoal. .......... 100 
Old slags . . . • . . . . . 100 Coke...... . . . . . . . . 20 
Charge, 640 pounds. Smelting charge, 760 pounds. 
No.4. 
Ore, 500 pounds. Flux, 135 pounds. Fuel , 120 pounds. 
Ore-bed ........••.. 450 Dolomite . . . . . . . . . . 35 Char(Joal. .......... 100 
Adelaide ore....... 50 Old slags .......... 100 Coke .............. . 20 
Charge, 635 pounds. Smelting charge, 755 pounds. 
In the precPtli11g smelting charges the proportions are-
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. 
- ----- --------
Flux toore ..... ..... 33 28¼ 33½ 27 
Fuel to ore ....... . 24½ 23j 25 24 
Fuel to charge ...... ! 18! i 18i I 1Fi 19 
I 
Data relative to the consumption of ore, fluxes, and fuel not being obtainable at 
this smelter, one of the most important in the camp, the construction of an average 
smelting charge is impossible; but the general rule observed at the works in the com-
position of the smelting charges is the following: The ore-beds are made to contain 
equal parts of gangue aud metallic iron, 20 to 25 per cent. of eacll, and from 16 to 25 
per cent. of lead, about six pounds of lead for one ounce of silver. When the propor-
tion of gangue and iron is equal in the ore-bed, the ore is mixed with 10 per cem. of 
dolomite; but when gangue is in excess hematite is added in sufficient quantit3~ to 
· make the balance. At this snwlter the slags obtained are called acid slags. The fuel-
shovels used at this and other smelters are drawn to scale in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, and the 
ore and slag shovels are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, Plate XLIV. 
SMELTER I. 
Smelting charges 1nade in August, l r:SU. 
[At this smelter the ore-bed was mado with Morning Star, Dunkin, Iron mino, antl Agassiz ore.] 
-··-··-·---· --------·-··· 
Ore, 526 pounds. Flux, 273 pounds. Fuel, 147.5 or 137 pounds. 
Oro-bed . . .. ....... 263 Dolomito •.. 60 Charcoal . . . . 00. 5 J or f 57 
Virginius ......... 156 Ilemat-ite ... 07 Coke .•..... . "1 SO I 
Chrysolite (sand) . 107 Old slags .... 140 
Chal'go (ore and flux), 799 pounds. Smelting charge (ore, flux, and fuel), 940.5 or 936 pounds. 
MON. XII--42 
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In the preceding charges the proporti onR are-
Flux to ore.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 52 
Fu 1 to ore ..................................................... --·· 26 aud 28 
Fuel to charge ..................................................... 17¼ and 18c 
Charges made at California works in February, 1880. -nfr. J.E. Hardman had the kind-
ne to communicate the followjng experimental charges, which be made a,t the Cali-
fornia melting work while superintendeut, chiefly with a Yiew to avoid the use of old 
Jag . 
No.1. No. 2. ! No. 3. , No. 4. No. 5. No.6. 
Ore-beds .. .... ..... . . .......... . 
T'arious ores .......................... . 150 
·-- ·- -·· 
......... 
·--·--·· 
Dolomite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
Hematite. ..... ................ . 78 
Old slags . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Chnrconl........................ 100 
Coke............ .... .. .. ........ 40 
Total weights: 
Ore . .. . ................ . 
Flux .. .. . ............ . . . 
Char"'es . .... . ...... ... . 
FnE-1 ................... . 
500 
141 
G41 
140 
40 
100 
18 
100 
~4 
400 I 
158 I I 
~melting charges ....... . 
558 I 
12-1 I 
781 G82 
Xumber nf cbnrges in 24 
l.10urs ........ .. ....... . 
I 
I I 
so I .... _ .. 1 
I I 
50 
85 
· ·· · ·-·· 
100 
2-t 
400 
135 
535 
124 
65!) ! 
I 
I 
106 i 
I 
In the preceding charges the proportions are -
50 65 
90 20 
-------· 
........ . 
100 90 
24 48 
425 450 
140 85 
565 535 
-124 138 
089 G73 
90 (j(l 
I I 
No. l. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. 1 No. 5. No. 6. 
-------1------ ·--------
Flux to ore . ......... . 28¼ 39½ I 331 33 I 19 21 l'nrl tooro ... . ..... .. . :18 31 31 29g 30! 28i 
Fut l to charges .. .... 211 I 2"1 ~ 5 23¼ 22 I 25! 23½ 
---
55 
50 
J.10 
32 
500 
105 
605 
142 
74-7 
54 
wing ta l will aid in the correct juterpretatiou of t hesc figures: 
---
Tons per 24 hours of- N'o. l. No. 3. I No. 4. I No. 5. No. 6. 
-------
Ore con urned ...... .. 20. 0 21. 2 Hl.l 14. 8 13. 5 
Cbar~~ on urned . ...... 25. G 28. 35 25. 4 17. 65 10. 31 
Fntl con um d .. ...... . 5. 6 6. 57 5. 58 4. 55 3. 83 
·1a~ form Pd .. ........... 17. 0 16. 5 18. 5 10. 5 
, .. I Bnllioo forrne1l ......... 2. 0 2. 5 I 3. 0 5. 25 2. 25 
I 
that for each ton of fuel burned the quantity of ore 
' 
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RESUME. 
General discussion.-By comparing, in a tabulated form, the average data obtained 
in the preceding discussions relative to each smelter with the relation between the 
actual and the nominal capacity, it will be possible to some extent to realize the rela-
tion between the composition of smelting charge and the time. 
I 
A. !_B_. ___ c_. __ D_. ___ E_.· ___ F_. ___ G_. ___ H_. _ 
l--------------1---
Proportion of flux to ore. .. . .... . .. .. .... . . 2~. 0 41. 3 50. 8 24. 3 29. 0 46. 6 33. 8 30. 4 
Propor.tion of fuel to ore... . ... . ............ 45. 3 33. 0 34. 2 19. 0 25. 0 47. 7 25. 5 24. 3 
. Proportion of fuel to charge . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 36. 2 23. 3 22. G 15. 3 19. 3 32. 5 19. 0 18. 6 
Tons of ore per 24 hours (actual capacity) . . 28. 0 104. 0 51. 0 11. 5 23. 0 15. 9 69. 7 32. 9 
Nominal capacity ..... ___ ... _ ..... _. _....... 35. 0 180. 0 70. 0 40. 0 50. 0 60. 0 120. 0 100. 0 
Relation of actual to nominal capacity...... 0. 80 0. 57 0. 72 0. 29 0. 46 0. 26 0. 57 0. 32 
'------ - ------~ ---C--~---'-----------'----'----
NOTE.-The relations of actual and nominal capacity, as here given by Mr. Guyard, cannot be relied upon, as 
be bas aosumed that each ~melter was running 365 days during the year, whereas in point of fact the running 
time must have been much less and must have ,aried widely fa the cases of different smelters, none of which were 
probably running at liheir full capacity for any great length of time. (S. F. E.) 
SECTION III. 
PLANT ·AND SMELTING OPERATIONS 
SMEL'l'ING PLANT IN GENERAL. 
Furnaces.-All the furnaces of Leadville are built on the Rame general principles 
and contain the same essential parts, but they belong to two distinct styles: the rect-
angular or square and the circular or round. The following description is made from 
furnaces of both styles used at Smelter B, but a glance at all the other furnaces 
sketched for tbis report, in which the same parts are designated by the same letters, 
will show that the differences are only in details. 
Squa.re furnaces (see Plate XXVI).-The general appearance of these furnaces 
is that represented in elevation, Fig. 1. The furnace is formed of two independent 
parts: (1) The masonry O, supported on a mttin cast-iron plate support, O, resting on 
cast-iron pillars, P. (2) Tbe crncible A upon which rest the water-jackets B. The 
space between the water-jackets and the masonry is filled up with fire-brick, b. This 
arrangement, as it is easy to perceive, is most convenient for repairs of parts exposed 
to injury or destruction, and cannot be too highly commended. It is universally 
adopted in the camp. The masonry is firmly bound by braces Q, the system adopted 
for bracing varying with almost every furnace. Immediately above the feediog-floor, 
Pt, are to be seen the feed-holes,H, provided witll sliding doors, S'. The smelting charges 
are thrown into the furnace through these holes. 
The different parts of the masonry are the following (see vertical section, Fig. 
3): 0 is the .shaft of the furnace. The portion of the shaft immediately below the . 
feed-holes is called the throat. It is seen also in horizontal section in Fig. 4. Dis the 
chiumey. .Eis the stack. The stack can be closed or opened by means of the damper G. 
The stack is also connected with the dust-condensing chambers by means of the sheet-
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iron flue F'. 0' represents the walls of the furnace. The wall placed,abo-rn the slag· 
gutter U, which is always considered as the front part of the furnace, is called the 
front wall. The opposite wall, at the rear, is the back wall; on each side are the side 
wall , in which apertures are provided for the feed-holes. A wooden hood, W, and 
chimney, W', are placed in front of the furnace and above the slag-gutter to .carry off 
the fumes from slags. The crucible A is formed of strong cast-iron plates, a, :firmly 
crewed and bolted together, and it is covered with a cast-iron plate, il (see :Figs. 3 
and 5, Plate XXIX). The crucible is lined with fire-brick or steep (brasque). In 
front of the crucible projects the fore-hearth X, to which is adapted the slag-gutter U. 
On one side of the crucible is placed the lead-pot L, communicating with the hearth or 
crucible A' (Figs. 1, 2, and 3j by means of the siphon L.' This arrangemeu·t is called 
the siphon-tap or automatic tap. It constitutes one of the greatest impro,ements 
ever introduced in the construction of blast furnaces, for by its means lead keeps 
always at the same lernl and thus escapes as much as possible the oxidizing action of 
th~ blast The lead-pot is always inclosed iu a cast or wrought iron box or frame, a', 
projecting outside of the crucible. The portion of the hearth designated by A" (Fig. 
3) is the dam. X' is the steep of which the hearth, fore-hearth, and lead-pot are made. 
The water-jackets B constitute also one of the greatest improvements ever in-
trodu.ced in the construction of blast-furnaces. When properly cared for they neYer 
get injured; occasionally they may get shifted or spring a leak between the joints, uut 
thi rarely affects tlrn jackets themselves. It is sufficient to state that smelting cam-
pajgn of thirteen months are known in the camp, to give an idea of the importance of 
this arrangement. The water-jackets B are hollow boxes, indicated in elevation, Fig. 
l, and jn section, Fig. 3. They arc ma<le of cast-iron, wrought-iron, or steel boiler-plates. 
Iu the furnace uow under description they are made of cast iron. In the water-
jackets water can circulate freely, so that the tern perature of this portion of the furnace 
wall, where the most intense beat reigns in the interior, neYer exceeds 60° to 70° C. 
Th water-jacket arrangement is al ways sectional, so as to afford every facility for the 
rcmo,·al of the jackets when the furnaces need important re.pairs. The sectional di::;-
1 o ition admit~ of the expansion and contraction of this portion of the furnace with-
out altering the relatirn po itions of the part~, :m<l on this account must be highly 
comm n<led. 
In the furnace under description there are tweh-c j:1ekets: two iu frout, called 
tlie fr011t or brea t jacket ; two at the. back; and four on each side. In horizontal 
ection, Fig. 2, the manner in which they are formed is shown Yery clearly. The jackets 
are firmly crew d, bolted, and braced together. Each jacket is provided with one or 
more circular apertures for ihe introduction of the nozzles of the tuyere-s. In Ji'ig. 2 
th arrangement and di position of the tuyeres N is p laiuly seen. Each jacket is 
provided with a ca t-iron feeder, R, forming an integral portion of the jacket and cast 
with it, for the introduction of water. The level of this feeder is higher than the upper 
part f the jack t, so a. to fill it comple::ely with water. Small pipes, S, screwed to 
th fi eel r , act , outlet for the hot water, which is carried away by the water-
gutt r T. olcl water i introduced in the feeders by means of the taps Y supplied 
from th main wat r-pipe, U. In Leadville the tuyeres are never provided with any 
pe i l arrangement for cooling them by water, for the reason that the water-jacket._· 
act · I r~ ct c ol r of the tuyer . The tu_yeres are generally made of thin gal -
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,,anized sheet-iron, prcvided with sliding valves, z, used to observe the interior of the 
furnace, and also as safety-valves, for t1iey are left partially opened. The front jackets 
are al~ays provided with an open space, V, varying in shape and dirrensions, and 
closed with a plug of tapping.clay. This plug is called the tymp-stone. The tap-bole 
Z is perforated through the tymp.stone for the exit of molten slag. 
Circular furnaces (Plate XXVII).-The circular furnaces are constructed on the 
same principles as the i-;quare ones, differing only in that their masonry is always 
bidden from view by a wrought-iron casing or jacket, J', painted black. This jacket is 
made of riveted wrought-iron plates about one-fourth inch thick. The round furm•ces, 
like the square ones, are made of two independent parts; the masonry supported on a 
cast-iron plate, O, resting on cast-iron pillars, P; and the crucible or hearth A, upon 
which rest the circular water-jackets B, always made of wrought-iron plates riveted. 
The interval between the water-jackets and the masonry is also filled in with fire-hrick, b. 
The ma.in CtiSt-iron plate support O is provided with a circular vertical flange, 0', and with 
four projectiug horizontal flanges, 0", corresponding to the pillars. These horizontal 
flanges are supported by brackets r; they rest on the flanges (designated also by 0") 
of the capitals of the pillars, supported by brackets t. The masonry jacket J' (Fig. 3) 
is incased by the flange 0' of the main cast-iron plate support 0, an<l. rests on this 
plate, as does the masonry (JI, The wall 0' is made of fire-bricks. The stack E, a con-
tinuation of tbejacketJ', is not lined with fire-bricks. A wooden hood, W, and chimney, 
W', are placed in front of the furnace, above the slag-gutters. The hexagonal induction 
blast-pipe I supplies the branch pipes J and the tuyeres N with the blast. K repre-
sents the canvas hose or wind-bags connecting the branch pipes J wi'.h the tuyeres N. 
The hearth or crucible A aud fore-hearth X are made of strong cast-iron plates, 
firmly bound together and covered with a cast-iron plate, d. The lead-pot, which i:ro-
jects from the crucible, is framed in a wrought-iron or cast-iron box. The fore-hearth is 
provided with two slag-gutters, U. The hearth A', fore-hearth X', and lead-pot Lare 
made of steep. The lead-pot and crucible communicate, as in the case of square fur-
naces, by means of the siphon L'. The circular water-jackets are made of two sections,. 
firmly bound together. Each section is provided with a water-supply pipe, llf, at base, 
and an ontlet,, 11.f', at top, to carry off bot water. In these jackets no other feeders are 
used. 
Holes in the jackets allow the introduction of the tuyeres. The horizontal section 
(Fig·. 2) through the tuyeres sh_ows the disposition of the blast apparatus in the furnace. 
The cleflecting elbow or sheet-iron flue F' forms the connection between the chimney 
D and the dust-conclfmsjng chamber D'. The staek Eis provided with a, damper, G. 
The furnace has but one feed-hole, H, with its sliding door S. 
Blast apparatus. -The blast apparatus in general use in Lead ville consists of rotary 
positive blasts, driven by steam power; of gaJrnnized-iron pipes, for the distribution 
of the blast; and of thin galvanized-iron tnyeres, connected with the branches of the 
blast-pipes by means of canvas hose or wind-bags. The blower mostly adopted js 
Baker's rotary forced-blast blower, but at one smelter Root's forced-blast blower is 
also in use. The average pressure of the blast introduced in the furnaces is one inch 
of mercury. The following table gives the character, capacity, etc., of the blowers 
u eel at each smelter: 
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.A.t smelter. 
I!::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
B .......................... . 
I i ::::;: ::::;;::: ~i~)::~:: 
E .............. ......... ... . 
F .......................... . 
I~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
H .. ...... ···:··········· · ··· 
H ................ .......... . 
1. ...... ... ................. . 
J .......................... . 
K ............... . . ......... . 
L .. ........................ . 
M ......................... . 
N ............. . ............ . 
0 .•............. . ········· · 
~umber 
in use. 
2 
6 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
7 
TABLE Vl.-Blo1rers in 1,se. 
Kind of blower . 
Baker's, So. 5 ................. 
...... do ... .................... 
Baker's, No. 4½- ...... . . 
··----
Baker's, Ko. 4 .. •••........•. .. 
Baker's, No. 5½ . ....•.......... 
Baker's, No. 5 .•.•....•...••.•. 
Baker's, No. 4½ ..••.•..••...... 
Baker's, No. 5½ .. .. ..... . .... . 
Baker's, No. 5 ................ . 
Baker'I:!, No.~ ................ 
Baker's, No. 5½ ..•••••• •••••••. 
Baker's, No. 6 ................. 
Root's, No. 5 
············---- · 
Baker's, No. 5 ..•• .•..... .•.... 
Baker's, No. 5½ . ................ 
...... do ..... .................. 
Baker's, No. 5 ..••...•••..••••. 
.Baker's, No.~ ...... .......... 
Baker's, No. 5 .... 
--····------
Bakt:r's, No. 4½ .•••..........•. 
Baker's, No. 4 ... . .. ........... 
Baker's, No. 5 . ........... .. .. . 
, f I Number / Extreme 
• Volume o of i·evo]u. Volumo of limits of 
, blast per \ tions per ~t~!f:~· I Pf~~1~~eo}n 
I revolut10n. minute. mercury. 
I 
Cubir./eet. Cubic feet. 
25 80 2,000 1 to l½ 
25 90 2,250 1 to 1½ 
16½ 90 1,485 1 to 1½ 
12 90 1,080 l to 1½ 
30 85 2,250 ¾ to 1¼ 
25 88 2,200 ½ to 1½ 
16½ 80 1,320 1 
30 80 2,400 1 
25 80 2,000 · i to lb 
16½ 108 1,782 ! to 1¼ 
30 100 3,000 ¾ to 1¼ 
45 85 3,825 ¾ to l¼ 
23¼ 129 3,000 ¾ to 1¼ 
25 85 2,125 1 
30 100 3,000 
30 80 2,400 
25 80 2,000 1 
16~ 80 1,320 
25 85 2,125 1 
Hi½ 80 1,320 1 
12 90 1,080 
25 80 2,000 1 
The hor e·power required to drive the blowers at a given rate is obtained by the 
following empirical formula: V being the volume of blast in cubic feet to be deliv-
ered in one minute; P, the prei.: ure shown by the manometer in the blast-pipes, 
expr din ounce per ·quare inch; H, the hor e power; and h, the power required to 
overcome friction, Yarying with the size of the blowers: 
H= Vx Px 0.003 +h 
11 
The pow r r quireu to run one of the blower is proportionate to the pressure of 
th bla ·t rnlum cldiver d, and friction; blowers of different sizes require the same 
I ow l' wh n they d liv r the ame volume of blast. 
Baker's rotary forced-blast blower.-The e blowers are manufactured by lUes l' •• 
' ' ilbmbam Brother , of Philadelphia. They are compact and con tructed on nry 
im1 le prin ·ipl ·. They deliver a po itive blast, the volume of which is proportionate, 
for ach ·ize to the numb r of reYolutiou ' . They hardly ever get out of order aud 
gi ,. univ r al ati faction in Lead ville. (The ketches corre ponding to the following 
de ·ripti n , r tho· of a blow r No. 5, taken from the maker' catalogue.) Th y 
c u i f , ca t ir n c , .A (Ficr . 1 and 2, Plate XLII), strongly ribbed aud bolted, 
r ct· u crular in plan and.· ·ti u and of an arch d top, B. Inside of this work a dmm, 
D c· iryin"' two tap rin,, arm ·, 0 0', which we p round ·o clo e to the iu terior peri pl.lery 
th t n ir cap . Th r ar , be ide , in the ca t.iron ca ·e .A two other drums, E 
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and F, acting as valves; each is prmrided with a crescent-shaped abutment and recess, 
wltich allow the wings of' the fan O 0' to pass it. The three drums are connected by 
suitable gearing on the outside of the case, as is shown in Fig. 1, in such a manner 
that the revolutions of the drum-valves draw air isochronously with those of' the 
fan-drum. By their combined operation air is drawn in at one side of the apparatus at 
the ordinary pressure and compressed at the other to the pressure required, this press-
ure being in direct proportion to the velocity of the drum, as indicated. in Table VI. 
The blower is placed on a brick chamber, JJ;I (Fig. 2), connected with a sheet-iron 
pipe, N, through which air iR d.rawn. This is the best arrangement, for by its meanF< 
accidents which might result from the introduction of dust are prevented, and mean-
while concussion of air is avoided, which renders the machine comparatively noiseless. 
But the sheet-iron pipe N is often dispensed with, and air is simply drawn through 
the grating RR', placed in front of the blower (Fig. 1). The blower is connected at 
O with the general system of blast pipes by means of galvanized sheet-iron pipes, 
which must be air-tight. When the apparatus is in full blast, a slight and regular 
pulsation is felt at two or three small holes placed at the rear of the case. Such is, in 
all its simplicity, the Baker's rotary blower, the most perfect apparatus of the kind 
ever used in smelting. 
The Root positive-blast blower.-The Root blower, manufactured by Messrs. P.H. & 
F. 1\1. Root, of Connersville, Ind., is shown in perspective (Fig. 3, Plate XLII) and in 
vertical section (Fig. 4). These sketch.es are copied from the maker's engraving of a 
No. 5 blower, delivering ~3! cubic feet of blast per minute revolution. It is the Roots' 
new style of blower, formed entirely of metallic parts and less delicate in the details 
of its construction than the old style. This machine, like the Baker blower, is very 
simple and effective~ and gives a positive blast in nearly every part of the case, pro-
portionate to the number of revolu.tions. The external parts of the Root blower con-
sist of two semicircular cast-iron cases, A and B, screwed and bolted to two cast-iron 
end plates, S S'.,, which serve also as supports to the whole machine and to the cast-
iron blast-pipe O and air chamber JJ,[ j of five cast-iron journals, J j five phosphor-
bronze journal-boxes, K j two cut-gears, protected by the housing, H, and one driving 
pulley, P. 
The internal-blast contrivance consists of two cast-iron revolvers, O 0', mounted 
on steel shafts, I I'. Each revolver acts as a fan-drum and drum-valve, with recess 
and abutments, forming the very simple and ingenious contrivance seen in Fig. 4. As 
with the Baker blower, the blast-pipe O is connected by means of an air-tight gal-
vanized sheet-iron pipe with the general system of blast-pipes distributing the blast 
to the tuyeres of the furnaces. 
Blast-pipes.-A glance at Table IV will show that at ·each smelter the number of 
blowers in use corresponds to the number of furnaces at work, and as a matter of 
course the capacity numbers of the blowers correspond to the smelting capacity of 
the furnaces. The furnaces of Leadville being always worked. with sernral tuyeres 
the blast is always distributed by branch pipes from an induction-pipe surronndin~ 
th~ furnace. f glance a~ any of the descriptive sketches of furnaces accompanying 
this report will show this arrangement, I always representing the induction-pipes 
and J the branch pipes of the same. When the smelting works have only one furnace 
the induction-pipe is placed in direct communication with each blower by means of a 
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brancll pipe T, which in thi case acts as a main. At Smelter I, working with two 
fnrna ·e : each furnace induction-pipe is similarly placed in direct communication with 
each blower; but the general system adopted in the camp, at smelters working with 
wo or more furnace , is to connect all the blowers with a main pipe, R, from which 
the branch pipe T distribute the blast to the induction-pipes of each furnace. The 
whole y tern of bla t-pipes, including the tuyeres, but with the exception of the canvas 
wind-bag , i made of galvanized sheet iron. 
Blast-pipe system. -The most complete and perfect system of blast-pipes, from 
which this description will be made, is applied at Smelter C. At Smelter F the 
arrangement is similar in every respect; at the other smelters the arrangement is very 
nearly the same, and if there are slight modifications of the general system there are 
no impro,ements on it. Two blowers,A and B (Fig, 1, Plate XXXI), communicate with 
the main pipe, R', by means of the pipes E, each of which is provided with dampers 
or liding-valves, F, regulating the draft, and with safety-valves, S, regulating the 
pre ure. The safety-vah-es are set to a pressure of about nine-eighths of an inch of 
mercury. The draught is regulated in the main pipe, R', by means of dampers, F, or 
liding ,alve worked by a lever, h h' .(see Fig. 5, Plate XXIX). A similar damper, 
F" (Fig. 1, Plate XXXI), allows the excess of blast to escape from the main pipe. The 
branch pipes T', provided with dampers F, worked. like the preceding, allow the 
introduction of the proper amount of blast r.equireu. by each furnace; each pipe, T', 
communicate at Z" with a manometer. The gern~ral arrangement of the induction-
pip I and a branch pipe, J, is clearly shown in the same figure, and a glance at Fig. 
5, Plate XXIX, indicates the connection of the branch pipes J with the tuyeres N 
by mean of the canvas ho e K. Thus by the preceding disposition an even pressure 
of bla ' t is cured in a main pipe, from which the proper amount required for each 
furnace i taken nit will. A far as the distribution of blast is concerned, the blast-
pipe y tern ju t u.e cribed is absolutely perfect; but iL lacks an important element, 
whi h would render invaluable services in smelting, namely, the means of ascertaining 
th Yolume of l>la t blown into each furnace during a certain lapse of time. This could. 
ea ·ily b d t rmined by the u e of a meter similar to those used for the measuremeut 
f illnminatin°· ga in cubic feet. Thi. meter should be placed between the damper F 
of th hranch pipe T' an<l the induction-pipes of each furnace. In this way atmos-
pb ri · air mi<rht con ider d a one of tbe elements of the smelting charges, and by 
tbi · lllP.< n · w i rhed rm a ured with a much accuracy as the fuel itself, with whkh 
it th c1o~ t relation. '1 bis important point will be insisted upon in the dis-
cu . ion f th melting reaction . 
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i,;ome parts only, viz; the dam, siphon, and siphon-tap. Steep or brasque is a mixture of 
one part fire-clay and one part coke-dust, but more genera11y two parts fire-clay and 
one part coke-dust. Tamping is a simple lining of :fire-clay. It is only used for certain 
parts of cmcibles entirely lined with :fire-bricks. 
Blowing-in or startix:ig of the furnace.-The furnace, being ready for work, is filled up 
from the hearth to the throat with charcoal, which is set on fire at the hearth zone. 
The tuyere-holes of the water-jackets are left open, as well as tlrn tymp-stone and 
the damper of the stack, in order to create a draft. The charcoal gradually becomes 
incandescent to the very throat, and when this zone bas attained a low red heat the 
blowing-in begins. The tuyere-holes of the water-jackets, with the exception of from 
two to four of the holes nearest to the front, and in which the respective tnyeres are 
inserted (the number of tuyeres set in depending on the capacity of the furnace), are 
sealed with plugs of :fire-clay and the wind-bags of the corresponding tuyeres are 
tied up with strings: The tymp-stone is set in and the blast is then turned on at full 
pressure. A long flame issues from the siphon-tap, and this is kept on steadily until 
the lead-pot becomes red bot. The clay stoppers of the tuyere-holes in the water-
jackets are then removed and all the tnyeres let in. The blast at this point is regu-
lated to the normal pressure, and the furnace is ready for the :filling of the crucible. 
Filling of the crucible.-Bars of bullion always kept in reserve for this purpose, and 
in amount from four to twelve tons, according to the capacit,y of the crucible, are thrown 
in at the feed-holes with more fuel. This is done gradually in the proportion of three 
bars of bullion, or 300 pounds, to eight shovels of charcoal, or about 14 per cent. 
of fuel. According to the capacity of the furnaces, from one hundred to two hundred 
and fifty bushels of charcoal are consumed in the prel! minary operation constituting 
the blowing-in. When molten lead makes its appearance at the top of the siphon-tap 
a few pieces of live charcoal are placed upon it to prevent it from cooling, and the fur-
nace is ready for charging. 
Charging of the furnace.-Old slags are first of all thrown in the furnace, as a kind of 
test of the temperature of the furnace, which is not ready so long as the slags are not 
perfectly fluid. The head smelter or his assistant opens from time to time the tap-hole 
in the tymp-stone to ascertain their degree of fluidity, rmd the regular charging begins 
only when they run quite freely. This point being attained the charges are disposed 
inside of the furnace :uext to the walls, a depression being left in the center for the 
charging of the fuel. This mode of charging is the on_e generally adopted, but there 
are variations in the moue of mixing the materials forming the smelting charges. At 
some smelters fuel is first thrown in, then old slags, over the :--lags the fluxes, and above 
the flnxes the ore. At others fnel is mixed with old slags and fluxes are mixed with 
the ore. Lastly, and this is the mode of proceeding mostly adopted, the slags, fluxes, 
and ore are mixed together and tlle fuel is kept separate. At the most successful 
smelters the mixing of fuel and old slags, on the one hand., and of the fluxes and ore, 
on the other, is prevalent. vVI.1c.1,tever mode of mixing the materials of the smelt.ing 
charges is used, the manner in .which tlley are distributed in the furnace is the same; 
that is, fnel is always thrown in the center of the furnace anu the charge distributed 
on the si(les next to the walls. This seems scarcely a good plan, as it favors the growth 
of accretions iu the lower part of tlle sllaft of the furnace immediately above the \Yater-
jacketR, in the very place where their remov,tl offers the greatest difficulties. It woul<l 
seem that, if in each alternate charge the _process w~s rev~rsed and t,he fnel alternately 
/ 
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di tributed in the center and on the sides of tho furnace, the lower part of the shaft 
would reach a higher temperature and prevent the formation of these accretions, which 
con titute the only real difficnlty with which the smelters have to contend. The analyses 
which barn been made of these products (see Section IV) show that they are formed 
of ublimated, ub tances Yolatilized in the zones of higher temperature and deposited 
in the fir t cool zones which they encounter as they ascend in the form of vapor. Should 
the modification in the mode of charging which has been proposed -prove practical, 
accretion would still be forwed, but in the higher zones of the shaft, from which they 
could be detached oftener and with much more facility. In any case, they would inter-
fere much le ~ with the working of the furnace, which depends a great deal on the regu-
larity with which the charg·es descend the shaft, and the dreaded hanging (i.e., the fa:11 
of the fuel to the tuyere-holes and snspension of the charge on the sides) would be in 
great part avoided. 
Barring-out or barring-down of the furnace.-As it is, once per shift or once in 24 hours, 
a the ca e may be, or even once in two or three days, the furnace is barred out or 
down, i. e., the accretions are forcibly detached from the walls of the shaft by means 
of bars and sledges. The charges are allowed to descend to the level of the accretions, 
the bla tis turned off, a11d long chisel-pointed bars a little shorter than the height of 
the haft are introduced from the feed-boles between the accretions and the walls by 
means of the ledge, and the accretions thus removed are left in the charge, by which 
tlley are fluxed <lown. When this operation is over the blast is turned on again, the 
charging of the furnace continues, and smelting is resumed. (The chisel-pointed bars 
u ed in barring down the furnace are represented in Fig. 7, Plate XLIV.) 
Smelting of flue and chamber dusts.-Flue and chamber dusts are mixed in general with 
lime, and the mixture, either molded into "bricks or not, is spread over the ore-beds, so 
that a little flue-dust enter into the composition of tbe smelting charges. This is evi-
dently the b t way of dispo ing of this rather troublesome product, and in the discus-
ion of chamber-dust it will be shown that the admixture of lime is the best plan tbat 
can be <leYi d for it · treatment. 
Running with dark top.-In Leadville, furnaces are always made to run with a dark 
top, and thi i one of the be t indications that the furnace is running properly. By 
tbi · i meant that the zoue of the throat is perfectly <lark; that no flame issues from it; 
that tb top part of the charge sLows no 1:,igns of incandescence; and that all that is 
n i.' a thi k, black moke a cending the chimney. 
Tapping of slag._ oon a the furnace begins to work with regularity it becomes 
n c L ry to r w out periodically the molten slag from the furnace. This is done on 
au a, rag -v r fife~ nor twenty minutes. To effect this, ~lag-pot. , mounted ou wbeels 
and made ntirel f at iron ( ee Plate XXIII and XXXVJI for the two styles of 
lag-p t u ed in L ad vill ), are brought close to ihe fore-hearth of the furuar:e and 
}>lac d un r th ·la/)'.gutt r. A tap-hole is perforated at the middle of the base of 
th tym1 · t n : m an of a poiut d tcel bar about an inch thick, which is forced 
iuto th cla · r g ntl .·tr ke of a liglit hammer. This operation is generally per-
i rm l th 1I ad , rn lt r'. a L'tant. The slag runs ornr the steep or clay witll 
wliicli b f r -h ·arth i · ·o,- r d th n along the slag-gutter, and thence into the lag-
pot. n a th la -pot fill. th b atl- melter dexterou ly plugs the tap-hole with 
a mall lu I f ft ta1 piuo-. ·lay :tuck to the end of the peculiar iron rod sbown in 
'l t -T n·:. 1H1 <'alle,l tu tJ.ppinO'-rod. Dmillg thi · operation showers of 
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red-l10t slag-sparks fly in every direction around the tap-hole'. The tapping-pots or 
slag-pots are then wheeled away by the slag-wheelers to the slag.heap. The slag is 
either allowed to cool completely in the pot and the cake of slag thus formed is 
extracted bodily and broken up into fragments, or else the pot filled with molten slag 
is tipped over the edge of the slag-heap, where the slag runs dowu like lava. 
Taking specimens of slag for assay,-Two or three times a day a specimen of slag is 
taken direct from the stream flowing fro~1 the furnace by means of a very small iron 
ladle provided with a long handle. The specimens thus obtained are forwarded to the 
ass~y office, where their specific gravity and their contents in lead and silver are deter-
mined. After every tapping some slag sticks to the fore-hearth and slag-gutter, from 
which it is easily detached by sprinkling a little cold water over it and knocking it off 
with an iron bar. 
Matte and speiss,-In Leadville the little speiss and iron-and-lead matte formed dur-
ing smelting are run into the slag-pots . . At some works speiss, matte, and slag are 
tltrown pell-mell over the slag-heap; at others the cakes of speiss or matte which have 
settled at the bottom of the slag-pot are knocked off the slag with the hammer. Speiss 
is kept in a separate heap, but no treatment has been found for it. The matte, sepa-
rated from speiss and slag, is roasted in heaps and resmelted afterwards with the ore. 
In the study on mattes it will be seen that this roasting in heap appears to be a very 
bad operation. 
Ladling-out of melted bullion.-From time to time bullion i::; ladled out of the lead-pot 
or siphon-tap by means of wrought-iron ladles, and poured into cast-iron molds placed 
iu a row alongside the furnace on the lead-pot side. The molds bear in relief.letters 
the name of the smelting firm, so that each l>ar of bullion is branded with it. ,vhen 
cold the bars are taken out on the slag-heap, or under a shed near the engine-rooms, 
and then weighed, marked, an<l two small pieces-one from top and one from bottom-
are detached by means of hammer and chisel and carefully kept for assay. When a 
car-load has been thus weighed the assay bits, all mixed up together in a tin can or 
copper pan, are forwarded to the assay office. 
Watching the furnace.-E,·ery part of the furnace requires constant watching in 
order to apply at a moment's notice the proper remedy for any accident that may happen. 
The siphon-tap requires some attention and its siphon must be kept constantly clear; 
this is effected by the introduction, from time to time, of a curved iron bar about two 
inc!Jes thick, previously heated to redness at the curved end. This bar is represented 
in Fig. 8, Plate XLIV. The water-jackets form perhaps the least troublesome part of 
the furnace, and yet it is necessary to insure the running of the water into them at 
such a rate that the temperature of the watei· issui;g from them should be as nearly 
as possible 50° to GOO O. 
The pressure at the induction-pipe manometer must be constantly watched and 
the pressure kept steady or modified according to momentary requirements. 
The tuyeres must be kept perfectly clear from any chilled slag· by the introduction 
of iron bars into the sliding valve, and the temperature and condition of the zone of 
fusion observed through the tuyeres. When black rings round the tuyeres indicate 
a beginning of chilling, a little more fuel is added, or the charge is somewhat dtminished, 
the fuel remaining the saml', If the temperature proves too high, fuel is diminished or 
the charge is slightly increased. If semi-fluid slags or raw ore form hearth accretions 
which clo not disappear by an increase of the temperature, the blast must be shut off, 
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the tyrnp· tone removed, and the heartlJ cleared from accretions by means of bars and 
ledge · a little fnel i then thrown in the hearth, the tymp.stone replaced, the blast 
turn d on, and melting re urned. 
Blowing out of the furnace.-Wben a fnrnace needs repairing or when an accident 
interfering with a regular working of the furnace has occurred, the feeding is entirely 
u pended, but the blast is kept on until the contents of the furnace are entirely molten. 
Tb charge oon burns with a bright top and the furnace emits torrents of heavy white 
fume . When the whole charge lias reached the level of the tuyeres the furnace is 
emptied of its :fluid contents, fir8t at the tap.hole, then the breast is removed and the 
bullion taken out of the crucible. 
Length of runs.-TlJe length of runs or smelting campaigns is seldom less than 
three months, but often reaches six, eight, and even twelve and thirteen months. The 
Jack of ore i one of the principal causes that shorten the smelting campaigns. 
COST .A.ND PROFITS OF SMELTING. 
The discussion of profit and loss in smelting will be made for a smelter which 
tand in intermediate conditions between the smelters which produce most arid those 
whi ·h produce least. This smelter works with two furnaces of a capacity of 35 to 40 
ton each of ore per twenty.four hours. The discussion is based on data obtained at this 
melt r for the month of July, 1880, and which are to be foun<l with the composition of 
melting charge..., , the other data being all derived from Table IV. The cost of smelting 
p r ton of ore, as estimated at each smelter, has been given also in the same table. 
The calculations are made on cost and profit per twenty.four hours and per ton of ore. 
EXPEXSES P E R TWE~TY·FOUR HO URS. 
Power. 
Co. t of m hanical power per 24 hours, represented by 3¼ cords of p ine wood burned under 
th boiler anddriv1ngengine, blowers, pumps, &c. , at $4.75 per cord ...... .. . . .. . ... $15 44 
Labor. 
Co t of manual labor per 2-l hours : 
2 for meo, at, · and .:6 ................ . ................................ . 
h ad melt rs, at ;·4 ................. . ...........•...•.•.•.•••• . .. . ••••. 
2(i helper , at s:3 ..•..... •...... . ..••....••.•••••••• • •••.••••.•••••••••• • . • 
,::; lal,or r n.t -~2.~>0 ....•..••••..••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• • • 
Arrgr ga e .. alary of staff per 24 hours ..•.• 
Ore. 
For Y· irrb ton or melt l in 24 honr content 34 per cent. of lead, 41.5 ounces 
f iJy r to the ton r1niYn.lent to 1 992 ounce , at $1.15 per ounce (New York 
510 00 
32 00 
78 00 
16:2 fiO 
<1notation Jnno21,1"' 0) .. ........ . ... . ................. . . . . . ....... . .. . . . 2,290 80 
3:. i-1 ponn<l of Jeacl, qoal to 1,632 units, at 15 cents per unit of 20 pounds .... . . . . 244 80 
2,!x35 60 
·clue in" :; per nt. off pric of 1lver ...... . .... .. ............... . ... . $114 54 
ln · inrr ~o. of tr trneot at :·20 per ton ........................ . .. . .. 960 00 
1,074 54 
282 50 
46 50 
1,461 06 
COST AND PROFITS OF SMELTING. 
Flux. 
Price paid for fluxes used in 24 hours : 
17 tons of dolomite, at $3.50 per ton ..•••... - - . - - -• - - - • -• - - - · · · · · · · • · · • · · --
21 tons of hematite, at $9.50 .••.••.•.•••• - •...• - ••• -•. - .• - - - - . : - - • -- - - • - : · 
Fuel. 
Price paid for fuel used in 24 hours: 
9¼ tons of charcoal, at $18.57 per ton .•• - -..... -....• - ... - - -- - - . - - - • • · · • • · · 
7 tons of coke, at $37.50 per ton ................................. - --- ----·· 
$59 50 
26 12 
----
171 77 
262 50 
General expenses ..................••....•.................. ···••·•••··•······ 
Wear and tear and repairs of implements, say 5 per cent. of general expenses ... -- ..... -- --
Total expenses ......................................... - .. - . - -- - - -- • - - , ·. - - - -- - -
PROFITS PER TWENTY-FOUR HOURS. 
Bullion obtained in 24 hours: 14 tons, assaying 136 ounces of silver to the ton, 
~quivalent to 28,000 pounds, containing 1,904 ounces of silver, or 130.56 
p1:iunds (avoirdupois) of silver (New York quo:ations .Tuly 31, 1880): 
27,869.44 pounds of lead, at 41 cents per pound........................ 1,254 12 
1,904 ounces of silver, at $1.14¼ per ounce............................. 2, 17G 32 
Deducting refiner's charges, at $14.50 per ton of bullion .................. - . . . . . . 203 00 
Deducting total expenses ............................ -........................ - . 2, 441 66 
669 
$85 62 
434 27 
2,325 39 
116 27 
2, 441 66 
3,4~9 44 
--- 2, 644 66 
Net profits per 24 hours ..................................... - - .. - - - ... -..... - - 7tl4 i 3 
Total expenses per ton of ore . .. . .. . . . . • . . .. . .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. . • . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. • .. 50 86 
Cost of smelting per ton of ore................................. . ............... . ....... . . 20 41 
Profits per ton of ore·---~-............................................................... l G 33 
From the profits must be deducted a certain amount for the sinking fund of 
capital invested in plant and a certain amount for the interest on the working capital. 
· PLANT AND OPERATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL SMELTERS. 
SMELTER A. 
Disposition of works (see Plate XX V). -These works are erected on the northern 
bank of California gulch. Being one of the ·first smelters started in Leadville , its 
plant is somewllat antiquated, but, such as it is, it has rendered good service. The 
two furnaces A A' are the largest circular furnaces in the camp and are ,·ery clumsy, 
Their clumsiness is made more evident still when one hears that iil spite of tlleir large 
dimemdons their smelting capacity is only equal to that of the smaller furnaces at 
present in use at the other smelters and when it is found, as has been pointed out in . 
the composition of smelting charges, that they cousullle twice as muclJ fuel as the · 
smaller ones. Ou the furnace leYel there is a battery of three stamps. The weight of 
each stamp and stem is 400 pounds. These stamps are nsed chiefly for crushing- the coke 
with which the steep of the furnaces is made. The furnace level communicates with the 
feeding-floor by means of a flight of steps, and also b~r means of an elevator, chiefly 
:. 
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u erl to carry up barrowful of old lag used as flux in smelting. The boiler, engine, 
and bla t room i next to the furnace-room, on the rjght facing the furnaces. The 
boil r ar worked at a pre ure of 60 pounds per square inch. The engine is of 40 
h r e-power ancl the bla t apparatus consists of two No. 5 Baker blowers. 
Th office a a office , and laboratory occupy detached buildings on a level 
with th foot of the slag-heap. On the feeding-floor is a large wooden trough in 
wbi •h th roa ted fine-du t (at this smelter flue-dust is roasted before resmelting) is 
mix d with about 20 per cent. of milk of lime. · The mixture is then spread. over the ore-
bed: plac don this :floor. The crushing machinery, placed also on this floor, consists 
of two large No. 5 Blake crushers (opening between the jaws, 15 ~y 9 inches). 
Immediately outside of the main building, on the feeding-floor level, are the flues 
connecting the tack of the furnaces with the dust-chamber; this arrangement is the 
only one of it kind in Leadville. The upper part of the stacks E, E', (Plate XXV) 
of tbe furnaces A, A', are connected by means of the sheet-iron flues H, H', with a 
main beet-iron flue, F1, which enters the brick-dust chambers D'. Each of the flues 
II H' i provhled with one, and flue F,. with three, sliding doors, placed on the upper 
part of the flues and parallel with them (these doors are not visible in the sketch), 
ancl n ed for clearing the dust which accumulates periodically in the flues. The flue 
F' re, t about half way on a small flue-dust chamber, N, made of bricks and provided 
with a tiding door, d, for the extraction of the flue-dust. Immediately at the rear of the 
du t - ham er D' are long rows of ore-bins, and immediately behind them is a large 
roa ting-furnace. The level immediately above and at rear of the roasting-furnace is 
the fu 1 level, which c0mmunicates with the blast-furnaces by means of an elevated 
platform, R', provided with a track of mils. The fuel, charged in light sheet-iron 
minin · barrow , is thrown uown next to the feed-holes along the chutes, S. This 
arran ruent i capital and saves much labor; two fuel men are sufficient to supply 
all th fu 1 needed in melting, but its great inconvenience iR that of filling the whole 
f ding-floor with an ever-floating cloud of impalpable charcoal dust, very disagreable 
to br at11e a d which mu t prove after a while most injurious to the lungs of those 
who li·1re con tantly in uch an atmosp_here. When in full blast these works employ 
6 w rkm n per tw ty-four hour . 
Furnaces.-The two bla t-fnrnace at Smelter A are circular and identical in 
lrnp , Hm n ion , and capacity. Both furnaces are seen in perspective, Plate XXV, 
and one f tb m i <lrawn to cale in Plate XXIII. They are constructed on exactly 
t n ral principle a all the other furnaces in the camp, but in detail differ 
a al. 
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of cast iron. This princip1e is a bad one, owing to the unequal expansion and con~ 
traction of the two metals, and should be avoided; whenever this plan. is adopted the· 
water-jacket system frequently gets out of order. Each jacket. is provided with a 
feeder, R, in which exists an outlet for the hot water, and a hole, n, for the introduction 
of the nozzle of a tuyere. Fig. 2 shows the disposition of the six tuyeres and of the 
jackets; the space between the water-jackets and the masonry above is filled as usual 
by fire-bricks, b. The pillars P have their capitals flange-shaped at 0 11 • This flange 
rests on the pillars by means of brackets t. The main cast-iron plate-support O is also 
flanged at o (Fig. 4), and these flanges are connected with the circular and vertical 
flange 0' of the plate by means of the brackets r. The masonry and stack are en-
tirely surrounded by a wrought-iron casing or jacket, J', surrounded at the base by 
t,he flange 0'. 
There is only one feed-hole, H, at the throat, but this feed-bole is twice as high as 
it is in most furnaces, and is divided into two sections by two hinged wrought-iron 
doors, S'S". The upper door is only opened to bar out the furnace. The damper G of 
the stack is not s~ngle, as in all the other furnaces, but is made of two halves, G G'. 
The walls 0' of this furnace are much thicker than the walls of most circular blast-
furnaces. 
Tlle induction-pipe I is made, as usual, of galvanized sheet-iron. It has a peen- · 
liar shape; it forms a ring around the furnace, and this ring is square in vertical section, 
but the branch pipes J are cylindrical, as is alwa.ys the case. Each furnace smelts from 
17 to 20 tons in twenty-four hours; produces from 4 to 5 tons of bullion and from 13 to 25 
tons of slag.1 The length of run of these furnaces is about six months; Niey are barred 
out every twelve hours, at the beginning of each shift. The chief defect is that tbe 
diameter of the water-jackets at the tuyeres is rather too large. Contrary to the plan 
adopted at all the other smelters, periodical tapping of slag· is not clone here. Tbe 
slag is allowed to flow in a constant stream, and the gutter jn the steep of the fore-
hearth and its projection are cowred with live charcoal to prevent the chilling of the 
slag. The slag-pots used at these works are indicated by BB'; they are independent 
of the ~ar D', by means of which they are wheeled to the slag-heap. 
The quantity of speiss resulting from tl1e smelting of 10,241 tons of ore during 
the year ending June, 1880, was about 20 tons, assaying 49 ounces of silver to the· ton 
and containing 980 ounces of silver; consequently the quantity of speiss formed 
amounts to about 0.2 of l per cent. of the ore. 
Condensing chamber. -In Plate XXV the general disposition of the dust-chamber 
and its connection with the furnaces are seen in perspeetive. In Fig. ,3, Plate XXIV, 
the same chamber is seen in horizontal section, divided into three parts by means of 
par~ition walls, W', the arrows indicating the eirculation of the fumes. Fig. 2, Plate 
XXIV, is a vertical section of the same chamber. Both sections are drawn to scale, and 
a glance at them is all that is necessary to understand its construction and its working: 
About, IGO tons of dust were collected in this cllamber in the space of six months. 
Roasting-furnace. -This furnace is represented in elevation (Fig. 1, Plate XXIV), 
chiefly with a view of giving its dimensions, for it presents no peculiarity in construc-
tion. Its width (not indicated in the sketch) is 12 feet. The sketch shows the system 
of bracing by rails, the binged cast-iron doors d, and the dotted lines indicate the in-
1 The municipality of Leadville uses mol:lt of this slag to macadamize the roads . 
• 
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t rnal di po ition of the furuace. This roasting-furnace is used at Smelter A for roast-
ing th chamber.du t preYiou to resmelting. In the study of metallurgical products 
it will be een that it i au expeusirn aud useless operation, and that it were better, on 
tl1e contrary, to u e i for the roasting of mattes and spejss. The former, being roasted 
iu he p ·, lo e a great d al of their silver, and the latter is not treated in Leadville. 
The only point of interest in the roasting-furnace of Smelter A is the flue O, in which 
a good tleal of the products volatilized during the roasting is condeused; so that tllis 
furnace i admirably adapted for the treatment of matte, accretions, and speiss, alJ 
products containing a good deal of silver. B represents the stack of the furnace; G, 
the damper of the stack. The ash-pit of the furnace is not visible, but is placed at h. 
SMELTER B. 
Disposition of works.-These works, the largest an<l most important in or near 
Leadville, are situated in Leadville proper, on the northern bank of California gulch 
and facing the gulch. With their 118 men at work in a somewhat limited space they 
present an unusual amount of bustle and activity and smelt about one llundred tons 
of ore in 12 hours. 
The old slag-heap, placed immediately in frout of the furnaces, is being entirely 
dog up, in order to be resmelted. These slags were made formerly of singulo-silicates, 
but now the lag, contain a little more silica, and are called acid slags. The old. slag-
heap is placed in direct communication with the feeding-floor by means of an inclined 
tramway upported by timber trestle-work, on which a mine-wagon is run by a wire 
rope which winds over a drum placed on the feeding-floor. The new slags made at tllese 
work are allowed to soliuify in tlle pots; they are detached while bot, lifted by means 
of a mall crane, placed on a mall iron truck running on a tramway resting partly on 
tlrn grouud in front of the \\ ork , partly on a timber bridge projecting over the gulch, 
and b iog taken 1o tlie end of the bridge are <lumped into tlle gnlch. The main smelt-
ing uilding at melter B i 212 feet by 94 feet. The ore-bins are placed ou the feed-
ing-floor witllin tbi building, '\\here are also placed the ore-beds, crushers, Cornish rolls, 
tc. The 1:oke-room, at th' back of the main building, is 200 feet by 20 feet and the 
·bare · 1-hiu ar .150 by 18 feet. Large heaps of <lolomite, hematite, and large dumps 
f l w-grad ore fill up the open space at the rear of the works. Large Fairbanks 
cal f a c pacity of 20 ton , occupy a detached office at the entrance of the works. 
Tile ftice , a 'aj· office ', and laboratory occupy a detached building. In the well-fitted 
la oratory, b ide the curre11t a ays made, the specific graYity of slags is determined 
fr m dart y. Th lag ar con idered fit to be thrown away when their specific 
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Furnaces. -The smelting plant consists of three large square furnaces, made of 
-brick. With the exception of the water-jackets they are exactly similar in shape, dim en 
sions, and capacity. They are represented in elevation and in section on Plate XXVI. 
There are besides six circular furnaces, manufactured by Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, 
of Chicago. These furnaces are represented in elevation and section on Plate XXVII. 
A full description of both the square and the round furnaces at this smelter 
has alrea<ly been girnn at the commencement of this section, to which the reader is 
referred for further details concerning their construction. The capacity of the square 
furnaces is 35 to 40 tons of ore per 24 houi·s, and that of the circular ones 20 to 22 
of ore in the same time. The heat radiated in front of these nine furnaces, closely 
packed in a narrow space, is so great that the men are obliged to constantly water 
the ground in front of them. The crucibles of both square and round furnaces are made_ 
of steep, the mixture preferred at these works being two parts of fire-clay and one part 
of coke-dust. The length of runs is va.rious and averages three months. 
Condensing chambers. -The condensation of lead fumes at ti.ds smelter is of the 
poorest description. Four furnaces are totaliy without any condensing apparatus; 
three furnaces are connected with an oblong sheet-iron box, 50 feet, long, 6 feet high, 
and G feet wide, placed on the feeding-floor; and one furnace communicates witli a 
small chamber, 9-foot cube, placed on the same floor. Each chamber is provided 
with a stack made of sheet-iron. With such inadequate arrangements the works are 
perpetually enveloped in a thick atmosphere of smoke and lead fumes, and ''leading '' 
is of frequent occurrence. 
Bartlett filter. - During the collection of notes for this report, a most interesting 
and valuable experiment was being made at these works with a view to the total con-
densation of lead fumeR. This experiment was carried on at great expense with the 
elaborate apparatus known as the Bartlett smoke-catcher or :filter. It was 80 successful 
and the results derived from it are so interesting- that the whole desenres a full descrip-
tion. The arrangement adopted is shown in Fig. I, Plate XXVIII. The stack E of 
one of the square furnaces A was connected by means of the sheet-iron flue F' with a 
Sturtevant fan, B, drawing the fumes from the furnace and blowing them through the 
sheet-iron pipe P, about one hundred. and fit ty feet long, where they parted with their 
<lust, as in an ordinary flue. The pipe P is connected by means of two sheet-iron 
branch pipes, P',. with two thin sheet-iron boxes, aa'. Each branch pipe P' is provided 
with a damper or ,-alve, exactly similar to those used in common stove-pipes for the 
regulation of draft. Ro that the fumes can be distributed evenly in the boxes or 
~hut off from one ~nd allowed to enter only the other. Each bo~ is formed of two 
parts, the dust-chamber a a' and the fireplace N. The dust-chamber is provided with 
sliding doors O, placed at each extremity, and the :fireplace with doors cl, placed in 
front, and sheet-iron pipes L at the back which communicate with a stack, L'. The 
chambers a a' are provided at the top with 28 apertures, to each of which is fastened 
a cloth bag, b, -30 feet high, suspended to the beams of the light wooden structure in 
which the apparatus is in closed. This building Mis provided with Yery large open-
ings for ventilation. When the apparatus is at work the fumes, blown in through 
pipes PP', distribute theml<lelves in the dust-chambers a a' and ascend the cloth hags 
through which they filter. The gases come out perfectly colorless and are entirel; 
deprived of any lead dust or even soot. The wind, entering freely through the aper--
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tnre provided in the light building, shakes the bags, and the dust with which they 
are charged fall into the du t-cbambers. When a sufficient quantity of this dust bas 
ac umulated there, the doors Oare opened and a light wood fire is placed through 
door din the fireplace N. The soot of the dust soon catches fire, and the dust, which 
wa quite black, like lampblack, becomes white; it becomes also denser by this opera-
tion and i more ea ily manipulated. When the smoke has thus been calcined it is 
ho, led out through doors 0. 
Daring a ran of five day 3,030 pounds of this calcined dust was caught in the 
Bartlett filter from one furnace, but the experiment was not altogether satisfactory for 
the rea on that the furnace was worked with an open feed-hole, as with an ordinary 
du t-chamber, and that the Sturtevant fan was drawing as much air as smoke, so that 
th damper G of the furnace had to be left half open and about half the smoke was 
I t. In the conditions in which the experiment was made this could not be avoided, 
bnt thi i only an experimental defect, impairing in no way the value of the filter, 
which doe its work to perfection; the writer estimates at 7,000 pounds the quantity of 
du t which would have been caught in five days had t,he experiment been made with 
clo d feed-hole anddamper,or sayatl,500 pounds per twenty-four hours. The calcined 
dn t ha been a ayed by Dr . .:\f. W. Iles, and found to contain 70 per cent. of lead and 
6 unc of. ilver to the ton; so tha~ with a furnace of 35 to 40 tons of ore capacity per 
tw nty -four hours one-half a ton oflead is lost in the air, as well as 4.5 ounces of silver, 
in tw nty-fi ur hour . The result of this is that the quantity of lead lost in the air is 
g-r atcr than tbe quantity of du t condensed in the dust-chambers. At smelter A, where 
th du. t-cbamber arrangement is of the best kind, 150 tons of dust were collected in 
l e 2 day , rrfring l ,64 pounds of dust per twenty-four hours for two furnaces whose 
j int m lting capacity in tons of ore is eqnal to that of the furnace connected with 
th Bartle t flit r. This du t, as aying 35 per cent of lead, represents 577 pounds of 
1 ad or a little o r a quarter of a ton. These are iudeed important results and are 
worth con idering. 
t melter B, a at mo t smelters, chamber-dust is mixed with milk of lime; 
th mixtur i. pr ad over ore-beds and resmelted iu this way. The composition of the 
<ln t ccin°h in tJ1 Bartlett filter i extremely remarkable. It has been analyzed, such 
a i i pr vi u to calcining, aml the re ult will be found in the study of lead fumes, 
Ana.I\'. i · .. .,_T ..1.. VI. 
S:.'IIELT~R C. 
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stack F, communicatin; by a flue, D", with the dust-chamber D', carries off the 
smoke. On the feeding-floor,and in close proximity with the feed-holes of the furnaces, 
are disposed the fuel and old slag used as flux, as well as the mixtures of ore, dolo-
mite, and hematite entering into the composition of smelting charges. On the portion 
z Y' of the feeding floor are seen tbe crusher G and the ore-beds H, on the top of 
"'bich are placed bricks of flue-dust and lime, specially molded in this form previous to 
resmelting with the ore. To the right and left of the ore-beds are rows of ore-bins, sup-
plied from the wagon-road, R. The scales, E, placed on the feeding-floor, are used for 
weighing the different elements of the smelting charges, special ores and fluxes, which 
are classified and distributed right and left on each side of these scales. The portion of 
the works placed between Y and Y' is in closed in a light timber construction, V, pro-
tecting- the workman, the plant, and t,he works against rain, wind, and cold.1 
1 represents a seconu row of ore-bins supp1ied from the wagon-road S. These 
bins a.re made of light timber; they are opened ind for the removal of the ore, which 
is wheeled to the crushers in the wooden ore- barrows P. The bins are supplied from 
the ore-wagons 11{ through the apertured', which can be closed by hinged wooden 
doors. J is the third row of ore-bins, exactly similar to the preceding. On road Tis 
laid a railroad track, a siding of the Denver and Rio Grande Railway. N, represents 
a car. In ,K is a fourth row of ore-bins, similar to those previously described, and at U 
a wagon-road placed in direct communication with the upper level district road. At 
the·extreme wings of the row of bins Kare to be seen huge fuel-bins for both coke 
and charcoal. . L represents a heap of charcoal placed on the upper level of the works; 
on this level are also ore-dumps and heaps of dolomite and hematite. Inclined ways 
run through the rows of ore-bins, connecting the different levels~ which allow the wheel-
ing <lown of ores, fluxes, and fuel. The charcoal-barrows, made of thin sheet iron, are 
repre·sented in O; these barrows, in general use in the camp, hold about eight bushels 
of charcoal. The feeding-floor is connected with the furnace floor by means of a flight 
9f steps placed outside .the main building, and also by zig-zag inclined ways for the 
wheeling up of old slag to be resmelted. · 
Standing on the slag-heap and facing the furnace, but not shown in the sketch, 
are, on the left, the scales upon which the bars of bullion are weighed; and on the right, 
the boiler, engine, and blast-apparatus rooms. Parther on the right sta"uds the shed 
in which flue-dust is mixed with lime1 molded into bricks, and desiccated on driers 
artificia Uy heated. 
The offices, staff apartments, assay offices, and laboratory oc.cupy a detached 
building situated a short distance from the works and on a level with the lower road 
of California gulch. A. small office, provided with large Fairbanks scales, is 1~laced 
at the entrance of the works at one of the upper branch roads. The assav offices and 
laboratory are well fitted up. The muffle fu~nace and crucible furnace ~re separate. 
In the assay of ores and slag for lead, iron rods are always inserted in the crucible. 
Experiments on the fusibility of mixtures -of ores and fluxes are also made. The 
assays for silica are always evaporated in order to obtain the percentage both. of 
gangue and of soluble silica. 
1 This building 1s not correctly represented in the drawing, the ·ridge-pole and ventilator being 
at, <;he top of the furnace B, instead of at the stack F, as there shown. (S. F. E.) 
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• Furnaces.-Smelter Chas three furnaces of equal dimensions and capacities, con-
structed on the plan of Messrs. Keyes & Arent's patent. At the time this report 
was made, however, ouly two furnaces were running, and all that has been said or 
will be said of this smelter refers to the work done by the two furnaces. 
They may be considered the model furnaces of Lead ville, both as regards appear-
ance and working qualities, and will therefore be described ju considerable detail. 
One of them i:::; represented on Plate XXIX, in elevation (Fig. 1), transverse and longi-
tudinal sections (Figs. 2 and 3). The crucible A of this furnace differs essentially from 
nearly all the others used in Leadville in that the lead-well L does not- project out-
sideof the crueible framei but, togetlier with the crucible, is confined within the frame 
formed by the liearth-plate.:,. A glance at this furnace and at any of the others, with 
cxceptiou of tlie furu:1.ce shown in Plate XXXII, will show the difference. Another 
peculiarity is that lead is not ladled out of the lead-well, as at other smdters, but a 
tap 1Jole, z', is made in its clay lining, anct. the bullion is drawn periodically into the 
cast-irou lead-pot '111 , mounted on a small cast-iron stove, iu which a slow fire is placed 
in order to keep the bullion molten. The chimney f of this stove communicates 
under ground with the dust-chamber. The advantage of this disposition is twofold: 
the lead-well may remain constantly covered and its bullion be kept at a high tem-
perature, thus assistiug the dearing- of the siphon when this is necessary. _On the 
other hand, the bullion accumulating in the lead-pot, being kept molten, cau be ladled 
rapidly iuto the molds, and the bars thus obtained are of a good shape an<l. uniform 
compo ition. The entire hearth rests on a bed-plate of boiler-iron, wit~ an angle-iron 
rim, which incloses the base of the hearth-walls or lining of the crucible. These walls 
X are entirely of fire-brif\k, but the dam of the crucible A 11 is protected b,y tamping 
or pressed :fire-clay, as are the siphon L' and the lead-well L. The bottom of the 
crucible is formed by an inverted fire-brick arch, with quartz-brasque beneath, sepa-
ratin · it from the bed-plate. 
The hearth is inclosed on the sides by four cast-iron plates, a, each 1 inch thick,_ 
of which the front and back ones have each 2-inch flanges lapping over the ends of the 
i<le plates. Tb.e e plates are firmly held together or inclosed by three rows of bars 
or rail , Q1, which are fastened at each corner by wrought-iron rings p. The top of 
th. he, rth i' al o covered by iron plates, d. To the front hearth-plate is screwed and 
bolt d the lag gutter or spout U, and to the side plate the lead-gutter, U', leading 
from tlw 1 ad-tap z. 
'I'h e are the ouly furnaces in which the fore-hearth does not project outside of 
th frame of the hea-rtb. The crucible, though constructed on the same general prin-
cipl' a tho "e of other furnaces in Leadville, differs essentially in the arrangement of 
d •tail ·. 
Tll wat r-jacket are thirteen in number, one in front, two at the back, and five on 
ach id . Th y are er wed together and wedged at q, and braced by tie-rods ; the tie-
rod · uuder tlJe bot-water outlet Sare not indicated on the drawing. The front water-
jacl' d e' n t xt ncl down to the hearth-plate but rests on a fire-brick wall, in the 
mi~,11 of whicll i a . mall water-cool d cinder-lil~ck inclo ing the slag-hole ( ee Fig. 
2) m ·te 1 of the rumary tym p- ton bown in Fig. I, Plate XXXIII. 
Th w '. r -ja k t ar otherwi e imilar in construction and appearance to those 
alr c llv ,1 ' . cri d. ol l water i brought by tbe pipe JJ.1, and passes through short 
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inlet pipes into the water-feeder R of each jacket. The heated water passes out 
throngh the outlet pipes S into the gutter T (wrongly indicated as T' in Figs. 3 and 5). 
The tuyere-holes n are placed at the junction of the water-jackets. 
The shaft of the furnace from the water~jackets up to near the top of the feed-holes 
is lined with fire-brick. The rest of the masonry walls 0' are made of common brick and 
rest on a cast-iron carrier-plate, O, which in turn rests freely upon iron girders G', three 
on each side of the furnace, which are firmly screwed and bolted to the capitals of the 
hollow cast-iron supporting pillars P. The plate O is in no way fastened to the girders, 
so that its expansion and contraction are absolutely free. The ohdous advantage of 
this arrangement is to render the masonry absolutely independent of the pillars, so 
that both keep their relative position unaltered by any lateral motion of the main 
support. When the main cast-iro~ support is fixed to the pi11ars, as is the case in most 
furnaces, the pillars are not unfrequently cracked by the irresistible dilation of the 
main support. Upon the cast-iron plate O, an outer wall, N', extending up to the charg-
ing-floor, is built of common bricks. It is strongly braced by five rows of rails, Q, 
inclosing flat vertical irons e and corner irons c. It is said that by the use of the outer 
wall, which naturally protects the hotter parts of the furnace against external radia-
tion, a saving of 15 per cent. of fuel is effected; so that it must be considered as an 
important part of the furnace. Each side wall of the furnace is pmvided with two 
feed-holes, H; but, while in most furnaces these holes are placed in the middle of the 
wan a]Jd are directly opposite each other, here they are placed to the left of the middle 
on either side and\ thus are not directly opposite. This arrangement is necessitated 
by the large dimensions of the furnaces and enables the feeders to distribute properly 
the charge without effort. The feed-holes are provided, as usual, with sliding sheet-
iron doors, S', and have cast-iron door-frames. The chimney Dis braced at Q, and pro-
vided with corner irons c. It is connected with the dust-chambers by means of the 
large sheet-iron flue F', which fits into a circular bri<~k ring in the furnace wall, where 
it is lleld in place by augle-iron rings. The damper G has riveted to it on its lower 
face au angle iron rim, which rests in grooves filled with sand in the top of the furnace 
wall, thus providing against any escape of fumes when it is closed. 
The arrangement for ventilating or carrying off the smoke of the tap-holes and 
slags differs in these works from that ordinarily adopted. Instead of the hood Wand 
chimney W' in front of each furnace (as has been by mistake indicated in the eleva-
tion, Fig. 2, Plate XXXI), the whole front part of the building in ~hich the furnaces 
stand is made one big chimney by a partition wall, extending the length of the building, 
running up from the charging-floor on the line of the front of the furnace, and slanting a 
little backwards, so as to reach the middle of the ventilator at the ridge of the roof and · 
where the top of the furnace projects above it. Excellent ventilation is accomplished 
by this simple method. 
Barring-down.-Tbe barring-down of these furnaces is effectfd in the following 
manner: To the upper end of tbe long, chisel-pointed bar (Fig. 7, Plate XLIV) is fast-
ened a long and strong rope; the bar is then introduced through_ one of the feed-holes 
into the furnace, and the chisel point is forced by blows of a sledge-hammer between 
wall and accretions. The rope is then thrown across the furnace to the other fee<l-
hole, and five or six men pull at the rope; voluminous masses of accretions are often 
detached in this manner and are left in the furnace, where tlJey are snbseqnent.ly 
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fluxed down without serious stoppings and blowings-out. Even the dreaded sows float 
on the lead bath, remaining constantly at the same level, exposed to the oxidizing influ-
ence of the blast and to the sulphurizing influence of mattes and unreduced sulphurets; 
thev thu rather a sist than hinder the completion and perfection of smelting·, and very 
soo~ di appear, being fluxed down in this way. 
Sampling of bullion.-The chisel used to detach pieces of bullion from each bar at 
smelter C is represented in Fig. 14, Plate XLIV. It is a hollow conical chisel or 
punch, pro-dded with two apertures, a and b. Samples of lead or assay bits (Fig. 15, 
Plate XLIV) are obtained from the top and bottom of each bar by hammering the 
chisel perpendicularly to the bar. The punch being driven by the hammer into the 
surface of the bar, the cylinder of lead is forced in at band out through a; being detached 
by striking the butt-end of the punch. 
Slags. - A uniform treatment of slags has been adopted at smelter C, which pre-
seuts two advantages. The slag is left in the pot until a solid crust about two inches 
tl.Jick is formed on the sides and surface of the mass. The upper crust is pierced by 
two holes, the slag-pot is reversed on the slope of the slag-heap and its molten con-
tents poured out. The thin shells of slag- thus obtained are broken up and kept for 
smelting. It will be seen in the assays of slag that the side shell is a little richer in 
silver than the portion of the slags poured out; but that the upper crust is poorer in 
silver than either the poured out portion or the side shell, so that this portion of the 
slag might be thrown away as useless. 
Bars of bullion. -At smelter C the bars of bullion weigh about ninety-eight pounds. 
They have the shape and dimensions indicated in Figs.· 3 and 4, Plate XL V. 
Length of run. -The average length of run of the admirable furnaces above de-
scribed is 12 months, and runs of even 13 months have been obtained. The remarka-
ble length of these campaigns is clue not only to the mechanical perfection of ·,the 
apparatus, but also to the great care bestowed upon every detail of the smelting opera-
tions. 
Dust-chambers. -The dust-chambers are built of small blocks of limestone (Lead-
ville do1omit~), cemented hy a mortar of sand and lime. They were constructed at a 
time when limestone was less expensive than bricks. They form a parallelopipedic 
cou tructiou 75 feet long, 15 feet high, and 25 feet wide, with walls about one foot 
thick, and ar placed immediately below the feeding-flqor at the rear of the furnace. 
In Plat are een the vertical sections ( Fig. 1) and the horizontal sections (Fi2'. 
2) of th mb r . Fig . b, c, d, e, f, g represent elevations of the partition walls 
', h win th di po ition of the apertures a through which the fumes circulate. At 
tu tim thi report wa made the chambers were connected with only two furnaces, 
alth u h th y are con tructed to condense the fumes from three; this explains the 
un qu 1 allowance of conden ing pace provided for each furnace. The :first furnace 
i coon cted with a chamber di ided into two ections, A and B, by a wan, W', provided 
, ith an ap rtur , a (· ee al Fig. g); the fumes enter the chambers at F' and reach the 
h t-ir n t k thr ugh 011 • ~Che econd furnace is connected l>y the flue F" with the 
cham r, diYi di to ction~ O, D, E, G. The fumes circulate alternately up and down 
and fr m ri ht t left until they r ach the flue 0', which takes them to the stack F. 
Th w 1 rra g ment i far from perfect, but the fumes are made to trike 
tbi . em to b one of the conditions e enti:11 to deprive them of their dust. 
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Tl.te lighter portions of the fumes are carried away into the air and fall back occasion-
ally on the roof of the building, which is covered with an impalpable yellowish-white 
<lust. Io each section of the chambers is a door for the extraction of the dust, which 
is moistened with water before being wheeled away. 
Treatment of flue~dust.-From four to five tons of flue-dust are collected weekly in 
the chambers just described. The dust is mixed with milk of lime and molded into 
bricks in the molds represented in Figs. 9 and 19, Plate XLIV, which are also used for 
common bricks. The bricks thus obtained are then dried under a shed and after-
wards on driers; they are then laid on the ore-beds and resmelted. 
One of these bricks was examined to determine the actual quantity of lime with 
which they are mixed. Their contents in lime and magnesia are: Lime, 6.9 per cent.; 
magnesia, 5.1 per cent., or 12 per cent. in all; .but the original dust contained already 
4 p.er cent. of a mixture of lime and magnesfa, leaving 8 per cent. for the lime and 
magnesia thus introduced. 
Treatment of mattes and accretions . ....-Mattes and accretions are placed in heaps in 
alternate layers with wood, aud thus slo~ly roasted by slow combustion; but it will 
be seen in the study of mattes and accretions that this is a very imperfect mode· of 
treatment, l>y which a great deal of silver is lost. Speiss is kept separate from other 
products at smelter C, but is not treated. It will be seen in the analytical study on 
speiss that this, as well as all the other speiss at the camp, contains a small quantity of 
molybdenum, which is entirely concentrated there. 
Steam-power.-The boiler is worked at a pressure of 60 pounds to the square inch, 
and the engine is of 50 horse-power. The machinery driven by this engine consists of 
two No. 5½ Baker blowers, three Blake crushers, and the pumps feeding the water 
tanks. 
The blast arrangement adopted at this smelter is the one chosen for the general 
description at the commencement of this section, to which the reader is referred. The 
normal pressure used is eight-eighths to nine-eighths inch of mercury. It will be seen 
in the discussion of the blast furnace that the weight of atmospheric air needed to 
work in the best conditions is about four-fifths the weight of the smelting charges; 
it will also_be seen that the volume of blast in Leadville is much greater than at lower 
altitudes. 
Smelter C, with two furnaces, smelts from 80 to 100 tons of ore per 24 hours. 
SMELTER D. 
Smelter Dis a neat and compact little smelter situated on the northern bank of 
California gulch, and so like the similarly situated smelters just described, in its gen-
eral arrangement, that its description will not be given in detail. The pressure of 
steam iu the boilers is 65 pounds to the square inch; they supply a 40 horse-power 
engine, which drives two No. 5 Baker blowers, 1 Blake crusher, one set of Cornish rolls, 
and the pumps feeding the watei:-tank, which supplies the water-jackets of two fur-
naces. The diameter of the pipe supplying both is 2¼ inches. The pressure of blast 
used at this smelter is the lowest in the camp and averages from four-eighths to six-
eighths inch of mercury. · . 
Furnaces.-The two furnaces used at this smelter, and which are equal in dimen-
sions an<l. capacity, are represented in elevation (Fig. 1) and in vertical section (Fig. 2, 
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Plate X XII), and are connected with the dust-chamber represented in Fig. 4. A 
lon itudioal or ide elevation of the furnace, shown in front elevation in Fig. 1, is seen 
iu Fig. 3. The hearth A. i very irnilar to that of the furnaces at Smelter C, already 
de cribed; it i lin d with fire-brick, and the siphon-tap Lis confined within the hearth-
I late : but here the buJlion is ladled out direct from the siphon-tap. The hearth-
plate are braced by one row of braces, Q'. The hearth is also confined within the 
hearth-plate , as was the case at smelter C, and does not project out, as in other fur-
nace . The water-jackets Bare made of riveted steel boiler-plates and are braced by 
tie-rod Q. There ar0 only four jackets: one in front, one at back, and one large one 
ou each ide. The circulation of water in these jackets is similar to the one adopted 
with ca t-irou jackets; the water is introduced by means of the pipe M, and the hot 
wat r comes out at the opeu outlets R, provided with outlet-pipes S. The back water-
jacket i provided with two tuyere-holes, which are not used, and the side jackets with 
four hole , in each of which a tuyere is placed; so that each furnace is worked with 
eight tayere . 
The pillars P do not rest on the ground, as is the case with all the furnaces thus 
far de cribe<l, but on the lining of the crucible. Another peculiarity is that there are 
ix of the e pillar , in tead of four as in most furnaces. The capitals a.re supported 
011 the pillar by mean of brackets t. The main cast-iron plate support is of unusual 
tbicknes , being fonr inches thick. The use of a plate of such unusual dimensions. 
i nece itated by the fact tuat the masoury does not rest directly on the pillars, as in 
other furnace,. 
The ma. onry consi t' of fire-bricks, as usual, but is entirely surrounded by a. 
wrought iron jacket, J'. At the throat there are two feed-boles H, provided with slid-
ing door ' 
Dust-chamber.-The sheet iron tack of each furnace, which is a prolongatiou of 
th jacket, i connected y means of the flues F' F 11 with the sheet-iron dust-chamber,. 
f rm of a C)~lindrical portion D' and a conical portion D". The fumes escape through 
th· h et-iron tack. The du tis withdrawn from this chamber hy means of sliding-
v lY , < nd fall from tbe ap rture Z into a wheelbarrow, Y. At smelter D flue-dust 
i · n t mix d with lime, a at mo t melt rs, nor spread over ore-beds or mixtd with 
m lti g ch r e ; it i imply moi tened with water and thrown in the furnace in the 
rti n f on hov lfnl to ev ry two melting charges. The smelting capacity of 
, h furnac i, t n f re p r 24 hours, or one ton per hour. The pressure in 
blc t-pi1 R' i r g tlat d ' a <lamper 1 laced at its extremity. The length of runs at 
thi ;m lt r i a ut tw m nth . 
' ;IIELTER E. 
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Furnaces.-The smelting capacity of these works is 40 to 50 tons of ore per 24 
hours. Smelting is carried on in two blast furnaces of unequal capacity, constructed 
by Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, of Chicago. The smaU furnace is chcular and jacketed 
all over. Its smelting capacity is 15 tons of ore per 24 hours. The crucible is lined 
with steep, made of two parts fire-clay and one part coke dust. The distance between 
tuyere and feed-hole is 10 feet 9 inches. .The depth of the crucible is 28 inches. The 
diameter of the riveted wrougbt-j.ron-plate water-jacket is 36 inches. This jacket is 
Ringle. The furnace is worked with five tuyeres, each 2¼ inches in diameter at the 
nozzle. Tbe average pressure of blast used at smelter E is one inch of mercury. The 
large furnace presents the same general appearance as the small one, and is jacketed 
all over; but it is elliptical in section, the axes at the feed-hole being 69 inches and 54 
inches, respectively, and the axes of the ~riveted wmught-iron-plate water-jackets 52 
inches and 34 inches. The water-jacket is made in four sections. The furnace is 
worked with seven tuyeres 2½ inches' diameter at the nozzle. The depth of the crucible 
is the same as that of the small furnace, namely, 28 inches and it is lined with the same 
kind of.steep. The furnaces ha·rn projecting fore hearths and lead siphon-taps, and 
aTe constructed on identically the same principles as the circular furnaces at smelter 
B, made by the same firm. The furnaces are barred out every f~ur days, and the 
length of run is about three months . . 
Dt1st-chamber,-Both furnaces are connected by means of sheet-iron flues with a 
brick chamber, flue-shaped and placed under the feeding-floor. This chamber is 75 
feet long, 4: feet wide, and 6 feet high. It is provided, as usual, with a sheet-iron stack 
about 30 feet high, placed at the extreme end. The chamber is not divided into sec-
tions by internal walls, so that the condensation of fumes is rather imperfect; doors 
placed at short intPrvals allow the clearing away of the dust. 
At smelter E flue-dust is m:xed with lime in the proportion of one ton of dust for 
300 pounds of lime (dolomitic), or about 15 per cent. The mixture, after moistening, 
is molded into bricks, which are then dried in the air and laid over ore-beds to be 
res melted. 
SMELTER :E'. 
Disposition of works.-Smelter F is the model smelter of Big Evans gulch. The 
smelting building is capacious and well distributed, and ever,ything in the' construction 
of details of plant indicates extensive previous experience in smelting and no small 
amount of forethought. Like all the smelters in Big Evans gulch, smelter Fis divided 
into two levels. The boiler, engine, and blast rooms are placed on the left of the fur-
nace room (facing the furnaces) and on a level with them. There are two fine boilers, 
worked at a pressure of 65 pounds to the square inch, and the engine is of 50 horse-
power. The machinery driven by this engine consists of two Baker blowers, two 
Blake crushers, a small grinding-mill, and the pumps feeding the water-tank. The 
system of blast-pipes is identical with the one used at smelter C. It is provided with 
safety-valves and dampers, aucl the excess of blast is ejected by means of a damper 
placed at the extreme end of the main pipe. Several rows of ore-bins and fuel-bins 
are pla.cecl on t.he feeding floor of the main building, and reserves of fut>l stand at tlrn 
back and outside the works. A broad wagon-road runs through the entire length 
of the works. The o:ffiet>s occupy a detached bmlding placed. near the entrance of tbe 
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work . 'fh Fairbauk cales are placed immediately at the entrance of the main 
building and are connected with a sman office. The laboratory occupies a detached 
con truction di tinct from the offices. · 
Furnaces.-There are two blast furuaces, of equal sha,pe, dimensions, and capacity. 
Th capacity of each furnace is 30 tons of ore per 24 hours. Fig 1, Plate XXXHI, 
repre ent the front elevation of one of these furnaces. They are square (8 by 7 feet 
out ide mea urement at feeding door, and 5 by 5 feet inside measurement of crucible), 
and their 1J1a onry is entirely made of bricks, braced at Q. They are provided with two 
feed-bole H, opened or clo ed by means of sliding doors S'. The masonry rests on 
a main ca t-iron plate, O, supported on four cast-iron-pillars, P. The space b between 
the ma onry and the water-jackets is filled with fire-brick. 
The water-jackets, which are entirely made of cast iron, are similarly disposed 
in every re pect to those of the same kind previously described. They consist of one 
jacket in front, one at the back, and two on each side. 'they are provided with feeders, 
outlet-_{Jipe , and supply-pipes. The fire-brick breast V, placed between the hearth 
and front jacket, is seen in this furnace, and corresponds to a similar arrangement in 
all square furnaces in which the water-jackets are entirely made of cast iron. The 
water-jackets are provided with seven tuyere-holes, three on each side and one at the 
back, and the furnace is worked with seven tuyeres. 
Patent tuyeres.-Fig. 1, Plate XXXIII, was specially drawn to show the system 
of tuyere at this smelter, wllich differ in every respect from the thin sheet-iron gal-
vanized tuyeres in general use in the camp. The tuyeres were patented December 6, 
1875, by Mr. August Werner. They are made of cast iron, three-fourths of an inch 
thick, and their internal diameter is 2½ inches. They are divided into two parts, the 
nozzle N, and the elbow N'. Both the nozzle and the elbow are flanged at r, the 
flange being faced o as to fit closely and allow no escape of blast. The nozzle and 
elbow ar hinged at d, and to the nozzle arc fixed three small chains, c, hooked to the 
water-jacket . By means of these the direction of the tuyere can be changed at will 
o a to end the blast up and clown or right and left. At this end the nozzle termi-
uate in a wrought-iron spherical ring or ball, which works freely in a socket of the same 
met I, w d ed in the tuyere-hole of the water-jacket. In other words, the tuyere works 
in ball-and- cket joint. To top the blast in any point of the furnace or to observe 
what i g ing on th r , the lbow i lifted, as indicated in Fig. 1. The tuyeres are con-
11 t d, a u ual with the bla t-pipes by means of canvas wind-bags K. When the 
Ia t i turn d fl' for the purpo e of barring down the accretions of the furnace or 
·l arin 'th b arth of acer tion , a piece of paper is inserted between the flanges r, aud 
houl l L, •k flow f e x rt any pressure in tll.e furnace the piece of paper would 
1 ow f th ta r~ be lifted, and the tuyere woulcl thus act as a safety-
far a known, has never occnrreu in Lead ville. 
Tll , n rmal pre ur f bl tu. ed at the e work i even-eighths of au inch 
m ,rcur.v. The ru •i 1 f th fur a e i provided with a projecting fore-hearth and 
l •a 1 iph u-t, p nd i lin with fir - rick. 
Dust-chambers. -Th apparat l ,i ed for the con den ation of lead fumes at 
,· 11, lt r i th m t t rat fit kind u · d in Lead vill , and is certainly the l.llO t 
<.·fli ·i nt. h furna e i · nn ct d witll a parat , cond n er, placecl above the 
r a cl i i1l ·nti , l with tlJ ·l.Jown in ,·id arnl fro11._ elc.rntion Plate 
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Tue chimney of the furnace A. is connected by means of the angular sheet-iron 
flue F' F" which projects above the roof V of the building, with the lozenge-shape<l 
sheet-iron 'chamber M. The fumes strike against the sheet-iron apron I, hinged to the 
upper part of the chamber, which may be also used to regulate the draft by means of 
a chain which passes through the wall of the chamber. After leaving the chamber M, 
Fig. 1, the fumes circulate through the sheet-iron flue O, and then escape through the 
sheet-iron stack F. 
In close proximity to the wall of the furnace, the flue F' is provided with a 
sueet-iron branch, O, through which the flue-dust falls into the wooden box B, from 
wllich it is extracted at the door d. Flues F', F" are provided with sliding_ doors, not 
seen in the sketch, for clearing them of their dust. The chamber M has also a large 
sliding door, D. This chamber, as well as the horizontal flue O and the stack F, are 
cleared of their dust through the branches O, provided with sliding valves t. The 
principle of ascending flues is in itself excellent, and the smoke which comes out, at 
the stack is remarkably free from lead fumes. About ten tons of flue-dust is collected 
monthly in each of these chambers. The dust is mixed with milk of lime, the mixture 
spread over ore-beds, and then resmelted; 
Smelter F is the only one in Lead ville where a little metallic iron ( old horse-
shoes) is added to the usual smelting charges when they contain more than a certain 
percentage of galena. The. smelting campaigns have an average length of nine weeks. 
The furnaces are provided, as usual, with large hoods in front, above the slag-gutter. 
SMELTER G. 
Disposition of works. -Thi8 important smelter is situated on the northern bank of 
California gulch, and, like all the smelters situated on this gulch, is divided into several 
levels communicating with the upper and lower roads. One of the main features at 
·these works is that the fuel storage, which is placed at the back of the works, is nearly 
on a level with the upper part of the stacks of the furnace and is connected with the 
furnaces by an elevated trestle-work having two branches, the one leading to the 
furnaces the other to the boiler-room. The fuel is transported in light sheet-iron 
mine cars, running on a light iron tramway, and dumped into chutes adjoining the 
feed-holes of the furnaces and the boiler. In the boiler-room a saving of 50 per cent. 
of the wood burned is effected by using the screenings of the fuel, which are usually 
wasted. A great saving oflabor also results, since two fuel men are sufficient to sup -
ply all the fuel neede<l. In principle this arrangement is similar to the one adopted 
B,t smelter A. The charcoal sheds have an area of 30 by 325 feet and 35 by 100 
feet, respectively, and hold about two hundred thousand bushels of charcoal. Coke 
is stored in sheds and bins of 500 tons capacity. The main smelting building is 
360 by 110 feet, and the ore-room, placed on one side of the main building, is 60 
by 210 feet. The storage capacity of this room, through which a wagon-road runs, is 
7,000 tons of ore. The large dimensions of this room allow the preparatfon of numer-
ous ore-beds, which insures great regularity in smelting. The offices., laboratory, Fair-
banks scales, staff-houses, and 22 cl welling-houses for the workmen and their families 
d . ' are 1stributed around tbe works. Particular attention is paid to the welfare of work-
men, who are entitled to free med.ical attendance at the hospital, and for whom a bath-
room and a reading and recreation room llave been constructed. 
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Tw boiler , 40 inches by 16 feet, worked at a pressure of 60 pounds to the square 
incb upply a 70-hor e power engine (cylinder 14 by 24 inches), and a second engine 
of u bor -power, with it boiler , is kept ready for use in case of need. This engine 
wn, the one formerly u ed at these works before they had attained their present smelt-
ing capaci y. 
The 70 bore-power engine drives three Baker blowers, one Root blower, two 
larg Blake cru ber , a set of Cornish rolls, and a slag-hoisting machine. The furnace-
room i 120 by 40 feet, and contains four furnaces, smelting about one hundred and 
tw nty tons of ore in twenty-four hours. The ventilation of this room will be shown 
in the de cription of the dust-chambers. The slag-heap is connected with the feeding-
floor by an inclined-plane hoisting-machine, similar to the one used at smelter B, and 
u ed al o to carry the slag up to be resmelted. -
Furnaces. - Smelter G has three furnaces of equal shape and dimensions, similar 
to the one hmvn in front elevation (Fig. 1, Plate XXXV), and one larger furnace, shown 
in Fig. 2, Plate XXXV. Although bnilt on the same general principles as the other 
fnrnac s of the camp, they offer a few interesting peculiarities in construction. Tile 
mall furnace are square (3 by 4 feet at the tuyeres), and their cast-iron pillars 
re ton the fire-brick lining of the crucible. Tlle water-jackets B are made of riveted 
boiler-plate and are only four in number. Each side jacket is provided with two 
tuyere-l10le and the back jacket with one; but the furnace is worked with the four 
id tnr r only. 
Th main ca t-iron plate support has a broad vertical flange, O, which confines 
th ba of the outer walls 0' of the furnace shaft, the shaft itself being, as usual, line<l 
with :fire-brick ; the outer wall is made of red brick, braced at Q. 
Tb e furnace are fed through a ingle feed-hole placed at the back of each, 
and proYidecl with t,heet-iron licling door . The whole portion of the furnace corn-
pri, d b twe n the feeding-floor and the damper oft.he stack is surrounded by a sheet-
iron j ck t, J'. 
Th ru i le of the furnace i framed in strong cast-iron plates, and the frame of 
th ipb n-tap, lin d with teep, is made of strong sheet iron. The smelting capacity 
f , ch of tb , furnace i 26 to 28 ton of ore per twenty-four Lours, and the length 
of run, i b ut 11 day . 
Th larrr fornac r pr nt tl iu Fig. 2 is the only one of its kind used in Lead-
vill . h l , <1 , iphon tap Li · placed in front of the furnace, and on each side of tlie 
furn< c th r ar a fi r -hearth,~ T', and lag- pont, U, alternately used for the tapping 
f' • l, ,.,._ In B1 ar n the, lag-pot , monnted on wheels. 
"h Wet r-ja ·k t r. t m i form cl of four large water-jackets made of riveted 
b i1 r-plat .', Th fr nt and a k j, cket are each provided with four tuyere-holes, 
hn tb fnrn, ce i w rk d with 0111 y, ix tny re . The uimen ions at the tuyeres ar 3 
by 5 fi t. b main , t ir n I late upport ha a broad, rnrtical flange, 0, incasing 
tb' ba . f th Ille 111~-. 
Th fnrna · i fi cl fr m tw fi d-hol . TI, op ned or ·lo ed by beet-iron lidiug 
cloor:. Th fi cl-b l , r plac cl in th .-ide wall· of thL furirnce, which corre pona. 
t th fr nt and 1 a ·I· wall of th r fnrn, . Th pr ur of b1a t u ed at smelter 
fr m fh- · j,,btb ·of< n in ·h t t n ir-rhth of an inch of mercury. The capric-
th htrN ~ a ·h tt fnruaC'r whi h ha, jn. t b n de cribecl, i 3 to 40 ton of O! e 
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per twenty-four hours. The manipulations of either furnace do not differ from tliose 
in use at other smelters. The shovels used are represented in Figs. 2 and 3, Plate 
XLIV, and the bars of bullion in Figs. 5 and 6, Plate XLV. 
Dust-chambers and ventilation.-ln Fig. 1, Plate XXXVI, is shown the geuernl 
system of condensation of lead fumes and of-ventilation of the furnace-room. The wn-
tilators V' V" V'" consist of large rectangular sheet-iron chimneys resting on the l>riek 
dust-chambers D' D'' D"'· They are open at their base on the side towards the furnaces 
to allow hot air to escape through them. Besides the ventilators each furnace is pro-
vhled with a hood and chimney in front of the furnace towards the slag-gutters. 
Furnace A is connected by means of sheet-iron flue F' with chambt·r D', divided 
into three sections, a, b, c, by means of !)artition walls iv, and tbe smoke escapes through 
the sheet-iron stack S. 
Furnace Bis similarly connected through flue F" with chamber D", divided into 
thrP-e sections, a', b', c', by means of walls w', the smoke escaping through sheet-iron 
stack S." 
Furnace C is connected by means of sheet-iron flue F"' with a brick chamber, d', 
8 feet high and 11 by 11 feet at base, resting on tue feeding-floor P' P 1• This chamber 
has an independent sheet-iron stack, S'. 
Furnace D communicates by means of sheet-iron flue F"' with chamber D'", 
divided into two sections a", b", and . the fumes circulate through the brick flue 0", 
25 feet long, and then ascend the square brick stack S'". Each seetion of the dust-
chambers is provided with sli<lillg doors d, for the extraction of the dust; those of 
sections e' and a" of chambers D" and D'" are in the arch-way 0. 
At smelter G flue-dust is mixed with argillaceous ores and resmelted. 
Smelting charges,-The following figures show the smelting performed b~· the .three 
small furnaces at smelter G from the 14th of J nue, 1879, to the 1st of J·anuary, 1880: 
Ore smelted, 24,094,177 :pounds= 12,047 tons, assaying 73-½ ounces silver; lead, 22 per cent. 
Dolomite, 1,521,085 pounds= 6.31 per cent. of ore smelted. 
Hematite, 2,872,G:35 pounds=- 11.92 per cent. of ore smelted. 
Coke, 1,988,110 pounds= 8.25 per cent. of ore smelted ( Fuel = 24.5 per cent. of 
Charcoal, 3,916,257 pounds= lG.2;:, per cent. of ore smelted 5 smeltec1. 
ore 
The contents were: Siker, 885,-!54 ounces; lead, 5,300,719 pounds. The products 
amounted to: Silver, 866,666 ounces; lea<l, 4,169,823 pournls. 
The loss in silver was 2.12 per cent. and in lead 15.67 per cent. 
The average price paid per ton of ore was $66.15. 
'rhe bullion produced each day, 121 tons. 
SMELTER H. 
Disposition of works.-Smelter His the most important smelter of Big Evans gulch. 
These works are iu close proximity to the important mines of Fryer Hill, and the ores 
they receiYe comprise some of the richest in lead, gold, and silrnr. The bullion extracted 
there is also generally very rich in silver. The works are providell with a laboratory 
in which the ores are assayed., chiefly by scorification, but some inines require also th~ 
crucible assay. The crucible assays of ore for silver and of ores and slags for lead are 
made onlJT with reducing flux, and no iron rods are used for the reduction of sulphurets 
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and ar eniuret . 1rhe a says for iron and gangue are made as usual, although the 
solution of or are not evaporated to recover soluble silica and the estimation of 
moi tore i made in a very rough way. 
The pecific gravity of slag is taken from day to day for each furnace by means 
of the Jolly pecific-gravity balance, already described, which is figured in Plate 
XVIII. This operation is of no more advantage at smelter H than at smelter B, 
and here, a there, the slags thrown away are the richest of the camp, both in lead autl 
ilv-er. 
The ore-bed are made to contain equal parts of iron and gangue, and the slags 
thu formed are slightly acid. This plan, which is recommended in Leadville, and 
which i gaining the confidence of smelters, should be condemned theoretically, and 
practice prove that theory is correct. It results, from the examination of slags made 
in the laboratory of the Survey, that the so-called acid slags are richer in lead and 
il\Ter than the more basic ones. But the chief defect of this plan is that an insufficient 
quantity of iron is reduced, and that very large quantities of sulphuret accretions and_ 
unreduced galena are formed, interfering seriously with the working of the furnace. 
In the opinion of the writer the center of gravity of smelting operations, so to speak, 
bould be periodically displaced, and alternate acid and basic charges should be used, 
for the inconv nience inherent in the use of these mixtures are precisely of an oppo-
ite character and calculated to counterbalance or destroy each other. At smelters C 
and G, where smelting is conducted on scientific principles, the mixtures are carefully 
made to corr pond to singulo-silicate slags, which might be called neutral, so that the 
final re. ult i the same as the one proposed. 
The quantity of matte formed at smelter His about 20 pounds per ton of ore, or 
1 per cent. The e matte are roa tecl in heaps and resmelted; but it will be seen that 
thi mode of treatment i ba<l, and that much silver is lost during ihe roasting. 
The method of bullfon assay, which is the one in general use in Leadville, is as 
follow : 
m (facing the furnace) i the engine and bla t room. 
f p un 1 to the uare inch, upply a powerful 
i nr aker blower , one Blake cru b r, one 
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set of Cornish rolls, and the pump. The works are also provided with a small me-
chanics' shop. The slag-heap at this as well as ~!t all the smelters on Big Evans gulch 
encroaches on the bed of the creek. The smelting capacity of tbe works is about 
sixty-five tons of ore per twenty-four hours. 
Furnaces.-At smelter H there are three furnaces of the Piltz pattern, constructed 
by Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, of Chicago. These furnaces, which have already been 
describell in the general description of the furnaces, and which are also successfully 
at work at smelter B, are represented in perspective Yiew, Fig. 1, Plate XXXVII. 
This sketch was drawn for the purpose of giving a correct idea of the general appear-
ance of these furnaces, which cannot be obtained. at a glance from the elevation and 
section alone. In this sketch the crucible A, with its frame of cast-iron plates, as well 
as the frame of the lead siphon-tap L and of the fore-hearth X', is clearly seen. The 
cast-iron pillars P, with their capitals and brackets and the two slag-gutters U, are 
visible. Likewise the riveted wrought-iron boiler-plate water-jackets B, the fire-brick 
bre"ast V, arid the tymp-stone and tap-hole Z. The main cast-iron support O, with its 
vertical flange 0', supported by .the brackets r, the induction-pipe I, and the wrought-
iron casing J' around the masonry, are also visible. 
The same furnaces are represented in vertical section in Fig. 2, Plate XXXVII, 
showing the steep-lining of the hearth and fore-hearth X', the siphon L', the space b, 
between the water-jackets and the masonry, filled with fire-brick, and the fire-brick 
lining 0' of the furnace. 
Fig. 2 shows also the arrangement adopted at smelter H for the tapping of slag. 
The slag runs into a cast-iron slag-pot, V', proYided with a spout, U', and live charcoal 
in large pieces is kept owr the molten slag to prevent it from cooling. Any bullion 
mechanically carried away falls at the bottom of the -pot V', which is cleared of its con-
tents from time to time. The slag thus freed from bullion runs into the ordinary ~lag. 
pot B', mounted on wheels. 
This arrangement is evidently excellent, but is only necessitated by some defect 
in the lining of the dam, for in well-lined furnaces no bullion can escape, thus render-
ing the use of an intermediate slag-pot unnecessary; this is proved by t,he fact that 
s1ags never contain any metallic grains, no matter from what part of the cake the 
specimen is taken. 
Fig. 2 shows also the connection. by means of the sheet-iron flue F' of ,tbe chim-
ney .E, of the furnace with the sheet-iron chamber D', resting on the feeding-floor P', 
used to catch lead-dust. At d' is seen one of the doors of this chamber, through which 
the dust is extracte<l. The small furnaces which have just been described are worked 
with six tu.vere8, 2½ inches at the nozzle, and their smelting capacity is 16 to 18 tons of 
ore per twenty-four hours for each furnace. 
Besides the three Piltz furnaces, smelter H has a large Raschette furnace, which 
was formerly run at ~melter L. The smelting capacity of this furnace is 25 tons of ore 
in twenty-four hours. ~[be internal dimensions of the crucible are 5 by 3 feet. The 
hearth is lined with steep and the furnace is supported on four cast-iron pillars, like the 
square furnaces of similar construction already described. The water-jncket system is 
rather complicated and is formed of one front and one back jacket, made of wrought-iron 
riveted boiler-plates, with five cast-iron water-jackets on each side. This plan, as has 
been observed before, is not good, and at the time this report was made the water-
jacket system was under repair. The difference of dilation of the two metals is always 
/ 
• 
,, 
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a · nrc f trouble and the plan hould be condemned altogether. The furnace is 
work d with nin tnJ·ere , 3 inches in diameter at the nozzle, inserted, as usual, in the 
wat r-jack t ; one f the tuyere i" placed in the back jacket and four on each side. 
Ea h jack ti uot only prodded with inlet and outlet 1,ipes for the circulation of 
wat r, but a g n ral circulation has been established between all the jackets b_y means 
of pip ·crew d into them at the base and communicating with one another. 
Dust-chambers. -The SJ stern of condensation of lead fumes adopted at this smelter 
i · voor, and 'leading" is consequently of frequeut occurrence. The four furnaces 
are connected by mean of the sheet-iron flues Fi JFii pm Fiv with the sheet-iron 
chamber JJl, c unected by means of the brick flue N with the stack F (in Fig. 1, Plate 
XXXVIII). The sheet-iron chamber bas already been seen in transverse elevation 
(Fig.~, Plate XXXVII). Neither chamber JJf nor N is divided into sections, so that 
the conden ation of fumes is very imperfect. Both chambers are provided, as usual, 
with liding doors d for the extraction of the dust. 
At melter H, flue-dust is mixed with Hibernia ore (an argillaceous ore contain-
ing no lead) and introduced afterwarus into the composition of ore-beds. 
SMELTER I. 
Smelt r l i er cteJ on the uorthern bank of California gulch, in a situa.tion so 
imilar to that of melter O that the general description of the latter applies word for 
word to th e work . The only peculiarity at Smelter I is that the furnace and feed-
ing-floor level are connected by a ,-ertical elevator use<l for hoisting slags to be 
re melt. d. Thi elevator is placed in the main building. The boilers are worked at 
a pr are of 70 pounds to the quare inch. The machinery consists of a, 60 horse-
p wer engin , two Baker blowers, one Blaike crusher, and the pump. 
The lag-pot are independent of the cars and are identical with those which 
bav be n tl cribe<l at smelter A. The smelting plant consists of two Piltz furnaces, 
identical in capacity, hape, and dimen ions, an<l constructed by Messrs. Fraser & 
balm r . The furnace are ·imilar to furnaces of the same pattern used at smelt-
er' and II, but hav onl,y one lag-spout. The water-jacket8 B also a.re made in 
hut tw e ti n , nd the frame of tll crucible of four cast-irou plates, segments of a 
circl '· On f th e furnac .::, i llown in elevation in Fig. 2, Plate XL V. It may be 
' n tba . •a ·11 Bak r low r, W, i iu dir ct communication with the induct.ion-pipe I, 
the ' 11 •ral , · ·tem f connecting all th blowers with a main blast-pipe not being in 
h•r. 
' h • 'Y t m f c n len ation of l ad fume con i t of a sheet-iron box, D', 8 
f •t and 1 fi• hi<rll pr -viu d with a heet-irou tack, F. Each furnace is con-
n ·t l 1: m •au · f 11 ·et-ir n flu , F', witll a imilar chamber, from which the dust 
i . tra · cl tlir n°·h hiwr d cl or d'. Th amount of flue-dust caught in both cham. 
b r. i' , 1 r: t u · I r w k. Tb du t i mix d with milk of lime, the mixture is 
<lri ·<l au<l tu 11 r m It ,1 r, dually witll the m ltiug clrn,rg-e. 
'fh ;m ltin"' ·ap,1 ·ir · of th work.· i a nt 4 ton, p r twenty-four hours. 
• ·~rnLTr...R J, 
the onthwe teru bank of 
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placed in the rear of the works. The works had ceased running at the time this report 
was made, but they deserve a description chiefly on account of the well-constructed 
brick dust-chamber with which the furnaces are connected. 
The smelting plant consists of one Piltz furnace, worked with six tr~yeres, and 
constructed by Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers. The diameter at the base of the water-
jacket is 40 inches, and the furnace is similar in every respect to the Piltz furnaces used 
at other smelters. Besides the Piltz furnace there is a Raschette furnace, charged 
through two feed-holes, and almost identical in proportion and capacity with the Ra-
schette furnace used at smelter H. The water-jackets, all made of cast iron, are 
thirteen in number: one in front, two at the back, and five on each side. The internal 
dimensions at the tuyeres are 5 by 3 feet and the furnace is worked with nine tuyeres. 
Both furnaces are connected with a dust-chamber placed immediately below the 
feeding-floor. This chamber is built entirely of red brick. · 
The plan of this chamber is given in Fig. 2, Plate XL, showing the brick cham-
ber JJ', the brick flues N N', communicating with the sheet-iron stack F. In this plan 
.A represents the Piltz furnace and B the Raschette furnace. The same chamber is 
represented in elevation in Fig. 1. The two sliding doors through which dust is 
cleared away are placed at d. The capacity of the works is 40 to1is per twenty-four 
hours. The machinery consists of a 50 horse-power engine, two Baker blowers, one 
Blake crusher, and one set of Cornish rolls. The charges are weighed, as at all the 
other smelters, on scales placed on the feeding-floor. The slag-pots used are mounted 
on wheels. 
SMELTER K. 
Smelter K is the smallest smelter of Big Evans gulch, and has only one furnace, 
which was not running at the time tuis report was made. These works are, on a min-
iature scale, disposed exactly like smelters H and ·J, and they have this point in com-
mon with smelter H, that intermediate slag-pots are used for catching any bullion 
mechanically carried away. The furnace is a Piltz pattern furnace 40 inches in diam-
eter at the base of the water-jackets, and worked with six tuyeres, 2¼ inches in diameter 
at the nozzle. The capacity of the works is 18 to 20 tons per t wenty-four hours. 
This smelter affords an opportunity for showing the plant and manual labor required 
to work one furnace. At these works the manual labor was represented by-
P ay per L ength of 
diem. shift. 
Hours. 
1 foreman ...........• . $5 00 12 
2 head smelters ....... 4 00 12 
2 feeders .............. 3 00 12 
2 helpers ......... . .. . 3 00 12 
2 engineers ....... . ... 3 00 12 
8 day laborers ....... . 2 50 10 
4 staff officers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......•. . 
The plant, supplied by Messrs. Fraser & Ohalmer~, of Chicago, consists of-
One Piltz furnace, 40 inches diameter at the water-jackets. · 
One tubular steam-boiler, 48 inches in diameter and 14 feet long. (This boiler is 
sufficient for two furnaces.) 
MON XII--44 
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One tationary steam engine (c)linder 12 by 18 inches). 
One .... To. 5 Baker blower, with mercury gauge. 
One complete set of blast and induction pipes, with hose and tuyeres 
One Blake crusher (opening between the jaws, 10 by 7 inches). 
One set of Cornish rolls, 16 by 10 inches. 
Eight. lag-pot , mounted on wheels or on independent cars. 
ix lead-ladle . 
Eighteen lead-mold~, with name of smelting firm at bottom, for branding bullion. 
Two No. 4½ sheet-iron mining-barrows for fuel. · 
Thirty-five steel furnace-bars, from! inch to 1¼ inches. 
To this must be added either a sheet-iron dust-chamber, 8 by 8 by 10 feet, con-
tructed by l\Iessrs. Fraser & Chalmers, or else a convenient brick chamber placed 
under the feeding floor; a 10-ton Fairbanks platform scale, and several ore-barrows, 
shovel , etc., and a water-tank for feeding the water-jackets of the furnace. 
S:'IIELTER L. 
Smelter L is the Little Chief smelter which stood on Fryer Hill, above the Little 
Chief mine, and which has been pulled down, owing to the sinking of the ground upon 
wl.tich it wa erected. The Little Chief smelter ran only on Little Chief ore, and its 
ore-room was connected with the shaft of the mine by a railroad track, upon which 
the loaded mine-car were rnn. 
The capacity of smelter Lin tons of ore per twenty-four hours was 35 tons, which 
w r melted with dolomite and hematite in the Raschette furnace now at work at 
melter H. l\fore ows were found at this smelter than at any other, showing that the 
lag were ba ic. 
During the year ending June 1, 1880, 5,500 tons of ore were smelted, producing 
760 ton of bullion. The plant consisted of a 40 horse-power engine (cylinder, 16 by 
24 in be ) and a boiler, 4 inche by 14 feet, constructed by Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers; 
n -To. 5 Baker lower; one Blake crusher, 15 by 9 inches between the jaws; and the 
furnac pr vion ly de crihecl. The slags at this smelter are remarkable for the ab-
f titanic acid . 
MELTER l\I. 
Th work, , the fir t that were erected in Leadville, were being pulled down at 
time thi r port wa made. They were itnated immediat~ly outside of the city 
of L ad dlle at the junction of th upper and lower district roads of California gulch. 
11.i , llott l pac for th lag-heap between the works and the lower road was soon 
fill cl up, an th 1, g h cl to be wheeled up at the back of the works on a level with 
th fe cling-flo r. The e la , ar unlike any other produced in or near Leadville. 
Th · ar c ar. · -gr in 1, with a dull fracture, extremely den e, aud contain an enor-
m n quc utity of lead and , ih-er . 
• A ..n pportunity wa · affi r l d of a. aying a few of the ores which were in th 
iu aft r thi · ·m lt r c a· d running. Th ir content in ]eacl and ilver were as fol-
l 
L a .... per c nt .. 1 .. 
il, r . .... om . . . 34. 
. 7 
6 .25 
0.9 
70.4 
20 . 
45.5 
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Smelter M had but one square furnace, of the Raschette pattern, entirely sheathed 
in an iron jacket. The water-jacket system was formed of four wrought-iron riveted-
plate jackets, provided with seven tnyere-holes~ The lining of the crucible was made 
of steep. The dimensions at the tuyere were 5 by 2 feet. In Fig. 2, Plate XX.XIII, 
is seen the peculiar dust-chamber which was used at this smelter. The stack E of the 
furnace was connected by means of the sheet-iron flue F with the cylindrical sheet-
iron chamber D', placed high above the feeding-floor and outside of the main build-
ing. This chamber was provided with a stack F, and the fumes were compelled to cir-
culate by me~ns of tbe two sheet-iron cones it, y z, suspe:Q.ded to the stack F by means 
of ~ chain q, y. The chamb~r was provided with a sliding valve S, for the extraction 
of the dust, which fell throqgµ the pipe z into a wooden box, placed on a level with the 
feeding-floor. · 
The smelting capacity of the works was 30 tons of ore per twenty-four hours. 
SMELTER N. 
Smelter N, situated in Malta, at the end of Qaliforijia gulch, was the first smelter 
erected in Lake County, and was built in 1875. This smelter, whic~ was not running 
at the time this report was made, has been started anew. Tlle works are divid~d 
into several levels. The well from which the wa,ter was pumped into th.e water-jackets 
of the furnace stands in the furnace-room. The furna,ce, the only one used at these 
works, has the same shape a,nd c~pacity as the fur,nace described at smelter M, and 
is also entirely sheathed in an iron jacket. 
The engine is of 30 horse-power, driving one ~o. 4 Bak{}r blower, one Blake 
crusher (10 by 7 feet), and the pumps. 
Eighteen men and four officers are in charge of the works. 
Smelter N is placed a few yards from the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad track, 
and is connected with it by a siding. 
SMELTER 0 . 
This smelter is also situated in Malta, at the end of California gulch, and a short 
distance south of smelter N. 
Smelter O bas two furnaces of the Piltz pattern, oval in shape and similar to 
the oval furnace used at smelter E. These works have long since ceased running. 
SMELTER P. 
Smelter P is the Adelaide smelter, which was situated near the mine in Stray 
Horse gulch, at the north end of Iron Hill. It also ceased running long ago for want 
of ore. Its furnace bas since been purchased and removed, and is now running at one 
of the smelters in Big Evans gulch. 
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SECTION IV. 
PRODUCTS OF SMELTING. 
BULLION. 
Sale of bullion.-In Leadville bullion is generally sold to agents of Eastern re-
fineries, who pay for its transportation from the camp to the East. The cost of trans-
portation varies, according to distance, from $27 to $35 per ton. 
The price of lead in bullion at Leadville has varied during the year ending 
June 1, 1880, from $30 to $78 per ton. The average price bas been from $60 to $72 
per ton. 
Sometimes bullion is paid for at New York quotations, with a deduction of 3 
cents per ounce of ilver and of $14 to $15 per ton of bullion for the refining charges. 
In other ca es, the refiners' charges are 3 ounces of silver and 5 per cent., or 100 pounds · 
of lead per ton of bullion. 
When the melting works of Leadville are branch establishments of large eastern 
refinerie , private arrangements are made b,~pween the main works and its branch. 
When bullion is shipped to refineries to·be desilverized for account of the smelting 
:firm, the melters pay for the transportation of bullion from the camp to the refinery. 
In thi in tance the agreement between smelters and refiners is shown in the following 
mouel of bullion invoice. 
NAME OF SMELTING FIRM. 
L eadville, Colorado. 
Invoic of bullion, No . . . .. • 
Cnr lot ..... . l>ars . . . ... weighing . . . ... lbs. shipped . . . . ... ..... 181?- . 
A ~ay p r ton (2,000 lb .) . . . •• ••• . •.... ozs. silver. Now York quotations ..... • .. day ship,ped. 
To 1 oz . silver, . ... . . .. le s .. .... . . ozs. per ton in refining, .... . .. . ozs., @ • •• ••••• per oz., $ . • •..•• . 
Total lbi!.l ad, . ...... , le . . . . .. . per cent. lo tin refining, . .. .... lbs., @ ••• • •••• per lb., $ . • . ..•• • 
Value of lead and sil,er . . .... ... .. .......... .. .. . . . . . ... •.. ..... $ . •• .• ••. 
D lu t fr i"ht o . .. . ...• •• .. . . , .. . . ... : co t of refining per ton,$. ... . ... $ . ••• . ••. 
T t ,ala of bipment .... . .. ... ... .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .... '. .$ · · · · · · · · 
D <lu t ... ... . ..... , J0 ,6 ofn tvalu . .. . .. ...... . .......... .. ... . . . . .... . . . ...... . .... .. ..... .• . ••. ... .. ... $ . •• . .•. . 
Amount for which draft may be made . . . .. ........ ... . . . .. .. . . .. . $ .• •. .• •. 
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Table VII will be found the weekly production of the different smelters, their weekly 
or monthly shipments, with the weight and average assay of bullion for the dates 
indicated. 
TABLE VII.-Shiprnent of bullion. 
Weekly production. Weekly or monthly shipments. 
Smelter. \ N b A v;erage ~otal A veraie For week end- For month 
ons. ing- ofba!'s. bars. . bars. silver. "' 
T IForweekend· um er weight of weight of tenor m incr- of-
-----------1---:-----,------------- ··-
Pounds. Tons. Ozs. to ton. 
Harrison Reduction Works ... . ... 24 Dec. 18, 1879 6,125 85 ;i6o 324 1·············· July, 1880 Grant ..........•..•....•...•..•.. 145 Jan. 8, 1880 17, ltiO 100 858 326 ·····--------· Do. 
Leadville ......................... 21 Dee. 4, 1879 420 100 21 205 Dec. 4, 1879 
La Plata ...••.......•....•..•..... 89 Jan. 8, 1880 3,990 I 100 19&½ 178 -- -··----·--·· Do. 
American .....••........•••.•••••. 15 .••. do ...•••. 569 100 28½ 258 Dec. 25, 1879 
Billing & Eilers ..••••..•.......... 90 ..•. do ....... 5,300 98 259 136 ------- · ······ Do. 
California .......•• . ............•. 20 ..•. do ....••. 1,075 ioo 53¾ 218 -------------- Do. 
Malta ....................•.••...•. 14 Dec. 18, 1879 218 102 11¼ 314 Dec. 29, 1879 
Lizzie .... .. ......... . .•.......... 22 Jan. 8, 1880 335 103 17¼ 338 . •• . do .....•. 
Little Chief . .........••.••..•...•. 25 .••. do ...•... 1,045 100 52¼ 370 . ••. do .•••••• 
Ohio and Missouri. ..........•.••. 20 ..•. do . ..•... 2,836 100 141½ 443 
-------------· 
Do. 
Cumming & Finn .................... 50 .••. do ....••. 3,600 100 180 314 -------------- Do. 
Gage, Hagaman & Co .......•.•••. 30 ..•. do ....... 475 100 31 445 Dec. 29, 1879 
Raym.ond, Sherman & McKay .••. 23 Dec. 18, 1879 470 100 23½ 250 . •.. do ..••••. 
Elgin ............•.•...••...•..... 40 Jan. 8, 1880 2,330 100 111½ 297 . ................. Do. 
Total and averages ......... 628 ................. 
------·---
99.20 ............. 294.4 
Composition of bullion.-The quality of bullion differs a good deal from smelter to 
smelter, and from day to day at each smelter, but the former difference is more sensi-
ble than the latter. At some works bullion is soft, with a clear surface; at others, more 
or less hard, with a scummy surface. The difference in the quality of bullion is due 
less to the difference in composition of the ores, which are sensibly the same, than to 
the care with which smelting is carried on. The same furnaces and the same ores 
will yield coarse or partly refined bullion, according to the rapidity with which the. 
furnaces run, but chiefly according to the quantity of iron reduced during the opera-
tion, this metal being an excellent refining agent. 
The charges for refining bullion being greater for coarse than for soft metal, it is 
quite evident that the smelters have a direct interest in obtaining from their furnaces 
a metal as refined as possible. The best smelting works of Leadville obtain a bullion 
of very fair quality. 
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Analyses.-The writer has made in the laboratory of the Survey the two following 
analy e of bullion : 
A.nalysi XXII.-Specimen of bullion taken from the furnace at . the La Plata 
smelter. Thi bullion is soft, with a clean surface. · . 
Analysis XXIII.-Mixture of equal parts of bullion from the following smelters : 
Names of smelters. Remarks. 
Billing & Eilers ..........•.•.. Sample from one car-load, weighing about 11 tons; soft, with a c1ean sur-
face. ~ . 
Cumming & Finn .. _ ••...• _ •.. Sample fr(jm one car-load, weighing about 10 tons; somewhat bard, with 
clean surface. 
California. ..•.••...••......•.. One specimen from one furnace. 
Elgin ........................ One specimen from one furnace. 
Grant .••.•....••..••...•.•••. Two specimens from two furnaces. 
Gage, Hagaman & Co ......... Sample from one car load shipped in December, 1879. 
Harrison .•••.•..•••.......•.. One specimen from one furnace. 
La Plata .•••••...•........••.. One specimen from one furnace. 
Ohio and Missouri .•.••..••... One specimen from one furnace. 
A...~ALYSES XXII AND XXIII. BULLION. 
Lead (by difference) ..•..........••.•. 
Silver .......•......................... 
Gold .........................•.••..... 
Copper .. ......... . .... . .••........... 
Tin ...............•...........•....... 
Bismuth .... ............... . ......... . 
Arsenic .............................. . 
Antimony ........................... . 
Iron ... .....•....••............••. .. .. 
Zinc ................................. . 
Cadmium ........................... .. 
Sulphur . ............. .. ............. . 
Ounces of silver to the ton .......... . 
Oances of gold to the ton . ........... . 
XXII. 
99. 0798240 
o. 6112445 
0. 0000888 
o. 0479100 
Faint trace 
Faint trace 
0. 0:!91365 
0. 2138940 
0. 0063000 
o. 0016052 
Faint h'aoe . 
None 
100. 0000000 
178. 275 
0. 026 
XXIII. 
98. 492379 
0. 793417 
0. 000891 
0. 071450 
o. 000897 
o. 011791 
0. 219528 
o. 347881 
0. 012600 
0. 000232 
Faint trace 
o. 048934 
100. 000000 
231. 408 
0. 260 
Discusslon.-Analy i XX.III enabled the writer to detect the presence of a great 
number of meta , ome of which, like tin, were not even suspected to exist in Lead-
ville, ina much a the ample analyzed represents ores from nearly every mine in the 
r gion. While inv tigating thi sample of bullion it was observed that part of the 
il er exi there in the tate of ulphide. Some of the lead, as might be anticipated, 
i a o in the tate of sulphide. Thi i very ea ily demonstrated in the following 
mann r: The bu11ion i di olved in weak nitric acid; the unattacked residue is both 
. llow and lack. The yellow portion is ulphur from sulphide of lead, which is easily 
attacked b weak nitric acid wi h eparation of sulphur; the black portion is formed of 
ulphid of ilv r, which i not touched by weak nitric acid. Neither the relative pro-
p rtion of ilver xi ting in bullion in the metallic tate, nor the amount of lead as sul. 
l bj w 1 t rmin d cau thi kind of re earcb would have led too far; but it 
w ul l m to 1 uffi i nt t call th a tention of melter and refiners to the fact. 
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Assays of bullion.-The following assays show the varying proportions of gold and 
Rilv:er in the bullion. The specimens assayed are those which had been mixed for 
analyses: 
~ 
I 
11 Bullion. 
Location. Smelter. 
:;ilver. Gold. 
I 
Oimces to ton. Ounces to ton. 
California gnloh ..•. I 
Billing & Eilers .••••. 87. 2817 0.1423 
California ..•.......••. 216. 2267 0. 0233 
Grant ............•.... 325.1550 Faint trace 
' l Grant ............••.•. 368. 5000 Faint trace Harrison ... . .....••... 132. 9417 0. 3933 
La Plata .•......•••••. 178. 2750 0. 0260 
Average .....•••. 
························ ! 218. 0033 0. 081 
( Cumming & Finn .... 366. 8787 1. 1223 
I Elgin ...•..•••...•••.. 245. 9750 0.1500 
Big Evans gulch_ •.. < Gage, Hagaman & Co .. 127. 2517 0. 0833 l Ohio and Missouri .••. 205. 5984 0. 6566 1 
Average ..•...... 
············ ............ 1 251. 4255 0. 503 
Thus it will be noticed that the bullion produced in Big Evans gulch is generally 
richer in gold than that of California gulch. 
Assays of bullion 'ntade at Messrs. Cumming <f Finn's smeltm· in August, 1880. 
[Each assay represents a car:load of 10 tons of bullion.] 
Silver. Gold. 
Ounces to ton. Ounces to ton. 
No.I. ................ . 
No.2 ................. . 
No.3 . ............ .. .. . 
327. 9 
301. 5 
338. 25 
o. 0415 
None 
None 
(Hadelberg.) 
Daily asBays of bullion made at one of the smelters in Leadville 
[Each ass~y represents the bullion extracted in 24 hours. I 
Dates. 
1880. 
May 30 . ..................••••. 
May31. ...................... . 
Junel ....................... . 
June 2· ................ . ..... .. 
June 3 ....................... . 
June4 ....................... . 
June6 ....................... . 
June7 ....................... . 
Junes ................. ... ... . 
June9 ....................... . 
June 10 ..................... .. 
June 11 .... ..............•..•. 
June 12 . .•••..•..••........... 
Silver. I Gold. 
Ounces to ton. I Ounces to ton. 
314. 25 I 1.1 
289. 70 1. 3 
281. 57 1. 75 
266. 675 1. 325 
26~22 1.10 
275. 60 
357.175 
414. 46 
443. 85 
318. 90 
322. 4625 
284. 5 
278.0 
0. 65 
0. 50 
·t 20 
0.15 
0.10 
0. 0375 
None 
None 
----------• .....!... ____ ____! -------
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Skimmings.-The following is an analysis of skimmings collected in the siphon-tap 
or lead-pot of one of the furnaces at the Grant smelter; it is interesting because it con-
tain , in concentrated form, the metals which exist only in sma!l quant,ity in the bullion, 
and thu more certainly proves their existence: • 
.ANALYSIS XXIV. SKIMMINGS. 
Lead ... - .•.... --..• - - - , . - - - - - · - - - - - · - - - - - -- - - · · · - · · · · · • · · - · · - - · · · • - • • • 
ilver .. _.. . .•. - .......• - - ..• -•...•. - ..•. -..•.. - -- -- -- - . - - - - - - - - . - - - - -
Copper ........... _ .................. ~ ~ .............•.•......•••.•••••. 
Bismuth ....•...••.........•...•••. --~· ..........................•.•••. 
Iron .......•.........••••..••••....••........... _ ........• _ •. ___ ..•••• _ 
~7.9172 
0.8657 · 
0.0:159 
0.0160 
0.4249 
Cobalt ..........•.•..••••.... _.. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • • 0. 0087 
Nickel .......•••••...•.............•••.....•........•••..•••••..• _ •.. Faint trace 
Zinc .............................. _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0158 
.Ar enic ..........•..•............•••.... _.. . . • • . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.187fi 
Antiwony ...•.. .•.••. ...... .•••.. ...... ...•.. ..••.. .••••• ...... ..•.•.. 0.1147 
Tin .............••... _ ......•...... _ ..... _ .. _ . _ • . . . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • • . . . . 0. 0095 
ulphur .... .•.. .... .•..•. ...... ....•. ....•• .•••.. •••••. .•... ...... .... 3.3400 
Oxygen and loss (by difference)........................................ 1.0641 
100.0000 
ilver, 252.5 ounces to the ton. Gold., not a trace . 
. Discussion.-In the skimmings, as in the bullion itself, part of the silver and 
ome lead exi t in the state of sulphides; in fact, the skimmings are peculiar a1loys 
of metal , ulphides, and oxides. .Although it was known from the analyses of tM 
ore by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand, and of the hematites by the writer, that cobalt was 
I re ent in the smelting charge, the writer was extremely surprised not to find this 
metal concentrated iu the speiss or in ans of the other furnace products, mattes, accre-
tion , etc. The preceding analyses show that it is in the skimmings that it must be 
1 oked for. Thi curiou fact illustrates a most interesting case of separation of nickel 
fr m cobalt by the dry way, aud by a method hitherto unknown and unsuspected. 
ickel, a will be een, is concentrated iu the speiss, and cobalt accompanies the bullion, 
from which it can ea ily be eparated by the simple process of skimming. There would 
e m to b n l'ea on wh this imple process should not be used in the metallurgy of 
nickel and b lt · for no cobalt i. found either in speiss or bullion. When the skim-
miu are up 11 d, th pre 'ence of cobalt is revealed by the formation of blue specks 
f I ho phat f zinc and cobalt. This phenomenon is so rarely seen that it should 
pa unnoticed here. 
Tll kimmin ar covered with a cry talline, yellowish-black scum, from which 
parate<l. When they are broken to pieces, the pieces are crystalline, 
itli , whit tallic lu ter, imilar to lead. These pieces flatten under the hammer, 
ut th tl tt ned p rtion are very brittle, with a crystalline structure and a blackish 
1 r <lu t mall but very di tinct cry tals of galena. 
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Losses.-The loss of lead and silver in smelting is thus estimated at the different 
smelters: 
I 
B . . c. D. E. F. G. H. I A. i 
---------
------
------
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Po1· cent. Per cent. 
Loss oflead ........... 10 to 15 10 to 15 5 to 15 13 7 to 10 12 to 15 12 9 to 14 
Loss of silver ......... 2. 5 to 5 5 5 to 12 1. 5 3 None 3 3 to 5 
The average loss is: Lead, 11.68 per cent.; silver, 3. 59 per cent. 
Part of the-loss in both lead and silver is recovered in the smelting of the lead 
fumes. 
Bullion capacity of smelters.-The charges contain on an average 20 per cent. of 
lead, of which 88 per cent. is extracted in the state of bullion; hence it is easy to 
calculate the bullion capacity of each smelter, as is done in the following table: 
Smelter. 
A ...... •... • .. .. , .•••••.. 
TABLE VIII.:--Bullion capacity of smelters. 
No. of No. of Total No. of W . ht Toja~weight Lead in 
furnaces charges each charges per of ~:ch o r~:r:es charges (20 
running. ¥i~;hi~~f twh~tr;!~ur charge. twenty.four per hcen1 t). of hours. w O e · 
Lead in bullion 
(88 per cent. of 
lead goes into 
bullion.) 
Pounds. Pounds. I Pounds. Pounds. Tons. 
2 300 600 200 120, 000 24, 000 21, 120 10½ 
----1-----·:----------------------
B .. ................. . . ,. { 6 88 3 150 
528 
450 
700 
700 
369,600 
315,000 
Total ....................................... .. 978 ......... . 684,600 136, 920 120, 489 60¼ 
C •••••••••••.•••.•••..••. 100 200 920 184, 000 36,800 32,384 16~ 
D ........... ......... . . . 60 120 1, 000 120, 000 24,000 21,120 
----1-----·l------1-
100 100 880 38, 000 
175 175 380 66,500 E .. ..... ............. .... { 
Total . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . 275 . • • • • • . • • . 104, 500 20, 900 18, 392 9¼ 
___________ , _____ , ___ ------1-----1--·--·1---F....................... . 2 65 130 780 101,400 20,280 17,846 Bio-
l 96 96 790 75,840 
2 76 152 790 120, 080 
1 70 70 790 55, 300 
G ..................•..... { 
Total ................ . .. .................... . . 318 ..•....••. 251, 220 50, 244 44, 215 22-i\ 
----------1------j-----1-----1- ----1-----1---1 
R. ~~;~·:::::::::: :: : : : : : ! ...... : .. 1 ....... : . ]~ .. ---~-=- .... ? i--:-:,-::-:-:-1 40,040 35,235 17¾ 
Tons. 
Total amount of bullion extracted during twenty-four hours (weight of silver and other impurities being neglected).. 155¼ 
It has already been seen (Table IV) that the smelting capacity of the smelters in tons of ore is....................... 700 
Also, that the daily output of the mines is from 700 to 800 tons of ore, giving on an average. . . . • . . . . ••• • • • . • . . • • . • . . . . 750 
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Bullion production.-In Table IX are given the amount and value of gold, silver, 
and lead produced at the different smelters in the month of December 1880; also, iu 
the last column, the value of t,he total product for the year 1880. 
TABLE IX.-Bitllion production. 
I Silver contents. Gold contents. Lead Total value of Bullion contents. product. 
,Mpmonts I Smelter. for De. No. of No.of 
oombo,, o=oe• I Total Value. ounces Total Value. Value. For De· For year 1880
· per ton. weight. per ton. weight. cember. 1880. 
------------------
---
Poimds. Ounces. 0U?lCe8, Ounces. Ounces. 
American ............. 380,000 125 23,750 $26,720 
-------- ··---· ···· 
. -... --~ $17,033 $43,753 $299,126 
Billing & Eilers ..•.... J, 624,000 130 105,560 118,755 
·-···· ·· ··-·· ····· ---·- ·.·· 
72,693 191,448 2, 105, 7()1 
California ......•..... 441,720 197. 5 43,738 49,208 
-------· ---------- ·····-· · 
15,255 6{, 463 702,826 
Cumming & Finn .... 553,500 367. 5 101,808 114,534 
-------- ·······-·· --------
24,621 139,155 1,324,213 
Elgin ................. 187,575 175 16, 407 , 18,458 
·····---
.......... ....... . 8,395 26,853 462,439 
Gage, Hagaman & Co .. None None No11e None 
--------
.......... ......... None .......... . 213,697 
Grant .. . .. ..... .. •.... 1,180,000 242 142,780 160,628 .......... ............. 
·-···--· 
52,698 213,326 4,018,290 
Harrison .....•••...... 322,263 156 25,116 28,280 0.40 64.5 $1,280 14,431 43,991 917, 30i 
La Plata . ........ .. ... 895,920 162.5 73,010 78,761 ........ ........... .......... 40,120 118,881 2,316,310 
Leadville ............. None None None None ......... ........... ......... None ... - - -... 14,218 
Little Chief .......... None None None None ........... ............... ........ . None ...... , .. 109,072 
Lizzie . . . . . ........... None None None None .......... ............. .......... None 
·-- --·-·· 
63,691 
Malta . ............... . 127,316 83. 7 5,320 5,985 1.46 93. 0 1, 800 5, 715 1 13, 500 24, 362 
Onio and Missouri .... 157,057 327. 5 25,700 28,910 
········[ 6,995 35,905 
822,656 
Totals and averages. 5, 869, 351 j 191. 86 563, 189 1 630,239 ,== 157. 5 3,080 257, 956 1 891, 275 13,493,905 
I 
SLAG. 
Fire assays of slag, ,macle by J. E. Hardman in March, 1880. 
1-- Smalt,'.:_ - I L .. d. Silve,. 1 __ s_m_e_1_te_r. __ ~ __ L_e_a_d._-l _s_i_lv_e_r._ 
Percentage. Oz. to ton. Percentage. Oz. to ton. 
La Plata . ..... . . . 1.8 3 Leadville......... 11.5 10 
Do ......... .. . 4. 0 3 Billing & Eilers. . . 2. 5 3 
Do ........... . 11. 8 9 Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 3 3 
9. 5 4. 5 i American .....•.. ·1 1.1 1 
13. 2 5 Do . . . . • . . . . . • . . 0. 75 0 
I 
Californi:i, ........ . 
Grnnt ........... . 
Fire Msaya made at the C<tlifornia smelt 1· on California smelter slag froni February to May, 1880, by J. E. 
Harclman. 
I =•· pere~nc,: .. 1  2. 5 I , , I 1. 6 2. 8 0. 7 1. 5 0. 2 
14 I ilver, ounc ...... 1.0 0. 5 o. 5 0. 5 0.75 o. 5 1. 0 o. 5 . 25 
Le~d, perc nta"e . . . 2. 3 1. 0 1. 8 0. 7 3.0 1.0 1. 6 2. 0 0. 5 
ilv r, fr 
llv r, ounce . ...... 0.75 1 0. 5 o. 5 I o. 5 1.0 0. 0 0. 5 o. 5 o. 5 
'il ·er assays of Malta smeltei· slag, rnad-e by Robert Bunsen. 
t 1 ounce to th ton. 
I 
2. 2 
0. 5 
1. 5 
1. 0 
ASSAYS OF SLAG. 
Fire assays of slag, by Dr. M. W. Iles, made at Gmnt Brnelter. 
Smelter. 
Grant ..•••••...•••.. 
Billing ·& Eilers .•... 
Cumming & Finn .. 
Lead. Silver. 
Percentage. Oz. to ton. 
,4. 56 3. 00 I 
3. 75 3. 50 
2. 00 4. 75 
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The following table is of assays of slag and of corresponding bullion, made daily 
by the writer at one of the Leadville smelters, and represents the work done in each 
furnace in twenty-four hours. 
TABLE X.-Daily slag assays. 
Furnace Silver con-
No. Lead. Silver. tents of bullion. 
Percentage. Oz.per ton. Oz.per ton. 
May 30, 1880 .•...•.••. 1 6. 7 6.0 
2 3. 7 4. 5 
3 3. 7 4. 0 
Square furnace ... 4 4. 9 3. 5 
----
""""-
Average ....... __ ,, ______ 4. 7 4. 5 314. 25 
-----~- -- ----== May 31, 1880 .......... 1 5.6 6. 0 
2 2. 0 3. 5 
3 3.6 4.0 
4 3. 8 3. 0 
-·--
Average ........ 
··--· · --- -
3. 7 4.1 289. 70 
-
June 1, 1880 ......•..•. 1 6. 7 6. 0 
2 3. 7 3. 5 
3 3. 7 4. 0 
4 4. 9 3. 0 
Average .•...•.. .............. 4. 7 4.1 281. 57 
June 2, 1880 .....•...•. 1 5. 6 --6. 0 
2 2. 0 3. 5 
3 3. 6 4. 0 
4 3. 8 3. 0 
Average ........ .......... 3. 7 4.1 266. 67 
June 3, 1880 ........... 1 = 5. 2 4. 5 
2 2. 0 3.0 
' 3 3. 0 3. 0 
4 1.0 1. 5 
Average •••..••. 
----------
2.8 3.0 260. 22 
June 4, 1880 ..•.••.•••. 
--- ~ ·--1 4. 0 
2 2.0 3. 5 
3 2. 5 3. 5 
4 2. 5 3. 0 
Average ....... ............ . 2. 7 3.4 275. 60 
I 
" 
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TABLE X.-Daily slag assays-Continued. 
Furnace Lead. Silver. No. 
Silver con-
tents 
of bullion. 
Percenwge. Oz.per ton. Oz.per ton. 
June 5, 1880 ..••••...•. 1 2. l 2. 7 
2 2. 5 1. 9 
3 2. 9 3. 3 
4 3.0 3. 3 
-------
Average ........ 
······ ···· 
2. 6 2.8 . .............. 
---=-=== 
June 8, 1880 ........... 1 3. 5 3.2 
2 2. 5 2. 8 
3 2. 7 2. 5 
4 3.1 2.8 
Average ....... . 
-----·-··· 
2. 95 2. 8 443. 85 
June 9, 1880 .......••.. 1 3.4 2. 9 
2 4. 2 3. 5 
3 3.1 2.8 
4 2.8 2. 2 
Average ... . .... ........... . 3. 37 2. 8 318. 90 
June 10, 1880 .......... 1 3. 5 6.1 
2 2. 5 3. 85 
4 2. 5 3. 85 
Average ....... ........... . . 2. 8 4.6 322. 46 
June 11, 1880 ...... . .. . 4 3. 5 6.1 284. 5 
June 12, 1880 .......... 1 3. 8 3. 3 
2 2. 5 3. 0 
4 4. 7 4.1 
-
· Average ....... . . ,. ....... .. . . 3. 7 3. 5 278. 0 
The above figures show the influence of the numArous elements with which the 
melter ha to contend. The influence of the head smelter and of the furnace is indi-
cated J tlie fact that Furnace No. 1 gives nearly always the slag richest in lead and 
il er. Th influence of the ilver contents of the bullion is clearly seen in the cases 
in which the riche t lag correspond to the richest bullion. The overpowering in-
.flu nc of the compo ition of melting charges is forcibly indicated in the cases in 
which p r r lag corre pond to a richer bullion. 
Specific gravity of slag.-At Messrs Cumming & Finn's smelter the specific gravity 
f lag fr m ea h furnace i dAtermined daily. It results from a very great number of 
d t rmination made by the superintendent, Mr. MacFarlane, by means of the Jolly 
cific-gravity pring-balance, described in Section I, that the average specific gravity 
of la v ri b twe n 3.7 and 3.8. 
r. . Ile ha obtained an average of 3.691 from a hundred determinations 
ma eon unn nally fine run at the Grant smelter. 
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.ANALYSES XXV-XXIX.-Analyses of Leadville slag. 
=v.a I xxvr.a XXVII.a XXVIII.a XXIX.b 
Silica ....................... 28. 50 26. 45 39.100 30. 200 28. 20 
Protoxide of iron ........... 42. 20 37.11 39. 085 36.186 47. 07 
Peroxide of iron ............ 9. 50 7. 88 ----······ .............. . ........... 
Protoxide of manganese .... 5. 21 5. 20 5. 023 3. 813 7.13 
Alumina .................... o. 52 4. 29 0.849 4. 293 0. 89 
Lime ....................... 4. 50 8.38 8. 300 22. 800 7.10 
Magnesia ................... 3. 06 3. 23 3. 800 0.144. 3.46 
Oxide of lead ............... 6. 51 6.19 2. G49 2.355 5. 25 
Sulphur ............. ; ...... 0. 82 0. 55 1.194 o. 618 o. 90 
-------
100. 92 99. 28 100. 000 100.409 100. 00 
Lead by fire assay, per cent I 4. 5 ........... .............. 1. 25 ........... 
Silver, ounces to the ton .... 3. 0 ............ ............ 1.00 . ............ 
Specific gravity ............ · \ 3. 8 ........... ............. 3. 58 ---------· 
a Iles. bHardman. 
Analyses Nos. XXV and XXVI, made by Dr. M. W. Iles, are of Grant's old slags 
of the singulo-silicate type. 
Analysis No. XXVII, made by Dr. M. W. Iles, is of a slag now made at the 
Grant smelter. It belongs to the acid type. 
Analysis No. XXVIII, made by Dr. M. W. Iles, is that of a slag of the singulo-
silicate type, made at Messrs. Billing & Eilers's smelter, with pure arragonite instead 
of dolomite. It is remarkable for its large percentage of lime. 
Analysis No. XXIX is of a slag of the singulo-silicate type, made at the California 
works, and analyzed by Mr. J. E. Hardman. 
From the preceding figures it will be seen that the composition of slags is well 
understood in Leadville, although some obscure points, such as their magnetic prop-
erties and the state in which sulphur exists in them, need elucidation, and although 
some metals always present in slags, such as zinc, and substances such as phosphoric 
and titanic acids, are not reported. 
Special researches on slags made in the laboratory of the Survey. -The word slag seems 
appropriate to designate the strange products which flow from the blast furnaces 
during the. process of lead smelting. These products are sometimes masses of large 
intersected crystals, brittle, with a vitreous luster; sometimes fine-grained tough masses, · 
with a dull fracture, but always dark colored and opaque. On the other hand, the 
word scorice ought to be adopted for translucent or transparent slags. Scorim are 
accidentally formed in the blast furnaces, having been found by the writer in the 
cavities of iron sows. There is no doubt that they are regularly formed during the 
process of smelting, but are soon transformed into slag, so that only slag flows from 
the furnaces. 
A rough qualitative examination was made of the scorim found intimately mixed 
with iron sows; the color was that of pure blende; they were translucent- almost 
transparent-contained no sulphur, and consisted almost exclusively of silicate of 
protoxide of iron and manganese, with traces only of lime and magnesia. · This acci-
dental product, which probably no one else has ever perceived in Lead,rille, affords 'l. 
means of studying the nature of the reactions which take place in the blast furnace, 
and which such accidents alone can reveal. 
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Rlag are not scorire. They do not belong to the type of glasses, since they are 
opaque 1 and crystalline. They are not artificial minerals, since they contain large 
quantitie of u1pburets. Instead of belonging to some well-known type, they form 
one. It i only after a careful study of their nature and properties that it will be pos-
ible to attempt to give a satisfactory definition of these products. 
Properties of slag.-1. Pulverized slag treated with the magnet almost always 
bows the presence of a magnetic portion which adheres strongly to the magnet. A 
lag beautifully crystallized in detached rhomboidal laminre, with a steel-gray color 
and an almost metallic luster, from the La Plata smelter, could be separated by the 
magnet into two portions. 
Parts. 
A strongly magnetic portion, amounting to...... . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38 
A feebly magnetic portion, amounting to... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • • • • . . . . . . . 62 
100 
But a rough examination, both quantitative and qualitative, of these two portions 
howed no great difference in the composition, and the investigation was carried no 
further in this direction. 
2. The same slag finely pulverized 2 and treated by weak sulphuric acid (acid 1, 
water 4) is rapidly attacked. Sulphureted hydrogen is evolved, showing the presence 
of ulphide ea ily attacked by weak acids. The slag is, moreover, thoroughly disin-
tegrated after a few hours. A large proportion of silica, iron, lime, magnesia, man-
gane e~ aud zinc i' dissolved. An unattacked residue is left; it is treated with weak 
nitric acid, which dis olves some sulphide of lead, formed evidently during the reac-
tion, for it ha the aspect of artificial sulphide of lead formed in the wet way. The 
re idue i then boiled with carbonate of soda, which dissolves some gelatinous silica. 
A re iclne i till left; it i attacked a second time by weak sulphuric acid, weak nitric 
a ·id, and carbonate of oda. It is interesting to observe that after each successive 
tre tment ulphureted h;ydrog€n is evolved, showing that the sulphides are undoubt-
edly combiued with, ilica or with silicates. After each treatment, silica, iron, lime, etc., 
ar di olv d. The e treatment, are repeated until the residue consiRts of intensely 
lack, fine, brilliant cry tals. It is formed of pure magnetic oxide of iron, which is 
r :oh· d into octahedra under the microscope. This oxide was analyzed; it con-
tc iu d-
Protoxide of iron ..............•••••.....•............. _ .. . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . 40. 3 
P roxicl of iron .........•....•••....... _ ......... . . _ ......•..... __ ... . . . . 59. 7 
100.00 
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One problem is sol rnd-the slags are magnetic, because they contain free mag-
netite disseminated throughout their mass; the magnetite is not combined, since it 
can .be thus isolated in a state of purity, and it is evidently to this substance that the 
intense black color of slags is chiefly due. To this substance also they partially owe 
their opacity. . 
Magnetite can be isolated by a process much more simple and more rapid than 
the one previously described. Sifted slag is attacked in a platinum vessel by a mix-
ture of weak nitric and hydrofluoric acids; the solution is decanted, the residue is 
treated wit,h a boiling solution of caustic potash, and this residue is washed with water 
and weak hydrochloric acid. In a few minutes pure magnetite is isolated. 
3. The pulverized slag is treated by a boiling solution of caustic potash; after a 
few minutes ebullition the potash is charged with sulphide of potassium, and in a few 
minutes more it takes the rich yellow color of persulphi<le of potassium. Only one 
among the sulphides that can possibly exist in th~ slags is capable of producing this 
reaction; it is sulphide of calcium. The existence of this sulphide, which has long 
been suspected and often reported, is demonstrated here beyond a doubt. Whether 
all the sulphur of slag exists in the state of sulphide of calcium is another question. 
That most of the sulphur is in that condition there is no doubt, but from the general 
behavior of slag, the writer is almost inclined to think that small quantities of sul-
phides of iron, manganese, zinc, and even lead exist there also. A great number 
of experiments were made to ascertain this, but in every case the presence of metallic 
sulphides might be attributed to secondary reactions, so they will not be described. 
4. The pulverized slag is treated by a strong solution of cold potash. A consid-
erable quantity of oxide of lead is dissolved; consequently there can be no doubt as to 
the state in which lead exists in slags. It is in the state of silicate of oxide. 
5. Slags contain alwa,ys a little chlorine, whose quantity is proportionate to the 
quantity of silver found; hence there is little doubt that silver exists in the slag in 
the state ofchloride which has escaped decompo.gition. This fact is important because 
it explains why there is no relation between the quantities of lead and silver found in 
slag. The slag in indistinct but large crystals behaves with reagents exactly like the 
distinctly crystalline one; magnetite can be extracted by the processes previously 
described, but this oxide, instead of being crystalline to the eye, forms an apparently 
amorphous powder. The non-crystalline, fine-grained s1ags possess the same proper-
ties as the former. They are more easily attacked under the same circumstances and 
yield only traces of magnetite; yet they contain almost as much peroxide of iron as 
the former, but in this case peroxide of irou exists in the state of silicate. 
Most slags in Leadville belong to the two types just described: the lustrous crys-
talline slag known as acid slag, which may be defined as a silicate of sulphides and 
oxides, colored by magnetite, and the fine-grained, non-crystalline known as basic slag, 
and which may be termed a silicate of sulphides and oxides, colored by sulphide of 
iron. 
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Complete analyses of slags.-The writer made the following analyses of slags, which 
reveal a few points which had not been observed before, such as the presence of small 
quantities of carbonate of lime and of carbon: 
.ANALYSES XXX, XXXI, AND XXXII. SLAGS. 
Elementary. 
Silica .................................. . 
Titanic acid ...........••............... 
Sulphuric acid .....................•..•. 
Carbonic acid . ......................... . 
Phosphoric acid ....................... . 
Arsenious acid ... . ..................... . 
Chlorine and tracts Br and I ( calculated) 
Sulphur ................................ . 
Calcium (in the state of sulphide) ..... . 
Silver . ................................ .. 
Gold ....... . ........................... . 
Protoxide of iron ...................... . 
Peroxide of iron ....................... . 
Magnetic oxide of iron (F6709) .....•... 
Oxide of lead .......................... . 
Oxide of antimony ..............•.••.... 
Oxide of zinc ......................... .. 
Protoxide of manganese ............... . 
Suboxide of copper ......•••••.......... 
Lime . ................................. . 
Mngnesia ... .......................... .. 
Alumina. ............................... . 
Alkalies ............................... . 
Carbon ................................ . 
Total ....... ...................... . 
XXX. 
29. 0123 
0. 5285 
None 
None 
0. 8788 
Trace 
0. 0031 
1. 9110 
2. 3887 
o. 0096 
Marked trace 
44. 5226 
(a) 
2. 9500 
6. 3138 
o. 0140 
1. 8040 
2. 8606 
None 
1. 9618 
2. 9814 
1. 8427 
Trace 
o. 0195 
100. 0024 
XXXI. 
33. 845650 
0. 820000 
Faint trace 
Trace 
0. 657828 
0. 024147 
0. 004686 
0. 914418 
1. 143022 
0. 014266 
Trace 
36. 789600 
(a) 
3. 419000 
4. 326576 
Trace 
2. 353500 
4. 259378 
None 
6. 539400 
3. 671935 
1.182000 
Trace 
0. 034500 
99. 999906 
xxxn. 
31. 10656 
0. 57300 
Trace 
Trace 
0. 32204 
Trace 
o. 00184 
1. 27277 
1. 59096 
0. 00562 
Trace 
34. 40836 
2. 71000 
(b) 
3. 31746 
Trace 
1. 04100 
1. 15720 
0. 04950 
10. 28020 
9. 75340 
2. 33500 
Trace 
o. 07500 
99. 99991 
oln magnetic oxide. b Reported with FeO and F620a. 
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ANALYSES XXX, XXXI, AND XXXII. SLAGS - Continued. 
Rational. 
Silica ................................... . .. . 
Titanic acid ............... , ............... . 
Protoxide of iron .... : .................... .. 
Peroxide of iron .•.......•••••••.•••.••..•. 
.Alumina .................................. . 
Lime .....••••.... : •........•.•••..•••. ~ .•. 
'Magnesia .................................. . 
.Alkalies ................................... . 
Oxide of zinc ... . .......................... . 
Protoxide of manganese ......•...•..••..••. 
Suboxide of copper ....................... .. 
Oxide of lead ............................. .. 
.Arsenious acid ............................ . 
.Antimonious acid ......................... .. 
Phosphate of lime . ............... ~ ••....... 
Sulphide of calcium. . . . . .. .............. . 
Sulphate of lime .......................... .. 
Carbonate of lime .......................... . 
Chloride of silver, with traces .AgBr,.AgI .. . 
Gold ...................................... . 
Magnetic oxide of iron (Fe1O9) ..•..•••..••••. 
Carb()n ................................... .. 
Total .................... ~ ••.••.•••••• 
Percentage of lead .•...••..••.•••...•.•••••• 
Silver (ounces to the ton) .................. . 
Gold (ounces to the ton) about .........•... 
XXX. 
29. 0123 
o. 5285 
44. 5226 
None 
1. 8427 
0. 9221 
2. 9814 
Trace 
1. 8040 
2. 8606 
None 
6. 3138 
Trace 
0. 0140 
1. 9185 
4. 2997 
None 
None 
0. 0127 
Marked trace 
2. 9500 
0. 0195 
100. 0024 
5. 85 
2. 80 
0 005 
a Reported with FeO and Fe2O3. 
MON xu--45 
XXXI. XXXII . . 
33. 845650 31. 10656 
o. 820000 0. 57300 
36. 7896()0 34. 40836 
Xone 2. 71000 
1. 182000 2. 33500 
5. 761125 9. 89919 
3. 671935 9. 75340 
Trace Trace 
2. 353500 l. 04100 
4. 259378 1.15no 
None o. 04950 
4. 326576 3. 31746 
0. 024147 Trace 
Trace Trace 
1. 436103 0. 70305 
2. 057440 2. 86373 
Faint trace Trace 
Trace Marked trace 
o. 018952 0. 00746 
, Trace Trace 
3. 419000 (a) 
0. 034500 0. 07500 
99. 999906 99. 99991 
4. 000 3. 07 
4. 161 1. 639 
0. 0005 0. 0005 
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No. XXX is the slag, in distinct detached crystals, from the La Plata smelter, 
which has already been described in the reactions of slags. ~ o. XXXI is a sample of 
o-called acid lag from Cumming & Finn's smelter. This sample was made of 12-1 
pieces of lag, each piece representing the day's work of one furnace and specimens 
from four furnaces being mixed together. 
No. XXXII is a slag of the singulo-silicate type, taken from the heap ·at Messrs. 
Billing & Eilers' smelter. Tliese th!.'ee _specimens have already been described in the 
ilwe tigation on the properties of slags. 
Discussion.-'-A glance at the analyses shows: 
1. That the quantity of lead is in an inverse ratio to the quantity of lime and 
magne ia existing in the s:ate of silicates. 
2. That there is no relation whatever between the quantities of lead and of silver 
left in the lag. This was shown also in the assays of slags from variou~ sources 
already gfren. It is rendered very apparent in an aRsay of another slag from Billing 
& Eiler ' smelter exactly similar to No. XXXII, which was examined very carefully 
by the wet way for lead and assa,yed for silver. -It contained 2.95 per cent. of lead 
and 0.5833 ounce of silver, while No. XXXII contains lead, 3.07 per cent.; silver, 
1.G30 ounce . 
Thi can scarcely be otherwise since lead exists in the slag in the state of combi-
nation and ilver in the state of mixture. 
None of the lag analyzed contains any baryta, but, as this substance has been 
fonnd in ome of the lead fumes condensed in the dust-chambers, it must be inferred 
that "omc of the Leadville slags contain baryta. 
Tlie slag were ex~mincd for chromium, tungsten, and ·rnnadium, but the presence 
f tlle e metal could not be detected. 
Titanic acid could not be detected by the classical methods. The process used 
with ucce for it· detection and e timation was the following: The slag is dissolved 
in a mixture of hydroflnoric,· hydrochloric, and sulphuric acids, in a platinum vessel, 
an 1 tbe whole evaporated nntil sulphuric acid goes off in fumes (this to expel silica). 
Tli Ir duct, di h·ecl in water, i. treated by an excess of sulphureted hydrogen to 
pr ·ipitat anv lea<l whicl.1 might remain in solution, The solution is :ijltered and then 
h il cl for th x1 ul 'ion of nlphureted hydrogen, and then l>rought as nearly as possible 
t tb n ntral I oint by an alkali. .Alumina and titanic aci<l are then precipitated by 
Ii J)O, nl llite f o la, and parated and estimated as usual. With the exception of the 
pr liminar op ration n ded for the preparation of the solution, the process i the 
:am a tb u wl.ii h ba b n recommended in the anal ,sisof lrnmatite. The quantity 
of titani a i 1 in the h matite i in uffic i ut to account for the relatively large propor-
tion f tlli.' acid in t1J , lag . In all probability the oxide of iron of the lead ore con-
tain .· thi .- ·nb ·tanc bu ome mall quantitie of titanate of lead may also exi ·t in 
he or altbour,h thi. min r, l i. not known to exi t . As lrn. previously been stated, 
th . lao- from th Litt! Chi f melt r w r examined y ry carefully and only doubtful 
f titanic a ·id w r d t t c1. 
c r fnl X 
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of carburet of iron; it is possibly part of the carburet of iron of the iron reduced in 
the furnace at a certain stage of the smelting operation, and subsequently fluxed down 
by sulphur, arsenic, and silica. That carbon is thus liberated there is no doubt, for 
the writer bas been able to isolate graphite blown off with the lead fumes in the cham-
ber-dust. 
Strange as it may appear, there is no doubt whatever about the presence of small 
quantities of carbonate of lime in the slag. This quantity is undoubtedly proportionate 
to the rapidity with which the furnace is run. 
The large proportion of phosphate of lime in the slag, derived from the pyro-
morphite of the ore, is one of the causes of its opacity, it being well known that 
phosphate-of-lime glasses are opaque. The pres.ence of large quantities of sulphide 
of calcium in the crystalline portions of the slags is another very clear indication that 
sulphide of calcium is really combined with the silicates, either chemically in the 
state of sulpho-silicate, or possibly crystallog1;aphically. 
Although we are in possession of a good many facts relative to slags, it seems 
necessary to postpone an attempt at a rational definition of these products until we 
have examined the mattes of Leadville. (See observations on mattes, and final defi-
nition of slag.) _ 
Assays .of slags made in the laboratory of the Survey.-ln Table XI is given the fol-
lowing· information concerning the slags collected in Leadville and assayed in the lab-
oratory of the Survey: 
1. Reference numbers for discussion. 
2. Na mes of the smelters. 
3. Character of the sla·g. 
4. Color of the powdered slag. 
5. Remarks as to whether the slags are normal or accidental. 
6. Number of Hpecimens mixed for assay. 
7. Places where the slags were collected. 
8. Portions of the cakes from which the specimens were taken. 
9. Msays of the slag in silver, ounces to the ton. 
10. Assays of the slag in gold, ounces to the ton. 
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TABLE XL-Assays of slag. 
Where from. Character of specimens. 
Name of smelter . Part of works. Part of slag.cake, &c. General composition. 
.American ......•.....•........ Slag.heap ..................•....•...•. Core of 11ake.......... Normal. 
2 .•... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do .•.•................. -·.. . • . . . . Slag.cake . . • . • • • . . . • . . A.ccidental. 
. ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •••. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•... uo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Normal accident. 
4 California ...•... .. .. . . .. .. .. . ..... do .......•...•........•...•...... Core of cake.......... Normal. 
5 . ..... do ............. . ............... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . Detached pieces . . . . . . Accidental. 
6 Cumming&. Finn ............. ..... do ............................... Core of cake .......... Normal. 
7 . ••••• do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.... do . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . Do. 
Elgin ......................... Given by superintendent............. ..... ........ ...... . ... Normal accident. 
9 . ••••. do ....................•.. Slag.heap ............................. Core of cake.......... Normal. 
10 Ga"e, Hagaman & Co ......... ...... do . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . ..... do .... : . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
11 Grant ....... . ................. New slag.heap ...............•••.•••.. Cakes ........••...•.. Normal;newslag. 
12 .••••• do ........•.................... do .....................••...•••...•••.. do . . .. ... ••. . . . .. Do. 
13 .••••• do ...............•....... Largesquarefarnace,rnnningtoofast. Tap.hole............ . . Do. 
14 . •.••. do . . ..•.........••....... Small round furnace, running well .......... do............... Do. 
15 ••••. do ....................... Old slag.heap ......................... Cakes ................ Normal; old slag. 
16 . ..••• <10 ••••••••••••••••••.•• . Slag.pot ....................•.......•. Shell of cake .......... Normal; new slag. 
17 . •.••• do ....................... Same slag.pot ......................... Interior of cake....... Do. 
1 I Harrison ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Slag.heap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Core of cake . . • . . . . . • . Normal. 
19 La Plata . ............. . ............. do ............................... Cakes ..........•...•. Normal accident. 
20 ..••. do . . ..... . ..................... do .....................•.......•....... do .......•....... Normal. 
21 LeadvUle . .......................... do ...........................•••...•... do . . .. . ..•••.. .• . Do. 
22 Little Chief . ...... .................. do ................•.................... do . • . ... . . . . . . . . Do. 
2:1 •.••• do ....... . ............... .. .... do............................... Detached pieces .•..•. Accidental. 
24 Malta .. ............................. do .... . ........................•. Cakes .... : ....... . ... Normal; old slag. 
25 Ohio and Mis ouri .................. do . .......................•............ do . .......... . ... Normal. 
20 ·····.do ·................ ...... Large furnace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . Tap.hole.......... . .. . Do. 
27 Raymond, herman & McKay. Slag.heap............... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Core of cake.......... Do. 
2 :Billing & Eilers .. .... . . . . . . . . . .. .... do . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Shell of cake.......... Normal, dolomitic old 
:~ 1:::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::::::: Smelting charge ...••........•••••.••. ..•... do ..........••••• 
Slag.heap............................. Core of cake .......••. 
31 · ·· .•. <lo ...•.. . ................ Furnace .............................. Tap.hole ....••..•...•. 
a:! l ...... do ···•·······•·········•· Given by A.Eilers .......•••••.....••. Shellofcake ..•..••••• 
33 .••••• do ·· · ···•·• ···•·• .••..••....... do ..•...••.•..........•...•.••••• Interior of cake .....•• 
34 ·····.do ···· ·· ··· ·•... . ..... .. Slaa.pot . ... .. . . . . . . . •. . . • . ...• •• .•• • . • Top of cake ..•••...••• 
:t:; 
1 
•••••• do ······ · ·····•·········· ameslag.pot .......•...•...••••...•.. , Interiorofcake ...•••. , 
slag. 
Do. 
Do. 
Normal. 
Normal, calcitic new 
slag. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
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TABLE XI.-..:1ssays of slag-Continued. 
Character of specimens. Assays. 
External appearance. Color of powder. No.ofs-peci. Silver. mensm1xed. 
Compact; :fine.grained, with dull fracture . ..................... Grayish .. ........ . 
Minute plismatic crystals ........ ... . . . .. . . . ...... . ...•.. .•. . . Yellow.white -... . 
Large Jamellar crystals ....................................... Yellow.gray- . .... . 
Fine, compact, and indistinctly crystalline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gray.black ...... . 
Acic11lar .......•............................................... Yellow.gray ..... . 
Vitreous; large indistinct crystals ........... ..... ........... . .... do ............ . 
Vitreous; crystalline; also compact............................ Gray-black ...... . 
Large distinct lamellre........... ••.......... ...... ...... ... . . . Gray.yellow . .... . 
Compact; :fine.grained......................................... Blackish ......... . 
Vitreous; compact and indistinctly crystalline .............. Grayish .......... . 
Vitreous; large indistinct crystals ............................. Gra.y.y_ellow ..... . 
\°itreous; distinrtcrystals ..............•.......•....... ..... .. .... do . ......... .. . 
Vitreous; indistinct crystals................................... Gray.black ...... . 
...... do ..•.............•.... : ........................ ........... . do .......•..... 
Vitreous; compact............................................. Grayish ......... . 
Vitreous; indistinct crystals . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gray.black ...... . 
...... do .......................................................... . do ......... .. . 
Vitreous; compact and indistinctly crystalline. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Y t1llow.gray .••••. 
Distinct lamellar crystals .. .......................... ........•... - do ...........•. 
Indistinctly crystalline and compact. . . . . . . . . . . . • . .••.......•.... . do ............ . 
Very dense, mottled, dull, non.crystalline ...... ................ .. .. do ...........•. 
Vitreous; indistinct crystals ....................................... do ............ . 
Crystalline; looks like born blende ................................. do ............ . 
Vitreous; large, indistinct crystals .. ........ ... ............... ... do ............ . 
Vitreous; indistinctly crystalline and compact ..•.... ............. do ............ . 
Compact; ,itreous .....................................•....... Brilliant. black ..•. 
Vitreous; indistinct cr_ystals . ... ...... . ... . .................. .. Yellow.gray ..... . 
Compact; fine.grained; dull fracture ......................... .. Grayish .......... . 
.••... do ..............•.......................... ~ . ................ do··:·········· 
...... do ....................................................... Yellow.gray ..... . 
..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . Gray.black ...... . 
LuRtrous; indistinct crystals ....... . .......................... .. . do ............ . 
Distinct prismatic crystals . .• •. . . ••. ...•... .•..... .. .•••... •• . Gray.white .•••••. 
Lustrous; indistinct crystals . . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . Gray ......••...•. 
...... do ........................................................... do ..•••...••... 
12',t 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
9 
8 
Ozs. to ton. 
1. 8569 
0. 95 
0. 73 
0. 670818 
0. 76 
6.17347 
4.161 
0. 6 
4. 919332 
2. 24 
5. 084606 
4. 2 
4. 6 
2. 87 
3. 87 
2. 615 
2. 515 
1. 85 
2. 8 
1. 4 
10. 05 
3. 99 
4.44 
6. 22 
2. 78 
1.72 
4. 52 
o. 554154 
o. 5833 
1. 639 
0. 92 
1.47 
0. 60 
0.15 
0.36 
Gold. 
Ozs. to ton. 
Faint trace. 1 
Do. 2 
None. 3 
Faint trace. 4 
None. 5 
Trace. 6 
Do. 7 
Faint trace. 8 
Do. 9 
Do. 10 
Do. 11 
None. 12 
Do. 13 
Do. 14 
ainttrace. 15 
Trace. 16 
Do. 17 
Do. 18 
o. 005 19 
Trace. 20 
Do. 21 
None. 22 
Do. 23 
Trace. 24 
Do. 25 
None. 26 
Trace. 27 
Faint trace. 28 
None. 29 
Faint trace. 30 
None. 31 
Do. 32 
Do. 33 
Do. 34 
Do. 35-
NOTE.-~pecimens 16 and 17 were specially prepared by Dr. M. W. Iles, and specimens 34 and 35 by Mr. A. Eilers. 
The slag represented by numbers 32, 33, 34, and 35 has been analyzed by Dr. Iles (see Analysis XXVIII). 
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Discussion.-Smelting is conducted so methodically in Leadville that when the 
writer collected the specimens of slag it was done at random, since he felt convinced 
that the examination which he was about to make would only furnish additional proof 
of the admirable method employed; but the preceding table shows that he was greatly 
mistaken in thi anticipation. Laying aside accidental slags, and discussing only the 
normal one found by thousands of tons on the refuse-slag heap, it is found that at, 
the Grant melter, for instance, the composition of smelting charges bas been altered 
from the singulo-silicate type to the acid type, and with what results, The old slag-
heap and the new slag-heap are several hundred feet apart-the first immediately in 
front of the furnaces and the second outside of the works at the bottom of California 
gulch - o that a mistake on the writer's part in the collection of the specimens was 
impossible. Now, Table XI shows that the new slag, No. 11, contains 5.1 ounces of 
ih-er; while the old slag, No. 15, contains only 3.8 ounces; and at these works it is the 
poore t lag that is resmelted, while the richest is carrled away to an almost inaccessi-
ble spot. ,At Messrs. Billing & Eilers's smelter the same is remarked. It is the poorest 
slag, No. 29, containing only 0.5 ounce of silver, that is resmelted, while the richest, 
No. 30, containing more than three times as much silver, or 1.6 ounce, remains on the 
slag heap. The compact, fine-grained slags, which represent slags of the singulo-silicate 
type are con, pfouous throughout Table XI for their low contents in silver, and yet 
we ee two of the largest smelters, those of Messrs. Cumming & Finn and Grant, 
adopting lag of the acid type, containing four and six ounces of silver, like Nos. 7 
and 6, and four and five ounces, like Nos. 12 and 11. 
The blame for this belongs somewhere, and it is probable that the superintend-
ents are constantly misled and misguided by the assayers, chiefly for tlle reason that 
the corification process is not to be depended upon in the assay of slag and that the 
crucible proce s ought to be substituted for it. The clearest result of an inspection of 
Table XI i tllat there is no relation whatever between either the appearance or even 
the compo ition of lag and its contents in silver, and that smelters ought to give spe-
cial attention to the a say of these products. 
The proce of helling out the slag, which has been described in smelter 0, 
incluc d the writer to make a few experiments on the distribution of silver in the cakes 
of l g, and p cimen 16 and 17 were prepared specially for this purpose from the 
am lag-pot by Dr. M. W. Iles. The shell, No. lo, contains 2.6 ounces of silver, and 
th pour cl-out portion 2.5, bowing a difference of one-tenth of an ounce in favor of 
th h 11. Tll dift' rence i much larger between the top shell and the poured-out 
ortion, a i bown y pecimens 34: and 35, prepared specially from the same slag-
p t S Mr. . Eil r . The top bell contains 0.15 ounce silnr and the poured-out 
p rti n . 6 f 11 ounc . The e two experiment, seem to indicate that during the 
proc f c olin the chloride of silver, which is only mechanically inixecl in the slag, 
ttle in virtu f it higher pecific gravity, by means of a sort of liquation. 
pecimen 3-" a d 33 point out the same results. The outer portion of the cake ' of 
lag, in in 1 fi it •ry tal , a ay 1.47 ounces, and the di tinct crystals, forming the 
i n r P rtion or or of the cake , 0.6. There can be no doubt about the ere ult , 
ince tb ry tal r detach d from the outer portion immediately before a saying; 
th ,ure r uc be attri uted to the presence of traces of bullion, for in no 
ca la c nt in ,en a trc ce of metallic grain . The e results were not u · 
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pectetl by the smelters, who were under the impression that there was no ~iffer~nce 
between tlle different parts of the same cake of slag, and who used the mgemous 
process of shelling out as a con-venient waJT of breaking up the slag in small pieces 
before resmelting. 
A. comparison between ~pecimens 28, 29, 30, and 31, or dolomitic slags, and_ speci-
mens 32, 33, 34, a:rid 35, or ca_lcitic slags, shows that both kinds of slag contam sen-
sibly the same amount of silver. · 
CHAMBER-DUST. 
The flue and chamber dust of Lead-ville is always in the form of a coarse reddish 
or blackish powder and full of -very small particles of charcoal and coke. 
Very little has been done in Lead ville with regard to a thorough examination of 
these products, an<l. all the information which could be obtained bears on the estima-
tion of lead and silver, and occasionally of silica and iron. In the following table is 
condensed such information as could be obtained: 
Smelter. 
California ........•.... 
Cumming & Finn ..... 
Elgin .................. 
Grant ................. 
Grant ................. 
Harrison .....•........ 
La Plata .....•.••..... 
Little Chief ........... 
I 
Ohio and Missouri ..... 
Utah .........•••.•.•.. 
TABLE XII.-Assays of charnber-du&t. 
Lead. Siker. 
Per cent. Oz. to ton. 
30-35 20-25 
35 36 
40-60 50-150 
23 · 34. 7 
20-28 34-44 
40-50 35-40 
30-40 4(J 
26 41. 5 
30. 40 
15-35 10-25 
Silica. 
Per cent. 
20 
-14.3 
16.1 
Iron. 
Per cent. 
14 
Assayer. 
;J.E. Hardman. 
Hadel berg. 
8. 65 M. W. Iles. 
Do. 
Th. Fluegger. 
11. 56 M. W Iles. 
In the description of each smelter the amount of flue-dust caught and the methods 
of treatment of flue and chamber dust have already been given. 
Analysis.-An examination of the flue and chamber dust of the blast furnaces of 
Leadville afforded such a fine opportunity for detecting most of the substances dis-
_,eminated in the camp that the writer carried on quite exhaustive researches on these 
products, and in order not to let anything escape he treated the dust with boiling 
water and made a careful analysis of the soluble portion, then a careful examiuation 
vf the portion soluble in acids, and lastly a complete analy~is of the portion insoluble 
in acids. The results thus obtained are e~tremely complicated and present an unnat-
ural appearance, but such as they are they gfre a clearer idea of the form under which 
tbe different compoundi, exist in the fumes, and of the reactions to which they owe 
their origin, and no attempt was made to simplify the reports. 
The labor expended on the examination of the lead fumes was rewarded by the 
dis~o-very of a new metal which appears to be distributed widely, though sparingly, 
throughout the camp. In the elementary analyses the earthy and alkaline metals in 
combination with metalloi<ls other than oxygen have been reported in the metallic 
state. 
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Analy is No. xx:x:nr is that of a sample of chamber and flue dust from the Ohio 
and Mi souri smelter. This dust had a re<ldi~h-brown tinge, due to peroxide of iron. 
Analy i No. XXXIV is that of a mixture of equal parts of flue and chamber dust 
from the American, California, Cumming & Finn, Grant, La Plata, and Billing &. 
Eiler melters. The sample thus formed had a blackish color, due chiefly to fine char-
coal dust. 
ANALYSES XXXIII AND XX.XIV. CHAMBER DUST. 
Lead ................... ... . ........ . 
ilver .. ..... .. ..... ... ............. . 
Golcl ....... ..•.. ..........•. ........ 
Bi muth ... . ....................... . 
Copper .. ........•...•.............. 
Cnclminm .......................... . 
Iron .... .. . ......................... . 
Manganese .. .......... .• .... ....... . 
Zinc . . . •.. ..... .......... ........... 
Arsenic .......... .. .. .............. . 
Antimony ......................... . 
Tin . ............................... . 
Aluminium . ..•......... .. ....... .. 
Cnlcinm .. ...... ..... ............. . . 
MagneAinm ........................ . 
Potn sium ...................... .... . 
odium ..... . ...................... . 
.Alumina . ..............•..........• · 
Lime ....... ...... .. ................ . 
Magn ia ..... .. .. .........•........ 
.A.hOa, Fl'2Oa, PbO, ZnO, CaO, MgO, 
K20, Nn20 (combined with Si02). 
Water . ...........................•.. 
Sulphuric acid ..•... . ....•.•...•..... 
XXXIII. 
25. 535772 
0.13023?, 
o. 000100 
0. 013460 
0. 003992 
0. 017500 
16. 065305 
1. 478780 
3. 311400 
0.176715 
o. 083560 
0. 001180 
0. 011300 
0. 235420 
0. 022000 
!J. 026000 
0.175000 
1. 955000 
4.197600 
o. 835119 
2. 391447 
o. 585000 
2. 641850 
Elementary. 
XXXIV. I 
! 
38. 620520 I Carbonic acid .•.•..... . .........••. 
0.121'00 : Phosphoric acid .................••. 
0. 00-0066 Titanic acid ........................ 
o. 090640 I Silica (from slag and silicate of lead). 
0. 099000 Silica (from quartz ancl refractory 
0. 012200 silicates) ...................• 
---· 
13. 340060 Oxygen .......•.................... 
0. 598645 Sulphur ............................ 
1. 303740 Selenium and tellurium ............ 
0. 090910 
0. 087740 Chlorine ...•..... ... . ...•.. ....•••. 
0. 001180 Bromine ..............••............ 
0. 003000 Iodine .......................•.. .... 
0. 224700 Carbon (coke, charcoal, µ:raphite) .. . 
0. 020000 Indium, thallium, new metal. ...... 
0. 071000 Baryta .....••.......•.............. 
0. 114000 Potash . .......................... .. 
2. 627000 Soda . ....•.......... . .......•...... 
3. 214880 Graphite ........................... 
2. 275000 Loss . .........•.......•............ 
Total . .......... . ............ . 
............. 
0. 912500 Silver .......•....... ounces to ton .. 
2. 440820 Gold . .................... . do .... . 
xxxrn. XXXIV. 
1. 993000 3. 175120-
0.185484 0. 487400· 
0. 008000 0. 035000 
15.126553 9. 704500-
2. 407000 3. 780000 
8. 972380 7. 919895-
o. 444300 1.174000 · 
Traces Marked 
traces 
1. 321660 1. 200490 
o. 244530 o. 242330· 
o. 012660 o. 012080 
9. 240000 5. 063000 
Traces Traces 
----·-------
0. 215000 · 
·----------· 
0. 035000 
-----------· 
0. 025000 
------------
o. 665000 
0.150700 
··········--
100. 000000 100. 003516 · 
37. 984 35. 349 
o. 03 0. 01921> 
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• XXXIIT. XXXIV. XXXIII. XXXIV. 
Portion soliible in water. 
Protosulphate of iron ............... . 
Sulphate of manganese ......•....... 
Sulphate of zinc .......•............. 
Oxychloride oflead .•. ............... 
Oxybromide of lead ..•.............. 
Oxyiodide of lead .........•.......... 
Chloride of calcium ........•......... 
Bromide of calcium ................. , 
Iodide of calcium ...•...... ... .... ... 
Chloride of zinc ..........••.......... 
Chloride of aluminium .... ... .•... ... 
0. 086500 
0.145000 
0. 020200 
0. 255850 
0. 055000 
o. 003000 
o. 553000 
o. 175000 
o. 009000 
o. 120000 . 
o. 055500 
Chloride of magnesium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 090000 
o. 014700 
0.158020 
0. 206310 
o. 045400 
0. 002990 
0. 523390 
0.174660 
0. 008510 
o. 118500 
0. 010700 
0. 082900 
Caust.ic magnesia........ . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 150000 0. 195000 
Portion soluble in acids-Cont'd. 
Oxide of tin .................•...... 
Selenious and tellurous acids ..... . 
Oxide of copper .................. . 
Titanic acid ........ .. ............. . 
Alumina ......•..•................. 
Carbonate oflime ................ . 
Lime ....................••••....•.. 
]tfagnesia ......................... . 
Carbonate of magne8ia .... . .. ~ ... . 
Total. ..................•.... . 
Portion insoluble in acids. 1 
o. 001500 
Trace 
0. 005000 
0. 008000 
1. 955000 
4. 529600 
1. 661024 
o. 835119 
67. 699450 I 
Chloride of potassium · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0. 050000 O. 140000 Silica (from slag and silicate of lead) 15. 126553 
Chloride of sodium······· · · · · · · · · · · · · 0. 45oooo O. 290000 Silica (from quartz and refractory 
Water . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . o. 585000 0. 912500 silicates) ..•...................... 2. 407000 
Total. ............. :. . . . . . . . . . . 2. 803050 2. 883580 Ab03, Fe203, Pb 0, Zn 0, Mg 0, CaO, 
Portion soluble in acids. 
Oxide of lead ....................... . 
Sulphate of lead .................... . 
Phosphate of lead ...•..•..... . ..... . 
Sulphide of lead ............•.•...... 
Chloride of lead ...•................. 
Bromide of lead ............•........ 
Iodide of lead .............•.......... 
Chloride of silver ... : ••.............. 
Bromide of silver .....•...........•. . 
Iodide of silver . . ..............•..... 
Gold .••......................•....... 
Protosulphide of iron ...... ......... . 
Protoxide of iron ..... . .........•.•. . 
Peroxide of iron .................... . 
Oxide of bismuth ......•......••..... 
Oxides of indium, thallium, new 
metal. ............ .. .............. . 
Oxide of zinc ..... . .•.••........•.. . . 
Oxide of cadmium . : ...............•. 
Sulphide of manganese ...••..••.... . 
Sulphide of zinc ..... ..•.....•..•.•.. 
Oxide of manganese (Mn304) ....... . 
1=====1=====11 K20, Na20 (combined with Si02). 2. 391447 
17. 816661 
7. 954000 
1. 059348 
1. 255000 
i. 726700 
0.185790 
o. 004900 
0. 142712 
o. 037670 
0. 002580 
0. 000100 
0. 400000 
7. 855290 
13. 814050 
0. 015000 
Traces 
3. 795270 
0. 020000 
0. 082380 
o. 300000 
1. 903500 
22. 451750 
8. 898730 
2. 783600 
8. 215000 
1. 725620 
0.185080 
0. 004880 
0.132730 
o. 035040 
0. 002540 
0. 000066 
0. 200000 
6.100000 
11. 491000 
0. 101000 
Traces 
1. 454000 , 
('. 014000 
Trace 
Trace 
Carbon (from charcoal, coke, and 
graphite) . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 9. 240000 
Oxide of lea.d.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . ......... . 
Oxide of zinc ..•..........•.....•••.....•....... 
Arsenious acid and oxide of anti. . .......•... 
mony. 
Baryta ..................•••.........•.•....•.. 
Sulphate of baryta .................... ........ . 
Lime . .. .............. ... ...................... . 
Ma.gnesia ..........••••................ • ....... . 
Alumina .......••......................•....... 
Peroxide of iron ....•.............•.. . .......... 
Oxide of manganese .........•. •... : .•••••••.•.. 
Titanic acid..... .............. .... . •••.•..•... 
Potash ..............••.•......•••.........•••.. 
Sod11, .................•......................... 
Graphite ..................••..•.••.....••..... . 
Total ............... _ •......... 
Portion soluble in water ...••..•••.. 
Portion soluble in acids .......••••. 
Portion insoluble in acids ......•••. 
Loss .............................. . 
29.165000 
2. 803J50 
67. 699450 
29.165000 
0. 332500 
0. 001500 
Marked 
trace 
0. 012400 
o. 034000 
1. 620000 
5. 473000 
1. 303000 
1. 464000 
74. 677936 
9. 704500 
3. 780000 
5. 063000 
0. 907000 
0.100000 
Traces 
0. 215000 
Trace 
0.150000 
o. 080000 
1. 007000 
o. 600400 
Trace 
0. 001000 
0. 035000 
0. 025000 
0. 665000 
22. 332900 
2. 883580 
74. 677936 
22. 332900 
0.105584 
Arsenious acid . . . • • . . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . 0. 233256 
Oxide of antimony... . . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . O. 100000 
0. 750000 
0.120000 
0.105000 
Total.. ............•. . ~.. . . . . . . 100. 000000 1100. 000000 
1 The quantitative analysis of the insoluble port,ion of Analysis XXXIII was only roughly made, but the qualitative 
analysis of this portion was done carefully. The bases combined with silica are the same as those combined with silica in 
the inf}olnhle resiuue of .Analyeui XXXIV. 
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Di cu sion.-Both samples of chamber-dust were examine<l. rnry carefully for fln-
orine. If thi substance existed in the camp it is here that it would be concentrated; 
but no trace even wa detected. Some estimations were made of both selenium and 
tellurium, but the results were considered as too high, and traces only are reported. 
The e timation of both these substances in such mixtures as those of the flue-dust is 
too complicated, when traces only are in question, to deYote much time to it. However, 
both lenium and tellurium have been handled in small quantities, and the writer 
feel perfectly sure of their existence. He also feels assured that both exist in the 
tate of elenious and tellurous acids. It is a somewhat singular fact that baryta 
wa carried in the fumes in the state of silicate of baryta, a trace only of sulphate of 
baryta being found. One is almost· tempted to come to the conclusion that certain 
·ilicate are volatile. 
The ulphides of ir6n, zinc, and manganese were estimated by means of the 
quantity of ulphureted hydrogen evolved when the dust is treated by weak acids. No 
mo1ybdenum could be detected, although it will be seen that it is constantly present 
in the blast furnaces. Cadmium could not be estimated by the classical methods, and 
it wa in examining the zinc obtained in the course of the analysis that this metal was 
found. The formula of the oxychloride of lea<.l found in the portion of the dust solu -
ble in water i 3Pb0, Pb012, the oxybromide and iodide having the same formula. 
In all probability the chloro-bromo-iodide of lead found in the portion uf the 
fume in oluble in water and soluble in acids exists in combination with a very large 
exce of oxide of lead, and also in combination with phosphate and sulphide of lead. 
The fume were not examined spectroscopically for indium and thallium, so that there 
i ome doubt about the presence of these metals. However, the writer is almost cer-
tain that he has perceived the characteristic oxysulphide of indium and observed in 
everal in tances the green flame of thallium. 
The new metal which the writer was fortunate enough to observe and to trace 
out in all the fume has only been seen in such minute quantities that further inves-
tigation on quite a large scale is absolutely necessary, in order to isolate it, to study 
it prop rtie , and to place it existence beyond doubt. It has been possible, however, 
to find alr ady three characteristic properties : 
1. Tlrn oxid of the new metal gives a beautiful blue color to a bead of borax 
plac din th ordinary flame of the blow-pipe, and the bead becomes · perfectly color-
I in th r ducti n flame. 
2. Th ulphi<.le of the new metal is lightly soluble in sulphide of ammonium, 
b lution tak a characteri ·tic blue tinge . 
. Tb io icle of the new metal ha a fine rich pink color when in solution. 
I o b ad l ha in one in tance the sulphide of the new metal was 
lor. 
f _gr at puri y an l that thi sulphide wa ,·ery fusible and had 
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in the state of chloro·bromo·iodides and sulphides formed by the action of chloro-
bromo·iodide of lead and silver, and of sulphide of lead in presence of carbon, on the 
non.volatile oxides. The volatile chlorides and sulphides thus fom ed are afterwards 
decomposed by water, when tbe steam which accompanies the fumes rnndenses. These 
reactions, which might appear doubtful from the examination of Urn chamber-dust 
alone, are forcibly demonstrated by the analysis of that portion of the fumes which is 
not condensed and which escapes into the atmosphere. (See Analysis XXXVI.) 
Roasted dust. -At one smelter the flue and chamber dusts are roasted, previous 
to resmelting, in the roasting furnace, which is spoken of in the description of this 
smelter. This opei'ation is probably carried on with a view to getting rid of the large 
proportion of arsenic which is erroneously supposed to exist in the dust. Whatever 
may have been the object of the superintendent of this smelter in performing this 
costly operation, if the composition of the chamber.dust of this smelter is compara-
ble to that of the others, the influence of roasting on chamber.dust can be easily seen 
by comparing AnaJysis XXXV of the rqasted dust with Analyses XXXIII and 
XXXIV. 
The S8ample analyzed in XXXV is chiefly formed of roasted dust, but it contains 
abo a little unroasted dust, which had been spread over the roasted dust taken out of 
the roasting ftirnace. The specimens mixed for analysis were in friable whitish and 
reddish masses, containing scarcely any charcoal or coke dust. The elementary anal· 
:ysis was made like those of the chamber.dust, and the different portions analyzed are 
in the followiug proportions: 
Portion soluble in water ............................. . .... . •••....••.. 
Portion soluble in acids ............................•••............•... 
Portion insoluble in acids ...............• .......................•••... 
1.16588 
8f;.4812~ 
13.29600 
0.05683 Loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
Total .......................................••......•...... _. _. 100.00000 
A:N'ALYSIS XXXV. ROASTED CHAMBER DUST. 
Lead ..•.......•.......•......................... 
SilYer ... . .........•.........••................. 
Gold .........................•................... 
Bismuth ..•.......••••........................... 
Zinc ......•...............• . ..•..•................. 
Cadmium .......•...............•...•.......•.•.. 
Iron .............•..................•....••...... 
Manganese ......•........•...................... 
Copper .............•................••.......... 
Arsenic . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . ......•••..............•.. 
Antimony .....•....................•........... 
Tin . . .. . .........................•.............. 
Soda ............ •.•....................•..... •... 
Il.Ygroscopic water ............................. . 
Sulphuric acid ...........................•....... 
Phosphoric acid ..•.......•.......•... . .......•.. 
Carbonic acid .....• , ........ . . : . .......•....... ~ 
Titanic acid ........................... . ......... . 
Silica (from slag and silicate of lead) . : ..... . ... . 
Silica (from quartz aud refractory silicates) .... . 
Elementary. 
53.130100 Oxygen ..................•..•..•...•...••....•••. 
O. 112000 ; Selenium and tellurium .••..•.•.•.•...•••••.... 
0. 000200 , Sulphur ...................•...•.••..•••........ 
0. 051420 Chlorine .............. . ........•....•..••..•..•• 
1. 479020 Potassium ....... . ....••.•..•......••..••..••••. 
~: ~~~:~~ ! !~!::~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ................... . 
O. 551270 i Lime ... . .......•.•...•.•..............••••.•••. 
0.115600 Magnesia ...........•.•. , . .........••. .' ........ . 
O. 210000 Potash ...............••............••......••..• 
O. 092940 Bromine .........••..........•................•. 
O. 0034 78 Iodine .....................••....••............. 
0. 015000 Carbon (from charcoal and coke) ..•.........•..• 
0. 225000 Graphite ........... . .........•.•.••......•....•. 
10. 929000 Indium, thallium, new metal ..........•....•.... 
O. 319800 Loss ........................................... . 
'.rrace 
0. 055800 
Total ............ . ..•...•.••...•..•........ 
8. 332000 Sil Yer · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · .... . ounces to ton .. 
1.500000 I Gold ............ . .................. . ..... do ..•. 
8. 242172 
Trac11s 
0. 490000 
0. 69484D 
0. 054590 
o. 051300 
1.144400 
0. 700240 
0. 512200 
0. 025000 
0.142420 
0. 007780 
1. 505000 
0. 290000 
Traces 
0. 05083(,' 
100. 00000( 
32. 006 
0. 058332, 
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ANALYSIS XXXV. ROASTED CHAMBER DUST - Continued, 
Rational. 
Pt>rtv.m soluble in wat.er. 
Oxychloride of lead ............................. . 
Oxybromide of lead ............................. . 
Ox)iodide of lead ............................... . 
ulpbate of zinc ................................ . 
ulphate of man"'ancse ....................... .. 
ulphate of lime ................................ . 
nlphate of marroesia ........................... . 
Caustic magnesia ............................... . 
Chloride of potassium ......................... . 
Bromide of potassium ........................... . 
Iodid ofpotas iam ............................ .. 
Chloride of odium ............................. . 
0.1059i0 
0. 0232i0 
o. 001620 
O. OIGOOO 
o. 036100 
0. 447440 
o. 049050 
o. 013650 
o. 083080 
0. 032870 
0. 001370 
O. 13C4GO 
Portion soluble in acids- Continued. 
Bromide of silver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 0. 032270 
Iodide of silver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O. 002390 
Oxide of cadmium . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 0. 005500 
Gold............................................ o. 000200 
Arsenious acid.................................. 0. 277000 
Peroxide of iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . 12. 020000 
Oxide of manganese (MD304) ..•.. ,·.............. 0. 746000 
.Alumina........................................ 1. 044000 
Carbonate of lime............................... Trac(I 
Selenious and tellurous acids . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Traces 
Oxides of indium, thallium, new metal. ......... 
1 
__ T_ra_ce_s 
Total ..................................... . 85. 481290 
Hygro copic water .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . 0. 225000 
Portion insoluble in acids. 
Total ..................................... . 
Portion soluble in acidB. 
Oxide of lead ................................... . 
Pho phate oflead .............................. . 
alphate oflead ................................ . 
"alphide oflead ................................ . 
Chloride of lead .............. ................... . 
Bromido of lead ................................. . 
Iodide of lead .................................. .. 
Oxide of antimony .............................. . 
Oxitl oftin ..................................... . 
Oxid of copper ................................. . 
Oxi<le of zinc ................................... . 
ulphat of lime ................................ . 
Cao tic magnesia. ............................... . 
Titanic acid .................................... . 
Oxide of bi moth .............................. .. 
Cliloride of ih-er ............................... . 
1. 165880 
22. 092080 
1. 826460 
37. 443000 
3. 676220 
2.105760 I 
0. 236140 
0. 009230 
0. 117000 
0. 004300 
0.144600 
1. 810000 
1. 224000 
Silica (combined) ............................. .. 
Bilica (quartz) ................................ .. 
Oxide of lead .................................. . 
.A.rsenious acid ................................. . 
Oxide of antimony ............................. . 
Oxide oftin ................................... .. 
Titanic acid ...................•............. - .. 
Peroxide of iron ............................... . 
Alumina ...................................... . 
Lime ................................ ··········· 
Magnesia ...................................... . 
Oxide of zinc ..................... . ............ . 
Oxide of magnesia ............................. . 
Potash ....................................... .. 
0. 447200 Soda . -· · · .. · · · · · · · · -- ........ · .. · .. · · · · · · .. · .. · 
o. 037800 I Carbon (from charcoal and coke) .............. . 
0. 0573GO Graphite ...................................... . 
0. 122640 Total ..................................... . 
8. 332000 
1. 500000 
0. 690000 
o. 000200 
0. 000300 
0. 000100 
o. 018000 
o. 687000 
0.100400 
0. 072COO 
0. 035000 
o. 026000 
Trace 
0. 025000 
o. 015000 
1. 505000 
o. 290000 
13. 296000 
Di cussion.-Everything indicates that the <lust was roasted at a very high tem-
p •ratnre and thi. i proved beyond doubt by the fact that traces only of carbonic 
a ·id ar detected. 
n c mparing thi analy i with the average analysis (XXXIV) of unroasted 
cbam r-<lu t, it i found that the percentage of lead is considerably increased, but 
that a c n iderable quantity of sih·er is lost. One notices also that t-he quantity of 
·hlorin , broruin , and io<lioe i about half what it was in the average sample of dust. 
up ling thi with th lo of ilver, it may ju tly be inferred that silver is lost in the state 
f chlor -br mo-iodide, and that ome lead i also lost in the same form. The quantity 
f pho pbat f l ad ha al o diminished in tead of increasing, showing that lead is 
al o I tin thi form. The percentage of arsenic and antimony is lower than in the 
unroa t d du t, but thi appear to be the only advantage gained by roasting, and a 
v ry li rht on it i in the e ca e . Sulphur, instead of being driven off by roasting, 
i nc ntr ted in the form of ulpbate of lead, amounting to 37 per cent., and repre-
eutin 5 per cent. f nlpbur in tead of 2 per cent., a in the chamber-dust. Lastly, 
a nt 1' r c nt. f caro n i driven off at great expense. This carbon is so intimately 
mi 1 with th riginal du t that by imple heating in the blast furnace there would 
m r tban n ugh of it to r due all the lea<l of the fumes. In fact, everything in-
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dicates that roasting chamber-dust in LeadYil!e is a useless and a ruinous operation, 
by which nothing is gained and by which many valuable substances, lead, silver, fuel, 
etc., are lost, at great expense. It is only fair to state once more that roasting of 
chamber dust has only been done at one smelter. The analyses show that the mis· 
chievous substances of chamber-diist are not arsenic and antimony, but chlorine, 
bromine, iodine, and phosphoric acid. Analysis XXXVI, of the portion of lead fumes 
Jost in the atmosphere, will further demonstrate this statement. A priori, the best 
way of treating lead dust and fumes is to resmelt them with an excess of lime, in 
order to fix the volatile constituents by combination with calcium and lime. This is 
precisely what is done in practice at most of the smelters, the only improvement that 
might be suggested being the use of pure lime instead of the mugnesian lime of Lead· 
ville; but the writer thinks the ge_neral use of caustic lime instead of limestone would 
be of great advantage to smelting at Leadville, since the chloro-bromo·iodo-phospbates 
of lead are driven off in the state of fumes in the furnace, JJefore Iimeston~, by the loss 
of carbonic acid, has become caustic and thus acquired the power of acting chemically, 
on the fumes with which it comes in contact. 
Lead lost in fumes.-At the time the writer was colle0ting notes and specimens for 
this report, it happened fortunately that experiments were being made with the Bart-
lett smoke·filter (described on page 673), at the Grant smelter, for the purpose of con· 
densing that portion of the lead fumes which escapes with the smoke into the atmos· 
pbere. A fine opportunity was thus had of making a thorough in,estigation of that 
part of the smelting products which is always lost at all the smelters. The analysis 
of these fumes proves to be the most interesting by far of all those made on lead dusts, 
since they are not only richer in lead than any of the others and contain more silver 
than the average Leadville slag, but they show also other remarkable peculiarities, as 
an inspection of the following analysis will show. They have exactly the appearance 
of soot or lampblack. 
ANALYSIS XXXVI. FUMES FROM BARTLETT FILTER. 
Ele»untary. 
Lead .....•..•.••... ,................ . . . . . . . . . . . . 60. 370150 I Potassium .•.•••.•••••..••.•..•..••...•...•...•. 
Silver........................................... 0. 014750 Sodium .•••••.•••...••• •• ..••••• ••• ...• ......... 
Gold........................ . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Faint trace Arsenic .••••••......••..••.••••..••..........••. 
Zinc . . . • • • . . • • . • • •• • • • . . . • . • . . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . • . 4. 638410 Antin::ony .•••••.••••• .••••.••••.......••..•.•. 
Cadmium ••••.•••••••.•.•••.•...••.......•..... . 
Iron ....•..•••••.•••.•.•••••.•••••.••••..••...• . 
Manganese .•.•.•.•••••.••..•••.••.••..•....... 
Aluminium .•••••..••••.•.....••••..••••..•••••. 
Calcium ..••.•..•...........•.•..••••. . .•..•.•.. 
Magnesium .•.•.•.••..•.••......•........•...•.. 
Soda .................. .. ....................... . 
Water .•••••.•..••.•.••..•••••..•..••.• • ...•••.. 
Carbonic acid ..•••...••..•...••.....••.•••.•.... 
Phosphoric acid .•••••.•••.••..••..••..••..••••. 
Sulphuric acid .•••••.••....••••.••••.•.•..••.•.• 
Titanic acid .................................... . 
0. 001310 
1. 227660 
0. 311420 
o. 060600 
0.124000 
0.174600 
0. 013(100 
o. 912500 
3. 057510 
2. 038400 
0. 060000 
0. 000500 
3. 279300 
Tin .•..•.... ...•..••..••.•••. .••.. ••...•....•... 
Lime ••••.•••••.•..••.•••••••••.•.•••.•.•...•• . 
Magnesia ..•••..•••.•.••.•••••••..••...•..••••.. 
Alumina .••••.••.••••.•••.•.•••.•••••.••....... 
Potash .... . •.••.••.•••••.••. .•.••••••••••••••••. 
Chlorine .......•..•.•...•••.••......••. . •...... 
Bromine ...•.•.......•..••.•• •••. •••••..•.....•. 
Iodine .....•.•••...•.•••.•••••.••••• ·····- ..••.• , 
Carbon (soot)a .......••••.•••...••..•....•...•. 
Indium, thallium, new metal .•••••..••...•• .. ••. 
Loss .•.....•••••. •..... .......•••• ••.....•••••. 
Total ..••••..•.•..••••..•••••••.•...••.... 
0.141300 
0.16.:600 
1.113672 
o. 208900 . 
0. 160J70 
2. 756990 
1. 856690 
0. 421000 
0. 007000 
3. 953590 
0. 798230 
0. 043630 
3. 365000 
Traces 
0. 009200 
100. 000000 Silica ....••.•.•••.....••..••..••..••...•. .• •••• . 
Oxygen ..•••.•••••••.••...•..••..••.••••.••..••. 
Sulphur ..............•..••..••..••..•••....••.. 
3
· 
393178 Silver ..••.•..•....•..••..•.••••. ounces to ton.. 4. 36'? 
5
· 
320540 Gold ....•.....•.•.••••..••..••..••..••.. do...... Tracn only 
Traces [ Selenium ail(l tellurium . ...................•.... 
a The soot contains al8o ::i, tracu of graphite. 
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A.NALYSI XXXVI. FUi\IES FROM: BARTLETT FILTER-Continued. 
Portion soluble in water. 
Oxychloriclo of lead ........................... . 
O:rybromide of lead .. .... .... ........ ......... . . 
0 :yiodidc of lead ......... ... . ... ... .. ......... . 
Proto nlphate of iron .............•............. 
Protochloride of iron ......................... . 
Proto bromide of iron .......................... . 
Protoiodide of iron ........................... . 
nlphat of zinc ......................... . ..... . 
Chloride of zinc ............................... . 
Bromide of zmc ............................... . 
Iodid of zinc . ............................... . 
nlphate of manganese ........................ . 
.'nlphate of alumina . ..... ......... ............ . 
Chlo1ide of alumininm ......................... . 
Cblo1icle of calcium ......... ................... . 
Bromide of calcium ........................... . 
Chloride of magnesium ....... .. ............. .. . 
Bromide of magnesium .. .............. . ....... . 
Chloride of pota sium ....................... .. . 
Chlori<l of odium .............. .•.. .... .•.... . 
Wat r ................................ ........ . 
Rational. 
3. 203400 
0. 704600 
0. 348340 
0. 05i000 
0. 537200 
o. ]84300 
0. 012400 
0. 060300 
0. 623200 
0. 176000 
6. 007600 
Trace 
Trace 
o. 446600 
o. 286380 
0.104(100 
Portion solitble in acids-Continued. 
Protosulphide of iron . ....................... - . . 
Sulphide of zinc ................... · .. · ·. · · · · · · · 
Sulphide of manganese ..... . ................. .. 
Sulphide of cadmium ................... . ·~·---. 
Arsenious acid . . ............................... . 
Protoxide of antimony ........................ . 
Oxide of tin (Sn02) ........... . .. · · · · · · · .. · · · •· · 
Selenious and tellurous acids .........•.... · · .. . 
Alumina ..................................... . 
Carbonate of lime ... _. .. . .................. · · · .. 
Carbonate of magnesia .......... .. ........... .. 
Caustic magnesia ............ .,,.,, ........... . 
Indium, thallium, new metal ... ..... ........... . 
Total ........ ......... ................... . 
Portion insolubl~ in acida. 
o. 080670 Silica .......................................... . 
0. 02024o Titanic acid .................... ... ·. · · · · · ·· · ·· · 
0. 269930 Oxide of lead .........•.......... ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
0. 423930 Oxide of zinc .........•... · · · · · · .. · .. · · · .. · · · · · · 
O. 9125()0 Peroxide of iron ...... .....••• · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Total ..................................... 
1
--9-.-05-8-65-o-11 Alumina ... ... .............•........ ............ 
Portion aoluble in acida. 
Oxi<l of I ad .................................. . 
PIJo phate of l ad ....................... . ..... . 
nlp!Ji<l of I ad ............................... . 
Chlorid of lead .............. .... ......... ... . . 
1====~11 Lime .......................................... . 
28.176000 
11. 641800 
18. 899160 
Magnesia .................................... · · · 
Potash . .. ..............................•........ 
Soda ... ......... ............................ : .. . 
Mn02, As02, Sn 02, Sb204 ................... · · · · · 
Carbon (soot) ............................... · · · · 
Total .......... . ......................... . 
1. 406680 
6. 357000 
0. 491960 
0. 001500 
1. 470000 
0. 250000 
0. 203850 
Traces 
o. 220200 
4. 853200 
1. 760300 
1. 008490 
TraceH 
1----
83. 884750 
3. 279300 
0. 000500 
0.142800 
o. 004800 
o. 034000 
0. 200800 
0. 039200 
0. 010000 
0. 007000 
0. 013000 
Traces 
3. 365000 
7. 096400 
6. 341150 
0. 750000 
0. 032460 
0. 017890 Portion soluble in water...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 9. 058650 
. •• . . .• . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • . .•. •.• . 0. 002060 Portion soluble in acids......................... 83. 884750 
0. 000150 Portion insoluble in acids. ....... ............... 7. 096400 
... . ... . ... . ....... .... ..... ... .... . .... . ... Faint trace Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 039800 
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The low barometric pressure at Leadville, which is, ou an average, nine inche·s .to 
ten iuches of mercury less than that at sea Jeve], explains ·in a great measure t.he 
extraordinary volatilization of so many products; bnt the fact that non-volatile sub-
stances are carried away in the state of volatile compounds, and, so to speak, repre-
cipitated in a non-rnlatile form, is abundantly proved by the fact that this smoke con-
tains chloro-bromo-iodides of calcium, magnesium, and aluminium, and still more by the 
fact that it contains more tin than any other. Most surprising of all is the small per-
centage of oxygen and the large percentage of sulphur, as compared with the amounts 
of both substances in flue and chamber dnst.s. 
SPEISS. 
The i-!peiss formed in the blast furnaces of Leadville belongs to three types: 1. 
The white metallic-looking speiss, in 1arge lamellar crystals, studded all over with 
very small, indistinct crystals. 2. The grayish sub.metallic looking speiss, in :fine crys-
talline graius. 3. The vesicular speiss. · 
It will be seen that iron sows helong also to the speiss family, being, so to speak, 
embryonic speiss. 
A specimen of type No. 1, taken from a cake at Messrs. Billing & Eilers's smelter 
and made from dolomitic smelting charges, contained only a few grains of metallic lead 
and none of metallic iron. The lead grains were separated by the sieve, and the speiss 
powder being analysed gave the . composition reported in Analysis XXXVII. This 
speiss bas such a characteristic appearance that it may be assumed that similar speiss 
found at the other smelters possesses the same composition. 
No. XXXVIII is the analysis of a sample representing type No. 2, composed of 
equal parts of Rpecimens taken from different smelter~, as indicated below: 
Smelter. ~~~i!ss¥;t 
analysis. 
American .... ·- · _ ... __ .. · -- ...... __ .· - ·· -· - ....... __ .. 
Cumming & Finn.·--··-- ·. ·-·····-··-----·····-·--- - · 1 . 
Elgin········-····-·-···--·-···-·····--··----··--:··-·· 
Grant. __ ....... ____ --- . . .... ......... ___ .. _. ·--- __ . _ .. 
La Plata·--.·--- .. ·---·· __ -· .... ···-· - .--· ....... ··- .. 
Little Chief ... . . _ . . . __ . : .. __ . _ ... ____ ....... ____ ... __ . 
Ohio antl Missouri . _ : .. _ . . . ____ .. __ .. __ .. ____ ..... ___ . 
Billing & Eilers . .. _._·--·-· .· --
Total ;rnruber (If specimens rnixecl for analysis ... --11--
By sifting, the speiss "'n:-5 separated into-
Spei,;s po°\\der _____ . ·----· ·----· ··-· ...... ·----· ---- ·----· ____ . ··---- ___ _ 98.21 
Lead grains ...... . · . - .. - - -- . __ . - ... ___ .. _ . _ . _ .. _____ . _ _ _ _ .. ____ . ___ . _. _. I. 22 
Iron grains. __ . - ....... - . - ..... - -...... _ -... __ ..... ______ . ___ .. ___ .. _ _ _ _ _ O. 57 
Total·---···----··--·-----· .. ..... ___ ·_·--··----· ..•.•. ·----··----· 100.00 
The non-combined iron grains did not contain any arsenic and were very tough; 
the lead ,vas also very pnre. The speiss powder only was analysed. 
, 
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The sample of vesicular speiss was made uv of equal parts of _nine specimens, 
collected, three at the American smelter, two at the Harrison, four at the Ohio and 
Missouri. 
By siftiug, it was E:eparated iuto-
Spei spowder ... ~ ................................•................•.... . 90.17 
Iron grains.. .... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • • . 9. 83 
Lead grains......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . ••. . . • . . Trace 
Total ............................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00 
The iron grains are also perfect.ly free from arsenic and very tough. The speiss 
powder of this sample was not analyzed, as in all probability its composition is the 
ame as that of type No. 2; but it was assayed for gold an<l silver. (See speiss assay 
No. 5.) 
Oonclus·ions.-The sieve examination of speiss shows: 1. That speiss type No. 1 
contains no free iron and is a non.saturated speiss. 2. That speiss type No. 2 contains 
just enough iron in excess to indicate that it is saturated with iron. 3. Lastly, vesicu-
lar speiss type No. g contains a ,ery large excess of free iron. It is a supersaturated 
peiss, whose fusion has been prevented l>y this exce8s of infusible iron. 
The writer made three comparatiYe experiments on the fusibility of the three 
kind of speis . In each case the pul,erized speiss was mixed with borax in a porce-
lain crucible, heated over the blast.lamp, properly regulated to operate as nearly as pos· 
ible in the same conditions. Speiss types No. 1 and No. 2 melted easily, and no 
appreciable difference could be detected in their melting point. Speiss type No. 3 was 
melted with more difficulty than the preceding and formed a vesicular button, show· 
ing incomplete fusion. 
ANALYSES XXXVII AND XXXVIII. SPEISS. 
Sulphur . ...............•..... 
Ar enic .. .................... . 
Antimony ... .. .............. . 
XXXVII. XXXVIII. 
5. 8191 
31. 4725 
Trace 
4. 4695 
21. 8003 
0.1450 · 
Iron ... - . . . . • . . • • . . •• • . . . ••• • . 60. 5780 70. 4780 
Zinc .... .. .••...• :............ Faint trace i Trace 
ilver 0. 0085 '1 0 0301 
I Gold.::::::::::::::::::::::::: Faint trace : 0:0009 Lead... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.4935 l 2. 5030 l Copper . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 3628 , 0. 2566 
Nickel........................ 0. 0876 0. 0981 
olybdenum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • O. 2110 ! o. 2155 
j Lo ······· ····· ............•. .:..:..:.:.:..:..:.::.:.:.=; __ o_._00_30_
1 
I 
Total .................. . __ 1~~1 100. 0000 
iJy r .... ..... ounces to ton.. 2. 48 I 8. 7822 
old ............ . .... do...... Trace 0.26 
pei s analyzed in XXXVII is 
of m tal accompanying iron, and the 
formula 
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'11be powder of the vesicular speiss was not analyzed, as has been stated before, 
but it is probable that its composition and formula are the same as that of the preced 
ing, since both are saturated speiss and contain an excess of. uon-combined iroi.1. 
However, both cannot be considered as mere mixture.$ of definite arsenio-snlpbu-
rets of iron and iron, for both the iron and the arseni9-sulphuret are crystalline, ,wd 
they are in all probability crystallographic compounds.1 It has been seen that slags 
were similarly crystallographic compounds. It will be seen that mattes also are crys, 
tallographic compoun'ds. A few remarks will be made with regard to slag-mattes, which 
form the highest expression of this class of sub8tances, so that in almost every stage 
of the smelting operations crystallographic compounds are the regular products of the 
blast furnaces. 
The speisses analyzed are remarkable on account of -
1. The presence of antimony in such very small quantities, whilst it exists i11 the 
smelting charges, and is formed in no inconsiderable quantity in the bullion, the 
fumes, etc. 
2. The presence of molybdenum in each an<l. sensibly iu the same amount, show-
ing how widely and evenly distributed this metal is in the camp. In the writer's 
opinion it is the first time molybdenum h.as ·been pointed out in speiss. It is so thor-
oughly concentrated in this product that it was not possible to detect it in either 
bullion, slag, or fumes. 
3. -The total absence of cobalt, which, as bas been observed, is concentrated in 
the skimmings of the lead of the siphon-tap, and thus thoroughly separated from 
nickel, which, as the preceding analyses show, remaius in the speiss. 
Assays of speiss for gold and s_ilver.-In order to complete the study of the Lead,ille 
speiss, the following· assays were made of speiss belonging to the three different types 
in the Survey laboratory : · 
TABLE XIII.-Assays of speiss. 
No. Smelters. I Nature of 
I No. of speci-
i I 
speiss. mens mixed Silver Gold. for assay. 
Oz. to ton . Oz. to ton. 
1 Billing & Eilers ........ · •••........ ) 
r ~ 2. 48 Trace 2 ...... do .......................... I 11. 95 Trace rummmg & Finn ............... ),Type No. I. pl 
3 ~~g~~~~: : ::::: :::::: :::: :::: :: : : I . I 3 J 15. 25 0. 066 J l 3 t· 
Average assay of type, No. 1. 
···· ········-··I··· · ·· · · ······ 9. 898 ; (I, 022 r•Chld ......... 
1 
. 
m 
7---La Plata .......•.............. . 
Grant .. ..........•............ 
4 
.A meriean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I Billina & Eilers · Type No. 2·· I 8. 7822 , o. 26 
... · .. .. ·-·········· 1 I I ~ I I 
1 
Cnmmmg & Fmn .............. 
Elgin ...•...................... j ! .. I 1 I i 
· l Ohio and Missouri........ . . . . . . I · l 2 J 
rme,ioan. ···················· r {:t 5 Harrison .............•........ : i Type No. 3 .. 40. 655 o. 0479 l Ohio and Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 4 J ! 
(S. }<.,, ~~)actly what Mr. Guyarcl means by the term crystallographic compoiinds I am not al>le to state. 
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To complete this examination the powder and metallic grains of vesicular speiss 
No. 5 were tried separately, with the following results: 
Sil•"· I Gold. 
Oz. to ton. Oz. to ton. 
Speiss powder .... 
"· '" I ,. ,., Metallic grains . .. 12. 675 0. 075 
Discitssion.-Ithas been seen that types No.1 and ~o. 2 contain sensibly the same 
amount of precious metals, but why type No. 3 should contain such a large quantity 
of ilver as 40 ounces the writer is not prepared to explain. The fact that the silver 
is contained, not in the metallic grains, as might have been supposed, but in the speiss 
it elf, renders the explanation more difficult yet. 
Speiss No. 2 (type No. 1), from Messrs. Billing & Eilers's smelter, was made in 
connection with dolomitic slag. The difference in the contents of silver is very large, 
and is probably due to a corresponding difference in the assay of the bullion extracted 
at the same time. 
IRON SOWS OR SAL.A.MANDERS. 
The sows, or small masses of reduced metallic iron, which are formed occasion-
ally in the blast-furnaces, on being analyzed prove to be a variety of speiss. The 
writer expected some important results from their examination, for the reason that 
metallic iron reduced in the blast-furnaces becomes the center of the most important 
chemical reactions, and that here was an opportunity- of observing the various com-
ponents of the smelting charges in the very act of combination. 
The ·ample submitted to analysis was prepared from a great variety of speci-
men -two from the Little Chief, three from Gage, Hagaman & Co., and four from the 
California smelter. 
MATTES. 
ANALYSIS XXXIX. !RON SOW. 
Iron . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72. 82830 
Lea~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18. 79340 
.Arsenic............. .. . • . . . . . 5. 08330 
Nickel............ . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 04500 
Cobalt . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Faintest trace 
Manll:anese .......... ........ . 
.antimony ................... . 
Copper ...................... . 
0. 01500 
Faint trace 
Faint trace 
Zinc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Faintest trace 
Molybdenum . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 0. 16100 
Sulphur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 65000 
Silver............. . . . . . . . . . . . . O. 11492 
Gold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O. 00003 
Phosphorus................... 0. 10905 
Graphite...... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 0. 75000 
Combined carbon............. 0. 55000 
Silicium, slag, loss...... . . . . . . O. 90000 
1-----1 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00000 
Silver ......... ounces to ton .. 
Gold ................. do ..... . 
l=====I 
33. 51750 
ao. 00875 
ain order to obtain a fair average assay of silver and gold the assay was made on 200 
grams, which explains why gold is given to the rcrifiHHi of an ounce to the ton. 
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Analysis XXXIX s-hows that the sows are an alloy of iron and lead combined 
with a quantity of arsenic sufficient to class them with speiss. Like the latter, sows 
contain nickel, molybdenum, and sulphur. Their graphite is liberated whep. their iron 
enters into combination with larger quantities of sulphur and arsenic, and is bl.own 
away with the lead dust where it has been.found. Like supersaturated speiss, sows 
are very rich in silver. The fact that they contain traces of cobalt, which cannot be 
detected in speiss, shows that this metal is forcibly taken away by virtue of a reaction 
which is not yet understood, although one is inclined to presume that sulphide of 
cobalt is formed, and that it combines more readily with sulphide of lead than with 
arsenide of iron. 
MATTES. 
The examination of the mattes of Leadville pro,ed so surprising to the writer 
that he accumulated all possible proofs in order to haYe no doubts as to their nature. 
It will be seen that they are formed of sulphides of iron and lead and magnetic oxide 
of iron. It was in order to demonstrate the ptesence of this oxide that experiments 
and reactions were varied in every possible way, which were discarded afterwards, 
and became useless when the magnetic oxide of iron was successfully isolated in the 
pure crystalline statP;. Thus mattes are formed of sulphides and oxides, and, like 
most furnace products, they are crystallographic combinations of chernical compoitnds. 
A careful examination was made of the two typical kinds of mattes of Leadvillev 
The so.called iron matte, with a fine cr:ystalline structure and a brown luster, was col-
lected at Moosrs. Cumming & Finn's smelter (Analysis XL). The so-called lead 
matte, blackish gray, with a decided crystalline structure, was found at the Elgin 
smelter (Analysis XLI). Both specimens were slightly swollen and split by a begin-
ning of oxidation. Both yield strongly magnetic particles to the magnet, which were . 
at first mistaken for magnetic sulphides. By rubbing the magnetic portion on filter 
paper, isolating with the magnet, repeating the oiJeration several times, and finally 
treating it with nitric acid, in order to destroy some sulphides which adhere to it, 
the pure magnetic oxide is obtained. Whether the adhering· sulphides are magnetic 
or not could not be decided. The pure magnetic oxide was not analyzed, but there i~ 
but little doubt that its formula is the same as that of the oxide isolated from slag!--, 
namely, Fe109. 
, 
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Portion so,uble in water. 
ulphuric acid ................. . 
Protoxide of iron ... ............ . 
Water .......................... . 
Portion soluble in acids. 
ulphur . ....................... . 
Oxycren .. ...................... . 
Iron ............................ . 
Nickel ......................... . 
Lead . .. .. ....................•. 
ilv r ......... ..... ..•......... . 
Portion soluble in water . 
Protosulphate of iron ....... ... . 
Portion soluble in acids. 
Proto ulphit.le of iron ... .... .. .. . 
ulphide of lead ................ . 
Magnetic oxide of iron . ........ . 
'u lphide of zinc ......... . ..... . 
ulphide of nickel .... ......... . 
ulphid of copper . ...... . ..... . 
ulpbitl of arsenic ......... . ... . 
ANALYSES XL AND XLI. MATTES. 
• Elernentary. 
XLI. XL. XLI. XL. I 
1------ll·-----------1-----,·----
I 
I 
o. 03,395 I 
o. 034105 I 
Trace 
24. 257340 
4. 500000 
48. 906300 I 
None 
20. 100000 1· 
0. 291666 
XL. 
0. 072000 
5G. 151956 
23. 192307 
16. 312500 
1. 706700 
None 
0. 347840 
0. 290275 
Portion soluble in acids.-Cont'd. 
0. 030 Gold ......................•.... Faint trace Faint trace 
0. 028 Zinc . .......................... 1.143700 0. 220 
Trace Copper 
···················--·· · 
0. 278277 0. 855 
Arsenic ........................ o. 219906 0.131 
Antimony ..................... . Trace 0. 270 
19. 350 
6. 230 Portion insoliible in acids. 
40. 430 Slag 
···-······················ · 
0.137000 o. 140 
0. 067 Loss 
····· ···················-·· 
0. 093811 0. 039 
31. 970 Total. ................ -··· 100. 000000 ·100. 000 
0. 240 Silver ........... ounces to ton .. 85. 067 69. 9984 
Rational. 
XLI. 
9. 058 
37. 446 
36. 912 
22. 826 
0. 330 
0. 102 
]. 2 2 1' 
0. 214 
Portionsoluble inacids.-Cont'd. 
Sulphide of antimon~' ......... . 
Sulphide of silver ... ...... .... . 
Sulphide of gold .............. .. 
Iron (combined with FeS2) .... . 
Portion insoluble in acids. 
XL. 
Trace 
o. 334875 
Trace 
1. 360730 
I-
XLI. 
0. 376 
o. 275 
Trace 
Trace 
Slag ........... _................ o. 137000 O. 140 
Loss ........ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O. 093811 O. 039 
Total . .... _ ..... ... ...... _ ~:000000 ·1-- 100. 000 
Th writer ha described in th Bullet-in Ile la ociete Chimique de Paris a peculiar mineral formetl of arsenio 
ulphur t of nickel and chrome.iron oxide, which certainly presents a great analogy with the mattes. 
A third 
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Assays of,~attes. _ Crude mattes generally contain variable quantities of metallic 
grains, so that whenever it was thought advisable the crude matte was assayed, as well 
as the p·owder and metallic grains separated by the sieve. The following assays were 
made in the laboratory of the Survey. 
TABLE XIV. ASSAYS OF MATTES. 
Matte. No.1. No. 2. No. 3. 
Separates into-
Powder ..................... 51. 37 98. 62 79. 32 
Metallic grains .... ... ...... 48. 63 1. 38 20. 68 
------
100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 
Silver contents. 
Crude matte .... ounces per ton. 102. 7344 · Not assayed 99. 0256 
Powder ............... . do ...... 45. 47 74. 35 86. 63 
Metallic grains ..•...... do ... .. . 163. 22 Not assayed 146. 6 
Gold contents. 
Crude matte ... . ounces per ton. 0. 02743 Not assayed o. 03 
Powder ................ do .. .... 0. 025 Faint trace 0. 03 
Metallic grains . . . . . . . . do ..... 0. 030 Not assayed 0. 03 
No. 1. .American smelter, lead matte. 
No. 2. Billing & Eilers's smelter, lead matte, blackish gray. 
No. 3. Cumming & Finn's smelter, lead and iron matte. 
No. 4. Elgin smelter, lead matte, grayish. 
No.4. 
97. 5 
2.5 
100. 00 
Not assayed 
66. 25 
Not assayed 
Not assayed 
Trace 
Not assayed 
Discussion. -It has been seen (Analysis XL) that the normal iron matte contains 
85 ounces of silver, and that (assay of mattes No. 3) the powder of a similar matte 
fl'Om the same smelter contains 86½ ounces. The normal lead matte (Analysis XLI} 
contains 70 ounces of silvev, and the powder from similar mattes at the same and 
at other smelters contains 66.25 ounces of silver (No. 4), 45.5 ounces (No. 1), 74.35 ounces 
(::N'o. 2). 
The relation between the contents of bullion (represented by the metallic grains) 
in silver and the contents of the mattes in silver is rather peculiar. In No. 1, the 
richest bullion, 163 ounces, corresponds to the poorest matte; and in No. 3, the poor: 
est bullion, 146½ ounces, accompanies the richest matte, 86 ounces. Evidently there 
is an antagonism between matte and bullion, in which the latter has not always the 
advantage. 
ACCRETIONS. 
There are two kinds of accretions formed in the blast furnace which have noth-
ing in common : the hearth accretions and the shaft accretions. 
Hearth accretions. - Hearth accretions are, in general, very similar to mattes
1 
but 
sometimes they look more like slags. From a very rough examination of these prod-
ucts, it results that they are chiefly formed of slag, and lead- and iron-matte and it 
. ' 1s thought that the word slag-matte is the most appropriate to designate them. They 
are formed of vari~ble quantities of slag and matte, but often contain nearly equal 
parts of both, and represent in the highest degree those singular compounds crystallo-
. ' . graphically combined, which have been described so often in this report. 
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The writer ha not pursued further the investigations of these hearth accretions 
for the rea on that the elements which constitute them have already been fully exam-
ined and discu sed. 'Ihe following assays were made however, in the same manner as 
tho e of the mattes : 
T ABLE XV. ASSA.YB OF HEARTH A.CCRETIONS FROM GRA.NT SMELTER. 
Accretions. 
eparates into-
Slag-matte powder .. . ......... ...... · .. . 
Metallic grains ..•. .. ............. ...... 
Silver contents. 
Crude hearth accretion .•.. . ounces per ton. 
Slag-matte powder .............. .. . do ..... . 
Metallic grains .. ............•... . .. do . .... . 
Gold contents. 
Crude hearth accretion ..... ounces per ton. 
Slag-matte powder .•.............. . do .. .•. . 
Metallic grains . ... . ........ · •..••... do . .... . 
No. l. No. 2. 
77. 51 63. 06 
22. 49 36. 94 
100. 00 100. 00 
47. 6916 81. 6473 
28. 8 16. 125 
112. 8 193. 50 
Trace Trace 
Trace Trace 
Trace Trace 
Discussion. -The assay of silver in the slag-matte indicates to some extent the 
relative proportion of slag and matte in the hearth accretion, it being evident that 
No. 1 contains more matte than No. 2. The fact that the poorest bullion, No. 1, cor· 
responds to the richest accretion, and the richest bullion, No. 2, to the poorest accre-
tion, confirms the similar observation made on the mattes, and seems to indicate that 
bullion is depri ed of its silver by the matte. 
Shaft accretions. - As has already been stated, the shaft accretions have nothing 
in common with hearth accretions. Shaft accretions generally result from the con. 
den ation of ublimated products. They form thick incrustations against the lower 
part of the walls of the shaft of blast.furnaces, and occasionally line the whole of 
the haft. At Gage, Hagaman & Co.'s the wdter has seen a small round furnace 
entirely lined, from the top of the water-jackets to within six inches of the feed.hole, 
with accretion a foot thick. A very complete collection of those products was made, 
a i wa expected that in them would be found a great concentration of the metals 
which ccur in minute quantitie in the ores. 
B fore de cribing normal accretions the writer would say a few words concerning 
ome pretty yellowi h emi·translucid crystals of chloro·bromide of lead found by Dr. 
1. W. Ile in one of the furnace at Grant smelter, between the main cast.iron plate 
upport of the furnace and the ma onry. These crystals were analyzed by Dr. 
Ile and fi und to contain-
II 
hlorine ............................................................... 10.345 
Br min . ..... .. .... .... .... ..... ... .... ..... .... ....... .. . . . . . . . .••. .. 25. 321 
L ad ............ . ... .. ...................... . .......................... 63. 927 
99.593 
f the cry tal were kindly forwarded to the writer by Dr. 
in 1 qualitati-vel, ; in the e were found, besides chloride and bro-
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mi<le of lead, a small quantity of iodide of lead. They appeared, moreover, to have 
the same composition as the chloro-bromo-iodide of lead which was found by the 
writer in the lead dust; in which case they would contain more chlocine than bromine 
and more bromine than iodine; but being crystallized it is very possible that they 
have the composition assigned to them by Dr. M. W. Iles and the formula Pb Br 
Cl. These crystals form quite an accidental accretion, and are found only in very 
small quantity. 
The normal accretion, the one found in every smelter and in every furnace, is a 
light crystalline fibrous and porous mass with a luster like galena and full of caYities, 
~potted with a whitish-yellow and reddish crust. The fibrous · portion is formed of 
alternate layers of galena-like and of yellowish-white crystals. No metallic grains 
can be seen in the mass of the accretion, even when broken into very small bits; but, 
while some parts are quite brittle, others have a toughness which is due to the pres-
ence of metallic lead. A similar accretion, collected at Messrs. Billing & Eilers's 
smelter, was separated by the sieYe into powder, 81.25; lead grains, 18.75. 
The whole accretion, powder and grains, was analyzed in the above proportion 
and found to contain, among other substances, an enormous quantity of metallic lead; 
more than twice as much as the quantity represented by the lead grains. This lead 
is evidently condensed vapor of this metal or sublimated lead, so intimately mixed 
with the sulphides that it passes through the sieve. 
Another point . of interest is the large percentage of sulphide of zinc found, 
which forms the yeliowish.white crust and layers visible in the accretion already men-
tioned. 
The following is the analysis of a typical shaft accretion collected at Messrs. 
Billing & Eilers's smelter. 
ANALYSIS XLII. SHAFT ACCRETION. 
Portion soliible i.1i acids 
Elementary analysis. Rational analysis. 
Per cent. Per cent. 
Sulphur ............. -. . . . . . •• . . . • • . . •. . . . . . •. . . . 8. 2912730 Sulphide of lead.............................. .. .. 7. 2049800 
Lead............................................ 47. 4912340 Sulphide of bismuth............. ... ............. Trace 
:Bismuth ...•........... -· - • . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . • . . Trace Sulphide of silver... . . ••• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . o. 0866268 
Silver........................................... 0. 0754498 Sulphide of gold ...•.............. :.............. Ti ace 
Gold . . . . . . . • • • . • . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace only Sulphide of cop:per • • . • • • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace 
Copper.......................................... Trace Sulphide of zinc................................. 10. 4124000 
Zinc ..............••.•..•• -..•........... - • . . . . . . 6. 9774000 Sulphide of cadmium .........•..........•.•... Marked trace 
Cadmium ...................................... Marked trace Protosulphide of iron............................ 10. 6129000 
Iron ....... -.....••.......• -• - • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 6. 7536000 Sulphide of arsenic . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . • . • . . . o. 0644009 
Arsenic ........................................ . 
Antimony ...................................... . 
Sulphuric acid .....•.••••...•••...•........•••.. 
Phosphoric acid ................................ . 
Carbonic acid ...........••......•............... 
Lime ..................................•..•...... 
Magnesia ..•............•......•..••............ 
Oxide of manganese .............••.............. 
Alumina ....... .. ................. . ..•..••...... 
0. 0392689 Sulphide of antimony............................ Trace 
Trace Metallic lead . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . 41. 2469180 
O. 9653590 Sulphate of lime . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 64111Ci3 
2. 1663252 Phosphate of lime . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •• • . • . . • • .. . . . . . 4. 6937046 
Trace Carbonate of lime................................ Trace 
4. 2616000 Caustic lime . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1. 0584693 
3. 2021540 Caustic magnesia .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 2021540 
2. 8871860 Ox,ide of manganese.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. o87l seo 
0. 0720000 Alumina......................................... O, 0720000 
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A-.~.ALYSIS XLII. SHAFT ACCRETION-Continued. 
Portion insoluble in acicla. 
Elementary analysis. Rational analysis. 
Per cent. P~r cent. 
ilica . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . 10. 1000000 Silica............................................ 10. 1000000 
Oxid of lead...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 4050000 Oxide of lead . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 0. 4050000 
Oxide of zinc ...... • .............. _................ 0. 3000000 Oxide of zinc . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . 0. 80°00000 
Oxide of iron. ...... .. .................. . ... ... .. 1.1000000 Oxide of iron . . . . . . .•. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .••......... 1. 1000000 
Oxide of manganese............................. Trace Oxide of manganese....................... . . . . . . . Trace 
.dlum:na...... . ........ .... .. . . .. . .. ... . . . . .. . . . 1. 6000000 Alumina......................................... 1. 6000000 
Lime... . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . .•. . .. 2. 1000000 Lime . .. . . . . ... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . 2. 1000000 
.Magne ia . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 0950000 Magnesia........................................ 1. 0950000 
Lo ...... .... .. ................................ 0.1171501 Loss ..................... . ....................... 0.1171501 
Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0000000 Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0000000 
Silver, 22 ounces to the ton; gold, trace only. 
Discussion.-The points of interest in this analysis are the concentration of phos-
phoric acid in the form of phosphate of lime, the presence of caustic limP-, and the 
pre ence of 22.3 per cent. of metarnc lead in an impalpable form. A gla,nce at the 
whole analysi Rhows the close resemblance between accretions and chamber-dust, 
th former repre enting products of sublimation, the latter products of volatilization. 
Assays of normal accretions. -The writer prepared a sample of accretions identical 
in appearance with the one reported above and made up of twelve specimens from the 
following smelters: 
Cummincr & Finn.......................................................... 7 
Grant... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Harri on .................••••.... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Gage, Hagaman & Co........... .... ...... .... ...... ...... .. .. .... .. ...•.. 3 
Total number of specimens mixed for assay...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
The powder and grains in this mixture were separated, as usual, by the sieve. 
The whol accretion a ayed 21.1092 ounces of silver to the ton. The specimen 
nal ·z 1 a ay d 22 ounce , bowing a remarkable uniformity in the composition of 
h e pro net from ,ariou ource . The accretion powder assayed 21 ounces and the 
ac r tion gr in ~3.6 unce of ilver to the ton. This last figure is very interesting, 
a howio th content in ilv r of volatilized bullion. There can be no doubt about 
thi inc the accretion a aye come precisely from smelters which run the richeBt 
and th po re t hnllioo; be ide if we consult the assays of lead grains found in other 
pr duct (the mattes and hearth accretions, for in tance), we find that in no instance 
lo 1 ad grain contain ·o little a 23 ounce of ilver. 
In conn cti n with th normal accretions ju t described will be given the assay 
mmon acer tion which diff r entirely from the preceding. Instead of being 
n 1 th are v ry b avy and compact, and con ist either of galena which 
r f artiti ial gal na formed in the furnace by the reduction of 
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sulphate of lead. Whatever their origin, they are formed of galena. The sample 
assayed was prepared from five specimens from the following smelters: 
Cumming & Finn ........................... - - . - .. - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -• - - - · 
Grant .......... ---- ...........•.......... ---- .............. -·····-··· ..... . 
Raymond, Sherma:n & McKay ........••..........•••. - . - ....• - --- --- -·· -- - - -
2 
2 
1 
Total ....................•.•..................•. - -.. - - - - - . -...•.. -.. - 5 
The whole accretion assayed 45 ounces of silver to the ton. It was separated by 
the sieve into-
Powder ....•..•...•.••..................................••••.....•...... 91. 25 
Metallic le~d grains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . . • . . 8. 75 
Total .....•.••....... _ ........•••...............................•. 100. 00 
The powder assayed 35 ounces and the grains 148.5 ounces to the ton. 
When mattes and accretions are not thrown away pell-mell with the slags, they 
are always roasted· in heaps in Leadville. A mixture of such roasted mattes and 
accretions from Billing & Eilers's smelter was assayed; it consisted of two fine speci-
mens, yellowish-white and reddish on the surface, full of large cavities, and h(1ving a 
blackish fracture; free sulphur was visible throughout the mass. It was separated by 
the sieve into-
Powder ...... ... . .... ...... .... .... ...... .... .. . ... .... .•.. .. . .. . .. ..... 97. 96 
Grains . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 04 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00 
The powder assayed 8.25 ounces of silver to the ton.1 
If we consider that the products roasted assayed 22.45 ounces (accretions), 102, 
74.5, 99, and 66 ounces (mattes), respectiYely, we may well ask, wl_1at becomes of the sil-
ver in this ruinous operation of roasting in heaps performed at several smelters 1 A 
definite answer is difficult, since if silver is volatilized it is not known in what form; 
but it seems probable that, since the roasting takes place in the open on the slag-
heap and the roasting heap is periodically leached by· rain, silvn may be carried away 
in the state of sulphate. 
Peculiar accretions. -The following analysis has been made of a very peculiar 
accretion found at Messrs. Cumming & Finn's smelter. This accretion is half · black 
and half yellow and looks like a m1xture of galena and orpiment. It was separated by 
the sieve into-
Po,vder .....••••.......................................•••....•. _ .... _ . . 75. 54 
Lead grains ...................•............................... _ . . . . . . . . . 24. 46 
Total ......... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . 100. 00 
The whole accretion, powder and grain, was analyzed (: ee Analysis XLIII), and 
more interesting results than those obtained could scarcely have been anticipated. 
The bright-yellow portion proved to be a peculiar Naples 3rellow formed of arsenio-
.!1ntimonio-stannate of lead; and the whole of the constituents of that portion were in 
the state of oxides. Herc we find a most remarkable instance of concentration, that 
of tin, which apparently exists only in traces throughout the camp, and that of anti-
1 All the assays of accretions were made in the laboratory of the Survey. 
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mony and ar enic, which exi t only in small quantities in the ores. This accretion 
contain tin, 5.6 per cent.; antimony, 2.7 per cent.; and arsenic, 5 per cent. 
The behavior of thi accretion with reagents is noteworthy: treated by weak 
nitric acid the metallic grains and su1phides, as well as the excess of the oxide of lead, 
are di olved and the yellowish compound is left untouched. This residue, treated by 
trong nitric acid~ yields arsenite of lead, which dissolves in the state of arseniate. The 
r idue, which i still yellow, is decomposed by sulphide of ammonium, which dissolves 
tin. The resitlue, treated by weak nitric acid, in order to dissolve the sulphide of lead 
formed, leaves behind a yellow powder, which proves to be antimoniate of lead. The 
separation iu this instance are so remarkable that the relative proportions of arsenite, 
antimoniate, and stannate of lead forming the yellow compound could in this way be 
roughly estimated. 
ANALYSIS XLIII. PECULIAR ACCRETION. 
El~mentary analysis. 
Lead . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70. 63119 
Sil'l"er........................................... O. 29700 
Gold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o. 00075 
Ar enic .•.••....... .. . . . . ..•. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 00925 
Antimony . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 69686 
Tin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• . . • 5. 59341 
Iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 02800 
Zinc............................................. Trace 
ulphnr......... •. • .. . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 60067 
Oxygen . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 6. 25617 
P roxlde of iron ........................... .- . . . . . 3. 45600 
Alumina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 60000 
ilica · · · .. - .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 83000 
L .• •.•••..••..•• . ••••••.••••••. •••••. .••. .••.• 0. 00067 
Total.............................. . . . . . . . 100. 00000 
il ver ............................ ounces to ton .. ~~623-
Gold ....... .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. ..... ........ . do... . o. 21875 
Ratlonal. analysis. 
Metallic grains : 
Lead ..•...•................••............... 
Silver .................•.............•...•••.• 
Arsenic ............•••....................... 
Antimony .......................••.......... 
Tin .......................................•.. 
Sulphide oflead ......•.•....•............•.. 
Sulphides-
Sulphide of iron ........................... .. 
Sulphide of silver .......••................•. 
Sulphide oflead .•........................... 
Oxide of lead compounds-
Oxide of lead .........•...•...••...........•. 
Oxide of zinc ...•........•.•..•••••.•••...••.. 
.A.rsenious acid .......••....••................ 
Antimonic acid .................••••.......•. 
Stannic acid ................................ . 
Oxide of gold ............................... . 
'ilicic acid .............•......•....•.•••.•... 
Alumina . ............••...••••.••.........•.. 
23. 72921 
0.19800 
0. 02500 
o. 05500 
0. 23100 
0. 21913 
0. 04400 
0.11366 
18. 96927 
32. 62459 
Trace 
6. 57900 
3. 50806 
6. 81666 
0. 00075 
2. 83000 
o. 60000 
Peroxide of iron . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 45600 
iu 
i 
Loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . O. 00067 
Total . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . 100. 00000 
Di cu ion.-Th rati nal report may be expre . ed under the simple form : 
Th 
M tarnc grain . .................................•..... _ .... _ .•... _... 24. 45734 
1 tal11c , ulpbide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19. 12693 
Oxide ofl ad cowpouud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . ••. . . 56. 41506 
Lo · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - .............. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 00067 
Total ...........................••••..•.••..................•.. 100.00000 
ilicic a id, alumina, and peroxide of iron were com-
tat of i1icate, aluminate, and ferrite; as for gold, it 
tal i xidiz d by xi<le of tiu and coml>ine witll it,. 
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Peculiar accretion found at Gage, Hagaman & Co.'s smelter.-This accretion was a thin, 
compact, yellowish-green mass of alternate layers of sulphide of lead and yellowish-
green oxides ; it contained only a very few grains of lead in fine particles. This 
accretion is remarkable on account of the enormous quantity of zinc concentrated in it 
(53 per cent.), chiefly in the state of oxide (65.5 per cent.). It is also the only accre-
tion in which were {ound traces of chlorine, bromine, and iodine. The rational report 
of the analysis has been arranged so as to show as clearly as possible how the differ-
ent substances are mixed or combined. Sulphide of zinc was estimated by means of 
the sulphureted hydrogen evolved on treating the accretion with weak sulphuric acid. 
No iron was present in the solution. 
Traces of the silver reported as chloride exist in the state of sulphide. 
ANALYSIS XLIV. PECULIAR ACCRETIONS. 
Elementary analysis. 
Lead .......... . 
Zinc ...... ······-··--······--······--·········-·· 
SilYer ·····-·····-···· ····.···················--·-
Chlorine with traces Br, I .. ··---· ......... ·--·-· 
Sulphuric acid .......... _ ...•.. _ .... _ ........••• 
Arsenious acid ..... _ ........................... . 
Antimonious acid ...•.........•...•..•.......•.. 
Oxygen ........................................ . 
Sulphur ................................ ........ . 
Rational analysis. 
Per cent. 
25. 9530 Sulphide of lead ................................. . 
53. 3294 Sulphide of zinc ................................. . 
0. 0944 Mixture-
0. 0350 
o. 2866 
0. 0715 
o. 0565 
13. 7513 
2. 7254 
Oxide of zinc ............................... .. 
Sulphate of lead ............................ . 
Oxide of lead ..... } { 
Arsenious acid . . in combination .••••.... 
Antimonious acid 
Chloride of lead, with traces Pb Br, PbI. .... 
Peroxide of iron............................... . 1. 3815 Chloride of silYer, with traces Ag Br, Ag! .. . 
Alnmina . . . . . . . • • • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. • . .. .. . 0. 3285 Peroxide of iron (mixed, not combined) ..... . 
Lime . . . . . . • • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . 0. 2007 Alumina. ) f 
Magnesia . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . •. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 1588 Lir:.e .. _-. > partly combined with SiO2 ..... ~ 
Silica............................................ 1. 5770 Magnesia, J l 
Loss . ... ...... .•••.• ...... .•.......... .......... 0. 0504 Silica ............... . ........ : ............. .. 
Total. .••... -• -......... -............... - .. ·100:0000 Loss .....•••.•••.... ....•..••....••..... -.•...... 
SilYer .................... .... .... ounces to ton.. 27. 5327 Total · • • • · • · •• • • · · · · - · · · • • - · · · --- · · · • - · · · · · 
Gold . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trace only 
SECTION V. 
THEORETICAL DISCUSSION. 
REACTIONS IN THE BLAST-FURNACES. 
Per cent. 
17. 8005 
1. 0670 
6'5. 5550 
1. 0891 
10. 5341 
0. 0715 
0. 0565 
Traces 
0.1294 
1. 3815 
0. 3285 
0. 2007 
0.1588 
I. 5770 
0. 0504 
----
100. 0000 
To form a correct conception of the metallurgical reactions in the blast-furnaces 
of Leadville we must take into consideration- · 
(1) The great altitude at which the smelting operations take place, which modi-
fies to a considerable extent the volume of the blast and the volatility of volatile com-
pouil<~. . • 
(2) The manner in which the smelting charges are disposed in the furnace. It 
Las been seen already that the ores and fluxes are placed between two layers of fuel 
so that in all the zones of the furnace above those of agglomeration and fusion th; 
reactions take place by actionR of gases upon solid substances and that in a very 
limited space only reactions by contact of solid matter can take ;lace. 
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(-3) The lement of the bla, t : Oxygen, nitrogen, moisture, and carbonic acid. 
(4) The lement of the fuel: In coke, carbon, moi~ture, a little sulphide of iron, 
and a con iuerable quanti y of a 11, formed of silica, alumina, lime, and oxide of iron; 
ill barcoal, carbon moi ture, and a little ash, composed of alumina and alkaline 
carbonate . 
C) The elements of dolomites: Carbonic acid, lime, ma,gnesi~, with small quanti-
ti of iron an l other ub tances. 
(0) The element of hematite: Peroxide of iron, protoxide of iron, carbonate of 
iron, with small quantities of other substances. 
(7) The elemrnts of the ores: Carbonate of lead, sulphide of lead, sulphate of 
lead, pyrite, oxide of iron and manganese, chlorophosphate of lead, chloro-bromo-
iodide of ilver, gold, zinc, titanic and. molybdic acids, and arsenic and antimonic 
acid , with mall quantities of cobalt, nickel, and other substances. 
The examination of the furnace products, which has already been made, affords 
mean of pointing out with precision what becomes of the elements introduced in the 
furnace. The analyse of slag, bullion, speiss, dust, and mattes a.re fair representa-
tive of the complete or normal reactions of the furnace, and those of hearth and 
haft accretion , of incomplete or accidental reactions. But before entering into these 
con iderations it i neces ary to pas in review the principal reactions of lead, silver, 
and iron compounds, and to study their actiou upon each other and upon the chief 
ingredients either used in smelting or produced by smelting. At the same time stress 
will be laid upon the reactions that are represented by specimens found in the furnaces 
of Leadville and kept for reference in the collections of the Geological Survey, and 
al o upon the reaction which were revealed by analysis. 
REACTIOXS OF LEAD COMPOUNDS. 
ais par la voie eche, Pari , 
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(Berthier). The presence of arsenite of lead in all the oxide of lead compounds of the 
furnace and the preseuce of arsenic in bulliou show that reactions 5 and 6 are of fre-
quent occurrence. 
No. 7.-Antimony acts on oxide of lead, and lead on oxide of antimony, iu the 
same way as witll arsenic (Berthier). The presence of antimonious acid in oxide of 
lead compounds and of antimony in bullion shows that tllese reactions are constantly 
taking place in the furnace. 
No. a. -Protoxide of lead is reduced to the metallic state by iron with formation 
of magnetic oxide of iron: 4PbO+Fe3=Fe30 4+Pb (Berthier). To this reaction is 
undoubtedly due part of the magnetic oxide of iron found in slags and other furnace 
products. 
No. g. Protoxide of lead and silica combine easily at the temperature at which 
the oxide of lead l>ecomes pasty. The silicate 3PbO,SiO2 is Yery fusible and very 
fluid. The silicate 2PbO, SiO2 is pasty (Percy-Beck).1 The presence of silicate of lead 
in all the slags shom, tllat this substance is formed in the furnace. 
No. 10. Oxide of lead and galena. -In this well-known reaction sulphurous acid is 
evolved and lead is reduced to the metallic state (Berthier, Percy-Smith): PbS+ 
2PbO=3Pb+SO2• This is one of the fundamental reactions of blast-furnaces which 
lrns beeu pr,JVed too often to need demonstration. 
N~. 11. -Oxide of lead is completely reduced to the metallic state by charcoal, 
coke, oxide of carbon, hydrogen with formation of carbonic oxide, carbonic acid and 
water (Berthief, Percy, and others). 
· No. 12.-Oxiue of lead is reduced by zinc to the metallic state by formation of 
oxide of zinc: PbO+Zn=Pb+ZnO (Berthier). The oxide of zinc deposited in accre-
tions and fumes is undoubtedly produced. in this way by zinc reduced in the zone of 
agglomeration. 
No. 13. Reactions of silicate of lead. - Silicate of lead behaves almost . exactly like 
protoxide of lead in its reaction., upon sulphur, iron scales, iron, carbon, carbonic oxide, 
galena, etc. (Percy-Beck). 
No. 14--Silicate of leau is completely reduced to the metallic state by mixturrs 
of oxide of iron and carbon-(Percy-Beck). This is undoubtedly one of the chief reac-
tions of the furnace at the zones of agglomeration; but reactions No. 13 take place in 
most of the zones of the fumace. 
No. 15. Reactions of sulphate of lead. -Sulphate oflead is decomposed by silica witb 
e,olution of sulphurous acid and oxygen aud formation of silicate of lead (Berthier, 
P ercy). 
No. r6 . -Sulphate of lead is reduced by lead to the state of oxide with evolution 
of sulphurous acid: PbO, SO3+Pb=2PbO+SO2 (Berthier, Percy-Smith). 
No. 17· -Sulphate of lead is-reduced by iron to the metallic state with formation 
of magnetic oxide of iron and sulphide of iron: PbO,SO3+ 4Fe=Fe3O4+FeS+Pb. 
There is but little doubt that the mattes of Leadville owe their origin in great part to 
this reduction. 
1 The quo~ations from Percy au<l hi,; assistants, whose names follow Percy's, :ire taken from 
Percy's Metallurgy of Lead, London, 1870. 
• 
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No. 18. - ulpbate of lead is reduced by carbon to the state of sulphide: PbO, 
S03+02=PbS+2C02 (Gay-Lus ac),1 and also by carbonic oxide (Rodwell).2 The 
ulpbi le of lead of the mattes is produced partly by these reactions. 
No. 19. - ulpbate of lead is decomposed by lime with formation of sulphate of 
lime and oxide of lead; ulphate of lime bas been pointed out in the analyses of some 
furnace product . 
No. 20. Reactions of sulphide of lead. -Sulphide of lead is somewhat volatile; it is 
nblimated at high temperatures (Berthier, Percy). This sublimated galena in fine 
di tinct iri ated crystals is one of the constituents of normal shaft accretions. 
No. 21.-Sulphide and oxide of lead react upon each other with formation of 
metallic lead and ulpburous acid (see reaction )fo. 10). 
No. 22.-Sulpbide of lead and metallic lead combine together and form subsul-
phides and alloys. The analyses of bu11ion and skimmings prove this reaction. More-
over, the metallurgical collection of the Survey contains specimens of alloys highly 
charged with salpl.tide of lead. 
No. 23.-Sulpliide oflead is reduced by zinc: PbS+Zii=Pb+ZnS (Percy-Smith). 
The ulphide of zinc found in normal accretions and also in lead fumes is certainly 
deposited in virtue of this reaction. 
No. 24.-Sulphide oflead and sulphate oflead react upon each other with forma-
tion of metallic lead and sulphurous acid: PbS+ Pb0,SU3=2Pb+2S02 (Berthier, 
Percy). 
No. 2s.-Sulphide of lead and iron produce one of the most important reactio~s 
of the bla t furnace; lead is completely reduced to the metallic state and sulphide of 
iron is formed: PbS+Fe=Pb+FeS (Bertbier). Mostofthesulphideofironin mattes 
i produced in this way. 
No. 26. -Sulphide of lead and oxide of carbon act slightly upon each other with 
formation of s.ulphide of carbon (Rodwell).3 In all probability some of the silica found 
in that portion of the fumes which escapes in the air is volatilized in the state of sul-
pbi<l of ilicium by the ulpbide of carbon thus produced. 
No. 27-- ulpbide of lead mixed with lime aDd carbon is partly reduced with for-
mation of ulpbide of calcium and carbonic oxide: 2PbS+Oa0+0=Pb+PbS,OaS+ 
C (Bertbier) . Thi important reaction, which undoubtedly takes place in the zone of 
a 1·glom rati n of the furnace, account for the sulphide of calcium iu tlie slags. 
No. 28.- ulpbid of lead, h ated with oxide of iron and carbon, _produces metal-
Ji l a 1 an 1 ulphid of iron: 4Pb +2Fe20 3+30=4Pb+4FeS+3002•4 This reaction 
i: int r ting c in licative of what actually take place in the furnace. 
No. 29·- ulphid of 1 ad and a ic 1licate of protoxide of iron react upou each 
otb r with t rm, tion f m tallic l ad and iron aucl 1 ad matte: 2(3Fe0, Si03)+5PbS= 
2( ... ' i 3)+-( b , 'e )+ 02+ Pb3 (Percy-Oloud1. This important reaction is 
ilh1 y th ·p ciro n. of b arth acer tion or slag·-matte in the collection of 
tb 
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No. 30. Reactions of phosphate of lead. -Phosphate of lead forms, with chloride, bro-
mide, and iodide of lead, Yery volatile compounds (A. Guyard). This is proved by 
the analysis of roasted chamber-dust and by that of the smoke caught in the Bartlett 
filter. 
No. 31.-Phosphate of lead 1s reduced by carbon and iron to the metallic state, like 
oxide of lead (Percy-Cloud). Part of the phosphoric acid found in the slags comes 
from this reaction. 
No. 32. Reactions of chloride of lead. _:_It is a well-known fact that chloride, bro-
mide, and iodide of lead are volatile compounds; hence their constant presence in lead 
fumes of every kind in Lead ville. 
No. 33. Chloride of lead with lime and carbon.- Chloride of lead is reduced.to the 
metallic state with formation of chloride of calcium and carbonic acid (Bertbier): 
2PbCl2+2CaO+C=Pb2 +2Ca012+CO2 • The analyses of slags show that this reaction 
does not take place in Leadville. It is chiefly due to the fact that chloride of lead is 
volatilized before carbonate of lime is decomposed, and it indicates that there would be 
an advantage in using caustic lime instead of raw limestone. 
No. 34. Chloride of lead and galena,-:-These two substances form a very volatile 
chloro-sulphide of_ lead similar to galena (Bert.bier). This product has been found in 
the portion of tbe lead fumes lost in the air. 
No, 35. Reactions of metallic lead. -Lead is somewhat volatile (all authors). It has 
been seen that normal accretions are chiefly formed of sublimated lead, and the con-
tents of this sublimated lead in silver were also given. 
REACTIONS OF SILVER COMPOUNDS. 
No. 36. Reactions of metallic silver.-Silver is somewhat volatile (all authors). The 
assay of sublimated bullion found in normal shaft accretions gives an idea of the rel-
ative proportion of lead and silver volatilized and sublimated in the blast furnace. 
No. 37. Reactions of sulphide of silver,-Sulphide of silver combines with metallic 
silver and with sulphides of lead and iron. The analyses of bullion, skimmings, and 
mattes show that these reactions take place in Lead ville. 
No. 38.-Sulphide of silver heated with oxide of lead is reduced to the metallic 
state, with formation of an alloy of lead and silver and sulphurous acid: Ag28+2PbO= 
2(PbAg)+SO2 (Percy-Smith).1 
No. 39--Sulphide of silver is not completely reduced to the metallic state ·by 
metallic lead in excess (Percy). 
No. 40,-Sulpbide of silver is completely reduced to the metallic state by iron, 
with formation of sulphide of iron (Berthier, Percy, and others). 
No. 41.-Su]phide of silver is not completely reduced by iron in presence of an 
excess of sulphide of iron (A. Guyard). The matte analyzed in XL, and which yielded 
85.067 ounces of silver to tbe ton by scorification, gave only 80.16 ounces when it was 
treated directly with flux, litharge, and iron. Tbis experiment throws light on many 
furnace reactions. 
Reactions of chloride of silver.-Wbat is said for chloride of silver is true for bromide 
and iodide. 
1 Qu"tations from Percy and his assistants are taken from Percy's Metallurgy of Silver and 
Gold. Part 1. London, 1880. 
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No. 42.-It i a well-known fact that this compound is volatile; hence its presence 
in large q uautitie in the lead dust and even in the lost fumes. 
No. 43--Chloride of silrnr is reduced in the dry way by metallic lead and also by 
metallic iron. It i owing to these important reactions that so much chloro-bromo -
iodide of lead i" formed and that o much silver is reduced in the bullion. 
REAC'flOXS OF IRON COMPOU~DS. 
No. 44. Reactions of carbonate of iron.-Carbonate of iron is reduced at red heat to · 
tho state of magnetic oxide of iron with formation of carbonic oxide (I. Lowthian 
Bell),' ~vith formation of peculiar maguetic oxide of iron, containing an excess of pro-
toxide of iron (Percy).2 The writer ha~ found a similar magnetic oxide of iron in slags 
and mattes. 
No. 45. Reactions of peroxide of iron.-Uuder the in:fluence of carbonic oxide, p~roxide 
of iron begins,to lose oxygen at the temperature of 200° C., protoxide of iron being 
formed as well as carbonic acid. The decomposition increases rapidly with the tem-
perature until it reaches 4170 C. The loss in oxygen is greater in the same lapse of 
~ime in a rapid current of carbonic oxide. At 410° C. peroxide of iron loses 36 per 
cent. of its oxygen in a low current of carbonic oxide aud 56 per cent. in a rapid cur-
rent of the ,_,ame gas (Bell). In tbe blast furnaces of Leadville the condition.s are 
tho ·e of a rapid current. To form magnetic oxide, peroxide of iron must lose 11.1 per 
cent. of its oxygeu, and to form protoxide of iron 33.3 per cent. Consequently at the 
temperature of 410°-i. e., below red heat-and in a rapid cnrrent of carbonic oxide, 
peroxide of irou losing more than 50 per cent. of its oxygen, some metallic iron is 
produced. Tb1, i an important fact, but one which is profoundly modified in the fur-
nace, wher carbonic oxide is diluted with nitrogen and carbonic acid. 
No. 46.-At the temperature of 41i° C. - that is, at the temperature at which metal-
lic iron make it' appearance-it is rapidly attacked by carbonic acid, with formation of 
oxiue of iron and oxide of carbon (Bell). 
No. 47--At tbe same temperature of 417° C. a mixture of equal volumes of car-
bonic acid and ca.rbonic oxide exerts no action upon metallic iron, but at full red l.ieat 
th carbonic acid of tlle mixture is rapidly tlecomposetl and converted into carbonic 
oxi<l (B 11). 
No. 48.-.Mixture · of carbonic acid and. oxide reduce peroxide of irou, but only to 
t t of pr toxide, at the temperature of 417° 0 ., with formation of carbonic acid 
11). 
mixture of carbonic acid witll an excess of oxide of carbon (CO2 9 
, lume ) oxidize pongy iron, and carbon is deposited from reduced 
h .mical Phenomena of Iron Smelting. Lou-
1 t llurrrr f Iron and ;·t tl. L ndon, 1 64. 
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with those of iron smelting; but the followfog experiments, made by I. L. Bell in the 
iron blast furnaces in the presence of the gases actually produced in smelting, show 
with more accuracy the real process of the reduction of iron: 
(a) Furnace working with raw limestone; pieces of calcined Cleveland ore or 
artificial hematite kept for two hours in the zone of the furnace below red . point. 
Composition of gases: 00=100 volumes; 002=25 volumes; N =190 volumes. The 
ore loses 11.85 per cent,. of its oxygen (mean of two experiments). 
(b) Same experiment as in a, but in cherry-red zone. Composition of gases: 
C >=100 volumes; 002=8¼ volumes; N =172¼ volumes. The ore loses 76.2 per cent. 
of its oxygen, showing great reduction of iron. 
( c) Same experiment as in a and b, but in bright-red zone. Composition of gases: 
00=100 volumes; 002=3:¼ volumes; N =169¼ volume·s. The ore loses 73.8 per cent. 
of its oxygen. , 
(d) Same experiment as preceding, but in very bright-red zone. Composition of 
gases: 00=100 volumes; 002=3 volumes; N=l83¼ volumes. The ore loses 80 per 
cent. of its oxygen. 
(e) Same experiment as preceding, but in intensely bright-red zone near tuyeres. 
Composition of gases: CO =100 volumes; C02=5 volumes; N = l72i volumes. The 
ore loses 71 per cent. of its oxygen. 
To interpret correctly these experiments we must take into consideration that 
the ore does not remain exposed two hours to the influence of the gases of the same 
zone in the furnaces of Leadville, and that although the reducing power of the cor-
responding zones is sensibly the same the quantity of ore reduced is greatly dimin-
ished. 
Reactions of sulphides of iron. -Pyrites existing in some ores and sulphide of iron 
being formed in the furnace, the following reactions are interesting: 
No. so.-Protosulphide of iron and peroxide of ir()n act upon each other with 
formation of magnetic oxide of iron and sulphurous acid: FeS+10Fe20 3 =7Fe3 0 4 
+so2 (Percy-Hochstatter). To this rea.ctfon is probably due in part the magnetic 
oxide of mattes. 
No. s1.-Iron pyrites and oxide of lead react upon each other, girn off sulphurous 
acid, and form ~ magnetic mixture of sulphides and oxides of lead and hon (Perc;y ). 
In this instance the origin of mattes is clearly indicated. 
CHEMICAL DISCUSSION OF THE LEADVILLE F URNACES. 
The object of this discussion is to illustrate the chemical and metallurgical re-
actions of the blast furnace, and it is based as much as possible on general averages 
obtained during the preparation of this report. 
It has already been seen (Table IV): 
(1) That the average proportion of fuel to ore is 32.83 per cent. 
(2) That the average proportion of fuel to charge is 24:.03 per cent. 
(3) That the average composition of the fuel used in the camp is: charcoal, 57 
per cent.; coke 43 per cent. = 100 per cent. 
(4) That the average proportion of ash in coke is 22 per eent. and in charcoal 
2.5 per cent., giving for the fuel under consideration an average of 10.88 per cent. of 
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a b. We will assume from the nature of this fuel that its average proportion of 
rn i tnre i , equal to 5 per cent. and of gases 3 per cent. 
Raw materials.-Tbe average composition of ore, hematite, dolomite, fuel, ash in 
fuel, and atmospheric air which will be adopted in this discussion is the following: 
Component parts. Or-e. H ematite. Dolomite. Fuel. Ash in .fuel. Atmospheric air. 
Carbon ........................................................................... . 
Gase in fuel...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
80. 82 .••••. . .••••..••••..•.. . .. . 
3. 00 . ••...•....••............. . 
Nitrorren .. . . ................................................................... _. . ...... . .. ... . .. ........... . 
Oxygen . . . . .. . . . . . . . .•. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 9. 53 22. 50 .••...••.•...•••....•.•.............. 
77. 50 
21.41 
Carbonic acid. .................. . ... . ...... . . . . 5. 58- . • • • • . . • • • • . 45. 83 . • • • • . . . . • • . 3. 50 0. 04 
Moi ture...... ... . .. . . . . . ...•... .. . . ..... ...... 5. 53 1. 92 0.10 5. 00 . ••• •• . .•.••. l. 0.5 
L ad... ..... ... . . ..... .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23. 00 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • ••••••• • ••• •••• • ••••••••••••••••••• • 
S1h·el'...... ..•..• .••... ...... .... .. . .. . . . . . . . . 0. 31 ..•..•.•••....••...••...... . . . •......••...••.......•...•....•.. 
M tallic iron................................... 18.10 52. 50 ... . •.. •.. . ....•... • .••..••. . ... . .••...••.•........ 
Alumina....................................... 3.99 0.50 ...••..•. • .. .•• ••... .• •........•.••. . •••••..•..•.. 
P eroxide of iron a.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 66 • • • • . . . • . . . . 22. 20 ..•...••...... 
Peroxide of manganese .. .... .. ........ , . . . . . . . . 4. 03 0. 42 . • . • • . • • • . • • . • . • . . . . . . • . . . , .......••.•••••..•...••• 
Lime ....... ...... . ..... ... : ................. . 
Magnt ia .... . ..... . ... . ....... . .............. . 
Alkalie .... .. .... . ... . ... . .. .... . ......... . . . 
2. 36 
3. 04 
0. 98 
0. 37 
0. 63 
ilica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22. 59 16. 30 
30. 88 .....••...• . 
19. 57 . . .. .... . . . 
2. 40 .... ....... . 
.Ab.············ ···· · ... ..... · · ···· . .... . · ···· . ........... ··········· · ...... ······ 10. 88 
4. 00 
0. 50 
2. 00 
56. 80 
Other con tituents b.... .. .. . . .. ... .. . .. . .. . . . . O. 96 4. 86 0. 56 0. 3/l 11. 00 
!----1----1 
Totals ........................ . ..... .. .. j 100. 00 ----1-----1-----1-----100. 00 100. 00 1(10. 0 0 100. 00 100. 00 
a It will b assumed that this peroxide of iron escapes reduction. 
b ulpbur, ar enic, antimony, chlorine, phosphoric acit.l, &c., are neglected in subsequent calculations. 
The compo ition of old lags is not given here, it being unnecessary for this dis· 
cu . ion . 
Of the above chemical con tituents the following proportional quantities enter into 
tll m Hiner cbara , calculated on the basi of averages given in Section V of Table IV: 
'on. titnent of sm lting charges. From ore. 
26. 533 
.........• ........ ···- ·· · •· · · ······ ....................•. .•. . ••• ..... •.. ·•···· ..... . 0. 985 
9. 53 
5. 58 
5. 53 
23. 00 
0. 31 
18.10 
1. 67 ....... . . . ........ ..... . 
...... ...... 4. 986 ...• .. . ..••. 
0.159 0.011 1. 641 
4. 357 . ...... ..... .... .. ..... . 
From ash 
in fuel. 
0.125 
· · · · · · · · • · · · · · • · · · .• . • · · · • · · ·...•.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3. 99 0. 041 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •....•.... . 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o. 072 . . . . . . . . . o. 793 
...... -.......................................... . ... ... ........ . 
................ .................... .. ........... .. ............. ... .. . 
............................................................... 
................................... ..... ......... .. .. . .... .... 
4. 03 I 
2. 36 I 
3. 04 
0. 98 
22. 50 
0. 035 
0. 031 
0. 052 
1. 353 I 
3. 360 , ..... . .. ... . 
2.129 ...... ······ 
0. 261 ..... .. .. . . 
0.143 
0. 0. 
0. Oil 
2. O.?~ 
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The above figures may be conveniently combined as follows: 
Volatile portion. 
Carbon from fuel ..•............... - - - ... - . - . -... · · - · · · - - · - · · - - - - · 26. 53:3 
Gases fron1 fuel .......................... - - .. - . - ...... · - - - - · · · - - - · 0. 985 
Carbonic acid from ore, dolomite, and ash ................ - - ... - - - . 10. 691 
Oxygen from Fe2O3 in ore and hematite, escaping as CO2 ..... - - - - . . 3. 208 
Oxygen from MnO2 in ore and hematite, escaping as CO2.... . . . . . . . O. 747 
Oxygen from PbO escaping as CO2 ............... -. - .. - . -... - - - . . . 1. 640 
Moisture from whole charge ·---~- ..••.. -~---· ............... --- . 7. 341 
r Pb=l. 040 
Dust and fumes carried away ......•.....•.......... ~ Ag=0. 011 
l Dust=0. 890 
1. 941 
Total .... - ... - ............ - .. , .. - . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53. 086 
Slag. 
Silica······ .... ······ ...... ······ ...... ············ ..•..... ······ 26.202 
A.lkalies ............................... - -....... - ..... - . - . - -· -- - . . 1. 051 
5.239 l\fagnesia ................................... - • - -.. - . - - · . - - - - · - - · · 
Lime ...•............... -..... - ... .•....... -..... -... - ....... - .. - . 5. 894 
Alumina ........... · ...... ·............................•........ . . 4.031 
Protoxide of iron...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28. 873 
Pewxide of iron ........ · .. · ................................. - . . . . . . 0. 865 
Protoxide of manganese ................................. ~ .... - - - . ~- 318 
Protoxidt, of lead ... _ ..........••...........•................ - - . . 1. 860 
Old slag ............ ···-·· .............•.......................... 17.441 
Total ... -•....... - ...... - - . ... - ..... - .... - ...... - . . . . . . . . . . 94. 77 4 
Less dust ....................•...............•..... -.-- . . . . . 0. 890 
Total slag produced ........••••................................... 93. 884 
Bullion . 
. Lead .................. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 20. 240 
Silver....................................................... . . . . . . 0. 299 
Total ...••....••.....•................•..•........ ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. 539 
Total of volatile portion, slag, and bullion ...................•...... 167.509 
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In these calculations speiss and matte have been purposely neglected. Besides 
the descending charge of solid matter thrown in the furnace at the feed-hole, there is 
the ascending charge of blast forced in at the tuyeres. The weight of the gaseous 
charge will be calculated after the weights of charges filling the furnace have been 
determined. 
This discussion is carried on for the blast furnace of smelter O, which is shown 
in Fig. 2, Plate XXXVI, divided into zones of charges and temperatures in accord-
ance with the working of this furnace. These zones will be designated hereafter by 
their temperatures. The zone 900° of the crucible is charged with 12 tons of bullion.1: 
It iA assumed that the furnace is in full blast; that the weight of smelting charges, 
including fuel, is equal to 502.527 pounds, or three times the weight of the charge cal-
1 Temperatures are theoretical, uot observed. 
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colated for 100 pound · of ore. This figure is calculated from the capacity of the 
furnace, and repre ent "\ery nearly a semi-charge of smelter O, but as a great many 
furnace run cba1·ge. of this weight it will be adopted in this discussion. The fur-
nace i capable of melting this charge in about seven minutes, giving a cake of slag 
weighing 281.652 pound , and it is assumed that at the time of the experiment the 
furnace i properly filled with eleven similar charges, each charge being divided into 
two layer , a layer of fuel and old slag and a layer of flux and ore, all these supposi-
tion and all the figure adopted being in perfect accordance with the practical work-
ing of the furnace. 
The composition in pounds of the charge in zone 150°, the zone in which it is 
thrown into the furnace, will be as follows : 
Carbon .•..................................... . ...............••...•... 
Ga es from fuel ..................••..... _ .....•.... __ .... _ .. .......... . 
Carbonic acid (C=-= .747) ............••.............•...•............... 
Oxygen .... --~~-- .................................................... .. 
Moisture ..... _ ......................... ___ •.... _ ...•.... ~ __ ........... . 
Lead ( total CO, combined with PbO = 14. 667 ; PbO =68. 7i 4 ; 0 = 4. 934) .. 
ilver .•••......... _ . _ .........••..........•. _ ... _ .................. - - .. 
Metallic iron (Fe30~ :-: 9.3. 036 ; FeO =86. 620; Fe20 3 =96. 244) ............. . 
Oxide of lead in slag .................. __ ........... _ .... __ .. .... ...... . 
Alumina .. . ... .. .•.....•. .. ...................... .. .............•..... . 
Peroxide of iron ....... __ ....................... _ . . . ................•.. 
Peroxide of manganese (M:n0::.:9. 9[12; 0=2. 243) ........ _ ...... .....• •••. 
'ilica .................... ---- ...•.................... ······ ···· ···· ···· 
~ii::~~i~ I (total CO, in combination=17. 406) ........................ { 
Alkalie ... _ ....... __ ...... _ ... ___ .. _ .. _. . . _ ....... _ ........ _ ......... . 
Old lag ...................•.......................••••................ 
79.599 
2.955 
32.073 
33. 792 
2~.023 
63.840 
0.930 
67.371 
5.580 
12.093 
2.595 
12. 195, 
78.606 
17.682 
15.717 
3.15~ 
52.323 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 502. 527 
Weight of blast. -It will be seen in the discussion of losses in each zone of the 
furna e that of the 79.599 pound of carbon thrown in the furnace with each charge 
onlv 32.1257 pounu reach the zone of combustion. It is this quantit,y of carbon which 
will na le u to calculate the quantity of air nece sary to convert it into carbonic 
acid in ,en minute , an exce of air being injurious and calculated to cool the 
turna · . 32.1257 pound of carbon require 85.6685 pounds of oxygen for their com-
l a ti n into carbonic acid, it i deduced from the composition of air given previously 
th t th , ir lown in th furnace in ev n minute will be composed of-
Oxy • n . . • . . • ...... _ ...••....... _ ... _ .. . .. _ .... _ ... _ . ___ •... _ .. _ . . . . . 5. 66 ~ 
J:oi tur .. _ ................... _ .......... __ . _ .........••.•. _. __ ... _. _. 4. 2023 
arbonic acid ................... __ ........ _ ....... _ ...... _ ...... _.... . 0. 1600 
'itro n ....................... . .................. ______ ..... . ______ .. 310.1031 
Tot 1 ---· -··· ................. .......... ........ ........ ....... 400.1309 
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It bas been seen that the normal ,olnme of blast delivered by the blower con-
nectecl with this furnace is 2,550 cubic feet per minute, or 17,850 cubic feet in seven 
minutes, at the rate of 80 revolutions per minute; consequently, 9,943.8 cubic feet of 
blast must be shut out <luring the seven mmutes. 'rhis is clone, as before shown, by 
leaving open the damper placed at the extreme end of the main blast-pipe. However, 
there is hardly any <loubt that in practice an excess of air passes through to the f_g.r-
n~ce, and it is to amid this that the adoption of a meter to be placed at the induction 
pipe bas been recommended. 
Loss of weight of charges.-The data are now prepared which are necessary for the. 
discussion of the loss of weight of smelting charges in every zone of the furnace in seven 
minutes, and for giving an idea of the chief real\tions that take place in each. As the 
element of time is all-important in these discussions, the reactions have been de-
scribed in zones of temperature higher than those indicated by theory; but, if there 
are a few errors of judgment in the position assigned to them, the final results remain 
unaltered. 
The weight of gases1 which pass through the uppermost zone in seven minutes is 
as follow8: 
Zone of gases 150° C. 
Carbonic acid.............................................................................. 27. 455 
Oxide of carbon ...............................................••• : . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11i8. 771 
Vapor of water............................................................................ 26,225 
Nitrogen............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310. 103 
Gases from fuel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 955 
Dust and lead fumes...................................................................... . 5. 823 
Total. ..................................................... '..... .... . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . 561. 322. 
Zone of desiccation 150° C. 
Weight of charge entering zone...... . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .... ...... . •.. .• ..•• .. .... .. . . . . 502. 5270 
It loses on_e-fourth of its moisture (chiefly from the ore), or .•••••.•. ·....•••.. 5. 5058 
It loses one-eleventh of total loss in dust and fumes . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . O. 59,94 
6. 0352 
Zone of desiccation 255:i C. 
Weight of charge entering zone .......... , •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 496. 4918 
It loses one-fourth of its moisture (chiefly from the ore)............ .. ....... 5. 5058 
It loses one-eleventh of total loss in dust and fumes . .•..... .•... __ ••. . . __ ... o. 5294 
6. 0352 
Zone of desiccation 360° C. 
Weight of' charge entering zone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . 490. 4566 
It loses one-fourth of its moisture (from ore and fuel) . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 5. 5057 
It loses one-eleventh of total loss in dust and fumes......................... o. 5294 
6. 0351 
• Zone of desiccat-ion 465° C. 
Weight of charge entering zone . . . . . . . . . ... . . ... . .. . ... .. .... .. ..•. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 484. 4215 
It loses the remaining one-fourth of its moisture (chiefly from fuel) . . . . . . . . . 5. 5057 
It loses o:,e-eleventh of total loss in <lust and fumes .... . .................. r . o. 5294 
6. 0351 
478. 3864 
1 As no analyses were made of the gases passing through the different zones of the. furnaces at 
Le~dville, the figu~e~ given by _Mr. Gu yard in the following tables cannot be assumed to represent 
their actual.c~mpos1t10n. In pomt of fact, their composition must be very different from that assumed 
by him, owing to the excess of blast used. His idea is evidently to represent what the theort tical 
conditions in the furnace should be when employing the least amount of blast for the given amount of 
fuel. (S. F. E.) 
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Zone of decomposition 570° C. 
Weight of charge entering zone ...........•...•••.....•••••.••••... · . •• .. ·· .. ••· · ····••··· 
It lo es: 
One.eleventh of t-li.e total loss in dust and fumes .•...........••..••..•...... 
One.half of the gases from fuel . ......••........••.......•.......•...•..••• - . 
One.half of the CO2 from PbO, C02a . . . ...................•.....•••......•. 
C oxidized by¼ CO2 formed in zone 780° C. (2.2614 pounds CO2i .. . .. ........ . 
C oxidized by¼ CO2 formed in zone 885° C. (5.4436 pounds CO2) ............•. 
C oxidized by¼ CO2 formed in zone 990° C. (3.5288 pounds CO2) ...••...•...•. 
C oxidized by¼ CO2 formed in zone 1,095° C. (0.8822 pounds CO2) ........... . 
C oxidized by fr CO2 formed in zone 1,200° C. (10.7086 pounds CO2) .•........ 
C oxidized by¼ CO2 expelled from PbO, CO2 in zone 675° C. (2.4444 pounds 
CO2) ..••.............. ············ ... . ....... ........................ ······ 
C oxidized by i CO2 expelled from carbonates in zone 9&0° C. (1.1604 pounds 
CO2) .............•......•..................•••.•........................... 
C oxidized by¼ CO2 expelled from carbonates in zone 1,095° C. (0.9670 pounds 
CO2) . .....••.•.................•.•.......•.•.•..••••.••....•••••.......... . 
C oxidized by t CO2 expelletl from carbonates in zone 1,200° C. (0.8288pounds 
C01) ............................ · . . ..... ·••••• · • · · .• :: •• ·••• •• · ·••••· •· ·••· 
Total C oxidized in zone 570° C .............................. . 
Total CO formed in same zone . ........•.•••...•......•.• .• •. 
Zone of reaction 6i5° C. 
7. 6976 
35. 9221 
0. 5294 
1. 4775 
7. 3333 
0. 6167 
1. 4846 
o. 9624 
0. 2406 
2. 9205 
0. 6667 
o. 3164 
0. 2637 
0. 2260 
478. 3864 
17. 0378 
Weight of charge entering zone . .•. ....•.. ..• •. . .. . . . . ..•.. .••• •. . . . ... . . . .•.•... .. . . . . . . . 461. 3486 
It lo es: 
One.eleventh of the total loss in dust and fumes...... . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . o. 5294 
The remaining ½ of gases from fuel . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . • . .. . .. . • • • • . 1. 4775 
'Ihe remaining ½ of COdrom PbO, C02b . . . .. .. . . •• • . . . .. . . .. . . . .. • • .. . • . . . . . 7. 3334 
C oxidized by ¼ CO2 formed in zone 780° C. (2.2614 pounds CO2) . . . . • . . . • . . . . . O. 6168 
C oxidized by¼ CO2 formed in zone 885° C. (5.4436 pounds CO2) . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 4846 
C oxidized by i CO2 formed in zone 990° C. (3.5288 pounds CO2) . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 9624 
C oxidized by ¼ CO2 formed in zone 1, 095° C. (O.E822 pounds CO2)............. O. 2406 
C oxidized by n CO2 formed in zone 1,200° C. (10.7080 pounds CO2) .......... 2. 920:3 
C oxidized by i CO2 expelled from carbonates in zone 990° C. (l.1604 pounds 
CO2) . . . . • . . . • . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . o. 3165 
C oxidized by¼ CO2 expelled from carbonates in zone 1,095° C. (0.9670 pounds 
CO2) . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . o. 2637 
C oxidized by t CO2 expelled from carbonates in zone 1,200° C. (0.8288 pounds 
CO2) . . . .. . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . O. 2260 
Total C oxidized in zone 675° C. . ........................... . 
Total CO formed in same zone .......... . ........... . ...... .. 
Zone of red1iction 7 0° C. 
• 7. 0311 
32. 8118 
16. 3714 
Wei,.ht of charge entering zone ...... ... ... ..... . .. .. .. ..•. .• . . .• . .•. .. . . .. .. . .. .• . . .. . • . . 444. 9772 
It lo . : 
11 • leventh of the total lo s in dust and furu s .1 ............ . ........ . .... . 
ne-half of the oxygen from total PbO reduced (this forms with CO 6.78425 
pound CO2, of which t i reduced in zones 570, and 6i5"', while t escapes) .. 
C oxidized b • ¼ CO2 form ·d in zone 8 · o C. (5.4137 pound CO2) ......... . ... . 
C oxidiz d by! COdorm din zone 990:> C. (3.5288 pound CO2) ............ .. 
oxldiz d by a CO2 formed in zon · 1.095° C. (0.8822 pounds CO2) ........... . 
'oxidlz d by· tr C 2 form din zon 1.200"' C. (10.70 6 pounds CO2) .... . .... . 
' oxidiz cl by i CO2 xpelled from •arbonat s in zone 9900 C. (1.1604 pounds 
i) .......... . .................................. . ........................ . 
o. 5294 
2. 4670 
1. 4847 
o. 0624 
0. 2406 
2. 920:3 
0. 3165 
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C oxidized by¼ CO2 expelled from carbonates in zone 1,095° C. (0.9670 pounds 
002) .........•.• ·•••·• .••..•.••...•••..••...••• ~ •• ··••·· ..••••• · ····· ..... . o. 2637 
C oxidized by t CO2 expelled from catbonates in zone 1,200° C. (0.8288 pounds 
CO2) .....••......•..............•.•....•..............•........... ... ..... . o. 2260 
9. 4-1 
Total C oxidized in zone 780° C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • . 6. 4144 
Total CO formed in same zone . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 29. 9339 
Of this latter there is used for reduction of ore............. . . . . . . . . 4. 3172 
Leaving for escapinp: CO . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :!5. 6167 
Zone of reduction 885° C. 
Weight of charge entering zone .............................••••........•. 4-35, 5664 
It loses: 
One.eleventh of the total loss in dust and fumes............................. 0. 5293 
The remaining½ <•f oxygen from total PbO reduced.......................... 2. 4670 
Oxygen from Mn02 reduced to MnO...... ...... ...... ...... . ..... ........ .. . 2. 2430 
Oxyp:en from Fe203 reduced to Fe304 . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 3. 2080 
(Total oxygen 7.9180. This forms with CO 21.7745 pounds CO2, of which! 
is reduced in upper zones,· while ¼ escapes.) · 
C oxidized by¾ CO2 formed in zone 990° C. (3.5288 pounds CO2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 9624 
C oxidized by i CO2 formed in zone 1,095° U. (0.8~23 pounds CO2)............. 0. 2406 
C oxidized by -fr CO2 formed in zone 1,200° C. (21.4171 pounds CO2)............ 5. 8410 
C oxidized by ¾ CO2 expelled from carbonates in zone 990° C. (1.1604 pounds 
CO2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 3165 
C oxidized by tr CO2 expelled from carbonates in zone 1,095° C. (0.9670 pounds 
CO2) . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o. 2637 
C oxidized by t CO2 expelled from carbonates in zone 1,200° C. (0.8289 pounds 
CO2) . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 2261 
16. 2976 
Total C oxidized in zone 885° C. .••••...... •. . •. . . . . . . . . • . . . 7. 8503 
Total CO formed in same zone............................. 36. 6347 
Of this latter there is used for reduction of ore . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 8565 
Leaving for escapini:r CO.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 22. 7782 
Zone of semi·agglomeration 990° C. 
Weight of charge entering zo,p.e. ... .. . . . . . . •. . . . . ...• .. . .•..... .. . . . . ... . . .••. .• ... . . . . . . . 419. 2688 
It loses: 
One.eleventh of total loss in dust and fumes .........•.•..........••......... 
One.third of CO2 from carbonates .•••••......... •.... .....•........... . . .-.... 
(Of this¼ is reduced in upper zones, while¼ escapes.) 
Oxygen from Fe304 reduced to FeO ...... ...... ............................. . 
(This forms with CO 17.6440 pounds CO2, of which¼ is reduced in upper 
zones, while ¼escapes.) 
C oxidized by¼ CO2 formed in zone 1,095° C. (0.8823 pounds CO2) . . . ......... . 
U oxidized by f1 CO2 formed in zone 1,200° C. (32.1256 pounds CO2) ........ . . 
C oxidized by½ CO2 expelled from carbonates in zone 1,095° C. (0.9670 pounds 
CO2) ...................................................................... . 
C oxidized by,- CO2 expelled from carbonates in zoue 1,2000 C. (0.8289 pounds 
CO2) .........................••.................. : . ... .. .......•......•... . 
Total C oxidized in zone 9900 C. . .•...................••... 
Total CO formed in same zone ......•...•.................. 
Of this latter theru is used for reduction of ore ..•...•.....•..•••.• 
Leaving for ernaping CO 
9. 4-921 
44. 2965 
11. 2280 
33. 0685 
0.52!l3 
5. 8020 
6. 4160 
0 2407 
8. 7616 
0. 2637 
o. 2261 
22. 2305 
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Zone of agglo111e1·ation 1,095° C. 
Weight of charge entering zone ... .... ................ .... ······ - ···•·· -······ · ···· -····· 
It lo es: 
One-eleventh of the total loss in dnst and fumes............................. 0. 5292 
One-third of the CO2 from carbonates........................................ 5. 8020 
(Of this! i reduced in upper zones, while¼ escapes.) 
Oxygen from f.J FeO reduced to Fe . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1. 9249 
(Thi forms with CO 5.2935 pounds· CO2, of which ti is reduced above, while 
¼ escapes.) 
C oxidized by f CO2 expelled from carbonates in zone 1,200° C. (0.8289 pounds 
CO2) . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o. 2261 
C oxidized by fr CO2 formed in zone l ,:!00° C. (32.1256 pounds CO2).......... .. 8.7616 
Total C oxidized in zone l,095°C ...........••........•...•. 
Total CO formed in same zone ...............•............. 
Of this latter there is used for reduction of ore ........ -~ ......... . 
Leaving for escaping CO ....................••.............. 
8. 9877 
41. tl426 
3. 3686 
38. 5i40 
Zon e of combustion ancl reaction by contact of solid rnatte1·, 1,200° C. 
397, 0293 
17. 2439 
Weight of <:barge entering zone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .• . . . .•• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 379. 7854 
It loses: 
One-eleventh of the total loss in dust and fumes.... • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . O. 5293 
One-third of the CO2 from carbonates.... . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 8020 
(Of this~ is reduced in upper zones, while f escapes.) 
C oxidized to C01 ..•........ . ................••........ . .....• 32.1257 
38. 4580 
Remaining in furnace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . •. . . . . .. . . . . .• • . . . .• . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • • . .. . . . . 341. 3274a-
Weight of bullion reaching zone of crucible . ................ . . . . • . . . • • • . .. • . . . . . 61. 6170 
Weight of slag produced . .. . . . ... . . ... . . . ... . .. ... . . . ...• ...... .. .••. .. . . . . . . . . 281. 6520 
343. 2690 
Chemical reactions of the different zones.-Some important reactions begin to take-
plac in zone 570° C. and are continued iu zone 675° O. Oxide of lead acts on galena, 
, ulphide of n~er, and pyrites, and sume sulphurous acid is evolved. Mattes begin 
to form. Oxide of lead acts on silica, and some silica,te of lead is formed. In practice-
1lolomite lo, e here a portion of their carbonic acid, but the discussion has been carried 
n a if dolomite behaved like carbonate of lime, in order to get at extreme results. 
In zone 7 0° C., the important reaction of reduction of lead taking place, several 
m r r action are produced in consequence. Metallic lead acts on arseniate and 
antimoniat of lead, forming ar eniuret and antimoniuret of lead, witli regeneration 
of xi<.le of 1 ad. ~I tallic lead act· al Q on ulphate of lead, with regeneration of oxide· 
• n l ernluti n of n1phurou acitl; all the reactions which have escaped completion in 
th upp r z ne ar ompleted here. Metallic lead acts on galena, and subsulphides 
r form l. ulplli l of I ad act. on ulpbate and oxide of lead, with evolution of 
a ·i l an l r dnction of lead. Sulphide of lead acts on silicate of lead, and 
<l. ~l tallic lead act on chloro-bromo-iodide of silver and form" 
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chloro-l>romo-ioclide of lead, which is volatilized with the chlorophosphate of lead of 
the ore and reduced silver alloys with lead, forming bullion. Sulphide of silver is 
partly ~cted upon by lead also, and some galena is .regenerated. Chloro-bromo-i~dide 
of lead acts on galena and volatilizes a portion of this substance. 
Zone 8850 C. is one of the most importan·t with regard to reactions. Silicate of 
lead acts partly on the magnetic oxide of iron formed, reoxidizes it, and some peroxide 
of iron combines with silica. All the constituents of the charge are in a semi-fluid 
condition, and all possible compounds are formed here, some of which will be uestroyed 
by thorough fusion in lower zones. Sulphate of lead is acted on energetically by 
silica; all the reactions of zone 780° C. are produced here also with even more energy. 
Sulphide of carbon is formed and produces sulphides of silicium and magnesiuw. 
Some volatile chlorides of non-volatile metals are also formed. All the reactions 
which generate mattes are to be observed in this zone. In this zone also the quantities 
of carbonic oxide and carbonic acid are nearly equal. Hematite loses completely the 
carbonic acid of its carbonate of iron. Zinc, reduced in zones below, acts on galena, 
and sulphide of zinc is formed. 
Zone 990° C. is one of very important reactions. Lime and magnesia being set 
free act energetically on sulphide of lead and pyrites, forming the sulphide of calcium 
found in the slag. Silica combines with lime, magnesia, and protoxide of iron, and 
slag is formed. Oxide of Jead is expelled from its silicate. Phosphate of lead which 
bas escaped volatilization forms the phosphate of lime found in slags and accretions. 
In zone 1,095° C., iron reduces arseniuret of lead, forming spiess, and sulphide 
of lead, forming matte. It acts also on oxide of lead expelled from silicate, forming 
magnetic oxide of iron, which enters the slag and the matte. This zone is the zone of 
refining of bu11ion. It is here also that molybdic oxide is reduced and that iron and 
speiss combi11e with it. 
The preceding chemical discussion was f\arried on also with a view to ascertain 
the zones of absorption and of production of heat in the furnace, and it was the writer's 
intention to develop a complete thermic discussion of the different zones; but neither 
the time nor the means of determining with accuracy a few important data peculiar 
to the blast-furnaces in which lead is smelted could be had, and a discussion based on 
hypotheses would have lost all scientific or practical value. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
The chief conclusions arrived at in the preceding pages are: 
1. That smelting in Leadville is a profitable operation, but that t,he aggregate 
smelting capacity of the working smelters is about equal to the present mining product 
of the camp. 
2. That lead smelting in Leadville has, on the whole, been brought to a state of 
great perfection with regard both to the plant adopted, which is constructed on the 
most approved principles, and to the manner in which fuel, fltlXes, and ores are mixed 
for smelting, giving slags which are remarkable for their fluidity and not too highly 
charged with either silver or lead ( especially when it is remarked that the bullion pro-
duced is very rich), and from which by-products, such as speiss and matte, are easily 
detached. 
3. That the quantity of by-products, other than lead fumes, resulting from smelt-
ing in Leadville amounts to bnt little. 
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4. That the camp is provided with the necessary plant to work profitably such 
by-products as are generally rich in silver and either completely neglected, or treated 
imperfectly and with a considerable loss of silver. 
5. That the mode adopted at a great many smelters of mixing and resmelting 
with caustic lime the chamber-dust, formed in considerable quantity, is the best that 
could have been devised, and that it would be advisable to substitute pure lime for 
the dolomitic lime used in Leadville for this operation. 
6. That the numerous imperfections noticeable at various smelters are mostly 
intentional and based on economical grounds, and not on ignorance, for smelting is 
conducted in Leadville by very clever superintendents and smelters. 
7. That the smelting of lead ores in the presence of iron-stone has here been 
brought to a state of great practical perfection, and is carried on most successfully 
from one year's end to the other with the greatest regularity at a dozen smelters, and 
that superintendents of smelters do not hesitate to introduce in the charges sometimes 
very large quantities of galena, which are reduced with the greatest facility. 
8. Tha,t, owing to the peculiar nature of the Leadville ores and to the great alti-
tude at which smelting is performed, which increase~ the volatility of lead compounds, 
attempts ought to he made to substitute caustic lime free from magnesia for the raw 
dolomite used in Leadville, in order to avoid as much as possible the formation of 
volatile lead compounds. 
9. That, creteris paribus! dolomite forms as good a flux as calcitic limestone, so far 
as the actual working of the blast-furnaces is concerned, and that the fluidity of the 
slag thus formed is not only irreproachable but quite remarkable. 
10. That, besides the substances existing in large quantities in the camp, such 
a ilica, sulphur, carbonic acid, lime, magnesia, alumina, oxides of iron and man-
gaue e, lead, ilver, chlorine, and phosphoric acid, the following substances exist in 
mall quantities: Sulphuric acid, titanic acid, bromine, iodine, zinc, baryta, gold, 
nickel, molybderrum, arsenic, antimony, and copper; and that traces of the following 
ubstance may be detected: Tin, bismuth, cobalt, indium, selenium, tellurium, cad-
mium, and a new metal, which has been imperfectly studied as yet, and whicll appears 
to be intermediate between the metals of the iron group and those of the lead group. 
11. That the ore of Leadville are either rich in lead and poor in sil,Ter, rich in 
ilv rand poor in lead, or equally rich in both silver and lead, and very variable in 
compo. iti n; but that, by judicious admixtures of various ores, ore-beds of sensibly 
the am compo ition ar made at the smelters, which are needed to insure regularity 
in the melting operation . 
L. That the quantity of lead completely lost in the atmosphere is sensibly twice 
r · a the quantity of 1 ad caught in the dust-chambers generally used. 
13. That th crude bullion extract d iu the blast-furnaces of Leadville by the 
r fi rr d t in ection 7 i · of very fair quality, and that a litt1e of its silver and 
f it 1 ad xi t ther iu tbe , tate of ulphides. 
1 . That matt (l oth ir n and lead ma tes), which had hitherto been considered 
~ ntirel - fi rm d of . ulphi<l . are cry tallographic compounds of sulphide of iron 
an 11 , cl aud cry. t lliz tl m gnetic oxid of iron. (This la t observation, however, in-
t rfi ·r with th fa ·t that in variou melting operatio·n matte. entirely 
ar pr luc .) 
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15. That slags cannot very well be compared with minerals, from which they dif-
fer essentially; that they contain minute quantities of carbonates which have escaped 
destruction, and small quantities of carbon or carburets, two products which hitherto 
had not been generally known to exist. That slags are formed of crystallognpbic 
compounds of silicates of iron, manganese, zinc, lead, lime, and magnesia on the one 
hand, and on the other of a peculiar matte which is designated by the name of calcium 
matte, and which, like its congeners, is formed of a sulphide (sulphide of calcium) 
and of magnetic oxide of iron, which can be isolated in the pure crystalline state. 
16. That at least three distinct metallurgical kinds of speiss, containing two dis-
tinct chemical arsenio-sulphurets of iron, are formed in lead smelting ; and that they 
always contain small quant,ities of nickel and molybdenum entirely concentrated in 
them, showing that the metallurgy of molybdenum could be conducted jointly with 
that of lead with ores containing only traces of molybdenum. 
17. That a very curjous and a hitherto unsuspected reaction takes place in the 
blast-furnaces of Leadvilie, by means of which cobalt is completely separated from 
nickel (nickel being concentrated in speiss and cobalt in the skimmings of the lead-
pots of blast furnaces), and showing that the metallurgy of both metals and their sep-
aration could be effected in lead furnaces by operating under conditions similar to 
those observed in Leadville. 
18. That iron sows are a variety of speiss and present a great analogy with the 
latter products. 
19. That lead fumes are very complicated products, characterized in Leadville by 
the presence of no inconsiderable amount of chloro-bromo-iodide of lead and phos-
phate of lead, and that they contain, contrary to the opinion formed in Leadville, but 
small quantities of arsenic and antimony. 
20. That the practice of roasting the dust in order to free it from arsenic and 
antimony, as adopted at one smelter, is a useless and costly one, which ought not to 
be generalized in Lead ville. _ 
21. That accretions are products of sublimation, and that these products, whicli 
line the shafts of the furnaces and interfere seriously with a regular run, might be to 
some extent avoided, or made less troublesome, by a slight modification of the manner 
• of charging the furnaces and by the adoption of caustic lime instead of raw lime~tone 
in smelting. 
22. That some accretions are characterized by the concentration, sometimes iu 
large quantities, of metals such as tin, arsenic, antimony, and zinc, which exist but in 
srr.all quantities in the ores. 
23. That the charcoal used in smelting is of very good and the coke of bad qual-
ity; but that the fuel obtained by mixiug them contains 10 per cent. of ash, and that 
it requires a maximum amount of 32 to 33 parts of this fuel for 100 parts of ore, aud 
24 parts for 100 parts of charges, to effect smelting; but that at several smelters these 
percentages are considerably lowered. 
24. That for every 100 parts of carbon thrown in the furnaces with the smeltiug 
charges, only 40.36 1 parts reach the zone of combustion at the tuyeres, the balance 
being oxidized in the upper zones to carbonic oxide, chiefly by the carbonic acid formed 
in the zone of combustion, involving, as is well known, an absorption of heat. 
1 This figure differs from that given in the abstract of this report, published in the Second Annual 
report of the Director of the United Sta~es Geological Survey (1880-'81), several clerical errors in Mr. 
Guyard's calculations having been discovered since that appeared. (S. _F. E. ) 
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LIST OF METALLURGICAL PLATES. 
PLATE XXIII.-Circular furnace. Smelter A. 
Fig. 1. Elevation. 
Fig. 2. Horizontai section at tuyeres. 
Fig. 8. Vertical section through lead-pot. 
Fig. 4. Horizontal section above water-jackets. 
XXIV.-Reverberatory furnace and dust-chamber. Smelter A. 
Fig. 1. Reverberatory furnace in side ele.vation. 
Fig. 2. Dust-chamber, vertical section. 
, Fig. 3. Dust chamber, horizontal section. 
XXV.-Flue arrangement. Smelter A. 
Perspective view of 'furnaces and Aust-chambers. 
XXVI.-Rectangular furnace. Smelter B. 
Fig. 1. Elevation. 
Fig. 2. Horizontal section at tuyeres. 
Fig. 3. Vertical section through slag-gutter. 
Fig. 4. Horizontal section at charging-floor. 
XXVII.-Circular furnace. Smelter B. 
Fig. 1. Elevation. 
Fig. 2. Horizontal section at tuyeres. 
}..,ig. 3. Vertical section through-lead-pot. 
XXVIII.-Bartlett smoke-filter. Smelter B. 
•· 
Fig. 1. Elevation of furnace and filter, with connecting pipe. 
Fig. 2. Side elevation of fiJter. 
-McAllister charcoal kiln .. 
Fig. 3. Vertical section through charging-door. 
Fig. 4. Elevation. ' 
XXIX.-Rectangular furna-ce. Smelter C. 
Fig. 1. Elevation. 
Fig. 2. Horizontal section at tuyeres. 
Fig. 3. Vertical section on shorter diameter. 
Fig. 4. Horizont'al section at crucible. 
Fig. -5. Vertical section on longer diameter. 
XXX.-Brick dust-chamber. Smelter C. 
Fig. 1. Vertical longitudinal section. 
Fig. 2. Horizontal longitudinal section. 
Figs. b, c, d, e,f, g, partition walls between ~mpal'tments. 
XXXI.-Fig. 1. Blast arrangement at Smelter C. 
Fig. 2. Elevation showing disposition of plant at Smelter C. 
XXXU.-Furnace and dust-chamber. Smelter D. 
Fig. 1. Front elevation. 
Fig. 2. Vertical section pn shorter diameter. 
Fig. 3. Side elevat-iou. 
Fig. 4. Elevation of dust-chamber. 
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